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Preface

The revolution created in 1960 by the publication and widespread adoption
of the textbook Transport Phenomena by Bird et al. ushered in a new era for
chemical engineering. This book has nurtured several generations on the
importance of problem formulation by elementary differential balances. Modeling (or idealization) of processes has now become standard operating procedure, but, unfortunately, the sophistication of the modeling exercise has not
been matched by textbooks on the solution of such models in quantitative
mathematical terms. Moreover, the widespread availability of computer software packages has weakened the generational skills in classical analysis.
The purpose of this book is to attempt to bridge the gap between classical
analysis and modern applications. Thus, emphasis is directed in Chapter 1 to
the proper representation of a physicochemical situation into correct mathematical language. It is important to recognize that if a problem is incorrectly posed
in the first instance, then any solution will do. The thought process of "idealizing," or approximating an actual situation, is now commonly called "modeling."
Such models of natural and man-made processes can only be fully accepted if
they fit the reality of experiment. We try to give emphasis to this well-known
truth by selecting literature examples, which sustain experimental verification.
Following the model building stage, we introduce classical methods in Chapters 2 and 3 for solving ordinary differential equations (ODE), adding new
material in Chapter 6 on approximate solution methods, which include perturbation techniques and elementary numerical solutions. This seems altogether
appropriate, since most models are approximate in the first instance. Finally,
because of the propensity of staged processing in chemical engineering, we
introduce analytical methods to deal with important classes of finite-difference
equations in Chapter 5.
In Chapters 7 to 12 we deal with numerical solution methods, and partial
differential equations (PDE) are presented. Classical techniques, such as combination of variables and separation of variables, are covered in detail. This is
followed by Chapter 11 on PDE transform methods, culminating in the generalized Sturm-Liouville transform. This allows sets of PDEs to be solved as
handily as algebraic sets. Approximate and numerical methods close out the
treatment of PDEs in Chapter 12.

This book is designed for teaching. It meets the needs of a modern undergraduate curriculum, but it can also be used for first year graduate students.
The homework problems are ranked by numerical subscript or an asterisk.
Thus, subscript 1 denotes mainly computational problems, whereas subscripts 2
and 3 require more synthesis and analysis. Problems with an asterisk are the
most difficult and are suited for graduate students. Chapters 1 through 6
comprise a suitable package for a one-semester, junior level course (3 credit
hours). Chapters 7 to 12 can be taught as a one-semester course for advanced
senior or graduate level students.
Academics find increasingly less time to write textbooks, owing to demands
on the research front. RGR is most grateful for the generous support from
the faculty of the Technical University of Denmark (Lyngby), notably Aa.
Fredenslund and K. Ostergaard, for their efforts in making sabbatical leave
there in 1991 so successful, and extends a special note of thanks to M.
Michelson for his thoughtful reviews of the manuscript and for critical discussions on the subject matter. He also acknowledges the influence of colleagues
at all the universities where he took residence for short and lengthy periods
including: University of Calgary, Canada; University of Queensland, Australia;
University of Missouri, Columbia; University of Wisconsin, Madison; and of
course Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge.
Richard G. Rice
Louisiana State University
September 1994
Duong D. Do
University of Queensland
September 1994
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PART ONE

Myself when young did eagerly frequent
Doctor and Saint, and heard great argument
About it and about: but evermore
Came out by the same door as in I went.
Rubdiydt of Omar Khayyam, XXX.

Chapter A

Formulation of
Physicochemical
Problems
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Modern science and engineering requires high levels of qualitative logic before
the act of precise problem formulation can occur. Thus, much is known about a
physicochemical problem beforehand, derived from experience or experiment
(i.e., empiricism). Most often, a theory evolves only after detailed observation of
an event. Thus, the first step in problem formulation is necessarily qualitative
(fuzzy logic). This first step usually involves drawing a picture of the system to
be studied.
The second step is the bringing together of all applicable physical and
chemical information, conservation laws, and rate expressions. At this point, the
engineer must make a series of critical decisions about the conversion of mental
images to symbols, and at the same time, how detailed the model of a system
must be. Here, one must classify the real purposes of the modeling effort. Is the
model to be used only for explaining trends in the operation of an existing piece
of equipment? Is the model to be used for predictive or design purposes? Do we
want steady-state or transient response? The scope and depth of these early
decisions will determine the ultimate complexity of the final mathematical
description.
The third step requires the setting down of finite or differential volume
elements, followed by writing the conservation laws. In the limit, as the
differential elements shrink, then differential equations arise naturally. Next,
the problem of boundary conditions must be addressed, and this aspect must be
treated with considerable circumspection.
When the problem is fully posed in quantitative terms, an appropriate
mathematical solution method is sought out, which finally relates dependent
(responding) variables to one or more independent (changing) variables. The

final result may be an elementary mathematical formula, or a numerical solution
portrayed as an array of numbers.
1.2 ILLUSTRATION OF THE FORMULATION PROCESS
(COOLING OF FLUIDS)
We illustrate the principles outlined above and the hierarchy of model building
by way of a concrete example: the cooling of a fluid flowing in a circular pipe.
We start with the simplest possible model, adding complexity as the demands
for precision increase. Often, the simple model will suffice for rough, qualitative
purposes. However, certain economic constraints weigh heavily against overdesign, so predictions and designs based on the model may need to be more
precise. This section also illustrates the "need to know" principle, which acts as
a catalyst to stimulate the garnering together of mathematical techniques. The
problem posed in this section will appear repeatedly throughout the book, as
more sophisticated techniques are applied to its complete solution.
Model 1—Plug Flow

As suggested in the beginning, we first formulate a mental picture and then
draw a sketch of the system. We bring together our thoughts for a simple plug
flow model in Fig. 1.1a. One of the key assumptions here is plug flow, which
means that the fluid velocity profile is plug shaped, in other words uniform at all
radial positions. This almost always implies turbulent fluid flow conditions, so
that fluid elements are well-mixed in the radial direction, hence the fluid
temperature is fairly uniform in a plane normal to the flow field (i.e., the radial
direction).
If the tube is not too long or the temperature difference is not too severe,
then the physical properties of the fluid will not change much, so our second

Figure 1.1a Sketch of plug flow model formulation.

step is to express this and other assumptions as a list:
1. A steady-state solution is desired.
2. The physical properties (p, density; Cp, specific heat; k, thermal conductivity, etc.) of the fluid remain constant.
3. The wall temperature is constant and uniform (i.e., does not change in the
z ox r direction) at a value Tw.
4. The inlet temperature is constant and uniform (does not vary in r direction) at a value T0, where T0 > Tw.
5. The velocity profile is plug shaped or flat, hence it is uniform with respect
to z or r.
6. The fluid is well-mixed (highly turbulent), so the temperature is uniform in
the radial direction.
7. Thermal conduction of heat along the axis is small relative to convection.
The third step is to sketch, and act upon, a differential volume element of the
system (in this case, the flowing fluid) to be modeled. We illustrate this
elemental volume in Fig. 1.16, which is sometimes called the "control volume."
We act upon this elemental volume, which spans the whole of the tube cross
section, by writing the general conservation law
Rate in - Rate out + Rate of Generation = Rate of Accumulation (1.1)
Since steady state is stipulated, the accumulation of heat is zero. Moreover,
there are no chemical, nuclear, or electrical sources specified within the volume
element, so heat generation is absent. The only way heat can be exchanged is
through the perimeter of the element by way of the temperature difference
between wall and fluid. The incremental rate of heat removal can be expressed
as a positive quantity using Newton's law of cooling, that is,
AQ = (2irRAz)h[T(z)

Control
volume

Figure 1.1b Elemental or control volume for plug
flow model.

- Tw]

(1.2)

As a convention, we shall express all such rate laws as positive quantities,
invoking positive or negative signs as required when such expressions are
introduced into the conservation law (Eq. 1.1). The contact area in this simple
model is simply the perimeter of the element times its length.
The constant heat transfer coefficient is denoted by h. We have placed a bar
over T to represent the average between T(z) and T (z + Az)
=

^ T(z) + T(z + Az)

7(Z)-

v1-3)

2

In the limit, as Az -> 0, we see
lim T(z) -> T(z)

(1.4)

Az->0

Now, along the axis, heat can enter and leave the element only by convection
(flow), so we can write the elemental form of Eq. 1.1 as
u{)ApCpT(z)

- v0ApCpT(z

Rate heat flow in

+ Az) - (2irRAz)h(T

Rate heat flow out

- Tw) = 0

(1.5)

Rate heat loss through wall

The first two terms are simply mass flow rate times local enthalpy, where the
reference temperature for enthalpy is taken as zero. Had we used Cp(T — 7ref)
for enthalpy, the term 7ref would be cancelled in the elemental balance. The
final step is to invoke the fundamental lemma of calculus, which defines the act
of differentiation

We rearrange the conservation law into the form required for taking limits, and
then divide by Az
-v0APCpnZ

+ Az

nz)

A]~

- (2TrRh)(T - Tw) - 0

(1.7)

Taking limits, one at a time, then yields the sought-after differential equation
vQApCp^

+ 2irRh[T(z)

- Tw) = 0

(1.8)

where we have cancelled the negative signs.
Before solving this equation, it is good practice to group parameters into a
single term (lumping parameters). For such elementary problems, it is convenient to lump parameters with the lowest order term as follows:
^ l

+ X[T(Z) -Tw]=0

(1.9)

where
A=

2irRh/(v0ApCp)

It is clear that A must take units of reciprocal length.
As it stands, the above equation is classified as a linear, inhomogeneous
equation of first order, which in general must be solved using the so-called
Integrating-Factor method, as we discuss later in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3).
Nonetheless, a little common sense will allow us to obtain a final solution
without any new techniques. To do this, we remind ourselves that Tw is
everywhere constant, and that differentiation of a constant is always zero, so we
can write

ffii^ii

. HUl

( , I0)

This suggests we define a new dependent variable, namely
O = T(Z) -Tw

(1.11)

^UA«(Z)-0

(1.12)

hence Eq. 1.9 now reads simply

This can be integrated directly by separation of variables, so we rearrange to get
^- +A^z = O

(1.13)

ln0 + Az = InA"

(1.14)

Integrating term by term yields

where InK is any (arbitrary) constant of integration. Using logarithm properties,
we can solve directly for 0
0 = Aexp(-Az)

(1.15)

It now becomes clear why we selected the form InK as the arbitrary constant in
Eq. 1.14.
All that remains is to find a suitable value for K. To do this, we recall the
boundary condition denoted as T0 in Fig. 1.1a, which in mathematical terms has
the meaning
T(O) = T0;

or

0(0) = T(O) - Tw = T0 - Tw

(1.16)

Thus, when z = 0, 0(0) must take a value T0 - Tw, so K must also take this
value.

Our final result for computational purposes is

r(z)

" r - cJ-l7rRhZ\

T0 -Tw

"

exp

( v0ApCp J

/117)
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We note that all arguments of mathematical functions must be dimensionless, so
the above result yields a dimensionless temperature
^

^

= *

(1.18)

and a dimensionless length scale

Thus, a problem with six parameters, two external conditions (T0, Tw) and one
each dependent and independent variable has been reduced to only two
elementary (dimensionless) variables, connected as follows
<A = e x p ( - £ )

(1.20)

Model II—Parabolic Velocity
In the development of Model I (plug flow), we took careful note that the
assumptions used in this first model building exercise implied "turbulent flow"
conditions, such a state being defined by the magnitude of the Reynolds number
(u0 d/v), which must always exceed 2100 for this model to be applicable. For
slower flows, the velocity is no longer plug shaped, and in fact when Re < 2100,
the shape is parabolic
vz = 2vQ[\ - (r/R)2]

(1.21)

where v0 now denotes the average velocity, and vz denotes the locally varying
value (Bird et al. 1960). Under such conditions, our earlier assumptions must be
carefully reassessed; specifically, we will need to modify items 5, 6, and 7 in the
previous list:
5. The z-directed velocity profile is parabolic shaped and depends on the
position r.
6. The fluid is not well mixed in the radial direction, so account must be
taken of radial heat conduction.
7. Because convection is smaller, axial heat conduction may also be important.
These new physical characteristics cause us to redraw the elemental volume
as shown in Fig. 1.1c. The control volume now takes the shape of a ring of
thickness Ar and length Az. Heat now crosses two surfaces, the annular area

Figure 1.1c Control volume for Model II.

normal to fluid flow, and the area along the perimeter of the ring. We shall
need to designate additional (vector) quantities to represent heat flux (rate per
unit normal area) by molecular conduction:
qr(r> z)

=

molecular heat flux in radial direction

(1«22)

qz(r, z) = molecular heat flux in axial direction

(1«23)

The net rate of heat gain (or loss) by conduction is simply the flux times the
appropriate area normal to the flux direction. The conservation law (Eq. 1.1)
can now be written for the element shown in Fig. 1.1c.

vz(27rrAr)pCpT(z,r)

- vz(2TrrAr)pCpT(z

+ (2irrAn? z )| 2 - ( 2 i r r A n j J L

+ A*

+ Az, r)

+ (2irrAzqr)\r

-(2irrAzqr)\r+Ar

= 0
(1.24)

The new notation is necessary, since we must deal with products of terms, either
or both of which may be changing.
We rearrange this to a form appropriate for the fundamental lemma of
calculus. However, since two position coordinates are now allowed to change,
we must define the process of partial differentiation, for example,

Ih. n' + L'.r)-n,,r)
Az-^O

AZ

_(g)

(1.25)

\OZ)r

which of course implies holding r constant as denoted by subscript (we shall
delete this notation henceforth). Thus, we divide Eq. 1.24 by 2TrAzAr and

rearrange to get

A~z

A?

=

°

(1 26)

-

Taking limits, one at a time, then yields

-.*>£ - *£* - *£* -

<'•">

The derivative with respect to (wrt) z implies holding r constant, so r can be
placed outside this term; thus, dividing by r and rearranging shows
-'•k

~ Wr^r)

- vzpC,%

(1.28)

At this point, the equation is insoluble since we have one equation and three
unknowns (T,qz,qr). We need to know some additional rate law to connect
fluxes q to temperature T. Therefore, it is now necessary to introduce the
famous Fourier's law of heat conduction, the vector form of which states that
heat flux is proportional to the gradient in temperature
q

= -kVT

(1.29)

and the two components of interest here are
Qr = -k-fr'>

Qz = ~kj^

(1.30)

Inserting these two new equations into Eq. 1.28 along with the definition of vz,
yields finally a single equation, with one unknown T(r,z)

*g+4£('S)-^Hi)1S
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The complexity of Model II has now exceeded our poor powers of solution,
since we have much we need to know before attempting such second-order
partial differential equations. We shall return to this problem occasionally as we
learn new methods to effect a solution, and as new approximations become
evident.
1.3 COMBINING RATE AND EQUILIBRIUM CONCEPTS
(PACKED BED ADSORBER)
The occurrence of a rate process and a thermodynamic equilibrium state is
common in chemical engineering models. Thus, certain parts of a whole system
may respond so quickly that, for practical purposes, local equilibrium may be

assumed. Such an assumption is an integral (but often unstated) part of the
qualitative modeling exercise.
To illustrate the combination of rate and equilibrium principles, we next
consider a widely used separation method, which is inherently unsteady: packed
bed adsorption. We imagine a packed bed of finely granulated (porous) solid
(e.g., charcoal) contacting a binary mixture, one component of which selectively
adsorbs (physisorption) onto and within the solid material. The physical process
of adsorption is so fast relative to other slow steps (diffusion within the solid
particle), that in and near the solid particles, local equilibrium exists
q=KC*

(1.32)

where q denotes the average composition of the solid phase, expressed as moles
solute adsorbed per unit volume solid particle, and C* denotes the solute
composition (moles solute per unit volume fluid), which would exist at equilibrium. We suppose that a single film mass transport coefficient controls the
transfer rate between flowing and immobile (solid) phase.
It is also possible to use the same model even when intraparticle diffusion is
important (Rice 1982) by simply replacing the film coefficient with an "effective"
coefficient. Thus, the model we derive can be made to have wide generality.
We illustrate a sketch of the physical system in Fig. 1.2. It is clear in the
sketch that we shall again use the plug flow concept, so the fluid velocity profile
is flat. If the stream to be processed is dilute in the adsorbable species
(adsorbate), then heat effects are usually ignorable, so isothermal conditions will
be taken. Finally, if the particles of solid are small, the axial diffusion effects,
which are Fickian-like, can be ignored and the main mode of transport in the
mobile fluid phase is by convection.
Interphase transport from the flowing fluid to immobile particles obeys a rate
law, which is based on departure from the thermodynamic equilibrium state.
Because the total interfacial area is not known precisely, it is common practice

Figure 1.2 Packed bed adsorber.

to define a volumetric transfer coefficient, which is the product kca where a is
the total interfacial area per unit volume of packed column. The incremental
rate expression (moles/time) is then obtained by multiplying the volumetric
transfer coefficient (kca) by the composition linear driving force and this times
the incremental volume of the column (^4Az)
AR = kca(C - C*) -AAz

(1.33)

We apply the conservation law (Eq. 1.1) to the adsorbable solute contained in
both phases, as follows
V0AC(Z, t) -V0AC(Z + Az, t) = sAAz^-

+ (1 - e ) , 4 A z ^ -

(1.34)

where V0 denotes superficial fluid velocity (velocity that would exist in an empty
tube), e denotes the fraction void (open) volume, hence (1 - e) denotes the
fractional volume taken up by the solid phase. Thus, e is volume fraction
between particles and is often called interstitial void volume; it is the volume
fraction through which fluid is convected. The rate of accumulation has two
possible sinks: accumulation in the fluid phase (C) and in the solid phase (q).
By dividing through by A Az, taking limits as before, we deduce that the
overall balance for solute obeys

Similarly, we may make a solute balance on the immobile phase alone, using the
rate law, Eq. 1.33, noting adsorption removes material from the flowing phase
and adds it to the solid phase. Now, since the solid phase loses no material and
generates none (assuming chemical reaction is absent), then the solid phase
balance is
A(I - e) Az | | = kca(C - C*) A Az

(1.36)

which simply states: Rate of accumulation equals rate of transfer to the solid.
Dividing out the elementary volume, A Az, yields

(1 - e)§ = kca(C - C*)

(1.37)

We note that as equilibrium is approached (as C -* C*)

Such conditions correspond to "saturation," hence no further molar exchange
occurs. When this happens to the whole bed, the bed must be "regenerated,"
for example by passing a hot, inert fluid through the bed, thereby desorbing
solute.

The model of the system is now composed of Eqs. 1.35, 1.37, and 1.32: There
are three equations and three unknowns (C, C*, q).
To make the system model more compact, we attempt to eliminate q, since
q = KC* \ hence we have
^ + « ^

+ ( 1 - « 0 * ^ =0
<9C*

(l-s)K-^r=kca(C-C*)

^ 1 - 38 )
(1.39)

The solution to this set of partial differential equations (PDEs) can be effected
by suitable transform methods (e.g., the Laplace transform) for certain types of
boundary and initial conditions (BC and IC). For the adsorption step, these are
q(z, 0) = 0 (initially clean solid)

(1.40)

C(O, t) = C0 (constant composition at bed entrance)

(1-41)

The condition on q implies (cf. Eq. 1.32)

C*(z,0) = 0

(1.42)

Finally, if the bed was indeed initially clean, as stated above, then it must also
be true
C(z, 0) = 0 (initially clean interstitial fluid)

(1.43)

We thus have three independent conditions (note, we could use either Eq. 1.40
or Eq. 1.42, since they are linearly dependent) corresponding to three derivatives:
dC* dC_ dC_
dt ' dt ' dz
As we demonstrate later, in Chapter 10, linear systems of equations can only be
solved exactly when there exists one BC or IC for each order of a derivative.
The above system is now properly posed, and will be solved as an example in
Chapter 10 using Laplace transform.
1.4

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND SIGN CONVENTIONS
As we have seen in the previous sections, when time is the independent
variable, the boundary condition is usually an initial condition, meaning we must
specialize the state of the dependent variable at some time tQ (usually t0 = 0).
For the steady state, we have seen that integrations of the applicable equations
always produce arbitrary constants of integration. These integration constants
must be evaluated, using stipulated boundary conditions to complete the model's
solution.
For the physicochemical problems occurring in chemical engineering, most
boundary or initial conditions are (or can be made to be) of the homogeneous

type; a condition or equation is taken to be homogeneous if, for example, it is
satisfied by y(x), and is also satisfied by Ay(x), where A is an arbitrary constant.
The three classical types for such homogeneous boundary conditions at a point,
say Jc0, are the following:

(i) y(x)=0

@

x=x0

(ii) ^ = O

@

x=x0

(iii) j3y + ^ = 0

@

x=x0

Most often, the boundary values for a derived model are not homogeneous, but
can be made to be so. For example, Model II in Section 1.2 portrays cooling of a
flowing fluid in a tube. Something must be said about the fluid temperature at
the solid wall boundary, which was specified to take a constant value Tw. This
means all along the tube length, we can require

T(r,z)

= Tw @ r = R, for all z

As it stands, this does not match the condition for homogeneity. However, if we
define a new variable 6
6 = T(r,z)-Tw

(1.44)

then it is clear that the wall condition will become homogeneous, of type (i)
6(r,z)=0

@

r = R, for all z

(1.45)

When redefining variables in this way, one must be sure that the original
defining equation is unchanged. Thus, since the derivative of a constant (Tw) is
always zero, then Eq. 1.31 for the new dependent variable 0 is easily seen to be
unchanged

*S+*(£*7F)-^J>-<'/«>I£
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It often occurs that the heat (or mass) flux at a boundary is controlled by a heat
(or mass) transfer coefficient, so for a circular tube the conduction flux is
proportional to a temperature difference
DT

qr = -k-^r = U(T - Tc) @ r = R, for all z;

Tc = constant (1.47)

Care must be taken to ensure that sign conventions are obeyed. In our cooling

problem (Model II, Section 1.2), it is clear that

so that U(T — Tc) must be positive, which it is, since the coolant temperature
Tc < T(R, z).
This boundary condition also does not identify exactly with the type (iii)
homogeneous condition given earlier. However, if we redefine the dependent
variable to be 9 = T — Tc, then we have

IT)^ + I ? " 0 ® r = R>

forallz

(x-48)

which is identical in form with the type (iii) homogeneous boundary condition
when we note the equivalence: 6 = y, U/k = /3, r = x, and R = X0. It is also
easy to see that the original convective-diffusion Eq. 1.31 is unchanged when we
replace T with 6. This is a useful property of linear equations.
Finally, we consider the type (ii) homogeneous boundary condition in physical
terms. For the pipe flow problem, if we had stipulated that the tube wall was
well insulated, then the heat flux at the wall is nil, so
tfr=-ifc^

= 0 @ r = R,

forallz

(1.49)

This condition is of the homogeneous type (ii) without further modification.
Thus, we see that models for a fluid flowing in a circular pipe can sustain any
one of the three possible homogeneous boundary conditions.
Sign conventions can be troublesome to students, especially when they
encounter type (iii) boundary conditions. It is always wise to double-check to
ensure that the sign of the left-hand side is the same as that of the right-hand
side. Otherwise, negative transport coefficients will be produced, which is
thermodynamically impossible. To guard against such inadvertent errors, it is
useful to produce a sketch showing the qualitative shape of the expected
profiles.
In Fig. 1.3 we sketch the expected shape of temperature profile for a fluid
being cooled in a pipe. The slope of temperature profile is such that dT/dx < 0.
If we exclude the centerline (r = 0), where exactly dT/dx = 0 (the symmetry
condition), then always dT/dr < 0. Now, since fluxes (which are vector quantities) are always positive when they move in the positive direction of the
coordinate system, then it is clear why the negative sign appears in Fourier's law

«,= -k£

(1.50)

Thus, since dT/dr < 0, then the product -kdT/dx > 0, so that flux qr > 0.
This convention thus ensures that heat moves down a temperature gradient, so
transfer is always from hot to cold regions. For a heated tube, flux is always in
the anti-r direction, hence it must be a negative quantity. Similar arguments

Figure 1.3 Expected temperature profile for cooling fluids in a pipe at an arbitrary
position Z1.

hold for mass transfer where Fick's law is applicable, so that the radial
component of flux in cylindrical coordinates would be

Jr= -Dd£
1.5

(1.51)

SUMMARY OF THE MODEL BUILDING PROCESS
These introductory examples are meant to illustrate the essential qualitative
nature of the early part of the model building stage, which is followed by more
precise quantitative detail as the final image of the desired model is made
clearer. It is a property of the human condition that minds change as new
information becomes available. Experience is an important factor in model
formulation, and there have been recent attempts to simulate the thinking of
experienced engineers through a format called Expert Systems. The following
step-by-step procedure may be useful for beginners.
1. Draw a sketch of the system to be modeled and label/define the various
geometric, physical and chemical quantities.
2. Carefully select the important dependent (response) variables.
3. Select the possible independent variables (e.g., z, t\ changes in which
must necessarily affect the dependent variables.
4. List the parameters (physical constants, physical size, and shape) that are
expected to be important; also note the possibility of nonconstant parameters [e.g., viscosity changing with temperature, ^(T)].
5. Draw a sketch of the expected behavior of the dependent variable(s),
such as the "expected" temperature profile we used for illustrative
purposes in Fig. 1.3.
6. Establish a "control volume" for a differential or finite element (e.g.,
CSTR) of the system to be modeled; sketch the element and indicate all
inflow-outflow paths.

7. Write the "conservation law" for the volume element: Express flux and
reaction rate terms using general symbols, which are taken as positive
quantities, so that signs are introduced only as terms are inserted according to the rules of the conservation law, Eq. 1.1.
8. After rearrangement to the proper differential format, invoke the fundamental lemma of calculus to produce a differential equation.
9. Introduce specific forms of flux (e.g., Jr = —DdC/dx) and rate (RA =
kCA); note, the opposite of generation is depletion, so when a species is
depleted, then its loss rate must be entered with the appropriate sign in
the conservation law (i.e., replace " + generation" with " - depletion" in
Eq. 1.1).
10. Write out all possibilities for boundary values of the dependent variables;
the choice among these will be made in conjunction with the solution
method selected for the defining (differential) equation.
11. Search out solution methods, and consider possible approximations for:
(i) the defining equation, (ii) the boundary conditions, and (iii) an acceptable final solution.
It is clear that the modeling and solution effort should go hand in hand,
tempered of course by available experimental and operational evidence. A
model that contains unknown and unmeasurable parameters is of no real value.

1.6

MODEL HIERARCHY AND ITS IMPORTANCE IN ANALYSIS
As pointed out in Section 1.1 regarding the real purposes of the modeling effort,
the scope and depth of these decisions will determine the complexity of the
mathematical description of a process. If we take this scope and depth as the
barometer for generating models, we will obtain a hierarchy of models where
the lowest level may be regarded as a black box and the highest is where all
possible transport processes known to man in addition to all other concepts
(such as thermodynamics) are taken into account. Models, therefore, do not
appear in isolation, but rather they belong to a family where the hierarchy is
dictated by the number of rules (transport principles, thermodynamics). It is this
family that provides engineers with capabilities to predict and understand the
phenomena around us. The example of cooling of a fluid flowing in a tube
(Models I and II) in Section 1.2 illustrated two members of this family. As the
level of sophistication increased, the mathematical complexity increased. If one
is interested in exactly how heat is conducted through the metal casing and is
disposed of to the atmosphere, then the complexity of the problem must be
increased by writing down a heat balance relation for the metal casing (taking it
to be constant at a value Tw is, of course, a model, albeit the simplest one).
Further, if one is interested in how the heat is transported near the entrance
section, one must write down heat balance equations before the start of the
tube, in addition to the Eq. 1.31 for the active, cooling part of the tube.
Furthermore, the nature of the boundary conditions must be carefully scrutinized before and after the entrance zone in order to properly describe the
boundary conditions.

Solvent

Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of a heat removal from
a solvent bath.

To further demonstrate the concept of model hierarchy and its importance in
analysis, let us consider a problem of heat removal from a bath of hot solvent by
immersing steel rods into the bath and allowing the heat to dissipate from the
hot solvent bath through the rod and thence to the atmosphere (Fig. 1.4).
For this elementary problem, it is wise to start with the simplest model first to
get some feel about the system response.
Level 1
In this level, let us assume that:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The rod temperature is uniform, that is, from the bath to the atmosphere.
Ignore heat transfer at the two flat ends of the rod.
Overall heat transfer coefficients are known and constant.
No solvent evaporates from the solvent air interface.

The many assumptions listed above are necessary to simplify the analysis (i.e., to
make the model tractable).
Let T0 and T1 be the atmosphere and solvent temperatures, respectively. The
steady-state heat balance (i.e., no accumulation of heat by the rod) shows a
balance between heat collected in the bath and that dissipated by the upper
part of the rod to atmosphere
H^TrRL1)(T1 - T) = hG(2irRL2)(T - T0)

(1.52)

where T is the temperature of the rod, and L 1 and L2 are lengths of rod
exposed to solvent and to atmosphere, respectively. Obviously, the volume
elements are finite (not differential), being composed of the volume above the
liquid of length L 2 and the volume below of length L 1 .

Solving for T from Eq. 1.52 yields

where
a = *^L

(1.54)

Equation 1.53 gives us a very quick estimate of the rod temperature and how it
varies with exposure length. For example, if a is much greater than unity (i.e.,
long L 1 section and high liquid heat transfer coefficient compared to gas
coefficient), the rod temperature is then very near T1. Taking the rod temperature to be represented by Eq. 1.53, the rate of heat transfer is readily calculated
from Eq. 1.52 by replacing T:

I1 + T^J
Q = T-J
Xh1L1
When a = hLLl/hGL2

^2TrR(T1

- T0)

(1.55b)

hGL2)

is very large, the rate of heat transfer becomes simply
Q s 2TrRh0L2(T1 - T0)

(1.55c)

Thus, the heat transfer is controlled by the segment of the rod exposed to the
atmosphere. It is interesting to note that when the heat transfer coefficient
contacting the solvent is very high (i.e., a » 1), it does not really matter how
much of the rod is immersed in the solvent.
Thus for a given temperature difference and a constant rod diameter, the rate
of heat transfer can be enhanced by either increasing the exposure length L2 or
by increasing the heat transfer rate by stirring the solvent. However, these
conclusions are tied to the assumption of constant rod temperature, which
becomes tenuous as atmospheric exposure is increased.
To account for effects of temperature gradients in the rod, we must move to
the next level in the model hierarchy, which is to say that a differential volume
must be considered.
Level 2
Let us relax part of the assumption (a) of the first model by assuming only that
the rod temperament below the solvent liquid surface is uniform at a value T1.
This is a reasonable proposition, since the liquid has a much higher thermal

Heat
loss

Figure 1.5 Shell element and
the system coordinate.

conductivity than air. The remaining three assumptions of the level 1 model are
retained.
Next, choose an upward pointing coordinate x with the origin at the solvent-air
surface. Figure 1.5 shows the coordinate system and the elementary control
volume.
Applying a heat balance around a thin shell segment with thickness Ax gives
7rR2q(x) - irR2q(x + Ax) - 2irRAxhG(T - T0) = 0

(1.56)

where the first and second terms represent heat conducted into and out of the
element and the last term represents heat loss to atmosphere. We have decided,
by writing this, that temperature gradients are likely to exist in the part of the
rod exposed to air, but are unlikely to exist in the submerged part.
Dividing Eq. 1.56 by TrR2Ax and taking the limit as Ax -> 0 yields the
following first order differential equation for the heat flux, q:
% + ^hG(T

- T0) = 0

(1.57)

Assuming the rod is homogeneous, i.e., the thermal conductivity is uniform, the
heat flux along the axis is related to the temperature according to Fourier's law
of heat conduction (Eq. 1.29). Substitution of Eq. 1.29 into Eq. 1.57 yields

=

(r ro)

*S ^r -

(1 58)

'

Equation 1.58 is a second order ordinary differential equation, and to solve this,
two conditions must be imposed. One condition was stipulated earlier:
x

= 0,

T=T1

(1.59a)

The second condition (heat flux) can also be specified at x = 0 or at the other
end of the rod, i.e., x = L2. Heat flux is the sought-after quantity, so it cannot
be specified a priori. One must then provide a condition at x = L2. At the end
of the rod, one can assume Newton's law of cooling prevails, but since the rod
length is usually longer than the diameter, most of the heat loss occurs at the
rod's lateral surface, and the flux from the top surface is small, so write
approximately:
X = L2;

^ = O

(1.59*)

Equation 1.58 is subjected to the two boundary conditions (Eq. 1.59) to yield the
solution

T= T0 + ( T 1 - T 0 ) C ° Sh [ y 2 , "
u

v

l

uy

X)]

(1-60)

cosh (mL 2 )

where

m = /ff

(1.61)

We will discuss the method of solution of such second order equations in
Chapter 2.
Once we know the temperature distribution of the rod above the solvent-air
interface, then the rate of heat loss can be calculated either of two ways. In the
first, we know that the heat flow through area IT R1 at x = 0 must be equal to
the heat released into the atmosphere, that is,

G=

2

-^ *SL

(i 62)

-

Applying Eq. 1.60 to Eq. 1.62 gives
Q = IiTRh0L2T1(T1-T0)

(1.63a)

where
71 =

tanh (mL2)
mL2

This dimensionless group (called effectiveness factor) represents the ratio of
actual heat loss to the (maximum) loss rate when gradients are absent.
The following figure (Fig. 1.6) shows the log-log plot of TJ versus the
dimensionless group mL2. We note that the effectiveness factor approaches
unity when mL2 is much less than unity and it behaves like l/mL2 as mL2 is
very large.

tanh {mL2)
mL.2

mL2

Figure 1.6 A plot of the effectiveness factor versus
YYlL2-

In the limit for small mL2, we can write
- -

5

^

-1
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which is the most effective heat transfer condition. This is physically achieved
when
(a) The rod thermal conductivity is large.
(b) The segment exposed to atmosphere (L2) is short.
For such a case, we can write the elementary result
Q = 2TrRh0L2(T1 - T0)

(1.64)

which is identical to the first model (Eq. 1.55c). Thus, we have learned that the
first model is valid only when mL2 <z 1. Another way of calculating the heat
transfer rate is carrying the integration of local heat transfer rate along the rod
Q = jLldq

= (LlhG(T - T0)(IiTRdX)

(1.65)

where T is given in Eq. 1.60 and the differential transfer area is lirRdx.
Substituting T of Eq. 1.60 into Eq. 1.65 yields the same solution for Q as given
in Eq. 1.63a.
Levels 1 and 2 solutions have one assumption in common: The rod temperature below the solvent surface was taken to be uniform. The validity of this
modelling assumption will not be known until we move up one more level in the
model hierarchy.

Level 3
In this level of modelling, we relax the assumption (a) of the first level by
allowing for temperature gradients in the rod for segments above and below
the solvent-air interface.
Let the temperature below the solvent-air interface be T1 and that above
the interface be T11. Carrying out the one-dimensional heat balances for the
two segments of the rod, we obtain

^-TBf(I--T1)

<!.<*)

and
dx2

-

Rk y1

1

V)

(1 67)

-

We shall still maintain the condition of zero flux at the flat ends of the rod. This
means of course that
x = -L1;
X=L2;

^

=0

dTu
= 0

(1.68)
(1.69)

T

Equations 1.68 and 1.69 provide two of the four necessary boundary conditions.
The other two arise from the continuity of temperature and flux at the x = 0
position, that is,
* = 0;

T1 = Tu
dTl

(UOa)

dTu

Solutions of Eqs. 1.66 and 1.67 subject to conditions 1.68 and 1.69 are easily
solved by methods illustrated in the next chapter (Example 2.25)
T1 = T1 +^lcosh[n(jc + L 1 )]

(1.71)

T11 = T0 + Bcosh[m(L2-x)]

(1.72)

and

where m is defined in Eq. 1.61 and

n =/ ^

d-73)

The constants of integration, A and B, can be found by substituting Eqs. 1.71

and 1.72 into the continuity conditions (Eqs. 1.70a,b) to finally get

(T1- T0)

B= j

r-7-7—;-TT
T
, , F .
m smh (mL2)
I
cosh v(mLj)
H
r-T7—r^r
cosh
(nL,)
2/
v
U
[
/1 SUIh(ZiL1)
J

—

r
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(1-74)
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The rate of heat transfer can be obtained by using either of the two ways
mentioned earlier, that is, using flux at x = O, or by integrating around the
lateral surface. In either case we obtain

c.-^^a
—T )
° r , -,
mtanh(raL2)l

,,.7«,

(T

Q = 2TrRh0L2T] T
^
G 2/ r

V 1

[

(1.77)
v

;

ntanh(nL1) J

where the effectiveness factor 77 is defined in Eq. 1.63.
You may note the difference between the solution obtained by the level 2
model and that obtained in the third level. Because of the allowance for
temperature gradients (which represents the rod's resistance to heat flow) in the
segment underneath the solvent surface, the rate of heat transfer calculated at
this new level is less than that calculated by the level two model where the rod
temperature was taken to be uniform at T1 below the liquid surface.
This implies from Eq. 1.77 that the heat resistance in the submerged region is
negligible compared to that above the surface only when

^tSnIi(AzL1)

v

'

When the criterion (1.78) is satisfied, the rate of heat transfer given by Model
2 is valid. This is controlled mainly by the ratio m/n = (hG/hL)l/2,
which is
always less than unity.
What we have seen in this exercise is simply that higher levels of modeling
yield more information about the system and hence provide needed criteria to
validate the model one level lower. In our example, the level 3 model provides
the criterion (1.78) to indicate when the resistance to heat flow underneath the
solvent bath can be ignored compared to that above the surface, and the level 2
model provides the criterion (1.636) to indicate when there is negligible conduction-resistance in the steel rod.
The next level of modelling is by now obvious: At what point and under what
conditions do radial gradients become significant? This moves the modelling
exercise into the domain of partial differential equations.

Figure 1.7 Schematic diagram of
shell for heat balance.

Level 4

Let us investigate the fourth level of model where we include radial heat
conduction. This is important if the rod diameter is large relative to length. Let
us assume in this model that there is no resistance to heat flow underneath the
solvent interface, so as before, take temperature T = T1 when x < 0. This then
leaves only the portion above the solvent surface to study.
Setting up the annular shell shown in Fig. 1.7 and carrying a heat balance in
the radial and axial directions, we obtain the following heat conduction equation:
(2irrAxqr)\r -(27rrAxqr)\r+Ar

+ {2irrArqx)\x -(2irrArqx)\x

+Jix

=0

Dividing this equation by 2irArAx and taking limits, we obtain

-£(*.>-'&-o
Next, insert the two forms of Fourier's laws
Qr-

k

d r

;

Qx-

k
d x

and get finally,

Here we have assumed that the conductivity of the steel rod is isotropic and
constant, that is, the thermal conductivity k is uniform in both x and r
directions, and does not change with temperature.

Equation 1.79 is an elliptic partial differential equation. The physical boundary conditions to give a suitable solution are the following:

r = 0,

§7 = °

(1.80a)

r = R;

-k^=hG(T-T0)

(1Mb)

JC = O;

T=T1

(1.80c)

X = L2;

^ = O

(1.SOd)

Equation 1.80« implies symmetry at the center of the rod, whereas at the
curved outer surface of the rod the usual Newton cooling condition is applicable
(Eq. 1.80ft). Equation 1.8Od states that there is no heat flow across theflatend
of the rod. This is tantamount to saying that either the flat end is insulated or
the flat end area is so small compared to the curved surface of the rod that heat
loss there is negligible. Solutions for various boundary conditions can be found
in Carslaw and Jaeger (1959).
When dealing with simple equations (as in the previous three models), the
dimensional equations are solved without recourse to the process of nondimensionalisation. Now, we must deal with partial differential equations, and to
simplify the notation during the analysis and also to deduce the proper dimensionless parameters, it is necessary to reduce the equations to nondimensional
form. To achieve this, we introduce the following nondimensional variables and
parameters:
rri

A=

(TT)'

rwi

Bi==

nr

(Biot n u m b e r )

(1Mb)

where it is clear that only two dimensionless parameters arise: A and Bi. The
dimensionless heat transfer coefficient (hGR/k\ called the Biot number, represents the ratio of convective film transfer to conduction in the metal rod.
The nondimensional relations now become

£ = 0;

| | =0

(1.83a)

|=1;

^i = -Biu

(1.83ft)

{= 0;

M =I

(1.83c)

It is clear that these independent variables (£ and O are defined relative to the
maximum possible lengths for the r and x variables, R and L 2 , respectively.
However, the way u (nondimensional temperature) is defined is certainly not
unique. One could easily define u as follows
1

T1

T"1

1

T1

T"1

u = Tp- or u = Tf- or u = —^—1

1

O

1

J" 1TT

or u = —™—-

1

I

(1.84)

1

O

I

and so on. There are good reasons for the selection made here, as we discuss in
Chapters 10 and 11. The solution of Eq. 1.82 subject to boundary conditions
(1.83) is given in Chapter 11 and its expression is given here only to help
illustrate model hierarchy. The solution u is

TT
Tl

°

(\ K\

COSh[^(I - o l

n-l<K»>K»>

COSh[^J

where the functions are defined as
KnU)=J0(IiJ)

(1.86a)

and the many characteristic values (eigenvalues) are obtained by trial-and-error
from
PnJ1(Pn) = BiJ0(Pn)

(1Mb)

The other functional groups are defined as

(1,Kn) = 1^p-

(1.86c)

Pn

<^,^> = ^ - [ l + (§) 2 ]

(1.86a")

where J0 (/3) and Jx (/3) are tabulated relations called Bessel functions, which
are discussed at length in Chapter 3. The rate of heat transfer can be calculated
using the heat flux entering at position x = O, but we must also account for
radial variation of temperature so that the elemental area is 2irrdr\ thus
integrating over the whole base gives
Q=(R\-^\
Putting this in nondimensional form, we have

^VdV

(1.87)

Inserting dimensionless temperature from Eq. 1.85, we obtain the following
somewhat complicated result for heat transfer rate:

Q-

L2A

£!<*„>*»>

UJ

(

}

This illustrates how complexity grows quickly as simplifications are relaxed.
For small Bi <^ 1, it is not difficult to show from the transcendental equation
(1.866) that the smallest eigenvalue is
P1 ^ (2Bi)l/2

(1.90)

Substituting this into Eq. 1.89, we will obtain Eq. 1.63a. Thus, the fourth model
shows that the radial heat conduction inside the rod is unimportant when
Bi <^ 1

(1.91)

In summary, we have illustrated how proper model hierarchy sets limits on the
lower levels. In particular, one can derive criteria (like Eq. 1.91) to show when
the simpler models are valid. Some solutions for the simpler models can be
found in Walas (1991).
The obvious question arises: When is a model of a process good enough? This
is not a trivial question, and it can only be answered fully when the detailed
economics of design and practicality are taken into account. Here, we have
simply illustrated the hierarchy of one simple process, and how to find the limits
of validity of each more complicated model in the hierarchy. In the final
analysis, the user must decide when tractability is more important than
precision.
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1.8 PROBLEMS
1.I1. Length Required for Cooling Coil
A cooling coil made of copper tube is immersed in a regulated constant
temperature bath held at a temperature of 20 0 C. The liquid flowing
through the tube enters at 22° C, and the coil must be sufficiently long to

ensure the exit liquid sustains a temperature of 20.5° C. The bath is so well
stirred that heat transfer resistance at the tube-bath interface is minimal,
and the copper wall resistance can also be ignored. Thus, the tube wall
temperature can be taken equal to the bath temperature. Use Eq. 1.17 to
estimate the required tube length (L) under the following conditions for
the flowing liquid:
Cp = 1 kcal/kg -° C
R = 0.01 m
V0 = 1 m/s
p = 103kg/m3
IJL = 0.001 kg/m • s
k = 1.43 • 10~4 kcal/(s • m • K)
Since the Reynolds number is in the turbulent range, use the correlation
of Sieder and Tate (Bird et al. 1960) to calculate h
Nu = 0.026 Reos Pr1/3
where
Nu = ^Y

(D = 2R),

Pr = —jr—,
Dv0O

Re = — — ,

Nusselt number

Prandtl number
Reynolds number
Answer: (L/D) = 353.5

1.22« Cooling of Fluids in Tube Flow: Locally Varying h

Apply the conditions of Model I (plug flow) and rederive the expression
for temperature change when the heat transfer coefficient is not constant
but varies according to the law:

h = y/Jz
Answer: if/ = exp (-2fi{z ),

/3 = (2>rrRy)/(v0ApCp)

1.32. Dissolution of Benzoic Acid

Initially pure water is passed through a tube constructed of solid benzoic
acid. Since benzoic acid is slightly soluble in water (denote solubility as C*
moles acid/cm3 solution), the inner walls of the tube will dissolve very
slowly. By weighing the dried tube before and after exposure, it is possible
to calculate the rate of mass transfer.
(a) Take a quasisteady state material balance for plug velocity profiles and
show that the ODE obtained is

where D denotes the inner tube diameter (taken as approximately
invariant), V0 is liquid velocity, and kc is the (constant) mass transfer
coefficient.
(b) Define 6 = (C - C*) and show that the solution to part (a) is
d = Kex

Dl^x)

V\

(c) If pure water enters the tube, evaluate K and obtain the final result
c x

( )

1

C^

=

/

4 kc

l

\
x

-^\-D-o )

(d) If the tube is allowed to dissolve for a fixed time At, show that the
weight change can be calculated from

A^ = MBC*Af,0(^)[l-exp(-l^L)]
where L is tube length, and MB is molecular weight acid.
(e) Rearrange the result in part (d) to solve directly for kc, under
condition when 4kcL/Dv0 < 1, and show
AW
~ [MBC*AtirDL]

c

(f) Discuss the assumptions implied in the above analysis and deduce a
method of estimating the maximum possible experimental error in
calculating kc; note, experimental quantities subject to significant
errors are: AW, At, and D.
1.4j. Lumped Thermal Model for Thermocouple
We wish to estimate the dynamics of a cold thermocouple probe suddenly
placed in a hot flowing fluid stream for the purpose of temperature
measurement. The probe consists of two dissimilar metal wires joined by
soldering at the tip, and the wires are then encased in a metal sheath and
the tip is finally coated with a bead of plastic to protect it from corrosion.
Take the mass of the soldered tip plus plastic bead to be m, with specific
heat Cp. Denote the transfer coefficient as h.
(a) If the effects of thermal conductivity can be ignored, show that the
temperature response of the probe is described by
mC

=hA T

PW

( f~T)

where A denotes the exposed area of probe tip, and T(t) is its
temperature.
(b) Lump the explicit parameters to form the system time constant, and
for constant Tf, define a new variable O = (Tf-T) and show that the

compact form results

where the system time constant is defined as
mCp
r = ^3-

(sec)

(c) Integrate the expression in (b), using the initial condition T(O) = T0
and show that
T-Tf

-^

/

t

TfT = e x p
0~ f
\

T

T

\

?!

(d) Rearrange the expression in (c) to obtain
T^—7fr = 1 - expl

and thus show the temperature excess is 63% of the final steady-state
value after a time equivalent to one time constant has elapsed. This
also represents a quick and easy way to deduce system time constants
based on an elementary experiment.
1.53. Distributed Thermal Model for Thermocouple

If the plastic bead covering the tip of the thermocouple described in
Problem 1.4 is quite large, and since plastic usually sustains a very low
value of thermal conductivity, then the simple lumped model solution
becomes quite inaccurate. To improve the model, we need to account for
thermal conductivity in the (assumed) spherical shape of the plastic bead.
(a) Assuming the bead is a perfect sphere, contacted everywhere by
external fluid of temperature Tf, perform a shell balance on an
element of volume 4irr2Ar and show that
^dT

, 1 0 /

2dT\

(b) Perform an elemental heat balance at the surface of the sphere and
deduce

-kJF=KT-Tf)

at

r =R

where R is the radius of the plastic sphere.
1.6 2 . Modeling of Piston with Retaining Spring

The schematic figure shows a piston fitted snugly into a cylinder. The
piston is caused to move by increasing or decreasing pressure P. As air is
admitted by way of valve Vl, the increased pressure drives the piston to

the left, while the attached spring exerts a force to restrain the piston. At
the same time, a highly viscous lubricant sealant at the juncture of piston
and cylinder exerts a resisting force to damp the piston movement; the
forces can be represented by
dx

f u

.

.

/I = lubricant viscosity

F^ = CtJJL-TT;

K = spring constant

Fx = Kx;

(a) Perform a force balance on the piston and show that
m^+a^+Kx=AP(t)
(b) Arrange this equation to obtain the standard form of the damped
inertial equation:

and hence, deduce an expression for damping coefficient f and time
constant r. Such equations are used to model pneumatic valves, shock
absorbers, manometers, and so on.
Answer: r = yjm/K,
r
3

C= <*№/2 VKm

. Mass Transfer in Bubble Column

Bubble columns are used for liquid aeration and gas-liquid reactions.
Thus, finely suspended bubbles produce large interfacial areas for effective mass transfer, where the contact area per unit volume of emulsion is
calculated from the expression a = 6e/dB, where e is the volume fraction
of injected gas. While simple to design and construct, bubble columns
sustain rather large eddy dispersion coefficients, and this must be accounted for in the modeling process. For cocurrent operation, liquid of

superficial velocity u0L is injected in parallel with gas superficial velocity
w0G. The liquid velocity profile can be taken as plug shaped, and the gas
voidage can be treated as uniform throughout the column. We wish to
model a column used to aerate water, such that liquid enters with a
composition C0. Axial dispersion can be modeled using a Fickian-like
relationship
_
~

e

dC_
dx

(
moles
\
\ liquid area - time /

while the solubility of dissolved oxygen is denoted as C*. We shall denote
distance from the bottom of the column as x.
(a) Derive the steady-state oxygen mole balance for an incremental volume of AAx (A being the column cross-sectional area) and show that
the liquid phase balance is
(1 - B)De^

- uOL§-

+ kca(C* - C) = 0

(b) Lump parameters by defining a new dimensionless length as

z=

kcax

"^T

and define the excess concentration as y = (C - C*), and so obtain
the elementary, second order, ordinary differential equation
d2y

dy

where
^—e

a =

c

(dimensionless)

Note, the usual conditions in practice are such that a < 1.
(c) Perform a material balance at the entrance to the column as follows.
Far upstream, the transport of solute is mainly by convection: AuQLCQ.
At the column entrance (x = 0), two modes of transport are present,
hence, show that one of the boundary conditions should be:

u0LC0 = - ( I - e)De^[_0

+ "ozAO)

The second necessary boundary condition is usually taken to be

§

=0

at

* =L

where L denotes the position of the liquid exit. What is the physical
meaning of this condition? The two boundary conditions are often
referred as the Danckwerts type, in honor of P. V. Danckwerts.
I.83. Dissolution and Reaction of Gas in Liquids

Oxygen dissolves into and reacts irreversibly with aqueous sodium sulphite
solutions. If the gas solubility is denoted as CA at the liquid-gas interface,
derive the elementary differential equation to describe the steady-state
composition profiles of oxygen in the liquid phase when the rate of oxygen
reaction is represented by RA = kCA and the local oxygen diffusion flux is
described by JA = - D 4 dCA/dz, where DA is diffusivity and z is distance
from the interface into the liquid.
d2CA

Answer: DA—Y~

~kCA = °

1.93. Modeling of a Catalytic Chemical Reactor

Your task as a design engineer in a chemical company is to model a fixed
bed reactor packed with the company proprietary catalyst of spherical
shape. The catalyst is specific for the removal of a toxic gas at very low
concentration in air, and the information provided from the catalytic
division is that the reaction is first order with respect to the toxic gas
concentration. The reaction rate has units of moles of toxic gas removed
per mass of catalyst per time.
The reaction is new and the rate constant is nonstandard, that is, its
value does not fall into the range of values known to your group of design
engineers. Your first attempt, therefore, is to model the reactor in the
simplest possible way so that you can develop some intuition about the
system before any further modeling attempts are made to describe it
exactly.
(a) For simplicity, assume that there is no appreciable diffusion inside the
catalyst and that diffusion along the axial direction is negligible. An
isothermal condition is also assumed (this assumption is known to be
invalid when the reaction is very fast and the heat of reaction is high).
The coordinate z is measured from entrance of the packed bed.
Perform the mass balance around a thin shell at the position z with
the shell thickness of Az and show that in the limit of the shell
thickness approaching zero, the following relation is obtained
uo^=-(l-e)pp(kC)
where uQ is the superficial velocity, C is the toxic gas concentration, e
is the bed porosity, pp is the catalyst density, and (kC) is the chemical
reaction rate per unit catalyst mass.
(b) Show that this lumped parameter model has the solution
In7T-=
where C0 denotes the entrance condition.

z

(c) The solution given in part (b) yields the distribution of the toxic gas
concentration along the length of the reactor. Note the exponential
decline of the concentration. Show that the toxic concentration at the
exit, which is required to calculate the conversion, is

[

(l-e)PpkL]

(d) In reactor design, the information normally provided is throughput
and mass of catalyst. So if you multiply the denominator and numerator of the bracketed term in the last part by the cross-sectional area,
A, show that the exit concentration is

CL = C o exp|--^J
where W is the mass of catalyst, and F is the volumetric gas flow rate.
(e) The dimensionless argument Wk/F is a key design parameter. To
achieve a 95% conversion, where the conversion is defined as

show that the nondimensional group Wk/F must be equal to 3. This
means that if the throughput is provided and the rate constant is
known the mass of catalyst required is simply calculated as

(f) The elementary Model 1 is of the lumped parameter type, and its
validity is questionable because of a number of assumptions posed. To
check its validity, you wish to relax one of the assumptions and move
one level up the hierarchy ladder. Suppose you relax the axial diffusion
assumption, and hence show that the mass balance, when diffusion is
important, becomes
d2C
dC {
.
~^T ~ uo~dF " ^ 1 ~ £)PpkC

Ds

=

°

Since this is a second order ordinary differential equation, two boundary conditions must be required. The two possible conditions after
Danckwerts are
z = 0;

M0C0 = M0C|2_0 - DB-J£
i

dC

n

^0

(g) Define the following nondimensional variables and parameters
C

z

D

U0L

Wk

and show that the resulting modeling equations are
1 d2y
dy
..
.
-5
rr - -j- - Ny = 0
Pe dx2
dx

x = o;

i=yU=o-^^[ = o
x-l;

#- = 0

Compare this model (hereafter called Model 2) with Model 1, and
show that the axial diffusion may be ignored when Pe » 1 (this can be
accomplished several ways: by decreasing porosity e or by reducing D,
or by increasing velocity or length).
(h) To study the effect of the mass transfer inside the catalyst particle, we
need to remove the assumption of no diffusion resistance inside the
particle. This means that the mass balance within the particle must be
linked with the external composition. To investigate this effect, we
shall ignore the axial diffusion (which is usually small for packing made
up of finely granulated solid) and the external film resistance surrounding the particle.
Set up a thin spherical shell (control volume) inside the particle,
and show that the mass balance equation is

where Cp is the toxic gas concentration within the particle, and De is
the effective diffusivity and is defined as Fickian-like:
p

_
~

n d^7
e
Br

/ m ° l e s transported by diffusion \
\ cross-sectional area-time /

and suitable boundary conditions for negligible film resistance and
particle symmetry are
Cp(R)=C;

dCp/dr = 0

at

r=0

where R denotes particle radius.
(i) Next, set up the mass balance around the thin element spanning the
whole column cross section (as in Model 1), but this time the control
volume will exclude the catalyst volume. This means that material is
lost to the various sinks made up by the particles. Show that the mass
balance equation on this new control volume is
dC

n

\ 3 _ dCp

Chapter JL

Solution Techniques for
Models Yielding Ordinary
Differential Equations
(ODE)
2.1

GEOMETRIC BASIS AND FUNCTIONALITY
In Chapter 1, we took the point of view that elementary differential balances
gave rise to certain differential equations, and for first order systems, we could
represent these in general by
%=f(*>y)

(2.i)

where f(x,y) is some arbitrary, but known, function ((x2 + y 2 ) 1 / 2 , xy2, etc).
Our strategy was to find suitable solutions to the ODE so that we could
compute y for any given JC, such as
y= 8(x,c)

(2.2)

where g(x,c) is some elementary function (cxl/2, csinx, sinh(c + x)l/2, etc.), and
c is some arbitrary constant of integration, to be found from a boundary, or
initial condition. The most elementary first step in this strategy is to separate
variables, so that direct integration can take place; that is, fg(x)dx = ff(y)dy.
All of the techniques to follow aim for this final goal.
However, the early mathematicians were also concerned with the inverse
problem: Given the geometric curve y = g(x), what is the underlying differential
equation defining the curve? Thus, many of the classical mathematical methods
take a purely geometric point of view, with obvious relevance to observations in
astronomy.

Suppose we have a family of curves; represented by the function
f(x,y;\)

=0

(2.3)

where A is an arbitrary parameter. Note, each distinct value of A will generate a
separate curve in the y-x coordinate system, so we then speak of a family of
curves.
To determine the defining ODE, we write the total differential of the family
using the chain rule:

d/=0=^^+gdy

(2.4)

If we eliminate A from this using Eq. 2.3, then the sought after ODE results.
EXAMPLE 2 J
Suppose a family of curves can be represented by
x2 + y 2 -

(2.5)

AJC = O

Deduce the defining differential equation.
Write the total differential, taking
f(x,y)

= x2 + y2 - AJC = O

(2.6)

hence,

#.J£
dx

dx

+

f£*_2x_A+2y*-0
J

dy ax

ax

(2.7)
v

'

Eliminate A using Eq. 2.6 to obtain finally,
2yx^+x2-y2

=0

(2.8)

Quite often, taking a geometric point of view will assist in resolving a solution.
Observation of the total differential may also lead to solutions. Thus, consider
the relation

which is in fact the exact differential

4f) = 0

(2.10)

Hence, direct integration yields
y = ex

(2.11)

In the following section, we shall exploit this property of exactness in a formal
way to effect solutions to certain classes of problems.
2.2

CLASSIFICATION OF ODE
The broad classification of equations with which engineers must contend are
(a) Linear equations.
(b) Nonlinear equations.
Much is known about linear equations, and in principle all such equations can
be solved by well-known methods. On the other hand, there exists no general
solution method for nonlinear equations. However, a few special types are
amenable to solution, as we show presently.
We begin this chapter by studying first order ODE, classifying techniques
based on certain properties. We next extend these techniques to second and
higher order equations. Finally, we present detailed treatment and very general
methods for classes of linear equations, about which much is known.

2.3

FIRSTORDEREQUATIONS
The most commonly occurring first order equation in engineering analysis is the
linear first order equation (the I-factor equation)

%+a(x)y=f(x)

(2.12)

which is sometimes called the first order equation with forcing function, fix)
being the forcing function. We saw an example of this equation in Chapter 1,
Eq. 1.9
^+Ar(Z)=AIUz)

(2.13)

where we have denoted locally varying wall temperature Tw (z), rather than the
special case Tw = constant. If the wall temperature was fixed and constant, we
showed earlier that a common sense change of variables allowed direct integration after separation of variables. However, such is not the case if the wall
temperature varies with position z.
For the general case, given in functional form as Eq. 2.12, we shall allow the
coefficient a and the forcing function / to vary with respect to the independent
variable x. It is clear that separation of variables is not possible in the present
state.

To start the solution of Eq. 2.12, we put forth the proposition that there exists
an elementary, separable solution

£[l(x)y] =l(x)f(x)

(2.14)

If such a form existed, then variables are separated and the solution is
straightforward by direct integration

y=

i(W/I(*№)^+i(^

(2<15)

where c is an arbitrary constant of integration.
To prove such a solution exists, we must specify the function Kx). To do this,
we rearrange Eq. 2.14 into exactly the same form as Eq. 2.12
dy
1 dl(x)
r/
x
-j- + —-,- \ J y
=Jyf(x)
dx
l(x)
dx y
'

,„ ^ x
(2.16)
'

v

In order for these two equations to be identical, we must require

or, within a constant of integration
I ( * ) =exp(/a(jc)d&c)

(2.18)

where I(x) is called the integrating factor. This is the necessary and sufficient
condition for the general solution, Eq. 2.15, to exist.
EXAMPLE 12
To solve the differential equation

f--V=x

(2.19)

OX

v

X*

f

we first determine the I-factor

I = exp(/(-£)«fc) = exp(-21n*) = J1

(2.20)

Hence,
y =x2f^xdx
J x

+ ex2

(2.21)

so finally,
y = x2 In x + ex2

(2.22)

Two other types of equations occur so frequently they deserve special treatment; namely,
(a) Equations possessing exact solutions,
(b) Equations composed of homogeneous functions.
2.3.1

Exact Solutions
As mentioned in Section 2.1, occasionally a solution exists which is an exact
differential
d<p(x,y) = 0

(2.23)

but the functional relation <p is not obvious to the untrained eye. If such a
function exists, then it must also be true, according to the chain rule, that
d<p= d^dx + ^dy = Q

(2.24)

But how do we use this information to find y as a function xl Actually, the key
to uncovering the existence of an exact solution resides in the well-known
property of continuous functions, which stipulates

ndjp\-ndJL\
dx [dy ) ~ dy \ dx j

(225)
(2 25)
'

Thus, suppose there exists an equation of the form
M(x, y)dx + N(x, y) dy = 0

(2.26)

By comparing this with Eq. 2.24, we conclude it must be true
M(x,y) = ^ ,

N(x,y) = ^

(2.27)

if cp is to exist as a possible solution. By invoking the continuity condition,
Eq. 2.25, then the necessary and sufficient condition for cp to exist is
dN

m

Jx~ W

n i*\
(2 28)

-

EXAMPLE 2 J
Solve the equation
(2xy2 + 2)dx + (2x2y + 4y) dy = 0

(2.29)

This equation is exact, since

W

= 4Xy

>

Jt

=4

^

(2 30)

-

The unknown function cp(x,y) must therefore be described by the relations

| f = 2V + 2

(2.31)

| | = 2x 2 y + 4y

(2.32)

Note, the partial of q> with respect to (wrt) x implies holding y constant, while
the partial wrt y implies holding x constant. We shall use this important
information to help find the connection between y and x.
First, we integrate Eq. 2.31 with respect to x (holding y constant)
cp = x2y2 + 2x + f(y)

(2.33)

Note, since y was held constant, we must add an arbitrary function, /(y), rather
than an arbitrary constant to be perfectly general in the analysis. Next, we insert
Eq. 2.33 into Eq. 2.32
2x2y + ^

= 2x2y + Ay

(2.34)

so we see that integration yields
f(y)

=2y2 + C2

(2.35)

and finally, adding this to Eq. 2.33 yields
<p =x2y2

+ 2x + 2y2 + C2

(2.36)

This is not the most useful form for our result. Now, since Eq. 2.23 integrates
to yield cp = C1, then cp also equals to some arbitrary constant. Combining C1
and C2 into another arbitrary constant yields the sought after connection
x2y2 + 2x + 2y2 = K = C1 - C2

(2.37)

We could write this as y = f(x) as follows

Note further that two possible branches exist

We see the arbitrary constant is implicit, the expected case for nonlinear
equations.
2.3.2

Equations Composed of Homogeneous Functions
A function f(x,y) is said to be homogeneous of degree n if there exists a
constant n such that for every parameter A
/(Ax,Ay)=A7(x,y)

(2.40)

Thus, the functions x2 + xy and tan (x/y) are both homogeneous, the first of
degree 2 and the second of degree 0. However, the function (y2 + x) is not
homogeneous.
The first order equation
P(JC, y)dx + Q(JC, y) dy = 0

(2.41)

is said to be homogeneous if P and Q are both homogeneous of the same
degree n, for some constant n (including zero).
This implies that first order equations composed of homogeneous functions
can always be arranged in the form

£-/(£)

<2-«»

This form is easy to remember, since the dimensional ratio y/x appears
throughout. The occurrence of this ratio suggests the substitution y/x = v(x).
EMMPLE 2 A
The nonlinear equation

can be rearranged to the form

which is clearly homogeneous. Replacing y/x = v(x), shows

so the equation for ^(JC) is

or

Separation of variables yields

Integrating term by term produces
v -\nv

= \nx + InK

(2.49)

where lni£ is an arbitrary constant of integration. Using the properties of
logarithms shows

/Oc-

exp(.)
-

ex

-

P(£)
, y ,

(2.50)

This is an implicit relation between y and JC, which is typical of nonlinear
solutions.
We have reviewed standard methods of solutions, including equations that
are exact, those that contain homogeneous functions (of the same degree), and
the frequently occurring I-factor equation. All of these methods include, in the
final analysis, making the dependent and independent variables separable, so
that direct integration completes the solution process.
However, some equations are not amenable to standard methods and require
considerable ingenuity to effect a solution. Often, an elementary change of
variables reduces a nonlinear equation to a linear form. We illustrate some of
these uncommon types with examples in the next sections.

2.3.3

Bernoulli's Equation
The Bernoulli equation
= Q(x)yn;

^+P(x)y

n*l

(2.51)

is similar to the first order forced equation (I-factor) discussed earlier, except
for the nonlinear term on the right-hand side, yn.
If we divide yn throughout, a substitution may become evident
y~n % + P(x)y~n

+1

= Q(x)

(2.52)

Inspecting the first term suggests incorporating the coefficient into the differential, so that
y-ndy
y

1
dx~ \ - n

d(y^)
dx

(2

*53j

This immediately reveals the substitution
v=yl~n

(2.54)

hence, the original equation is now linear in v

(rhr)s- + p^vl= : Q w

(2 55)

-

which is easily solved using the I-factor method.
2.3.4

Riccati's Equation
A nonlinear equation, which arises in both continuous and staged (i.e., finite
difference) processes, is Riccati's equation
j | = P(x)y2 + Q{x)y + R(x)

(2.56)

A frequently occurring special form is the case when P(x) = —1
%+y2 = Q(x)y+R(x)
A change of variables given by

(2.57)

yields the derivative

*-I.^t_JL.(^«)2

(259)

Inserting this into Eq. 2.57 eliminates the nonlinear term
~-Q(x)^-R(x)u

=0

(2.60)

which is a linear second order equation with nonconstant coefficients. This may
be solved in general by the Frobenius series method, as will be shown in
Chapter 3.
EXAMPLE 2.5
A constant-volume batch reactor undergoes the series reaction sequence

The initial concentration of A is denoted by C 40 , whereas B and C are initially
nil. The reaction rates per unit reactor volume are described by

Find the solutions of the differential equations describing CB(t) for the following cases
(a) n = 1,
(b) n = 2,
(c) n = 1,
CASE (a) n = I9

m= 2
m= 1
m= 1

m= 2

The material balances are written as
^ =

dt

~

-k C

1-4

K

T^B

The solution for CA is straightforward
CA = CAOcxp(-klt)

(2.61)

Hence, the expression for CB is nonlinear with exponential forcing
^f-

= ^ 1 C 4 0 exp(-A:,;) - k2C2B

(2.62)

If we scale time by replacing 0 = k2t, the above expression becomes identical to
the special form of the Riccati equation. Thus, on comparing with Eq. 2.57, we
take

Q(O) = 0,

R(S) = ^ C ^ e x p j - - ^ )

to see that
^ -

+ Cj = R(O)

(2.63)

If we make the Riccati transformation

Cfi

u d6

we finally obtain

We have thus transformed a nonlinear first order equation to a solvable, linear
second order equation.
CASE (b) n = 2,

m =1

The simultaneous equations for this case are
^A

_ _k

C2

.

c

_ \

Ul

K

L
dC

B
dt

]

CAP
l

l^AO J

- L C2 - k C
K
~ l A
2^B

Inserting CA(t) yields the classic inhomogeneous (I-factor) equation discussed in
Section 2.3:
- ^ - + k C - k\
ai
L

A0
K

v^A$l J

(2 65)

The integrating factor is I = exp (k2t); hence, the solution is
C

CB{t) =klexp(-k2t)fzxp(k2t)\1

+

^CAOJ

dt + Cexp(-k2t)

(2.66)

where C is the constant of integration. The integral is tabulated in the form

[ZVLpIdx
J

X

so we next substitute
* „

T = 1 + kxCAOt,

dr

j

dt =

k2

, , a= ,

(

r

hence, we obtain

CB = CA0exp(-k2t)exp[- j ^ y ?^tfl

dr + Cexp(-k2t) (2.67)

Performing the integration yields finally,
C8 = Cexp(-k2t) + CA0exp\-ik2t + £ ^ M
(1 6S^

Li

+

^

l n T +

__

+

_L_J_

+

_L_J_ + ...)

Now, since r == 1 when r = 0, the arbitrary constant C becomes, since CB(0) = 0,

c =c

— f i l ) ^ ) -fl(oofiTy+ (2^iy+ (3^ry+ - ) ]
(2.69)

CASE (c) n = 1,

m =1

The linear case is described by
^f- = -Ic1Cx .: CA = CAOcxp(-klt)

(2.70)

^f

(2.71)

= kxCA - k2CB

This also yields the I-factor equation, if the time variation is desired. Often, the
relationship between CA and CB is desired, so we can use a different approach

by dividing the two equations to find

This takes the homogeneous form, so according to Section 2.3.2, let
CB _

dCB
dV
dC~A= C*ITA

V

~C;-V>

+ V

(2 73)

-

hence,

so we obtain
dj_

_dC±

Integrating, noting V=O when CA = C 40 yields finally
^B
^A

2.3.5

K

_

l

K

2

^A

1
K

( 1

n

^

\^AOj

\

Linear Coefficients
Equations of first order with linear coefficients,
(ax + by + c) dx - (ax + py + y) dy = 0
can be reduced to the classic homogeneous functional form by suitable change
of variables. Putting the above into the usual form to test for homogeneous
functions
_
dx

=

=

ax + fiy + y

a +

( x)y \

+

c
x

Jl\

+

Z

\ X J

(2J7)

X

we see that the last terms in the numerator and denominator prevent the
right-hand side from becoming the proper form, that is f(y/x). This suggests a
dual change of variables with two adjustable parameters, e and 8
y = u + s,

dy = du

(2.78)

x = v + 8,

dx = dv

(2.79)

hence,
du, = a(v + 8) +b(u + s)+c
du a(u + S) + p(u + e) + y

l

;

We have two degrees of freedom to eliminate two constants, so we eliminate
s and y by selecting
ad + be + c = 0

(2.81)

aS + jSs + y = 0

(2.82)

Solving these for e, 5 yields

c _b_ . ^ y ±
a
a pa - ab

(2.84)
v
;

An inconsistency arises if Pa = afc, which is obvious. It is clear that the final
result is now of the homogeneous type
du _ « + " ( ? )

and this can be solved directly by substituting z = u/v.
2.3.6

First Order Equations of Second Degree
The order of a differential equation corresponds to the highest derivative,
whereas the degree is associated with the power to which the highest derivative
is raised.
A nonlinear equation, which is first order and second degree, is

(£)2-4+'-*->

<"•>

This requires a different approach, as nonlinear systems often do. The first step
is to replace p = dy/dx and solve the remaining quadratic equation for p
p= ^

= 1± v^7

(2.87)

We observe two branches are possible, depending on selection of sign. The
appearance of the linear difference (x - y) suggests replacing u = x - y, so

that we have

£ -1 - £

<»->

We now have the separable equation

Integration yields the general solution
l{u = ±x + c

(2.90)

Replacing u = x - y shows finally
4y = 4X - ( c

±xf

(2.91)

Again, we observe that the arbitrary constant of integration is implicit, which is
quite usual for nonlinear systems.
We reinspect the original equation

% = 1 ± V^=T

(2.92)

and observe that a solution y = x also satisfies this equation. This solution
cannot be obtained by specializing the arbitrary constant c, and is thus called a
singular solution (Hildebrand 1965). This unusual circumstance can only occur in
the solution of nonlinear equations. The singular solution sometimes describes
an "envelope" of the family of solutions, but is not in general a curve belonging
to the family of curves (since it cannot be obtained by specializing the arbitrary
constant c).
2.4 SOLUTION METHODS FOR SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR
EQUATIONS
As stated earlier, much is known about linear equations of higher order, but no
general technique is available to solve the nonlinear equations that arise
frequently in natural and man-made systems. When analysis fails to uncover the
analytical solution, the last recourse is to undertake numerical solution methods, as introduced in Chapters 7 and 8.
We begin this section by illustrating the types of nonlinear problems that can
be resolved using standard methods. Some important nonlinear second order

equations are
^-y + I ^

+ ya = 0

(Lane-Emden equation)

(2.93)

»2 /

—Y + ^ 2 sin if/ = 0

(Nonlinear Pendulum equation)

—Y + ay + 6y3 = 0

(Duffing equation)

y y + a(y2 - 1 ) ^ + y = 0

(Van der Pol equation)

(2.94)

(2.95)

(2.96)

The general strategy for attacking nonlinear equations is to reduce them to
linear form. Often, inspection of the equation suggests the proper approach.
The two most widely used strategies are as follows.
1. Derivative substitution method: replace p = dy/dx if either y is not
explicit or x is not explicit.
2. Homogeneous function method: replace v = y/x if the equation can be
put into the homogeneous format
d^_
dx2

x

tdy_ y \
-J\dx'x)

Note, as before, the dimensional ratio y/x appears throughout, which is a good
indicator that the technique may work.
2.4.1

Derivative Substitution Method
Two classes of problems arise, which can be categorized by inspection: Either y
or x does not appear alone (is not explicit). In both cases, we start with the
substitution p = dy/dx.

EXAMPLE 2S
The nonlinear Pendulum problem is a case where x is not explicit
^ - | - +w 2 sin(y) = 0

(2.97)

P=%

(2.98)

Make the substitution

therefore,
^+co2sm(y)=0

(2.99)

Since x is not explicit, assume p(y), so that

dx

~ dy dx~ dyp

( 2 i m )

Substituting above yields the separable form
p^+co2sin(y)

=0

(2.101)

p2 = 2co 2 cos(y) + C1

(2.102)

Integrating yields

Two branches are possible on taking square roots

P = %= ±V 2 " 2 c o s O) +C 1

(2.103)

So finally, the integral equation results
dy
f ,
= ±x + C2
2
^2co cos(y) + C 1

(2.104)

J

As we show in Chapter 4, the above result can be re-expressed as an elliptic
integral of the first kind for certain realizable boundary conditions.
EXAMPLE 2 J
Soluble gas (A) reactant dissolves into the flat interface of a deep body of liquid
reagent with which it reacts through the nonlinear (irreversible) rate law,
RA = knCnA

(mole/volume • time)

(2.105)

Taking the coordinate system z pointing down from the interface at z = 0, we
can write the steady-state material balance for flux through an elemental slice
Az thick with area normal to flux designated as An
AJXz)

-AnJ2(Z + Az) - knC"A(AM)

=0

(2.106)

Taking limits, cancelling An yields
~^-knC"A = 0

(2.107)

Introducing Fick's law of diffusion

J2 = -Dd-§f

(2.108)

yields finally,
D ^ -

- knC"A = 0

(2.109)

We note that z (independent variable) is not explicit, so we again write

and taking p(CA), then
d2CA _ dp(CA)

_ dp dCA _ dp

irAp

-^r-^t^-dc^^tr-

(2-m>

Inserting the second derivative yields the separable form

Integrating yields
*2 = # ) ( ^ )
Two branches again appear

+ c

>

(2 113)

-

At this point, we sketch a curve indicating the expected behavior of CA(z), as
shown in Fig. 2.1.
This shows we expect CA to diminish rapidly (by reaction depletion) as we
penetrate deeper into the liquid. Moreover, the slope of the curve shown is
everywhere negative! Thus, we must select the negative root; hence,
^T 1 = ~ \l n,2k" ^CA +1 + C1
l
dz
y D(n + 1) A

(2.115)
'

v

Since the reaction rate is irreversible, eventually all of the species A will be
consumed, so that C 4 -> 0 as z -> oo. Now, as CA -» 0, we expect the flux also
to diminish to zero, so that Jz -> 0, as C 4 -> 0. This suggests that we should

Figure 2.1 Expected behavior of
CA(z).

take C1 = 0, for an unbounded liquid depth; hence,

and this integral is

^-•"--(^(oj-rhyP + C,

U.I17)

At the interface (z = 0), we denote the gas solubility (Henry's law) as CX, so C2
is evaluated as
C2 = (C*) ( 1 ~" ) / 2

(2.118)

The final form for computational purposes is explicit in z, implicit in C 4
f*(l-n)/2

r(l-n)/2

_

**/i

/

2

11O)

However, engineers usually want to know the mass transfer rate at the interface
(where CA = C%), so that
W-A

l-F>^-\

-A J2knD

r*(n7\)

f212(n

For linear reaction rates (n = 1), we get the familiar result
WA = AnC* Jl^D

(2.121)

This expression is found useful for determining interfacial area in bubble
column reactors (sulphite oxidation). Thus, by measuring transfer rate WA
(moles/sec) for known values of C% kv and D, then area An can be
calculated. The method is not restricted to linear kinetics, in light of Eq. 2.120.

BXAMPlM 2.S
Find the solution using the initial condition y = 1, x = 0

= ^m2-Aiy

^

dx2

y \dx)

l

+

^ - ^
y

y3

v

(2.122)

This dimensionless equation has recently appeared in the literature (Prince and
Blanch 1990) to describe the physics of bubble coalescence. Here, y represents
dimensionless film thickness (joining two touching bubbles) and x represents
dimensionless time. The solution (credited to R.G. Rice) is a classic example on
applications of the p-substitution method, so replace p = dy /dx, and for the
second derivative, assume p(y) since x is not explicit

Inserting this and multiplying by 2 produces the I-factor first order equation

< £ 1 - £ • - , [ - „ „ + 4 _4f]

(,124)

The integrating factor is
I(y)=exp/(-^)dy = ^

J

(2.125)

so the solution is

p2

- y"I^s(-A^

+

T ~ ^ ) d y + K°y2'5

(2 126)

-

This integral then yields the dimensionless rate of film thinning between two
contacting bubbles, which is p

»-%-

± [ 4 ^ 2 " T5A> + isy +*oy2f2

(2.127)

Since film thinning occurs, dy /dx < 0, hence we select the negative branch. The
final integral is straightforward, if we take ^ 0 = 0,

fCy

+fe

V4ac - b2

= sinhfv^()3 - 2x) I

(2.128)

b = - ^jA2,

(2.129)

where
a = J^A39

C = 4A1

and the arbitrary second constant of integration is obtained from y = 1, x = 0,
jS = -}=r s i n h - ^ - T ^ ^ l

(2.130)

[ y/4ac - b2 J

V^

A transition in behavior occurs when 4ac = b2, which was used by these authors
to deduce conditions conducive to coalescence. This transition point was independent of the arbitrary constant ^ 0 , so setting this to zero had no effect on the
final conclusion. This is often the case with dynamic systems, wherein the
character of the solution form is most important.

Find the solution to the linear equation

The /^-substitution method can also be used to good effect on linear equations
with nonconstant coefficients, such as the above. First, replace p = dy/dx to get
^

+ 2xp = x

(2.132)

This is the familiar I-factor linear equation, so let
I = exp J2xdx = exp(jt2)

(2.133)

hence, the solution for p is
p = exp( -x2)jx

exp( +x2) dx + A exp( -x2)

(2.134)

Noting that xdx = \dx2 yields
P = ^ +^exp(-x2)

(2.135)

y = Ix + A f exp( -x2) dx + B

(2.136)

Integrating again produces

We could replace the indefinite integral with a definite one, since this would

only change the already arbitrary constant
y = Ix +A[Xexp(-a2)da +B

(2.137)

This integral is similar to a tabulated function called the error function, which
will be discussed in Chapter 4
erf(x) = - L T e x p ( - a 2 ) da

(2.138)

Using this, we can now write our final solution in terms of known functions and
two arbitrary constants
y = ^x + Cerf(x) + B

(2.139)

EXAMPLE 2JO
Solve the nonlinear second order equation

$ + (£)2-,-o

(«•)

This nonlinear equation can be put into a familiar form, again by replacing
p = dy/dx
^

+p2 -x = 0

(2.141)

This is exactly like the special form of Ricatti's equation with Q = 0, R = x, so
let

'•is

("«)

giving the linear equation

^ f - xz = 0

(2.143)

This is the well-known Airy equation, which will be discussed in Chapter 3. Its
solution is composed of Airy functions, which are also tabulated.
2.4.2

Homogeneous Function Method
In a manner similar to the first order case, we attempt to rearrange certain
equations into the homogeneous format, which carries the dimensional ratio
y/x,

'0-'(£•*)

<"«>

If this can be done, then a possible solution may evolve by replacing v = y/x.
Often, a certain class of linear equations also obey the homogeneous property, for example, the Euler equation (or Equidimensional equation),
x 2 ^ - y + Ax^r + By = 0;
dxz
"X

A, B constant

(2.145)

Note that units of x cancel in the first two terms. This linear equation with
nonconstant coefficients can be reduced to a constant coefficient linear equation
by the simple change of variables
x = e'

or

f = ln(*)

(2.146)

Changing variables starting with the first derivative
dy(x)
~dx~~

_ dy{t) dt _ dy{t) 1
" ~~dT ~dx~ " ~~dT x

dx2

~ dx[

dt

dt[dte

x\~

[2 l47)

'

\dx

\ d

2

'

*j

<2J50)

£-[&<--$«-]*
d2y

(2 14

y d y ] l

,

Inserting these into the defining equation causes cancellation of x
^

+ (A - I ) ^

+

By =O

(2.152)

The method of solving such linear constant coefficient equations will be treated
in the next section.
EXAMPLE 2Jl
C o n s i d e r t h en o n l i n e a r h o m o g e n e o u s e q u a t i o n

U n d e r c o n d i t i o n s w h e n t h e b o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s a r e dy/dx

= l , y = 0 a t x = l,

find a suitable solution. Replace y/x = v(x) so that

*[*£•*£] + [*£ H 1 - 1 "

<2 154)

-

hence,

This has the Euler-Equidimensional form, so let x = et
\d2v

^

dv]

" Wj

(dv\2

^dv

+2

+

W U)

^ (dv\

+ 2V

(WJ

=

„

° ^

,*

156

w

x

)

Now, since the independent variable (t) is missing, write p = du/dt
dh^_dp_dpch_
dp_
dt2 ~ dt ~ dv dt ~p dv

(AMi)

so that
p

% +p +p2 +2VP = °

( 2 - 158 )

which can be factored to yield two possible solutions
P^+P

+ il + lv)^ =0

(2.159)

-(l + 2v)

(2.160)

This can be satisfied by p = 0, or
^+P=

This latter result is the I-factor equation, which yields for I = exp(^)
p = 1 - 2v + c exp( -v)

(2.161)

We pause to evaluate c noting
dv

dv

dy

y

p = -T- = X-T- = -3

y

dt
dx
dx x
hence, at x = 1, then p = 1 and v = y/x = 0, so c = 0.
Integrating again

(

.

(2.162)

v

'

yields

J^T

= e<

(2.164)

Vl - 2v
Replacing u = y/x and x = e\ and since y = O at x = 1, then A^ = 1 so that
squaring yields

The singular solution, p = 0, which is dv/dt = 0, so that y/x = constant is a
solution. This solution cannot satisfy the two boundary conditions.
2.5

LINEAR EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER
The most general linear differential equation of nth order can be written in the
standard form

+ fl«-i(*)£^T + • • • + « i ( * ) ^ + ao(x)y =/(*) (2.166)

S

where engineers denote fix) as the forcing function. We recall in Section 1.4
the definition of homogeneous type equations: "a condition (e.g., boundary
condition) or equation is taken to be homogeneous if it is satisfied by y(x) and
is also satisfied by cyix), where c is an arbitrary constant." Thus, the above
equation is not homogeneous. In fact, mathematicians call it the nth order
inhomogeneous equation, because of the appearance of fix). If f(x) = 0, then
the above equation is homogeneous. The first part of this section deals with the
unforced, or homogeneous nth order equation

+ a «-i(*)£^T + • • • +a^x)^

^

+ «o(*)y = 0

(2.167)

If we denote P as the linear differential operator
p=

£•+a"-^x)£^+

•• • + f l i ^ ) ^ + a ^ x )

(2 i68)

-

then we can abbreviate the lengthy representation of the nth order equation as
P[y] = 0

(2.169)

P[y] = P[cy] = cP[y] = 0

(2.170)

It is clear that

so that the equation is indeed homogeneous.
The most general solution to Eq. 2.167 is called the homogeneous or complementary solution. The notation complementary comes about when fix) is

different from zero. Thus, when the forcing function fix) is present, it produces
an additional solution, which is particular to the specific form taken by fix).
Hence, solutions arising because of the presence of finite fix) are called
particular solutions. These solutions are complemented by solutions obtained
when fix) = 0.
We first focus our efforts in solving the unforced or homogeneous equation,
and then concentrate on dealing with solutions arising when forcing is applied
through fix) (i.e., the particular solution).
It is clear in the homogeneous Eq. 2.167 that if all coefficients ^ 0 , . . . an_xix)
were zero, then we could solve the final equation by n successive integrations of
dnv
W* = 0

(2.171)

which produces the expression
y = C1 + C2X + C3X2 + • • • +C n Jt"" 1
(2.172)
containing n arbitrary constants of integration.
As a matter of fact, within any defined interval (say, 0 < x < L) wherein the
coefficients aoix),... an_lix) are continuous, then there exists a continuous
solution to the homogeneous equation containing exactly n independent, arbitrary constants.
Moreover, because the homogeneous equation is linear, it is easily seen that
any linear combination of individual solutions is also a solution, provided that
each individual solution is linearly independent of the others. We define linearly
independent to mean: an individual solution cannot be obtained from another
solution by multiplying it by any arbitrary constant. For example, the solution
yx = cxexpix) is linearly independent of y2 = C2expi—x), since we cannot
multiply the latter by any constant to obtain the former. However, the solution
y3 = Ax2 is not linearly independent of y4 = 2x2, since it is obvious that y3 can
be obtained by multiplying y4 by 2.
Thus, if n linearly independent solutions Cy1, y2,... yn) to the associated
homogeneous equation:
P[y(x)] = 0

(2.173)

can be found, then the sum (theorem of superposition)
n

y = C1V1(X) + c2y2(x)

+ • • • + cnyn(x)

= E ckyk(x)

(2.174)

k=\

is the general solution to the linear, homogeneous, unforced, nth order equation. When we must also deal with the case fix) # 0, we shall call the above
solution the general, complementary solution and denote it as ycix). Thus, it is

now clear that if we could find the integral of
P[yP]=f(*)

(2-175)

where yp is the particular solution, then the complete solution, by superposition,
is
n

y = yp{x) + yc{x) = yp(x) + E ckyk(x)

(2.176)

/C= 1

It should now be clear that we have satisfied the original forced equation, since
Py =P{yP + yc) = PyP + Pyc = / ( * )

(2-177)

since by definition
Pyc = 0

(2.178)

Pyp=f(x)

(1.279)

Thus, it is now clear that the process of solving an ordinary linear differential
equation is composed of two parts. The first part is to find the n linearly
independent solutions to the unforced (homogeneous) equation, denoting this
as the complementary solution, yc(x). The second part is to find the particular
solution arising from the forcing function fix). Finally, we must insure that the
particular solution is linearly independent of each of the solutions comprising the
complementary solution; if this were not true, then a particular integral could
reproduce one of the complementary solutions, and no new information is
added to the final result. We also note in passing that the arbitrary constants of
integration are found (via boundary conditions) using the complete solution
(yc + yp\ not just the complementary part.
2.5.1

Second Order Unforced Equations: Complementary Solutions
The second order linear equation is of great importance and arises frequently in
engineering. We shall reserve treatment of the case of nonconstant coefficients;
that is,

0 + «,(*);! + ao(x)y = O

(2.180)

to Chapter 3, where the general Frobenius series method is introduced. In this
section, we shall treat the case of constant coefficients, so that a0, ax = constants.
The method described below is directly applicable to nth order systems provided all coefficients are again constant.
Thus, for constant coefficients, we shall assume there exists complementary
solutions of the form
yc = Aexp(rx);

A, r = constant

(2.181)

where r represents a characteristic root (or eigenvalue) of the equation and A

is the integration constant (arbitrary). It is of course necessary that such a
proposed solution satisfies the defining equation, so it must be true that

-£^[Atxp(rx)]

+ a ^ [A exp(rc)] + ao[A exp(rc)] = 0 (2.182)

Performing the indicated operations yields
A[r2 + axr + ao]exp(rx) = 0

(2.183)

There are three ways to satisfy this equation, two of them are trivial (remember,
zero is always a solution to homogeneous equations, a trivial result). We thereby
deduce that the root(s) must be satisfied by
r2 + U1V + G0 = 0

(2.184)

if our proposed solution is to have any nontrivial existence. This quadratic
equation sustains two roots, given by

'1.2 = —

V

(2 185)

-

which we denote for convenience as V1 and r2. Since two possible roots exist,
then the theorem of superposition suggests that two linearly independent
solutions exist for the complementary solution
yc =Aexp(rxx)

+ B exp(r2x)

(2.186)

It is easy to see that each of these, taken one at a time, satisfies the original
equation, so that the general solution is the sum of the two. But are the
solutions linearly independent? To answer this, we need to know the nature of
the two roots. Are they real or complex? Are they unequal or equal? We
consider these possibilities by considering a series of examples.

Find the complementary solutions for the second order equation

g

+ 5

^ + 4y = 0

(2.187)

Inspection shows that the characteristic equation can be obtained by replacing

dy/dx with r and d2y/dx2

with r2, so that
r 2 + 5r

+ 4=

_ 5 _i_ T/S2 - 4 - 4
'i,2 =

2

=

0

- 5 +3
" T ^= - 1 , - 4

(2.188)
(2.189)

Thus, the solution is
yc = A exp( - x ) + 5 exp( -4x)

(2.190)

It is clear that the roots are real and distinct, so the two solutions are linearly
independent.
EXAMPLE 2J3
Solve the second order equation with boundary conditions
^

+ 4 * + Ay = 0

(2.191)

where y(0) = 0 and dy(0)/dx = 1.
The characteristic equation is
r2

+ 4r

+ 4 =

o

(2.192)

so that
r =

2
- 4 + i/(4)
-4-4
~ VV27
—= - 2

(2.193)

which shows that only one root results (i.e., a double root); hence, we might
conclude that the general solution is
yi=Aocxp(-2x)

(2.194)

Clearly, a single arbitrary constant cannot satisfy the two stated boundary
conditions, so it should be obvious that one solution, along with its arbitrary
constant, is missing. As stipulated earlier, an nth order equation must yield n
arbitrary constants, and n linearly independent solutions. For the present case,
n = 2, so that we need to find an additional linearly independent solution.
To find the second solution, we use the definition of linear independence to
propose a new solution, so that we write
y2 = v(x)exp(-2x)

(2.195)

Now, if v(x) is not a simple constant, then the second solution will be linearly
independent of yx = ^4 0 exp(-2x). Thus, we have used the first solution (and
the definition of linear independence) to construct the second one. Inserting y2

into the defining equation shows after some algebra

§•= °

(2196)

v = Bx + C

(2.197)

so that

hence,
y2 = (Bx + C)exp( - 2 x )

(2.198)

The arbitrary constant C can be combined with A0 and call it A, hence our two
linearly independent solutions yield the complementary solution
yc=Aexp(-2x) + Bxexp(-2x)

(2.199)

This analysis is in fact a general result for any second order equation when
equal roots occur\ that is,
yc = A exp(rc) + Bx exp(rx)

(2.200)

since the second solution was generated from y = v(x) exp(rx), and it is easy to
show in general this always leads to d2v/dx2 = 0.
Applying the boundary conditions to Eq. 2.200 shows
yc(0) = 0 = ^ ( 1 ) +5(O)(I)
hence A = 0. To find B, differentiate

*T-1-B(D+IT(O)
therefore, B = 1; hence, the complementary solution satisfying the stipulated
boundary conditions is
yc =xexp(-2x)

(2.201)

EXAMPlM 2J4
Solve the second order equation
d2y
—jr + y = 0
dxz
We immediately see difficulties, since the characteristic equation is
r2 + 1 = 0

(2.202)

(2.203)

so complex roots occur
rh2= ± / ^ T = ±i

(2.204)

This defines the complex variable / (a subject dealt with in Chapter 9), but we
could still proceed and write the solution
yc = A exp( + ix) + B exp( -ix)

(2.205)

This form is not particularly valuable for computation purposes, but it can be
put into more useful form by introducing the Euler formula
eix = cos(x) + i sin(jc)

(2.206)

which allows representation in terms of well-known, transcendental functions.
Thus, the complex function elx can be represented as the linear sum of a real
part plus a complex part. This allows us to write
yc =^4[cos(x) + /sin(x)] + B[cos(x) - /sin(x)]

(2.207)

yc = (A + B)cos(x) + (A - B)i sin(x)

(2.208)

or

Now, since A and B are certainly arbitrary, hence in general (A + B) is
different from (A - B) i, then we can define these groups of constants as new
constants, so
yc = D COs(Jt:) + E sin(x)

(2.209)

which is the computationally acceptable general result. The Euler formula will
be discussed in Chapter 9. Suffice to say, it arises naturally from the power
series expansion of the exponential function.

EMMPLE 2 JS
The differential equation

S -4 + 2 > = °

(2-2io>

has properties similar to the last example. The characteristic equation is
r2 - Ir + 2 = 0

(2.211)

, - 2 *' /i f TTI - 1 ± .

(2.212)

hence,

so the solutions are
yc = exp(x)[A exp( + a ) + J3exp(-a;)]

(2.213)

Introducing the Euler formula as before shows
yc = exp(jc)[Ccos(jc) +Dsin(x)]

(2.214)

EXAMPLE 2M
Find the relation to predict the composition profile in a packed tube reactor
undergoing isothermal linear kinetics with axial diffusion. The packed tube,
heterogeneous catalytic reactor is used to convert species B by way of the
reaction
B - products;

RB = ^

g

( time-v^uSe bed )

into products under (assumed) isothermal conditions. Diffusion along the axis is
controlled by Fickian-like expression so that, in parallel with transport by
convection due to superficial velocity V0, there is also a diffusion-like flux
represented by a Fickian relation

j

D

E

J£B
E

dz

(_mpk

\

\ area-time /

v

'

acting along the longitudinal axis (z-coordinate). For linear kinetics, the conservation law of species B for an element Az long of the tube with cross-sectional
area A, is

v0ACB\z-v0ACB\z

+ ±z+AJE\z-AJE\z

+ ±z-RB(AAz)

= 0 (2.216)

Dividing by the element volume AAz and taking limits produces the transport
equation

Introducing the flux vector, Eq. 2.215, and the rate expression RB then produces a constant coefficient, second order linear differential equation
D

*^T

- ^

-kCB = 0

(2.218)

If we divide through by DE, this has a form identical with Eq. 2.180, where
ax = -vo/DE and aQ = -k/DE. The characteristic equation for a solution of

the form C8=A exp(rz) is

,.-(£),-(£)-.

,„,,,

so the roots are

hence, the general complementary solution is
Q=^eXp(T 1 Z) + £exp(r 2 z)

(2.221)

where we denote rx as possessing the positive argument and r2 as the negative.
It is often found convenient (e.g., in applying boundary conditions) to express
this solution using hyperbolic functions; thus, we note
cosh(x) = exp(*) + 2 exp(-*)

{2222)

. t, x
exp(x) - exp(-x)
smh(jc) =
2

,_ .__.
(2.223)

and

Now, we could write our solution in symbolic form
C8 = exp(az)|>exp(j8z) +5exp(-j8z)]

(2.224)

where

Now, add and subtract terms within the brackets and rearrange to see
C8 = exp(az)[(y4 - B)sinh(pz)

+ (A + 5)cosh(j8z)]

(2.226)

Moreover, since the new arbitrary constant groups are not generally equal, we
redefine constants
C8 = exp(az)[Fsinh(/3z) + £ cosh( 0z)]

(2.227)

This is a convenient form for computation and also for evaluating constants by
way of boundary conditions, since

^f^1

= cosh(x)

dcosh(x)

=sinh{x)

(2.228)
{2229)

For packed beds of finite length L, the most widely used boundary values are
the famous Danckwerts Conditions:
V0C0 = -DEdCfzZ)
^

+ v0CA(z);
=0;

z =0

z =L

(2.230)
(2.231)

The first simply states the convective flux of fresh solution far upstream of
known composition C0 exactly equals the combined convective and diffusion
flux at the bed entrance. This accounts for so-called backmixing at the bed
entrance. The second condition states that diffusion flux at the exit tends to
zero. Both these boundary conditions require differentiation of the general
solution, hence we justify the use of the hyperbolic function form (i.e., it is
impossible to make a sign error on differentiating hyperbolic functions!).
Applying the above Boundary Conditions to the general solution in Eq. 2.227
leads to the algebraic equations needed to find integration constants F and E
in terms of known parameters; the first condition yields
C0V0= -DEp[Fcosh(0)

+£sinh(0)]exp(0)

- DEa[F sinh(0) + £cosh(0)]exp(0)

(2.232)

+ t; 0 [Fsinh(0) + £cosh(0)]exp(0)
Noting that sinh(0) = 0 and cosh(0) = 1, we find
<V 0 = E(V0 - DEa) + F{-DEp)

(2.233)

The second condition gives
0 = (aF + pE)sinh( PL) + (aE + j6F)cosh(/3L)

(2.234)

Solving for F and E yields
j7
C 0 [ a t a n h ( / 3 L ) + jB]
E = -r-7-r
— tanh(jSL) + a tanh(j8L) + p

(2.235)

\vo )

-C0[a + j3tanh(/3L)l

F = jY\

^

(2-236)

— |tanh(/8L) + a tanh(£L) + /3

\uo J

where we have used /32 - a2 = k/DE. Recognizing that both a and /3 have
units of reciprocal length, we can write the final solution in dimensionless form
in terms of two dimensionless numbers. Thus, defining dimensionless composi-

tion to be i/f = CB/C0 and dimensionless length to be £ = z/L, we have
_ exp(aLt)[e(a,p)cosh(pLt) - f(a,P)sinh(pLt)]
*~
g(a,p)

(2>237)

where
e(a,p)

= aLtanh(j3L) + /3 L

(2.238)

/ ( a , j8) = /3L tanh( j8L) + aL

(2.239)

g ( a , j8) = ( ^ + aL)tanh(/3L) + /SL

(2.240)

There are actually only two dimensionless groups hidden in the above maze;
these are
aL

=

I (TT);

TT

i8L = y i I ^ J + ^

= Pe

(Peclet number)

IJ^ =Ha

;

(2.241)

( H a t t a number) (2.242)

From these two (Fe and //a), we can relate the remaining group

k

i -w

<"«)

From Eq. 2.237, we see at the entrance

This example illustrates the complexity of even elementary second order equations when practical boundary conditions are applied. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the
reactor composition profiles predicted for plug and dispersive flow models.
Under quite realizable operating conditions, the effect of backmixing (diffusion)
is readily seen. Diffusion tends to reduce the effective number of stages for a
packed column. Its effect can be reduced by using smaller particle sizes, since
Klinkenberg and Sjenitzer (1956) have shown that the effective diffusion coefficient (DE) varies as vodp, where dp is particle size. This also implies that Peclet
number is practically independent of velocity (Pe ~ L/dp).
Under conditions where effective diffusion is small, so that DE ~ 0, then we
would have solved the plug flow model
V0-^f

+ kCB = 0

(2.245)

Using the entrance condition C5(O) = C0, so that separating variables yields

Figure 2.2 Composition profiles in catalytic reactor.

finally

* = ^ =e x p ( - ^ l
c

o

\

v

o

(2.246)
J

To compare the two solutions illustrated in Fig. 2.2, we recall that kL/u0 =
Ha/Pe.
2.5.2

Particular Solution Methods for Forced Equations
We have seen at the beginning of the chapter that forced equations give rise to
solutions, which are particular to the form taken by the forcing function fix).
We consider the case of constant coefficients as follows:
^+ai^+aoy=f(x)

(2.247)

where again we note the general solution is comprised of two parts, viz
y = yc(x) + yp(x)

(2.248)

We discussed methods of finding yc(x) in the previous section, and now we
discuss general methods of finding the particular integral, yp(x).
There are three widely used methods to find ypix); the first two are applicable only to the case of constant coefficients
1. Method of Undetermined Coefficients This is a rather evolutionary technique, which builds on the functional form taken by fix).
2. Method of Inverse Operators This method builds on the property that
integration as an operation is the inverse of differentiation.
3. Method of Variation Parameters This method is the most general approach
and can be applied even when coefficients are nonconstant; it is based on
the principles of linear independence and superposition, and exploits these
necessary properties to construct a particular integral.

L Method of Undetermined Coefficients
This widely used technique is somewhat intuitive, and is also easily implemented. It has certain disadvantages, since it is not completely fail-safe in the
hands of a novice. The first step in finding yp is to produce a collection of
functions obtained by differentiating fix). Each of these generated functions
are multiplied by an undetermined coefficient and the sum of these plus the
original function are then used as a "trial expression" for yp . The unknown
coefficients are determined by inserting the trial solution into the defining
equation. Thus, for a second order equation, two differentiations are needed.
However, for an nth order equation, n differentiations are necessary (a serious
disadvantage).

Find the complementary and particular solutions for the linear equation

and evaluate arbitrary constants using y(0) = 1, dy(O)/dx = O.
The first step is to find the complementary solutions. We shall need to know
these to insure that our particular solution is in fact linearly independent of
each complementary solution. The characteristic equation for the unforced
equation is
r

2

- l = 0;

rlf2=±l

(2.250)

so the roots are real and distinct; hence,
yc = A exp(x) + B exp( -Jt)

(2.251)

To construct the particular solution, we note that repeated differentiation of
fix) = x2 yields x and 1, so that we propose the linear combinations
yp = ax2 + bx + c

(2.252)

The undetermined coefficients {a, b, c) are to be determined by inserting our
proposed solution into the left-hand side of the defining equation; thus,
2a - {ax2 + bx + c) = x2 + (0)(x) + (O)(I)

(2.253)

Note, we have written fix) as a descending series with the last two coefficients
of magnitude zero. This will help in deducing the values for a, b, c. We next
equate all multipliers of x2 on left- and right-hand sides, all multipliers of x,

and all multipliers of unity. These deductive operations produce
x2: -a = 1
x:

.-. a = - 1

-h = 0

/. b = 0

1:2a - c = 0

:.c = 2a = -2

We solve for the coefficients in sequence and see that
yp = -x2 - 2

(2.254)

The complete solution is then
y =Aexp(x)

+ B e x p ( - x ) - (x2 + 2)

(2.255)

It is clear that all solutions are linearly independent. Finally, we apply boundary
conditions y(0) = 1 and dy(0)/dx = 0 to see
1 =A+5-

2

O=A-B
This shows

EKAMPLE MS
Find the linearly independent particular solutions for

0-y

= exp(*)

(2.256)

The complementary solution is the same as the last problem. Repeated differentiation of the exponential function reproduces the exponential function. We
are keenly aware that a trial solution yp = a exp(jc) is not linearly independent
of one of the complementary solutions. We respond to this difficulty by invoking
the definition of linear independence
yp = v(x)exp(x)

(2.257)

Clearly, if v(x) is not a constant, then this particular solution will be linearly
independent of the complementary function exp(jc). Inserting the proposed
yp(x) in the left-hand side of the defining equation yields

To find v(x), we replace dv/dx = p
^

+ 2p=\

(2.259)

This is the I-factor equation with solution
P = % = \ + ce-^

(2.260)

Integrating again shows
v =

\

x

~ \e~2X

+ D

(2.261)

This suggests a particular solution
yp= ( ^ ) e x p ( x )

(2.262)

since the other two terms yield contributions that are not linearly independent
(they could be combined with the complementary parts).
The complete solution is
y = A exp(x) + B exp( -x) + -^x exp(x)

(2.263)

and all three solutions are linearly independent.
Another way to construct the particular integrals under circumstances when
the forcing function duplicates one of the complementary solutions is to write
yp = axtxp(x)

(2.264)

Inserting this into the defining equation shows a = 1/2 as before. In fact, if an
identity is not produced (i.e., a is indeterminate), then the next higher power is
used, ax2 exp(x), and so on, until the coefficient is found. We demonstrate this
in Example 2.19.

Find the complementary and particular solution for
^ y - 8 ^ + 16y = 6xe4x

(2.265)

The characteristic equation is
r2 - Sr + 16 = ( r - 4) 2

(2.266)

Thus, we have repeated roots
T1 2 = 4

(2.267)

As we learned earlier in Example 2.13, the second complementary solution is
obtained by multiplying the first by x, so that
yc =Ae4x

+ Bxe4x

(2.268)

However, the forcing function has the same form as xe4x, so our first trial for
the y function is
yp = ax2e4x

(2.269)

which is linearly independent of both parts of the complementary solution.
Differentiating twice yields
y'p = 2axe4x +

4ax2e4x

y; = 2ae4x + Saxe4x + 8axe4x + 16ax2e4x

(2.270)

inserting these relations into the defining equation yields
[2a + l6ax + 16ax2]e4x

- [16ax +

32ax2]e4x
(2.271)

+ 16[ax2]e4x

= 6xe4x

Cancelling terms shows the null result
2ae4x = 6xe4x

(2.272)

hence, a is indeterminate. Next, try the higher power
yp = ax3e4x

(2.273)

y'p = 3ax2e4x + 4ax3e4x

(2.274)

y"p = 6axe4x -h 12ax2e4x + 12ax2e4x + 16ax3e4x

(2.275)

Inserting these yields
\6ax + 24ax2 + 16ax3]e4x - [24ax2 +

32ax3]e4x
(2.276)

+ [16ax3]e4x

= 6xe4x

Cancelling terms, what remains identifies the undetermined coefficient
6axe4x = 6xe4x
hence, a = 1.

(2.277)

The complete solution can now be written
y = (A + Bx + x3)e4x

(2.278)

We see some serious disadvantages with this technique, especially the large
amount of algebraic manipulation (which produces human errors) required for
only moderately complex problems. The above particular solution could have
been worked out in two lines of calculation, without trial and error, using the
Inverse Operator technique, as we show next.
2. Method of Inverse Operators
This method builds on the Heaviside differential operator, defined as
Dy = ^

(2.279)

where D is the elementary operation d/dx. It follows certain algebraic laws,
and must always precede a function to be operated upon; thus it is clear that
repeated differentiation can be represented by

D(Dy) = D2y = 0

(2.280)

D(D2y) = D3y = 0

(2.281)

D"y = g -

(2.282)

Because the operator D is a linear operator, it can be summed and factored

l£ ~8 I t + 16y = D2y ~8Dy + 16y = °

(2.283)

The operators can be collected together as a larger operator
( D 2 - 8 D + 16) y = 0

(2.284)

This also can be factored, again maintaining order of operations
(D - 4) 2 y = 0

(2.285)

In manipulating the Heaviside operator D, the laws of algebraic operation must
be followed. These basic laws are as follows.
(a) The Distributive Law. For algebraic quantities A, B, C, this law requires
A(B + C) = AB +AC

(2.286)

We used this above law when we wrote
(D 2 - 8D + 16)y = D2y - 8Dy + 16y
The operator D is in general distributive.

(2.287)

(b) The Commutative Law. This law sets rules for the order of operation
AB = BA

(2.288)

which does not generally apply to the Heaviside operator, since obviously
Dy^yD

(2.289)

However, operators do commute with themselves, since
(D + 4)(D + 2) = (D + 2)(D + 4)

(2.290)

(c) The Associative Law. This law sets rules for sequence of operation
A(BC) = (AB)C

(2.291)

and does not in general apply to D, since sequence for differentiation must be
preserved. However, it is true that
D(Dy) = (DD)y

(2.292)

D(xy) * (Dx)y

(2.293)

but that

To use the operators (in an inverse fashion) we have only two rules which
must be remembered. We will lead up to these rules gradually by considering,
first, the operation on the most prevalent function, the exponential exp(rx). We
have seen in the last section that all complementary solutions have origins in the
exponential function.
Operation on exponential. It is clear that differentiation of exp(rx) yields
D(O

=rerx

(2.294)

= r2erx

(2.295)

and repeated differentiation gives
D2(erx)
n

rx

D (e )

n rx

=r e

(2.296)

and a sum of operators, forming a polynomial such as P(D)
P(D)(erx) = P(r)erx

(2.297)

This forms the basis for Rule 1. We have alluded to this earlier in Section 2.5.1
in discussing the characteristic equation for Example 2.12
(D 2 + 5D + A)erx = (r2 + 5r + 4)erx

(2.298)

Operation on products with exponentials. The second building block to make
operators useful for finding particular integrals is the operation on a general
function fix)
D(f(x)erx)

=erxDf + fD(erx) = erx(D + r)f(x)

(2.299)

Repeated differentiation can be shown to yield
D2(ferx) = erx(D + rff(x)

(2.300)

Dn(ferx) = erx(D + r)nf(x)

(2.301)

and for any polynomial of D, say P(D)
P(D)(f(x)erx) = erxP(D + r)f(x)

(2.302)

We learn in this sequence of examples that operation on the product f(x)erx
with D simply requires shifting the exponential to the front and operating on
fix) with (D + r). This forms the basis for Rule 2.
The inverse operator. Modern calculus often teaches that integration as an
operation is the inverse of differentiation. To see this, write

-^ff(x)dx = Dff(x)dx=f(x)

(2303)

//(x)dx = D-1f(x)

(2.304)

which implies

Thus, the operation D -1 J(Jc) implies integration with respect to x, whereas
Df(x) denotes differentiation with respect to x. This "integrator," D" 1 , can be
treated like any other algebraic quantity, provided the rules of algebra, mentioned earlier, are obeyed.
We have already seen that polynomials of operator D obey two important
rules:
1. Rule 1: P(D)erx = P(r)erx
2. Rule 2: P(DXf(x)erx) = erxP(D + r)f(x)
We show next that these rules are also obeyed by inverse operators.
EKMfPLE 2JQ
Find the particular solution for

Write this in operator notation, noting that if f(x) appears on the right-hand
side, we are obviously seeking a particular solution
( D - 2 ) y p = e*

(2.306)

hence keeping the order of operation in mind
yp = n^e*

(2.307)

Clearly, any polynomial in the denominator can be expanded into an ascending
series by synthetic division; in the present case, we can use the binomial
theorem written generally as
(1+/)

1+p/+

(1)(2)

/

+

(1)(2)(3)

f

(23W)

To put our polynomial operator in this form, write

2 1

I

2J

so that we see the equivalence / = - D / 2 , p = -1; hence,

—A-m

= -£[i + (^D) + (^D)2 + (ID) 3 + - + I (2.3io)

hence operating on exp(jc) using Rule 1

yP = w=ieX=

- i f 1 + ( i D ) + ( i D ) 2 + •••+ ] eJC ^ 2 - 311 )

yields

y,_..[i+(j)+(i)'+(i)'+...](_i)

(2,12)

But the series of terms is a geometrical progression and the sum to infinity is
equal to 2, so we have finally
yp = -e'

(2J13)

and the general solution is, since yc = A exp (2x)
y(x) =Aexp(2x) - exp(jc)

(2.314)

This example simply illustrates that an inverse operator can always be expanded
in series as a polynomial and so our previous Rule 1 is also applicable to inverse
operators.

RULE 1: INVERSE OPERATORS

We see in general that polynomials in the denominator can be operated upon by
Rule 1

-pfey" = p^e-

(2.315)

Thus, we could have applied this rule directly to the previous example without
series expansion; since r = 1, we have
^ = ( D - 2 ) " V = -ex

(2.316)

which is quite easy and efficient to use.
Occasionally, when applying Rule 1 to find a particular integral yp , we
encounter the circumstance P(r) = 0. This is an important fail-safe feature of
the inverse operator method, since it tells the analyst that the requirements of
linear independence have failed. The case when P(r) = 0 arises when the
forcing function f(x) is of the exact form as one of the complementary solutions.
RULE 2: INVERSE OPERATORS

The difficulty above can always be overcome by a clever use of Rule 2. If
P(r) = 0 then obviously P(D) contains a root equal to r; that is, if we could
factor P(D) then

J(Dj

=

(D -r)

' J(Dj

(2 317)

'

For n repeated roots, this would be written

F(DY ~ (D - r)"

*(D)

(2318)

Now, since g(D) contains no roots r, then Rule 1 can be used. However, we
must modify operation of 1/(D — r)n when it operates on exp(o:). Thus, we
plan to operate on exp(n;) in precise sequence. Consider Rule 2 for polynomials in the denominator

P^y[/(*)*"]-« w P(DT7y / ( j c )
and suppose f(x) = 1, then if P(D) = (D — r)n, we have

(2 319)

'

This suggests n repeated integrations of unity

n

Now, reconsider the general problem for a forcing function exp(ra)
__/T^ exp(ra;) =
^
exp(rc)
^(D) yy > ( D - r ) n g ( D ) yy }

(2.322)
J
^

First, operate on exp(ra) using Rule 1 as g(D)" 1 exp(rc), then shift exp(ra) to
get

(5^7r e x p ( A X ) ^y
Next, operate on exp(rx) using Rule 2, taking /(JC) = 1; hence (since g(r) is
finite),
/

x1

1

exp(ra) /•/•/•

r ,

erx xn

/^ ^^^x

We finally conclude, when roots of the complementary solutions appear as the
argument in an exponential forcing function, we will arrive at P(r) = 0, implying loss of linear independence. By factoring out such roots, and applying Rule
2, a particular solution can always be obtained.
EXAMPLE 221
Find the particular solution for
%

-

4

^ +4y-*2*

(2324)

Applying the operator D and factoring
(D 2 - 4D + A)yp = (D - 2)2yp = xe2x

(2.325)

and solve for yp

If we apply Rule 1, we see P(2 - 2) = 0. So, apply Rule 2, noting that

fix) = x, hence replacing (D - 2) with (D + 2 - 2)
yp = e2x
P

~x
(D + 2 - 2 ) 2

(2.327)

As we saw earlier, for repeated roots, the general complementary solution is
(A + Bx) exp(2x), so that the complete solution is
y = (A + Bx)e2x + ^ x V *

(2.329)

The reader can clearly see the speed and efficiency of this method compared to
the tedious treatment required by the Method of Undetermined Coefficients, as
done in Example 2.19.
Inverse operators on trigonometric functions. We have treated periodic functions
such as sin(jc), cos(x) in the study of complementary solution (Eq. 2.206), and
found the Euler formula useful
eix = COS(JC) + / sin (Jt)

(2.330)

Thus, we say the Real part of elx is cos(x) and the Imaginary part is sin(jc)
Re(eix) = cos ( x)

(2.331)

Im{eix) = sin(x)

(2.332)

Thus, if cos(x) appears as a forcing function fix), then to use the inverse
operators acting on exponential functions, we would write, for example,
^ T - * = c ° s ( * ) = Meix)

(2.333)

Now, in solving for the particular integral, it is also implied that we must extract
only the Real Part of the final solution; thus, using Rule 1 with r = /, we get

yp = Real p F T T ^ H = Real] - ±e<*]

(2.334)

since i2 = - 1 . Thus, we have finally,
yp=

-^COS(A:)

(2.335)

We can verify this using the method of Undetermined Coefficients. Repeated

differentiation yields only two functions, so that
yp = a cos (x) + b sin (Jt)
Inserting this into the defining equation
[-a cos (x) — b sin (Jt)] - [a cos(jt) + b sin(Jt)] = cos(jt)

(2.336)

Therefore, we conclude: -2a = 1, b = 0 so that
yp=

— c o s (Jt)

(2.337)

as required, but this method requires much more algebra. Had the forcing
function been sin (jt), then we would have extracted the Imaginary Part of the
answer. We illustrate this next.
EXAMPLE 222
Find the particular solution for
-^

+ y = sin (Jt)

(2.338)

Inserting operators and solving for y gives

y

> - M D T T T ' " ] - M(P-O 1 P + '-)'"]

(2 339)

'

We use Rule 1 first on the nonzero factor (D + /), then operate on exp(a) with
(D - i) using Rule 2; so the first step is

yP =Im[w=ieixji]

< 2 - 340 )

Now, apply Rule 2, noting that fix) = 1

Here, we see that D - 1 I = x, and thus, the imaginary part is
/ m ( ^ ) = / m ( ^ } = -^COS(JC)

(2342)

Hence, we finally obtain
yp= -^x

cos (x)

(2.343)

Had we used the Method of Undetermined Coefficients, it would have been
necessary to make the first guess (to insure linear independence from the
complementary solutions which are sin(jc) and COS(JC))
yp = ax sin (x) + bx cos (x)

(2.344)

which would lead to a lengthy and tedious analysis, as the reader can verify.
In general, the Inverse Operator method is not recommended for product
functions such as x sin(x), etc., because of difficulty in expanding operators in
series to operate on polynomial functions (i.e., a + bx + ex2, etc). In such cases,
the Method of Variation of Parameters, which follows, may be used to good
effect.
3. Method of Variation of Parameters
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, this method can be applied even
when coefficients are nonconstant, so that we treat the general case

0

+ a,(x)% + ao(x)y = f(x)

(2.345)

At the outset, it is assumed that the two linearly independent complementary
solutions are known
yc(x) =Au(x) + Bv(x)

(2.346)

The Variation of Parameters method is based on the premise that the particular
solutions are linearly independent of u{x) and v(x). We start by proposing
yp(x) = Fu(x)u(x)

+ F0(X)V(X)

(2.347)

where obviously F14 and Fv are not constant. It is clear that if we insert this
proposed solution into the defining equation, we shall obtain one equation, but
we have two unknowns: F14 and Fv . Thus, we must propose one additional
equation, as we show next, to have a solvable system. Performing the required
differentiation shows using prime to denote differentiation
^

= «

+ vF'u) + (UT14 + v'F0)

(2.348)

It is clear that a second differentiation will introduce second derivatives of the
unknown functions Fu, Fv. To avoid this complication, we take as our second

proposed equation
uF'u + vF'v = 0

(2.349)

This is the most convenient choice, as the reader can verify. We nextfindy"p

^f
Inserting dyp/dx
rearrangement

= (F11U" + Fvv") + (Fy + Fy).

and d2yp/dx2

(2.350)

into the defining equation we obtain, after

Fu[u" + U1(X)U' + O0(JC)M] + Fv{v" + O1(X)V' + ao(x)v]

+ Fy+ Fy= f(x)
It is obvious that the bracketed terms vanish, because they satisfy the homogeneous equation [when f(x) = 0] since they are complementary solutions. The
remaining equation has two unknowns,
u'Fl + v'F'v=f(x)

(2.352)

This coupled with our second proposition
uF'u + vF'v = 0

(2.353)

forms a system of two equations with two unknowns. Solving these by defining
p = F'u and q = F'v shows; first, from Eq. 2.353
P-

-

^

(2.354)

u'[-^q)+v'q=f{x)

(2.355)

Inserting this into Eq. 2.352 gives

hence
H

^ =
-uf(x)
dx uv- vu

v

}

v

;

and this allows p to be obtained as

y

&. _ Vf(X)
dx
uv- vu

These are now separable, so that within an arbitrary constant:

F

^ = iw^dx

< 2 - 359 >

These integrations, then, produce the particular solutions, worth repeating as
yp = u(x)Fu(x) + v(x)Fv(x)

(2.360)

The denominators in Eqs. 2.358 and 2.359 represent the negative of the
so-called Wronskian determinant
TT//

\

W(U, V) =

U

,

If

V

, = UV - U V

which is nonzero if u and v are indeed linearly independent. For the second
order systems considered here, linear independence can be deduced by inspection. For higher order systems, the application of the Wronskian is the most
direct way to inspect linear independence (Hildebrand 1962).
EXAMPLE 233
The second order equation with nonconstant coefficients
4x^r + 6^+y=f(x)

(2.361)

has complementary solutions (when / ( x ) = 0) obtainable by the Frobenius
series method (Chapter 3)

yc{X)-A^l+B^l.

(2362)

VX

Vx

Find the particular solution when f(x) = l/x3/2.
Here, we take the complementary functions to be
u =

sin (}fx)
)=-^;
Vx

v=

cos ()fx)L
f=rVX

We first compute the denominator for the integrals in Eqs. 2.358 and 2.359
u'v - v'u = ^ ^ ( c o s ^ / x ) + sin2(Vx~)) = \-jji
X

X

(2.363)

Inserting this into the same integrals yields:

F11 = j2?^p-x^^dx
F = - f2*m¥*h3'2
J

yx

= 4 sin (&)

-I7; dx = 4cos (^)

(2.364)
(2.365)

x '

so that we finally have the particular solution
sin2 (^x")
cos2(V*~)
4
yP = 4
^ - +4
^ - = -=
^
Vx
y/x
]/x
A

, _ _, _.
2.366)

which is linearly independent of the complementary solutions.
2.5.3

Summary of Particular Solution Methods
We have illustrated three possible methods to find particular solutions. Each
has certain advantages and disadvantages, which are summarized as follows.
1. Method of Undetermined Coefficients
This technique has advantages for elementary polynomial forcing functions (e.g.,
2x2 + 1, 5jc3 + 3, etc.), and it is easy to apply and use. However, it becomes
quite tedious to use on trigonometric forcing functions, and it is not fail-safe in
the sense that some experience is necessary in constructing the trial function.
Also, it does not apply to equations with nonconstant coefficients.
2. Method of Inverse Operators
This method is the quickest and safest to use with exponential or trigonometric
forcing functions. Its main disadvantage is the necessary amount of new material a student must learn to apply it effectively. Although it can be used on
elementary polynomial forcing functions (by expanding the inverse operators
into ascending polynomial form), it is quite tedious to apply for such conditions.
Also, it cannot be used on equations with nonconstant coefficients.
J. Method of Variation of Parameters
This procedure is the most general method, since it can be applied to equations
with variable coefficients. Although it is fail-safe, it often leads to intractable
integrals to find Fv and F11. It is the method of choice when treating forced
problems in transport phenomena, since both cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems always lead to equations with variable coefficients.

2.6

COUPLED SIMULTANEOUS ODE
In principle, any set of n linear first order coupled equations is equivalent to the
nth order inhomogeneous equation given earlier as
dnv

dn~lv

y - + «„_, ^

dv

+ • • • + f l l f + aoy =f(t)

(2.367)

To see this, we redefine variables as follows:
*i = y ,

*2 = ^ >

x

* = -d>

^ = - ^

<2-368)

These definitions turn the nth order equation into the coupled set of first order
equations
-^- = 0 • X1 + 1 • x2 + 0 • JC3 + 0 • X4 4- • • • + 0 • Jcn
(he,
-^ = 0 • Jc1 + 0 • Jc2 + 1 • Jc3 + 0 • Jc4 + • • • + 0 • Xn
(2.369)
^ T 1 = 0 • Jc1 + 0 • Jc2 + 0 • Jc3 + 0 • Jc4 + • • • + 1 • xn
Sf

= "«0*1 - « 1 ^ 2 - « 2 * 3 - ••* - * n - l * n + / ( 0

In vector form, these can be abbreviated as
dx
^ - = A •x + f

(2.370)

where the vectors are
dxnlT

dx _ TdX1 dx 2

(2 371)

dF" [~dr'~dr'--"~drj

-

X = [X19X2, . . . ,XnJ

f = [O,O,O,...,f(t)] T
and the matrix of coefficients is
"0
0

1
0

0
1

0
0

•••
•••

0
0

A=

(2.372)
- a

0

-Ci1

- a

2

•

• • •

- a

n

_ !

Treatment of elementary matrix methods is reviewed in Appendix A at the end
of this book. Students interested in advanced material on the subject should
consult the excellent text by Amundson (1966). Suffice to say that these
specialized techniques must ultimately solve the same required characteristic
equation as taught here, namely,
rn + an_lrn'1

+ ••• +axr

+ a0 = 0

(2.373)

so that the n eigenvalues r must be found as before.
However, useful methods exist that treat simultaneous equations without
resorting to formalized methods of multilinear algebra. We shall discuss two of
these methods because of their utility and frequent occurrence in practical
problems:
1. Elimination of Independent Variables.
2. Elimination of Dependent Variables.
These common-sense methods often escape the notice of an analyst, because
the structure and complexity of a problem may be so intimidating. We illustrate
the above principles with a few examples as follows.
EXAMPLE 224
Finely dispersed catalyst particles in a bed are used to promote the irreversible
nth order gas-phase reaction in a batch, adiabatic reactor of constant volume
A -> Products;

RA = kn(T)C%

where C 4 denotes concentration of A and kn(T) is the temperature dependent
rate constant, which obeys the Arrhenius expression
kn =aexp(-^)

(2.374)

The product of gas volume and exothermic heat is given by A, and the heat
capacity of the gas is much smaller than the solid catalyst. Find the maximum
temperature sustained by the insulated bed if there is no volume change in
reacting A to products for a mass m of solid particles.
The simultaneous heat and mole balances can be written as
^f-=

-C>exp(--|-)

mCp§ = +AC^aexp(-^)

(2.375)
(2376)

This is a rather intimidating set of highly nonlinear equations, if a time-domain
solution is sought. However, we need only to find the relationship between CA

and T, so divide the equations (to eliminate time) and see
mC

plC^

=

"A

(2 377)

'

which is separable, so that we get

where K is a constant of integration. If we take the initial conditions to be
T(O) = T0 and C4(O) = C0, then we have
K= T0 + 7 ^ C

0

(2.379)

and the general result is

(T ~To) = J^(C0 ~CA)

( 2 - 38 °)

Clearly, the maximum temperature occurs after all of the reactant A is
devoured, so setting C 4 = 0 yields
Tmax = T0 + -^-C0

(2.381)

To find the transient equation T(t) describing temperature between two
extremes (T0 ^ Tmax) we can use Eq. 2.380 to eliminate CA(t) in Eq. 2.376, so
that we need only solve the single nonlinear equation

mCp^

= « A [ C 0 - ^(T

- T0)] exp ( - - ^ )

(2.382)

Approximations for this are possible for modest temperature rise by expanding
the exponential function in series and retaining the low order terms, leading to
a linearized expression.
EXAMPLE 2J$
The double pipe, cocurrent heat exchanger is used to cool a distillate product
using cold water circulating through the jacket as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The
overall heat transfer coefficient is taken to be U and the mass flow of distillate
and water is W1 and W0, respectively. Under turbulent flow conditions, the fluid
temperatures are taken to be uniform across individual flow cross sections. Find
the relationship to predict how steady-state temperature changes with axial
position, and from this, deduce an expression to compute the average AT

Figure 2.3 Double-pipe heat exchanger.

between streams. Ignore axial conduction effects and use constant physical
properties. Assume the inner pipe of diameter d is quite thin.
We first apply the conservation law to each fluid in turn, as follows:
W1C^T1(X) - W1C^T1(X + Ax) - U(TTdAx)(T1 - T0) = 0 (2.383)
W0Cp0T0(x)

- W0Cp0T0(x + Ax) + U(TTdAx)(T1 - T0) = 0 (2.384)

where as noted in Chapter 1, the overbar represents the average between
positions x and x + Ax, and in the limit: l i m A x ^ o r -> T. Dividing by Ax and
taking limits as before yields the set of coupled equations:
WtCpt^
W C

o po-d?

+ Un Cl[T1 - T0) = 0
~

Vir d T

( ' -

T

o) = 0

(2385)
(2.386)

where T1 > T0. Combining parameters as taught in Chapter 1, we rearrange to
get

§
^

+ A1(T;. - T0) = 0

(2.387)

- A 0 ( T ; - T0) = 0

(2.388)

where
U TT d
^i ~ WC
'

UTTd
0 ~~ W C

The solutions to these equations are conveniently obtained using the Heaviside

operator D = d/dx. Thus, rewrite using operators to see
(D + A,.)^. = X1T0(X)

(2.389)

(D + A 0 ) F 0 = A 0 7X*)

(2.390)

The equations have identical structures, and this suggests the following procedure. Apply the second operator (D + A0) to the first equation and see
(D + A 0 )(D + A1.)?;. = A1-(D + A 0 )T 0

(2.391)

But the defining Eq. 2.390 shows that (D + A0)T0 = A0T1; hence, we can
decouple the equations to get a single equation for T1
(D + A 0 )(D + A1.)?;. = A1-A0?;.

(2.392)

This can be simplified further owing to cancellation of terms
D 2 7; + (A 0 + A1)DT; = 0

(2.393)

This homogeneous equation has characteristic roots
r 2 + (A 0 + Af.)r = 0

(2.394)

hence,
' i = 0;

r 2 = - ( A 0 + A1.)

so the complementary solution is
T1(X) = B1 + C1. exp [ - ( A 0 + A1-)*]

(2.395)

Performing the same operation on the equation for T0, that is, applying the
operation (D 4- A1) and then using (D + X1)T1 = X1T0 yields an identical equation, as might be expected
(D + A1-J(D + A 0 )T 0 = A0A1T0

(2.396)

The solution is the same as for Tt(x), except in general the arbitrary constants
are different
T 0 (X) = B0 + C 0 exp [ - ( A 0 + A1-JJt]

(2.397)

At first glance it may appear that we have four arbitrary constants. However, we
can show that B1, C1 are linearly connected to B0, C0 as follows. Inserting the
two solutions into either of the original heat balances shows, for example using

Eq. 2.387
-C 1 (A 0 + A,)exp [ - ( A 0 + A1-)*]

(2*398)

+ A1-[S1- - B0 + (C1- - C 0 )exp [ - ( A 0 + A1-)*] = O
This can only be satisfied if we stipulate the conditions
B1 = B0

(2.399)

( A 0 + A1-JC1- = A 1 -(C 1 .-C 0 )

(2.400)

which reduces to
c - - ^ r

w c

-

° p° c

(2 4on

Thus, there exists only two independent constants of integration, and the two
equations for temperature distribution are
T1(X)

=B0-

^ C

exp [ - ( A 0 + A1-)*]

T0(x)

= B0 + C o e x p [ - ( A 0 + A1.)*]

0

(2.402)
(2.403)

We can find the two constants B0, C0 using boundary conditions
7;.(0) = 7;*;

T 0 (O) = T0*

(2.404)

where T* and T0 denote the inlet temperatures of hot distillate and cool water,
respectively, hence T* > T0 . Solving for B0, C0 yields:

B0

TA
= T0* + A r * ^

-1

+ 1

(2.405)

-i

A

C 0 = - A T * Y^ + 1

(2.406)

A

o

where
AT* = Tt* - T0*
Inserting these and rearranging to a more suitable form gives finally the
dimensionless results, using TV = AyA 0 :

*i = 71T?-'//
^0 = Tip_~Tf

=

TvTTf1 + ^exp [-(A0 + A,)*]}

= ATTT(I - exp [-(A0 + A,)*]}

(2.407)
(2.408)

As x increases, it is easy to see that Tt{x) decreases, as required, and also T0(x)
increases as expected. For convenience, we have denoted dimensionless temper-

atures as Ip1 and i//0, respectively, and these groups appear naturally in the
course of analysis. The right-hand sides are also dimensionless, since
N

A,- _ W0Cp0
- A 0 - W,Cpi

and of course the argument of the exponential is also dimensionless. This could
be used to define a dimensionless axial coordinate as we did in Chapter 1

I = (A0 + A1)* =

K

wwc

(2 4 9)

c

- °

We now write the final solutions in very compact form:
WO = JVTT[1+^exp(-O]
UO

= ATTTI1 - e x p ( - 0 ]

(2.410)
(2-411)

Thus, we see
fc(O) = 1

and

IA0(O) = 0

as required. To find the average AT = (T1 - T0)avg, we could perform the
operation
(T1 - ro)avg = X^[Ux)

- T0(X)] dx

(2.412)

where L denotes the distance to the exit. It is less tedious to perform this
operation in dimensionless form, noting that we can define the equivalent
dimensionless temperature difference as

(z^) a v g = (*> - *oW = J[I^lW)

- *»(O] di

(2.413)

where
^ = (A1.+ A0)L = (AT+I)A 0 L
This is easily integrated, since
^.-tfr o = e x p ( - f )

(2.414)

Integrating this, we find

[1 exp(

(^) avg = i " "^

)]

(2 415)

-

We could eliminate the exponential term by noting
%(L) - ^ 0 (L) = e x p ( - £ J =

r<(L)

A~,

r

°(L)

(2.416)

so now we have
/AT\

1/

lA7^javg - rA

1

T1(L)-T0(L)

\

AT*—)

(2 417)

-

Moreover, taking logarithms of [^(L) - ^ 0 (L)] yields

In[^(L) - ^0(L)] = -CL = ln(Ti(L)~T*o(L))j

(2.418)

Inserting this and multiplying through by AT*, noting the definition
Ar* = 7;* - r0* = T1(O) - r o (0)

(2.419)

we thus obtain the expected result, which defines the Log-Mean AT

AT

-

=

.Zr1(L)-T0(L))

(2 420)

'

\ T1(O) - T0(O) J
How would this average AT change if we had included effects arising from axial
conduction?
2.7

SUMMARY OF SOLUTION METHODS FOR ODE
We started this chapter by delineating the two fundamental types of equations,
either nonlinear or linear. We then introduced the few techniques suitable for
nonlinear equations, noting the possibility of so-called singular solutions when
they arose. We also pointed out that nonlinear equations describing model
systems usually lead to the appearance of "implicit" arbitrary constants of
integration, which means they appear within the mathematical arguments,
rather than as simple multipliers as in linear equations. The effect of this
implicit constant often shows up in startup of dynamic systems. Thus, if the final
steady state depends on the way a system is started up, one must be suspicious
that the system sustains nonlinear dynamics. No such problem arises in linear
models, as we showed in several extensive examples. We emphasized that no
general technique exists for nonlinear systems of equations.
The last and major parts of this chapter dealt with linear equations, mainly
because such equations are always solvable by general methods. We noted that
forced equations contain two sets of solutions: the particular solutions [related
directly to the type of forcing function fix)] and the complementary solution
[the solution obtainable when fix) = 0], so that in all cases: y(x) = yc(x) +
yp(x). We emphasize again that the arbitrary constants are found (in conjunc-

tion with B.C. and LC.) using the complete solution y(x). We illustrated three
methods to find the particular integral: Undetermined Coefficients, Inverse
Operators, and Variation of Parameters. Only the last of these was applicable to
linear equations with nonconstant coefficients.
Linear homogeneous equations containing nonconstant coefficients were not
treated, except for the elementary Euler-Equidimensional equation, which was
reduced to a constant coefficient situation by letting x = exp(f). In the next
chapter, we deal extensively with the nonconstant coefficient case, starting with
the premise that all continuous solutions are in fact representable by an infinite
series of terms, for example: exp (x) = 1 + x + x2/2\ + x3/3\ + • • • . This leads
to a formalized procedure, called the Method of Frobenius, to find all the
linearly independent solutions of homogeneous equations, even if coefficients
are nonconstant.
2.8
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2.9

PROBLEMS
2.I2. A tall, cylindrical tank is being filled, from an initially empty state, by a
constant inflow of q liters/sec of liquid. The flat tank bottom has
corroded and sustains a leak through a small hole of area A0. If the
cross-sectional area of the tank is denoted by A, and time-varying height
of liquid is h(t), then:
(a) find the dynamic relationship describing tank height, if the volumetric leak rate obeys Torricelli's law, q0 = Aoy/2gh(t) (g is gravitational acceleration).
(b) determine the relationship to predict the final steady-state liquid
height in the tank.
(c) define x = y/h , separate variables and deduce the implicit solution
for h:

I qA V \

q

1

J A \ [JT

2.22.

2.32.

(d) sketch the curve for h versus t, and compare with the case for a
nonleaking tank.
Two vertical, cylindrical tanks, each 10 m high, are installed side-by-side
in a tank farm, their bottoms at the same level. The tanks are connected
at their bottoms by a horizontal pipe 2 meters long, with pipe inside
diameter 0.03 m. The first tank (1) is full of oil and the second tank (2) is
empty. Moreover, tank 1 has a cross-sectional area twice that of tank 2.
The first tank also has another outlet (to atmosphere) at the bottom,
composed of a short horizontal pipe 2 m long, 0.03-m diameter. Both of
the valves for the horizontal pipes are opened simultaneously. What is
the maximum oil level in tank 2? Assume laminar flow in the horizontal
pipes, and neglect kinetic, entrance-exit losses.
Answer: 4.07 m
The consecutive, second order, irreversible reactions are carried out in a
batch reactor
A+ S -^X
X+

S-^Y

One mole of A and two moles of S are initially added. Find the mole
fraction X remaining in solution after half the A is consumed; take
Ic2Zk1 = 2.

Answer: yx = 1/9
2A1.

Solve the following first order equations:

(a)

2.53.

p

~d£ ~ p rf = 0;

T=T

o

when

P= Po

(b)

(x2y +x)dy + (xy2 - y) dx = 0

(C)

^ + £ = sin(ax)

<d>

dx--x-y=y

Solve the following second order equations:

w * £ H £ ) 2 - ( 5 ) ' - * '(1>=2; ' W - - 1
(b)

W

' ' 0 + " l - | n W ; y(i) - i; /(D-O

>% + №-& >(•>"' 'W =2

2.6*. The reversible set of reactions represented by
*1

k

k2

kA

3

is carried out in a batch reactor under conditions of constant volume and
temperature. Only one mole of A is present initially, and any time t the
moles are NA, NB, Nc. The net rate of disappearance of A is given by
dN
-^=

-k,NK

+ k2NB

and for B, it is
^f-=

-(Ic2 + k3)NB + k,NA + k4Nc

and for all times, the stoichiometry must be obeyed
NA + NB + Nc = 1
(a) Show that the behavior of NAU) is described by the second order
ODE
d2N
dN
- ^ - +{kx + k2 + k3 + k4)-^+

(k,k3 + k2k4 + k,k4)NA = k2k4

(b) One initial condition for the second order equation in part (a) is
NA(0) = 1; what is the second necessary initial condition?
(c) Find the complete solution for NA(t), using the conditions in part (b)
to evaluate the arbitrary constants of integration.
2.I3. Solid, stubby, cylindrical metal rods (length-to-diameter ratio = 3) are
used as heat promoters on the exterior of a hot surface with surface
temperature of 700° C. The ambient air flowing around the rod-promoters has a temperature of 30° C. The metal conductivity (k) takes a value
of 0.247 cal/(sec • cm -° K). The heat transfer coefficient (h) around the
surface of the promoter is constant at 3.6 Kcal/(m2 • hr -° C).
(a) Analyze a single rod of 4-mm diameter and show that the steady-state
differential balance yields the following differential equation

% - [WYT - T^=°;

2R=diameter

for the case when metal temperature changes mainly in the x
direction (x is directed outward from the hot surface, and rod radius
is Rl
(b) Find the characteristic roots for the ODE in part (a). What are the
physical units of these roots?

(c) Find the solution of part (a) using the conditions:
T=Tn,

x =0

(hot surface)

- TA),

x=L (exposed flat tip)

1

AT

- k-^=h(T

and show the temperature profile is represented by

^% = -HI)(D)*1
2 + /B7tanh(2^^)

LL D

J

where Bi = hD/k (Biot number, dimensionless; the ratio offilmto
metal transfer rates).
(d) Use the definitions of total heat flow and find the effectiveness factor
for the present promoter

and show that the general expression for 77 is
^1V

^

j

t a n h ^ j j v ^ ) + -^{Bi

^[¥^Yj

l + ^tanh(2§^)

(e) For small arguments, 2(L/D)][Bi <^ 1, show that the effectiveness
factor becomes approximately

[Hint: look at the series expansion for tanh (w)]
(f) Compute 17 for the present promoter.
2.82 . Find the complementary and particular solutions and thereby write the
general solutions for the following:
(a)

/ x
(C)

d2y
- ^ +y =*sin(*)

? d2y
X

2_

dy
+ J f

__

y = j :

2.9*. When gas is injected into a column of water, a liquid circulation pattern
develops. Thus, upflow at a rate Q11 (m 3 /s) rises in the central core and
downflow occurs at a rate Qd in the annulus. If liquid of composition C0
is also injected at the column base at a rate Q0, with outflow at the same
rate, then Q11 = Qd + Q0 (if density is constant).
(a) The injected gas contains a soluble component (with solubility C*
moles/m 3 ) so that mass transfer occurs by way of a constant volumetric mass transfer coefficient denoted as kca. There is also an
exchange of solute between upflowing and downflowing liquid at a
rate per unit height equal to KE(CU - Cd). If the flow areas for
upflow and downflow areas are equal (A), perform a material balance and show that
Q11^-

= kcaA(C* - Cn) - KE(CU - Cd)

~ Q ^ t = kM{C* - Cd) + KE(CU - Cd)
where z is distance from column base.
(b) Define new variables to simplify matters as
0u = Cu-

C*

od = cd- c*
C = z(kcaA

+ KE)/QQ

(dimensionless distance)

qu = Q11/Q0

(dimensionless upflow)

qd = Qd/Q0

(dimensionless downflow)

and show that the coupled relations are
q

»~df +e» = ae<t

~ Qd-jf + ^ = cx6u
where a = KE/(KE + kcaA)
(c) Use the operator method to find solutions for 6U(£) and 0d(£)(d) Show that the resulting four arbitrary constants are not independent
and then write the solutions in terms of only two unknown integration constants.
(e) Apply the saturation condition

and a material balance at the entrance
QdCd(O)

+ Q0C0 = Q11C11(O)

to evaluate the remaining arbitrary constants of integration and
thereby obtain relations to predict composition profiles along the
axis,
(f) Deduce asymptotic solutions for the case when Qd -» 0 and when
KE -> oo(a -> 1.0); this corresponds to the plug-flow, nonrecirculating result.
2.10*. When an insoluble bubble rises in a deep pool of liquid, its volume
increases according to the ideal gas law. However, when a soluble bubble
rises from deep submersion, there is a competing action of dissolution
that tends to reduce size. Under practical conditions, it has been proved
(Rice 1982) that the mass transfer coefficient (kc) for spherical particles
(or bubbles) in free-fall (or free-rise) is substantially constant. Thus, for
sparingly soluble bubbles released from rest, the following material
balance is applicable

die • £*&)
—

Jt

= -K ' C* • AirR\t)

where C = P/RgT is the (ideal) molar density of gas, C* is molar
solubility of gas in liquid, and R(t) is the changing bubble radius. The
pressure at a distance z from the top liquid surface is P = PA + pLgz
and the rise velocity is assumed to be quasisteady and follows the
intermediate law according to Rice and Littlefield (1987) to give a linear
relation between speed and size

where g is gravitational acceleration and v is liquid kinematic viscosity,
(a) Show that a change of variables allows the material balance to be
written as
Ii?2

dR
R

dP

+

A

3~P ~ ~P

where
kcRgTC*

(b) Solve the equation in part (a) subject to the initial condition R(O) =
R0, P(O) = P0 = PA + pgz0 and prove that
P_ = (R20 + 3\\3/2
P0
\ R2 + 3A ]
This expression could be used to find the distance or time required to
cause a soluble bubble to completely disappear (R -> 0).
2.1I2. Considerable care must be exercised in applying the inverse operator
method to forcing functions composed of products. Consider the
equation
dx2

dx~xe

for which we wish to find the particular solution.
(a) Apply the inverse operator and show
yp =

D(D -

l)Xe*

then apply Rule 2 to the bracketed expression:

(b) Complete the indicated operations to show

(c) Write the general solution in terms of only linearly independent
solutions and two arbitrary constants.

Chapter O

Series Solution Methods
and Special Functions
3.1

INTRODUCTION TO SERIES METHODS
In Chapter 2 you learned that all linear differential equations with constant
coefficients of the type, for example,

sustained complementary solutions of the form exp(rc), where the characteristic
roots in this case satisfy r 2 - 2 r + l = 0. It may not be obvious, but these
solutions are in fact Power Series representations, since the exponential function can be represented by an infinite series
exp(rc) = 1 + rx + ^f-

+ ^f-

+ •••

(3.2)

This series representation can be written in compact form
«P(«)

= E ^ -

(3.3)

AZ = O

where it is clear that 0! = 1. As a matter of fact, we could have attempted a
solution of Eq. 3.1 using the representation

y= £>„*"

(3.4)

AZ = O

We know in advance that an = rn/n\, but nonetheless such a procedure may be
quite useful for cases when an analytical solution is not available, such as when
nonconstant coefficients arise [i.e., ax(x), ao(x)].

Let us proceed to solve Eq. 3.1 by the series representation, Eq. 3.4. Assume
that the series coefficients an are unknown and we must find them. First,
differentiate the series, Eq. 3.4, and insert the several derivatives into the
defining Eq. 3.1 to see if useful generalizations can be made.
/=

Lan(I)X"-1

(3.5)

/Z = O

/ ' = E «„(«)(« -l)x"-2

(3.6)

«=0

Inserting these into Eq. 3.1 yields the necessary condition
OO

00

00

E an(n)(n - l)x"~2 - 2 E an(n)x"~l + £ anx" = 0
M=O

M=O

(3.7)

M=O

We can see that the first two terms of the first series contribute nothing, so we
can increment the indices n upward twice with no loss of information and
replace it with
Zan

+2(H +

I)(K

+

I)X"

n=0

The second series has zero for its first term, so we increment upward once and
replace it with
Ean

+ 1(H +

I)X"

/2 = 0

Now, since all series groups have in common xn, then write the general result
£ [Hn+2(H + 2)(n + 1) - 2(/i + I)Ii11+ 1 + an]x» = 0
«= o

(3.8)

The only nontrivial generalization we can make is
*« + 2(" + 2 X * + 1) " 2an + 1(n + 1) + an = 0

(3.9)

This so-called recurrence relationship is a finite-difference equation, which can
be treated by the methods of Chapter 5. It has a structure similar to the
Euler-Equidimensional ODE (x2y" - 2xyf + y = 0) and it is easy to show the
solution is (a recurrence relation)

an = a0Q

(3.10)

where r satisfies r1 - Ir + 1 = 0, which has a double root at r = 1 so that we

finally obtain the first solution
y(x) =aoY,xn/nl=aoexp(x)

(3.11)

as expected at the outset. It is always possible to find such recurrence relations
to relate the series coefficients, but they are not always straightforward, as we
show later by examples.
We learned in Chapter 2, when only a single root obtains for a second order
equation, then the second linearly independent solution was obtained by multiplying the first solution by x, so that the complete complementary solution to
Eq. 3.1 is

y = «o E ^ + box E ^
« =0

'

(3.12)

n =0

or explicitly
y = 0 o exp(jt) + b o xexp(x)

(3.13)

We could have foreshadowed such problems (i.e., repeated or nondistinct roots)
by proposing the more general form for series representation
y = ^anxn+c

(3.14)

where c is a variable index (it would obviously take values 0 and 1 in the
previous example). This is the form used in the method of Frobenius to be
discussed later in the chapter. At this point, it should be clear that this method
will allow the two linearly independent solutions to be obtained in one pass,
provided the series representation is indeed convergent.
It is the purpose of this chapter to show how linear equations with variable
coefficients can be solved using a series representation of the type shown by
Eq. 3.14. This powerful technique has great utility in solving transport problems,
since these problems always give rise to variable coefficients owing to the
cylindrical or spherical coordinate systems used in practical systems of interest.
3.2

PROPERTIES OF INFINITE SERIES
An expansion of the type
OO

a 0 + a x ( x - X 0 ) + ••• + a n ( x - X 0 ) " + • • •

= £

a

n(x ~ x o ) "

(3-15)

is called a Power Series around the point X0. If such a series is to converge (be
convergent), it must approach a finite value as n tends to infinity. We wish to
know those values of x that insure convergence of the series. Presently, we shall
take x, X0 and the coefficients an to be real variables. Complex power series can
be treated by the method taught in Chapter 9. We assert that only convergent
series solutions are of value for solving differential equations.

To determine the values of x, which lead to convergent series, we can apply
the ratio test (Boas 1983), which states that if the absolute value of the ratio of
the (n + l) s t term to nth term approaches a limit e as n -> oo, then the series
itself converges when e < 1 and diverges when e > 1. The test fails if e = 1. In
the case of the Power Series, Eq. 3.15, we see
e = lim ^ ± 1 U - x o | = hx

- xo|

(3.16)

where
R=

lim - ^ -

(3.17)

if the limit indeed exists. Thus, it is seen that for convergence, e < 1; therefore,
|JC-JCO|<#

(3.18)

which is the condition on the values of x to insure convergence. Thus, if we can
find a value R, then the range of convergence for the series is given by
(X0-R)

<x<(xo

+ R)

(3.19)

The distance R is called the radius of convergence.
Now, within the interval of convergence, the original Power Series can be
treated like any other continuously differentiate function. Such series formed
by differentiation or integration are thus guaranteed to be convergent. Consider
a series we have come to know very well
CXP(X)

= I

+

X + ^

+ ••• + ^

+ j f ^ J J

+ ---

(3-20)

so that we see the radius of convergence is (note the expansion is around the
point Jc0 = 0)

R = Hm - ^ - = lim ^ V ^

=

lim

(" + 1) = °°

(3.21)

It is thus clear for any finite x that
8 = - ^ U - jco| < 1.0

(3.22)

since R -> oo. Obviously, this well-known series is convergent in the region
-oo <x < oo

(3.23)

Consider the Binomial series discussed earlier in Section 2.5.2
(l+xV,l+px

+

EiE^x,+

HP-^-2)x3+...

(M4)

The nth term can be seen to be
„

p(p-l)(p-2)---(p-n

+ l)

so that the radius of convergence is
R = lim - ^ - = lim ^

-

(3.26)

Dividing numerator and denominator by n shows
R = lim * * l/U

-* 1

(3.27)

n
Therefore, to insure
e = \x\/R < 1

(3.28)

then |x| < 1, so the Binomial series around the point JC0 = O is convergent
provided |JC| < 1.
3.3

METHODOFFROBENIUS
In solving Transport Phenomena problems, cylindrical and spherical coordinate
systems always give rise to equations of the form
x2~^+xP(x)^

+ Q(x)y = 0

(3.29)

which contain variable coefficients. On comparing with the general second
order, variable coefficient case, Eq. 2.167, we see that ax(x) = P(x)/x and
ao(x) = Q(x)/x2.
We shall assume that the functions Q(x) and P(x) are convergent around the
point x 0 = O with radius of convergence R
P(x)

=PQ + P1X + P2X2 + • • •

(3.30)

Q(x)

= Q0 + Q1X + Q2x2+

(3.31)

...

Under these conditions, the equation can be solved by the series Method of
Frobenius. Such series will also be convergent for Ul < R.

Thus, for the general case, we start with the expansion
OO

y=

H<tnxn+C

(3.32)

n=0

where c is a variable index (to be determined) and a0 ¥= 0 (since, as we saw
earlier in Eq. 3.11, a0 is in fact an arbitrary constant of integration).
The first stage of the analysis is to find suitable values for c through the
indicial relation. The second stage is to find the relations for an from the
recurrence relation. This second stage has many twists and turns and can best be
learned by example. We consider these relations in the next section.
3.3.1

Indicial Equation and Recurrence Relation
As stated earlier, the first stage is to find the values for c, through an indicial
equation. This is obtained by inspecting the coefficients of the lowest powers in
the respective series expansions. Consider Eq. 3.29 with P(x), Q(x) given by
Eqs. 3.30 and 3.31; first, perform the differentiations

%= £«„(« + c)x"+<-l=y'

(3.33)

n=0

^ T = I) an{n + c - \){n + c)x"+c~2 = y"

(3.34)

Insert these into the defining Eq. 3.29
OO

Z an(n +c-

\){n + c)xn+c

+ (P0 + P1X + • • • )

(3.35)
00

n+c

E an{n + c)x

00

+ (Qo + Gi* + • • • ) E V "

V

+c

'

=0

To satisfy this equation, all coefficients of xc, JCC+ 1, xc+n, and so on, must be
identically zero. Taking the lowest coefficient, xc, we see
ao[(c - l)c + P 0 • c + Q0]xc = 0

(3.36)

This can be satisfied three possible ways, only one of which is nontrivial
c(c - 1) +P0C + Q0 = O

(3.37)

This quadratic equation is called the indicial relationship. Rearrangement shows
it yields two possible values of c
c2+ C(P0-I) +Q0 = O
cl2 =

(1 - P0) ±

2

J(P0-I)2-4Q0

(3.38)
(3.39)

The remainder of the solution depends on the character of the values C1, C2. If
they are distinct (not equal) and do not differ by an integer, the remaining
analysis is quite straightforward. However, if they are equal or differ by an
integer, special techniques are required.
We shall treat these special cases by way of example. The special cases can be
categorized as:
Case I The values of c are distinct and do not differ by an integer.
Case II The values of c are equal.
Case III The values of c are distinct but differ by an integer; two situations
arise in this category, denoted as case Ilia or IIIb.
E&4MPIM 3 J

DISTINCT ROOTS (NOT DIFFERING BY INTEGER, CASE I)

Consider the second order equation with variable coefficients

Comparison with Eq. 3.29 shows that (on multiplying through by x and dividing
by 4)
P 0 = 6/4, P 1 = P2 = Pn = 0, and
Go = 0, Q1 = - 1 / 4 , Q2 = Q3 = Qn = 0
First, write the differentiations of
oo

y=

Lanxn+C
AZ = O

as
OO

y'= Efl n (« +c)xn+c-1

(3.41)

00

y" = E an(n + c)(" + c - l)xn+c~2

(3.42)

AI=O

Insert these into Eq. 3.40 to yield
OO

4 E an(n + c)(n + c - l)jc ( n + c - 1 }
Al=O
00

00

+ 6 £ d J n + c ) x " + H - £a n x" + c = 0
n=0

n=0

(3.43)

Remove the lowest coefficient (xc *) and form the indicial equation
ao[4c(c - 1) + 6c]xc~l = 0

(3.44)

Now, since a0 J= 0, then we must have
[4c2 + 2c] = 0; /. C2 = 0, C1 = - \

(3.45)

Now, since the first two summations have had their first terms removed, then
summing should begin with n = 1, so that we should write
OO

OO

4 D an{n + c)(n + c - I)x"^'1

+ 6 £ an(n + c)xn+c~x

- Ev«+c = o
Another way to represent these sums is to increment n upward (i.e., replace n
with n + 1), and this allows the sums to start from n = 0. It also yields the
same power on x (i.e., xn+c) in each summation so that they can all be
combined under one summation
OO

E [<K + i(" + 1 + c){n + c) + 6an + l(n + 1 + c) - an]xn+c = 0 (3.46)
Al =

O

The recurrence relation is obviously the bracketed terms set to zero. In most
practical problems, uncovering the recurrence relation is not so straightforward,
and the coefficients a0 =/(a 1 ), ax = f(a2), and so on, must be found one at a
time, as we show later in example Ex. 3.2. However, in the present case, we have
the general result for any value c
Un + 1 =

a
(4n + 4c + 6)(rc + 1 + c )

(3#47)

We next consider the two cases c = 0 and c = - 1 / 2 ; first, when c = 0, we see
a +1 =

"

a
(An + 6)(n + 1)

=

a
(2n + 3)(2n + 2)

(3 48)

'

We note this yields, when n = 0
1

=

«o
(3)(2)

To find a general relation for the (n + l)th or nth coefficient, in terms of a0
(which we treat as an arbitrary constant of integration, so that it is always the

lead term), write the series of products

a

x-m-{^

m

There are (n + 1) of these products; inserting the recurrence relation, Eq. 3.48,
shows
a0

{In + 3)(2n + 2)

{In + 1)(2«)

(3)(2)

[

'

It is clear this defines a factorial
a0

(3>51)

(2n + 3)!

To find an, increment downward (replace n with n - 1)

which yields the sought-after general coefficient an in terms of the lead
coefficient a0, so that we have the first solution
y , = « o E o ( 2 n + ! ) , * " = "0(1 + 31 + 3T

+

- )

(3 53)

-

This series of terms may be recognizable, if it is written in terms of

y . - f (^+

1

^ + #

+-)

(^4)

This is clearly the hyperbolic sine series, so that
^1 =<i o sinh(i/x)/Vx

(3.55)

For the second linearly independent solution, take c = —1/2, to see the
recurrence relation, from Eq. 3.47

,

=

K

K

n

^x

Here, we use bn (instead of an) to distinguish the second from the first solution.

As before, we first note that bx = bo/(2)(l). Next, form the (n + 1) products

^-Mfc)-(Si)
Inserting the recurrence relation, suitably incremented, shows
b

n+l _
b0

1

1

(2n + 2)(2« + 1)

(2n)(2n - 1)

L_

f358v

(2)(1)

^*38'

This again produces a factorial, so
bo

(3 59)

(2n + 2)\

-

Incrementing downward then yields the required result

( 3 ^*

k - (dor
so that we have the second solution

1+

+

3M

'--H<4*"=IM ^ - ) <- »
The series terms may be recognized as the hyperbolic cosine operating on the
argument Jx
y2 =

fc0cosh(^)/^

(3.62)

which is linearly independent of the first solution. It is unusual, and unexpected,
that such series solutions are expressible as elementary, tabulated functions.
Had the coefficient multiplying y in Eq. 3.40 been positive, then it is easy to
show by Frobenius that the two linearly independent solutions would be:

sin 4x / 4x and cos 4x / Jx .
EKAMPlM 3J

DISTINCT VALUES OF C (DIFFERING BYAN INTEGER, CASE IHB).

We applied the Ricatti transformation to a nonlinear equation in Example 2.10
and arrived at the linear Airy equation
« ^ | - xz = 0
ax

(3.63)

This equation arises frequently in physical science, and it also illustrates some of
the pitfalls in undertaking a Frobenius analysis. Unlike the first example, we
shall see that, most often, series coefficients must be deduced one at a time. As

before, we propose a solution of the form
00

z = £ anxn+c

(3.64)

n=0

Differentiating this and inserting z" and z into the defining equation we find
00

00

E an(n + c)(n + c - l)xn+c~2
«=0

- £ anxn+c

+l

=0

(3.65)

AZ=O

If we remove the first three terms of the z" series, and then increment upward
three times (replace n with n + 3), we get
E [an +3(n + 3 + c)(/i + 2 + c) - an]x» + l+c
i=o

(3.66)

+ aoc(c - l)xc~2 + Ci1(C + I)Ct"" 1 + a2(c + 2)(c + 1)JCC = 0
The underlined term is the lowest power and produces the indicial equation
c(c - 1) = 0;.-. c2 = 1, C1 = O

(3.67)

Now, the remaining terms must also be identically zero, and there are several
ways to accomplish this task. For example, the solution corresponding to
c = C1 = 0 will automatically cause the term ax(c + \)cxc~l = 0, so that nothing can be said about the value of av hence it is indeterminate; we then treat ax
as an arbitrary constant of integration, just as we did for a0. Finally, it is clear
that the only way to remove the term a2(c + 2)(c + 1)JCC, regardless of the
value of c, is to set a2 = 0. This now leaves us with the general recurrence
relation
CL

+3 =

°"

(« + 3 + c ) ( n + 2 + c)

(3<68)

Consider the solution corresponding to c = C1 = 0 (the smallest root of c)
' - ' - (n

+

3)("n + 2 )

(3 69)

'

We repeat that both a0 and ax are arbitrary constants for this case; moreover,
we also required earlier that for all cases a2 = 0. Thus, we can write the
coefficients for this solution one at a time using Eq. 3.69, first in terms of a0
«3 = 3^2 ;

«6 = 6^5 = 6 • 5g°3 • 2 ' e t c "

(3-70>

and also in terms of ax
a =

* Th'ai

=

rh

=

7 • e-14 • 3' etc -

(3 71)

-

All terms linearly connected to a2 must be zero (i.e., a5 = a2/(5 • 4), since
a2 = 0).
We can now write the two linearly independent solutions containing two
arbitrary constants a0, Ci1 as
z = ao|l + ~ + ^ x

6

+ • • • ) + ax\x + ^ x

4

+~ *

7

+ •••)
(3.72)

or
z = aof(x) + alg(x)

(3.73)

This special circumstance for Case III will be called Case IHb; it is distinguished
by the fact that one of the coefficients a} becomes indeterminate when using the
smallest index value c, and j = C2 - C1. Thus, we see ay = ax in the present case,
but this could have been foreshadowed by inspecting (c2 — C1) = j . It is easy to
show that the solution for c = 1 reproduces one of the above solutions. Thus,
the lowest index c produces two linearly independent solutions at once.
Forms of the two series solutions generated above are widely tabulated and
are called Airy functions (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965); however, they are
represented in slightly different form
z = K1Ai(X) + K2Bi(x)

(3.74)

where in terms of our previous functions f(x) and g(x)
Ai(x) = B J(x) - B2g(x)

(3.75)

Bi(x) = & (BJ(X) + B2g(x))

(3.76)

and

and the constants are defined as
B1 = Ai(O) = Bi(O)/}/3 = 3~2/3/T(2/3)
B2=AV(O) = Bi'(0)/fi = 3- 1/3 /T(l/3)
The tabulated Gamma functions, T(x), will be discussed in Chapter 4.

(3.77)
(3.78)

EXAMPLE 3J

EQUAL VALUES OF C (CASE II)

Porous, cylindrical-shaped pellets are used as catalyst for the reaction A -^
products, in a packed bed. We wish to model the steady-state diffusion-reaction
processes within the particle. When the pellet length to diameter ratio
(L/2R) > 3, flux to the particle end caps can be ignored. Assume the surface
composition is CAs and that reaction kinetics is controlled by a linear rate
expression RA = kCA (mole/volume • time), and diffusive flux obeys JA =
-DAdCA/dr.
Taking an annular shell of the type depicted in Fig. 1.1c, the steady-state
conservation law is, ignoring axial diffusion,
(2irrUA)\r -(2TrrLJA)\r+Ar

- (2irrArL)RA

=0

(3.79)

Dividing by (2irL Ar), and taking limits, yields

-£(rJA)-rRA

=0

(3.80)

Introducing the flux and rate expressions gives

Differentiating, and then rearranging, shows

' ^

+ '^-''(l^-o

(3 82)

-

Defining the new variables
y = CA/CAs,

x =r ^

yields the variable coefficient, linear ODE

We propose to solve this by the Frobenius method, so let

Lanx"+C,

y=
/2=0

(3.83)

hence insert the derivatives to get
E an(n + c)(n + c - l)xn+c

+ E an(n + c ) x n + c -

E ^x"+c+2 = 0
(3.85)

Removing the coefficients of the lowest power (xc) and setting to zero gives the
indicial equation
aQ[c(c - 1) + c]xc = 0

(3.86)

hence, we see c2 = 0, so C1= C2 = 0. Since we have removed a term from the
first two series, we must rezero the summations by incrementing each upward by
1 (replace n with n + 1) to get
OO

OO

n+c+l

£ an+1(n + 1 + c)(n + c)x

+ £ an+1(n + 1 + c)xn+l+c

«=0

n=0
OO

- E anxn+c+2 = 0

(3.87)

«=o
It is not yet possible to get a recurrence relation from this, since the first two
series have lower powers than the last one. This situation suggests removing a
term from each of the first two, and rezeroing again to get
OO

E [ H n + 2 ( H + 2 + c ) ( / i + 1 + c ) + an+2(n
n=o
+ ax[(c + l ) ( c ) + (c + l ) ] *

c+ 1

+ 2 + c) -

an]x»+c+2
(3.88)

= 0

It is clear that the coefficient of xc + 1 does not disappear when c = 0, so that we
must set ax = 0. As we shall see, this implies that all odd coefficients become
zero. We can now write the recurrence relation in general to find
an+2[n + 2 + cf = an

(3.89)

or for the case c = 0

The general case, Eq. 3.89, shows that if ax = 0, then a3 = a5 = a7 = • • • = 0 ,
so all odd coefficients are identically zero. Thus, we know at this point that both
linearly independent solutions are composed of even functions. This suggests
replacing n with 2k, so that the original form now reads
OO

and the general recurrence relation is
"ik+i = a2k/[2k + 2 + c] 2

(3.92)

To find thefirstsolution, set c = 0; hence,
^ik+2 = a2k/[2k + 2] 2 =
^*
2 +2
2/c/L
J
2
^
(2 )(£ + l) 2

(3.93)
'

V

We also see that a2 = <zo/(22), so that we write the series of products to
attempt to relate a2k+2 t o ao
a

2k + 2
a

0

a
=

a

^2.

2k-2

a

2k + 2
a

~

2k

2k

a

($ QA)

0

hence
^±2
a
o

1
(2k + 2) 2

=

1
(2^t)2

J_
22

(3 95)

To find a2k, replace k with (A: - 1), so incrementing downward gives
a

-^ = -J-2'—±—2'"-2

a

(2k)2

o

(2k - 2) 2

0.96)

22

There are exactly k terms in the series of products (one term if k = 1, two
terms if k = 2, etc). The factor 2 2 can be removed from each term, so that the
sequence becomes more recognizable

^
«0

=

_i

i

L_

2\k)2 2\k-\)2

2

2

-l

f3 97)
(i

*V

Thus, 2 2 is repeated k times, and the factorial sequence k • (k — 1) • (k —
2)... 1 is also repeated twice, so that we can write the compact form

^
«0

= -^T

-^r

0.98)

(2^)* (fc!)2

We can now write the first solution, for c = 0

y,(*) = ^ E ( J ) 2 * - ^ 2 =«o/o(*)

(3-99)

The series of terms denoted as I0(x) is the zero order, modified Bessel function
of the first kind, to be discussed later in section 3.5.1.

To find the second linearly independent solution, we could form the product
as taught in Chapter 2
y2(x)=v(x)I0(x)

(3.100)

which will be linearly independent of I0(x) if v(x) =£ constant. The reader can
see this approach will be tedious.
Another approach is to treat the index c like a continuous variable. We
denote a function u(x, c), which satisfies the general recurrence relation,
Eq. 3.89, but not the indicial relation, so that
2

X2d

u(x,c)

+xdu(£c)_

_X2U(XC)

+ v

V

= 0

(3<101)

where

M(*»C)=*OE
50
Zt-O (2k + c)2

—2
"—2x2k+c
2
( c + 4)
( c + 2) 2

(3-102)

We have replaced an with bn to distinguish between the first and second
solutions. Note, in passing, that if c -> 0, then w(x,0) satisfies the original
equation and is identical to the first solution V1(Jc). Now, if we differentiate
u(x,c) partially with respect to c, we obtain

^ i ) +*M%) -'1^+

2b c + b 1

° "' " ''""'°

<3-103»

We see in the limit as c —> 0, the two residual terms disappear, and we conclude
that
du/dc\c = 0
is another solution, which we can write as

Now, it remains only to develop a systematic way of differentiating u(x, c).
Inspection of Eq. 3.102 shows that u(x, c) is composed of a product of functions
of c
8(c) = / , ( c ) - / 2 ( c ) - / 3 ( c ) ••• fk(c)fk

+1(c)

(3.105)

where starting from the lowest:

'•«> - ^h?
Z3(O = (c—^—
+ 6) 2

h{C) =
2k+

fk+x(c) =x

'

^W
= exp[(2k + c)ln x]

We can use the properties of logarithms to conveniently differentiate these
product functions, since
Ing = ln/i + ln/ 2 + • • • lnfk + (2k + c)lnx

(3.106)

and, since

then we can differentiate one at a time to see

%=frf2-h---fKJk+^f1+J2

+

'"+fk+X*x\ (3>108)

since

djnf1_]_df1
dc ~ Z1 dc '

dlnf1_J_df1
dc ~ f2 dc ' e t c '

The tabulation of these derivatives are the following:

Ii

=

Ii

=

/,

~2

^=O zl

~2

«-o ^

(c + 2)

/2

( c + 4)

* 2

4

:
/*
A
^ i

=

(3.109)
-2
c=o ^ 2 _
(c + 2*)
* (2*-)

= In*

Inserting these into
du_
dc c = o

gives

^ ( ^ - ^ ^ - ^ ^ • ^ • • • ^ ^

+^

+ • • • + ^ y + lnxj
(3.110)

Combining the k products of 2 2 with x2k gives
, x

^

, £

1

(x\2\

"\?0 ( W ^

toX

, £

I f

1

1

" \ ? o (Xi?!

1+

+

1

+

ll/x\2*

2 3 ••• + i j U )
(3.111)

The summing function with k terms
<p(fc) = l + ^ + ^ + .-• + 1

(3.112)

takes values
9(0) = 0, ^(1) = 1, 9(2) = 1 + ^ , 9(3) = 1 + ^ + ^ , etc. (3.113)
The solutions to this equation are tabulated and are called zero order, modified
Bessel functions. We discuss them in the next section. Thus, the solution to
Eq. 3.84 could have been written directly as
y(x) = aolo(x) +b0K0(x)

(3.114)

where / 0 (JC) and ^ 0 ( J C ) denote the modified Bessel functions of the first and
second kind. As with the Airy functions, the tabulated form of the second
function is slightly different (within an arbitrary constant) from the series
solutions worked out here, as can be seen by comparison with the terms given in
the next section. It is also clear that the second solution tends to - oo as x tends
to zero because of the appearance of ln(x). Thus, for the present catalyst pellet
problem, we would set b0 = 0 to insure admissibility (continuity), so our final
result is

y(x) = §^=aolo[rff)
As

\

V

(3.115)

A I

Now, it can be seen from our first solution, yx(x) in Eq. 3.99, that / 0 (0) = 1, so
that the present solution is finite at the centerline. At the outer edge of the
pellet, where r = R, CA(R) = CAs so evaluating aQ gives a value

l/I0[R^(k/DA)

], hence our final result for computational purposes is

r^

=

I

r-r-x

(3-116)

"• '•№)
We can use this to compute catalyst effectiveness factor, as we demonstrate in
the next section.
EKAMPlM 3A

DISTINCT VALUES OF C DIFFERING BYAN INTEGER (CASE IIIA)

The following equation is satisfied by the confluent hypergeometric function of
Kummer
x ^

+ (« -x)%

-f}y

=0

(3.117)

Use the method of Frobenius to find the two linearly independent solutions
when a = p = 2. Introducing
00

Ai = O

and its derivatives yields

£ [an(n + c)(n + c - 1) + 2an(n + c)]*"+'" 1
Al=O

(3.118)
+

- E [an(n + c) + 2an]x" < = 0
n=0

Removing the lowest power xc~l gives the indicial equation
ao[c(c - 1) + 2c]xc-1 = 0

(3.119)

so that c = 0, - 1 , which corresponds to Case III, since C2 — Cx = 1; thus be
wary of ax. Since we removed one term from the first series, rezero this
summation by incrementing n upward. This immediately gives the recurrence
relation, since all terms multiply xn+c

£
AI-O

[an + l(n + 1 + c)(n + c + 2) - an(n + c + 2)]xn+c

= 0 (3.120)

Thus, the general recurrence relation is
an + 1[(n + 1 + c)(n + c + 2)] = an[n + c + 2]

(3.121)

In Example (3.2), we foreshadowed a problem would arise in Case III for the
term aj9 where C2- C1= j . Since we are alert to this problem, we shall give
Eq. 3.121 a closer inspection, by writing the relation for ax (since /' = 1 in the
present case)
U1(C + l ) ( c + 2) = ao(c + 2)

(3.122)

We see immediately that, when c = C1 = - 1 , then ax -> oo, which is inadmissible. However, we can still proceed with the case c = 0, which gives ax = ^ 0 , and

or

< 3 - 124 >

«„ = ^ r
We can write the products to connect an to a0
£a--5-_£a=i...£L

(3.125)

a0

v

an_1 an_2

a0

'

hence,

^

=

n 'F^T

T = ^T

(3>126)

This allows the first solution to be written
00

yi(x)

xn
= o E TJT = « o e x P ( ^ )
a

(3.127)

/i = 0

Now, the case when c = - 1 has a discontinuity, or singularity. We can also
relate, in general, the coefficients an to a0 as before, using Eqs. 3.121 and 3.122
^L =

a0

_ !
1
( n + c )/ i - l + c

1
(c + 2)

L_
(c + 1)

ri I ^
I*- 1 *^

From this, we can write the general solution u(x, c) (which does not yet satisfy
the indicial solution), using bn to distinguish from the first solution

u{x c) =bo

'

E (7T17FT2T '• ( ^ J -xn+c ^3-129)

As it stands, this function satisfies the relation

*d2U£C)

+ (2-x)^^-

- 2u(x,c) + boc(c + I)X- 1 = 0 (3.130)

since we have stipulated that the indicial equation is not yet satisfied. The
singularity in Eq. 3.129 can be removed by defining the new function
(c + IM*, c), so that
/ \

+

1 ) M
2

+ (2 " x ) ^ ^ - - 2(c + 1)« + V ( c + I ) V " ' = 0
(3.131)

It is now clear that the new function (c + l)u(x, c) no longer blows up when
c = — 1, and it also satisfies the original defining equation. But is it linearly
independent of the first solution? To check this, we use Eq. 3.129 to see
(c + I)U(X7C)I^1 = *o £

(n

\vxn-1

(3-132)

We increment the index by 1 (that is, replacing n with n + 1) to get

(C + I)M(^C)U-! =6 0 L hxH
rc = 0

<3'133)

'

But this is the same as the first solution (within an arbitrary constant) and is not
therefore linearly independent! Our elementary requirements for the second
solution are simple: It must satisfy the original ODE, and it must be linearly
independent of the first solution.
However, if we used the same procedure as in Example 3.3 (Case II) and
partially differentiate Eq. 3.131, we see the appealing result

- 2 ^ ( c + 1)« + bo(c + I ) V - 1
+ 2b0c(c + I)x0'1

(3>134)

+ boc(c + I)2X0"1 In* = 0

Taking limits as c -» — 1 thereby removes the residual terms and we see,
indeed, that a new solution is generated
y 2 - ^ - ( c + l)H(*,c)U_,

(3.135)

so that we must perform the operations

Since we have removed the (c + 1) term, there are n functions of c in the
product

*<c> -TTl-TTl-TTH

<3'137>

'**+' = ' • ^ - /-

The differentiation of this product is done as before

where
/i _

i

fi_

i

/j-i _

i

/,;_,

Inserting these and taking limits as c -* — 1

y2(x)=b0 E ( ^ I n J - 1 - 2 ~ ? ' " + ^ T+ ln;c l

(3 139)

'

Replacing n of the above equation with /i + 1 to get finally,

y2(x) =bolnxZ^-bof:
/i = 0

'

£cp(n)

(3.140)

M =O

where

and as before
9(0) = 0 , ^ ( 1 ) = 1,9(2) = l + ^ , e t c .
Again, the first term is zero, so that we could increment the second series
upward and replace it with

We note, as in Example 3.3 (Case II), that In x occurs naturally in the second
solution, and this will always occur for Case IHa and Case II. This simply means

that at x = O, these second solutions will tend to infinity, and for conservative
physicochemical systems (the usual case in chemical engineering), such solutions
must be excluded, for example, by stipulating b0 = 0. If x = 0 is not in the
domain of the solution, then the solution must be retained, unless other
boundary conditions justify elimination. In the usual case, the condition of
symmetry at the centerline (or finiteness) will eliminate the solution containing
In x.
3.4

SUMMARY OF THE FROBENIUS METHOD
The examples selected and the discussion of convergence properties focused on
solutions around the point X0 = 0. This is the usual case for chemical engineering transport processes, since cylindrical or spherical geometry usually includes
the origin as part of the solution domain. There are exceptions, of course, for
example, annular flow in a cylindrical pipe. For the exceptional case, series
solutions can always be undertaken for finite X0 expressed as powers of
(x - X0), which simply implies a shift of the origin.
Thus, we have shown that any second (or higher) order, variable coefficient
equation of the type
x

2

^

+ xP(x)% + Q(x)y

= 0

(3.141)

can be solved by writing
y=

T.anxn+C

K*0)

(3.142)

provided P(x) and Q(x) can be expanded in a convergent series of (nonnegative) powers of x for all |JC| < R, and under such conditions the solutions are
guaranteed to be convergent in \x\ < R. The following procedure was consistently obeyed:
1. The indicial equation was found by inspecting the coefficients of the lowest
power of x.
2. The recurrence relation was found by progressively removing terms and
rezeroing summations until all coefficients multiplied a common power on
x.
3. Three general cases would arise on inspecting the character of the roots
c = cx, c = c2, where C2 — C1 = / :
(a) Case I If the roots are distinct (not equal) and do not differ by an
integer, then the two linearly independent solutions are obtained by
adding the solutions containing C1 and C2, respectively.
(b) Case II If the roots are equal (C1 = C2), one solution is obtained
directly using C1 in Eq. 3.142 and the second is obtained from
\du(x,c)]

where
OO

u(x9c) = Y,bnxn+C
n=0

which does not in general satisfy the indicial equation,
(c) Case III If the roots C1 and C2 are distinct, but differ by an integer
such that c2 - C1 = j \ then the coefficient aj will sustain one of the two
behavior patterns: a} tends to <*> (a discontinuity) or 0, becomes
indeterminate. These subsets are treated as follows.
Case Ilia When ai -> oo? the singularity causing the bad behavior (the
smallest root, C1) is removed, and the second solution is generated
using
^2

=

5c~( C

-C1)U(X7C)I=C1

where u(x, c) is defined as in Case II.
Case IHb When aj is indeterminate, then the complete solution is
obtained using the smallest root C1, taking a0 and #; as the two
arbitrary constants of integration.
3.5

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
Several variable coefficient ODE arise so frequently that they are given names
and their solutions are widely tabulated in mathematical handbooks. One of
these special functions occupies a prominent place in science and engineering,
and it is the solution of Bessel's equation
x2^

+ x^

+ (x2 -

2
P

)y = 0

(3.143)

or equivalently

The solutions to this equation are called Bessel functions of order p; that is,
Jp(x), J_p(x). Because of its importance in chemical engineering, we shall
reserve a complete section to the study of Bessel's equation.
We mentioned earlier in Example 3.4 the confluent hypergeometric function
of Kummer, which satisfies the equation
d2v
X

dv
C

x)

~d^ + ( ~ ^~ay = °

(3 144)

*

and which has tabulated solutions denoted as M(a,c; x). In fact, if c = 1 and
a = —n (where /1 is a positive integer or zero), then one solution is the
Laguerre polynomial, y = Ln(x).

An equation of some importance in numerical solution methods (Chapter 8)
is the Jacobi equation

JC(1 - * ) 4 - j + U ~ (1 +b)x\^&

+n(b + n)y = 0

(3.145)

which is satisfied by the nth order Jacobi polynomial, y = J^a'b\x).
This
solution is called regular, since it is well behaved at x = 0, where Jff'b\O) = 1.
The Legendre polynomial is a special case of the Jacobi polynomial which
satisfies (see Homework Problem 3.7)
(l-x2)^-2x^+n(n

+ l)y = 0

(3.146)

The nth Legendre polynomial is denoted as Pn(x).
The Chebyshev polynomial satisfies

(l-* 2 )§-*^+" 2 y = 0

(3.147)

The regular form we denote as y = Tn(x), and n is a positive integer or zero.
3.5.1

Bessel's Equation
The method of Frobenius can be applied to Eq. 3.143 (Bessel's equation) to
yield two linearly independent solutions, which are widely tabulated as
y(x) =AJp(x)+BJ_p(x)

(3.148)

for real values of Jt. It was clear from Example 3.3 that different forms arise
depending on whether 2p is integer (or zero), or simply a real (positive)
number.
Thus, if 2 p is not integer (or zero), then the required solutions are expressed
as
2X)
J x

* >-£oninn+P

+

l)

(3 149)

'

where T(n + p + 1) is the tabulated Gamma function (to be discussed in
Chapter 4). The second solution is obtained by simply replacing p with —p in
Eq. 3.149.
Now when p is zero, we can express the Gamma function as a factorial,
T{n + 1) = n\, so the zero order Bessel function of the first kind is represented

by

The reader can see, had we applied the method of Frobenius, the second
solution would take the form

2XI
, , - , M x j - m x - ^

[ ( m + i)

,]2

/
(l

i
+ I

+

ix
...

+ ; ; r r T

)

(3.151)
The bracketed function is called the Neumann form of the second solution.
However, the most widely used and tabulated function is the Weber form,
obtained by adding (y — ln2)J0(x) to the above, and multiplying the whole by
2/TT. This is the standard form tabulated, and is given the notation

Y0(Jr) - |[ln( j x ) + y]/ 0 (*)
2.

(-i>-(i*n2

<3 i52)

-

where as before,

^m

+

I)= I+ I

+

...+ _ ^ _

The Euler constant y is defined as
y = Hm (l + ^- + ^

+

' * * + — ~ l n O ) ) = 0-5772

(3.153)

Thus, the general solution when p = 0 is represented using symbols as
y(x)=

AJ0(X) +BYQ{x)

(3.154)

It is obvious that \imx_0Y0(x) = — <», so that for conservative systems, which
include x = 0 in the domain of the physical system, obviously one must require
B = 0 to attain finiteness at the centerline (symmetry).
When p is integer we again use the Weber form for the second solution and
write (after replacing p with integer k)
y{x) = AJk{x) + BYk(x)

(3.155)

Thus, Jk(x) has the same representation as given in Eq. 3.149, except we
replace T(n + k + 1) = (n + A:)!.
3.5.2

Modified Bessel's Equation
As we saw in Example 3.3, another form of Bessel's equation arises when a
negative coefficient occurs in the last term, that is,

''0+'2JH* 2 +* 2 )*- 0

< 3 - 156 >

This can be obtained directly from Eq. 3.143 by replacing x with ix (since
i2 = - 1 ) . The solution when p is not integer or zero yields
y=AJp(ix)+BJ_p(ix)

(3.157)

and if p is integer or zero, write
y = AJk(ix) + BYk(ix)

(3.158)

However, because of the complex arguments, we introduce the modified Bessel
function, which contains real arguments, so if p is not integer (or zero), write
y=AIp(x)+BI_p(x)

(3.159)

or, if p is integer k (or zero), write
y =AIk(x) + BKk(x)

(3.160)

The modified Bessel functions can be computed from the general result for
any p

W=E0J(2^

+ 1)

(3.161)

If p is integer k, then replace T(n + k + 1) = (n + k)\ The second solution for
integer k is after Weber

Kk(x) = (-l)* +1 [ln(i*) + y\lk(x)
1 *-' (-i)m(fc-m -1)1/1
+ 2

ml

ir0

(
+

2^o

1

\2m-k

^2* >
\2m+k

rnMmAy.

[<P(m + k) + 9(m)]

Plots of J0(x), J1(X), Y0(X), I0(x\ and K0(x) are shown in Fig. 3.1.

(3.162)

X

Figure 3.1 Plots of J0(x\ J1(X), Y0(x\ I0(x\ and
KQ(x).

3.5.3

Generalized Bessel Equation
Very often, Bessel's equation can be obtained by an elementary change of
variables (either dependent, independent, or both variables). For the general
case, we can write
?d2y
,
^
.dy
x2—^ +x{a + 12bxrr)-£
+ [c +dx2s -b(l

-a -r)xr

+ b2x2r\y = 0

Representing Z ±p(x) as one of the Bessel functions, then a general solution
can be written

where

The types of Bessel functions that arise depend on the character of

(d)l/2/s

and the values of p
1. If yfd/s real and p is not integer (or zero), then Zp denotes Jp and
denotes J_p.
2. If {d /s is real and p is zero or integer k, then Zp denotes Jk and
denotes Yk.
3. If {d/s is imaginary and p is ratf zero or integer, then Zp denotes Ip
Z_p denotes I_p.
4. If yfd/s is imaginary and /? is zero or integer k, then Z p denotes Ik
Z_ p denotes Kk.

Z_p
Z_p
and
and

Pin-promoters of the type shown in Fig. 3.2a and 32b are used in heat
exchangers to enhance heat transfer by promoting local wall turbulence and by
extending heat transfer area. Find an expression to compute the temperature
profile, assuming temperature varies mainly in the x direction. The plate
temperature Tb, fluid temperature Ta, and heat transfer coefficient h are
constant.
We first denote the coordinate x as starting at the pin tip, for geometric
simplicity (i.e., similar triangles). Heat is conducted along the pin axis and is lost
through the perimeter of incremental area As = 2iry As, so that writing the
steady-state conservation law gives, where at any plane through the pin, the
cross-sectional area is A = Try2
(QxA)Ix -(QXA)\X+Ax

- h2rryAs(T - T J = O

(3.166)

Now, similar triangles show y/x = b/H and the incremental length A 5 =
Ax/cos /3, so that replacing y and dividing by Ax yields

Figure 3.2a Pin-promoters attached to heat exchange surface.

Figure 3.2b Geometry of a single pin.

Replacing
q

^

~k~d^

and

A=7rx

{Hj

gives

M*

Tb)'*

(T-Ta)-0

TM
I

(3.168)

C0S

~H) P

The equation can be made homogeneous by replacing (T - Ta) = 0, and we
shall denote the group of terms as

Hi)c°s^]
so differentiating yields
x2-^

+ 2X™

-XX6

=O

(3.169)

We now introduce a dimensionless length scale, z = Xx to get finally

2 2 +2

S ^f- 6 = 0

<3-™>

Comparing this with the Generalized Bessel relation, Eq. 3.163, indicates we

should let
b = 0 , a = 2 , c = 0 , d = -l,s

= 1/2

and moreover, Eq. 3.165 suggests
P =I

and

— Jd=2i
s

(imaginary)

(3.171)

Comparing with Eq. 3.164, and item (4) in the list following, we arrive at

9 = -J=T[A0I1PJI) + B0K1(IjI)]

(3.172)

We first check for finiteness at z = 0 (i.e., x = 0), using the expansion in
Eq. 3.161

lim -^I1(IjI)

= lim 4^-T- + -J=- i m + ' * *

=

(3-173)

*

so we see that this solution is admissible at z = 0. It is easy to show for small
arguments that Kn(x) - 2n~\n - l)\x~n, hence approximately Kx{2y[z) 0.5/ Jz, so that in the limit
HmZ-^2K1(IJz)

-^OO

z-»0

Thus, this function is inadmissible in the domain of z = 0, so take # 0 = 0. This
same conclusion would have been reached following a Frobenius analysis, since
the series solution would obviously contain ln(x) as taught in the previous
sections.
Whereas boundary conditions were not explicitly stated, it is clear in Fig. 3.2a
that T(H) = Tb or 0(AH) = Tb — Ta\ hence, the arbitrary constant A0 can be
evaluated
A0 = J\H(Tb - Ta)/Ix(2jlH)

(3.174)

In terms of x, the final solution is

T(x) - Ta
Tb~Ta

JTT / , ( 2 ^ )
" V * I1(Iy[XH)

(

}

The dimensionless temperature (T(x) — Ta)/(Tb — Ta) arises naturally and can
be computed directly from expansions for I1 or from Tables (Abramowitz and
Stegun 1965).
We need the differential or integral properties for Bessel functions to
compute the net rate of heat transfer. We discuss these properties in the next
section, and then use them to complete the above example.

3.5.4 Properties of Bessel Functions
It is easily verified that all Power Series presented thus far as definitions of
Bessel functions are convergent for finite values of x. However, because of the
appearance of ln(x) in the second solutions, only Jp(x) and Ip(x) are finite at
x = 0 (p > 0). Thus, near the origin, we have the important results:
k = 0, / 0 (0) = / 0 (0) = 1

(3.176)

k > 0 (integer), Jk(0) = 4(0) = 0

(3.177)

p > 0, J_p(0) = ±/_ p (0) -^ ± «

(3.178)

The sign in the last expression depends on the sign of T(m + p + 1), as noted
in Eqs. 3.149 and 3.161. However, it is sufficient to know that a discontinuity
exists at x = 0 in order to evaluate the constant of integration. We also
observed earlier that ln(x) appeared in the second solutions, so it is useful to
know (e.g., Example 3.5)
-Yk(0)

= Kk(0) -> *

(3.179)

hence only Jk(x) and Ik(x) are admissible solutions.
Asymptotic expressions are also useful in taking limits or in finding approximate solutions; for small values of x, the approximations are
• W "

1
xp
2P r(p + l)

;

2px~p
- M * > " T(l-p)

( X < < 1 )

(3 180)

'

and for integer or zero orders, we have

Yn = - ^iILZlIix-X
Y0(X) ~1 ln(x)

(x«zl,n*0)

(3.181)

(x « 1 )

(3.182)

The modified functions for small x are
2px~p

XP

Kn(x)

= 2"-^n - I)Ix-"

(x«l,n#0)

K0(X) - -In(^)

(3.184)
(3.185)

For large arguments, the modified functions sustain exponential type behavior
and become independent of order ( p may be integer or zero):
Ip(x) = exp(x)/\l2Trx

(3.186)

Kp(x) =* exp(-x) • j £

(3.187)

Table 3.1 Selected Values for Bessel Functions
~x

J0(x)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.0000
0.7652
0.2239
-0.2601
-0.3971
-0.1776
0.1506
0.3001
0.1717
-0.0903

J1Jx)

I0(x)

I1Jx)

0.0000
0.4401
0.5767
0.3391
-0.0660
-0.3276
-0.2767
-0.0047
0.2346
0.2453

1.0000
1.266
2.280
4.881
11.30
27.24
67.23
168.6
427.6
1094

0.0000
0.5652
1.591
3.953
9.759
24.34
61.34
156.0
399.9
1031

However, for large arguments, Jp(x) and Yp(x) behave in a transcendental
manner:

•w

=

/5" cos(x -j-pi)

w

=

/5" sin(* -j-pj)

( 3 - 188 >
< 3 - 189)

where p can be any real value including integer or zero. It is also clear in the
limit JC -> oo that Jp(x) and Yp(x) tend to zero. The oscillatory behavior causes
Jp(x) and Yp(x) to pass through zero [called zeros of Jp(x)] and these are
separated by IT for large x. Values of several Bessel functions are tabulated in
Table 3.1 and some zeros of Jp(x) are shown Table 3.2. Table 3.2 illustrates the
zeros for a type III homogeneous boundary condition. The transcendental
behavior of Jp(x) plays an important part in finding eigenvalues for partial
differential equations expressed in cylindrical coordinates, as we show in
Chapter 10.

Table 3.2 Zeros for Jn(x); Values of x to Produce Jn(x) = 0
n = 0

n = 1

n = 2

2.4048
5.5201
8.6537
11.7915
14.9309
18.0711

3.8371
7.0156
10.1735
13.3237
16.4706
19.6159

5.1356
8.4172
11.6198
14.7960
17.9598
21.1170

Table 3.3 Values
I N/x ->
X1
01
0.4417
1.0
1.2558
2.0
1.5994
10.0
2.1795

of x to Satisfy: x • Z1(Jc) = N • / 0 (JC)
X2
X3
x4
X5
3.8577
7.0298
10.1833
13.3312
4.0795
7.1558
10.2710
13.3984
4.2910
7.2884
10.3658
13.4719
5.0332
7.9569
10.9363
13.9580

It is easy to show by variables transformation that Bessel functions of 1/2
order are expressible in terms of elementary functions:
JiMx) = {^
J-iMx)

sin(x)

(3.190)

= / ^ T c o s (*)

<3-191)

hMx) = {^^h(x)
I-iMx)
3.5.5

(3.192)
^3-193)

= / ^ - «**(*)

Differential, Integral and Recurrence Relations
The following differential properties may be proved with reference to the
defining equations and are of great utility in problem solving (Mickley et al.
1957; Jenson and Jeffreys 1977):
I kx"Zp_x{\x),

d
Z

aFl" ^)]-(-AX^1(AX),
I -Xx-"Zp +1(\x),

d

Z=J,Y,I\
Z =K

<3'194)

)

Z=J,Y,K\

.
I AZ^1(A*) - fz p (Ax),
^[Zp(Ax)]=
J

z = y,y,/)

^

Z - KJ

I-AZ^1(Ax) -fZp(Ax),

(3.196)

By applying the recurrence relations, these can also be written in the more
useful form
.
(-\Zp+1(Ax) + ^Zp(Ax),
^[Zp(A*)] =
Z

^

1

J

I AZ^ + 1 (Ax) + f z p ( A * ) ,

Z-J,Y,K\
(3.197)

Z = /

j

Most tables of Bessel functions present only positive order values, so the
recurrence relations are needed to find negative order values

Z,(A*) = 0[Z p + ! (A*)+Z^ 1 (A*)],
7

Z=J,Y

^ * ) = - 2 ] r [ W A * ) -*,-I(A*)]

Kp(Xx) = i f [Kp+1(^x) -K^1(Xx)]

(3.198)
(3-199)
(3.200)

Also, for n integer or zero, the following inversion properties are helpful:
J _n(Xx) = (-\)n Jn(Xx)

(3.201)

I.n(\x)=

In(Xx)

(3.202)

K_n(Xx) = Kn(Xx)

(3.203)

Eqs. 3.194 and 3.195 are exact differentials and yield the key integral properties
directly, for example,
jXxpJp_x(Xx) dx = xpJp(Xx)

(3.204)

fXxpIp_1(Xx) dx = xpIp(Xx)

(3.205)

and

Later, in Chapter 10, we introduce the orthogonality property, which requires
the integrals

fJk(\t)

Jk(P£H d{

°

(3.206)
= TT^[Mt(A*)
A - P

Jk +lU3x) - pJk(\x)Jk +l(px)]

and if A = p\ this gives the useful result

f*[Jk(\t)}2td£

= ±x2[jk2(Ax) - / , . ! ( A x ) ^+1(Ax)]

(3.207)

For k integer or zero, we saw in Eq. 3.201 that J_k(Xx) = (-I)V^(Ax), so that
if k = 0, the right-hand side of Eq. 3.207 may be written as

^x2IJi(Xx)+Jl(Ax)]

We were unable to complete the solution to Example 3.3 in order to find the
effectiveness factor for cylindrical catalyst pellets. Thus, we found the expression for composition profile to be

7

c

TV^

-T- = /

(3

n-\

-208)

The effectiveness factor t]A is defined as the ratio of actual molar uptake rate to
the rate obtainable if all the interior pellet area is exposed to the reactant,
without diffusion taking place. Thus, this maximum uptake rate for species A is
computed from
Wmax = wR2LkCAs

(3.209)

and the actual net positive uptake rate is simply exterior area times flux
(3.210)

WA = 2TTRL\+DA-sf-\
V

"'

Ir = R

We thus need to differentiate CA in Eq. 3.208, and we can use Eq. 3.197 to do
this; we find

dCA
dr ~

°\ V DA J
dr

CAS
I nr\

'»№)

(3 211

'

^

and from Eq. 3.197 we see

d A nr\

n^ri r~k~\

,-,„*

so we finally obtain WA as

•MM.

WA = 2irRLCAs)fkD^-j

r=Jr

(3.213)

Defining the Thiele modulus as
A = R}/k/DA
the effectiveness factor is

iV

I

0\A)

W

A,max

Curves for rjA versus A are presented in Bird et al. (1960).
EXAMPLE 3 J
We were unable to express net heat flux for the Pin-promoters in Example 3.5,
in the absence of differential properties of Bessel functions. Thus, the temperature profile obtained in Eq. 3.175 was found to be expressible as a first order,
modified Bessel function

r«-r.

+ (W.)/?^§§l

,3.2,5,

where

To find the net rate of transfer to a single pin, we need to compute the heat
leaving the base (which must be the same as heat loss from the cone surface)

G-0r62)(+*£L-*)

< 3 - 216 >

This will require differentiation of I1(I^(Xx) ). To do this, define u(x) =
2^(Ax) , so that from Eq. 3.196

*&• -iJ^t - / F [«•>-£««>] (»">
Thus, the net rate is

Q =— H

l+ H

^ T^OTy]

(3 218)

-

It is clear from Table 3.1 that xlo(x) > I1(X), so that the net rate is positive as
required. To find the effectiveness factor for Pin-Promoters, take the ratio of
actual heat rate to the rate obtainable if the entire pin existed at temperature Tb

(base temperature), which is the maximum possible rate (corresponding to oo
conductivity)
• (Tb - Ta) = hTrby/b2 + H2 • (Tb - Ta)

Cmax = +h -Acone

(3.219)

hence, we find

""^"M^

1 + W6)2

/ I ( 2 VA¥)

- 1 J(3-220)

For large arguments (XH), we can obtain the asymptotic result, since I0 ~ Z1
[Eq. 3.186]

V

(l + (y))cos/J

Thus, the Biot number, defined as hb/k, and the geometric ratio (H/b) control
effectiveness. Thus, for ambient air conditions, Bi ~ 2, and if H = b, then
cos /3 = 1/ ^2, hence an effectiveness is estimated to be 0.84 (84% effectiveness). Under these conditions, XH = 4v^, which can be considered large
enough (see Table 3.1) to use the approximation I0 ~ I1.
For small values of (XH), we can use the series expansion in Eq. 3.161 to see
that
I0[Iy[XH) ^ 1 + XH

and

I1(I^XH) = y[XH + (yfXH)3/2\

so approximately

^

1 + \XH Vl + ( i / / ^ ) 2

Moreover, since XH «: 1, then we have finally that 77 -» 1 for small A// (to see
this, replace A = IhH/(kb cos p) and cos P=H/ ^H1 + b2).
This problem illustrates the usefulness of the asymptotic approximations
given in Eqs. 3.186-3.189.
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3.7 PROBLEMS
3.I 2 . The Taylor series expansion of f(x) around a point x = x0, can be
expressed, provided all derivatives of f(x) exist at x0, by the series

Functions that can be expressed this way are said to be "regular."
(a) Expand the function y/(l + x) around the point X0 = 0 by means of
Taylor's series.
(b) Use part (a) to deduce the useful approximate result y^(l + x) « 1
+ x/2. What error results when x = 0.1?
(c) Complete Example 2.24 for the case n = 1/2 by Taylor expansion of
exp(-E/RT) around the point T0, retaining the first two terms.
3.22. Determine the roots of the indicial relationship for the Frobenius method
applied to the following equation:

(b)

X^+2%+Xy

=0

(C)

x2^+x*L+(x2_1)y

=0

3.32. Thin, metallic circular fins of thickness b can be attached to cylindrical
pipes as heat transfer promoters. The fins are exposed to an ambient
temperature Ta, and the root of eachfincontacts the pipe at position
r = R1, where the temperature is constant, Tw. The fin loses heat to
ambient air through a transfer coefficient h. The metallicfintransmits
heat by conduction in the radial direction.
(a) Show that the steady-state heat balance on an elementary annular
element offinyields the equation
1 d I dT\

(2h\rrr

(b) Define a dimensionless radial coordinate as
x =

lbk

and introduce y = T — Ta, and thus show the elementary equation

describes the physical situation.
(c) Apply the method of Frobenius and find the roots of the indicial
equation to show that C1 = C2 = 0.
(d) Complete the solution and show that the first few terms of the
solution are

-[(!M(D 4 ^ 1 + -])
3.43. The Graetz equation arises in the analysis of heat transfer to fluids in
laminar flow

* 2 0+*^+AV(l-* 2 )y = O
Apply the method of Frobenius and show that the only solution that is
finite at JC = 0 has the first few terms as

>-4"(T)*2+^(1 + T)*4+-]
3.53. Use the method of Frobenius to find solutions for the equations:

(a)*<l-x)0-2£+2y-O
( W x ^ T + ( 1 - 2 * ) ^ - y =0
3.6 j . Villadsen and Michelsen (1978) define the Jacobi polynomial as solutions
of the equation

+ n(n +a + P + l)y = 0

Show how this can be obtained from the conventional definition of
Jacobi's ODE, Eq. 3.145.
3 J1. In the method of orthogonal collocation to be described later, Villadsen
and Michelsen (1978) define Legendre's equation as
X(I-X)^L

+ ( i _ 2x)^

+ n(n + l)y = 0

Use the change of variables u(x) = 2x — 1 and show this leads to the
usual form of Legendre equation given in Eq. 3.146.
3.82. (a) Show that the solution of Problem 3.3 can be conveniently represented by the modified Bessel functions
y = AI0(x) + BK0(x)
(b) Evaluate the arbitrary constants, using the boundary conditions
y = Tw-Ta

@ X= R

dy
— k-j- = hy @ r = R2

1

^

(outer fin radius)

3.92. Rodriques' formula is useful to generate Legendre's polynomials for
positive integers n

j_<r(±izi):
r

n\x)

2nn\

dxn

Show that the first three Legendre polynomials are
P0(X) = 1;
P1(X) = x;
P2(x) = \(lx2 - 1)
and then prove these satisfy Legendre's equation.
3.1O3. A wedge-shaped fin is used to cool machine-gun barrels. Thefinhas a
triangular cross section and is L meters high (from tip to base) and W
meters wide at the base. This longitudinal fin is I meters long. It loses
heat through a constant heat transfer coefficient h to ambient air at
temperature TA. The flat base of thefinsustains a temperature TH. Show
that the temperature variation obeys
d2y

dy

(2hLsec6\

where
x = distance from tip of fin
y = T-TA
T = local fin temperature
TA = ambient temperature
h = heat transfer coefficient
k = thermal conductivity of fin material
L = height of fin
W = thickness of fin at base
9 = half wedge angle of fin
(a) Find the general solution of the above equation with the provision
that temperature is at least finite at the tip of the fin.
(b) Complete the solution using the condition T = TH at the base of the
fin.
(c) If a fin is 5 mm wide at the base, 5 mm high, and has a total length
71 cm (28"), how much heat is transferred to ambient (desert) air at
200C? Take the heat transfer coefficient to be 10 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
(0.24 X 10 ~ 3 cal/cm 2 • sec • 0C) and the barrel temperature (as a
design basis) to be 4000C. The conductivity of steel under these
conditions is 0.10 cal/(cm • sec • 0K). From this, given the rate of
heat generation, the number of fins can be specified. Today, circular
fins are used in order to reduce bending stresses caused by longitudinal fins.
3.1I 2 . Porous, cylindrical pellets are used in packed beds for catalytic reactions
ks

of the type A —> Products. Intraparticle diffusion controls the reaction
rate owing to the tortuous passage of reactant through the uniform
porous structure of the pellet.
(a) Ignoring transport at the end caps, perform a steady material balance
for the diffusion-reaction of species A to obtain for linear kinetics

where DA is pore diffusivity of species A, C 4 is molar composition,
ks is surface rate constant, and as represents internal area per unit
volume of pellet.
(b) If the bulk gas composition is C 40 , and the gas velocity is so slow that
a finite film resistance exists at the particle boundary (where r = R),
then introduce the variables transformation
C4

I ksas
V

^AO

U

A

and show the equation in part (a) becomes
2

^y
dx2

<&_
dx

x

2
y

u

(c) Apply the boundary condition
-DA^w\r.R=kc{CA\r-R-CM)
and show

~sr~M V^r)+MV^r)J
Note: As £ c -» oo? the solution is identical to Example 3.3.
3.123. Thin, circular metal fins are used to augment heat transfer from circular
pipes, for example, in home heating units. For such thin fins, heat is
conducted mainly in the radial direction by the metal, losing heat to the
atmosphere by way of a constant heat transfer coefficient h. In Problem
3.3, we introduced the follow variables
y = T-TA
x =

[2h
lbk

to obtain for circular fins

dx2

dx

X y

"

U

(a) If the pipe of radius Rp takes a temperature Tp, and the outer rim of
the fin at position R exists at ambient temperature T4, show that the
temperature profile is
T-TA _
I0(x)K0(xR)-K0(x)I0(xR)
Tp - TA I0(Xp)K0(xR) - I0(xR)K0(xp)
where

x

p ~ M Tk

(b) For small arguments, such that xp < x < xR < 1, show that the
temperature profile in part (a) reduces to

T-TA _ Hi)
3.13*. Darcy's law can be used to represent flow-pressure drop through uniform
packed beds
VOz = ~ ^- -£

O is permeability)

where VOz is the superficial velocity along the axial (z) direction. The
Brinkman correction has been suggested (Bird et al. 1960), so that pipe
wall effects can be accounted for by the modification
U

"

dz

/C^

+

^r dr[r

dr )

(a) For a constant applied pressure gradient such that —dp/dz =
show that a modified Bessel's equation results if we define
\P

K

y = Voz~ V*z\ V& = -F7-

kp/L,
r

(Darcy velocity); x = - =

hence, obtain

(b) Use the symmetry condition to show

What is the remaining boundary condition to find the arbitrary
constant A?

Chapter T1

Integral Functions
4.1

INTRODUCTION
The final step in solving differential equations has been shown to be integration.
This often produced well-known elementary functions, such as the exponential,
logarithmic, and trigonometric types, which show the relationship between
dependent (y) and independent variable (x). However, it frequently occurs that
the final integral cannot be obtained in closed form. If this occurs often enough,
the integral is given a name, and its values are tabulated. Such is the case with
integral expressions such as the error function, the Beta function, and so on. It
is important to know the properties of these functions and their limiting values,
in order to use them to finally close up analytical solutions. We start with the
most common integral relationship: the error function.

4.2

THE ERROR FUNCTION
This function occurs often in probability theory, and diffusion of heat and mass,
and is given the symbolism:
erf(x) = -^[\xp(-p2)dp

(4.1)

Dummy variables within the integrand are used to forestall possible errors in
differentiating erf (x). Thus, the Leibnitz formula for differentiating under the
integral sign is written
d (U1(Ot)
-j—\
daJ
K fix,a)
u0(a)

}

ax =JK
flu,,a)-j
19

(Iu1
'da

du0 fUlMdf(x,
a)
/(wn,a)-7
h/
- = ^ ax

M

° ' > da

JUQM

da

(4.2)
Thus, if we wish to find

^erf(x)

then
^erf(x) = y = ^ e x p ( - x 2 ) = -^exp(-x2)

(4.3)

Fundamentally, erf (jt) is simply the area under the curve of exp(—/32) between
values of /3 = 0 and /3 = x; thus it depends only on the value of x selected. The
normalizing factor 2 / /TT is introduced to ensure the function takes a value of
unity as x -> oo (see Problem 4.10)
erf (oo) = 1
4.2.1

(4.4)

Properties of Error Function
While the erf(x) is itself an integral function, nonetheless it can also be
integrated again, thus the indefinite integral
jexi{x)dx = ?

(4.5)

can be performed by parts, using the differential property given in Eq. 4.3
/erf (jc) dx = fu(x) dv = uv - Jv^

dx

(4.6)

where we let u(x) = erf (jt) and v = x, so that
jerf(x)dx

=x • erf(x) - f-j= exp(-x2)xdx + K

(4.7)

Now, since 2xdx = d(x2), we can write finally,
/ W ( J t ) ^ = J t - e r f (*) + - ^ e x p ( - j c 2 ) +K
J
yV

(4.8)

where K is a constant of integration.
For continuous computation, the erf (JC) can be given an asymptotic expansion
(Abramowitz and Stegun 1965) or it can be represented in terms of the
Confluent Hypergeometric function after Kummer (e.g., see Example 3.4). A
rational approximation given by C. Hastings in Abramowitz and Stegun (1965) is
useful for digital computation
erf (Jt) = 1 - (axt + a2t2 + a3t3)exp(

-Jt 2 ) + e

(4.9)

where
t = l/{l+px)
p = 0.47047,

ax = 0.34802,

a3 = 0.74785;

(4.10)
a2 = -0.09587

e < 2.5 • 10" 5

(4-n)

Table 4.1 Selected Values for Error Function:
exp(-/32)rfj8

erf U ) = - ^ f
x

erf (Jt)

0
0.01
0.1
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
oo

0
0.01128
0.11246
0.52049
0.84270
0.96610
0.99532
1.00000

This approximation ensures erf (oo) = 1. Occasionally, the complementary error
function is convenient; it is defined as
erfc(jt) = 1 - erf (Jt)

(4.12)

Table 4.1 illustrates some selected values for erf (jt).
4.3
4.3.1

THE GAMMA AND BETA FUNCTIONS
The Gamma Function
The Gamma function was apparently first defined by the Swiss mathematician
Euler. In terms of real variable x, it took a product form:

The notation Gamma function was first used by Legendre in 1814. From the
infinite product, the usual integral form can be derived
T(JC) = Ctx-Xe-1
-7O

dt,

x >0

(4.14)

It is clear from this that T(I) = 1, and moreover, integration by parts shows
T(Jt + 1) = J t - T ( j t )

(4.15)

r(/i) = (n - l)T{n - 1)

(4.16)

If x is integer, then since

Table 4.2 Selected Values for Gamma Function:
TU)=

Ctx-le-'dt

x

IXs)

Too
1.01
1.05
1.10
1.15
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90
2.00

1.00000
0.99433
0.97350
0.95135
0.93304
0.91817
0.89747
0.88726
0.88623
0.89352
0.90864
0.93138
0.96177
1.00000

~

we can repeat this to F(I) to get
r(n) = (n - 1)(« - 2)...(2)(1)F(1) = (n - 1)!

(4.17)

The defining integral, Eq. 4.14, is not valid for negative x, and in fact tabulations are usually only given for the range 1 < x < 2; see Table 4.2 for selected
values. These results can be extended for all positive values of x by using
Eq. 4.15. Moreover, we can extend the definition of Gamma function to the
realm of negative numbers (exclusive of negative integers) by application of Eq.
4.15. For integer values, we can also see the requirement ( - 1 ) ! = oo, since
T(I) = 1 and from Eq. 4.16
r(l) =0-r(0) = 0 - (-1)!

(4.18)

It is clear that all negative integers eventually contain T(O), since
T(n - 1) = T(n)/(n

- 1) = T(n + l)/[n(n

- I ) ] , etc.

(4.19)

hence, T(n) is always infinite for negative integers.
Occasionally, the range of integration in Eq. 4.14 is not infinite, and this
defines the incomplete Gamma function
r(jc,r)=

Ct^e-'dt,

x>0, r > 0

(4.20)

EXAMPLE 4J
Prove that T(l/2) = V^.
This can be done analytically as follows, starting with the definition
IY1/2) = Cr1^e-1

dt

(4.21)

Let t = u2 so dt = 2wdw and {t = u\ hence,
T(l/2) = Cle-"2 du

(4.22)

Thus the right-hand side is a form of the error function, and moreover, since
erf (oo) = l ? then

iCe-^du = yfc-^ Ce-u2du = ^

(4.23)

This example allows us to write, for integer n
T[n + \) = ( 2 " - l ) ( 2 H - 3 ) ( 2 r S ) . . . ( 3 ) ( l ) ^

4.3.2

^

The Beta Function
The Beta function contains two arguments, but these can be connected to
Gamma functions, so we define
B(x,

y) = Ctx~\\
-7O

- t ) y ' 1 dt;

x>0,y>0

(4.25)

+ y)

(4.26)

It is an easy homework exercise to show
B(x, y) = r(x)T(y)/r(x
From this, it is clear that B(x, y) = B(y, x).
4.4

THE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS
In our earlier studies of the nonlinear Pendulum problem (Example 2.6), we
arrived at an integral expression, which did not appear to be tabulated. The
physics of this problem is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where R denotes the length of
(weightless) string attached to a mass m, 6 denotes the subtended angle, and g
is the acceleration due to gravity. Application of Newton's law along the path s

Fy = mgsin 0

mg

Figure 4.1 Pendulum problem.

yields
d2B
—Y + a)2 sin 6 = 0
where the natural frequency, co = ^/(g/R)
yields

(4.27)

. Replacing as before p = d0/dt

+ co2 sin 6 = 0

(4.28)

p 2 = 2w 2 cos0 + C1

(4.29)

p^~
hence

If the velocity is zero; that is,

at some initial angle a, then p(a) = 0, so
C1 = -2w 2 cos ( a )

(4.30)

We then have, taking square roots
P= ^ - = ±^2a)2(cos0 - cos a)

(4.31)

hence for positive angles
rfg
.
= dt
2
y2o) (cos 6 — cos a )

(4.32)

If we inquire as to the time required to move from angle zero to a, then this is
exactly 1/4 the pendulum period, so that
T
4

=

_J_ /•«
dd
0)^/2 ^o Vcos 6 - cos a

Now, if we define k = sin (a/2), and using the identities
cos0 = 1 - 2 sin2 ( 0 / 2 )
(4.34)

9

cos a = 1 - 2sin2 ( a / 2 )
gives

. d6
]jk ~sm

T-lr

(4.35)
(jj

Introducing a new variable <p
siny = k sin <p

(4.36)

then <p ranges from 0 to v/2 when 6 goes from 0 to a. Noting that,

^

=

2fe cos <p dip
J
= —/
/flx

C 0 8 (I)

,

U ^
.=- • d(p

(4.37)

2

^l-^'sin ^

we finally obtain

r^f/2
wJ

d(p

.

o

^ l - ^ t 2 sin2 cp

(4.38)

The integral term is called the complete Elliptical integral of the first kind and is
widely tabulated (Byrd and Friedman 1954). In general, the incomplete elliptic
integrals are defined by

F(k,<p) = I*-j=

ff .

(4.39)

which is the first kind, and
E(k,<p) = C^l
-7O

- k2sin2(3 • dp

(4.40)

which is the second kind. These are said to be "complete" if <p = v/2, and they
are denoted under such conditions as simply F(k) and E(k), since they depend
only on the parameter k.

The series expansions of the elliptic integrals are useful for computation. For
the range 0 < k < 1, the complete integral expansions are

«k) - j [ l+ (»)'*»+ ( ^ ) V+ ( ^ | ) V

+

... ] ,4.41)

and
17/1 x

7 7

L Il\2i2

/l-3\2fc

4

/ 1 - 3 - 5 \2ik6

1

/AA^

Table 4.3 gives selected values for the complete integrals in terms of angle <p
(degrees), where k = sin 9.
It is useful to compare the nonlinear solution of the pendulum problem to an
approximate solution; for small angles, sin 6 ~ 6, hence Eq. 4.27 becomes
+O)2O = O

j ^

(4.43)

This produces the periodic solution
6 =Acos(cot) +Bsin(a)t)

(4.44)

Now, since it was stated

£-°
at time zero, such that 0(0) = a, then we must take B = O. Moreover, we see

Table 4.3 Selected Values for Complete Elliptic Integrals: k = sin <p
<p (degrees)

FU)

0
1
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

1.5708
1.5709
1.5738
1.5828
1.6200
1.6858
1.7868
1.9356
2.1565
2.5046
3.1534
00

Wk)
1.5708
1.5707
1.5678
1.5589
1.5238
1.4675
1.3931
1.3055
1.2111
1.1184
1.0401
1.000

that A = a, so we find
6 = a cos (o)t)

(4.45)

This can be solved directly for time
cot = cos'1 (6/a)

(4.46)

The time required for 0 to move from 0 to a is again T/A (1/4 the period), so
that

We can compare this with the exact result in Eq. 4.38, using the first two terms
of the expansion in Eq. 4.41, since it is required k ^ 1

T-=?HT)'*2+-]

<4-«»

Now, suppose a = 10°, so that sin a/2 = k = 0.087, hence the exact solution
gives approximately
7 " ^ f [ I +0.001899]

(4.49)

Thus, the approximate ODE in Eq. 4.43 sustains a very small error (per period)
if the original deflected angle a is small (less than 10°). Corrections for bearing
friction and form drag on the swinging mass are probably more significant.
4.5

THE EXPONENTIAL AND TRIGONOMETRIC INTEGRALS
Integrals of exponential and trigonometric functions appear so frequently, they
have become widely tabulated (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965). These functions
also arise in the inversion process for Laplace transforms. The exponential, sine,
and cosine integrals are defined according to the relations:

Ei(x)= [X ™¥±dt

(4.50)

a-(x)_r*!i£l*

(4.5D

G(X)- f ^P- dt

(4.52)

-7O

l

The exponential integral for negative arguments is represented by
-Ei{ -x) = r e x P ( ~ 0
J

x

dt =

£i(X)

l

The behavior of these integral functions is illustrated in Fig. 4.2

(4.53)

Ei(x)

X

(a)

Figure 4.2a Plot of Ei(x) versus x.

K

2

X

(b)

Figure 4.2ft Plots of SKx) and CKx) versus x.

Only the sine integral remains finite at the origin, and this information is
helpful in evaluating arbitrary constants of integration. It is also important to
note that Ei(x) is infinite at x -> oo, hence Ei{—x) is also unbounded as
x -> - oo. These boundary values are worth listing
5/(0) = 0; Ci(O) = -oo; Ei(O) = -oo; E1(O) = +oo
Ei(oo) = +oo; E1(Oo) = 0; Ex(— oo) = oo
Useful recipes for calculating integral functions are available in Press et al.
(1988).
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4.7

PROBLEMS
4.I3. One complementary solution of the equation

*20+(*-»(*£->)-A~
is ^1 = JcC1 as seen by inspection.
(a) Show that the second linearly independent, complementary solution
can be constructed from the first as

y2 = C2xf^-dx
(b) Since the indefinite integral is not tabulated, introduce limits and
obtain using a new arbitrary constant
oo

/^

p-t

—dt

Now we see that tabulated functions can be used
y2 = C'2xEi(-x)

so the complete complementary solution is
yc = C1X + C2xEi(

-x)

(c) Use the method of variation of parameters and prove that a particular solution is
yp =

-*e~x

so the complete solution is finally,
-e~x]

y{x) = X[C1^C2EIi-X)
4.22. We wish to find the value of the sine integral
„.,
5|

/-00Sm(O ,

x

(°°)

=

/ ~~T^
jQ

dt

i

A useful, general approach is to redefine the problem as

J0

I

Then produce the differential

(a) Use integration by parts twice on the integral expression to show
d}_ _

1

dp "

1 + p2

Hence,
I(p) = - t a n " 1 p +K
where K is an arbitrary constant of integration.
(b) Invoke the condition that /(oo) = 0; hence, show that K = TT/2, and
so get the sought-after result
/(0) = 5/(CO) = J
4.32« The complementary error function can be expressed as
erfc(jc) = - L
V7T

re-u2du

3

x

We wish to develop an asymptotic expression for erfc(x), valid for large
arguments.
(a) Use integration by parts to show
e~*2

2

r°°

r00

1

2

j(V" du = - J - - Jx —e-du
(b) Repeat this process again on the new integral to get

r
/

l

e

~x2

-u^

—j e " du = —j

re~u\

3

- j / —r du

(c) Show that continuation finally yields
/ e " du « ^ — 1 - —=• +

^

2x

2

[

2x

y
22

(2x

)

=- + • • •
2 3

(2x )

and thus for large arguments
erfc(x) « —T^
JCVTT

4.42. The Beta function can be expressed in alternative form by substituting
t = sin2 6;

1 - f = cos2 6

(a) Show that
B(x, y) = 2JT 72 Sm 2 *- 1 6> • cos 2 ^ 1 (9 dd
o
(b) Now, use the substitution t = cos2 6, repeat the process in (a) and
thereby prove
B(x,y) =B(y,x)
4.53. Use the method illustrated in Problem 8.2 to evaluate

J0

X

and thus obtain the useful result
I(a) = \TT erf (a)

(II)

(a) Apply two successive differentiations with respect to a and show that
da2

da

(b) Replace dl/da with p and obtain
p =y4exp(-a2)
and then deduce that A = VTT .
(c) Integrate again and show that
I(a) = jTT erf (a) +B
Since the defining integral shows 7(0) = 0, then B = O, hence obtain the
elementary result in (II) above.
4.62. Evaluate the derivative of the Gamma function and see
r'(jc) =

}

ax

tx-\\nt)e-ldt

' = /

J0

and then show that at x = 1
T(I) = - y
where y = 0.5772 is Euler's constant

y- ^f
4.72.

1+

I + i + ^+ - - - + ^ - l n ( " ) )

An approximation to T(x + 1) for large x can be obtained by an
elementary change of variables,
(a) Starting with
T(x + 1) = Ctxe-%dt
J

o

change variables to
_ t -x
and show that
r

( * + i) , r

e-rMl

+

jL\xdT

(b) Rearrange the integral by noting

(i+£)*—p[,h(i+£)]
then use the Taylor expansion for In(I + T/ 4x) around the point
T = 0; that is,
1/1
x i /n
In(I+X)=In(I)

<Hn(l+jc)
\ x
>x ^ x +

+

T x

1 d 2 ln(l +x)
^ 2
>

2
x_o-x>

(this is called the Maclauren expansion) and thus shows
T(JC+I)
[^
J x x+1/2 = /

\
e x p- r V x

+

I T
\1
T2
x - ^ - y - + ••• \ \ d r

+/" exp -TVX+ x InIl
3

^

[

I

+

^ - I \ dr
VJC

/J

(c) For large JC, the second integral has a narrow range of integration, so
ignore it and hence show
r

(*

e-xxx

+ 1

)

a

+ l/2

^

yjL7r

When x = n (an integer), we have T(n + 1) = n\, so the above yields the
useful result

4.8r

This is known as Stirling's formula. It is quite accurate even for relatively
small n; for example, forrc= 3, n!= 6, while Stirling's formula gives
3! = 5.836.
Evaluate the integral
_

/-TT/6

•^o

J ^

Jl - 4 sin 2 </>

and show that

4.92. It is useful to obtain a formula to calculate elliptic integrals outside the
range normally provided in tables (0 to v/2 radians). Use the relations
F(k,ir)=2F(k)
E(k,ir) =2E{k)

to show
F(k94> + nur) = 2mF(k) + F(k,4>)
E(k,<f> + m77) =2mE(k)

+ E(k,cf>)

m = 0,1,2,3,...
4.1O2. Show that

cb(a + 1)/c

J0

and then use this result to show the important probability integral has
the value

J e

dx= - = -

Chapter 3

Staged-Process Models:
The Calculus
of Finite Differences
5.1

INTRODUCTION
Chemical processing often requires connecting finite stages in series fashion.
Thus, it is useful to develop a direct mathematical language to describe
interaction between finite stages. Chemical engineers have demonstrated considerable ingenuity in designing systems to cause intimate contact between
countercurrent flowing phases, within a battery of stages. Classic examples of
their clever contrivances include plate-to-plate distillation, mixer-settler systems
for solvent extraction, leaching batteries, and stage-wise reactor trains. Thus,
very small local driving forces are considerably amplified by imposition of
multiple stages. In the early days, stage-to-stage calculations were performed
with highly visual graphical methods, using elementary principles of geometry
and algebra. Modern methods use the speed and capacity of digital computation. Analytic techniques to exploit finite-difference calculus were first published
by Tiller and Tour (1944) for steady-state calculations, and this was followed by
treatment of unsteady problems by Marshall and Pigford (1947).
We have seen in Chapter 3 that finite difference equations also arise in Power
Series solutions of ODEs by the Method of Frobenius; the recurrence relations
obtained there are in fact finite-difference equations. In Chapters 7 and 8, we
show how finite-difference equations also arise naturally in the numerical
solutions of differential equations.
In this chapter, we develop analytical solution methods, which have very close
analogs with methods used for linear ODEs. A few nonlinear difference
equations can be reduced to linear form (the Riccati analog) and the analogous
Euler-Equidimensional finite-difference equation also exists. For linear equations, we again exploit the property of superposition. Thus, our general solutions will be composed of a linear combination of complementary and particular
solutions.

5.1.1

Modeling Multiple Stages
Certain assumptions arise in stage calculations, especially when contacting
immiscible phases. The key assumptions relate to the intensity of mixing and the
attainment of thermodynamic equilibrium. Thus, we often model stages using
the following idealizations:

• CSTR Assumption (Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor) implies that the compo
sition everywhere within the highly mixed fluid inside the vessel is exactly
the same as the composition leaving the vessel.
• Ideal Equilibrium Stage Assumption is the common reference to an "ideal"
stage, simply implying that all departing streams are in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium.
As we show by example, there are widely accepted methods to account for
practical inefficiencies that arise, by introducing, for example, Murphree Stage
efficiency, and so on.
To illustrate how finite-difference equations arise, consider the countercurrent liquid-liquid extraction battery shown in Fig. 5.1. We first assume the
phases are completely immiscible (e.g., water and kerosene). The heavy underflow phase has a continuous mass flow L (water, kg/sec), and the light solvent
phase flows at a rate V (kerosene, kg/sec). Under steady-state operation, we
wish to extract a solute X0 (e.g., acetic acid) from the heavy phase, and transfer
it to the light phase (kerosene), using a nearly pure solvent with composition
YN+1. Since the solvent flows are constant, it is convenient in writing the solute
balance to use mass ratios
Y = mass solute/mass extracting solvent

(5.1)

X = mass solute/mass carrier solvent

(5.2)

The equilibrium relation is taken to be linear, so that
Yn = KXn

(5.3)

With a slight change in the meaning of the symbols, we could also use this
model to describe countercurrent distillation; here V would be the vapor phase,
and L would denote the downflowing liquid. We illustrate distillation through
an example later as a case for nonlinear equations.

Figure 5.1 Continuous countercurrent extraction cascade.

A material balance on the nth stage can be written, since accumulation is nil
(steady state)
LXn^

+ VYn+ 1 -LXn-VYn

=O

(5.4)

We can eliminate either X or Y, using Eq. 5.3. Since we are most concerned
with the concentration of the light product phase (Y1), we choose to eliminate
X; hence,
(^)Yn-I

+ VYn+ 1 - [^Yn

-VYn

=O

(5.5)

Dividing through by V yields a single parameter, so we have finally,
Yn + 1 - (P + I)Yn+PYn^

=O

(5.6)

where

This equation could be incremented upward (replace n with n + 1) to readily
see that a second order difference equation is evident
Yn+2-(p+

I)Yn + 1+/3Yn

=O

(5.7)

Thus, the order of a difference equation is simply the difference between the
highest and lowest subscripts appearing on the dependent variable (Y in the
present case). Thus, we treat n as an independent variable, which takes on only
integer values.
5.2

SOLUTION METHODS FOR LINEAR FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
It was stated at the outset that analytical methods for linear difference equations are quite similar to those applied to linear ODE. Thus, we first find the
complementary solution to the homogeneous (unforced) equation, and then add
the particular solution to this. We shall use the methods of Undetermined
Coefficients and Inverse Operators to find particular solutions.
The general linear finite difference equation of A:th order can be written just
as we did in Section 2.5 for ODE
Yn+k + *k-i(n)

• Yn+k_x + • • • +aQ(n)YH = f(n)

(5.8)

It frequently occurs that the coefficients ak are independent of n and take
constant values. Moreover, as we have seen, the second order equation arises
most frequently, so we illustrate the complementary solution for this case
Yn+2+

Ci1Yn + 1+U0Yn

=O

(5.9)

Staged processes usually yield a negative value for U1, and by comparing with
the extraction battery, Eq. 5.7, we require ax = -(/3 + 1) and a0 = p.

5.2.1

Complementary Solutions
In solving ODE, we assumed the existence of solutions of the form y =
Aexp(rx) where r is the characteristic root, obtainable from the characteristic
equation. In a similar manner, we assume that linear, homogeneous finite
difference equations have solutions of the form, for example, in the previous
extraction problem
Yn=A(T)"

(5.10)

where A is an arbitrary constant obtainable from end conditions (i.e., where
n = 0, n = N + 1, etc.). Thus, inserting this into this second order Eq. 5.9, with
^ 1 = -(/3 + 1) and a0 = /3 yields the characteristic equation for the extraction
battery problem
r2 - (/3 + \)r + /3 = 0

(5.11)

This implies two characteristic values obtainable as

r

i,2 —

(ff + l) + y/(/3 + l ) 2 - 4 f f
2

(p

~~

+ 1) ± Q - 1)
2

w* l z /

which gives two distinct roots
T 1 =JS;

r2=l

Linear superposition then requires the sum of the two solutions of the form in
Eq. 5.10, so that
Yn =A(rY)n

+ B(r2)n=

A(f$)n + B(I)"

(5.13)

We can now complete the solution for the extraction battery. Thus, taking the
number of stages TV to be known, it is usual to prescribe the feed composition,
X0, and the solvent composition YN+1. From these, it is possible to find the
constants A and B by defining the fictitious quantity F 0 = KX0; hence
KX0 = A(/3)° + B(I)0 =A + B
YN+1=A(P)N+1+B

(5.14)
(5.15)

so we can solve for A and B

A

=T-^'1

and
P _ YN+I ~ KXOPN+1

(5 16)

-

The general solution then becomes

Yn = (*f°_~^r)r + (YN+\~_™fr)

(5-18)

and the exit composition is obtained by taking n = 1; hence,

[Xy 0 JB(I- g " ) + F N + 1 ( I -P)]
i [l-j8" + 1 ]

y

(

}

It is possible, if Y1, YN+1 and /3 are specified, to rearrange Eq. 5.19 to solve for
the required number of stages to effect a specified level of enrichment. Thus,
rearranging to solve for fiN+l gives

^"

=

\

SI

1 Y

=

*

(5 20)

'

L" A
If we denote the ratio on the right-hand side as ifj, then taking logarithms gives

In the case just considered, the characteristic roots rl2 were distinct. However,
it is also possible for the roots to be equal. For this case, with rx = r2 = r, we
proceed exactly as for continuous ODE, and write the second linearly independent solution as nrn\ hence,
Yn = (A +Bn)rn

(5.22)

It is also possible for the roots to take on complex values, and these will always
occur in conjugate pairs
rx = a + ico;

r2 = a — ico

(5.23)

As we illustrate more fully in Chapter 9, such complex numbers can always be
written in polar form
rx = a + io) = \r\exp(i(p)

(5.24)

r2 = a - ico = \r\exp(—i<p)

(5.25)

where
\r\ = V7O-2 + a)2 ;

<p = t a n " 1

(co/a)

Here, |r| is called the modulus, and <p is the phase angle. It is now clear that the
Euler formula can be used to good effect
| r | e x p ( i » =|r|[cos(?) +/sin(<p)]

(5.26)

so we insert the two complex roots and rearrange to get
Yn = \r\n[ A cos (n<p) +B sin (n<p)]

(5.27)

since
exp (in<p) = cos (n<p) + / sin (n<p)
EKMiPLESJ
It is desired to find the required number of ideal stages in the extraction
cascade illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Take the feed-to-solvent ratio (L/V) and
equilibrium distribution constant (K) to be unity, then /3 = L/(KV) = 1. Pure
solvent is specified, so YN+1 = 0 kg solute/kg solvent, and the feed is X0 = 1 kg
solute/kg carrier. It is desired to produce a rich extract product such that
Y1 = 0.9 kg solute/kg solvent.
This problem can be solved by classical methods, using graphical construction
as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The stage-to-stage calculations require linear connections between equilibrium line (i.e., departing streams) and operating line. The
passing streams are related by way of a material balance between any stage n
and the first stage, and this relationship is called the operating line; thus, we

Equilibrium line
Yn
Operating line

Figure 5.2 Graphical stage-to-stage calculations.

write the material balance:
VYn+ 1 +LX0 = VY1 + LXn

(5.28)

and rearrange to find Yn+ 1 = f(Xn) which is the operating line
Yn + 1-(y)xn

+ (Y1-X0^)

(5.29)

with slope L/ V and intercept (Y1 - X0 L/ V). This line is plotted along with
the equilibrium curve (Yn = KXn) in Fig. 5.2, and stages are stepped-off as
illustrated to yield N = 9 stages.
A direct computation could have been performed using Eq. 5.21. However,
since /3 = 1, a difficulty arises, since
log(<A)/log(/3) = log(l)/log(l) = 0/0
which is indeterminate. To resolve this difficulty, we can perform the limiting
operation

<"+1J-SSw-

(5 30)

-

To perform this limit, we can use the series expansion for logarithms
log (x) = (x - 1) - \(x - I) 2 + • • •

(5.31)

so for x ~ 1, use the first term to get
(N + 1) = hm

T^

TT

(5.32)

This gives a finite limit, since (/3 - 1) cancels and we finally get

valid for /3 = 1. Inserting the given parameters yields
( N

+

I ) =

(1

_1Q9) = 1 0

- : N = 9

(5.34)

We could also have resolved this indeterminacy using L'Hopital's rule.
In Section 2.4.2, we illustrated how to reduce a certain class of variable
coefficient ODE to an elementary constant coefficient form; such equation
forms were called Equidimensional or Euler equations. The analog of this also

exists for finite difference equations; for example,
(n + 2)(n + I)Yn+2+A(n

+ I)Yn+1 +BYn = O

(5.35)

This can be reduced to constant coefficient status by substituting
Y

(5-36)

n = TTT

hence, we have in terms of z
Zn+2+Azn

+1+Bzn

=O

(5.37)

EMMPlMSJ
Find the analytical solution for an in the recurrence relation given in Eq. 3.9,
subject only to the condition aQ is different from 0
«n + 2 (» + 2)(« + 1) - 2an +l(n + 1) + an = 0

(5.38)

As suggested in Eq. 5.36, let

a

" = Sf

( 5J9 >

so we get a relation for an
an+2-2an

+1

+ an = 0

(5.40)

Now, assume a solution for this constant coefficient case to be
an=Arn

(5.41)

so the characteristic equation is
r2 - Ir + 1 = 0

(5.42)

Hence, we have equal roots: rx = r2 = 1. According to Eq. 5.22, the solution is
an = (A + Bn)rn = {A + £n)

(5.43)

{A +Bn)
an = ~—j[\—"

( 5 - 44 )

and so from Eq. 5.38,

Now, the only boundary condition we have stipulated is that a0 is different from
0, so one of the constants A or B must be set to zero. If we set A = O, then we

would have

But when n = 0, then ( - 1 ) ! = ». This says « 0 = 0. Thus, we must set B = 0
and write #„ = A/n\. Now, since ^ 0 is different from zero, set n = 0 to see that
^4 = fl0, since 0! = 1. This reproduces the result given by Eq. 3.10, with r = 1

«n - S
5.3

(5.46)

PARTICULAR SOLUTION METHODS
We shall discuss two techniques to find particular solutions for finite difference
equations, both having analogs with continuous ODE solution methods:
1. Method of Undetermined Coefficients
2. Method of Inverse Operators
A Variation of Parameters analog was published by Fort (1948).

5.3.1

Method of Undetermined Coefficients
Under forced conditions, the constant coefficient, second order finite difference
equation can be written, following Eq. 5.8
Yn+2+

O1Yn + 1 +Ci0Yn =f(n)

(5.47)

where f(n) is usually a polynomial function of n. Thus, if the forcing function is
of the form
f(n)

=b0 + bxn + b2n2 + • • •

(5.48)

then the particular solution is also assumed to be of the same form
Ynp = a0 + Ct1H + a2n2 + • • •

(5.49)

where at are the undetermined coefficients. The particular solution is inserted
into the defining equation, yielding a series of algebraic relations obtained by
equating coefficients of like powers. Difficulties arise if the forcing function has
the same form as one of the complementary solutions. Thus, linear independence of the resulting solutions must be guaranteed, as we illustrated earlier,
for example, in Eq. 5.22 (for the occurrence of equal roots). We illustrate the
method by way of examples in the following.

Find the particular solution for the forced finite difference equation
Vn + X-Iyn-

3yn^

= (n + l)

(5.50)

Inserting an assumed solution of form
yn = a0 + axn

(5.51)

into Eq. 5.50 yields
a0 + Ot1(H + 1) - 2(a0 + OL1Ti) - 3[a 0 + ax(n - I)] = n + 1 (5.52)
Equating coefficients of unity and rc gives, first for coefficient of unity
a

o + ai ~ 2a0 ~ 3a0 + 3«! = 1

(5.53)

4«! - 4a 0 = 1

(5.54)

hence,

Next, coefficients of n give
^1 — 2 ^ 1— 3 a t = 1

.*.«! = — -T

(5.55)

We can now solve Eq. 5.54 for a0
aQ=-\

(5.56)

The particular solution can now be written
ypn = -\~\n

(5.57)

To check linear independence with the complementary parts, first find the
characteristic roots from the homogeneous equation to see
r2 - Ir - 3 = 0

.\r1>2 = 3 , - 1

ycn=A(3)n + B(-l)n

(5.58)
(5.59)

and these are obviously independent of the particular solutions. The general
solution is written as before: yn = ycn + y%. The coefficients A and B are found
for the general solution using end conditions.
EKAMPLE SA
Repeat the previous problem, except the forcing function, f(n) = (3)n.
It is clear that an assumed solution of the form
ypn = «(3)"

(5.60)

will not be linearly independent of one of the complementary solutions.

Therefore, we assume a solution form, which is clearly independent
yZ = pn(3)"

(5.61)

p(n + 1)3" +1 - 2pn3n - 3p(n - I)S"" 1 = 3n

(5.62)

Inserting this gives

Dividing through by 3" gives
3p(n + 1) - lfin - p(n - 1) = 1

(5.63)

Equating coefficients of unity allows the undetermined coefficient P to be found
3/3 + /3 = 1

:.p = \

(5.64)

Coefficients of n are exactly balanced, since
3Pn - ipn -IPn = O

(5.65)

as required. Thus, the linearly independent particular solution is
yZ = n&-

(5.66)

yn=A(3)"+B(-l)" + n&-

(5.67)

and the general solution is

5.3.2

Inverse Operator Method
This method parallels the Heaviside operator method used in Chapter 2. We
first define the incrementing operator as
Ey0 = yx
E(yn-l)=yn
E(Eyn_2)=E2yn_2=yn

(5.68)
(5.69)
(5.70)

In fact, operating n times shows
yn = EnyQ

(5.71)

The exponent n can take positive or negative integer values; if n is negative, we

increment downward. The equivalent of Rule 1 in Chapter 2 for arbitrary c is
Ecn

= c

n

+

l =ccn

Emcn = cm+n =

^j2)

^n

(5 73)

and as before, for any polynomial of E, Rule 1 is
P(E)cn =P(c)cn

(5.74)

This has obvious applications to find particular solutions when f(n) = cn. The
analogous form for Rule 2 is
P(E)(c"fn)=c"P(cE)fn

(5.75)

Here, we see that cE replaces E. This product rule has little practical value in
problem solving.
Thus, we can rewrite Eq. 5.47 as
(E2 + axE + aQ)yn=f(n)

(5.76)

Now, if f(n) takes the form Kc", then we can solve directly for the particular
solution
y

n = T^—^r—^Kc"
[E + Ci1E + a0)

(5.77)

With the usual provision that the inverse operator can be expanded in series, we
have, using Rule 1,

provided c2 + a{c + a0 is different from zero.
EK4MPLM5.5
Find the particular solution for
yn+2-2yn

+ l-8yn

= e"

(5.79)

Writing in operator notation, we have in one step
vp =

y»

[E2-2E-8]

e" = e"

[e2-2e-8]

(5 8(M

(

'

This would have required considerably more algebra using the method of
undetermined coefficients. To check for linear independence, the roots of the

homogeneous equation are
r2 - Ir - 8 = 0

:.rl2 = 4, - 2

(5.81)

so the general solution is
yn=A(4)"+B(-2r+[e2_e;e_8]

5.4

(5.82)

NONLINEAR EQUATIONS (RICCATI EQUATION)
Very few nonlinear equations yield analytical solutions, so graphical or trial—
error solution methods are often used. There are a few nonlinear finite
difference equations, which can be reduced to linear form by elementary
variable transformation. Foremost among these is the famous Riccati equation
yn + iyn + Ayn + 1 + Byn + C = 0

(5.83)

We translate the coordinates by letting
yn = zn + 8

(5.84)

Inserting this into Eq. 5.83 yields
Zn+ 1Zn + (A + 8)zn

+l

+ (B + 8)zn + 82 + (A + B)8 + C = 0 (5.85)

We use the last group of terms to define 8
82 + (A+B)8

+ C= 0

(5.86)

The remainder can be made linear by dividing by Zn+ 1Zn and introducing a new
variable

(B + 8)vn+1

+ (A +S)Vn

+1 = 0

(5.88)

This is an elementary first order linear equation with forcing by a constant. The
characteristic root is simply

and the particular solution, taking f(n) = — 1 • 1", is simply (using inverse
operators)
"•'--[A+B

+ 28]

{5M)

so the general solution is, replacing Vn = l/[yn — 8]

J-^8

-K[-TTS\

~ [A +B + 28]

(5 91)

'

where K is an arbitrary constant.
EMMPLM SJ
The cascade shown in Fig. 5.1 could also represent a plate-to-plate distillation
operation if we denote yn as solute mole fraction in vapor and Xn is the fraction
in liquid. For constant molar flow rates, L and V are then constant. Now, yN+l
represents hot vapor feed, and xQ represents desired product recycle, which is
rich in the volatile solute. For the high concentration expected, the relative
volatility (a) is taken to be constant, so the equilibrium relation can be taken as

This is obtained from the usual definition of relative volatility for binary systems

- - -tk

(5 3)

-'

(l-*n)

The material balance between the nth and first plate is the same as in Eq. 5.28,
except replace Yn with yn, and so on
Vn+ I = (WV)Xn+

(V1-X0LZV)

(5.94)

This equation represents a general plate in the enriching section of a binary
distillation column. In the usual case, a total condenser is used, so V = L + D,
and L/D = R is the recycle ratio, D being the distillate product removed. In
the present case, it is the liquid composition that is monitored, so we proceed to
eliminate yn using the equilibrium relation, Eq. 5.92

Since a total condenser is used, yx = X0 and L/V = R/(R + 1), so the intercept term becomes xo/(R + 1). Multiplying through by [1 + (a - D* n + 1] yields
a form of the Riccati equation

JTTT (* " l)XnXn + l + [ ^

+

!*° - aj*n + l

Rearranging this to the familiar form gives
xnxn
A

+ 1+Axn+1+Bxn

+C=0

(5.97)

x o ( « - I ) - « ( * + !)
~
(a-I)R

C=

(5>98)

^
R(a - 1)

The solution has already been worked out in Eq. 5.91, so write
1
Xn -8

=K\
A

[

A + 8]n
B + «]

1
[ , 4 + 5 + 2S]

l

'

The parameter 5 can be found by solving the quadratic in Eq. 5.86. However, a
geometric basis was presented in Mickley et al. (1957) by the following expedient. Let the intersection of the operating and equilibrium curve be denoted by
y, x. Thus, ignoring subscripts, we search for the intersection

y = TTFT* + TTTT

( 5 ' 10 °)

y - [i + C«-Dx]

(5 101)

and

-

Eliminating y, one can obtain
x2 + (A + B)x + C = O

(5.102)

which is identical to the equation for 8. Thus, the parameter 8 represents the
jc-value of the point of intersection for the operating line and the equilibrium
curve. The arbitrary constant K can be found if the composition xQ is known
(corresponding to n = 0). Thus, it is seen that
K = —^-=• + A , p , „
x0 - 8
A + B + 28

(5.103)
'

v

To find the number of stages N in the upper (enriching) section, the composition yN+x or xN must be known. Rearrangement, followed by taking logarithm
(as in Eqs. 5.20 and 5.21) allows TV to be computed.

5.5
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5.6

PROBLEMS
5.I 2 . Find the analytical solutions for the following finite difference equations
O)

yn+3 ~ 3yn + 2 + 2yn+1 = 0

(b)

yn+3 ~ 6 y n + 2 + Hy n + 1 - 6yn = 0

(c)

yn+2yn = yl+\

Hint: Use logarithms
(d)

Rxn_x-Rxn

= vsxn

when
* o -

s

is initial state.
5.2*. A continuous cascade of stirred tank reactors consists of TV tanks in series
as shown below.

The feed to the first tank contains C0 moles/cc of component A. Each
tank undergoes the irreversible reaction A -> B so that the reaction rate
is Rn = kCn (moles/cc/sec). The volume rate of flow in the cascade is
constant at a value L (cc/sec).

(a) Show that the material balance for the (n H- l)th tank yields, at steady
state
c

c

"

kfi

n +1

+ 1

where On = Vn/L is residence time.
(b) Show that the relationship between first and last stages is

£>

C =
N

(IcO1 + l)(fcfl2 + I ) " " (k0N + 1)

(c) If the rate constant k is invariant, show that the highest concentration
of B, which may be produced by the cascade, occurs when all volumes
are equal: V1 = V2 = VN, with only the provision that total volume
(VT = V1 + V2 + • • • + VN) remains constant.
Hint: The maximum in B occurs when A is minimum, so search for
the minimum in CN using
dCN=

E ^dOn
n= \

=O

n

with the constraint that

5.33. Pigford et al. (1969) developed a simple equilibrium model to predict
separations in a closed packed column. The process, called "parametric
pumping," uses the synchronization of fluid motion and adsorption to
effect a separation. Thus, on upflow the column is made hot (low adsorption on solid), while on downflow the column is made cold (high adsorption on solid). The bottom and top compositions depend on cycle number
n according to
{yB)n-{yB)n-\\^y
(yT)n = (yT)n-\

b<\
+ (yB)n-*y I

+

^)

where the dimensionless parameter b reflects the difference in adsorption
between hot and cold conditions. The starting conditions were given as
(yB\=o = y0

Show that the separation factor for this process is
(yT>n

/„ ,

<>r>2-y o (i + T T

(l + b\2

2b \(l+b\"

F

.

)

Is the separation factor bounded as n -> oo?
5.4*. A gas-liquid chemical reaction is carried out in a cascade of shallow
bubble columns, which are assumed to be well mixed owing to the mixing
caused by gas bubbles. Each column contains H moles of liquid composed mainly of inert, nonvolatile solvent with a small amount of dissolved, nonvolatile catalyst. Liquid does not flow from stage to stage. Pure
gas A is fed to the first column at a rate G (moles/sec). The exit gas
from stage one goes to stage two, and so on. On each stage, some A
dissolves and reacts to form a volatile product B by way of the reversible
reaction
A^B
A linear rate law is assumed to exist for each pathway. The B formed by
reaction is stripped and carried off by the gas bubbling through the liquid
mixture. Overall absorption, desorption efficiencies are predictable using
Murphree's vapor rule
—

/7

A

yV

A

A

V
n — \1 — Jn

y<t-,-{?ty
yB

B

~

,

-yB

y?-i-(ynB)*

where the equilibrium solubilities obey Henry's law

{yBnf = rnBxBn
Here, yn and Xn denote mole fractions, for the nth stage, and in the
vapor phase, only A and B exist, so that y£ + y% = 1.
(a) The moles of A or B lost to the liquid phase can be represented in
terms of stage efficiency; thus, for component A

GW-!-yf)

= GEA[y^x - (y^)*] = GEA{y?_x-mAxf)

Write the steady-state material balances for the liquid phase and show

that

where
1/
F

kBH\
GE

\

~mB +

p

)

A

kBHA
- ^ -

EB-EA
I
I

A

kAH\(
GE

A )\

kBHA\
B

G

I

kBH
GE

A \

I

kAHA\
A

G

I

(b) Find the relationship to predict y* as a function of n, where y£ = 1.
(c) The statement of the problem implies mB ;^> m^ ( 5 is volatile)
EB > EA (volatiles have higher efficiencies), and kA> kB. Are these
the appropriate conditions on physical properties to maximize production of Bl Compute the composition y£, leaving the 5th stage for the
following conditions:
mB = 10; mA = 1;

-77 = 0.1 sec" 1 ;

/c^ = 2 sec" 1 ;

EA = EB = 0.5;

Zc5 = 1 sec

Ans: 0.92
5.53. A hot vapor stream containing 0.4 mole fraction ammonia and 0.6 mole
fraction water is to be enriched in a distillation column consisting of
enriching section and total condenser. The saturated vapor at 6.8 atm
pressure (100 psia) is injected at a rate 100 moles/hour at the bottom of
the column. The liquid distillate product withdrawn from the total condenser has a composition 0.9 mole fraction NH 3 . Part of the distillate is
returned as reflux, so that 85% of the NH 3 charged must be recovered as
distillate product.
(a) Complete the material balance and show that xN = 0.096 (mole
fraction NH 3 in liquid leaving Nth tray) and that the required reflux
ratio is R = 1.65.
(b) The NH 3 -H 2 O system is highly nonideal, and hence, the relative
volatility is not constant, so that the assumption of constant molar
overflow is invalid. Nonetheless, we wish to estimate the number of
ideal stages necessary, using the single available piece of vapor-liquid
equilibria data at 6.8 atm pressure: y(NH3) = 0.8 when Jc(NH3) = 0.2.
This suggests a « 16. Use this information and the results from
Example 5.6 to find the required number of ideal stages (an enthalpycomposition plot shows that exactly two stages are needed).

5.63. Acetone can be removed from acetone-air mixtures using simple countercurrent cascades, by adsorption onto charcoal (Foust et al. 1980). We wish
to find the required number of equilibrium stages to reduce a gas stream
carrying 0.222 kg acetone per kg air to a value 0.0202 kg acetone per kg
air. Clean charcoal (X0 = 0) enters the system at 2.5 kg/sec, and the air
rate is constant at 3.5 kg/sec. Equilibrium between the solid and gas can
be taken to obey the Langmuir-type relationship
Yr -

KXn

-

" " 1 + KXn '

A/

r - un s

" '*

where
Yn = kg acetone/kg air
Xn = kg acetone/kg charcoal
(a) Write the material balance between the first stage (where X0 enters)
and the nth stage, and use the equilibrium relationship to derive the
finite difference equation for Xn.
(b) Rearrange the expression in part (a) to show that the Riccati equation
arises
XHXn +l+AXn

+ l+BXH

+ C =0

What are the appropriate values for A9 B, and C?
(c) Use the condition X0 = 0 (clean entering charcoal) to evaluate the
arbitrary constant in the general solution from part (b) and thus obtain
a relationship to predict Xn = f(n).
(d) Use an overall material balance to find XN and use this to calculate
the number of equilibrium stages (AO required.
Ans: (d) 3.5 stages

Chapter O

Approximate Solution
Methods for ODE:
Perturbation Methods
In Chapters 2 and 3, various analytical techniques were given for solving
ordinary differential equations. In this chapter, we develop an approximate
solution technique called the perturbation method. This method is particularly
useful for model equations that contain a small parameter, and the equation is
analytically solvable when that small parameter is set to zero. We begin with a
brief introduction into the technique. Following this, we teach the technique
using a number of examples, from algebraic relations to differential equations.
It is in the class of nonlinear differential equations that the perturbation method
finds the most fruitful application, since numerical solutions to such equations
are often mathematically intractable.
The perturbation method complements solution of ordinary differential equations by numerical methods, which are taught in Chapters 7 and 8 for initial and
boundary type of problems, respectively.
6.1
6.1.1

PERTURBATION METHODS
Introduction
Modeling problems nearly always contain parameters, which are connected to
the physicochemical dynamics of the system. These parameters may take a
range of values. The solution obtained when the parameter is zero is called the
base case. If one of the parameters is small, the behavior of the system either
deviates slightly from the base case, or it can take a trajectory that is remote
from the base case. The analysis of systems having the former behavior is called
regular perturbation, whereas that of the latter is referred to as singular
perturbation.

Perturbation methods involve series expansions, which are called asymptotic
expansions in terms of a small parameter. This is sometimes called parameter

perturbation. The term asymptotic implies that the solution can be adequately
described by only a few terms of the expansion, which is different from the
power series taught in Chapter 3. Moreover, perturbation schemes can be
applied to nonlinear systems, where they find their greatest utility.
The perturbation method can be applied to algebraic equations as well as
differential equations. For example, we may wish to find an approximate
solution for the algebraic equation containing a small parameter
ey2-y

+a =0

(6.1)

An example of a differential equation containing a small parameter is

%

+

*y= °

<6-2>

In the above two examples, e is the small parameter and the perturbation
method will be carried out in terms of this small parameter. For a general
problem, there are many parameters, but we assume that at least one of them is
small and the rest are of order of unity and we denote that small parameter
as e.
If the equation in question is a differential equation, there must exist
boundary or initial conditions. For example, conditions may take the following
form

These conditions may also contain the parameter e in the general case such as

y(l) + e^ff- = 1 + 2e

(6.4)

Let us further assume that the solution to the problem posed is not possible by
analytical means for a nonzero value of the parameter s, but an analytical
solution is readily available when that parameter e is equal to zero. If this is the
case, we will endeavor to find a solution (asymptotic form) in terms of s using
the following series expansion
y ( x ; e ) = y Q ( x ) + e y x ( x ) + e 2 y 2 ( x ) + ••• + e n y n ( x ) + ••• ( 6 . 5 )
Thus, if all the coefficients y^x) are of the same order of magnitude, then it is
quite clear that the higher order terms are getting smaller since en becomes
increasingly smaller. This is, however, not always the case in some practical
problems, since it is possible that the higher order coefficients could become
larger than the leading coefficients. Usually one stops the expansion with a few
terms, generally with two terms, and as we will see the asymptotic expansions
with two terms can often describe the solution very closely, relative to the exact
solution.

To start, we substitute the series expansion (Eq. 6.5) into the governing
equation and the boundary condition (if the equation is a differential equation),
and then apply a Taylor expansion to the equation and the boundary condition.
Now, since the coefficients of each power of e are independent of s, a set of
identities will be produced. This leads to a simpler set of equations, which may
have analytical solutions. The solution to this set of simple subproblems is done
sequentially, that is, the zero order solution yo(x) is obtained first, then the next
solution yx(x), and so on. If analytical solutions cannot be obtained easily for
the first few leading coefficients (usually two), there is no value in using the
perturbation methods. In such circumstances, a numerical solution may be
sought.
EXAMPLE 6J
To demonstrate the elementary concept, let us first study the simple nonlinear
algebraic equation
y = a + ey2

(6.6)

where e is a small number. The solution for this problem when e is zero
(hereafter called the base case) is simply
y0 = a

(6.7)

Now, we assume that there exists an asymptotic expansion of the form
y = y o+ s

y i+

e 2 y 2 + •••

(6.8)

Substituting this into the original equation (Eq. 6.6) yields
y0 + syx + s2y2 + • • • = a + e[yQ + eyx + • • • f

(6.9)

Expanding the squared function gives
y0 + eyx + s2y2 + • • • = a + £yo2[l + 2e^

+ ••• 1

(6.10)

Matching the coefficients of unity and each of the powers of s yields
0(1): y0 = a

(6.11)

0(s):yi=y2

(6.12)

0(e2):y2

= 2yiy0

(6.13)

Hence, solutions for the coefficients of the asymptotic expansion (Eq. 6.8) are

obtained sequentially, starting with the zero order solution
y0 = a

(6.14a)

yx = a2

(6.14b)

y2 = 2a3

(6.14c)

Thus, the required asymptotic expansion is
y(e) = a + sa2 + 2e V + • • •

(6.15)

Inspection of the original solution, which is a quadratic, suggests there must
exist two solutions to the original problem. The asymptotic solution presented
above assumed that the base solution is finite. There is, however, another
asymptotic expansion of the form
y(e) = - [ w 0 + SM1 + ••• ]

(6.16)

which indicates the second solution is of order of 1/e. Substituting this expansion into Eq. 6.6 yields
-[M 0 + 6M1 + ' • • ] = a + e | - j [M0 + 8U1 + ' ' ' ]2J
Next, matching multiples of 1, 8, e2, and so on gives
U0 = u2 .-. U0 = 1

(6.17)

U1 = a + 2W0M1

(6.18)

Knowing M0 = 1, the solution for M1 is
M1 = -a

(6.19)

Thus, the second solution has the following asymptotic form
y(e) = j [ l - e « + • • • ]

(6.20)

We have two asymptotic solutions, given in Equations 6.15 and 6.20. Now we
know that the exact solution to the original quadratic equation is simply
1 ± Vl - 4efl
y =

Te

(6.21)

It is not difficult to show that the two asymptotic expansions above (Eqs. 6.15
and 6.20) are in fact the Taylor series expansions in terms of 8 around the point

s = O; that is,

y = ±f(e) = ±[l ± A - 4sa]

= J^[f(Q)

+ f'(°)e

+ f"(°)jf

+ f'"(°)jl

+•••]

for the two exact solutions.
The asymptotic solution (6.15) differs only slightly from the base solution,
which is the solution when e = 0. This is the regular perturbation solution. The
asymptotic solution (6.20) deviates substantially from the base solution; it is the
singular perturbation solution.
This algebraic example illustrates the salient features of the perturbation
method. In the next example, we apply the method to an elementary differential
equation.

The basic principles underlying perturbation methods can be taught using the
elementary first order equation discussed in Chapter 2
^ - +ey = 0;

y(0) = 1;

e«l

(6.22)

The complete analytical solution is known to be
E2X2

y = exp( -ex)

= 1 - ex + - ^ - + • • •

(6.23)

Suppose we search for an approximate solution of the form
y = yQ{x) + Sy1(X) + e2y2(x) + • • •

(6.24)

Inserting this into the defining equation (Eq. 6.22) yields

[w

+e

w+ e 2 w

+

-]+gly°

+8

y* + 8 2 y 2 + - ] - °

(6 25)

-

Next, we stipulate the following identities, by matching like multiples of unity, e,
e2, and so on.
^-=0.:yo
^-

^ -

= Ko

(6.26a)

= -V0 ••• Vi = - * o * + K1

-yi.:y2=^f-K1X

where K0, K1, and K2 are constants of integration.

(6.26b)
+

K2

(6.26c)

Obviously, the solution yo(x) corresponds to the base case (when e = 0), so
we shall stipulate that
y(0) =yo(O) = l.-.tf o =l

(6.27)

This is a critical component of regular perturbation methods, since only the base
case carries the primary boundary conditions•; hence, by implication, we must

have for the other solutions
yi(0) = y2(0) = • • • = o

(6.28)

This allows the determination of K1, K2, K3, and so on in sequence
K1 = 0;

K2 = 0;

etc.

(6.29)

x2
y(x) = 1 - ex + e 2 -^ + • • •

(6.30)

2

We finally see to the order e

This is identical to the first three terms of the analytical solution (Eq. 6.23), as
one may have expected if the technique is to be useful. This example illustrates
regular perturbation. The power of the method is most useful for nonlinear
systems, where an analytical solution is not easily obtainable. The method is also
quite useful in providing a simplified form of an unwieldy analytical solution.
We take up the issue of singular perturbations for differential equations in the
next section following some preliminary concepts.
6.2

THE BASIC CONCEPTS
Over the years, users of perturbation methods have evolved a shorthand
language to express ideas. This reduces repetition and allows compact illustration. We first present the gauge functions, which are used to compare the size of
functions, and then we present the order concept, which is convenient in
expressing the order of a function (i.e., the speed it moves when e tends small).
Finally, we discuss asymptotic expansions and sequences, and the sources of
nonuniformity, which cause the solution for e # 0 to behave differently from the
base case.

6.2.1

Gauge Functions
Let us consider a function f(e) containing a small parameter e. There are three
possible behavior patterns that f(s) can take as s tends to zero. These are
/(<0 -» 0

f(e) - a
f(e) -» Co
where a is finite. The second possibility needs no further explanation. The
other two require careful inspection. Mainly, we need to analyze how fast the

magnitude of f(e) moves as e tends to zero. To help us with this, we use
so-called gauge functions, that is, we compare f(s) with known functions called
gauge functions. Examples of a class of gauge functions are
-n

-n+l

-1 i

2

n

In some cases, the following gauge functions are useful (mostly in fluid flow
problems)
logO" 1 ), 1Og(IOgO"1)),.. •
Other classes of gauge functions are discussed in Van Dyke (1975) and Nayfeh
(1973).
To compare the behavior of a function f(s) relative to a gauge function, we
need to define the order symbols, O and o.
6.2.2

Order Symbols
The notation
f(e)=O(g(e))

(6.31)

expresses boundedness, and implies the sense of a limit
lim & \ < oo

(6.32)

For example,
sin(s) = O(s)
cos(e) = O(l)
coth(e)

=O(s~1)

The first simply expresses the fact that
lim ^ - ^ = 1 (bounded)

(6.33)

that is, the function f(e) = sin(e) behaves like s for small values of s.
The o notation
f(e) =o(g(e))

(6.34)

implies a zero limit
lim ^ r \ = 0
g(e)

(6.35)
v

e->o

This means that f(e) decreases to zero faster than the function g(s). For
example,
sin(e) = o(\)

:. lim —\—^- = O
£-•0

X

In summary, the O implies finite boundedness, while the o implies zero in the
limit e -> 0.
6.2.3

Asymptotic Expansions and Sequences
In the presentation of an asymptotic expansion, we need not restrict ourselves
to power series (1, e, e 2 , e3, etc.), such as the previous examples, but we could
also use a general sequence of functions {8n} such that
Sn + l(e) = o(Sn(e)).:

Hm %

^

-» 0

(6.36)

as E approaches zero. Such a sequence is called an asymptotic sequence. Using
this asymptotic sequence, we can write the asymptotic expansion
OO

y(e)

= yo8o(e)

+ y^e)

+ ••• = £ y^s)

(6.37)

as s approaches zero, where y; are independent of e. We could truncate the
series and form the asymptotic expansion as
N

y(e) = E yMe) + O[SN+1(e)]

(6.38)

J=O

The second term in the RHS of Eq. 6.38 means that the error of the result of
the series truncation to N terms has the order of magnitude as the sequence
8^ +1 ; that is,
y(e)~

LyjS(e)
J

lim

< oo

(

A function y can have many asymptotic expansions simply because there are
many sets of asymptotic sequences {8n} that could be selected. However, for a
given asymptotic sequence, the asymptotic expansion is unique, and the coefficients yy are determined as follows. First divide Eq. 6.37 by 80 to see

Now take the limit of the above equation when s approaches zero, and make
use of the asymptotic sequence property (Eq. 6.36), so we have

y =lim

°

ofS-

(6 40)

-

since
lim J T T ^ O

for ; > 1

Knowing y0, we can rearrange the asymptotic expansion as follows

Taking its limit when s approaches zero, we have the following expression
for yx

yi

= lim y ( g > - y g >

(6.42)

Similarly, we can prove that
y(e) - " E yjSj(s)
yn = lim

- ^ -

(6.43)

In solving practical problems, the function y usually involves another variable in
addition to the small parameter s. If we denote that variable as t, then the
asymptotic expansion for a given asymptotic sequence {8n(s)} is

y(t;*)=

EMOW

(6.44)

7= 0

where y^t) is only a function of t. This asymptotic expansion is said to be
uniformly valid over the entire domain of definition of t if

j=0

and
RN+l(t;e)

= O[8N+l(e)]

or

jim ^ ( g ) ^

< °°

(6>46)

for a// r in the domain of interest. Otherwise, the asymptotic expansion is said
to be nonuniformly valid (sometimes called a singular perturbation expansion).
For the uniformity condition to be valid, the next term in the asymptotic
expansion must be smaller than the preceding term; hence,
W O

=o[8n(e)]

or

lim % ^ - = 0

(6.47)

and we require that the coefficient yn + 1(t) be no more singular than the
preceding coefficient yn(t). In other words, each term is a small correction to
the preceding term irrespective of the value of t.
6.2.4

Sources of Nonuniformity
There are several sources of nonuniformity that might give rise to the singular
perturbation expansions. Some of these are the following:
1. Infinite domain (either time or space).
2. Small parameter multiplying the highest derivative.
3. Type change of a partial differential equation (e.g., from parabolic to
hyperbolic equation).
4. Nonlinearity (e.g., the algebraic equation of Example 6.1).
Examples of the nonuniformity source for infinite domain come from problems
involving cos(0 and sin(r) functions, and the higher order terms involve t sin(O
or t cos(0, which would make the higher order terms more secular (i.e., more
unbounded) than the preceding term.
The second source of nonuniformity may seem obvious. For example, when
the highest derivative is removed (i.e., when the small parameter is set to zero)
the differential equation is one order less, and hence, one boundary condition
becomes redundant. To invoke this boundary condition, there must exist a
boundary layer wherein a boundary condition becomes redundant when the
parameter e is set to zero.

EMMPIM 6J
To demonstrate sources of nonuniformity, let us study the following simple
second order differential equation with a small parameter multiplying the
second order derivative

8

0

+

S+>-°J

£<<1

(6 48)

-

subject to
x = O;

y=a

(6.49a)

* = 1;

y = /3

(6A9b)

This problem has been treated by Latta (1964).
Now, if we formally attempt the following asymptotic expansion
y ( x ; e ) = y o ( x ) + e y x ( x ) + •••

(6.50)

by placing it into the differential equation (Eq. 6.48), equate the coefficients of

like powers of e to zero, then we obtain the following first two subproblems:
O(l): ^ U y

0

=O

(6.51)

The first subproblem is a first order differential equation, which is one order
less than the original differential equations (Eq. 6.48), and therefore, it cannot
satisfy two boundary conditions. So one condition must be dropped. It will be
argued later that the boundary condition at x = 0 must be dropped. The
solution for y0 which satisfies y(l) = /3, is
V0(X)=Pe1-'

(6.53)

Substitute this into the equation for yx and solve for yx where as before we
require all cases beyond zero order to have null boundaries; that is, y : (l) = 0,
y 2 (l) = 0, and so on.
l x

yi{x)=p{\-x)e

-

(6.54)

Therefore, the asymptotic expansion is
y(x; e) = Qe1"* + ep(l - x)el~x + O(e2)

(6.55)

At x = 0, the above asymptotic expansion gives
y(0;e) = /3(1 + e)el ^a

(6.56)

which is, in general, different from a. Thus, the asymptotic expansion is not
uniformly valid over the whole domain of interest [0,1]. Figure 6.1 shows
computations for the asymptotic and the exact solutions for e = 0.05. The exact
solution takes the following form:
_ (ae'*-f>)e'** + (p-ae*)e'**
^exact -

es2

_ esx

...
(O^ i)

where

*,, = - 1 1 J T ^

(6-58)

The zero order asymptotic solution (Eq. 6.53) agrees reasonably well with the
exact solution over most of the domain [0,1] except close to the origin. The first
order asymptotic expansion (Eq. 6.55), even though it agrees with the exact
solution better, also breaks down near the origin. This suggests that a boundary
layer solution must be constructed near the origin to take care of this nonuniformity. We will come back to this point later.

X

Figure 6.1 Plots of the exact solution and the zero order outer
solution (Eq. 6.53) and the first order outer solution (Eq. 6.55);

a= 0,0 = 2.

6.3

THE METHOD OF MATCHED ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION
There are a number of variations for the perturbation technique. Among them,
the method of matched asymptotic expansion is the easiest to apply. The
method is useful for obtaining expansions from separate domains of validity.
Using the straightforward expansion, such as the last example, we have
obtained what is called the outer solution; that is, the solution that is valid over
most of the domain of interest. This solution, however, fails in a small region,
which we call the boundary layer. In this thin boundary layer, there is a sharp
change from a boundary point to the outer solution. To study this sharp change
in the boundary layer, we need to magnify the scale; the choice of this
magnified variable changes from problem to problem. We will demonstrate this
procedure in the example of Eqs. 6.48 and 6.49.
Outer Solutions

Let us consider the problem in the last section (Eq. 6.48). The straightforward
expansion we obtained is the outer solution (Eq. 6.55); that is, it is valid
over most of the domain, except close to the origin (see Fig. 6.1). The outer
solution is
y ( 0 ) ( x ; e ) =y<°>( x ) + s y ? \ x ) + •••

(6.59)

where the superscript (0) denotes outer solution and we have already found
y$\x)=pel~x
3f> = jS(l -x)el~x

(6.60)
(6.61)

Inner Solutions
The previous section clearly indicated that this outer solution is not valid near
the origin. So there is a sharp change in the solution behavior as the trajectory
moves away from the outer region. To describe this sharp change, we need to
magnify the variable as follows
x* = jj,

(6.62)

where en represents the thickness of the boundary layer. In terms of this new
magnified variable, the differential equation (Eq. 6.48) becomes

Note that n is unknown at this stage, since we have no preconceived notion of
the thickness of the boundary. Next, we assume that y(x*; e) has the following
asymptotic expansion (called inner solution)
/'">(**; e) = y<IXx*) + ey?\x*)

+ •••

(6.64)

where the superscript ( 0 denotes inner solution.
Since the second order derivative did not appear in the zero order equation
of the outer expansion (Eq. 6.51), we must ensure that it appears in the leading
order equation of the inner solution (i.e., the zero order inner solution must be
second order). Observing the differential equation, we have two possibilities.
One is that the second order derivative term balances with the first order term,
and the second possibility is that the second order derivative term balances with
the remaining third term.
First, let us balance the second order derivative term with the third term. To
do this, we insert Eq. 6.64 into 6.63 and by inspection select
2 / i - l = 0;

i.e., n = \

(6.65)

With this value of n, the original differential equation becomes

So, when we substitute the inner expansion into the above equation, the zero
order equation is
^ = O

(6.67)

which means that y^Kx*) is a constant. This is not acceptable because the
boundary layer solution must sustain sharp behavior from the boundary point to
the outer solution. Also, it is clear that our aim of getting a second order ODE

for y^° was not accomplished. This then leads us to the second possibility, that
is, we balance the second order derivative term with the first order derivative
term. This implies setting
n - 1 = 0;

i.e., n = 1

(6.68)

Thus, the region of nonuniformity near the origin has thickness of order of e.
With n = 1, the differential equation becomes
d

y

, + -^jT 4- ey = 0

(6.69)

Substituting the inner expansion (Eq. 6.64) into the above equation, we have the
following two leading subproblems

d2v(i)
d(x*)

dv(i)
"^

and

^ f e + ^ r + 4° = 0

(6.71)

Let us have a look at the zero order subproblem. Because this solution is valid
in the boundary layer around x = 0, it must satisfy the condition at x = 0; that
is,
x = 0;

y<')(0) = a

(6.72)

The solution of this leading order subproblem is
y<<> = C+(a-

C)e~x*

(6.73)

where C is the only constant of integration since we have used the condition
(6.72).
Matching
The inner solution obtained in Eq. 6.73 still contains a constant of integration.
To find a value for this constant, we need to match the inner solution (Eq. 6.73)
with the outer solution (Eq. 6.60). The matching principle is (Van Dyke 1975)
The inner limit of the outer solution must match with the outer limit of the
inner solution.

The matching principle is mathematically equivalent to
limy(0\x;e) = lim y(i\x*;e)

(6.74)

Therefore, for the zero order solution, we have
>f }(0) = ^ ( o o )

(6.75)

y£>(«>) = C

(6.76)

y<°>(0) = jSe1

(6.77)

From Eq. 6.73, this gives

and from Eq. 6.60

Therefore, substitution of Eqs. 6.76 and 6.77 into Eq. 6.75 gives
C = pe1

(6.78)

Hence, the leading order inner solution is
y$\x*) = Pe1 + (a - Pe1^*

(6.79)

Composite Solutions
What we have done so far is to obtain an inner expansion and an outer
expansion. Each is valid in their respective regions. We now wish to find a
solution that is valid over the whole domain. This solution is called the
composite solution. It is found simply by adding the inner solution and the outer
solution and subtracting the common parts of the two solutions (because we
don't want to count the common parts of the two solutions twice). The common
parts are simply the terms that arise in the matching process. For the zero order
solution, this common part is Eq. 6.77
y c o m = Pe1

(6.80)

Thus, the composite solution is
y

= pei-* + ( a - pel)e~x/e

+ O(s)

(6.81)

Figure 6.2 shows computations of the zero order composite solution for a value
of e = 0.05. The exact solution is also shown, and it is seen that the agreement
is fairly good. Note that this composite solution is the zero order composite
solution, that is, it has an error of order of e. We next inspect the first order
composite solution, which has an error of order e2. But before we can achieve
this goal, we have to develop a matching principle in general, beyond the
principle we have in Eq. 6.75, which is applicable for only zero order solutions.

y

JC

Figure 6.2 Plots of the exact solution and the zero order
composite solution (Eq. 6.81).

General Matching Principle

The success of the matching is due to the existence of the overlapping region. In
this overlapping region, one could define an intermediate variable as
x, = ^ y

(6.82)

Hm 8(e) = 0

(6.83)

lim ^ -

(6.84)

where

and 8(e) is such that
= oo

This means that the overlapping region lies between the boundary layer (which
has a thickness of order of e) and the outer region (which has a thickness of
order of unity). In this overlapping region, the intermediate variable is of order of
unity. Now, we write the outer variable x and the inner variable Jt* in terms of
this intermediate variable
X = 8(s)x8

(6.85)

and
x* = ^ x

8

(6.86)

Thus, in the overlapping region (intermediate region), X8 is of order of unity,
and when e approaches zero, we will have
x^O;

JC* -> oo

(6.87)

Equation 6.87 simply states that for a very large distance from the origin (outer
solution), the intermediate region appears to have zero thickness, whereas the
intermediate region would appear to be extremely far away when viewed from
the origin. This proves Eq. 6.74.
Note, we previously obtained both the inner and the outer solutions for the
zero order solutions. Hence, the composite solution obtained has an error of
order of e. To find a composite solution, which has an error of the order of e 2 ,
we need to find the first order inner solution, as we did for the outer solution
(Eq. 6.61), and then we make use of the matching principle using the intermediate variable of Eq. 6.82 to achieve our goal of composite solution having an
error of s2.
Composite Solution of Higher Order
Solving Eq. 6.71 for the first order inner solution we obtain
y[l\x*)

= C 1 (I - e~x*) - [a - (a - Pex)(l + e~x*)\x*

(6.88)

in which we have used the boundary condition at x = 0, y[l\0) = 0. Thus, the
inner solution order having error of 0(e2) is
y&(x*;e) = y$\x*) + ey^\x*) + O(e2)

(6.89)

To solve for the constant C1, we resort to the matching principle and utilize the
intermediate variable X8. The inner and outer variables are related to this
intermediate variable as shown in Eqs. 6.85 and 6.86. Thus, in the intermediate
region, the inner solution (Eq. 6.89) and the outer solution (Eq. 6.59) behave
like
ya\x8)

= pel - Pe1Sx8 + eCx + o(e) + o(8)

(6.90)

y(0)(x8)

= Pe1 - Pe1Sx8 + epe1 + o(e) + o(8)

(6.91)

In the intermediate region, these two solutions match. Hence, the constant C1
must take the value
C1 = Pe1

(6.92)

Hence, the inner solution that has an error of order of e 2 is
y{i\x*)

= Pe1 + (a - Pel)e~x"
+ e[fie\l - e~x') - [jSe1 - (a - fiel)e-x']x*) + O(e2)
(6.93)

The composite solution having an error of the order of e2 is the summation of
the inner and outer solutions minus the common parts, which are the matching
terms given in Eq. 6.91; that is, the composite solution is
ycomp = 0[1 + *(1 ~ X)W-* + [(a - /Be1J(I + x) - efie^e-*"

+ O(s2)
(6.94)

Equation 6.94 is the composite solution including the first order correction
terms, in contrast to the composite solution (Eq. 6.81), which only includes the
zero order terms. The zero order composite solution (Eq. 6.81) has an error of
order of e, whereas the first order composite solution (Eq. 6.94) has an error of
order s2. Figure 6.3 shows plots of the composite solution (Eq. 6.94) and the
exact solution for s = 0.05. It is remarkable that these two solutions practically
overlap each other. Even when the parameter e is increased to 0.2, these two
solutions agree very well.

X

Figure 6.3 Plots of the exact solution and the first order
composite solution (Eq. 6.94).

6.3.1

Matched Asymptotic Expansions for Coupled Equations
We have shown the basic steps for the method of matched asymptotic expansion. The matching principle is based on the use of the overlapping region and
an intermediate variable in that region. In what follows is another simple
method of matching for a class of problems, which takes the following form
e^=f{x,y;e)

(6.95)

and
^=g(x,y;s)

(6.96)

subject to the initial conditions
t = 0;

x(0;e)

=a(e);

y(0;e)=j8(e)

(6.97)

These types of coupled first order equations arise frequently in chemical
engineering, where there are two dependent variables and their dynamics are
coupled through the nonlinear functions / and g, but the dynamic evolution of
one variable is faster than the other (in this case, x is faster).
The outer variable for this problem is t, which is sometimes called slow time
in the literature. The appropriate measure of the change of the dependent
variable in the initial short period is an inner variable (sometimes called fast
time), which is defined as
t* = j

(6.98)

In effect, the time variable is broken into two regions, the outer region and the
inner region. In the inner region, the evolution of the jc-variable is observed,
whereas the evolution of the variable y is only seen in the outer region. The
expansions associated with the inner and outer regions are called the inner and
outer expansions, respectively.
Outer Expansion
First, let us construct the outer expansion with the independent variable t. The
outer asymptotic expansions are assumed to take the following form

x ( 0 \ t ; e ) = 4 0 ) ( 0 + e x ? \ t ) + •••

(6.99a)

y (0) (';*0 =y$\t)

(6.99*)

+ sy^(t)

+ •••

where the superscript (o) denotes the outer solution.
Next, we substitute the above expansions into Eqs. 6.95 and 6.96 and equate
coefficients of the like powers of sJ. We then obtain a set of subproblems; the

zero-order for these are
/(4°>,y<°>;0) = 0

(6.100a)

and
^-=8(x$>,yV>\0)

(6.100ft)

The curve (expressed as y versus x) defined in Eq. 6.100a relates the algebraic
relationship between the two state variables, that is, if y takes some value, x
then responds instantaneously to the value of y according to the algebraic
relationship. Let us now assume that we can solve the subproblems for the outer
region, that is, y)0) are obtained. There are constants of integration carried by
outer solutions, simply because the outer solutions are not valid in the inner
region, and hence, they do not satisfy the imposed initial conditions (Eq. 6.97).
Inner Expansion
In terms of the inner variable t* (Eq. 6.98), the governing equations (Eqs. 6.95,
6.96) can be seen to be
-a?*=f(x,y;e)

(6.101a)

^ r = eg(x9 y; s)

(6.101*)

and

Now we assume that the inner expansions take the following forms
*<'">(**; e) = 4°(f*) + ex[l)(t*) + • • •
0

/ O*; e) = y«\t*) + ey«\t*) + • • •

(6.102a)
(6.102*)

where the superscript (/) denotes inner solution.
We assume that the initial conditions also have expansions
t* = 0; JC(O; e) = a0 + Ca1 + •••

(6.103a)

f* = 0; y(0;e) = j 8 o + CjS1 + •••

(6.103*)

Now, the corresponding initial conditions for the coefficients of the inner
expansions are
t* = 0;

* f ( 0 ) = ctj;

yjO(O) = /3y

(6.104)

for; = 1,2,... .
If we substitute the inner expansions (Eq. 6.102) into Eqs. 6.101 and then
equate the coefficients of like powers of e\ we obtain a set of subproblems, and

we shall assume that their solutions can be obtained by some analytical means.
The inner expansions are completely known because their initial conditions are
given (Eqs. 6.104). Unlike the inner expansions, the outer expansions still
contain unknown constants of integration. These must be found from the
matching between the inner expansions and the outer expansions.
Matching

To carry out the matching procedure between the inner and outer expansions,
the outer solutions are first written in terms of the inner variable, t*, and then
are expanded using a Taylor series with respect to t* around the point t* = 0.
The final stage is to equate to the Taylor expanded outer solution to the inner
expansions in the limit when t* tends to infinity. The terms that are matched
between the inner and outer expansions are called the common parts.
The matching of the derivatives in the Taylor expansions is straightforward
and yields the following common parts (Vasileva 1963)
n /,*W dJX(0)

(0)

as t* -> oo.

The terms given in the above equations are the common parts and will be
used in the construction of the composite solution.
The initial conditions for the outer solution in terms of the completely
determined inner solutions are
n

( -t*\k

dkv{i)(t*}

(-t*\k

dkx(i)(t*}

y<°>(0) = ^Um0 y«\n + £ < ^V j ( " , * /
n

*<°>(0) = JiIn8 x<!\t*) + £ ^JU- -^PyT

<6-106a)
( 6 ' 106 *)

To illustrate the procedure for coupled equations, we apply the above technique
to a CSTR problem experiencing a slow catalyst decay, so that the deactivation
rate is proportional to the reactant concentration (parallel deactivation). Let x
be the reactant concentration and y be the catalyst activity. The reaction rate
is represented by the product xy and the rate of catalyst decay is given by
exy (e <c 1), which is taken to be slower than the main reaction rate.

The mass balance equations are
~

= l-x-xy

(6.107a)

and
§* = -Bxy

(6.107ft)

subject to
t* = 0:

x = 0;

y= 1

(6.108)

We can take the inner solutions to have the following expansions
*«)(,*. e ) = x«\t*)

+ £*<')(**) + • • •

(6.109a)

/ < > ( ? * ; e ) = y « \ t * ) + e y ^ t * ) + •••

(6.109fe)

When we substitute these expansions into Eqs. 6.107 and follow the usual
procedure, we obtain a set of subproblems. Solving the first two, we have

4°('*) = A

1

y%\t*) = 1

-(J)(I -e-»-)-e-"<^<pyi°('*) = - T + A — I — ^

(6.110a)
(6.110fc)

(6.m«)
(6.nift)

We see that the inner solutions are completely defined.
Now we turn to the outer solutions. The time variable for the outer region is
taken as
t = et*

(6.112)

the mass balance equations (Eq. 6.107) become, in terms of t,
e^^l-x-xy
^

= -xy

(6.113a)
(6.1Ub)

We can write the outer expansions in the following form
x m ( t ; e) = 4 0 ) ( 0 + e x f \ t ) + •••

(6.114a)

y ® X t ; e ) = y<?\t)

(6.114ft)

+ e y f \ t ) + •••

The substitution of these expansions into Eqs. 6.113 will yield a set of subproblems. To find the initial conditions for yjO)(O) we apply Eq. 6.106, and get
y<°>(0) = lim y\>\t*) = 1
3tf>(0) = Um^ ^\t*)

(6.115a)

- t*^P-^

= \

(6.115A)

Knowing the initial conditions, the outer solutions can be completely obtained

*o O ) =(TT^)
(1 - y f ) + I n ( ^ )
v (0)

xfi

=

y(0),

?S
(l+y<°>)

(6 116fl)

'

=t

(6.116A)

v (0)

^
(l+y?>)

^o

(6.117a)
(6.1176)

Now that the inner and outer solutions are known, the composite solutions can
be obtained by adding the inner and outer solutions and subtracting the
common parts, which are given in Eq. 6.105. The first order composite solutions
are

(6.118ft)

+ •[(£)«-" - (£).-' + (J).-" - & d - - " )

t

Figure 6.4 Plots of the numerically exact solution (continuous line) and the first order composite solutions
(Eqs. 6.118) for e = 0.5.

Figure 6.4 shows the comparison between the composite asymptotic solution
and the numerically exact solution for £ = 0.5. It is useful to note that the
asymptotic solution agrees quite well with the exact solution even when s = 0.5.
We have shown, using the method of matched asymptotic expansions, that in
the outer domain there is an adjustable variable, and in the inner region there is
another such variable. The composite solution is, therefore, a function of these
two variables. Exploitation of this function is the essential idea behind the
Multiple Time Scale method. Interested readers should refer to Nayfeh (1973)
for exposition of this technique.
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6.5

PROBLEMS
6.I2. To solve the heat conduction problem for a slab geometry in Example
11.4 by the method of finite integral transform (or alternately by the
Laplace transform or the separation of variables method), it was necessary to find eigenvalues for the transcendental equation given by Eq.
11.886, rewritten here for completeness
ftan(f) =Bi
where Bi is the Biot number for heat transfer, and £ is the eigenvalue.
(a) For the small Biot number (Bi <z 1), assume that £ has the asymptotic expansion,
f = f o + Bi^1 + Bi2Z2 + Bi% + • • •
Then substitute this expansion into the transcendental equation and
make use of the following Taylor series for the trigonometric tan
function
jc3
2
17
tan(jc) = x + -TT- + -TFA:5 + ^Tc* 7 + * * •

for JC ^c 1

to show that the zero order solution is
tan(fo) = 0
hence, £ = nir.
(b) Solve for the higher order subproblems to show that £ has the
asymptotic solution,

This asymptotic expansion works for all eigenvalues (mr), except the
first one, that is, f 0 = 0. For this eigenvalue, the second and subsequent terms are more singular than the first one. This problem of
growing in singularity is a common problem in perturbation methods
and will be dealt with in the next homework problem.
6.23. The solution to the last homework problem works well for all eigenvalues
except the first one. This homework will consider the solution to this first
eigenvalue. For small values of Bi, it is expected that the first eigenvalue
is a small number as indicated by Problem 6.1.
(a) To solve for the first eigenvalue when the Biot number is small, set
f = Bi"£0

where £0 has an order of unity and Biv represents the magnitude of
the smallness of the first eigenvalue. Subsitute this into the transcen-

dental equation, £ tan(£) = Bi9 to show that v = 1/2 and £0 = 1.
This means that the leading order solution for the first eigenvalue is
Z = Bi1'2
(b) To obtain the asymptotic solution for the first eigenvalue beyond the
leading order solution given in part (a), assume that it has the
asymptotic expansion in terms of the small parameter Bi
£ = Bil/2[l

+ Bi^1 + Bi2Z2 + Bi3^3 + * *' ]

Again substitute this asymptotic expansion into the transcendental
equation, and equate the like powers of Bi9 and then show that
A1 - I ^
6'

P2 = i L .
*
360'

p3 *

17
5040

Compute the approximate first eigenvalue for Bi = 0.01, 0.1, and 1.
(c) To compare the approximate solution with the "exact" solution, we
wish to solve the transcendental equation numerically using
Newton-Raphson to obtain the exact solution. Rewrite the transcendental equation in terms of sin and cos as

/ = £ sin(£) -£/cos(£) = °
We do this because the sin(e) and cos(e) functions do not tend to
infinity, as does the tan(e) function. Use the Newton-Raphson
formula given in Appendix A to show that the iteration equation to
obtain the "numerically exact" solution for the eigenvalue is
£(k+l)
S

=

Mk) _ I
S
r,{k)

where £(/c) and £(/c + 1) are the &th and (k + l)th iterated eigenvalues, respectively, and
/'(*> = f<*>cos(f(*>) + (1 + Bi)sin(€ik))
Write a program and perform the computations for the "numerically
exact" solutions to give values of the first eigenvalue for Bi = 0.01,
0.1, and 1 equal to 0.099833639, 0.3110528, and 0.86033, respectively,
using relative percentage error of less than l.d-06, that is, the Nth
iterated solution will be accepted as the "numerically exact" solution
when
^

j ^

X 100 <£ 0.000001

(d) Compare the "numerically exact" solution obtained for Bi = 1 and
the approximate solution obtained in part (b) to show that the
relative percentage error is 0.02%. This demonstrates that the
asymptotic solution, derived for small Bi, can be useful even when Bi
is of order of unity.
(e) Calculate the approximate solution when Bi = 5. Use the approximate solution obtained in part (b) as the initial guess in the
Newton-Raphson scheme to show that the "numerically exact"
solution can be achieved within two iterations!
6.33. The last two problems solve the asymptotic solution for the transcendental equation £ tan(£) = Bi when Bi is a small number.
(a) To deal with the same transcendental equation when Bi is a large
number, use the usual perturbation approach with the asymptotic
expansion

and substitute this expansion into the governing equation to show
that the coefficients are

£o(go2 - 3 ) ,

,
S3 ~~

3

J

g o (4g o 2 - 3 )
S4 ""

3

(b) Use the Newton-Raphson program of Problem 6.2 to compute the
first eigenvalue when Bi = 100, 10, and 1, and compare the asymptotic solutions obtained in part (a) with the corresponding exact
solutions.
6.43. Repeat Problems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 with the transcendental equation
fcot(O-l=

-*

obtained when solving the heat conduction problem in a spherical object
by the method of separation of variables.
Show that for small Bi number, the first eigenvalue is

Hint: The following Taylor series expansion for cot is useful:

cotU) = ! - f - ! F

+

---

6.52. Use the perturbation method to find the root of the cubic equation
ez3 = a — z

where a is a constant of order of unity, and e is a small number (e <c 1).
(a) Use the asympotic expansion for z
Z = Z0 + BZ1 + B2Z2 + * * "

and substitute it into the cubic equation to show that the coefficients
are
Z 0 = a;

Z1=

-a

3

; Z2 = 3a5

The regular perturbation yields only one real root to the cubic
equation. The other two roots are not found because of the simple
fact that the cubic term was not retained in the solution for the
zero-order coefficient, z 0 , explaining why the regular perturbation
method fails to locate the other two roots.
(b) To find the other two roots, it is essential to retain the cubic term in
the zero-order subproblem. To do this, start with the expansion
^^rbo +^ i +

••*]

where l/en represents the magnitude of the two missing roots. At
this stage, the exponents n and m are unknown. Substitute this
expansion into the cubic equation and show that in order to keep the
cubic term in the zero-order solution, which is essential to find the
two missing roots, the exponents n and m must be
1
Yl = YYl = Ty

(c) Solve the zero-order and first-order subproblems to show that the
coefficients y0 and ^1 are to take the form
y0 = ±/;

>>! =

-j

where i is the imaginary number, i = V— 1.
Thus, the missing two roots are complex conjugates.
(d) Compare the asymptotic solutions with the exact solutions1 for
a = 2, e = 0.01 and 0.1. Discuss your results.

1

FOr the cubic equation of the form (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964)
Z3 + Q2Z2 + Q1Z + Q0 = 0

6.62. Repeat Problem 6.5 with the cubic equation
sz3 = z - a

(e <z 1)

and show that the three roots to this cubic equation have the following
asymptotic expansions:
a + e(a3)

Z1=

+ s2(3a5)

+ •••

6.72. Modeling of diffusion coupled with a reaction of order p inside a catalyst
particle poses difficulties owing to the nonlinear reaction term (e.g., see
Example 2.7).
(a) If the particle has a slab geometry, set up the coordinate frame with
the origin being at the center of the particle. Show that the differential mass balance equation for the reactant is

where C represents reactant concentration
C -^ Products
If the external film resistance surrounding the particle is negligible

let
fl

fl_

i

<

^ ~ T " T '

r

Ja1U2 - Ia0)

~

6

a\ .

27'

_
A

If A > 0, we have one real root and a pair of complex conjugate roots.
If A = 0, all roots are real and at least two are equal.
If A < 0, all roots are real.
The three roots are
Z1 =

_
2

3 ~

(S1 + S

2

) -

(si+S2)
2

-^

£2 _ n / L , _ . v
3

2 ^

l

2

'

where

J1 = [^ + VA]173;

3

~^

S2=[r-JA]1/3

+ r

2

compared to the internal diffusion, show that the boundary conditions for the above mass balance equation are
r = 0;

^

=O

r = R;

C = C0

where R is the half thickness of the slab catalyst and C0 is the
external bulk concentration, which can be assumed constant.
(b) Convert the mass balance equation and its boundary conditions to
the following nondimensional form

££-*V = o
ax

x=l;

y = l

What are the required definitions of the nondimensional variables x,
y, and </>?
(c) The quantity of interest in analyzing the relative importance between
diffusional resistance and chemical reaction is called the effectiveness
factor, 17, which is given by
71

\_dy_
~ cf>2 dx x=i

The effectiveness factor is the ratio between the actual reaction rate
per unit catalyst particle and the ideal reaction rate when there is no
diffusional resistance. Derive the above expression for the effectiveness factor.
(d) For a first order (linear) reaction, show the following solutions for y
and 77 are obtained
v(v\ -

cosh

O*) .

_ tanhQ)

> ~ cosh(^) '

~T~

y{x

V

(e) For a general reaction order, the explicit analytical solution for the
effectiveness factor is not possible, but perturbation methods can be
applied here to derive asymptotic solutions when cf> is either small or
large. When <f> is small, the problem can be handled by the regular
perturbation method. Assume that the solution for y possesses the
asymptotic expansion
y(x\4>)=

yo(x)

+ Qy1(X) + 4>2y2(x) + • • •

Show that the effectiveness factor for a reaction of order p is

, = 1- f ^

2j>2+
+

^-1)»4

+

OW

(f) When the parameter <>
/ is large, a singular perturbation problem
arises. This is caused by the small parameter multiplying the second
derivative term in the mass balance equation, which is a source of
nonuniformity, as discussed in Section 6.2.4. Let
1

so the mass balance equation will become

Show that the straightforward application of the expansion
y ( x ; e ) = y 0 + S y 1 + •••

will yield the solution
^0 = ^1 = 0

This solution clearly does not satisfy the boundary condition at the
particle surface. However, the above solution is valid for most of the
interior region of the catalyst, except for a thin zone very close to the
particle surface. This solution, therefore, is called the outer solution.
(g) To find the solution that is valid close to the particle surface, the
coordinate must be stretched (magnified) near the surface as

*

8n

where sn is the boundary layer thickness, and n is unknown at this
stage and must be deduced based on further analysis. In terms of the
new stretched variable, show that the new mass balance equation is

Since the inner solution is valid near the particle surface, it is
essential to retain the second order derivative term in the zero order
solution; this means we must select n = 1. The new equation now

becomes

y

ae

Show that the proper boundary conditions for this new equation valid
in the boundary layer are
I = O;

y= \

£ - - ;

y= ^ =o

Hint: The second boundary condition is a result of matching between
the inner and the outer solution,
(h) If the solution valid in the boundary layer is to have the expansion

y ( °U;e)=y8 0 (O+^i 0 U) + "then show that the equation for the leading order solution is

de ~ [ y ° l
and its associated boundary conditions are
I = O;

y<p = 1

(i) Integrate the relation in part (h) (use the method in Example 2.7)
and show that the solution for the effectiveness factor for large <f> is
1 /

2

6.83. If the catalyst particle in Problem 6.7 is cylindrical, and if the transfer to
end caps is ignored,
(a) Show that when the reaction is first order, the solutions for the
concentration distribution and the effectiveness factor are (c.f. Examples 3.3 and 3.6)
n

}

71

W)
_ 2A(4>)

<K)W

(b) When the reaction is of order p, show that the solutions for effectiveness factor for small and large </> are

7

I-1'

8<t> +

%

*

+

' "

and
_ 2 /

2

respectively.
6.9 3 . If we redo Problem 6.7 for spherical particles, show that the solutions for
the effectiveness factor for small <j> and large (f> are

and
3 /

2

respectively.
6.1O3. Apply the regular perturbation method to solve the following first order
ordinary differential equation

subject to
x = l;

y = l

(a) Show that the asymptotic solution has the form
y

= el~x + e[el~x - e2(l~x)] + •••

(b) Compare the approximate solution with the exact solution for
e = 0.01 and 0.1
ln(y) H- ey = -x + (1 H- e)
6.1I 3 . Modeling of mass transport through a membrane with variable diffusivity
usually gives rise to the nondimensional form

subject to the following boundary conditions:
x = 0;

y =0

x = l;

y= l

(a) For /(y) = 1 + e(y — 1), show by the method of regular perturbation that the asymptotic solution is
x2\

Ix

(b) Compare this asymptotic solution with the following exact solution
for s = 0.01 and 0.1,
y(l - e) + \y2

=x

JTI
1

2
6.123. Use the regular perturbation method to solve the nonlinear ordinary
differential equation
(x + ey)^+y = 0
subject to
x = l;

y= l

(a) Show that the asymptotic solution is
1

(x2-\\

J

x

2

-l\

(b) The exact solution is given by

xy = 1 +

^(1-y2)

Compare the asymptotic solution obtained in part (a) with the exact
solution for e = 0.1. Discuss the diverging behavior of the asymptotic
solution near x = 0. Does the asymptotic solution behave better near
JC = 0 as more terms are retained? Observing the asymptotic solution,
it shows that the second term is more singular (secular) than the first
term, and the third term is more singular than the second term.
Thus, it is seen that just like the cubic equations dealt with in
Problems 6.5 and 6.6, where the cubic term is multiplied by a small
parameter, this differential equation also suffers the same growth in
singular behavior.
(c) If the equation is now rearranged such that x is treated as the
dependent variable and y as the independent variable, that is, their

roles are reversed, show that the governing equation is
dx

/

y-fy = -(x+

,

\

ey)

Applying the regular perturbation to this new equation to show that
the asymptotic solution will have the form
(l-y2)

l ^
Y =

— 4-

X

y

P—
S

—

2y

which is in fact the exact solution, a pure coincidence.
6.133. The differential equation having the type dealt with in Problem 6.12 can
be solved by a variation of the regular perturbation method, called the
strained coordinates method. The idea was initially due to Lighthill
(1949). Basically, this idea is to expand the dependent as well as the
independent variables in terms of a new variable. The coefficients of the
expansion of the independent variable are called the straining functions.
Regular perturbation is then applied by substituting the two expansions
of the independent and dependent variables into the equation, and the
crucial requirement in finding the straining function is that the higher
order terms are no more singular than the preceeding term. This is called
LighthilVs rule, after Lighthill (1949). Let us now reinvestigate the
equation dealt with in Problem 6.12 and expand the independent variable as
X = JC0 + SXx + * • •

Here, we allow the first coefficient, X0, to behave as the new independent
variable, and the subsequent coefficients will be a function of X0; that is,
the independent variable x is strained very slightly
x = x 0 + SX1(X0) + •••
If JC1 is set to zero, the strained coordinates method will become the
traditional regular perturbation method.
Assume that the dependent variable y has the following asymptotic
expansion with coefficients being the function of the new independent
variable Jt0; that is,
y = yo(xo) + £ y i ( * o ) + •-•
(a) Show by the chain rule of differentiation that the derivative will have
the asymptotic expansion
dy
dx

=

dy
dx0

dx0 ^ dy0
dx
dx0

|

Jdyx
S
\dx0

dy0 dxx \
dx0 dx0)

[

(b) Substitute the expansions for x, y, and dy/dx into the governing
equation and equate like powers of s to show that the zero-order
and first-order subproblems are
s

x

'

+y

°dx0

° ~U

and
i
0

dyx
d0

yx

v l

0J

'

dy0
dxQ

dy0 dxx
°dxodxo

(c) In principle, we can solve for y0 and yl from the above two
subproblems with X1 chosen such that the coefficient yx is not more
singular than the preceding coefficient y0. To completely solve for y0
and y1? we need to find their conditions. Use the given initial
condition x = 1, y = 1 to the expansion for x to show that

The value x$ is the value of x0 at x = 1. Since x* is very close to
unity, assume x* to have the asymptotic expansion
XQ

= 1 + ea

and substitute this into the initial condition to show that
a = -X1(I)
Hence,
X* = 1-

6X1(I)

(d) To find the condition for y0 and y1? use the initial condition and
then substitute it into the expansion for y to show that
y o (l) = l

and

y,(l) = ^ i ( l ) ^ ^ "

Note that the initial condition for yx depends on the straining
function xv which is still unknown at this stage. This will be determined during the course of analysis, and the Lighthill's requirement
is that the subsequent term not be more singular than the preceeding
term.
(e) Show that the solution for y0 is
1
X0

(f) Use this solution for y0 into the first-order subproblem to show that
the equation for yx takes the form
d(xQyx)
dx0

d Ix1
dxo\xo

=

1 \
2xl)

then show that the solution for yl is
K

1 I

+

1 \

* - T0 - ^ h 2T0)
where K is the constant of integration.
(g) Show that the simplest form of Jc1, taken to ensure that the function
yx is not more singular than the function y0, is
_

1
LXQ

then show that the initial condition for yx is
^1)

= \

and then prove that the complete solution for yx is

Thus, the complete solutions are
y

X0

2xo>

°

2x0

which are implicit because of the presence of JC0.
(h) Eliminate JC0 between the two solutions in part (g) to show that the
final implicit asymptotic solution is

I ^

+ 2*y - (2 + e) = 0

Compute this solution for e = 0.1 and 1 and compare the results with
the exact solution. Discuss your observations especially in the neighborhood of JC = 0.
Further exposition of this method of strained coordinates can be
found in Nayfeh (1973) and Aziz and Na (1984).
6.14*. A well-stirred reactor containing solid catalysts can be modelled as a
perfect stirred tank reactor, that is, concentration is the same everywhere
inside the reactor. When such catalysts are very small, the diffusional
resistance inside the catalyst can be ignored. The catalyst is slowly

deactivated by the presence of the reactant (this is called parallel
deactivation). The rate of the reaction per unit volume of the reactor is
taken to follow a second order kinetics with respect to the reactant
concentration as
R = kC2a
where C is the reactant concentration, k is the reaction rate constant,
and a is the catalyst activity, which is unity (i.e., fresh catalyst) at t = 0.
(a) Show that the mass balance equation for the reactant is

-VkC2a

V^r= F(C0-C)

where F is the volumetric flow rate, V is the reactor volume, and C0
is the inlet reactant concentration.
The catalyst activity declines with time, and the equation describing such change is assumed to take the form

w - -*/=•
where kd is the rate constant for deactivation.
(b) Show that the mass balance equations in nondimensional form can
be cast to the following form

*L-a(l-y)-y*a
and
da

Jl = ~eya
where y is the nondimensional concentration and r is the nondimensional time given as
Q

y =^-;

T = (kCQ)t

and e (small parameter) and a are
e =

"F ^

1;

a =

TvT

(c) With respect to the time scale r, use the perturbation method to
obtain the solutions for y and a, given below
fl(/)(r) = 1

/W1 l-exp( - rVa 2 + 4a)]
m r )

=

r

\m\

i

where W1 and ra2 are given by
W1 = Va2 + 4a — a;

m2 = \a2 + 4a + a

This represents the start-up problem (inner solution), that is, the
catalyst is still fresh (a = 1).
(d) To obtain the solution behavior beyond the start-up period, define a
slower time scale, which is slower than the time scale r, as
~t = ET

and show that the mass balance equations in terms of this new time
scale are

and
da

-dl=-ya
(e) Apply the perturbation method on this new set of equations to show
that the solutions for the slow time scale are
flW)

0

_ «[i-y$»]

" Wf

and

/ygTQll-ymn , J 1
\ 40)(0)[l - yflVO] /
U0)(0)

1-1-7
ytX't) J

where y(0o)(0) is the initial condition of the zero order outer solution.
This initial condition is found by matching the inner solutions obtained in part (b), and shows that

y(°>(0) = \[ja2

+ 4a -a]

(f) Knowing the inner solutions in part (b) and the outer solutions in
part (d), obtain the composite solutions that are valid over the whole
time domain.

PARTTWO
With them the seed of wisdom did I sow,
And with my own hand wrought to make it grow;
And this was all the Harvest that I reap'd—
"I came like water, and like Wind I go."
Rubdiydt of Omar Khayyam, XXXI.

Chapter

/

Numerical Solution
Methods
(Initial Value Problems)
In the previous chapter, we discussed analytical and approximate methods to
obtain solutions to ordinary differential equations. When these approaches fail,
the only remaining course of action is a numerical solution. This chapter and
the next consider numerical methods for solving ODEs, which may not be
obtainable by techniques presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 6. ODEs of initial
value type (i.e., conditions are specified at one boundary in time or space) will
be considered in this chapter, whereas ODEs of boundary value type (conditions are specified at two boundary points) will be considered in Chapter 8.
7.1

INTRODUCTION
Modeling of process equipment often requires a careful inspection of start-up
problems that lead to differential equations of initial value type, for example,
modeling of chemical kinetics in a batch reactor and modeling of a plug flow
reactor. For the first example with two reactions in series

the model equations for constant volume are
^ - - -k C"

and

The batch reactor is initially filled with A, B, and C of concentrations C 40 , C 50 ,
and C co . Mathematically, one can write:
£ = 0; C 4 = CA0,

CB = Cj50, Cc = Cco

The last equation is the condition that we impose on the differential condition
at t = 0, that is, before the reactions are allowed to start. These are called the
initial conditions, and the mathematical problem attendant to such conditions is
called the initial value problem (IVP).
The plug flow reactor also gives rise to an IVP. If we write down a mass
balance equation for the thin element at the position z with a thickness of Az
(see the control volume of Fig. 1.16) and then allow the element thickness to
approach zero, we obtain the following equations for the two reactions in series:

«3? = - ^
u

^ir =

+k

^

where u is the superficial velocity. The conditions imposed on these equations
are the inlet concentrations of these three species at the entrance of the reactor;
that is,
z = 0; CA = CAQ, CB = C 50 , Cc = C co
Again, in the second example the conditions are specified at one point (the
entrance), and hence the problem is the initial value problem. The similarity of
the two systems can be seen more readily if we introduce the local residence
time to the plug flow problem, r = z/u, we thus see the above equations are
identical to the batch start-up problem, except t is replaced by r.
Noting the form of the model equations of the last two examples, we can
write the standard form for first order ODE as follows:
^-/,(yi.yz.-".)^)

(7-1)

for i = 1,2,..., N, and where Af is the number of equations. The independent
variable t does not appear explicitly in Eq. 7.1; such a system is called
autonomous. Otherwise, the system is called nonautonomous [see Eq. (J 3a)].
The initial conditions for the above equations are values of yt(i = 1,2,...,N)
for an initial instant of time (usually, t = 0)
t = 0; y,(0) = at

(known)

(7.2)

Equation 7.1 includes all first order nonlinear ODEs, provided the independent

variable t does not appear in the RHS. Equations of the last two examples fall
into the general format of Eq. 7.1.
If the argument in the RHS of the coupled ordinary differential equations
contains t, such as

^f

=fi(yi,y2>--->yN>t)
t = 0;

y,.(0) = OL1

for

i = 1,2,.. . , N

(known)

(7.3a)
(73b)

we can nonetheless redefine the problem such that the relation of the form of
Eq. 7.1 is recovered.
For such a case, we simply introduce one more dependent variable by
replacing t with yN+1, a new dependent variable, for which the differential
equation is defined as

%i

= 1

(7.4«)

and
' = 0;

>V + i(0)=0

(7.4A)

' = '0;

>V+i('o)='o

(7.4c)

or in the general case,

Thus, we see that the new "dependent variable" is exactly equal to t.
With the introduction of the new dependent variable yN+1, Eq. 73a can now
be cast into the form
dy
Sf

=

fi(yi>y2>-->yN,yN+i)

(7.5)

fori = 1,2,. ..,N.
The new set now has N + 1 coupled ordinary differential equations (Eqs. 7.5
and 7.4). Thus, the standard form of Eq. 7.1 is recovered, and we are not
constrained by the time appearing explicitly or implicitly. In this way, numerical
algorithms are developed only to deal with autonomous systems.
EXAMPLE 7,1
We illustrate this with an example of heating of an oil bath with a time-dependent heat source. Let T and Q(t) represent the bath temperature and heat rate,
respectively. We shall take the bath to be well mixed so the temperature is

uniform throughout. A heat balance on the bath gives
VpCp^-=Ah(T-Ta)-VQ(t)
where V is the bath volume and A is the heat transfer area for heat loss to
ambient air at temperature Ta.
The initial temperature of the bath is T0, before the heater is turned on; that
is:
' = 0;

T=T0

The balance equation has a time variable in the RHS, so to convert it to the
format of Eq. 7.1 we simply define

y2 = *
As suggested by Eq. 7.4 a, the differential equation for y2 is

$

-

.

•

:

»

-

.

and the equation for yx is simply the heat balance equation with t being
replaced by y2
VpCp^=Ah(yi-Ta)-VQ{y2)
The initial conditions for yx and y2 are
f = 0;

yx = T0,

y2 = 0

Thus, the standard form of Eq. 7.1 is recovered.
Occasionally, we encounter problems involving higher order derivatives. To
render the governing equations for these problems to the standard form of Eq.
7.1, we can proceed as follows. For illustrative purposes, we shall consider a
second order differential equation, but the procedure is general and can be
applied to higher order systems. If the governing equation contains second
derivatives of the general form
y" + F(y'9y)

=0

(7.6)

we can recover the form of Eq. 7.1 by simply defining, as discussed in
Chapter 2
yx = y

(7.7a)

y2 = %

(7.7ft)

With the definition (7.7), Eq. 7.6 becomes
^T =-Hy2^1)

(7.8)

Thus, the new set of equations written in the format of Eq. 7.1 is
-4r = y2= f i{y v yi)

(7.9)
ir

=

F

- (y2,yi)=f2(yi>y2)

Thus, any order equation can be expressed in the format of Eq. 7.1. We next
address the issue of initial conditions. If the initial conditions of Eq. 7.6 are
H^y(O),y(0))

= 0;

i = 1,2

(7.10)

then we can use the definition of Eq. 7.7 to convert this initial condition (7.10)
in terms of the new dependent variables
H^y2(O),

yi(0))

= 0;

/ = 1,2

(7.11)

Equation 7.11 represents a set of two possibly nonlinear algebraic equations in
terms of ^1(O) and y2(0). This algebraic problem can be solved by trial and
error, using for example the Newton-Raphson technique (Appendix A). This
will yield yt(0) and y2(0), which will form the initial conditions for Eq. 7.9. At
this point, we need to assume that the numerical (approximate) solution of Eq.
7.11 will give rise to an initial condition, which will produce a trajectory that is
arbitrarily close to the one with the exact initial condition.
EXAMPLE 7.2
Convert the following second order differential equation
a(y,t)^~

+ b(y,t)^

+ c(y,t)y

= f(t)

to the standard format of Eq. 7.1.
This is a challenging example, since the equation is second order and
nonlinear. We first take care of the independent variable time by introducing ^1
as the time variable; that is,
dt

l

with the initial condition
t = 0;

^1 = O

To account for the second order derivative, we define

y2 = y

and y3 = -j£

With these definitions the original differential equation becomes
dy3
(y2> yi)~df

a

+ b

(y2> y\)y?> + c(y2> yi)y 2 = / ( y O

Next, we rearrange the differential equations for yl9 y2, and y3 as follows

<fo3
*

fr(y2»yi)
«(y 2 ,yi)

_ si^ulA
y3

«(y 2 ,yi)

/(yQ
y2

«(y 2 ,yi)

provided that 0(^ 2 , )>i) is not equal to zero. Now, we see that the standard form
of Eq. 7.1 is recovered.
The same procedure presented above for second order differential equations
can be extended to an nth order differential equation and to coupled nth order
differential equations, as the reader will see in the homework problems.
Thus, no matter whether the independent variable, t, is in the RHS of the
differential equation or the governing equation involves higher order derivatives, we can perform elementary transformations, as illustrated in the last two
examples, to convert these equations to the standard form of Eq. 7.1. The
compact language of vector representation could also be used to express Eq. 7.1

w = f(y>

(7 12a)

-

and
t = 0;

y= a

(known vector)

(7.12ft)

where the vectors are
y=

[yiyi,'",yN]T

f=[fiJ2,.--JN]T
a=

7.2

(7.13)

[al9a2,...,aN]T

TYPEOFMETHOD
Arranging equations in a systematic format is time well spent, before the act of
computation takes place. The computation methods are generally of two types:
explicit and implicit. By explicit methods, we mean that if we know the value of y

at the instant of time tn, the calculation of the vector y at the next time tn +1
requires only the known values of the vector y and its derivatives dy/dt = f(y)
at the time tn and previous times. The implicit methods, however, involve
solving equations for the unknown value of the vector y at the time tn + l.
The simplest example of the explicit type is the Euler method (unfortunately,
it is unstable and the most inaccurate method), in which the recursive formula
to calculate the vector y at time tn + 1 is
y('n+i)=y(O+>*f(y(O)

(?.i4)

Here, we have represented the differential with
dy _. y(^+i) -y(tn)

/,i«*

where
At = h

(7.15b)

and the average value for f over the interval h is taken as f(y(^)).
Thus, we see that the evaluation of the vector y at tn + l only requires the
known vector y at tn and its derivatives at tn, that is, f(y(tn)). It is the simplest
method and unfortunately it is unstable if the step size h is not properly chosen.
This problem justifies more sophisticated methods to ensure numerical stability,
a topic that will be discussed later.
Note that Eq. 7.14 is basically the Taylor series of y(tn + l \ where yn+ l =

y('n+i)=y('n)+h^r= y(tn)+Wn))

+ o(h2)
+ O(h2)

where the order symbol O is defined in 6.2.2, and simply means that "left-out"
terms have a size magnitude of order h2 (the smaller h, the better). Comparing
the above Taylor series and Eq. 7.14, the explicit Euler equation has a local
truncation error of O(h2), with the local truncation error being the error
incurred by the approximation over a single step. As time increases, the overall
error increases. Since the number of calculations is inversely proportional to the
step size, the actual accuracy of the explicit Euler method is O(h).
To simplify the notation of the recursive formula, we denote the numerical
value of y at the times tn and tn + l as y(tn) = yn and y(tn + l) = yn+1, and the
explicit Euler formula (7.14) is rewritten
Yn + I = yn+hf(yn)

(7.16)

The implicit method, to be introduced next, alleviates the stability problem
inherent in the explicit method. An example of the implicit formalism is the
trapezoidal method. Here, the derivative dy/dt at the time tn is calculated using

the Trapezoidal rule; that is,

=i[ f (y«) + f(y«+1)l

\w\
L

<7-17)

J t — tn

where the RHS is simply the average f at two successive times.
The recursive formula for y(tn + l) for the Trapezoidal rule is obtained by
replacing as before
dj_ _ Yn+ I - Y n

dt

h

so that:
y n+ i = y« + |[f(y«) + f(y«+i)]

(7.u)

Equation (7.18) represents a set of N nonlinear algebraic equations, which must
be solved by a trial and error method such as Newton-Raphson or successive
substitution for yn+ 1 (Appendix A). This is the characteristic difference between
the implicit and explicit types of solution; the easier explicit method allows
sequential solution one at a time, while the implicit method requires simultaneous solutions of sets of equations; hence, an iterative solution at a given time
tn + 1 is required.
The backward Euler method yields a simpler implicit formula, and its recursive relation to calculate yn+ 1 is given as

where the average f over the interval h is taken to be Kyn+i). Again, the
recursive formula is a set of nonlinear algebraic equations.
In terms of stability, the explicit Euler method is unstable if the step size is
not properly chosen. The implicit methods, such as the backward Euler and the
trapezoidal methods, are stable, but the solution may oscillate if the step size is
not chosen small enough. The illustrative example in the next section reveals the
source of the stability problem.

7.3

STABILITY
Numerical integration of a problem usually gives rise to results that are unusual
in the sense that often the computed values "blow up." The best example of
this so-called stability problem is illustrated in the numerical integration of
dy/dt = -y using the Euler method with a very large step size.

Let us investigate the phenomena using the following decay equation
% = -Ay

(7.20a)

with
f = 0;

y= 1

(7.20A)

If we denote ye as the exact solution, then the numerically calculated solution y
can be expressed as a deviation from this exact value
y = ye + s

(7.21)

where e represents the error, which is a function of time. Substitution of Eq.
7.21 into Eq. 7.20a gives

W

=

~Xe

< 7 - 22 >

The method is considered to be stable if the error decays with time.
If the explicit Euler method is applied to Eq. 7.22 from tn to tn+1, we obtain
*»+ i = *„ + K "Ae11) = Sn(I - AA)

(7.23)

If stability is enforced, we need to have the error at tn+1 to be smaller than that
at tn\ that is,
^

1

<1

(7.24)

Substituting Eq. 7.23 into Eq. 7.24, we have
Il - h\\ < 1

(7.25)

0 < hk < 2

(7.26)

This implies

The step size for the explicit Euler method must be smaller than 2/A to ensure
stability.
If we apply the trapezoidal rule (Eq. 7.18) to Eq. 7.22, we find
<Wi = en + 2"( "Ae n ~ Aen+ 1 )

(7.27)

from which
g

n +i

1 - /iA/2

"77 " TTWJl

.

(

(7 28)

'

Table 7.1 Comparison of Stability Behavior
Method

Stable and No
Oscillation

Stable and
Oscillation

Unstable

Euler
Trapezoid
Backward Euler

0 <hX < 1
0 <hX < 2
0 < hX < oo

1 < hX < 2
2 < ZiA < oo
none

hk > 2
none
none

Now, to ensure stability for this case, we conclude the criterion is \en+ l/sn\ < 1
is satisfied for any step size h(h > 0). Thus, the trapezoidal rule is always stable.
Nonetheless, the error oscillates around zero if hX > 2.
If we next apply the backward Euler method (Eq. 7.19) to Eq. 7.22, we have
<Wi = tn +K-Xen

+ 1)

(7.29)

which yields

It is clear from Eq. 7.30 that the method is always stable, and moreover, the
problem of oscillation around the exact solution disappears.
Table 7.1 highlights behavior of the three techniques.
The explicit Euler method is stable only when the absolute value of h X is less
than 2, and is not stable when it is greater than or equal to 2. The backward
Euler is always stable and does not oscillate, but it is not particularly accurate
(because it is a first order method). The trapezoid method is of second order,
but it oscillates for large \hX\. Analysis of the Order of Errors in the various
numerical schemes will be discussed in Section 7.6.
E)LAMPLE 7J
To illustrate the Euler and trapezoidal methods, we apply them to the following
problem of chemical decomposition of nitrogen dioxide in a plug flow reactor.
The chemical reaction rate is second order with respect to the nitrogen dioxide
concentration; that is,
Rrxn " kC2

(7.31)

The rate constant at 383°C is 5030 cc/mole/sec.
Here, we assume that there is no axial diffusion along the reactor, and the
velocity profile is taken to be plug shaped. We wish to study the steady-state
behavior at constant temperature. With these assumptions, we can set up a mass
balance around a thin element having a thickness of Az (Fig. 7.1).

Figure 7.1 Schematic diagram of the plug flow
reactor.

The mass balance equation is
SuC\2 - SuC\2+A2 - (SAz)R^n

=0

(7.32)

where u is the velocity, and S is the cross-sectional area of the reactor.
Dividing Eq. 7.32 by SAz and allowing the element to shrink to zero, we
obtain the following ordinary differential equation describing the nitrogen
dioxide concentration variation along the reactor
u

w = -*•» = ~kc2

(7 33)

-

This equation is a first order ordinary differential equation; hence, one boundary condition is needed for the complete formulation of the problem. This is
known since the concentration of nitrogen dioxide at the entrance is given as
C0. Mathematically, we write
z = 0;

C = C0

(7.34)

This set of problems can be solved analytically using the methods of Chapter 2.
The analytical solution is

which we shall use as a basis for comparison among the several numerical
integration schemes. If we denote the bracketed term in the denominator of Eq.
7.35 as

B=

IcC0L

=

kC0LS

kC0V

~ir~ ~ns~-" ~r~

(7 36)

-

where V is the reactor volume and F is the volumetric flow rate, Eq. 7.35 then

becomes

<7-37>

&0 = T T l *
Hence, the conversion is
x

- !-7T0

( 7 - 38 )

= TTB

Thus, the reactor performance is governed by a simple equation (Eq. 7.37), or in
terms of design, it is governed by a simple parameter group B. If we wish to
design a reactor with a given conversion, the parameter group B is then
calculated from Eq. 7.38. For example, to achieve a 50% conversion, we need to
have the design parameter group B to be 1. So, if the rate constant is known
(k = 5030 cc/mole/sec at 383° C), the group C0V/F can be calculated
C 2 F _ B_ _ _1 _
1
_
F ~ k " k
5030 cc/mole/sec

1

^

x 1U

4

mole sec
cc

Therefore, if the inlet concentration, C0, and the volumetric flow rate are
known (which is usually the case in design), the reactor volume then can be
calculated. So, for example, if
C0 = 2 X 1 0 -

8

^;

F = 72,OOog

the reactor volume is
V = 199 liters
Now let us return to the original equation and attempt to solve it numerically.
First, we multiply the numerator and denominator of the LHS of Eq. 7.33 by the
cross-sectional area, S, to obtain
F^

= -kC2

(7.39)

We can define the following nondimensional variables to simplify the form for
numerical integration

Equation 7.39 then becomes

% - -,*

C-4I)

with the initial condition
r = 0;

y=1

(7.42)

If we use the explicit Euler formula (Eq. 7.14), the recurrence formula for this
problem (Eq. 7.41) is
yn+i=yn + H-y2n)

(7-43)

where h is the step size (to be chosen) in the numerical integration; also we
note y0 = 1.
Using the implicit formulas (the backward Euler and the trapezoidal), we find
the following recursive equations; first, the backward Euler
Vn + I = Vn + H-y2n + l)

VM)

and the trapezoidal is

,.»-,. +k\t&±£&±\

(7.45,

We note again that the recurrence formula for the implicit methods are
nonlinear algebraic equations. This means that at every time step, tn +1, these
nonlinear algebraic equations (Eqs. 7.44 or 7.45) must be solved iteratively for y
at that time. Appendix A reviews a number of methods for solving nonlinear
algebraic equations, and here we use the Newton-Raphson to solve the nonlinear algebraic equations. Let us begin the demonstration using the backward
Euler formula (Eq. 7.44).
We rearrange the recurrence formula for the backward Euler formula (Eq.
7.44) to the following standard format, suitable for the application of the
Newton-Raphson trial-error technique
F =h y Z + 1 + y n

+1

-y

n

=0

(7.46)

Although this equation is a solvable quadratic (owing to the second order
reaction), we will solve it nonetheless by numerical means to demonstrate the
general procedure of the implicit integration method. The iteration scheme for
the Newton-Raphson procedure is (Appendix A)
v (*+l) _ v (*) _ _
yn+i -yn+i
dp(k)

(J AJ\
{'An

d

yn+i

hence, performing the indicated differentiation
V(*+D

_ v(*>

_ Wn+! T yn+i

where the superscript k denotes the iteration number.

yn

(

-4

8

^

With this iteration equation, at any time tn +1 the unknown yn+1 must be
solved iteratively using Eq. 7.48 until some, as yet unspecified, convergence
criterion is satisfied. The following relative error is commonly used to stop the
iteration process
v (*+i)

y

_

v ^>

"+1v(,+1)"+1

<*

(7-49)

The initial guess for yn+1 is taken as
yfU = yn

(7.50)

For small step sizes, this is a prudent initial guess. Alternatively, one can use the
explicit Euler formula to provide a better initial guess for the iteration process
for yn+l in the implicit scheme; that is,
yi°li=yn + h(-y2n)

(7.51)

Now, we consider the trapezoidal rule. We rearrange the recurrence formula for
the trapezoidal rule (Eq. 7.45) as
F = | y n 2 + i + yn+1 + \yl

- yn

(7.52)

Again, we use the Newton-Raphson formula for this implicit procedure

Vn + X

y n+ i

1 +/*<*>,

(

'

As in the case of the backward Euler method, the initial guess for yn+1 is either
chosen as in Eq. 7.50 or Eq. 7.51.
We have now laid the foundation for a numerical computation using three
schemes. First, let us study the worst case, which is the explicit Euler formula
(Eq. 7.43). The calculation for yn+1 at time tn +l = nh is explicit in Eq. 7.43. For
example, if we use h = 0.2, the value of yx at time tx = 0.2 is

vi = ^o + K-yl) = l - ( 0 ^ 2 X 1 ) 2 = °-8

(7-54)

and similarly, the value of y2 at t2 = 0.4 can be obtained as
y2 = y\ + (0.2)(-y?) = 0.8 - (0.2)(0.8) 2 = 0.672

(7.55)

The same procedure can be carried out sequentially for t = 0.6, 0.8, and so on.
This can be done quite easily with a hand calculator, which makes it attractive.
Figure 7.2 illustrates computation of y versus r for several step sizes, 0.1, 0.2,
0.5, 1, and 2. The exact solution (Eq. 7.37) is also shown in the figure. We see

Figure 7.2 Plots of numerical solutions using the explicit Euler method.

that the explicit Euler integration scheme starts to fail (i.e., the integration
becomes divergent) when h = 1. To apply the stability theorem from the earlier
decay equation (Eq. 7.20a), it was necessary to linearize the nonlinear equation
(Eq. 7.41) around the point y = 1 (i.e., at zero time). The linearized version of
Eq. 7.41 is obtained by applying the Taylor series around y0; so if f(y) = y2

/(?)=/(*>)+Jf
u

y

(y-y 0 ) + -" *y2 + (2yo)(y-yo)
y=i

so the linearized equivalent to the decay equation is given by
% = -yl - (2yo)(y - y0) = - 1 - (2)(l)(y - 1) = -Iy

+ 1 (7.56)

This means that the decay constant A is equal to 2 at zero time. For nonlinear
systems, the decay constant changes with time. So with the decay constant of 2
at zero time, the step size that will make the explicit Euler integration unstable
is
2

2

and so we observe such instability in Fig. 7.2, where the numerical solutions
became unstable when we used h = 1 and 2.
Thus, we see problems arise when we apply a step size criterion based on
linear analysis to a nonlinear problem, leading to a time-variable decay

constant. Let us choose the step size as 0.2 (less than 1, so that the solution
integration from time zero is stable), so the numerical solution for y at t = 0.2
is 0.8 (Eq. 7.54). Now we linearize the nonlinear function (Eq. 7.41) around this
point (t = 0.2, y = 0.8), and the governing equation becomes
| p - - y ? - ( 2 y , ) ( y - y , ) - -1.6y + 0.64

(7.57)

The decay constant at time t = 0.2 is now 1.6 instead of 2 calculated earlier (at
time zero). This simply implies that the maximum step size for the explicit Euler
formula to be stable at time t = 0.2 is
2
2
^ = A = O = 1-25
instead of the value h = 1 computed at zero time. This is a typical pattern for
systems exhibiting decay behavior; that is, the maximum allowable step size
increases as time progresses. This is, indeed, a salient feature utilized by good
integration packages on the market, that is, to vary the step size in order to
reduce the total number of steps to reach a certain time. This increases
computation speed.
Up to now, we have placed great emphasis on the maximum allowable step
size to ensure integration stability. Good stability does not necessarily mean
good accuracy, as we observed in Fig. 7.2, where we saw that a step size of 0.5
gave a stable integration, but the accuracy was not very good. To this end, we
need to use smaller step sizes as we illustrated using h = 0.2 or h = 0.1. But
the inevitable question arises, how small is small? In practice, we usually do not
possess analytical solutions with which to compare.
We next consider an implicit formula, the backward Euler formula (Eq. 7.44).
The value y n + 1 at time tn + l is obtained iteratively using the Newton-Raphson
equation (Eq. 7.48). This can also be done with a personal computer or a
programmable calculator. To demonstrate this iteration process, we choose a
step size of 0.2, so that the next calculated value for yx is at tx = 0.2. The
Newton-Raphson iteration equation for yx is

yi

~yi

l+2/»yf k)

yi

1 + 2(0.2) y<*>

(7 58)

*

If we now choose the initial guess for ^ 1 as y0 = 1, the first iterated solution for
yx is
(1,
yi

_
~yi

m

_ (02Ky?)1 + y?> - y* _
l + 2(0.2)yf>

t

_ (Q-2)i2 + 1 - 1 _ 0 8 5 7 1 4 2 8 5 7
1 + 2(0.2)1 " °-« 5 7 1 4 2 « 5 7

Using this first iterated solution for yl9 we then calculate its second iterated

solution as
yq»

^1

ym

^1

(0-2)W)2+yf>-yo
1 + 2(0.2) y ^

• u.w/
0 857 - - - (°- 2 )( Qj- 8 5 7 (o.2)(O.857
* " ) 2 + (°-•8•5 •7 )• • • ) + 2

1

, u.»D4iu^«
Q 854103343

We can see that the solution converges very quickly. The third iterated solution
is calculated in a similar way, and we have
y(!3) = 0.854101966
Thus the relative error calculated using Eq. 7.49 is
ReI. Error =

A(0.854101966)

- (0.854103343)
0 854101966

=

nnnnnn,,^
0.000001612

This error is indeed small enough for us to accept the solution for yv which is
0.8541. The few iterations needed show the fast convergence of the
Newton-Raphson method.
Knowing the solution for yx at tx = 0.2, we can proceed in a similar fashion
to obtain y2, y3, and so on. Figure 7.3 illustrates computations for a number of
step sizes. No instability is observed for the case of backward Euler method.

Numerical
solution

Exact solution

Figure 7.3 Plots of the numerical solutions for the backward
Euler method.

Numerical solution h

Exact solution

Figure 7.4 Computations of the numerical solutions for the trapezoidal method.

Relative error %

Explicit Euler

Trapezoidal

Implicit Euler

Figure 7.5 Relative errors between the numerical solutions
and the exact solution versus r.

Notice also that the solution does not oscillate, as one might expect in light of
the stability analysis in the previous section.
Again, we use Newton-Raphson in Eq. 7.53 to obtain the numerical solution
for the trapezoidal rule, and Fig. 7.4 illustrates these computations for various
step sizes. We note that oscillation of the numerical solution occurs around the
exact solution for h = 1.5 and 2. This arises because the decay constant (A) at
time zero is 2 and for the two step sizes (h = 1.5 and 2) producing oscillation,
we see that hk > 2. Under such circumstances, oscillations will always occur for
the trapezoidal rule.
To summarize the comparison of methods, we illustrate in Fig. 7.5 the
percentage relative error between the numerical solutions and the exact solution for a fixed step size of 0.5. With this step size all three methods, explicit
Euler, backward Euler, and trapezoid, produced integration stability, but the
relative error is certainly unacceptable.
IA

STIFFNESS
A characteristic of initial value type ordinary differential equations is the
so-called stiffness. It is easiest to illustrate stiffness by considering again the
simple decay equation (or first order kinetics equation)
% = "Ay
' = 0;

(7.59a)
y=y 0

(7.59*)

The exact solution for this equation is
y = yoe~xt

(7.60)

Let us assume that we would like to solve Eqs. 7.59 by an explicit method from
t = 0 to a time, say tv The step size that we could use to maintain numerical
stability is
AAf < p

(7.61)

If the explicit Euler method is used, the value of p is 2 (see section 7.3 on
stability for more details), and hence the maximum step size to maintain
numerical stability is
(A0max=X

(7.62)

Thus, to integrate the problem up to time tv the number of steps needed is
Number of steps = -y-

(7.63)

It is clear from Eq. 7.63 that the number of steps required for numerical
stability increases with the constant A (which is sometimes called the characteristic value).

Next, we consider the following coupled ordinary differential equations,
represented in vector form (see Appendix B for a review of this subject)
dy

[-500.5

499.51

499.5

-500.5f

~dt=[

.
= Ay

,_ ..

,

(7Ma)

with
y(0) = [ 2 , l f

(7.64*)

yx = 1.5*"' + 0.5e-l00Qt

(7.65a)

y 2 = lSe-' - O.5e-lom

(7.65b)

The solutions of Eqs. 7.64 are

The characteristic values (roots) or eigenvalues for this system of equations are
A1 = - 1 and A2 = -1000. The corresponding time constants are simply the
inverse of these eigenvalues. To ensure the stability of an explicit method (such
as the explicit Euler), one needs to ensure that the step size should be less than
A* < jjp-r
l A maxl

(7.66)

where Amax is the maximum eigenvalue for the matrix A. Thus, the step size has
to be less than 0.002 to achieve integration stability.
Inspection of the exact solution (7.65) shows that the problem is controlled by
the smallest eigenvalue, in this case A = — 1. The curves of V1 and y2 versus
time are shown in Fig. 7.6.

Figure 7.6 Plots of y1 and y2 (Eqs. 7.65) versus time.

A logarithmic time scale is used to illustrate the importance of the two
distinctly separate eigenvalues, A1 = - 1 and A2 = —1000. The fast change of
yx and y2 occurs over a very short time scale. We therefore have a situation
where the step size is controlled by the maximum eigenvalue (i.e., very small
step size), whereas the full evolution is controlled by the smallest eigenvalue.
This type of problem is called a stiff problem. This occurs when small and large
time constants occur in the same system. The small time constant controls
earlier response, whereas the large one controls tailing.
To measure the degree of stiffness, one can introduce the following stiffness
ratio:

SR = 5 « W
mm |X|

(7 . 67)

v

'

When SR < 20 the problem is not stiff, when SR = 1000 the problem is
classified stiff, and when SR = > 1,000,000 the problem is very stiff (Finlayson
1980).
The example we used to demonstrate stiffness is a linear problem. For a
nonlinear problem of the following type
^f = f(y)

(7.68)

we linearize the above equation around time tn(yn) using a Taylor expansion,
retaining only the first two terms
^«f(yn)+J(O-(y-yn)

(7.69)

where

«'.>-{-, -[Wl)

( o)

"

which is the Jacobian matrix for the problem at t = tn. The definition of
stiffness in Eq. 7.67 utilizes the eigenvalues obtained from the Jacobian, and
since this Jacobian matrix changes with time, the stiffness of the problem also
changes with time.
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In this example, we illustrate computations using the Jacobian with a system of
two coupled differential equations
^ - = ( l - y 1 ) - 1OyJy2
^

= -0.05yfy 2

The initial conditions are
t = 0;

yt = 0.2,

y2 = 1

For a pair of coupled differential equations, the Jacobian will be a 2 X 2 matrix.
For the above problem, the four elements of the Jacobian are computed to be

& - -> - »*>« ik- -">?
To find the Jacobian at time t = 0, we simply replace ^ 1 and y2 by their values
at £ = 0, that is, the four elements will be

! £ = -0.2-20(0.2)(l)= -4.2
!£-= -10(0.2)2 = -0.4
I ^ = -0.1(0.2)(l) = -0.02
j ^ - = -0.05(0.2) 2 = -0.002
The eigenvalues of this Jacobian are seen to be —4.2019 and 9.52 X 10~5. The
absolute ratio of these eigenvalues is 44,140, which indicates that the present
problem is quite stiff at time t = 0.
In the next two sections, we discuss the basic theories underlying the essential
differences between explicit and implicit methods. To help with this, we need to
recall a few elementary steps such as the Newton interpolation formula. Details
on the various interpolation theories can be found elsewhere (Burden and
Faires 1981).

7.5 INTERPOLATION AND QUADRATURE
To facilitate the development of explicit and implicit methods, it is necessary to
briefly consider the origins of interpolation and quadrature formulas (i.e.,
numerical approximation to integration). There are essentially two methods for
performing the differencing operation (as a means to approximate differentiation); one is the forward difference, and the other is the backward difference.
Only the backward difference is of use in the development of explicit and
implicit methods.
Let us assume that we have a set of data points at equally spaced times,...,
*n-v 'n> *n + i> • • • > a n d l e t y^r) = ^n 0-e-> >« a r e values of y at those equally

spaced times). The forward difference in finite difference terms is
Ay n = Vn+1 ~ Vn

(7.71)

which can be related to the first order differentiation
dy
Ay n _
It ~ "AT "

yn+1-yn
h

{7J2)

For second order differentiation, we shall need
A2yn = Ay n + 1 - Ayn = ( y n + 2 - yn+1) - (y n + 1 -yn)
that is:
A2yn=yn+2-2yn+1+yn

(7.73)

To see this, write
d2y . A2y A ( y n + 1 - y n )
1
dt2 ~ At2 ~
h2
~ h2{y"+2

2y

»+1

+ y

»')

{7J4

>

The same procedure can be applied for higher order differences.
The backward difference is defined as
Vyn=Vn-Vn-I

(7-75)

From this definition, the second and third order differences are
V2yn = Vyn - Vy n - 1
-(Vn-Vn-I)-(Vn-I-Vn-I)

(7-76)

v 2 y n = y n - 2 y n + 1 +yn_2
and
V3yn = yn - 3y n _! + 3y n _ 2 - y n _ 3

(7.77)

Having defined the necessary backward difference relations, we present the
Newton backward interpolation formula, written generally as
/ x
^T
ot(a + 1) ^2
a(a + 1) ••• (a + ; - 1) _ ,
L
y(a) = yn + a Vyn + V 2 , ; V2yn + • • • + - ^
*—jf
Vyn
(7.78)
where
a=(LzJA.

A= Af

(7.79)

Since n in Eq. 7.78 is arbitrary, one can write another equation similar to
Eq. 7.78 by replacing n by n + 1.
y(«) =y w + 1 + « V y n + 1 +
...+«(«

+

+

v

2,

7

v2yn+1

l)(q + 2 ) - ( a + j - l ) v f y | > + i

(7>80)

where
a=OjZirL±il;

fc

= A,

( 7-81)

The polynomials (7.78) or (7.80) are continuous and can be differentiated and
integrated.
If we keep two terms in the RHS of Eq. 7.78, the resulting formula is
equivalent to a linear equation passing through two points Un, yn) and
(tn_h yn-i)> Similarly, if three terms are retained, the resulting formula corresponds to a parabolic curve passing through three data points Un, yn),
(tn_v yn-i) and (tn_2 y n _ 2 )- Note that these latter points are prior to Un, yn).
The polynomial (7.78) is a continuous function in terms of t (through the
variable a defined in Eq. 7.79; hence, it can be differentiated as well as
integrated. Taking the derivative of Eq. 7.78 and evaluating at t = tn (i.e.,
a = 0), we obtain
h

wL

=
t n

( * » - y » - i ) - 1 ( * » - 2 y » - i + y » - 2 ) + "••

(7-82>

Equation 7.82 simply states that knowing the values of yn, yn_v yn-2> -••> w e
can calculate the derivative at t = tn using just these values.
Similarly, we can use Eq. 7.78 to evaluate higher order derivatives at t = tn,
and also perform integration.
Also, if the data points are composed of derivatives of y at equally spaced
times (i.e., y'n, yn-V yn-2,—\
we can write the backward interpolation formula
in terms of derivatives
y'(a)

= y'n + a Wn +

V

2,

}

V2y'n + - ^

+ ••• + « ( « + ! ) ' - ( « + / " I )

^f
VJy'n

}

- V3y'n
(7.83)

where

a=

iLzJA;

h = At

(7. 84 )

Since n in Eq. 7.83 is arbitrary, one can write a relation similar to Eq. 7.83 by

replacing n by n + 1

+

...+«(«

+

l)(«

+

2)--.(«+/-!) ^

(?>85)

where

The above expansions now allow representation for functions and derivatives to
a higher order than previously used.
7.6

EXPLICIT INTEGRATION METHODS
The interpolation formula (Eqs. 7.83 and 7.85) presented in the previous section
can be utilized to derive a method for integration. Let us consider a single scalar
ODE:
Tt-Ky)

(7.87)

subject to some known initial condition, say y(0) = y 0 .
A straightforward integration of Eq. 7.87 with respect to t from tn to tn +l
would yield
y« + i-y» = fn+1f(y)dt

(7.88)

J

tn

or:
yn+i=yn

+ fn+1y'dt

(7.89)

By defining a = (t — tn)/h, where h = Un+1 — tn), Eq. 7.89 becomes
yn + l-yn+hfy(a)da

(7.90)

Now, we will show how integration schemes can be generated. Numerical
integration (quadrature) formulas can be developed by approximating the integrand y'(a) of Eq. 7.90 with any interpolation polynomials. This is done by
substituting any of several interpolation formulas into Eq. 7.90. For example, if
we use the backward interpolation formula using values from tn going backward

(Eq. 7.83) into the RHS of Eq. 7.90, we have

yn+i = yn + hfy>n + «v y ; + a ( a 2 | 1 } v 2 y ; + • • • ] da

(7.91)

Note that y^+i, Vy^+ 1 , . . . are numbers; hence, they can be moved outside the
integration sign, and we have

yn + i = y n + h\y'nCda

+ Vytfa

da + V 2 y ; / l t t ( g +1} * * + • • • ]

(7.92)

In simplifying, the integration becomes a sum

yn+i =y« + h L Wy*

(7-93)

i=0

where M is an arbitrary integer, and 8t is defined by the following relation

Explicit evaluation of S1 from Eq. 7.94 and substitution of the result into Eq.
7.93 gives
y» + i = yn + h(\ + ^ v + ^ v

2

+ ••• ) y ;

(7.95)

Keeping only the first term in the bracket, we have
+ hy'n + O(h2)

(7.96)

yn+i=yn + hf(yn)+O(h2)

(7.97)

yn+i=yn
but y'n =f(yn),

so we get

This formula is simply the explicit Euler method. The local truncation error is of
order of O(h2), that is, the error is proportional to h2 if all the previous values,
yn,yn-i,"are exact. However, in the integration from time f = 0, the error of
the method at time tn+1 is accurate up to O(h) because the number of
integration step is inversely proportional to h.
The explicit Euler integration method is simply the linear extrapolation from
the point at t = tn to tn+1 using the slope of the curve at tn. Figure 7.7 shows
this Euler method with the local and global errors.
If we now keep two terms in the bracket of Eq. 7.95, we have
Vn + I = Vn + h[y'n + ^ V y ; )

(7.98)

Global
truncation
error

Local
truncation
error
Exact solution

Obtained using
exact slope

Exact solution
passing through

yn-\

Figure 7.7 Graphical representation of Euler method, and
local and global truncation error.

and since the backward difference is defined as Vy'n = y'n — y'n_v we have

yn+i = yn + h[y'n + j(yn-y'n-i)}

(7.99)

or
yn+i=yn
Using y' = dy/dt = f(y\

+ h(ly'n-^1)

(7.100)

Eq. 7.100 becomes

yn+l =yn + h\lf{yn)

- ^/(y n _!)]

(7.101)

This formula is sometimes called the second-order Adam-Bashford method, and
it requires two values of the function / at tn and tn_v The accuracy of the
method is O(h2).
If four terms are retained in Eq. 7.95, we obtain the following fourth order
Adams-Bashford method.
yn + i=yn + | f [ 5 5 / ( y n ) - 59/Cy11-1) + 37/(y n _ 2 ) - 9f(yn_3)]

+ O(h5)
(7.102)

The accuracy of the method is O(h4). The Adams-Bashford method is among
the most attractive methods used for solving nonstiff, coupled ordinary differential equations.
It is noted that using the higher order Adams-Bashford methods, we must
have previous points other than the current point, yn, to execute the RHS of
Eq. 7.101 or Eq. 7.102. At the starting point (i.e., t = 0), only one point is

available (y 0 ); hence, lower order methods such as the Euler method or
Runge-Kutta methods (which are presented later), which require only one
point, must be used to generate enough points before higher order methods can
be applied.
7.7

IMPLICIT INTEGRATION METHODS
Section 7.6 gave a number of explicit integration formulas, and in this section
we present implicit methods, which are more stable than the explicit formula
because they utilize the information about the unknown point, tn+1, in the
integration formula.
To derive implicit integration methods, we start with the Newton backward
difference interpolation formula starting from the point tn+l backward (Eq.
7.85) rather than from the point tn backward as used in the generation of the
explicit methods. With a single equation of the type shown by Eq. 7.87, we have
yn+i=yn

+ fn+1y'dt
J

(7.103)

tn

or
yn+i=yn + hf°y'(<*)da

(7.104)

where a = (t — tn+1)/h with h = tn+1 — tn. Using the incremented interpolation formula for the function y' (Eq. 7.85), we substitute it into Eq. 7.104 and
carry out the integration with respect to a to obtain
yn+i = yn + h(i - ^ v - ^ v

2

- i f v 3 - ••• ) y ; + 1

(7.105)

If we keep the first term in the bracket of Eq. 7.105, we have
^ n + I = yn + hy'n+1 + O(h2)
Since y'n+1 = f(yn+i\

(7.106)

Eq. 7.106 becomes
yn+i-yn

+ hf(yn+l)

(7.107)

Equation 7.107 is the implicit Euler method, which is in a similar form to the
explicit Euler method, except that the evaluation of the function / is done at
the unknown point yn+v Hence, Eq. 7.107 is a nonlinear algebraic equation and
must be solved by trial to find yn+1. Example 7.1 demonstrated this iteration
process in solving nonlinear algebraic equations.
We proceed further with the generation of more implicit schemes. If the
second term in the RHS of Eq. 7.105 is retained, we have
yn+i=yn + h(i-?v)y'n+i

(7.108)

Using the definition of the backward difference, Vy)1+1 = y'n+ 1 - y'n, we have

Vn+I- Vn + f\yn

+

l-?(y'n

+ l-y'n)\

(7-109)

+ /(>Wi)]

(7.no)

that is,

yn+i =y n + j[f(yn)

in which we have used Eq. 7.87. Like the implicit Euler method (Eq. 7.107), Eq.
7.110 is a nonlinear algebraic equation and it must be solved by trial methods to
find yn + 1. This representation in Eq. 7.110 is called the trapezoidal method or
Crank-Nicolson method, and is also sometimes called the second order implicit
method. For simple problems, this method is very attractive, and as we have
shown in Example 7.1, it is more accurate than the implicit Euler scheme. This
is because the trapezoidal technique has an accuracy of O(h2), whereas for the
implicit Euler, it is O(h).
If we truncate up to the fourth term in the RHS of Eq. 7.105, we obtain the
following fourth order Adams-Moulton method.

yn+i=yn

+ JfWVn+I)

+ 19/(yJ - 5/(y B _,) + /(y B _ 2 )]

(7.111)

The common factor in the implicit Euler, the trapezoidal (Crank-Nicolson), and
the Adams-Moulton methods is simply their recursive nature, which are nonlinear algebraic equations with respect to yn+1 and hence must be solved numerically; this is done in practice by using some variant of the NewtonRaphson method or the successive substitution technique (Appendix A).
7.8 PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHODS AND
RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS
7.8.1 Predictor-Corrector Methods
A compromise between the explicit and implicit methods is the predictor-corrector technique, where the explicit method is used to obtain a first estimate of
yn +1 and this estimated yn+1 is then used in the RHS of the implicit formula.
The result is the corrected yn+ 1, which should be a better estimate to the true
yn+1 than the first estimate. The corrector formula may be applied several times
(i.e., successive substitution) until the convergence criterion (7.49) is achieved.
Generally, predictor-corrector pairs are chosen such that they have truncation
errors of approximately the same degree in h but with a difference in sign, so
that the truncation errors compensate one another.
One of the most popular predictor-corrector methods is the fourth order
Adams-Bashford and Adams-Moulton formula.

Adams-Bashford {for prediction)
V n =yn + ^ [ 5 5 / ( y J - 5 9 / ( ^ 1 ) + 37f(yn_2) - 9f(yn_3)]

(7.112a)

Adams-Moult on {for correction)
yn+i=yn

+ | f [ 9 / U + 1 ) + i9f{yn) - 5 / ( ^ . 0 +f{yn-2)\

(7.112*)

7.8.2 Runge-Kutta Methods
Runge-Kutta methods are among the most popular methods for integrating
differential equations. Let us start with the derivation of a second order
Runge-Kutta method and then generalize to a pth order method. The second
order Runge-Kutta integration formula for integrating equation

I=ZC^)

(7.H3)

takes the form
yn + i =yn + ™ik\ + w2k2

(7.114a)

where kx and k2 are given by
k,=hf{tn,yn)=hfn

(7.1146)

k^hfitn + ch^n + akj

(7.114c)

where W1, W2, c, and a are constants.
First, we apply the Taylor series to yn+1 = y(tn + h)

y n + l = y ( t n + l ) =y(tn

+

+ ^ I r 1 * + £ * ^ £ ) * 2 + ...

h)=y(tn)

(7.115)
Noting that
|=/C>)

(7.H6a)

and
^
,9^2

= % + ¥• • ^
dt

dy

dt

(7.H6*)
v

f

then Eq. 7.115 becomes, using the notation df/dt = /,, df/dy = fy9 and so on
yn+i = yn + Hfn + ^ - ( / , + ffy)n + • • •

(7.117)

Next, we take the Taylor series for kx and A:2 anc* obtain

A:2 = /t/ n +/t 2 [c/,+ « / / , ] „ + • • •

(7.118)

Next, substitute Eq. 7.118 into Eq. 7.114a, and obtain
yn+i = yn + (wi + w2)A/n + W 2 A 2 (C/; + *#,)„ + • • •
Comparing this equation with Eq. 7.117 yields the following equalities
W1 + W2 = 1

cw2 = 0.5
aw2 = 0.5
Here, we have four unknowns but only three equations. So, we can specify one
constant and solve for the other three. If we take c = 0.5, we have
a = 0.5

W2= 1;

W1 = 0;

the integration formula then becomes

y»+i = yn + hf{tn + ^,yn + £/„)

(7.H9)

This integration is basically the midpoint scheme, where the midpoint is used to
calculate the unknown point at J11+ 1. Note that the argument yn + (h/2)fn is
the slope at tn + (h/2), the midpoint between tn and tn +1.
One can also choose c = 1, from which we calculate the other three unknowns
w

i

=

W

2

=

2'

a

=

1

With these values, the integration formula is
yw+ i = yn + I [Zn + / ( ' „ + h, yn + /*/„)]

(7.120)

which is the Euler predictor-trapezoid corrector scheme.
We have presented the essence of the Runge-Kutta scheme, and now it is
possible to generalize the scheme to a pth order. The Runge-Kutta methods
are explicit methods, and they involve the evaluation of derivatives at various

points between tn and tn + 1. The Runge-Kutta formula is of the following
general form
P

yn+i =yn + Ew.-fc,-

(7.121«)

1=1

where /? is the order of the Runge-Kutta method and
i-i

\

*, = /i/ ^ n + C ^ y 1 1 + Eflyfcy
y=i

(7.12U)
/

and
C1 = O

(7.121c)

The Runge-Kutta technique is different from the predictor-corrector method in
the sense that, instead of using a number of points from tn + l backward it uses a
number of functional evaluations between the current point tn and the desired
point tn + 1.
Next, we apply the Taylor series to ki (Eq. 7.1216) and obtain
*1 = Mn

Ic2 = ¥n + h2[c2(f,)n

+ a2lfn{fy)n]

+ •••

and so on.
Finally substituting these equations and Eq. 7.117 into the formula (7.121a)
and matching term by term we obtain
W1 + W2+ • • • +wp = 1

(7.122a)

>v 2 0 21 + ••• = 0 . 5

{1.122b)

For the second order Runge-Kutta method (i.e., p = 2), we recover the
formula obtained earlier.
The following Runge-Kutta-Gill method (proposed by Gill in 1951, to
reduce computer storage requirements) is fourth order and is among the most
widely used integration schemes (written in vector form for coupled ODEs with
N being the number of equations)

y«+i = In + ^Ck1 + k 4 ) + ±(bk2

+ dk3)

(7.123)

where
kx = Af(^y n )

(7.124a)

k2 = Af(^n+ | , y n + ^ k 1 )

(7.124*)

k3 = Af(^n+ | , y n + ^ k 1 + f c k 2 )

(7.124c)

k4 = hf(tn + h,yn + ck2 + dk3)

(7.124d)

with
a = —2—>^

=

c =

—2—'

—2~'

~2~

(7.124e)

-.,//

(7.124/)

where
y = [yi,y2,y3..--^f;

^[/1J

2

J

3

The following algorithm for semi-implicit third order Runge-Kutta is suggested
by Michelsen (1976) for the following equation

w = f(y)

<7-125>

The integration formula is
y«+i = y« + ^iki +

M/ k

2 2 + w3k3

(7.126)

R 1 = A[I-Aa1JCy11)] "1^yn)

(7.127a)

k2 = h[\ - Ha1Hyn)) -\t{yn + 6 2 k,))

(7.127*)

k3 = A[I - Aa1JCyn)] "1C63^1 + ^

(7.127c)

2

)

where the various constants are defined as
O1 = 0.43586659

b2 = 0.75

b32 = 9^-(6a? - 6C1 + 1) = -0.24233788
631 =

~ 6^"( 8fl i ~ 2 f l l

+ 1 =

)

-°-63020212

W1 = Yf ~ fe3i = ! 037609527
w2 = - ^ - bn = 0.834930473;

W3 = 1

Michelsen's third order semi-implicit Runge-Kutta method is a modified version of the method originally proposed by Caillaud and Padmanabhan (1971).
This third-order semi-implicit method is an improvement over the original
version of semi-implicit methods proposed in 1963 by Rosenbrock.
7.9

EXTRAPOLATION
Information from truncation error may be utilized to obtain a better estimate
for yn+1. If the step size h is used, the calculated yn+1 is equal to the exact
solution yn+l plus an error, which is proportional to the truncation error. So if
the Euler method is used, denoting exact solutions as hat variable, we have
yn + i(h) = JUi + ah

(7.128)

If the step size is halved, we have
yn + i(?)=9n

+i

+ "?

(7.129)

Eliminating the proportional constant a from Eqs. 7.128 and 7.129 we have
yn,i = 2yn+l(^)-yn+1(h)

(7.130)

Equation 7.130 gives the exact solution for y at t = tn+1 provided the error
formula (7.128) and (7.129) are exact. Because of the approximate nature of
Eqs. 7.128 and 7.129, Eq. 7.130 will not give the exact solution, but rather it
gives a better estimate to the solution at tn+1 because the error is proportional
to h2 rather than h.
If a higher order method is used, say the trapezoidal rule method (Eq. 7.110),
we then have
yn+l(h)

= 9n+ 1 + ah2

(7.131)

and
yn+1(|)=yn+1+«(|)2

(7.132)

Eliminating a between the above two equations gives

5 > » + i - 5 ^ , ( 3 ) -y B+ i(*)]

(7-133)

Equation 7.133 will give a better estimate to the solution at t = tn+ l.
7.10

STEP SIZE CONTROL
There are various ways of controlling the step size. One method suggested by
Bailey (1969) is as follows. For y = (y1? y2, y3,...,
yN)T and yitn) = yn, we

calculate
Ay=|y(^ + 1 ) -y(tn)\

(7.134)

If any component Ay is less than 0.001, we ignore that component in the
following crude but practical tests.
• If ^y1Zy1 < 0.01, the step size is doubled.
• If Ay1Zy1 > 0.1, the step size is halved.
• Otherwise, the old step size is retained.
This method is applicable for any integration method.
Michelsen used Eq. 7.125, which is a third order method, and performed two
calculations at every time step. One calculation uses a step size of h and the
other uses the step size of h/2. The error at the time tn+1 is then defined
en + i=yn

+ i(^)-yn

+ i(h)

(7.135)

Then for a tolerance of e, the step size is accepted when the following ratio is
less than unity.
1

q = max ^
i

e

(7.136)
i

Knowing the error en+1, the accepted solution at tn+1 is

( h2)\ + 1J n + i
e

(7.137)

where en+1 is calculated from Eq. 7.135. Equation 7.137 is derived as follows.
Because Michelsen used a third order method, the truncation error is O(h3);
hence,
yn+ i(h) = 9n+ l + a(hf

(7.138a)

and
yn+i(l)=y«+i + « ( | ) 3

(7.1386)

Elimination of a between Eq. 7.138a and 7.138Z? yields the improved estimate
for yn+1 as given in Eq. 7.137.
Once the better estimate for yn+1 is obtained (Eq. 7.137) the next step size is
chosen as
hn+1=hnmin[(4qy1/4,3\

(7.139)

The exponent —1/4 comes from the fourth order method, resulting from the
extrapolation.

Note that the step size selection given in Eq. 7.139 is valid only when q < 1
(defined in Eq. 7.136). When q is greater than unity, the step size at tn is halved
and the method is recalculated at the time step of tn until q is less than unity.
Unlike the strategy of Bailey, the technique after Michelsen utilizes a userprovided tolerance (e).

7.11

HIGHER ORDER INTEGRATION METHODS
We have shown a number of integration techniques that are suitable to handle
nonstiff coupled ODEs. The semi-implicit third order Runge-Kutta method
(Michelsen, 1976) presented so far is the only method presented that can handle
the stiff ODEs. More details for methods in solving stiff problems can be found
in Gear (1971). Weimer and Clough (1979) performed a comparison between
Michelsen's semi-implicit third order Runge-Kutta method and the Gear
method on 18 different problems, and concluded that the Gear method is more
computationally efficient than Michelsen's method. Moreover, in Michelsen's
method the Jacobian must be evaluated exactly, whereas in the Gear method it
can be approximated numerically.
Large-order chemical engineering problems, when solved numerically, usually
give rise to a set of coupled differential-algebraic equations (DAE). This type of
coupling is more difficult to deal with compared to coupled algebraic equations
or coupled ODEs. The interested reader should refer to Brenan et al. (1989) for
the exposition of methods for solving DAE.
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7.13

PROBLEMS
7.I2. Convert the following nth order differential equation to the standard
format of Eq. 7.1:

7.22. Convert the following differential equations to the standard format of
Eq. 7.1:
(a)

/ ' + / = cos(0
yn + y'z' = 3t2

(b)

z' + z2 + y = t
7.32. Runge-Kutta is one of the most popular methods for solving nonstiff
ordinary differential equations because it is a self-starting method, that
is, it needs only a condition at one point to start the integration, which is
in contrast to the Adams family methods where values of dependent
variables at several values of time are needed before they can be used.
For the following equation

subject to
t = t0;

y=y0

(a) show that the Taylor series of yn+1 = Kf n+1 ) = y(tn + h) is

where
yn+i = y ( ' » + i ) ;

yn =y(tn)m>

Vn
*f{tn,yn)m
Ofn
df(tn,yn)
dt
dt
'
dy
dy
(b) The Runge-Kutta of order 2 is assumed to take the form (Eq. 7.121)
yn+i = yn + W1Afn + W2WOn + ^1H, yn + axhfn)

Expand the Runge-Kutta formula for h and compare with the
Taylor series in part (a) to show that one possible solution for W1, W2,
C1, and ax is
1
WI

=

H ;

2

=

2

;

,
C1 =

O1 =

I

Show that this second order Runge-Kutta is the Euler predictorcorrector method,
(c) Another possible solution for W1, W2, C1, and ax is W1 = 0, W2 = 1
and C1 = Ci1 = 1/2.
IA1. (a) Starting from the general formula for the third order Runge-Kutta
3

where

*,• = V i '» + *,A, yn + L «,•/*/ ;

C1 = o

obtain a number of third order Runge-Kutta formula to integrate
the equation

(b) Show that one of the possible Runge-Kutta formulas is

*2 = V ( ' n + ^ , y

n

+ ^*1)

and W1 = W3 = 1/6, w2 == 2/3.
7.52. Use the third order Runge-Kutta formula obtained in Problem 7.4 to
derive the integration formulas for the coupled ordinary differential
equations.
dyx
-JT

=№>y\>yi)

dy2
~3f

^fii^y^yi)

subject to
' = 0;

yi=yi0,

^2=^20

7.62» For a fourth order method, use the extrapolation procedure to show that
the better estimate for y(tn+l) is

*"+1 = 15 [ 1 6 ^ + 1 I l ) " y » + i(*)J

7.7*. The following describes the catalytic cracking of gas oils to gasoline. The
reaction network is as follows: Gas oil is cracked catalytically to gasoline
according a second order chemical kinetics, and in a parallel reaction it is
also cracked to give light gases and coke with second order chemical
kinetics. Gasoline, once formed from the gas oil, is also cracked to give
light gases and coke with a first order chemical kinetics.
(a) If we denote A, G for gas oil and gasoline, and a single symbol C for
either coke or light gas, show that the kinetic equations describing
the change of these species (expressed in weight fraction) are

(0

^--KyI-^yI

(ii)

^f=

+kiyl-k2yG

C«i)

^ f = +k3y2A + k2yG

The initial conditions for these species are
^A = 1 ;

' = °;

^ G = ^c =

0

(b) Before attempting numerical solutions, it is tedious to show that an
analytical solution exists, with which we can compare the numerical
solutions. To start this, note that the equations are not independent,
but rather they are related by the overall mass balance equation.
After adding the equations, show that
dyA
dt

, dyG
dt

+

+

,dyc_
dt " U

Show that integration of this exact differential yields
yA + yG + yc = i
(c) Divide the kinetic equation for A by that for G to show
dyG
dyA

=

_*i
k
o

^2 .VG
o y\

k

where

Next, show that the integration of this equation leads to the analytical result

where
v

koyA

and Ei is the tabulated exponential integral defined in Chapter 4 as

Ei(X) = f e'%
The weight fraction for A is obtained from direct integration of Eq. i
to yield
_

1

(d) It is clear that the analytical result is quite tedious to use, so that it
may be easier to use a numerical solution. Use the explicit and
implicit Euler methods to integrate the full kinetic equations. Use
step size as your variable, and determine the minimum step size for
the explicit Euler to remain stable. Compare your numerical results
obtained by these techniques with the exact solutions obtained in
part (c).
(e) Use the trapezoidal rule and show numerically that for a given step
size the trapezoidal scheme is more accurate than the Euler methods. Explain why.
(f) Implement the Runge-Kutta-Gill scheme to numerically solve this
problem. Use the same step size as in previous parts in order to
compare the results.
7.8*. Perform the integration in Problem 7.5 using the semi-implicit formula of
Michelsen (Eq. 7.126) with a constant step size.
7.9*. Repeat Problem 7.6, but instead of a constant step size, use the step size
control described in Section 7.10 for the Michelsen method.
7.10*. (a) Reduce the following Van der Pol equation to the standard form

£-M<i-r')$+,-o
subject to
t = 0;

y = 1,

/ =0

(b) For fji = 0.1, 1, and 10, solve the Van der Pol equation using the
Runge-Kutta-Gill method and observe the behavior of the solution
as /JL varies. For large /x, study the solution behavior as step size is
changed in the integration. Explain why the choice of step size is
critical in this case.
(c) Repeat part (b) using the method of Michelsen.

7.1I 3 . Solve the differential equation
f|+

y

= ,;

f = O,y = l

by using the following iteration scheme.
(a) First, put the nonderivative terms to the RHS and show that the
solution can be put in the form of an implicit integral equation

y(t) = l +

j'[s-y(s)]ds

where s is the dummy integration variable. The equation is implicit
because of the presence of y in the integrand of the integral.
(b) The solution for y can be facilitated by using the iteration scheme

y(*+1)(0 = 1+

(\s-yik\s)\ds

where y (0) is taken as the initial condition, that is, y{0) = 1. Show
that the next five iterated solutions are (where x = t)
y^CO-l-* + ^
y(2)(0 = I - * + *

2

- ^g-

y < » ( f ) - l - * + * * _ : £ + *J
y<4>(0-l-,+x2_£ +

^ _ ^

y <»(0-l-* + *>-£ + £

-£ +^

(c) Obtain the exact solution to the original differential equation, and
compare the iterated solutions with the Taylor series expansion of
the exact solution.
This iteration method is fundamentally different from all other methods
discussed in Chapter 7. It basically produces iterated solutions that are
valid over the whole domain of interest. As the iteration increases, the
iterated solution is (hopefully) getting closer to the exact solution. This
method is known as the Picard method. The fundamental disadvantage
of this technique, which mitigates its usefulness, is that the iterated
solutions must be found analytically, so that they can be applied to
subsequent iteration steps (which involves the evaluation of an integral).
7.123. (a) Show that the modeling of a second order chemical reaction in a
fixed bed reactor would give rise to the following differential

equation

where D is the axial diffusion coefficient, u is the superficial velocity,
and k is the chemical reaction rate constant based on unit volume of
reactor.
The typical Danckwerts boundary conditions are
* = 0;

D^

= u(C - C0)

*"<•• £ - °
where L is the reactor length and C0 is the inlet concentration.
(b) Convert the above differential equation to the standard form, and
show that it takes the form
dC
~cU=p
dp
u
fo=Dp+DC

k

2

(c) To solve the equations in part (b) using any of the integration
techniques described in this chapter, conditions at one point must be
specified, that is, either C and p (= dC/dx) are specified at x = 0
or they are specified at x = L. Unfortunately, this problem has
conditions specified at two end points. This means that we shall need
to guess one of them at one point. For example, we can guess C at
x = 0 and then p at the same point can be calculated from the
condition at x = 0, or we can guess C at x = L since p at x = L is
already specified. Use the latter option by specifying
T

dC

n

and
C =a
where a is the guessing value of C at x = L. Use the third order
Runge-Kutta scheme of Problem 7.4 to develop the integration
formula for the above set of standard equations.
(d) It is obvious that after the integration from x = L back to x = 0, the
calculated C and p at x = 0 will not satisfy the specified condition at
x = 0 (unless by coincidence the choice of a was the correct value of

C at x = L), so we expect the inequality to arise
Dp(O) * u[C(0) - C0]
If the condition at x = 0 is not satisfied, a different value of a is
chosen and the integration process is repeated until the above
relation is finally satisfied within some prespecified error. This method
is commonly called the shooting method. Use the secant method of
Appendix A to show that the next guess of a should satisfy the
following equation
f(oAkA

f(a^)

-f(a«-l))

where
f(a^)

= Dp(O; a(*}) - uC(0; aw)

+ uCo

Chapter O

Approximate Methods
for Boundary Value
Problems:
Weighted Residuals
In the previous chapter we presented numerical techniques to solve differential
equations of the initial value type, that is, the type where conditions are
specified at only one position or time, such as t = 0 in the time domain. In this
chapter we discuss methods to handle ordinary differential equations of the
boundary value type, that is, conditions are specified at two different points in
the domain, such as conditions at the two ends of a fixed bed reactor or
conditions at two sides of a membrane. We start the chapter by discussing
general aspects of the underlying basis for the method: weighted residuals. As a
subset of this, we pay particular attention to the orthogonal collocation method,
which enjoys wide popularity for current applications in chemical engineering
research problems. It is particularly attractive for solving nonlinear problems
which heretofore have defied analytical treatment.

8.1

THE METHOD OF WEIGHTED RESIDUALS
The method of weighted residuals has been used in solving a variety of
boundary value problems, ranging from fluid flow to heat and mass transfer
problems. It is popular because of the interactive nature of the first step, that is,
the user provides a first guess at the solution and this is then forced to satisfy
the governing equations along with the conditions imposed at the boundaries.
The left-over terms, called residuals, arise because the chosen form of solution
does not exactly satisfy either the equation or the boundary conditions. How
these residual terms are minimized provides the basis for parameter or function

selection. Of course, the optimum solution depends on the intelligent selection
of a proposed solution.
To illustrate the salient features of the method, we first consider the following
boundary value problem in an abstract form, and then later attempt an elementary example of diffusion and reaction in a slab of catalyst material. We shall
assume there exists an operator of the type discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.5)
so that in compact form, we can write
L(y)=0

(8.1)

where L is some differential operator. Examples of Eq. 8.1 are

L(y) =

0" l o O y 2 = o

L(y) = ±\(1

+

10y)%\ = 0

The differential equation (Eq. 8.1) is subject to the boundary condition
M(y)=0

(8.2)

These boundary values could be initial values, but any boundary placement is
allowed, for example dy(ff)/dx = 0, or y(l) = 0, where M(y) is simply a
general representation of the operation on y as dy(ff)/dx = 0 or y(l) = 0,
respectively.
The essential idea of the method of weighted residuals is to construct an
approximate solution and denote it as ya. Because of the approximate nature of
the estimated solution, it may not, in general, satisfy the equation and the
boundary conditions; that is:
L(ya)=R*0

(8.3)

M(ya)=Rb*0

(8.4)

and

where the residuals R and Rb are not identically zero. If the approximate
solution is constructed such that the differential equation is satisfied exactly
(i.e., R = 0) the method is called the boundary method. However, if it is
constructed such that the boundary conditions are satisfied exactly (i.e., Rb = 0)
the method is called the interior method. If neither the differential equation nor
the boundary conditions are satisfied exactly, it is referred to as the mixed
method.
The method of weighted residuals will require two types of known functions.
One is called the trial function, and the other is called the test function. The
former is used to construct the trial solution, and the latter is used as a basis
(criterion) to make the residual R small (a small residual leads to a small error
in the approximate solution). To minimize the residual, which is usually a
function of x, we need a means to convert this into a scalar quantity so that a

minimization can be performed. This is done by way of some form of averaging,
which we call an inner product. This can be regarded as a measure of distance
between the two functions; that is, between the residual function and the test
function, as we show later.
The approximate solution to the governing equation Eq. 8.1 can be written as
a polynomial, for example,

y.(*)-yo(*)+E«i*/(*)

(M

*=1

where y0 is suitably chosen to satisfy the boundary conditions exactly, and
generally it is a function of x. In the following discussion, we shall use the
interior method (i.e., the approximate solution satisfies the boundary conditions
exactly). The trial functions </>, chosen by the analyst must satisfy the boundary
conditions, which are usually of the homogeneous type (Chapter 1). The
coefficients ai are unknown and will be determined by the method of residuals
to force a close matching of ya with the proposed equations. Thus, the solution
of the governing equation (Eq. 8.1) is reduced to the determination of N
coefficients, ai9 in the assumed approximate solution (Eq. 8.5).
Substituting this trial solution ya into the differential equation (Eq. 8.1), we
see
r
R(x)=L\yo(x)+

N
EaJt(X)

(8.6)

i=i

L

The residual R is in general nonzero over the whole domain of interest, so that
it will be dependent on x, in the usual case.
Since the residual R is a function of x, we shall need to minimize it over the
whole domain of interest. To do this, we need to define some form of averaging.
For example, the following integral over the whole domain may be used as a
means of averaging

JR(x)wk(x)dx

(8.7)

Jy

where V is the domain of interest, and wk is some selected set of independent
functions (k = 1,2,..., N), which are called the test functions. Such an integral
is called an inner product, and we denote this averaging process as
(R,wk)

(8.8a)

This notation is analogous to the dot product used in the analysis of vectors in
Euclidean space. The dot product is an operation that maps two vectors into a
scalar. Here, in the context of functions, the inner product defined in Eqs. 8.7 or
8.8a will map two functions into a scalar, which will be used in the process of
minimization of the residual R. This minimization of the residual intuitively
implies a small error in the approximate solution, ya(x).

Since we have N unknown coefficients at in the trial solution (Eq. 8.5), we
will take the inner product (defined in Eq. 8.8a) of the residual with the first Af
test functions and set them to zero, and as a result we will have the following set
of N nonlinear algebraic equations
(R,wk)=0

for

k = 1,2,3,...,Af

(8.8^)

which can be solved by using any of the algebraic solvers discussed in Appendix
A to obtain the coefficients at (/ = 1,2,..., N) for the approximate solution
(Eq. 8.5).
This completes a brief overview of the approximation routine. To apply the
technique, specific decisions must be made regarding the selection of test
function and a definition of an inner product (Eq. 8.7 being only one possible
choice).
8.1.1

Variations on a Theme of Weighted Residuals
There are five widely used variations of the method of weighted residuals for
engineering and science applications. They are distinguished by the choice of
the test functions, used in the minimization of the residuals (Eq. 8.8). These five
methods are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The collocation method
The subdomain method
The least square method
The moment method
The Galerkin method

Each of these methods have attractive features, which we discuss as follows.
Later, we shall concentrate on the collocation method, because it is easy to
apply and it can also give good accuracy. The Galerkin method gives better
accuracy, but it is somewhat intractable for higher order problems, as we
illustrate in the examples to follow.
1. The collocation method In this method the test function is the Dirac delta
function at N interior points (called collocation points) within the domain of
interest, say 0 < x < L:
wk = d(x-xk)

(8.9)

where xk is the A:th collocation point.
The useful property of the Dirac's delta function is

fxtf{x)8{x-xk)dx=f{xk)

(8.10)

If these N interior collocation points are chosen as roots of an orthogonal
Jacobi polynomial of Nth degree, the method is called the orthogonal collocation method (Villadsen and Michelsen 1978). It is possible to use other orthogo-

nal functions, but Jacobi is popular because it is compact and contains only a
few terms. Another attractive feature is that the solution can be derived in
terms of the dependent variable y at the collocation points. This will be illustrated
in Section 8.4.
2. The subdomain method In this method the domain V of the boundary value
problem is split into N subdomains V1; hence, the origin of the name "subdomain method." The test function is chosen such that
wk = 1

(8.11)

in the subdomain Vk and is zero elsewhere.
3. The least square method In this method, the test function is chosen as

8 12

" -it

<- >

With this definition, Eq. 8.8 becomes

(*'l£Hi (i? '* ) = 0

(8 13)

-

Thus, if the inner product is defined as an integral such as in Eq. 8.7,
Eq. 8.13 can be written explicitly as
(R^-dx=±^-[R2dx
JV

oak

L aak

=0

(8.14)

JV

This means that the coefficients ak are found as the minimum of (R, R). The
least squares result is the most well-known criterion function for weighted
residuals. The test function for this technique is more complicated, owing to the
requirement of differentiation in Eq. 8.12.
4. The moment method In this method, the test function is chosen as
Wk=xk-i

for

k= 1,2,..., N

(8.15)

5. The Galerkin method In this method, the weighting function is chosen from
the same family as the trial functions, </>k, that is:
wk = <t>k(x)

(8.16)

For all five methods just discussed, the only restriction on the trial functions is
that they must belong to a complete set of linearly independent functions.
These functions need not be orthogonal to each other.1 The trial and test
1

ThC definition of orthogonality in the sense used here is discussed in Chapter 10, Section 10.5.

functions must also be chosen as the first TV members of that set of independent
functions. This will improve the efficiency of the methods of weighted residuals.
For the Galerkin method, if the trial and test functions are chosen based on the
knowledge of the form of the exact solution of a closely related problem, the
efficiency of the method is enhanced (Fletcher 1984). It is noted here that an
orthogonal set can always be created from the given set of independent
functions.
EMMPLE SJ
We illustrate the above five variations of weighted residuals with the following
example of diffusion and first order chemical reaction in a slab catalyst
(Fig. 8.1). We choose the first order reaction here to illustrate the five methods
of weighted residual. In principle, these techniques can apply equally well to
nonlinear problems, however, with the exception of the collocation method, the
integration of the form (8.7) may need to be done numerically.
Carrying out the mass balance over a thin shell at the position r with a
thickness of Ar, we have
SJ\r ~ SJ\r+Ar - SAr(kC)

=0

(8.17)

where S is the cross-sectional area of the catalyst, / is the diffusion flux, defined
as moles per unit total area per time, and kC is the chemical reaction rate per
unit volume of the catalyst.

Exterior
surface
Porous
catalyst
particle

Concentration
profile y(x)

Figure 8.1 Diffusion and reaction in a
slab catalyst.

Dividing the equation by SAr, we have
-

/lr+A

r /lr
A r"

- kC = 0

(8.18)

If we now allow the shell as thin as possible; that is, in the limit of Ar
approaching zero, we have
- lim

/|r+A

r
A
^

Ar->0

~ / | r -IcC = O

(8.19)

r

Using the definition of the derivative, the first two terms in the LHS of
Eq. 8.19 become the first derivative of /; that is,
- ^ -kC = 0

(8.20)

The flux into the catalyst particle is taken to be proportional to the concentration gradient

where De is the effective diffusivity of the reactant within the catalyst particle,
and it is a function of the structure of the catalyst.
Substituting the expression for the diffusion flux (Eq. 8.21) into the mass
balance equation (Eq. 8.20) yields
Ayr

-kC = 0

(8.22)

This is a second order differential equation. The boundary conditions for this
problem are
r = 0;

^r = °

(8.23a)

r = R;

C = C0

(S.23b)

The first condition indicates that there is no flux at the center of the catalyst
particle. This condition also says that the reactant concentration profile is
symmetrical at the center. This situation is commonly referred to as the
symmetry condition. The second boundary condition corresponds to high velocity at the boundary since the reactant concentration at the surface is taken
equal to that of the bulk surrounding the particle, which is taken to be invariant
in the present problem.
It is convenient to cast the mass balance equation and the boundary conditions into dimensionless form, with the independent variable having the domain

from 0 to 1. By defining the following nondimensional variables and parameters
x

*-TT0''

=

R

;

* = - D :

< 8 - 24 >

the mass balance equation and the boundary conditions take the following clean
form

4 4 - 4>2y = °
x=l;

y= 1

( 8 - 25a )
(8.25c)

The quantity of interest is the overall reaction rate, which is the observed rate.
Starting with the thin shell, the chemical reaction rate in the shell is
MlrXn = (S±r)(kC)

(8.26)

Thus, the overall reaction rate is obtained by summing all thin elements, which
leads to the integral
# r x n = fR SkCdr = 2 fRSkCdr

(8.27)

J

J

0

-R

Hence, the overall reaction rate per unit volume of the catalyst slab is

% * = i/**Cdr

(8.28)

Written in terms of the nondimensional variables, the overall reaction rate per
unit volume is
^=kcJ\dx

(8.29)

i) = Cy dx

(8.30)

If we denote

which is called the effectiveness factor, the overall reaction rate per unit catalyst
volume is given by
^

= IcC0-I1
Y

(8.31)

P

Thus, it is seen now that the overall reaction rate per unit volume is equal to the
intrinsic reaction rate per unit volume (kC0) modified by a factor, called the

effectiveness factor, 77. The presence of this factor accounts for the fact that the
chemical reaction in the catalyst particle is affected by a diffusional resistance. If
this diffusional resistance is negligible compared to the reaction rate, the overall
reaction rate must be equal to the intrinsic reaction rate. If this resistance is
strong, we would expect the overall reaction rate to be less than the intrinsic
reaction rate; that is, 77 < 1.
Let us start the illustration with the situation where <f> = 1, that is, the rate of
reaction is comparable to the rate of diffusion. Using the techniques taught in
Chapters 2 and 3, the exact solution to Eqs. 8.25 (which is needed later as a
basis for comparison with approximate solutions) is
v

cosh(<£)

'

and for </> = 1, this yields
coshO)
[TTT
(8.32a)
cosh(l)
Knowing the dimensionless concentration inside the porous catalyst, the dimensionless reaction rate is given by the integral (Eq. 8.30), which in general is
y=

'-^1

(8.33a)

= (lydx = tanh(l) = 0.7616

(8.33ft)

V =
and when </> = 1 it is
v

-7O

Now we undertake to find approximate solutions using the several variations of
weighted residuals. Central to all methods is the choice of the trial solution, ya.
By noting the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 1, a parabolic function
seems to be a good choice so we write our first guess as
ya = 1 + G 1 ( I - * 2 )

(8.34)

Here, the function yo(x) = 1, which satisfies the boundary conditions (Eqs.
8.25), and the trial function ^1(Jt) = 1 — x2, which satisfies the homogeneous
boundary conditions
x = 0;

-^-

= 0 and

x = 1;

<f>t = 0

Hence, the trial solution ya(x) satisfies the boundary conditions (Eqs. 8.25)
exactly; that is,

and
x = l; ya = l

(8.35)

Next, substituting the trial function into the differential equation (Eq. 8.25a), we
obtain the residual, defined here as
Lya = ^ - y

a

=R

(8.36)

or specifically
R(x) = -2H 1 - [l 4- U1(I - x2)] + 0

(837)

Note that the residual is a function ofx. To find the coefficient al9 we need to
"transform" this x-dependent function into a quantity, which is to x dependent. This is the central idea of the inner product, which we have discussed
earlier. Since we are dealing with functions, the inner product should be
defined in the form of an integral, to eliminate dependence on x. For the
present problem, the inner product between the residual and a test function W1
(we only need one, since there is only one coefficient, al9 in the trial solution,
(Eq. 8.34)) is
(R9W1) = [1Rw1(Ix = O

(838)

Observing the inner product of Eq. 8.38, we note, following integration, an
algebraic relationship is produced, the form and complexity of which depends
on the selection of the test function W1. This is the only difference among the
various methods of weighted residuals. Let us demonstrate this with various
methods one by one. We start with the collocation method.
(a) The collocation method In this method, the test function was stipulated
earlier to be
W1(X)=S(X-X1)

(839)

where X1 is a (as yet unknown) collocation point chosen in the domain [0,1].
With one collocation point, the method is called single point collocation, a
convenient tool for assessing system behavior.
With this test function, Eq. 8.38 can be integrated directly and we obtain the
following algebraic equation
( i ? , H ' 1 ) = / 1 { - 2 a 1 - [ l + a 1 ( l -x2)]}8(x
0

-X1) dx
(8.40)

= -2^ 1 -[I+^ 1 (I-*?)] =0
where we have used the property of the Dirac delta function (Eq. 8.10).
Equation 8.40 is simply the residual at x = Jt1, and the collocation method gets

its name from the fact that it forces the residual to be zero at particular points,
called collocation points.
From Eq. 8.40, the unknown coefficient ax can be readily determined in terms
of the point X1 (which is the single collocation point)
<M1)

'•--|2+(l'-,?)|

We note that X1 is unspecified, and it must be chosen in the range: 0 < X1 < 1.
The trial solution, which approximates the exact solution, is simply

(8 42)

'•-'-|2!'(I-i;)l

-

The quantity of interest is the overall reaction rate, and it takes the dimensionless form
V= Pydx*

Cyadx

(8.43)

If we substitute the trial solution of Eq. 8.42 into Eq. 8.43, we have
( M 4 )

' • • ' - 3[2+(l-,?)l

Thus, if we choose the collocation point as the midpoint of the domain [0,1] so
that X1 = 1/2, then the integral of Eq. 8.44 will take the value
7

I*=

l

~ ~(

T^

iff = 1 ~ IT = °- 7 5 7 6

3(2+ [l - (0.5)2]}

(8«45)

33

We see that the approximate solution obtained by the collocation method
agrees fairly well with the exact solution (77 = 0.7616). Note here that the
selection of X1 was arbitrary, and intuitive. Other choices are possible, as we
shall see.
(b) The subdomain method Here, since we have only one unknown coefficient in
the trial solution, only one subdomain is dealt with, and it is the full domain of
the problem, that is, [0,1]; hence, the test function is
W1(X) = 1

for

0 <x < 1

(8.46)

The inner product is defined as before (Eq. 8.38). Substituting the residual of
Eq. 8.37 and the test function (Eq. 8.46) into the inner product (Eq. 8.38) we
have

(R9W1) = J1Rw1CIx = f{-2a1

- [l +^ 1 (I - *2)]}(1) dx = 0

(8.47)

Integrating the above equation, we finally obtain the following solution for ax

U1 = - I

(8.48)

Hence, the trial solution by the subdomain method is
yfl = l - | ( l - * 2 )

(8.49)

and the approximate nondimensional chemical reaction rate is

Va = j \ d* = /'[l " | ( 1 " *2)] ^ = I = 0.75

(8.50)

which also compares well with the exact solution ?7exact = 0.7616.
(c) The least square method The test function for the least square approach is

< 8 ' 51 >

^'W1
The inner product (Eq. 8.38) for this method is

(R, W1) = j'R^-dx = j^-fR'dx
J0

Oa1

=0

(8.52)

L Oa1 J0

that is,

(R>WJ = I W 1 0 ~ 2 a i " I 1 +fli(1 -^ 2 )]) 2 ^ = ° (8-53>
Integrating with respect to x and then differentiating with respect to ax yields

(^^)-I[^«I

+

T]"°

(8 54)

-

Hence, solving for ax, we have
«i = - 27

( 8 - 55 )

The trial solution for the least square method is
ya = 1 - ^ ( 1 -x2)

(8.56)

and the approximate nondimensional chemical reaction rate is
Va

= f \ dx = Z01Jl - § ( 1 - x2)\ dx = | i = 0.75309

(8.57)

compared to the exact solution of tanh(l) = 0.7616.
(d) The moment method The test function for the moment method is
W1 = x° = 1

(8.58)

which is identical to the test function of the subdomain method. Thus, the
solution of the moment method is the same as that of the subdomain method.
This is true because only one term is retained in the trial solution.
(e) The Galerkin method The test function is the same as the trial solution;
that is,
W1 = (I-X2)

(8.59)

Thus, the inner product (Eq. 8.38) becomes

(R9W1) = j\-2ax

" t1 + «i(! " ^)IK 1 -*2)d* = 0

(8.60)

that is,
(R, W1) = - | ( 1 + 2H1) --^a1

=O

(8.61)

Solving for ax gives
« i - - ^

(8-62)

Thus, the trial solution obtained by the Galerkin method is
ya = l-^(l-x2)

(8.63)

and the approximate nondimensional chemical reaction rate, r]a, is
Va

=j \

a

dx = J01Jl - ^ ( 1 - x 2 )] dx = U = 0.7619

(8.64)

Table 8.1 provides a summary of the five methods using only one term.
It is seen from Table 8.1 that Galerkin appears to be the most accurate
method for this specific problem. However, when more terms are used in the
trial solution, the Galerkin method presents more analytical difficulties than the
collocation method. As a matter of fact, all the weighted residual procedures

Table 8.1 Comparison of Accuracy for Approximate Solutions
Method
Collocation
Subdomain
Least square
Moment
Galerkin

V

_ f1
J
" J0 ya

Relative Percentage
Error

25/33
3/4
61/81
3/4
64/84

053
1.5
1.1
1.5
0.041

require an integration of the form of Eq. 8.7 or 8.8 and hence, with the
exception of the collocation method, may require numerical evaluation of this
integral if analytical integration is impossible. The ease of performing integrals
with the Dirac delta function is an enormous advantage for the collocation
technique.
All the methods tried so far show very low relative errors, in spite of the fact
that only one term was retained in the trial solution (Eq. 8.34). This arises
because the diffusion-reaction problem used for illustration has a slow reaction
rate. This implies the concentration profile inside the particle is very shallow
and can be easily described with only one term in the series of parabolic trial
functions.
EXAMPLE 8.2
If we allow higher reaction rates in Eq. 8.25a, one can see that the concentration profile becomes rather steep and the trial solution with only one term
obviously will become inadequate, as we shall show.
Let us take <f> = 10 (i.e., fast reaction relative to diffusion), hence the exact
solution of Eq. 8.25 now becomes

y =

COSh(IOx)
cosh(lO)

(8 65)

'

The nondimensional chemical reaction rate is obtained from the integral
r\
/-1COSh(IOA:)
tanh(10)
7] = / ydx = /
u/M\\ d* =
in
J0
J0 cosh(10)
10

=

O-1

(8.66)
v

If we use only one term in Eq. 8.34 and substitute it into Eq. 8.25a with <f> = 10,
we obtain the following residual
R = - 2 H 1 - 100[l + Q1(I - JC2)]

(8.67)

We now apply the five variations of the weighted residuals and follow the
procedure as presented in the last example.
1. Collocation method Using this method, we obtain

' • - - [ 2 + ioff-x;)]

'•°('- A °'-3li t 4-,;)|

<"*•>
(8

-« 8 S )

For Jc1 = 0.5, the nondimensional reaction rate is
200
Va = 1~ —[

;

TTT = ° - 1 3 4 2

3J2 + 100(1 - (0.5)2)]

(8.68c)

Comparing with the exact solution of 17 = 0.1, the relative error is 34%.
2. Subdomain method For this method, we have
U1 = - ^ g -

and

Va

= 0.02913

(8.69)

The relative error between the approximate solution 77a and the exact solution
is 71%.
3. Least square method We have
41 900
U1 = - J ^ g j j

and

Va

= 0.183123

(8.70)

The relative error is 83%.
4. Moment method same as the subdomain method.
5. Galerkin method We have
1000
Q1 = - ^ -

and

r]a = 0.18699

(8.71)

The relative error is 87%.
We noted that in the case of high reaction rate, the collocation technique
seems to be superior to the others. However, the relative errors between all
approximate solutions and the exact solution are unacceptably high. The reason
for the high error arises from the sharpness of the concentration profiles, as
illustrated in Fig. 8.2. Moreover, the approximate solutions yield negative
concentration over some parts of the domain [0,1].
To improve the accuracy in this case, we need to retain more terms in the
trial solutions. In general, the more terms retained, the better the accuracy. This

Exact
Galerkin

Subdomain
Collocation
Least
square

Figure 8.2 Comparison of concentration profiles for
weighted residual methods.

can be carried out in a straightforward way with a computer. To demonstrate
how this is done, we shall now retain two terms in the general expansion

7=1

which is simply
ya = 1 + Ci1(I - x2) + a2x2(l

- x2)

(8.72)

Because of the symmetry property discussed earlier, our trial functions should
be chosen to be even functions. This saves time, since a selection of odd
functions would ultimately lead to a zero value for the multiplicative coefficient.
Inserting ya into the defining equation yields the residual
R=

-Ia1

- XOa2- 100

+ ( 1 2 H 2 - 10Oa1)(I ~ * 2 ) " 100a 2 Jt 2 (l - j c 2 )

(8.73)

We now apply the collocation method to this residual, using the following two
test functions
W1 = 8(x - X1)

and

W2 = 8(x - X2)

(8.74)

where X1 and x2 are two separate collocation points, chosen in the domain
[0,1].
Next, we evaluate the following two inner products
(R9W1) = [1Rw1Ch = 0

and

(R, w2) = [1Rw2(Ix = 0

to obtain two algebraic equations, solvable for unknowns ax and a2
U1 =-0.932787
and
a2= -1.652576

(8.75)

(8.76)

for two equally spaced collocation points chosen at X1 = 1/3 and X2 = 2/3.
Knowing the coefficients and the trial solution as in Eq. 8.72, we can now
evaluate the integral
Va = / \ < & = 0.1578

(8.77)

This means that the error relative to the exact solution is 58%, which is even
higher than the error when we kept only one term in the trial solution! This is a
somewhat surprising result; however, we have made no effort to select the
collocation points in any optimum way. Nonetheless, if we retained more terms
in the trial solutions (say 10 terms), the accuracy becomes better, as we might
expect.
Let us return to the trial solution with two terms and note that we used two
collocation points at 1/3 and 2/3, that is, we used equal spacing collocation
points. Now, let us try two different collocation points X1 = 0.285231517 and
Jc2 = 0.765055325, which lead to the coefficients ax = -0.925134 and a2 =
- 2.040737. Knowing these two coefficients, we can evaluate r\a to obtain only
11% relative error, in contrast to 58% using equal spacing. This means that the
choice of the collocation points is critical, and cannot be undertaken in an
arbitrary way. The full potential of the collocation method can only be realized
by judicious selection of the collocation points. Moreover, the choice of functions is critical. Orthogonal functions, such as Jacobi polynomials, are particularly attractive, since they are compact and contain only a few terms. One
cannot expect good results with any orthogonal polynomial. The last choices of
the two collocation points were in fact roots of the Jacobi polynomial. They gave
good result because the weighting function of the Jacobi polynomial is

and the effectiveness factor also has a weighting factor of a similar form.
This previous discussion highlights the essential features of the orthogonal
collocation method. The word orthogonal implies the Jacobi polynomials are
orthogonal in the sense of the integral shown in Eq. 8.83. We give more detailed
discussion in Section 8.2. Also, we again emphasize the origin of orthogonality
relates to the Sturm-Liouville equation, discussed in Section 10.5.

Among the many variations of weighted residuals, the collocation is the
easiest to use because its formulation is straightforward (owing to the Dirac
delta function), the accuracy is good, and if many collocation points are used,
the accuracy becomes excellent. With high-speed personal computers, the
computation time required for many such terms is minimal. The subdomain
and least square methods are more tedious to use. The Galerkin is used by
applied mathematicians in some specific cases, but it is not as popular as the
orthogonal collocation technique.
Because it has become so widely used, we devote the remainder of the
chapter to orthogonal collocation. Before discussing additional details, we
introduce a number of preliminary steps, which are needed for further development. These steps include a discussion of Jacobi polynomials (its choice has
been explained above) and the Lagrangian interpolation polynomials. The
Lagrangian interpolation polynomial is chosen as a convenient vehicle for
interpolation between collocation points.
The Jacobi polynomials are important in providing the optimum positions of
the collocation points. Since these collocation points are not equally spaced,
the Lagrangian interpolation polynomials are useful to effect an approximate
solution.
8.2

JACOBIPOLYNOMIALS
Since all finite domains can be expressed in the range [0,1] through a linear
transformation, we will consider the Jacobi polynomials defined in this domain.
This is critical because the orthogonality condition for the polynomials depends
on the choice of the domain. The Jacobi polynomial is a solution to a class of
second order differential equation defined by Eq. 3.145.
The Jacobi polynomial of degree N has the power series representation

/#"»(*)= E ( - l ) " - W

(8-78)

i=0

with yN0 = 1. Note, the series contains a finite number of terms (AO, and is
therefore compact (not carried to infinity).
Here, yN t are constant coefficients, and a and /3 are parameters characterizing the polynomials, as shown in Eq. 8.83. That is, J^^Kx) is the polynomial
orthogonal with respect to the weighting function Jt^(I - x)a. The term (-1)^" 1
is introduced in the series to insure the coefficients y are always positive. Note
that the Jacobi function Jft^Xx) is a polynomial of degree N, since the
summation in Eq. 8.78 is bounded and not infinite as with other orthogonal
functions, such as Bessel's.
8.2.1

Rodrigues Formula
The Jacobi polynomials are given explicitly by the Rodrigues formula

#.»(*)[*'(! -*)'] = l ^ I ^ t a | l [ x ^ ( l -x)--] (8.79)

where T is the Gamma function and its definition and properties are detailed in
Chapter 4. For many applications, a = /3 = 0, and we may conveniently drop
the superscripts, that is, / ^ 0 0 ) = JN.
EMMPlESJ
For a = /3 = 0, we have the following three Jacobi polynomials (N = 1,2,3)
using Eq. 8.79
Z1(Jc) = - 1 4- 2x

(8.80)

J2(x) =6x2 - 6x + 1

(8.81)

/3(JC)

= 2Ox3 - 3Ox2 + 12* - 1

(8.82)

The curves for these three Jacobi polynomials are shown in Fig. 8.3 over the
domain [0,1]. It is important to note that J1 has one zero, J2 has two zeros, and
J3 has three zeros within the domain [0,1]; zeros are the values of x, which
cause JN(x) = 0. These zeros will be used later as the interior collocation points
for the orthogonal collocation method.
8.2.2

Orthogonality Conditions
Since the Jacobi polynomials belong to a class of orthogonal polynomials, they
satisfy the orthogonality condition

C[x^(\ - x)a]j}a'»(x)Jfr'p\x) dx = 0
•'o

Figure 8.3 Plots of three Jacobi polynomials.

(8.83)

for j = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , (N — 1), that is, all Jacobi polynomials are orthogonal to
each other except to itself (i.e., when j = N). This condition arises by consideration of the Sturm-Liouville equation, the detailed discussion of which is given
in Section 10.5.1.
The integration is defined in the domain [0,1]. Outside this domain, orthogonality cannot be guaranteed. Any physical systems having a finite domain can be
easily scaled to reduce to the domain [0,1].
The weighting function for this particular orthogonality condition defined
with reference to the Sturm-Liouville equation is
W(x) =**(1 -x)a

(8.84)

The exponents a and /3 are seen to dictate the nature of the orthogonal Jacobi
polynomials.
There are N equations of orthogonality (Eq. 8.83) because j = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,
N-I,
and there are exactly Af unknown coefficients of the Jacobi polynomial
of degree N to be determined
*YN,

i >0YN, 2' 7 N3 3 > • • • '

7N,

N

Note that y ^ 0 = 1.
Solving these N linear equations for N unknown coefficients, the following
explicit solution is obtained for y (Villadsen 1970)
7N 1

' ~ { i f r ( N + a + p + l)T(i + P + l)

(

'

where the representation for the lead term is

[I) = iwhji

< 8 - 85 *>

The above equation provides the explicit formula for the coefficients. During
computation, it is easier to evaluate coefficients using the following recurrence
formula
yNyi
JNj-i

_ N -i +1

m

N + i + a + /3

~

'

' + P

i

starting with 7 ^ 0 = IUsing the formula obtained above for the coefficients, we can evaluate the
first four Jacobi polynomials, with a = P = 0
/0 =1,

J1 = I x -

1,

J2 = 6x2

- 6x + 1,

Z3 = 20JC3 - 30JC2 + 12* -

1

On inspection of these, we note that (except the first one, which is equal to
unity) all have zeros within the domain from 0 to 1 (Fig. 8.3). Here, zeros are
used to denote roots of JN(x) = 0, so that JN(x) has N values of x causing it
to become zero.

Since the orthogonal collocation method will require roots of the Jacobi
polynomial, we shall need to discuss methods for the computation of zeros of
It has been proved by Villadsen and Michelsen (1978), using the orthogonality
condition in Eq. 8.83, that Jjf' ^ has N distinct, real-valued zeros in the domain
[0,1].
If the Newton-Raphson method is applied using an initial guess x = 0, the
first root found will be xv Once this root is obtained, we can obtain the next
root by suppressing the previously determined zero at Jc1. In general, if
Jc1, Jc 2 ,..., xk are previously determined zeros, we can suppress these roots by
constructing the following function
PNiX)

GN.k -

(8.86«)

k

Yl(X-X1)
J= I

where pN(x) is the rescaled polynomial
PN(X) =

N

l

]

(8.86A)

7N,N

The Newton-Raphson formula to determine the root xk+l
tion is
V(i)
k+i

x

=

yd-D
k+i

x

_ \GN-k(X)
Ir"
rv\

]
\

at the /th itera-

fk

[i*N-kK*) J4'-i)

„ v
(o.o/a)

for i— 1,2,..., and the initial guess for Jc^+1 is
4 ° i i =xk + e

(8.876)

where e is a small number and a good starting value of 1 X 10" 4 is recommended.
The function in the bracket of Eq. 8.87a is obtained from Eq. 8.86 a and can
be written explicitly as

\pN(x)]
G'N-k(x) ~ _ [ £ ^ 0 1 *
[PN(X)I^1

1

(8 88fl)

'

(X-X1)

with pN(x) and p'N(x) determined from the following recursive formula for
computation
~ 1^NPN-Z

PN(X)

~(X~

PN(X)

= PJV-I + (x - g^PN-x - hNp'N_2

SN)PN-X

(8.88*)
(8.88c)

where
gl

=

g^ =

J8 + 1
a + /3 + 2 '
T
2

A1 . o;
A

"

1

e
5
(2JV + a + j3 - I ) 2 - 1

H2 =

(« + W

for

^ > !

(8.88<f)

+ 1

>

(8.88.)

( a + / 3 + 2 ) 2 ( a + j 3 + 3)

( ^ - I)(JV + « - I ) ( ^ + JB " I ) ( ^ + « + 0 - 1)
(2JV + a + /3 - 1)(2AT + a + /3 - 2)2(2AT + a + j8 - 3)

^

for

> 2

(8.88/)
The recursive formula for pN(x) and p'N(x) are started with N=I
P 0 = 1; pf0 = 0;

p_x

and

and

/7^ 1 are arbitrary

The choice of p_x and p'_ x is immaterial because Zi1 is zero in Eq. 8.886
and c.
8.3

LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION POLYNOMIALS
We have discussed a class of orthogonal functions called Jacobi polynomials,
which have been found to be quite useful in the development of the choice of
the interior collocation points for the orthogonal collocation method.
For a given set of data points U 1 , yx\ (x2, y2),..., (xN, yN) and (xN+l,
yN+1),
an interpolation formula passing through all (JV + 1) points is an JVth degree
polynomial. We shall call this an interpolation polynomial, and it is expressed as
N+l

yN(x) = E VMx)

(8.89)

I= I

where yN is the JVth degree polynomial, yi is the value of y at the point X1, and
I1^x) is called the Lagrange interpolation polynomial. It is defined as

The Lagrange interpolation polynomial is a useful building block. There are
(JV + 1) building blocks, which are JVth degree polynomials. The building blocks
are given as

dPN+l(xi)

J=I(X1-Xj)

j*

1

(

x

x

i)y

dx

J

Figure 8.4 Typical plots of the Lagrangian interpolation polynomials.

where pN+ x(x) is called the node polynomial. It is a N + 1 degree polynomial
and is defined as
PN+I(X)

= U - * i ) ( * ~x2)...(x

- xN)(x

- xN+1)

(8.91)

where X1 (i = l,2,...,N,N+l)
are locations of the data set. The pN+1(x) is
called node polynomial because it passes through all the nodes X1 (/ =
1,2,...,7V+ 1).
Figure 8.4 shows typical plots of the Lagrangian interpolation polynomials for
X1 = 0.044, x2 = 0.35, X3 = 0.76. Note that they satisfy Eq. 8.90, for example,
Z1Cx) is unity at x = X1 and zero at x = X2 and x = X3.
The construction of the Lagrange interpolation polynomial proceeds as follows. First, the N + 1 interpolation points are chosen, then the N + 1 building
blocks Z1(Jc) can be constructed (Eq. 8.90). If the functional values of y at those
N + 1 points are known, the interpolation polynomial is given in Eq. 8.89.
Hence, the value of y at any point including the interpolation points, say **, is
given by
N+l

yN(**)= E)M**)

(8-92)

1= 1

8.4

ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION METHOD
The previous development on Jacobi and Lagrangian polynomials allows us to
proceed directly to computations for the orthogonal collocation method.

8.4.1

Differentiation of a Lagrange Interpolation Polynomial
The interpolation polynomial defined in Eq. 8.89 is a continuous function and
therefore can be differentiated as well as integrated.
Taking the first and second derivatives of the interpolation polynomial
(Eq. 8.89), we obtain

i=\

In most practical problems, only the first two derivatives are required, so these
are presented here. However, if higher derivatives are needed, the Lagrange
interpolation polynomial can be differentiated further.
In particular, if we are interested in obtaining the derivative at the interpolation points, we have

dx

- £

dx y>

(8>95

>

for i = 1,2,..., N, N + 1.
Similarly, the second derivative is obtained as

for I = 1,2,3,..., N9 N+ 1.
The summation format in the RHS of Eqs. 8.95 and 8.96 suggests the use of a
vector representation for compactness, as we will show next.
We define the first derivative vector, composed of (N + 1) first derivatives at
the N + 1 interpolation points, as
y

, _ \dyN{xx)

»-[

dyN(x2)

dx > dx '*••'

dyN{xN)

dx '

dyN(xN+1)]T

S

J

[

™7)

Similarly, the second derivative vector is defined as

,, _ \d2yN(xl)
y
"~[
dx2

d2yN(x2)
d2yN(xN)
d2yN(xN+1)]T
' dx2 ' " "
dx2
'
~dxr~\

(8 98)

'

The function vector is defined as values of y at N + 1 collocation points as

With these definitions of vectors y and derivative vectors, the first and second
derivative vectors can be written in terms of the function vector y using matrix
notation
y' = A • y

(8.100)

y" = B • y

(8.101)

where the matrices A and B are defined as
A =

\a»=^bT->

U = l,2,...,AT,JV+lj

(8.102a)

/,y = l,2,...,JV,JV+lJ

(8.102*)

and
^21

B = lbu=

;

The matrices A and B are (N + 1, TV + 1) square matrices. Once the N + 1
interpolation points are chosen, then all the Lagrangian building blocks /,(JC)
are completely known (Eq. 8.90), and thus the matrices A and B are also known.
For computation purposes, atj and btj are calculated from
1 Pff+i(*<)

;

dij(Xl) h t e )

"

and

bu- - ^ -

f

t

,

(8-103*)

where pff+i, pffl+i and P ^ 1 are calculated from the following recurrence
formula
po(x) = 1
py(jc) = (JC-JCy)P,-^*);

J = 1,2,..., TV+ 1

Pf(JC)-(JC-* y )pJL\(*)+p y _ x (JC)
pf(jc) = (X-Xy)Pf 1 (X) + 2Pf 1 (X)
Pf\x)

= (X-Xy)Pf 1 (X) + 3^f 1 (X)

with

8.4.2

Gauss-Jacobi Quadrature
We have discussed the differentiation of the interpolation polynomial. Now, we
turn to the process of quadrature.2 This is often needed in solutions, such as
chemical reaction rates obtained as an integration of a concentration profile.
Let yN-i be the interpolation polynomial of degree (N — 1), passing through
N points (X1, yj), (x2, y 2 ),... (xN, yN) presented as

y*-i(*)= LyM*)

(8-104)

7= 1

where lj(x) is the (N — l)th degree Lagrange building block polynomial, and it
is given by

fc)(X'

Xi)

(X - * , ) p £ £ ]

The interpolation polynomial, yN-x(x) of Eq. 8.104, is continuous, and therefore we can integrate it with respect to x, using a weighting function W(x), as

/QV(*)>V-i(*) d*- JfV(Af) E V y ( * ) U

(8-105)

When we interchange the summation sign and the integral sign, the so-called
quadrature relation arises

jloW(x)yN_l(x) dx=Z y,j/oV(*)/,-(*) <fr]

2

Quadrature defines the process of expressing the continuous integral

JbW(x)f(x)dx
J

a

as an approximate sum of terms

[bW(x)f(x)dx~ Y,wtf(*k)
a

where xk are suitably chosen.

*-i

(8.106)

Next, if we define
Wj= [1W(X)Ij(X)(Ix

(8.107)

which is called the quadrature weights, the above quadrature (Eq. 8.106)
becomes
N

i

f W{x)yN.l{x)
o

dx= Z Wj-yj

(8.108)

j=1

For a specific choice of weighting function, say the Jacobi weight
W(x) = xp(l -x)a

(8.109)

the quadrature weight then becomes
Wj = pxP(l

-x)alj(x)dx

If the Af interpolation points are chosen as N zeroes of the Jacobian polynomial
of degree N, the quadrature is called the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature, and Wj are
called the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature weights.
For computational purposes, the following formula for the Gauss-Jacobi
quadrature weights can be obtained using the properties of the Lagrangian
interpolation polynomials /;(JC)

where dpN(xt)/dx

is calculated from the recurrence formula
P^=(X

-Xj)PfI1(X) +Pj^(X)

Pj(X) = (X ~Xj)Pj_x(x)

with po(x) = 1 and p$Kx) = 0. Here, cfr^ is given by Villadsen (1970)
r ( a.« =

_i
JN N

T N

(

+P

T2(P +I)NlT(N +a +1)
J 1 X ^ + « + )8 + 1)(2W + a + )8 + 1)

+ 1

(8.1106)
where yNyN is given in Eq. 8.85.
Of practical interest in problem solving, the following situation often arises.
Suppose X1, X1,..., xN are N roots of an Afth degree Jacobi polynomial JN*'^.
Now we choose the (N + l)th point to be the end point of the domain (i.e.,
xN+l = 1). The interpolation polynomial passing through these N + 1 points is

the Nth degree polynomial, defined as
AH-I

yN=

E yjiji*)

(

8 m

)

Now if we need to evaluate the quadrature integral
JV+l

/ *'(1 - x)ayN{x) dx= Z ^j
0

y

(8-112)

= 1

it is found that the first N quadrature weights are identical to the quadrature
weights obtained earlier (Eq. 8.110a) and moreover wN+l = 0. This means that
adding one more point to the interpolation process will not increase the
accuracy of the quadrature, if the N interior interpolation points are chosen as
zeros of the Nth degree Jacobian polynomial Jjf'13Kx). For improving the
accuracy in the evaluation of the integral (8.112) when one or two boundary
points are used as extra interpolation points (in addition to the interior
collocation points) we need to use different quadrature formula and this will be
addressed in the next section.
8.4.3

Radau and Lobatto Quadrature
To improve the accuracy of the quadrature
/ V ( I -x)ayN(x)dx

(8.113)

when one extra interpolation point is added (say, xN+1 = 1), the first N interior
interpolation points must be chosen as roots of the Jacobi polynomial

Jfr +up\x)

(8.114)

rather than as roots of JjfyP).
For practical computations, the following weighting formula was derived by
Villadsen and Michelsen (1978)

(2N + a + IB + 2)cr^
\dPN+l(Xj)

x

I

™
J=1

\—w-\

where K = 1 for i = 1,2,..., N9 and K = l/(a + 1) for i = N + 1. The coefficient c^ r+1 '^ ) is evaluated using Eq. 8.1106 with a being replaced by a + 1.
Similarly, when the boundary point at x = 0 is added to the N interior
interpolation points, the interior points must be chosen as roots of the following
Nth degree polynomial
4 a '/3 +1) (x)

(8.115)

For computations, the formula for w, is
(2N + a + p + 2)c#>/3 + 1)

Jl

(l-x,)[*^]
where K = I / O + 1) for / = 0, and # = 1 for i = 1,2,..., N. The coefficient
c(«,/3 + i) i s e v a i u a t e c i u s i n g £ q> 8.1106 with /3 being replaced by j8 + 1.
Finally, if both the end points (i.e., x = 0 and x = 1) are included in the
evaluation of the quadrature (Eq. 8.113), the N interior interpolation points
must be chosen as roots of the following Nth degree polynomial
4 a + 1 '"+ 1) (x)

(8.116)

The computational formula for W1 is
(27V + a + 0 + 3)c#+ 1'0+ 1)
W

'

=

TJ

<

"
K

12

>

P

N+2 ^X(I-X)U(X

1 dPN+lJXj) I

-Xj)

;= l

I & J

where K = I / O + Dfori = 0, K = 1 for i = 1,2,..., N9 and K = l / ( a 4- 1)
for i = Af + 1. The coefficient c^ + 1 '^ + 1) is evaluated using Eq. 8.1106 with a
and j8 being replaced by a + 1 and /3 + 1, respectively.
8.5 LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM—DIRICHLET BOUNDARY
CONDITION
The diffusion-reaction problem for slab catalyst particles is a classic problem
used to illustrate the orthogonal collocation method. We consider this problem
next.
EXAMPLE 8 J
The problem of a slab catalyst particle, sustaining linear reaction kinetics, was
posed earlier and the dimensionless material balance equations were given in
Eqs. 8.25.
Note, we must ensure the independent variable x has a domain from 0 to 1.
Here we note that the problem is symmetrical at x = 0, so the following
transformation is convenient
u=x2

(8.117)

With this transformation, we have
dy
dx

dy du
du dx

r- dy
du

(*u*\
v

Using these relations, the mass balance equation (Eq. 8.25a) and the boundary
condition at the catalyst surface (Eq. 8.25c) become

4

" 0 + 2^-^= °
u = l;

y =l

(8120)

'

(8.121)

At first glance, it may appear that we have made the problem more difficult.
However, the boundary condition at x = 0 is no longer needed owing to the
transformation (u = Jt2), which makes y always an even function.
Since it is our ultimate objective to evaluate the effectiveness factor (Eq.
8.30), we transform the integral in terms of the u variable, that is,
T7 = \lydx=\

\lu-l/2ydu

(8.122)

L J0

J0

The weighting function for the above integral, by comparison with Eq. 8.109, is
simply
W(u) = M- 1 ^(I - w ) °

(8.123a)

so we conclude
a = 0;

/3 = - ^

(8.123&)

Now, if we choose (N + 1) interpolation points as N interior collocation points
in the domain [0,1] and the boundary point at u = 1 to evaluate the integral of
the form of Eq. 8.122, the N interior collocation points (ux, U2, U3,..., uN)
must be chosen as roots of the Jacobi polynomial /^ a + 1 ' / 3 ) = / $ ' ~ 1 / 2 ) (see
Eq. 8.114). The (N + l)th interpolation point uN+l is 1.
The interpolation polynomial for this problem is
N

N+l

M M ) = E yjij(u) = W K ) + E yjhW

(8-124)

where the building blocks /y are defined in Eq. 8.90. Comparing Eq. 8.124 with
the trial solution formula (8.5), we see the correspondence
Vi=^o

a

nd

/, = <£,

Since the mass balance equation (Eq. 8.120) is valid at any point inside the
domain [0,1], we evaluate it at the /th interior collocation point as follows (note,
as a reminder, the residual is zero at the collocation points)

R{ui) =
for i = 1,2,..., N.

h ^ l + [ 2 ^ L • №y]>=°

(8 i25)

-

But the derivatives at the point i are given by (Eqs. 8.95 and 8.96)
r

.

-I

N+l

and

<8j27)

M,-,?,*""

where yj is the unknown value of y at the interpolation point Uj. Now that the
(N + 1) interpolation points are chosen, the matrices A and B are completely
known.
Substituting these derivatives (Eqs. 8.126 and 8.127) into Eq. 8.125 yields
N+l

N+l

*u( E B1^ + 2 E Aijyj
j=i

- d>2yt = 0

(8.128)

j=\

for i = 1,2,..., N.
Because we know the value for y at the interpolation point uN+1 = 1, we can
remove the last term from each of the two series as
N

W

Au1 EBijyj

+ BijN+1yN+1

7=1

+ 2 E A1^ +AijN+1yN+1

-<f>2yt = 0

;=1

(8.129)
for/ = 1,2,. ..,N.
But the value of y at the boundary u = 1 is yN+i
becomes

= 1, so the above equation

Au1 E *,,yy + 2 E V i " * 2 * = - 4 M i 1 N + I - 2^ i i A r + 1

(8.130)

for i = 1,2,..., N.
Equation 8.130 represents A^ coupled algebraic equations, with N unknowns
(3^1, y2,...,yN),
which are functional values of y at Af interior collocation
points. Techniques for solving large systems of algebraic equations are given in
Appendix A. However, in the present problem the algebraic equations are
linear and hence they are amenable to solution by matrix methods. By defining
the following known matrix C and vector b as
C = (C0- = Au1B1J + 2^ 1 7 - ^2S17;
b

= [b. = -AU^N+1

- 2AitN+1;

ij = 1,2,..., Af} (8.131a)
i = 1,2,..., N)

(8.131ft)

Figure 8.5 Concentration profiles for <f> = 10, illustrating advantages of additional collocation points.

Figure 8.6 Concentration profiles for <f> = 100, with
number of collocation points as parameter.

where

and the unknown y as
i = [yi,y2,y*,...,yNf

(8-133)

then Eq. 8.130 can be put into the following compact vector form
C •y = b

(8.134)

from which the solution is simply
y= C

1

•b

(8.135)

where C " 1 is the inverse of the matrix C.
Since the solution for y is known, the effectiveness factor, r\, can be obtained
from Eq. 8.122. Substituting Eq. 8.124 into Eq. 8.122, the quadrature for the
integral representing effectiveness factor is
-j

N+\

V = ? E "W

(8-136)

7= 1

Figure 8.5 illustrates the evolution of concentration profiles for <f> = 10 with the
number of collocation points as parameter. It is seen that when the reaction
rate is high, the concentration profile inside the particle is very sharp, so that
about 5 interior collocation points are needed to get a satisfactory result. Figure
8.6 treats the case for even faster rates, such that cf> = 100. The extreme

Table 8.2 Computations Using Orthogonal Collocation: Diffusion in Catalyst Particle
Number of Interior
Collocation Point, N

4>

I

1
2
3
5

10
10
10
10

0.186992
0.111146
0.100917
0.100001

1
2
5
7
10
15

100
100
100
100
100
100

0.166875
0.067179
0.017304
0.012006
0.010203
0.010001

Percentage Relative
Error
87
11
1
.001
1569
572
73
20
2
.01

sharpness of the profile requires about 10 or more interior collocation points to
yield reasonable accuracy.
Table 8.2 summarizes computation of the effectiveness factor using the
orthogonal collocation method. Also shown in the table is the relative error
between the calculated effectiveness factor with the exact solution, given by
tanh(»
V = —* —
8.6 LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE P R O B L E M ROBIN BOUNDARY CONDITION
EMMPlE 83
In this example, we reconsider the catalyst problem in the previous example, but
the bulk fluid moves slowly, so that finite film resistance exists. The boundary
condition at the catalyst surface (Eq. 8.236) is replaced by
r = R;

- D6^r]

= kc(C\R - C0)

(8.137)

which is simply a balance of flux to the solid phase and through the film
surrounding the exterior surface.
In nondimensional form, this boundary condition becomes

x = l;

[ ^ ] 1 = Bi(I-yli)

(8.138)

where Bi = kcR/De.
Thus, the mass balance equation (Eqs. 8.25« and 8.138) written in terms of
the variable u(u = x2) as before

4 M +2

2y =

0 ^ -* °

M = 1;

[Ir]1-T*1" ^ )

(8 139)

-

(8-140>

Again, our objective here is to calculate the overall reaction rate per unit
volume, and from this to obtain the effectiveness factor. Therefore, the N + 1
interpolation points are chosen with the first N points being interior collocation
points in the catalyst particle and the (N + l)th interpolation point being the
boundary point (uN+1 = 1). The N interior points are chosen as roots of the
Jacobian polynomial /^°'" 1 / 2 ) . The optimal choice of Af interior points in this
example as well as the last one was studied by Michelsen and Villadsen (1980).
This is done by using the quadrature approach to the calculation of the integral
(Eq. 8.7) in the Galerkin method. A summary of this approach is presented in
Section 8.9.

The mass balance equation is discretized at the ith interior collocation point
as before, and we have
Af

N

4w,. Eflyty + BitN+1yN+1

+ 2 E^yy+^.jv+iyjv+i

- ^y1 = 0
(8.141)

for i = 1,2,...,N.
In this case, unlike the last example where yN+1 = 1, the value of y at the
boundary point is not equal to unity, but is governed by the boundary condition
(Eq. 8.140). At the boundary (i.e., at the point UN+1), we have

[&]

=f(l-W

(8.142)

The first derivative at the point uN+l is given by (Eq. 8.95)

[

.I

N+l

%\
uu

= LAN+1Jyj
\u = uN+1

(8.143)

j=1

When this is substituted into the boundary equation (Eq. 8.142), we obtain
N

Bi

T,AN+1Jyj+AN+l9N+1yN+1

= -j(l

-yN+1)

(8.144)

7= 1

where we removed the last term from the series in the LHS of this equation.
Solving for yN+l, we have

1
y

*+i

=

[

2

N

V ~ Wi "£<AN+ijyj

TA

(8.145)

Bi

Thus, we see that when Bi is extremely large (minuscule film resistance), the
above equation reduces to yN+ x = 1 as required.
Next, substitute the equation for yN+1 (Eq. 8.145 into Eq. 8.141), and so
obtain the following linear equation in terms of y
D y=b

(8.146)

where
(Jy2S1J; i , ; = 1,2,..., N)

Du = C17 - - £ ^
~*~ ~B{ N+I*N+I

C = {C,7 = 4M1B17 + 2AU;

b= U =
I

I

i, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , N)

^£±J
1 + ^-^W+I.JV+I

(8.147)

(8.148)

; / = 1,2,...,7V

(8.149)
/

y

X

y

X

Figure 8.7 Plots of concentration profiles for <j> = 10.

Here, we have used a vector-matrix format to achieve compactness. The inverse
of Eq. 8.146 will yield the vector y, that is, the concentrations y} at all interior
collocation points. Knowing the concentrations at all the interior collocation
points, the surface concentration yN+1 is calculated from Eq. 8.145. Figure 8.7
presents the concentration profiles for cf> = 10, with the number of interior
collocation point and the Biot number being parameters.

Table 8.3 Computations Using Orthogonal
N
4>
Bi
1
10
10
2
10
10
3
10
10
5
10
10
10
10
10
1
10
20
2
10
20
3
10
20
5
10
20
10
10
20

Collocation: Effect of Boundary Resistance
Tj
Relative Error %
0.150327
200
0.069764
40
0.054334
9
0.050143
0.3
0.050000
0
0.166667
150
0.085722
29
0.070637
6
0.066794
0.2
0.066667
0

The exact solutions to this problem are
cosh((f>x)

coshO) + -^-sinh(</>)
^

=

tanh(<ft)

4>[l + -^tanh(<£)]
Table 8.3 compares the numerical solution with the exact solution. Even for
sharp profiles, the collocation solutions are comparable to the exact solution
using only five collocation points.
8.7 NONLINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM—
DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITION
KXAMPLE 8.6

We wish to consider the catalyst particle for nonlinear conditions so the local
reaction rate is given by
R1OCM=S(C)

(8.150)

where g(C) is some nonlinear function of concentration.
Setting the shell balance at the position r, we obtain the following mass
balance equation
De^-g(C)=0

(8.151a)

subject to the boundary conditions
r = 0;

-^r = 0

(8.151ft)

r = R;

C = C0

(8.151c)

The effectiveness factor for a general nonlinear reaction rate is defined as

fg(C) dV
V =

(8.152a)

f S(C0) dV
For the slab geometry, dV = Adr, where A is the cross-sectional area of the
catalyst. Hence, Eq. 8.152« becomes for a slab catalyst

^WCo)C8{c)dr

{s l52b)

'

Thus, when we know the distribution of C, we replace g(C) in the integrand of
Eq. 8.1526 and evaluate the integral numerically. Alternately, we can calculate
the effectiveness factor in the following way.
Multiplying Eq. 8.151a by dr and integrating the result from 0 to R gives

When we substitute this result into Eq. 8.1526, we obtain

'" Rife) f l

( AS2e}

*

This means that the effectiveness factor can be calculated using the derivative of
concentration distribution at the exterior surface of the particle.
By defining the following dimensionless variables and parameters

the mass balance equation (Eqs. 8.151) becomes
^-02G(y)=O
x = 0;
x = l;

^ =0
y= 1

(8.154a)
(8.154ft)
(8.154c)

In terms of the dimensionless variables and parameters (Eq. 8.153), the effectiveness factor given in Eq. 8.152 c becomes

Thus, when y(x) is numerically determined from Eqs. 8.154« to c, the effectiveness factor is readily evaluated from Eq. 8.154rf.
We introduce the u transformation as before (u = x2), and the mass balance
equation now becomes

4 u 0 + 2% - <f>2G(y) = 0

(8.155a)

subject to
w = l;

y = 1

(8.155Zr)

The reader is reminded again that when the symmetry transformation (u = x2)
is introduced, the boundary condition at x = 0 (Eq. 8.1546) is automatically
satisfied.
If we now discretize the mass balance equation (Eq. 8.155«) at the interior
point /, we have
IN

AT

4"; E Buyj + BitN+1yN+1
+ 2 £ Aijyj
j=\
J
y=i

+Ai>N+1yN+1
J (8.156)

-<t>2G(yi)=0
for i = 1,2,..., N.
Since yN+i = 1 (Eq. 8.1556), the above equation becomes
[N

N

4",- E 5,,-yy+ *«,*+1 + 2
[j=i
j=i

HAuyj+Ai,N+i
(8.157)

-<f>2G(yi)=0
for / = 1,2,..., N. This equation represents a set of N nonlinear coupled
algebraic equations in terms of yl9 y2,..., yN. They can be solved by one of
several nonlinear algebraic solvers, such as the Newton-Raphson method (see
Appendix A).

To solve Eq. 8.157 by the Newton-Raphson procedure, we define
N

N

Ft(y) = 4"< E Buyj + BltN+1

+ 2 E Auyj + AltN+1

y=i

- 42G(yt)

= 0

y=i

(8.158)
for i = l,2,...,N,

and where
y=[yl,y2,...,yN]T

(8.159)

The iteration scheme for the Newton-Raphson is
y(*+D =

y(*) _ d(*)

(8.160a)

where
J(y<*>)d<*> = F(y (A:) )

F = [F1(J),

F2(y),...,

FN(y)]T

(8.160*)

(8.160c)

J = 1 1 | = 4U1B1J + 2Au - S ^ 2 ^ ^ - ;

i, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , ATJ (8.160rf)

where 8U represents the Krocknecker delta function, defined as

To solve for the concentration vector y by the Newton-Raphson technique, we
need to select an initial set for y(0). With this initial guess, the function vector F
and the Jacobian J can be evaluated (Eqs. 8.160c, d). Using any standard linear
equation solver, the vector d can be calculated from Eq. 8.1606 and hence the
first iterated solution y(1) is given in Eq. 8.160«. The process is repeated until a
convergence criterion is satisfied. One can choose either of the following criteria
for stopping the iteration
IV (* + D _

N

y ill
•

1

v(*)|

ilA

<E

V-

\yJ

7= 1

I

or
I v (£+l) _
1

maxJ

Ji

. ...,
\yjk)\

VW\
Jj

<e

y

X

Figure 8.8 Approximate concentration profiles for second
order chemical kinetics.

If y is small, the following stopping criterion is recommended

Z\yjk+1)-yjk)\<s
j

Figure 8.8 presents computations of concentration profiles for the case of
second order chemical kinetics. The first stopping criterion was used to generate
these plots, and e was 0.001. Again, just as in previous examples, the collocation
solutions generated with five or more interior collocation points agree fairly well
with the exact solution, which in the present case is taken as the solution
generated by using 19 interior collocation points. For this problem of slab
geometry, the analytical solution is given as

VIj G(m)dm\
where y 0 is the value of y at x = 0 and is given by
f1
y

ds

°\2fG(m)dm\

Table 8.4 Computations Using Orthogonal Collocation: Nonlinear Reaction Kinetics
N

(j)

7]

Relative Error %

1
2
3
5
10
19

20
20
20
20
20
20

0.230000
0.130439
0.117599
0.111027
0.110356
0.110355

109
18
7
0.61
0
—

Table 8.4 shows the numerically calculated effectiveness factor and the relative
error as function of the number of interior collocation point.
8.8

ONE-POINT COLLOCATION
The orthogonal collocation method, as we have attempted to illustrate in
previous examples, sustains an accuracy, which will increase with the number of
points used. Occasionally, one is interested in the approximate behavior of the
system instead of the computer intensive exact behavior. To this end, we simply
use only one collocation point, and the result is a simplified equation, which
allows us to quickly investigate the behavior of solutions, for example, to see
how the solution would change when a particular parameter is changed, or to
determine whether the solution exhibits multiplicity. Once this is done, detailed
analysis can be carried out with more collocation points.

EXAMPLE 8 J
We illuminate these attractive features by considering the difficult problems of
diffusion and reaction in a slab catalyst sustaining highly nonlinear Hinshelwood
kinetics. The mass balance equations written in nondimensional form are taken
to be

^

z

dx

- T-f1—! = 0
1 + 8y + yyl

JC = O ;
x = 1;

^

= O

(8.162a)
(8.162*)

y = 1

(8.162c)

Noting the symmetry of this problem, we make the usual substitution u = x2,
and the mass balance equations become
4upL

+ 2*L _

u = l;

fy
y = 1

2

=0

(8.163)
(8.164)

Now we choose one collocation point, W1, in the domain [0,1], and since we
know the value of y at the surface of the catalyst, we will use it as the second
interpolation point, that is, U2 = 1. For these two interpolation points, we have
two Lagrangian interpolation polynomials, I1(U) and I2(u), given as

U1

U2

U2

U1

where U1 is the collocation point chosen in the domain [0,1], and U2 — 1.
Using the Lagrangian interpolation polynomials I1(U) and I2(u), the approximate solution for y(u) can be written as
y = I1(U)V1 + I2(u)y2

= Z1(IiJy1 + / 2 ( K )

(8.166)

because y2 = y(u2) = y(\) = 1.
Next, we substitute the approximate solution 8.166 into the differential
equation 8.163, and obtain the following residual

R = 4 « ^ + 2% 2

du

du

1

fy

1 + Sy +

2

(8.167)

yy2

We now have only one unknown, which is the value of y at the collocation point
U1, and the test function for the collocation method is
W1 = 8(u - U1)

(8.168)

Averaging the residual with the test function W1 is carried out using the integral

that is,
AUifL
1

But

and

+2*L

du2 U1

du

fe_^

Ul

i + Sy1 +yy2

= 0

(8.169)
v

'

When we substitute Eqs. 8.170 into Eq. 8.169, we get

C

^

+C

* ~ 1+ fyl\ yy\ = °

(8 1?1)

-

where
C11 = 4M1B11 + 2An

and

C12 = 4W1B12 + 2A12

Equation 8.171 is a cubic equation in terms of V1; hence, depending on the
values of </>, 8, and y, there may exist three solutions (multiple steady states) for
this problem. A knowledge of this will then help the comprehensive computation using more collocation points.
This example serves as a means to allow workers to quickly study the topology
of a system before more time is spent on the detailed computation of the
governing equations.
8.9

SUMMARY OF COLLOCATION METHODS
We have presented a family of approximate methods, called weighted residuals,
which are quite effective in dealing with boundary value problems. The name
suggests that we need to generate residuals obtained when the approximate
solution is substituted into the governing equation. Then, we try to minimize the
residuals or force it to be asymptotically close to zero at certain points. A
number of methods have appeared, depending on how we minimize this
residual.
Among the five methods studied in this chapter, the orthogonal collocation
and the Galerkin methods seem to provide the best approximate routes. The
Galerkin method provides solution with good accuracy, while the collocation
method is easy to apply and to program, owing to its mechanical structure. The
accuracy of collocation is comparable to Galerkin if the collocation points are
properly chosen. Because of this attribute, the collocation method has found
wide applications in chemical engineering and other branches of engineering.
We now summarize the steps taken in the application of the orthogonal
collocation procedure.

Step 1

For the given problem, normalize the range of the independent variable to
(0,1). Any domain (a, b) can be transformed to a (0,1) by the transformation
_ z —a
where x is the new independent variable lying in the domain (0,1).

Step 2

Next, observe the boundary conditions and if there is symmetry at x = 0, make
use of the transformation u = x2. Similarly, if the problem is symmetrical at
x = l, use the transformation u = (1 — x)2.

Step 3

Assume an approximate solution of the form in Eq. 8.5, where yo(x) satisfies
the boundary conditions exactly and the trial functions, <£,(*), satisfy the
homogeneous boundary conditions. The problem at this point is then reduced to
the problem of solving for N unknown coefficients. If the trial functions are
chosen as the Lagrange interpolation polynomials, lt(x) (Section 8.3), the
coefficients at then become the values of y at the interpolation points X1.
Interpolation points are those used to generate the Lagrange interpolation
polynomials. It is noted here that the Lagrange interpolation polynomial is used
here as a convenient vehicle to obtain a solution. Any linearly independent set
of trial functions can be used in the collocation method.

Step 4

Substitute the approximate solution prescribed in Step 3 into the governing
equation to form a residual R (Eq. 8.6), which is a function of x as well as N
coefficients at.

Step 5

This step is the most crucial step of the orthogonal collocation method. If the
Galerkin method is used for minimizing the residual (remember that the
Galerkin is the best method among the many weighted residual methods to
provide solution of good accuracy), the following function of N coefficients at is
created
[1R(U1, a2y...,

aN; x)<f>j(x) dx = 0

for

/ = 1 , 2 , . . . , Af

These N integrals, in general, cannot be integrated analytically; hence, it must
be done numerically by a quadrature method, such as the Gaussian quadrature
described in Appendix E. Before doing this, extract a common factor of the
form W(x) = Jc^(I — x)a from the integrand of the above integral. This factor
must be the same for all values of j . The integral can then be written as

f

R(al,a2,...,aN\x)4>i(x)dx
= Z 0 1 ^ ( I -XY]Qj(X)

dx

for

; = 1,2,...,JV

where

Q x) =

*

R(al9a29...9aN;x)^j(x)

^T^f

If the Gaussian quadrature of TV quadrature points is applied to evaluate the
above integral approximately, the optimal quadrature formula would be
Hx'il
0

- x)a]Qj(x)

dx = Y, wkQj(xk)
k=i

for / - 1 , 2 , .

..,N

where wk are the quadrature weights and xk are the quadrature points, which
are zeros of the Jacobi polynomial Jjf'p\x). Note that the number of quadrature points used is the same as the number of unknown coefficients at. It should
also be pointed out that the above quadrature approximation will be exact if the
polynomial Qj is of degree less than or equal to 2 N — 1 (see Appendix E).
Step 6

It is then clear from Step 5 that the optimal approximation to the Galerkin
method is simply to choose
R(al,a2,...,aN;xk)

= 0

for

k = 1 , 2 , . . . , Af

Thus, if the collocation method is used, with the collocation points being zeros
of the Jacobi polynomial J^^\x),
then the collocation method will closely
approximate the Galerkin method.
These outline the pedagogical steps for undertaking the orthogonal collocation method. They are chosen so that the collocation method closely approximates the Galerkin method. Problem 8.9 illustrates in a practical way how to
apply these steps to an engineering problem.

8.10

CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Boundary value problems are encountered so frequently in modelling of engineering problems that they deserve special treatment because of their importance. To handle such problems, we have devoted this chapter exclusively to the
methods of weighted residual, with special emphasis on orthogonal collocation.
The one-point collocation method is often used as the first step to quickly assess
the behavior of the system. Other methods can also be used to treat boundary
value problems, such as the finite difference method. This technique is considered in Chapter 12, where we use this method to solve boundary value problems
and partial differential equations.
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8.12 PROBLEMS
8.I1. The Lagrangian polynomials lj(x) defined for JV + 1 interpolation points
are given as
N+l

hi*)=

_
for

I I T - T
k=l
k*j

X

J=

X

j

1,2-~,N+1

k

(a) Show that //*,) = 1 and lj(xk) = 0 for all k ± j .
(b) Prove that the definition of the Lagrangian polynomial is equivalent
to the expression
I.(X)

=

EN±M

where PN+^x) is called the node polynomial (it is called node
because it becomes zero at the interpolation points) and is defined as
PN+l(x) = (X ~ Xl)(X

- Xl)iX

- X3) ' * * (* - XN)(X -

XN+1)

and p ^ + 1 = dpN+l/dx.
8.22. For any set of Lagrangian polynomial /;(JC) of degree N9 defined as in
Problem 8.1, show that the sum of these N + 1 Lagrangian polynomials
is unity; that is,
N+l

E IJ(X) = 1
; =i

Hint: Start with the following function yN(x) representing the polynomial passing t h r o u g h N+l
points (X1, y x ) , (x2, y 2 ) , . . . ,
(xN9 yN)>\xN+v

yN+i)
N+l

yN(x) = L h(x)yj
y-i
8.3 3 . With the Lagrangian polynomials defined in part (b) of Problem 8.1,
show that they are orthogonal to each other with respect to the weighting
function W(x) = xfi(l - x)a if the N+l
interpolation points
X1,X2, x3,...,xN,XN+1
are chosen as roots of the Jacobi polynomial

JfrtfKx) = 0; that is,
/1Jj^(I ~x)a]lk(x)lj(x)dx

=0

for

k ± j

Hint: Use the following orthogonality property of the Jacobi polynomial
/ 1 ^ ( I ~x)a]xU^\x)dx

=0

for

/ = 0,l,2,...,JV

8.43. Let xv X2, x3, ...,XN be Af interpolation points chosen as roots of the
Jacobi polynomial JNa^\x) = 0 (i.e., 0 < x} < 1 for / = 1,2,..., N).
The ordinates corresponding to these points are denoted as
yv y2, y3, •. •, yN, and the polynomial of degree N-I, yN_l(x), passing
through these N points (xv y J9(X2, y2),... ,(xN, yN), is given by the
following Lagrangian formula
N

Lh(x)yj

>v-i(*) =
where

'*X)

(X-XJ)P^(XJ)

where pN(x) is the scaled Jacobi polynomial defined as

P

N

( X )

= ( X -

X1)(X

- X2)(X

- X

3

)

'" ( X -

X

N

)

= -^JN, N

(a) Show that the integral of the function yN_t(x) with respect to the
weighting function W(x) = Jt^(I - x)a from 0 to 1 is given by the
following quadrature
f\x^\-x)a\yN.1{x)dx^

Y^wjyj

where
wj =

f^(l-x)a]lj(x)dx

(b) Use the results of Problems 8.2 and 8.3 to show that the quadrature
weights of part (a) can be written as

Hi-Z 0 V(I-*)"!!'^)] 2 *

(c) Starting from the equation in part (b) and the definition of the
Lagrangian polynomial Ifx), show that
_ (2iV + a + j 3 + l ) c f r w

where

c^^ =

f^(l-x)a}pUx)dx>0

8.53. Let X1, X2, x3, ...,XN be N interpolation points chosen as roots of the
Jacobi polynomial Jjf'fiKx) = 0 (i.e., 0 < x} < 1 for ; = 1,2,..., N) and
the (N + l)th interpolation point is Jt^ +1 = 1. The ordinates corresponding to these (N + 1) points are denoted as yv y2, y3,..., yN, and
yN+1, and the polynomial of degree N,yN(x), passing through these
N + 1 points U 1 , ^ 1 XU 2 , y2),. • • ,(xN, yN\(xN+1,
yN+1) is given by the
Lagrangian formula
N+l

where
'A''

(X-XJ)JN+1(XJ)

with pN+i(x) being the node polynomial defined as
PN+I(X) = (x

-

x

i)(x

= p^\x)
where pNa'pXx)

~ xi)(x

~ xs)

" * (x

-

X

N)(X

~

X

N+\)

'(x-\)

is the scaled Jacobi polynomial

(a) Show that the integral of the function yN(x) with respect to the
weighting function W(x) = Jt^(I - x)a from 0 to 1 is given by the
quadrature

f[x^l-x)a]yN(x)dx=
0

N+l

Z^y,
j=i

where
Wj = f*[x'(l-Xf]I1(X)

dX

(b) Show that Wj (for ; = 1,2,..., N) are identical to the quadrature
weights obtained in Problem 8.4, where N interpolation points are
used.
(c) Prove that wN+1 = 0, which implies that the extra interpolation point
at xN+ x is not taken into account in the evaluation of the numerical
quadrature.
8.63. Similar to Problem 8.5, let X1, X2, x3,...,xN
be N interpolation points
chosen as roots of the Jacobi polynomial Jjf'^Kx) = 0 (i.e., 0 < x} < 1
for j= 1,2,..., N) and JC0 = 0 is the additional interpolation point. The
ordinates corresponding to these (N + 1) points are yo,yl9 y2> y^ • • • > ^ N
and the polynomial of degree N9 yN(x), passing through these TV + 1
points (jc0, yo),(xl9 y1\(x2, y2),... ,(xN, yN) is given by the Lagrangian
formula

where

W

with pN+x(x)

(X-XJ)1ZN+1(XJ)

being the node polynomial defined as

PN+I(*) = (X-X0)(X-X1)(X-X2)

-"(X-XN)

=x-p^^\x)

where PN*'^Kx) is the scaled Jacobi polynomial

(a) Show that the integral of the function yN(x) with respect to the
weighting function W(x) = x^(l — x)a from 0 to 1 is given by the
quadrature

f[xfi(l-x)a]yN(x)dx=
0

jrWjy.
;= 0

where

wj-f*[x>(l-x)a]lj(x)dx

(b) Show that w; (for j = 1,2,...,N) are identical to the quadrature
weights obtained in Problem 8.4, where N interpolation points are used,
and W0 = 0. This, like Problem 8.5, means that adding the extra interpolation point either at x = 1 or x = 0 does not help to improve the
accuracy of the quadrature. Even when N extra interpolation points are
added in addition to the N collocation points as roots of Jjfy 13Xx) = 0,
there is no net effect of this addition. This is because the N ordinates y;
at the zeros of Jtf^Xx) = 0 are sufficient to integrate a polynomial of
degree 2 N — 1 exactly.
8.7*. It is shown in Problems 8.5 and 8.6 that adding an extra interpolation
point or even N interpolation points to the N interpolation points, which
are zeros of Jjf'^Xx) = 0, does not help to improve the evaluation of the
integral by quadrature

f1[x^(l-x)a]y(x)dx
Now reconsider Problem 8.5 where (N + 1) interpolation points are
used. The Nth degree polynomial passing through N + 1 points
(xv yi),(x2, y2),.. .,(xN, yN\(xN+l,
yN+1) is given by
N+l

yN(x) = E ijix)yj
; = i

where lj(x) is given as in Problem 8.5.
(a) Construct a 2 Nth degree polynomial as follows
ViN(X) =>V(*) + G ^ 1 • (1 -x)

-pjr 1^(J)

where G^ - 1 is any (N - l)th degree polynomial and p^^Kx)
scaled Jacobi polynomial
pr,,Kx)

,

i_j£)

Evaluate the following integral

f*[x»{l-x)a\y2N{x)dx
by the quadrature method and show that it is equal to
a

TV+ 1

flx"(l-x) ]y2N(x)dx~

E^i

0

j-i

J

is the

where
wj =

f*[xl>(l-x)a]lj(x)dx

if the N + 1 interpolation points are chosen such that the first Af
interpolation points are roots of the Jacobi polynomial JJf +1* p\x) =
0 and the (N + l)th point is xN+l = 1. This quadrature formula is
called the Radau quadrature. It can integrate any polynomial of
degree 2 N exactly.
8.83. There are a number of ways to assume the form of the approximate
solution. One way, which is used often in the text, is the power law
expression
N
J =O

where the subscript N means that the approximate polynomial has the
degree N. Another way, also equally useful, is the use of the Jacobi
polynomials as the expansion terms, given as
VN=

T.bjJ}°-l>\x)
j=o

where // a / 3 ) (x) is the Jacobi polynomial of degree j .
(a) Make use of the following orthogonality properties of the Jacobi
polynomial
/1JJC^(I - x)a]j}a>*\x)Jia'fiXx)

dx = 0

for k *j

to show how the coefficients bj are determined in terms of the
coefficients a ; .
8.9*. Modelling of a cylindrical catalyst with an nth order chemical reaction
under the isothermal conditions gives rise to the following equation

where kCn is the chemical reaction rate per unit mass of the catalyst,
and De is the effective diffusivity. Assuming that the fluid surrounding
the catalyst is vigorously stirred, the following boundary conditions can
be taken
r = 0; ^ r = 0 and r = R; C = C0
where C0 is the constant bulk concentration, and R is the particle radius.

(a) Show that the above dimensional equation can be cast into the
following nondimensional form

7S(4)"*V = O
subject to
x = 0;

^ = O

and

x = 1;

y = 1

What are the definitions of y, x, and <f> that yield the above form of
nondimensional equations?
(b) Because of the symmetry of the problem around the point x = 0, it is
convenient to use the following symmetry transformation u = x2.
Show that the new equations written in terms of the new variable u
are

u = l;

y = l

Note that the center boundary condition is not needed because of the
symmetry transformation.
(c) To solve the equations in part (b) using the method of weighted
residual, assume that the approximation solution has the form
yfl = i + *i(i - w)
where ax is the unknown coefficient to be found. Note that this
assumed form is made to satisfy the boundary condition at u = 1.
Use this approximate solution in the governing equation of part (b) to
show that the residual is

R(al9u) = -Aa1 - 0 2 [l + ax(l - u)]n
The residual is a function of both the independent variable u and the
unknown coefficient av
(d) Apply the method of collocation with a test function 8(u — U1) to
show that the equation for G1 is
[1R(Q19 u)8(u - U1) du = -Aa1-

<j>2[\ + ax(l - U1)]" = 0

where U1 is some arbitrary collocation point in the domain (0,1). The
above equation is a nonlinear algebraic equation, which can be solved
for ax once the collocation point U1 is chosen.

(e) Apply the Galerkin method with the test function (1 — u) to show
that the equation for ax is expressed in the following form of the
integral
[1R(U19U)(I-u)du
= / 1 {~4fl 1 - <f>2[\ + H1(I - u)\n)(l

-u)dx = 0

For integer n, the above integral can be analytically integrated, while
for noninteger n, it must be evaluated numerically or using some
form of numerical quadrature.
(f) Now try the numerical quadrature3 approach to approximate the
integral of part (e) and show that the approximation is
M

i

[ R(al9u)(l-u)du*> E^(«i,My)
where uj are quadrature points, wj are the quadrature weights, and
M is the number of such points. Show that the optimal choice of
these M quadrature points are roots of J^0Ku).
Now take only one quadrature point, and this point will be the
root of the following Jacobi polynomial of degree 1, J^0Kx), which is
found in Problem 8.14 as
Jiuo\x) =3u - 1 = 0

i.e.,

u

i = \

Show that the resulting equation for ax for the Galerkin method is
identical to the equation for ax obtained by the collocation method.
This means that collocation and Galerkin methods yield the same
3

The approximation of the integral
[1W(X)Z(X)
o

J

dx

with

W(x) = JC"(1 - jt)"

by the quadrature method is
M

(lW(x)f(x)dx~ J>*/(**)
J
°

*«i

where there exists an optimal choice of quadrature points, and those points are roots of the Mth
degree Jacobi polynomial JJ£'pXx) = 0.

answer for av if the collocation point is chosen as a root of the
proper Jacobi polynomial, and the quadrature approximation of the
integral is exact.4
(g) If the chemical reaction is first order (n = 1), show that the quadrature approximation of the integral obtained for the Galerkin method
[1R(U19 u)(l -u)du = W1R(U1, U1)
is exact. This means that the Galerkin and the collocation methods
will yield identical approximate solutions if the collocation point is
chosen as root of the Jacobi polynomial /} 1 > 0 ) = 0 (i.e., U1 = 1/3).
For such a situation, the collocation method is called the orthogonal
collocation method because the Jacobi polynomial belongs to a class
of orthogonal functions.
(h) Now consider the second order chemical reaction (n = 2), show that
the number of quadrature points required to yield exact evaluation of
the integral
[1R(U19U)(I-u)

J

du

o

by the method of quadrature is 2, with the two quadrature points
being roots of J^0Xx) = 0. Obtain the expression for this Jacobi
polynomial of degree 2 and hence derive the solutions for these two
quadrature points.
(i) The previous parts (a to h) consider only the one-term approximate
solution. Now consider the following Af-terms trial solution
N

ya = l + E^(I-W)"'""1
;=i

where a, (; = 1,2,..., N) are Af unknown coefficients to be found.
Show that the residual generated by this choice of approximate
solution is
RN(U1,
N

a2,...,aN;u)
N

= 4 E aj[(j - 1)V~ 2 - jV"1] - <f>2 1 + (1 - u) E up''1
(j) Now apply the collocation method with the N test functions 8(u - uk)
(for k = 1,2,...,N), where uk are collocation points to show that
4

Using M quadrature points (which are roots of the proper Jacobi polynomial) in the numerical
quadrature, the quadrature approximation will be exact if the function R(u) is a polynomial of
degree less than or equal to 2 M — 1.

the N nonlinear algebraic equations to be solved for a/s are

RN(aua2,...,aN;uk)
= 4 E aj[(j - l)2u{-2 -j2u^\

- t2 1 + (1 - uk) E aju{-*

y=i

y=i

= 0

for k = 1,2,3,..., Af.
(k) Now apply the Galerkin method with the Af test functions (1 - u)uk~l
(for k = 1,2,..., N) to show that the Af equations for a/s written in
the form of integral are
[1RN(U1,

a2,...,aN;

u)[(l - u ) ^ " 1 ] du = 0
fork = 1,2,...,Af,

where R N is given in part (i). These integrals must be evaluated
numerically or approximated by the following quadrature using M
quadrature points

f*[RN(ai,a2,...,aN;u)uk-l](l-u)du
M

7= 1

forfc = 1,2,...,Af
The M quadrature points are roots of the Jacobi polynomial of
degree M, J$'°Kx) = 0. Show that the above quadrature approximation is the exact representation of the integral if

(1) Show that one trivial way to satisfy the nonlinear algebraic equations
in part (k) is to set
RN(a1,a2,...,aN;uJ)

=0

for

; = 1,2,..., M

and hence show that a/s can be determined if the number of
quadrature points are chosen the same as the number of coefficient,
Af, in the trial solution. When this is the case, the Galerkin is "best"
approximated by the collocation method if the collocation points are
chosen as roots of the Afth degree Jacobi polynomial JN1^XX) = 0.

(m) Prove that if the chemical reaction is first order, the collocation
method with JV collocation points chosen as roots of J^0Kx) = 0 is
identical to the Galerkin method.
This example illustrates how collocation points should be optimally chosen so that they can closely match the Galerkin method.
8.1O3. The Jacobi polynomial can be expressed conveniently as
= E (-l)"~Vy

J(N^\X)

with

y0 = 1

j= 0

The JV coefficients, y;- (/ = 1,2,..., JV), are determined from the following JV orthogonality condition equations

/ o V ( l - x)a\j^\x)

• Jfrfi\x) dx = 0
for k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , J V - 1

(a) Show that the above orthogonality condition equations are equivalent
to

Z V C 1 - x)a]x%a^Xx)

^ =0

for

k = 0,1,2,...,JV- 1

(b) Use the equations of part (a) to then show that the linear equations
for solving for y;'s are
A7 = b
where A is a coefficient matrix of size NxN
vector, taking the form
a

17

_ r(/8 + » + / ) r ( « . + i ) ( - i ) " - y
r(j8 +a + i+j + 1)
,

=

for i, J = 1,2,...,
8.1I3. Show that

and b is a constant

K

UNT(P

'

+ a + i)T(a

+ 1)

T(j8 + a + i + 1)

N.

Cti"*> = f*[xe(l-x)a][Ji?>*>(x)]2dx
_
[T()8 + I)]2F(JV + a + I)(Nl)
~ T(N + P + I)T(N + a + /3 + 1)(2JV + a + /3 + 1)
Hint: Use the Rodrigues formula and apply integration by parts N times.

8.122. Start with the definition of the Jacobi polynomial to prove that
*#"»(*)
dx

_ N(N + a + p + l) (a + laB + 1,
JN 1
"
/3 + 1
~

^X)

8.133. Use the orthogonality condition defining Jacobi polynomial to prove that
all N zeros of the Jacobi polynomial Jjf'p\x) = 0 are real and that they
lie between 0 and 1.
8.14t. (a) Use the Newton formula (Eq. 8.87) to determine roots of the following Jacobi polynomials

W0Kx), W1K*), W1Kx), W0Kx)
for N = 1, 2, 3, and 5.
Explain the shift of the zeros in the domain [0,1] as a and /3 change,
(b) Write the differential equation satisfied by each polynomial.
8.1S1. Repeat problem 8.14 using the Jacobi polynomial

W~1/2)(x),

W0Kx) and

W1/2)(x)

for N = 1,2, 3, and 5. These roots are used as interpolation points in the
orthogonal collocation analysis of a slab, a cylinder, and a spherical
particle, respectively.
8.16r Calculate the matrices A and B for two collocation points chosen as roots
of /| 0 > 1 / 2 ) using the formula (8.103) and show that the sum of all rows is
identically zero.
Hint: Use the definition of the matrices A and B in Eq. 8.102.
SAl2. Use the five different methods of weighted residual to obtain approximate solutions for the equation

subject to the following conditions

'-* S-»
and
JC = 1 ;

y = l

(a) First, try the approximate solution
7,-1+H1(I-X2)
which satisfies the boundary conditions. Substitute this approximate
solution to the equation to form a residue, then use the test function
appropriate for each method of weighted residual to obtain a solution for ax, hence ya. Compare the approximate solution with the
exact solution obtained in part (c).

(b) To improve the accuracy of the approximate solution, use the following trial solution with two unknown coefficients
ya = 1 + U1(I - x2) + a2x2(l - x2)
Substitute this approximate solution with yet to be determined coefficients into the governing equation to form a residue, which is then
forced to zero in some average sense. For each of the methods of
weighted residual, use two test functions to determine the two
coefficients, then compare this approximate solution with that in part
(a).
(c) To obtain the exact solution of the governing equation, put

„

dy

then show that the equation will take the form

p-fi[(i+y)p]=Wy
Next, set u = (1 4- y) to show the new equation is

" ^ - «K' - D
To put this equation in separable form, multiply both sides of the
equation by u and show that the separable form is

{up) d{up) = 10u(u - 1) du
Integrate this new separable form with the condition at x = O
* = O;

y =y0;

dy
p = -^ = 0

to obtain the equation
_ ft _ V20 [ ( l + y ) 3 - ( l + y 0 ) 3 _ ( l + y ) 2 - ( l + y 0 ) 2
~ dx ~ 1 + y [
3
2

I/2

p

where y0 is the value of y at x = 0, which is yet to be determined at
this stage.

Put the new equation in a separable form and integrate it from x
to 1 to show that the solution for y is simply
ilijl±

r
J

(l+s)3-(l+y0)3

y

3

w i - V5o(i - x )

-

2

(l+s)2-(l+y0)2]

j

To find y0, simply put x = 0 into the above equation and show an
implicit equation for y0 is

^-^

r
J

y°

3

(l+sf-(l+y0)

3

(l

^=^20
+

,)

2

-(l+y

-

2

0

)

2

j

where 5 is the dummy integration variable.
8.183. Transport of solute through membrane is often limited by the ability of
the solute to move (diffuse) through the membrane. If diffusion through
the membrane is the rate controlling step, the usual relation to describe
such transport is Fick's law (see Problem 6.11). Usually the diffusion
coefficient increases with concentration. Set up a material balance of a
solute within a thin shell in the membrane to show that the governing
equation will take the form at steady state

£K)§]-«
where r is the coordinate, taking the origin at the feed side of the
membrane. If on the collection side, the solute is swept away quickly with
a carrier fluid, then the solute concentrations at both sides of the
membrane are C0 and 0, respectively,
(a) By setting y = C/Co, x = r/L and f(y) = D(C)/D(C0), where L is
the membrane thickness, show that the mass balance equation will
take the following dimensionless form

=[«'>£]-°
The boundary conditions at two sides of the membrane in nondimensional form are
x = 0;

y=1

X = I;

y =0

For the purpose of computation in this problem, take the following

two forms for f(y)
f{y)

\exp[<r(y-l)]

(b) Taking note of the asymmetric boundary conditions, use the following equation as a trial solution
U1(X-X2)

ya = l - x +

Apply the methods of collocation and Galerkin to obtain the approximate solutions.
(c) Repeat part (b) with the following trial solution having two coefficients
ya = 1 - x + ax(x - x2) + a2(x - x3)
For a = 0.8, compare the solutions with those obtained in part (b),
and suggest an objective basis for assessing improvement between
the two.
Use the following exact solution with which to compare the two
approximate solutions.
[1Z(S) ds
—
= 1 -x

jj(s)ds
8.19j. Problems 8.17 and 8.18 deal with simple diffusion problems with symmetry and asymmetry boundary conditions. The methods of weighted residual can also be applied to cases where a source term appears in the
equation and such a source term can be a discontinuous function within
the spatial domain, such as the following problem of diffusion of material
in a slab with a mass production source. The governing equations are

0+/(X)-O
where

(

1

0<JC<

\

1

0

j

<x

<l

The boundary conditions at two sides of the slab are taken to be
x = 0;

y=0

JC = 1;

y=0

This set of equations can also describe the heat conduction in a slab solid
object with a heat source within the slab.
(a) Polynomial trial solutions have been used in Problems 8.17 and 8.18.
This time try the following trial solution of trigonometric form
ya = G1Sm(TT*)

and use the collocation method to find the coefficient av Choose
X1 = 1/2 (take /(1/2) = 1/2).
(b) Improve the trial solution by having two terms in the solution; that is,
ya = CL1 sin(TTJc) + a2 sin(27rx)
This problem shows that the trial solutions need not be in the
polynomial form used in the text as well as in Problems 8.17 and 8.18,
and it also shows that as the number of terms used in the trial
solution increases the analysis involving the polynomial is somewhat
simpler than that using functions such as trigonometric functions.
8.20*. The mass and heat balance equations in a catalyst for a first order
reaction are

=0

0+^(^

where <£ is the Thiele modulus, ft is the dimensionless heat of reaction,
and y is the dimensionless activation energy.
Assuming the fluid medium surrounding the catalyst particle is very
well stirred, the boundary conditions are
n
JC= 1 ;

dy
y = l,

dO

.
0 = 0

The quantity of interest is the effectiveness factor, which indicates how
well a catalyst is utilized by the reactant. It is defined as

(a) Apply the one-point orthogonal collocation method to solve the
above coupled equations. Multiple solutions are possible in this case.
Determine the range of <f> such that more than one steady state is
possible.
(b) Another way of solving this problem is to eliminate one variable by
first relating it to the other variable. Multiply the equation for y by j8

and add this to the 6 equation to show that
dxl

dxL

(c) Integrate the above equation once to show that

(d) Integrate again and obtain
Py + S = p

This shows temperature and composition are linearly related.
(e) Use the result in part (d) to eliminate the temperature from the
differential equation for y, and show that the final equation is

Now there is only one equation and one unknown, y.
(f) Apply the one-point orthogonal collocation to solve the equation in
part (e), and compare with the result in part (a).
8.21*. Consider the problem of diffusion and reaction in a spherical catalyst
particle. The chemical reaction is assumed to follow the LangmuirHinshelwood kinetics
R

kC
rXn

1 + KC + K1C2

The film mass transfer resistance is taken as negligible compared to the
internal diffusion resistance.
(a) Derive the mass balance equation for the reactant in the catalyst
particle, put it in the nondimensional format, to give the result
X

x2dx\

dx)

*

1+py

+ yy2

U

(b) Use the one-point collocation to investigate the behavior of the
system.
(c) Choose the parameters such that only one steady-state is possible,
and obtain a better approximate solution to the problem using the
orthogonal collocation method.
(d) Choose the parameters where multiple steady states occur and solve
for all steady-state concentration distributions inside the particle.

Chapter y

Introduction to Complex
Variables and Laplace
Transforms
9.1 INTRODUCTION
A principal engineering application of the theory of functions of complex
variables is to effect the inversion of the so-called Laplace transform. Because
the subjects are inextricably linked, we treat them together. The Laplace
transform is an integral operator defined as:

F(s)= ff{t)e-stdt

(9.1)

where, in general, s is a complex variable defined here as:
s = (T + ia)

(9.2)

The inverse process (that is given F(s\ find f(t)) is obtained through the
Fourier-Mellin complex integral

/(o^iimrvno*

(93)

henceforth called the Inversion theorem. Such complex integrals can be viewed
as contour integrals, since they follow the two-dimensional path traced out by
the curve of s(o", a)). As we show presently, it is possible to invert Laplace
transformed problems without recourse to complex integration, by laying out a
few common sense building blocks, which are widely tabulated. However, for
unusual problems the analyst must refer back to the fundamental Inversion
theorem, Eq. 9.3. The derivation of Eq. 9.3 is based on the Fourier series
representation of any fit), as detailed in Appendix C.

ELEMENTS OF COMPLEX VARIABLES
The complex number /3 = a + ib is made up of two parts: the real part is a
Re(P)= a

(9.4)

Im(j8) = b

(9.5)

and the imaginary part is b

In the same way, we may define a complex variable, s
s = a + io)

(9.6)

where it is clear that a and co are variables; hence, they may take many
changing values. It is convenient to represent a complex variable on a rectangular coordinate system such that the abscissa represents real parts (a) while the
ordinate reflects values of the imaginary variable (OJ), as shown in Fig. 9.1. Thus,
any complex number or variable can be thought of as a vector quantity as
illustrated in Fig. 9.1. We define the magnitude of s (line length) as the modulus
\s\ = \<r + ia)\ = Vo-2 + a)2

(9.7)

Henceforth, bars around a variable shall denote magnitude. The angle that s
makes with the real axis is called the argument or simply the angle Ls (the
angle corresponding to the complex variable s)
O = /_s = tan-^o)/**-)

(9.8)

When o) = O, s becomes identical to a and can be treated as a real variable.
When this happens, the processes of integration, differentiation, and so forth,

Imaginary part is) =co

9.2

Region R

Real part is) = a

Figure 9.1 Representation of s in the complex plane.

then follow the usual rules of calculus. However, for the case of the complete
complex variable, s = a + ico, we must reexamine the usual rules of functions,
especially the property of continuity (i.e., continuous functions, with continuous
derivatives). We shall uncover these rules of continuity, called analyticity, in the
form of the famous Cauchy-Riemann conditions. First, we shall need to know
the elementary rules for multiplication, division, and so forth of complex
variables.
The complex conjugate of s is simply
s = a - io)

(9.9)

and it is clear that since i2 = — 1
s • s = a2 + (o2 = |s| 2

(9.10)

The product of two complex variables can always be reduced to a new complex
variable, containing a real plus imaginary part
S1-S2=

+ ia)2) = ((T1(T2 ~ (*>\(*>2) + l '(°"i a) 2 +

((T1 + i(Oi)(cr2

ff w

2 i)

C-H)

Division by complex numbers calls upon using the complex conjugate definition
as
5

1 _ (al + * w l) _ (°"l + **°l)
52 ~ ((T2 + i(O2) ~ ((T2 + 1(X)2)

a

2 ~ *W2 _ (al + * w l)(°2 ~
(T2 ~ i(O2 ~
+ a*
al

^l)

(9.12)
Carrying out the multiplication then yields a new complex variable

^2

I

CT2 + CU2 /

I

(72 + C02

J

^

'

Thus, any array of multiplication and division will always yield finally a single
real plus imaginary part.
Both of these operations (^1 • S2 or S1Zs2) can be performed more easily
(shown in Section 9.3) using a polar form for s. Now, since s has both
magnitude Ul and angle 6, we can write by inspection of Fig. 9.1
a = Ul cos 6,

(O = \s\ sin 6

(9-14)

hence, we see the polar representation of s is simply
s = |5|(cose + /sine)

(9.15)

Note, for a given complex number, the angle 6 can take an infinity of values by
simply adding multiples of 2TT to the smallest possible angle. Thus, if the
smallest angle is O0 = t a n ' ^ / c r , then 6 can take values: O0 + 2v, S0 + 4TT,
etc. So, in general: 6 = S0 + k2v; k = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3 . . . , and O0 is called the
principal value of 6 with 0 < O0 < 2v.

9.3

ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS OF COMPLEX VARIABLES
In the course of analysis, elementary functions of the complex variable s arise,
such as: exp ( — s\ sin Js, log (5), and so forth. We must carefully define these
operations so that in the limit co -> 0, these operations reduce to conventional
operations on real variables. We begin our study on the most elementary
function, the power law relationship
f(s)=sn

(9.16)

where n is taken to be a positive integer or zero. Replacing s = a + ia)
f(s) = {cr + ia>)n

(9.17)

we can insert the polar form to see
f{s) = Wn(cos 6 + i sin 6)n

(9.18)

We next combine this result with properties of the exp (s), which can be proved
to have the usual power series representation
exp(s)

= 1

s2
s3
+s+2!"+3T+***

( 9 - 19 )

which is convergent for all values of the complex variable s.
It is also true that CXp(^1) • exp (s2) = exp (^1 + S2). Moreover, for the integer n
(es)"

= ens(n = 1,2,3...)

(9.20)

The trigonometric functions can be defined in terms of the exponential as
sin(s) = 2^(exp(w) - exp(-w))

(9.21)

cos(s) = 2-(exp(w) + exp(-/s))

(9.22)

and

This can be seen by inserting the power series (9.19) to get
sin(s)

s3

s

5

= s - 3j- + J 1 + •••

cos(5) = 1 " ^

+ ^

+ ••'

(9.23)
(9.24)

which of course reduces to the usual series expansion when s is real. The useful

Euler formula arises by combining the trigonometric functions
cos(s) + /sin(s) = exp(/s)

(9.25)

which can also be applied when s is real, say s = 6
exp(/0) = cos(0) + /sin(0)

(9.26)

If we compare Eq. 9.18 with Eq. 9.26, we deduce De Moivre's theorem
sn = |s|n(cos 0 + i sin 6)n = \s\n • QXX)(InO)

(9.27)

from which we see
(cos 0 + i sin 6)" = cos(nd) + i sin(«0)

(9.28)

sn = \s\n(cos(n6) + i sin(nd))

(9.29)

hence,

Thus, it is convenient on multiplication or division to use Euler's formula, since
we have shown in Eq. 9.15 that s = |s|(cos0 + isin0), hence from Eq. 9.26
s = |s|expG'0), so

I = ^JeXP[I(O1 -O2)]

(9.30)

We see it is much easier to add and subtract angles than direct multiplication of
complex numbers. These can be reduced to real and imaginary parts by
reversing the process using Eq. 9.26
S1-S2 = Is1I Is2I(COS^1 + S2) + i Sm(JP1 + S2))

(9.31)

^ = ^j(COS(S1 - O2) + JSiIi(O1 - O2))

(9.32)

and

9.4

MULTIVALUED FUNCTIONS
A peculiar behavior pattern that arises in complex variables must be recognized
very early, and that is the multivalued behavior exhibited by certain functions.
We next consider the most elementary such case, the square root function
/ ( s ) = 1/5

(9.33)

In analysis of real variables, no particular problems arise when taking square
roots. However, considerable circumspection must be given when s is complex.

To see this, let
(9.34)

s = |s|exp(i0) = U|(cos 0 + i sin 0)
where
0 = O0 + 2TT • k;

(9.35)

k = O, ± 1 , ±2, ± 3 , etc.

Inserting into 9.33 gives

/ = VH expfif^- +irk]]

(9.36)

where as before 0O = tan" 1Co/^. If we wrote the function / as its real plus
imaginary part, two distinct functions arise

/ 0 = l/M [cos ^ + i sin ^ 1 ]

(9.37)

and

Z1 = >/[$jjcos№ + *A + *'sin№ + 77 Il

(9 38

"^

All other values of k reproduce one or the other of these two.
Thus, any selected value of a and co will yield a value of the complex variable
s = a + io), and this will produce two functions; namely,
/ 9

fo-i*2
Z 1 = (a2

9x1/4

/ tan~1Ca)Za-) \ + i S.i n. / tan"Hot/a) \]

+ **2)' cos|

+ o)2)

cos

(

T^)

f

y

}

2

+ TTJ + /sin

2~^J

^

7

;

(9 39)

'

+ TT

(9.40)
For example, suppose o- = 0, a> = 1, so that
O0 = tan"'(1/O) = y rad(90°)
Hence
Z 0 = 1'(^Zi = 1 ' ( ^

+1^)

(9.41)

" ^ )

(9.42)

Thus, two branches of the function Z a r e formed, differing by an angle of TT
radians. Thus, one value of the complex variable s leads to two possible

complex values for the function / . To make any progress on the applied level,
we shall need a mechanism to restrict such functions to single-valued behavior.
We shall illustrate methods for doing this later.
We see that we cannot take the usual properties of uniqueness and continuity
for granted in dealing with complex variables. To make progress, then, we shall
need to formalize the properties of continuity and single valuedness. In analysis
of complex variables, these properties are called analytic. We discuss them next.
9.5 CONTINUITY PROPERTIES FOR COMPLEX VARIABLES:
ANALYTICITY
As last illustrated, some peculiar behavior patterns arise with complex variables,
so care must be taken to insure that functions are well behaved in some rational
sense. This property is called analyticity, so any function w = f(s) is called
analytic within some two-dimensional region R if at all arbitrary points, say S0,
in the region it satisfies the conditions:
1. It is single-valued in region R,
2. It has a unique, finite value in R,
3. It has a unique, finite derivative at S0, which satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann
conditions.
The Cauchy-Riemann conditions are the essential properties for continuity of
derivatives, quite apart from those encountered in real variables. To see these,
write the general complex function
w=f(s)

(9.43)

to be a continuous function with s = <r + ia>, and suppose the real and imaginary parts are such that
w = u + iv

(9.44)

The partial derivatives can be obtained two ways

? = ?+<•?

(9-45)

da

da

v

dw_
da

dfd^
ds da

da

f

and

df
ds

Kyw)

Equating the two yields

#-£ + '?
ds

da

da

v

< 9 - 47 )
'

In a similar way, partials with respect to a) give
dw

du

. dv

aw

da)

do)

fa

dfds_

dco

ds da>

_ ^.
v

'

df
l

ds

*?"**>

hence,
/ # = |H. + idJL
OS

da)

da)

(9.50)
v

'

Obviously, the total derivative of df/ds must be the same for the two cases, so
multiplying Eq. 9.50 by ( - / ) gives
df
ds

_ du_ dv_
l
dco + dw

(951)

Now, equating real and imaginary parts of Eqs. 9.47 and 9.51 gives the sought
after continuity conditions
du _ dv
da
da)
dv
dcr

du
dco

These are the Cauchy-Riemann conditions, and when they are satisfied, the
derivative dw/ds becomes a unique single-valued function, which can be used
in the solution of applied mathematical problems. Thus, the continuity property
of a complex variable derivative has two parts, rather than the one customary in
real variables. Analytic behavior at a point is called "regular," to distinguish
from nonanalytic behavior, which is called "singular". Thus, points wherein
analyticity breaks down are referred to as singularities. Singularities are not
necessarily bad, and in fact their occurrence will be exploited in order to effect a
positive outcome (e.g., the inversion of the Laplace transform!).
Many of the important lessons regarding analytic behavior can best be
understood by way of a series of examples, to follow.
EXAMPLE 9 J
If w(s) = s 2 , prove that the function satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann conditions
and find the region where the function is always analytic (i.e., regular behavior).
These are several ways to represent the function, either in terms of <r, o>, or
in polar form (|s| and 6). We introduce s = a + ico and see
w = s2 = (a + id))2 = (cr2 - a)2) + 2i<ra)

It is clear if this must equal w = u + iv, then
u = a2 — o)2
v = 2ao)
We operate on these using Cauchy-Riemann rules
du
do"

du
ao>

fo=2(°>

d^

= 2(T

hence, we see it is true that
du _ dv
dcr
do)

,

^i;
dcr

du
do)

Also, we see for all finite values of s that w(s) is also finite, and that w is single
valued in any region R, which is finite in size.

Consider w(s) = 1/s and determine if the function satisfies the CauchyRiemann conditions and find the region for analytic behavior.
It is clear at the outset that behavior in the region s -> 0 is singular, and we
are alerted to possible irregular behavior there. First, we form the real and
imaginary parts as before
1
^

'

_

(T + /(O

1

a — io) _ a — ico
(J-2 + C02

(T + i(O CT — i(D

so that
(T

.

u = —z
^
a2 + or2

and

v=

0)

=
r
a2 + o)2

We see that
du
fo

=

dv _
^ "

dv
fo

=

o)2 — a2
(o .2 + ft)2)2

du _
~ ^ ~

-2iT(o
(a

2

+ to2)2

so that at a general point in space, the Cauchy-Riemann conditions appear to
be satisfied. However, consider the behavior near the origin, along a line where

a) = O so that
_ 1

du _

1

This partial derivative tends to - °o as a -> O. In a similar way, we can inspect t>
along a line where a = 0 to see
1

dy

1

which shows that this partial derivative tends to + <*> as a) -» 0. Thus, we obtain
different derivatives depending on how we approach the origin, and the
Cauchy-Riemann equality breaks down at the origin! Thus, the function is
everywhere analytic, except at the origin, where a singularity exists (we shall call
this a pole-type singularity, since the function takes on very steep, pole-like
behavior as we approach s = 0). If the function took the form

w(s) =

(T^by

then misbehavior would have occurred at the point s = a, so we would declare
a pole existed at s = a.
We have thus encountered two important types of singularities raising nonanalytic behavior:
1. Multivalued function singularity: w(s) = }fs
2. Pole singularities: w(s) = 1/s
A third type, called "essential singularity," arises infrequently, but should be
recognized. A classic case of this type is the function

w(s) = exp|yj
It can be studied by reference to a pole-type singularity. One method of testing
implicit functions for pole behavior is to try to "remove" the pole. Thus,
suppose the function w = f(s) becomes infinite at the point s = a, and we are
suspicious that a pole exists at that point. If we can define a new function
g(s) = (s - a) > f(s)

(9.52)

that becomes analytic at s = a, then the pole has been removed (cancelled out).
If not, then we would try higher powers, up to say n,
g(s) = (s-a)nf(s)

(9.53)

and if analytic behavior for g(s) finally occurs, then we have removed an nth

order pole. This simply means that f(s) must have contained a term
1
(s-a)
The order of the pole is thus determined by the minimum value of n necessary
to remove it (cancel it).
For an "essential" singularity, it is not possible to remove the infinite
discontinuity. To see this for the classic example mentioned, expand exp (1/s) in
series.

w(s)

= e x p ( i ) - I+ I + ^

+

^

1

+. . . + J ^

+

...

(9.54)

If we tried to remove the singularity at the origin, by multiplying first by s, then
s2, then s3, and so forth, we would still obtain an infinite spike at s = 0. Since
the singularity cannot be removed, it is called an essential singularity.
9.5.1

Exploiting Singularities
At the outset, we have aimed our study toward the implementation of the
Inversion theorem given in Eq. 9.3. It is clear that this requires integration in
the complex domain. In fact, we can show this integration becomes exceedingly
simple if the region of interest contains elementary pole singularities, leading to
an elementary summation of the remnants of such poles (called residues). Thus,
the occurrence of singular behavior allows easy exploitation to effect a positive
mathematical result.
To implement this, we shall need to know something about integration in the
complex domain.

9.6

INTEGRATION: CAUCHY'S THEOREM
Integration in the complex domain is necessarily two-dimensional, since variations in real and imaginary variables occur together. Thus, if we wish to find the
integral of some arbitrary complex function f(s\ then we must stipulate the
values of s such as those traced out by the curve C in Fig. 9.2.
To represent the integral corresponding to the path C, we may write, by
noting / = u + iv and s = a + ia>

f f(s)ds
c

J

= f(ud(TJ
c

vda)) + if (vda + udco)
J
c

(9.55)

Each integral on the right-hand side is now a real integral and the limits are
from (Tx to (T2 and (O1 to (Q2, corresponding to the points terminating the curve
C at points A and B (positions S1 and S2). We note that if both f(s) and s were

Figure 9.2 Curve in complex plane.

real (i.e., v = <o = 0), then the line integral would be simply
\ uda
c

J

The values of s represented by the path in Fig. 9.2 could be integrated in two
parts, if we wished, and we would denote this as

f f(s) ds= f f(s) ds + / /(s) ds
J

J

AXB

(9.56)

J

AX

XB

and there should be no confusion on the meaning of the paths AX and XB.
Under certain conditions, the line integral in Eq. 9.55 is independent of path.
Suppose both integrals on the right-hand side are exact, so for example, we
could write
u da — v do) = dF(a, co)

(9«57)

This implies also
dF= J^ da+

^dco

(9.58)

Comparing the last two equations gives the requirement
u =

9

^

and

-v=

9

^

(9.59)

Now, since the order of differentiation is immaterial
82F

82F

/ 4 " = JTiroO) da

da oay

( 9 - 6 °)

then it is easy to see that
da)

da

v

'

which of course is one of the Cauchy-Riemann conditions. Exactness for the
second integral on the RHS of Eq. 9.55 similarly implies
vda + ud(o = dG(ar,o))

(9.62)

and following the same procedure, this finally yields the second CauchyRiemann condition
— - —

(9 63^

da " dco

(9M)

We have now seen that the requirement that the two integrals be exact
differentials is exactly the requirement that the Cauchy-Riemann conditions be
satisfied. This means of course that the line integral

JJ(S)ClS
is independent of the path C joining the end points at S1 and S2, provided of
course that the curve C lies within a region R wherein f(s) is analytic. In such
cases, the curve C need not be prescribed and we may indicate the integral by
denoting it with its limit only

fs2f(s)ds
and since it is exact, we could write
f(s)ds = dg(s)

(9.64)

and the integral can be evaluated in the usual way
Pf(s)ds=g(s2)-g(s1)

(9.65)

where of course g(s) is a function whose derivative is f(s). Many such paths
between A and B can be drawn, and the same integral results as long as
analyticity is maintained for the region where the curves are drawn.
Further, if we allow the end points to coincide by drawing a closed curve as
shown in Fig. 9.3, and the region enclosed by the curve contains no singularities
(i.e., is analytic), then the important First Integral theorem of Cauchy arises

<f)f(s)ds = 0

(9.66)

Figure 9.3 Closed contour, S1 -» S2.

The new symbol j> denotes integration around a simply connected (nonintersecting) curve C as shown in Fig. 9.3. For this curve, Eq. 9.65 shows g(s2) = g(sx),
since S1 -^s2.
It is important to stress that this curve encloses no singularities. In fact, it is
the act of enclosing a singularity (or many singularities) that leads to a very
simple, classical result for solving the Laplace Inversion theorem.
Now, in other cases (for example, curves that enclose singularities) the
integral f(s) around a closed contour of s values may or may not vanish. We
shall define a positive curve direction such that a moving observer would keep
the enclosed area to the left.
The exploitation of Cauchy's First theorem requires us to test the theorem for
exceptional behavior. This allows, as we shall see, direct applications to the
Laplace Inversion theorem.
We inspect the simplest single-valued function given by

/(*) = 7

(9.67)

The derivative df/ds = —1/s2 exists at all points except 5 = 0. This means that
/Cs) is analytic in any region R which does not include the origin. Thus, any
closed curve (of s values) not enclosing the origin will satisfy Cauchy's First
theorem, hence, for any such curve

$T=0
7

C

s

(9.68)

However, if the closed curve C encloses the origin, the integral need not vanish.
It is convenient to inspect this curve using polar coordinates; to simplify the
notation, we shall denote the magnitude of s as: \s\ = r. Moreover, if we
stipulate that the curve C is a unit circle around the origin, then r = 1 and we

may write
s = ei0,ds

= ieied6

(9.69)

Using these, we can write the closed curve using definite limits

<f>±-(*%-»(**de)-(2~id8-2Vi
Tc S

J0

J0

This is one of the fundamental results of contour integration and will find
widespread applications; the point here being that the enclosure of a simple
pole at the origin always yields liri.
Suppose we perform the same test for a higher order pole, say 1/s2, again
with r = 1

<** = f2ve-™(ie»d0) = (2irie-»d6 = i\^Zr
7

-7O

C-S

-7O

L ~l Jo

=0

(9.70)

In fact, if we perform the same test with the power relationship f(s) = sn,
where n is integer
(f>sn ds = (2lTenie(ieie dd) = i C V n
T

7

+ 1)

* dd = 0;

provided n *

-1

J

-O

o

(9.71)
Now, if Ai is a positive integer, or zero, the above is obviously in accordance with
Cauchy's First theorem, since then f(s) = sn is analytic for all finite values of s.
However, if n becomes a negative integer, the sn is clearly not analytic at the
point 5 = 0. Nonetheless, the previous result indicates the closed integral
vanishes even in this case, provided only that n =£ — 1. Thus, only the simple
pole at the origin produces a finite result, when the origin is enclosed by a
closed contour.
The same result occurs for a point displaced from the origin
<f>(s-a)"ds
(f> ,

= 0
l

(/i*-l)

. d s= 2iri

(9.72)
(9.73)

provided the point at position a is enclosed by the closed curve C. We shall use
this as a basis for constructing a method of inverting Laplace transforms when
simple or multiple poles exist.

9.7 CAUCHY'S THEORY OF RESIDUES
The final elementary component of complex analysis necessary to effect closure
of the Inversion theorem (Eq. 9.3) is Residue theory.

We have seen in Section 9.5 that simple poles or nth order poles at the origin
are removable type singularities, so that if f(s) contains a singularity at the
origin, say a pole of order N, then it can be removed and the new function so
generated will be analytic, even at the origin
g(S)=sNf(s)

(9.74)

so that a closed contour C (of s values), encircling the origin, will cause g(s) to
be analytic inside and on the boundaries of C. If such is the case, the function
g(s) can be expanded in an ascending power series in s. The power series for
/O) must include s~N, so it could be expressed as

/ ( O - ^ + fe + - + ! 1 + E C /
S

S

(9.75)

Al=O

This series is often called the Laurent expansion. If this were multiplied by sN,
it is clear that g(s) would in fact be an ascending series in s. The actual series
for /(5) need not be known, but the above clearly represents its behavior if it is
known that an Nth order pole exists.
Now, from the previous lesson, the term-by-term integration of the series f(s)
for a contour C enclosing the origin will yield zero for each term, except the
term B1Zs. Thus, we can write without further formalities:
f f(s) ds = 2TTiB1

(9.76)

Hence, the value of the contour integral of f(s) is simply 2iri times the
coefficient of s" 1 in the Laurent expansion. The coefficient B1 is called the
"residue" of the function.
It doesn't matter if the singularity is not at the origin, since the same
expansion is valid if it is taken around a singularity at the point s = a; in this
case the series of powers are expressed as (s — a), and one must find the
coefficient of the term (s — a)'1 in the Laurent expansion. On a practical level,
it is easy to transfer the origin from zero to another point, as we illustrate in the
next example.
EMMtPlM 9J
Evaluate

%{s-af
around a circle centered at the origin. It is clear if the radius of the circle is such
that r < a, then the function is analytic within the center and we can write

immediately

by Cauchy's theorem.
However, if we stipulate that the singularity is enclosed by the circle, so that
r > a, then there is a pole of order 2 at s = a within the contour. If we transfer
the origin to s = a by putting p = s — a, then
r e»ds
c(s-a)2

r

=6e<»+"»dp
r
2

c

P

=ealre_^dp
r
2

c P

Next, we can expand e"' = 1 + pt + {pt)2/2\ + • • •

All circular integrals are zero, according to the previous lesson, except the term
containing t/p, which gives the residue teat
$L-S-dp-$-Z-^-2vi(te«)
J

c

9.7.1

P

J

(s — a)

Practical Evaluation of Residues
The Laurent expansion is often not obvious in many practical applications, so
additional procedures are needed. Often, the complex function appears as a
ratio of polynomials

M - fry

<»•">

Now, if a simple pole exists at s = a, then obviously (s — a) must be a factor in
g(s), so we could express the denominator as g(s) = (s - a)G(s), provided
G(s) contains no other singularities at s = a. Clearly, the Laurent expansion
must exist, even though it may not be immediately apparent, and so we can
always write a hypothetical representation of the type given in Eq. 9.75:
/(*) = T ^ + C0 + C1(S - a) + C2(S - a)2 + • • • +Cn(s - * ) n + • • •
since it is known that only a simple pole exists. Multiplying both sides by
(s — a), and then setting s = a gives, when we replace f(s) with
F(s)
(s-a)G(s)

that is
Bl

= (s-a)f(s)\s=a

=^

(9.78)

which is a handy way to find the residue for a simple pole.
Moreover, if g(s) contained a number of distinct poles, such as

<9'79>

'<*> - (s-a)(/-b)(s-c)...

then f(s) will have a residue at each pole, and these can be evaluated
independently, one at a time, by the method illustrated. For a contour enclosing
all such poles, then the contour integral around f(s) will be simply the sum of
all residues, multiplied by 2iri as before.
The procedure just outlined can be followed even if the pole cannot be
factored out of g(s); in such a case, Eq. 9.78 would become

*i-('-«)WU- ( ';ff (j) [_ a -g

(9-80)

which is indeterminate. However, if we apply L'Hopital's rule, then we see
^[(s-a)F(s)]
B1 = lim — -T7-T

(9.81)

ds
which gives

*-4

Sf(s)

g'(a)

J

EXAMPUB 9.4
Find the integral
r est cosh(s) ds
j c sinh(5" — a)
around a circle with center at the origin, such that r > \a\.
The residue for the pole at s = a is obtained from Eq. 9.82

1

cosh(0)

V

'

Hence the integral is
r e 5 'cosh( s) ds
_ .
,, x
(b . u /
\
= 2irieatnt cosh(a)
v }
Tc smh(s -a)

9.7.2

Residues at Multiple Poles
If f(s) contains a pole of order m at s = a (and no other singularities), then it
can be expressed as
f(s)

=

F(S)

(9.83)

(s-a)
where m is integer, and F(s) is analytic at s = a. We can always expand an
analytic function in a Taylor series, so that F(s) can be expanded around the
point s = a
F(s) = F ( a ) + ( S - a)F'(a) +

(s

~

a )

F " ( a ) + •••
(9.84)

On division by (s - a)m, the coefficient of 1/(5 - a) becomes apparent and is
the residue of f(s)

hence,
dm ~^

1

dm ~~ ^

1

EXAMPLE 9J
Redo Example 9.3 using the results from Eq. 9.86.
The required integral is
r

c(s-af

which contains a second order pole at s = a. The residue is computed directly
from Eq. 9.86.
B

'

=

TT ls~eS%=°

= te

"'

•'•$/(*) * =

27rite

°'

9.8

INVERSION OF LAPLACE TRANSFORMS BY CONTOUR INTEGRATION
At the beginning of this chapter, we quoted the Mellin-Fourier Inversion
theorem for Laplace transforms, worth repeating here
F(s) = / V " / ( 0 dt

(9.87)

/(O = 2^7 Hm r°+i>'F(s)

ds

(9.88)

It may now be clear why the factor 1/2TT/ appears in the denominator of the
Inversion theorem. It should also be clear that

r+Ute»F(s)ds
<j — i(o

is a line integral of the complex function estF(s), t being treated as an
elementary parameter, and s denoting the complex variable, s = a + ia>. We
will have closed the loop on this journey when we can show that the line integral
is formally equivalent to the contour integral, enclosing some specialized region
C; that is, we wish to show
r°+l°°estF(s)

ds = (f)estF(s) ds

(9.89)

When this is done, the reader can see that Laplace inversion is formally
equivalent to contour integration in the complex plane. We shall see that
exceptional behavior arises occasionally (singularities owing to multivaluedness,
for example) and these special cases will be treated in the sections to follow.
Our primary efforts will be directed toward the usual case, that is, pole and
multiple pole singularities occurring in the Laplace transform function F(s).
We shall first consider the Inversion theorem for pole singularities only. The
complex function of interest will be f(s) = estF(s). The contour curve, denoting
selected values of s, is called the First Bromwich path and is shown in
Fig. 9.4.
The real constant a0 is selected (symbolically) to be greater than the real part
of any pole existing in the denominator of F(s). Thus, all poles of F(s) are to
the left of the line labelled AB (Fig. 9.4). It is clear that the semicircle BCDEA
can become arbitrarily large in the limit as R -> <*>, thereby enclosing all
possible poles within the region to the left of line AB.
In order to prove the line integral (in the limit as co -> oo? which corresponds
to the limit R -> oo) becomes identical to the contour integral, we shall need to
break the contour into parts as we did earlier in Eq. 9.56

f
J

estF(s) ds = r°+it°estF{s)

ABDA

J

(T0-i(o

ds + f
J

estF(s) ds

BDA

(9.90)

Singularities
of F(s)

Figure 9.4 First Bromwich path for pole
singularities.

It is clear by comparison with Eq. 9.89, where

(f)estF(s)ds = f
7

J

C

estF(s)ds

ABDA

that we must ensure that contour around the semicircle
f

J

estF{s)ds

BDA

becomes identically zero, as the region becomes arbitrarily large, that is as
R -> oo.
Along the arc BCDEA (which we denote as curve C), we can set the
magnitude \s\ = R so that s = Re10 and moreover, it will be assumed that
|F(s)| < sR~k, where e and k are positive constants. This is true, since all
Laplace transforms of physically realizable processes are such that the denominator is of higher order in s than the numerator. With these stipulations in
mind, we will now see the integral around the curve C tends to zero as R -> oo.
To show this, first consider the semicircle CDE, to the left of the imaginary
axis. On this part, the complex variable is s = Reld and the angle varies between
TT/2 < 6 < 3TT/2.

Hence, on this curve, we can write in polar form
\estF(s) ds\ =\eR«cosd+isine)F(Reid)Reieidd\

(9.91)

It was stipulated that the order of denominator is greater than numerator for
F(s), so F(s) behaves as a negative power of R on the semicircle, and since
cos0 < 0, then as R -> oo the magnitude in Eq. 9.91 tends to zero, since it
includes a negative exponential in R multiplied by a decreasing power of R.

Next consider the arc BC in the first quadrant. The contribution to the total
integral by this arc is bounded according to

If estF(s)ds < f \e"F(s)ds\< r/2eRtcos6-^Rd6
IJBC

J

J

BC

d0

(9.92)

R

where cos^0 = a0/R as shown in Fig. 9.4. Now, since O0 < 6 < ir/2, it follows
that cos0 < cos0o = (ro/R, so we can write

CeRta"^Rde< ifcC**"*'*de=^"'(5

-e°) (9-93)

The quantity TT/2 - 0O equals ir/2 — COS-1CcT0//?). For small arguments, the
inverse cosine has expansion cos~\(r o /R) — IT/2 — (ao/R) since for large R,
then (TO/R is small.
So finally, for large R, the upper bound behaves as
e

Rk-i

[2

"o] - ^ - i

Rke

R

(*.y4j

This final upper bound tends to zero as R -> oo? since k > O. Similarly, it is easy
to show by the same arguments that the integral along the lower arc EA also
tends to zero as R -» oo.
Now we see the Cauchy Residue theorem gives the compact result

(f>estF(s) ds= f estF(s) ds + f estF(s) ds
7

J

C

J

BC

EA

estF{s) ds+ ( estF(s) ds

+ f
J

<9'95)

J

CDE

AB

= 27T^X [Residues of estF(s) inside C]
Since the first three of these (BC, EA, and CDE) are proved nil, we can now
formally write
/(*) = ^ L r°*lcoestF(s)
-V 0 -'

00

ds = £ [Residues of e 5 'F(s)]

(9.96)

Br1

where of course the line integral

f estF(s)ds

3

AB

is identical with
f estF{s)ds=

Hm r°+i(°estF(s)

AB

o)->°°J(T0-ia>

J

ds

(9.97)

and the notation for curve C in the present case (for pole singularities) is called
the first Bromwich path (Br1). We shall need a slightly different integration path
when multivalued functions arise (such as Js).
9.8.1

Summary of Inversion Theorem for Pole Singularities
The final simplified result for the Inversion theorem when pole singularities
exist in F(s) is recapitulated as
F(s) = 7Cf(t)e-Stdt

(9.98)

/(O = E (residues of F(s)est)

(9.99)

-O

Br1

where Br1 is a contour C, which embraces all possible pole (including higher
order poles) singularities arising in the denominator of F(s).
MMfFlM 9.6
Use the Inversion theorem to find f(t) corresponding to the Laplace transform
F

^

=

(s + l)(s + 2)

Two poles exist along the negative real axis: s = — 1 and s = — 2. We need to
find the sum of the residues of F(s)est, arising from these two distinct poles.
Since each pole can be easily factored out, computation of each residue can be
accomplished using the procedure given in Eq. 9.78.
res(s= - 1 ) = (s +

l)F(s)est\s=-1=e~t

TQs(s = - 2 ) = (s + 2)F(s)e 5 '| 5 = _ 2 = -e~2t
/ ( O = E residues of F(s)est = e~l - e~2t
EMMFLE 9J
Find the corresponding f(t) for the Laplace transform

This is a case where two second order poles exist: one at s = 0 and one at
s = - 1 . The residues of estF(s) can be found using the formula in Eq. 9.86,

where m = 2 denotes the pole order

i

n\

I d\

res( s = 0) = JT -T-

res(s = 0) = —
j
(s + l ) 2 , _ o
<

^

IdTe"!

est 7
=-^«" = t - 2
(s + 1)3 s=0
tes<

^est

res(s = - 1 ) = te~' + 2e~l = (2 + f)«~'
hence, /(O is the sum of the residues

/(O = ' - 2 + ( 2 + 0*-'
N.B.: at t = 0, /(0) = 0.
9.9

LAPLACE TRANSFORMATIONS: BUILDING BLOCKS
The Laplace transform can be used to effect solutions for ordinary and partial
differential equations. It is suited for initial-value problems, and is particularly
useful for solving simultaneous equations. It has found great use in dealing with
simulations using forcing functions, such as step and impulse type, which are
cumbersome to handle using traditional methods. We set out in this section to
lay a foundation composed of certain elementary building blocks, which have
wide utility in solving practical problems. As we show, it is often possible to
write the inverse of the Laplace transform by inspection, when certain elementary building blocks are recognized.

9.9.1 Taking the Transform
The first step in applying Laplace transform is to learn how to perform the
elementary integration
Sffit) = fe-stf{t)dt
J
o

(9.100)

Essentially, this integrates time out of the relationship and replaces it with a
variable s (which we have already seen is in fact a complex variable). For
ordinary differential equations, the operation will be seen to reduce the problem to algebraic manipulation.
The most elementary function is a simple constant K

Thus, it is clear when a transform a/s appears, then the inversion, denoted as
J?~la/s, is simply a.
The next highest level is a linear function of time, say t

(9-102)

*[t] = J T V - * = ^ ( - s t -1)\; = j-2
Again, it is clear when one sees a/s2, then the inversion 5f~la/s2
At a higher level, we can consider the power function tn
5f[tn] = Ctne~st dt

= at.

(9.103)

To complete this integral, it is convenient to define a new variable
/3 = st;

dp = sdt

hence,

&\tn\ =s~l-n Cpnexv(-p)dp
-7O

Comparing this with Eq. 4.14 in Chapter 4

Moreover, if n is a positive integer, T(n + 1) = n\, so
•*['"] = ^ T
The final building block is the frequently occurring exponential function
Sf[eat] = Ceate-Stdt = e~^-a)tdt = */
J0

-(S

\
- a)

(9.104)
0

If we insure that the real part of s is always greater than a (as we have seen in
the previous section regarding the first Bromwich path), then the upper limit is
zero and

Similarly,

Thus, it is clear when we see 1/is + a) the inversion is immediately

This is also verified by residue theory, which states for pole singularities that
/ ( O =&-lF(s)

= L residues of estF(s)

(9.105)

and the residue of est/{s + a) is simply exp( — at).
Many of the typical functions encountered have been integrated and their
transforms are tabulated in Appendix D. For example,
(O

J?[sina)t] = ~2

2

This transform can be accomplished by using the Euler formula
ei<ot =

^

CQS

_|_ • s j

n

Q)t

to perform the complex integration of eltot.
roo

r

T f
= Im

i

1
:—

T

^-y

r s + /a) i

= I m —z

[5 -1(0 \

i 00

e-(s-i<o)t

^ [ s i n (ot] = Im / eitote-st dt = Im - ^ 7

(o

=• = - =

[S2 + (O2\

r

S2 + (O2

Similarly, we could extract the real part and obtain Jz?[cos <ot], which by
inspection is
Sf[COS Vt) =

^ j - ;

The question of uniqueness in the inversion process has been answered
(Hildebrand 1965) and is given expression in the understated Lerch's theorem:
"if one function f(t) corresponding to the known transform F(s) can be found,
it is the correct one." Not all functions of s are transforms, since continuity and
other considerations must be taken into account. But, if F(s) -> 0 as s -> oo and
sF(s) is bounded as s -> oo, then F(s) is the transform of some function f(t\
which is at least piecewise continuous in some interval 0 < t < T and such
function is of exponential order. When the initial value of f(t) is desired and
F(s) is known, the following limit is useful
limsF(s) =/(0)
5-» oo

provided that fit) and fit) are at least piecewise continuous and of exponential order. By exponential order, we mean the product expi~o-0t)\fit)\ is
bounded for large values of t.

9.9.2

Transforms of Derivatives and Integrals
To apply Laplace transforms to practical problems of integro-differential equations, we must develop a formal procedure for operating on such functions. We
consider the ordinary first derivative, leading to the general case of nth order
derivatives. As we shall see, this procedure will require initial conditions on the
function and its successive derivatives. This means of course that only initial
value problems can be treated by Laplace transforms, a serious shortcoming of
the method. It is also implicit that the derivative functions considered are valid
only for continuous functions. If the function sustains a perturbation, such as a
step change, within the range of independent variable considered, then the
transform of the derivatives must be modified to account for this, as we will
show later.
The Laplace transform of the ordinary first derivative is defined as

Using integration by parts, we see

"Hf] =[/(')*-"]|o +sfj{t)e-"dt
But the new integral defines the Laplace transform of fit), which we denote as
F(s). Thus, since s can always be selected to insure that e~st is damped faster
than fit) can increase; hence,

^[I]=SF(S) -/(0)
where, as usual, S?fit) = Fis).
Similarly, we can use integration by parts again to find the Laplace transform
of the second derivative

-2I**]=$2p{s) ~sf(0) "//(0)
where we see that the initial condition /(0) and the initial velocity dfiO)/dt
must be known. This is what was meant when we stated earlier that the method
was only suitable for initial value problems.
The procedure can be extended to nth order derivatives, requiring in — 1)
initial conditions.

^[lf\

=$nF s

( ) ~ k " 7 ( 0 ) +s n - 2 /'(0) + ••• +s/"- 2 (0) +T- 1 CO)]
(9.108)

where initial derivatives up to in — 1) are necessary.

There is some similarity to the Heaviside operator, in the sense that first,
second, and so forth derivatives yield s, s2 operators in a manner similar to
D, D2 in Heaviside operators; however, Laplace transforms also require additional knowledge of initial conditions. The transform of integrals is also similar
in form to the Heaviside operator, as we see next.
Denoting as before that S?fit) = F(s), the transform of a continuous integral
function is defined:

*[fom

dt =

\ /ol/ o ' /(T) dr\e~S'dt

(9109)

where we have used dummy variables for the interior integral. This can be
integrated by parts if we let
H = JT'/(T)«*T
^dt=f(t)dt
dv = e~stdt

:.v= - ^ -

Substituting these yields

M-C/(TH=[-e-^ -/O'/(THO+Hme~tt*

{9m

However, the last term defines F(s), hence, if we ensure that e~st damps faster
than/ 0 7(r)dr

^[/ o V(r)dr] = yF(5)

(9.111)

We see that s appears in the denominator, just as in the Heaviside operation.
Occasionally, it is useful to differentiate Laplace transforms with respect to
the continuous variable s; this procedure becomes useful in the method of
moments, as a parameter estimation tool. Thus, if we define the Laplace
transform in the usual way
F(s)= ff(t)e-stdt

(9.112)

Then, if s is continuous, we can differentiate this

^ -

= /J'- tf(t)e-" dt

(9.113)

Thus, the derivative of F(s) is in fact the (negative) integral of the moment of
fit); that is, the product of t -fit). Thus, for the usual (unweighted moment)

- ^ L-/>*>*

(9 n4)

-

Thus, if F(s) is the transform of a model of a process (containing unknown
parameters), and / ( O is known experimentally, then a numerical integration of
the RHS yields one equation to find one unknown. Suppose the experimental
integral yields a number, /A1, and the process has a transform
F(s) = ^ r

(9.115)

1

hence,
_dF_

_

_

I

-T

\

Thus, the first moment, /JLV is exactly equal to the parameter r.
Second and higher order moments can be defined by repeated differentiation.
d2F(s)

r» 2 r ,

aS

s

=0

, ,

JQ

The process of differentiating with respect to s suggests a technique for treating
certain nonconstant coefficient ODE. Thus, we have previously seen that

-21'7(O] = Q"f(t)e-"dt = (-l)n-^F(s)

(9.116)

Thus, we can write

= -£[sF(s)

-/(O)] = -S^f--F(s)

(9.117)

This process can be carried forward for
t2df

t£l

^

and the final forms for these nonconstant coefficients operating on differentials
are tabulated in Table 9.1. This will allow certain classes of nonconstant
coefficient ODE to be treated by Laplace transforms.

Table 9.1 Transforms of Differentials and Products

JU)

^fU) = F(s)

ft

sF(s)-f(0)

0

52FW-5/(0)-/'(0)

1

1

df
dt
df
dt

2

s

Cl2F(S)
ds2

,0
<ff
dt2

9.9.3

dF(sl _
n
ds

s )

^dF(s)
ds

-s2JEifL_2sF(s)+m
d2F(s)
ds2

2

dF(s)_
ds

+

2

/

^

The Shifting Theorem
Often, one of the elementary building blocks is recognized, except for an
additive constant. Thus, suppose that 5 always appears added to a constant
factor a, that is F(s + a). Then it is easy to show that the original time function
was multiplied by the exponential exp(—at) and
&[e-at№]

=F(s + a)

To prove this, write the transform integral explicitly
S?[e-atf{t)} = Ce-ate-stf(t)dt

(9.118)

If we replace p = s + a, the integral is
J?[e-atf(t)\ = F(p) = F(s + a)

(9.119)

Similarly, for the product ebtf(t), we obtain
5?[ebtf(t)] =F(s-b)

(9.120)

Thus, suppose we wish to invert the transform
G(s) =

^

2

- -

(9.121)

1

(s - b) + a)

and we recognize that -£*[sin <ot] = a>/(s2 + co2), so it is clear that
Sf-1G(S) =ebtsma>t

(9.122)

Figure 9.5 Unit step function at t = 0.

9.9.4

Transform of Distribution Functions
Certain operations in chemical engineering are modelled by elementary distribution functions. Such operations as the instantaneous closing of a valve can be
modelled by the so-called step function. The quick injection of solute into a
flowing stream, such as that done in gas chromatography, can be modelled by
the so-called impulse function. Moreover, these distribution-type functions can
be shifted in time.
Consider first the unit step function, illustrated schematically in Fig. 9.5. It is,
of course, impossible to cause real physical systems to follow exactly this
square-wave behavior, but it is a useful simulation of reality when the process is
much slower than the action of closing a valve, for instance. The Laplace
transform of u(t) is identical to the transform of a constant
&[u(t)\ = C\e~stdt = -7O

(9.123)

S

since u(t) takes a value of unity when time is slightly greater than zero. If the
step function is delayed as shown in Fig. 9.6, then the integral can be performed
in two parts
S?[u{t - r)] = [\e~stdt + C\e~stdt = —
-7O

J

T

(9.124)

S

In fact, it can be proved that all delayed functions are multiplied by e x p ( - r s ) ,
if r represents the delay time. For instance, suppose a ramp function, r(t) = t

Figure 9.6 Delayed unit step function.

Figure 9.7 Delayed ramp function.

is delayed, as shown in Fig. 9.7. As before, we split the integral into two parts

Sf\rU - r)] = fT0e-stdt
J

0

+ f\t

- r)e~stdt

(9.125)

3

T

Recalling Eq. 9.102, which depicts £?[t], we see

s
We note that as the time delay is reduced, so r -> 0, then the original step and
ramp functions at time zero are recovered.
The unit impulse function, 8(t\ is often called the Dirac delta function. It
behaves in the manner shown in Fig. 9.8. The area under the curve is always
unity, and as 6 becomes small, the height of the pulse tends to infinity. We can
define this distribution in terms of unit step functions

J ( O - lim [ " < * > - ; < ' - * > ]

Figure 9.8 Simulation of 8(t\

(9.127)

Taking Laplace transforms of both sides gives

To resolve the indeterminacy, we note for small arguments, the expansion for
e~es = i - 0 5 + •••
so in the limit

^ [ S ( O ] = lim f 1 ~
6^0

1

1 + 6S

=1

(9.129)

Vs

Alternately, we could have used L'Hopital's rule to resolve the indeterminacy.
The delayed impulse function can be easily shown to be
5?[8(t -T)]

= 1 -e~TS

(9.130)

It is useful to note that the impulse function arises from the rate of change of a
step function since

r<^oi = p - . , £ * _M(,)e-.,,-+ sfu{t)e-s,dt
1

J

°

°

(9.131)

= s^fu(t) =s - - = 1
where it is clear we have defined w(0) = 0. This implies at times infinitesimally
larger than zero that u becomes unity; this is often denoted as u(0+) = 1.
Thus, the derivative of the step function also defines the impulse function.
This is seen to be also true for any response function; the time derivative of the
step response produces the impulse response.
9.10

PRACTICAL INVERSION METHODS
We have derived the general Inversion theorem for pole singularities using
Cauchy's Residue theory. This provides the fundamental basis (with a few
exceptions, such as V^) for inverting Laplace transforms. However, the useful
building blocks, along with a few practical observations, allow many functions to
be inverted without undertaking the formality of the Residue theory. We shall
discuss these practical, intuitive methods in the sections to follow. Two widely
used practical approaches are: (1) partial fractions, and (2) convolution.

9.10.1

Partial Fractions
Often, the Laplace transform to be inverted appears in factored form. In such
cases, the factors are of the form l/(s - a), l/(s - a)2, or generally l/(s - a)n.

For such factors, the building blocks already enunciated would yield
S?-1 J ^
S?~y

= e"

(9.132a)

—=• = teat
(s- a)

(9.132ft)

(n-iy.1

(s-a)"

6

(9 133)

'

where the last two are obtainable directly from the multiple-pole Residue
theory discussed in Section 9.7.2. The partial fraction expansion is best illustrated by a series of examples.
EKUiPLE 9.8
Find the corresponding f(t) for the transform
F S>> =

(

(s + a)(s + b)

This could be easily done using the Residue theory, but we could also expand
the function into partial fractions as
F( \ = A
+
<
s + a^s

p{ s)

B

=

+b

1
(s + a)(s + b)

Multiplying both sides by (s + a), then setting s = -a allows A to be found

Similarly, multiplying by (s + b), then setting s = -b gives the value for B

Now we can invert term by term

sr-lF{s) =se-1

{b_a)

+s?-1

• —^

(a_b)

so finally,
f(t\

=

-

at

e~

+

-

e~bt

•

-^5

Find the inversion for

F(s)

' ^7717

using partial fraction expansion.
This has already been accomplished using Residue theory in Example 9.7. We
write the partial fraction expansion as
s\s

1
_ A
+ I) 2 " s

+

B_
C
s 2 + (s + 1)

+
(s

D
+ i)2

It is clear by multiplying by s2(s + I) 2 that
s(s + I)2A + B(s + I) 2 + C?2(s + 1) + Ds2 = 1
Evaluate D by multiplying by (s + I) 2 then set s = - 1
D=1
Evaluate 5 by multiplying by s2 then set s = 0
5 =1
Next, equating coefficients of 53 in the polynomial expansion requires
A=

-C

and matching coefficients of s2 requires that
C=I
hence,
A=

-2

So, inverting term by term yields

f(t) = -2 + t + 2e~' + te~'
As before, we see /(0) = 0.

MAMPlE 9J0
Find the inverse of the function
=
{S)

2s2 + 3 5 - 4
(s - 2)(s 2 + 2s + 2)

using partial fractions.
First, write the partial expansion
A

17/ A =
F(s)
W

*~

Bs+ 3C

s- _L
+
2

(5+ I)2+ 1

Find A by multiplying by (5 — 2), then set s = 2
.4 = 1
Next, require B and C to be such that the original numerator is recovered
s2 + 2s + 2 + ( A + C)(s - 2) = 2s 2 + 3s - 4
This shows that B = I and C = 3; hence,

FW( J ) -5 A 2g +
"

J+ 3
2
(5 + I) 2 + 1

= ~ 2V
*"

( + X)
*2
( j + I) 2 + 1

+

V -

(s + I) 2 + 1

Since we recognize that ^ cos t = s/(s 2 + D a n d - ^ sin f = l / ( s 2 + 1), we
can then invoke the shifting theorem and invert term by term to get

f(t) = e2t + e~* cost + 2e~'shW

9.10.2

Convolution Theorem
Occasionally, products of factors occur wherein each factor has a known
inversion, and it is desired to find the product of the two. The mechanics for
doing this is accomplished by the method of "convolution," the derivation of
which is given in standard operational mathematics textbooks (Churchill 1958).
Thus, if the product occurs
F(s) = G(s)H(s)

(9.134)

and the inverse of each is known, that is g(t) and h(t) are recognizable, then

the inversion of the product is given by the convolution integral
/(O = ^[G(S)H(s)}

= fg(r)h(t -r)dr = fg(t - r)h(r) dr
(9.135)

The two forms shown suggest that the convolution integral is symmetrical.
We illustrate the application of convolution in the next series of examples.
EXMiPUB 9Jt
Find the inversion of the product

This could be performed directly, since it is recognized that \/s implies
integration. Thus, recalling Eq. 9.111, which stated

-2-[JfV(T) dr]-iF(,)
we can see, since F(s) = l/(s + a) and f(t) = e~at in the present case, that

*0-jfW-^[-I(l-e--<)
Of course, we could also apply the convolution integral, taking G(s) = 1/s and
H(s) = \/(s + a\ where g(t) = u(t) and h(t) = e~at, hence,

/8(0 = £(!-*-')
EXAMPLE 9.12

Use the convolution integral to find the inversion of
s2 (S + I) 2
This has been already worked out in Example 9.7 by the Residue theory,
and in Example 9.9 by partial fractions. We shall take G(s) =
l/(s 2 ), H(s) = 1/(5 + I) 2 so that g(t) = t and according to Eq. 9.132, MO =

te ', hence, the convolution integral should be
/(0=/o'T(f-T)exp(-(f-T))rfT
which should yield the same result as the second form of convolution:
/ ( O = / ' ( ' - T)T CXP(-T) <*T

Taking the first form of convolution
/ ( O = f exp(~0 /"VeXp(T) dr - exp(-r) ['T2 exp(r) dr
/(0=fexp(-0[exp(T)(T-l)];
-exp(-r)[T 2 exp(r)|o-2exp(T)(T- l)|o]
Cancelling terms, yields finally,
/(O = O - 2 ) + (* + 2)exp(-O
as before. The reader should show that the second form of the convolution
integral gives an identical result.
9.11 APPLICATIONS OF LAPLACE TRANSFORMS
FOR SOLUTIONS OF ODE
The nature of the Laplace transform has now been sufficiently studied so that
direct applications to solution to physicochemical problems are possible. Because the Laplace transform is a linear operator, it is not suitable for nonlinear
problems. Moreover, it is a suitable technique only for initial-value problems.
We have seen (Table 9.1) that certain classes of variable coefficient ODE can
also be treated by Laplace transforms, so we are not constrained by the constant
coefficient restriction required using Heaviside operators.
EXAMPLE 9J$
It is desired to find the transient response for an operating CSTR undergoing
forcing by time variation in the inlet composition. Assume isothermal behavior
and linear rate of consumption of species A according to
A —* products
Constant volume and flowrate can be assumed. Find the response when the
inlet takes (1) a step change and (2) impulse disturbance.

The dynamic material balance for constant volumetric flow is
ydcjp_ = ^ ( f )

_ ^{t) _ Wc^t)

(9136)

Before the disturbance enters the system, the reactor is operating at steady
state, so initially
0 = qcAo - qcA - WcA

(9.137)

where the overbar denotes the initially steady-state condition; this of course
implies
C4(O) = cA
C

A0(0)

= cAg

It is convenient to rearrange the equations to a standard form, which makes the
system time constant explicit. Thus, we wish to rearrange so that the appearance
is like

4 • y-m
This can be done by rewriting the equations
dc
V-Sf +

(kV+q)cA=qcAo

Next, divide by kV + q and define the system time constant as
7

_ V
~ kV+q

hence, we find

where the dimensionless fraction s = q/(q + kV) appears.
If we apply the Laplace transform at this point, we shall need to include the
initial condition, owing to the appearance of the derivative dcA/dt\ thus,

*Y^-\=

sCA(s) - cA{0)

It is possible to eliminate such excess baggage by writing the stimulus Cc40) and
response (cA) variables in terms of deviation from initial steady state, so write
CA(I)=CA(I)
CA0O)

+CA

= SAo(t) + cAo

(9.139)

Thus, the hat variable represents excursions away from the initially steady
condition. It is also clear that
cA(0) = cA

/. cA(0) = 0

So in terms of cA(t\ the dynamic initial condition is zero. Inserting Eqs. 9.139
into Eq. 9.138, and recalling the steady state, Eq. 9.137, we obtain
T

^T

+ e

A =^ A 0

(9-140)

since the steady state requires cA = SCAQ, hence these terms cancel.
Now, we must stipulate something about the magnitude of the disturbance
entering the system. Suppose the inlet composition is suddenly doubled in size
and operates like a step function. This means the inlet deviation cA0 behaves as
CA0(O

= u(t)cAo

(9.141)

as shown in Fig. 9.9.
In general, any positive or negative fraction of cA could be used for the
magnitude of the inlet step function. It is clear that the complete inlet composition is
CA0(O

= <t)cAo + CAQ;

CAQ

= u(t)cAo

Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. 9.140, and noting cA(0) = 0, we obtain
since Sfu(t) = 1 / 5
rsCA(s) + CA(s) = eC-^

Figure 9.9 Inlet composition disturbance for Example 9.13.

(9.142)

hence,
CAW
^v

}

= "7 T1TT
s(rs + 1)

(9.143)
'

v

It is convenient, with reference to our previous work, to write this as
C (j)
AK

= (^H-,

>

^-TTTI

\ T J[S(S+

l/r)J

(9.144)
V

'

Except for the multiplicative constant, this is identical to Example 9.11, so the
inverse, noting the equivalence a = 1/T, is simply,
CAO) = ^

0

[ I " exp(-*/r)]

(9.145)

The absolute response is obtained by adding this to cA to get
cA(t) = C4 + ecAo[l - exp( -t/r)]

(9.146)

but since the steady state required
cA =

*CAQ

we can then write the results in dimensionless terms
c (t}

-f^
C
A

= l-exV(-t/r)

(9.147)

This shows the final value of cA(<*>) = cA and of course cA(<*>) = 2cA.
Another useful observation arises by inspecting the response as it passes
through the point t = r; under these conditions we have
£

-4^~ = l-e~1=
cA

C

-^e

- 0.632

(9.148)

This means that the time constant r can be deduced when the response for
cA(t) is around 63% of the distance to the final steady state. Figure 9.10
illustrates the step response.
The impulse response can be found in similar manner, by taking c^jU) to be
^ 0 ( O = C0S(O

(9.149)

The weighting factor c 0 accounts for how much solute A was injected, relative
to the molar inflow of QCAQ.
Thus, suppose the CSTR flow rate is, q = 0.1 liter/sec and CAQ = 1 mole/liter.
Now suppose we inject 100 cc of solute A of composition 1 mole/liter ( = CAQ)
into the flowing inlet stream. We shall model this injection as an "impulse,"
since it was done quickly, relative to the system time constant r. The net molar

Figure 9.10 Response of cA(t) to a step change in

inflow is then
= WA0 + 0 ^ 1l i t e r X ^

WA0O)

X5
0

O

where it is clear that 8(t) has units of reciprocal time, sec" 1 . We now see
, ,
_
0.1S(O^0(O = ^ 0 +
q^A0
hence,

by comparing this with Eq. 9.149 we see that the weighting factor
C = C l ^
with units moles A /(lit/sec). Referring to Eq. 9.140, we have for an impulse
stimulus
r^f-+cA=ec08(t)

(9.150)

Taking Laplace transforms, noting (J4(O) = 0 as before, we find
C (s) CA{ S)

<

£C

°

" TS + 1

=^ -

-

T S + 1/T

(9 151)
"

i l M j

This is the simple exponential building block; hence,
^ ( 0 = f^*exp(-r/r)

(9.152)

Figure 9.11 Impulse response of CSTR.

Except for the weighting factor c 0 , this could have been obtained directly by
differentiating the step response. The response (not to scale) is illustrated in
Fig. 9.11.
It is seen that cA (oo) -> 0, and the system returns to the original steady state.
This is a clear advantage for "impulse" experiments, since the reactor is
disturbed for only brief periods of time. Note, since C0 and s are known, the
intercept at t = 0 allows the estimate of system time constant r. Again, it is also
clear that the impulse response is simply the time derivative of the step
response, since

[1
1 1
[s ( T 5 + I ) J

S

1
TS + 1

Considerable simplifications arise using deviation variables (sometimes referred
to as perturbation variables, implying small magnitudes), not only because of the
elimination of finite initial conditions. In fact, the structure evolving from such
variables substitution allows nonlinear systems to be easily "linearized," provided deviations are not too large. We consider such circumstances in the next
example, wherein the "stimulus" arises from a disturbance in the volumetric
flow rate, so that q is a function of time, q(t).
EMMPIJS 9J4
The CSTR in the previous example is subjected to a step change in the system
flowrate, while maintaining a constant volume for the reactor. Find the exit
composition response, cA(t), to such disturbances.
The deviation variables in the present case will be
Q{t)=q
cA(t)=cA

+ q{t)
+ eA{t)

(9.153a)
(9.153ft)

and cA U) = cA is maintained at a constant value. Inserting these into the

material balance for component A yields
yd

-w - K - *-cA - kv-cA\ + [4(o^(o]

(9154)

+ q(t)cAo - q(t)cA - qcA(t) - kVcA(t)
The first bracketed group of terms are identically zero, since this group defines
the original steady-state condition, which in simplified form is the same as the
last example,
ZA = ecAo

The second bracketed term represents the nonlinearity, which is quite small if
the deviations are small, hence take

[4(0-^(0] =o
The remaining items can be arranged into the usual format

Now, since the steady state requires cA = ecA ,we see the RHS becomes simply
q{t\l - S)CAQ. If we define the time constant as before: r = V/(q + kV), we
finally get
r

%

+

**-^injr'*M

(9-156)

Suppose the flow rate takes a step change with magnitude equal to 50% of the
original flow; this would be expressed as
q(t)

=0.55-M(0

Any fraction could be used, but we must be alert to the constraint that
q(t)cA(t) — 0, which depends strongly on the reaction rate constant k. Taking
Laplace transforms as before, noting
CA(O)

= 0

yields

We recall that e = q/{q + kV) for the present case, so that the simplified

transform is now
C4(S) = e(l - e)0.5cAos(sT\

^

(9.158)

The transform is the same as the last example, except for multiplicative
constants; hence, replacing cA = ECAQ
^ •

= (l-e)0.5[l-exp(-f/T)]

The fraction of steady flow, which is the magnitude of the step change in q(t\
appears as a direct multiplier of the final result. The largest value of cA(t)
occurs at t = oo? so we can check to see if the nonlinear term, cAq, was indeed
small relative to the steady case

Now, since e < 1, and (1 — e) < 1, then (1 — e)/4 is relatively small. We would
have even better assurance had we selected a magnitude of 10% step change,
since then we would have had 0.01 (1 — e), and this is very close to zero.
Nonlinearities can always be "linearized" in some sense, and the structure of
deviation variables makes this quite easy. Thus, suppose we wish to linearize a
function f(cA) around the steady value cA; expanding the function in Taylor
series yields

f(cA)=f{cA)+-lf

( c A - c A ) + ---

(9.159)

A cA

Now, since cA - cA = cA, which defines a small deviation, then higher order
terms can be ignored and the linearized function becomes simply

f(cA)=f(c-A)+-£f

A

C4

(9.160)

CA

Suppose in the CSTR examples that the reaction was of order n (where n =£ 1).
The material balance would then be nonlinear

v

^w

= qc

*° ~qc* ~kVc*

(9 161)

-

If we introduce deviation variables, say for the case whereby time variation such
as cA(,t) and cA(t) exist, then we must remove the nonlinearity arising from the
kinetics term. To do this, define f(cA) = c£ and use the above Taylor expansion
to see
CA = c"A + ncA- lcA(t)

(9.162)

Now, cA and ncA l are constants, independent of time variation. Inserting the
above and noting the steady state must satisfy
0 = qcAo - qcA - kVcnA

(9.163)

hence the equation for deviation from steady state becomes
V

1F

= ^ o - <£A - kV{ncTl)£A

(9.164)

which is now linear in cA(t). This can be handled exactly as in the previous
examples, except the rate constant is modified by the factor ricA~l (Caution: the
steady state must be solved first, since cA appears in the above dynamic
equation).
EXAMPLE 9JS
We studied reaction and diffusion within cylindrically shaped catalyst pellets in
Example 3.3, where it was shown

subject to C 4 = CAs at r = R and dCA/dr = 0 at r = 0. Find the solution
CA(r) using Laplace transforms.
First, arrange variables to dimensionless form
C

A

,

y = T~

and

P^
x

= rV TT

giving
*$

+

^

= 0

(9 166)

-

Take Laplace transforms one at a time, noting from Table 9.1

*[*%?]--'2w-2sYw+y№
and finally, the transform J?[xy] is simply the first moment given by Eq. 9.113
,

ra

,

dY(s)

Inserting these gives finally,
(s2-l)^±+sY(s)=0

(9.167)

We have thus reduced the second order ODE to a separable first order problem
dY _
Y

1 ds2
2 ^ - 1

s
2
s -I

1 d(s2- 1)
2
(s2-l)

This can be integrated directly to yield

We have not discussed inversion of singularities of the multi-valued type, but
we shall proceed anyway, calling on Appendix D for the tabulation of f(t)
versus F(s) to effect the final solution. To evaluate the arbitrary constant A9 we
recall the condition

y(Rjk/D2) = 1
We shall first invert
1

and then evaluate A. Thus, Appendix D shows for

yfs2^!
where we note x = r^k/DA

^(5 + I ) ( J - I )
, so we now have

The boundary condition at r = R yields A9 which is
A=

, *

I0(RyIkTo;)
hence,

CJjr)
C

As

I«(rJk7D~A)
I^RyfkjD;)

°V ^

which is identical to the result in Example 3.3. We shall discuss inversion of
singularities of the multivalued type ( 1 / Js, etc.) in the next section. Contour
integration in the complex plane is required around a special contour C called
the second Bromwich path.
9.12 INVERSION THEORY FOR MULTIVALUED FUNCTIONS:
THE SECOND BROMWICH PATH
In Section 9.4, we discussed the peculiar behavior arising from functions such as
Js. We noted, for example, that f(s) = Js yielded two possible values for /,
which we denoted in Eqs. 9.37 and 9.38 as / 0 and fv However, such behavior is
not analytic, since it was stipulated in Section 9.5 that functions must be single
valued (in some defined region of analyticity, which we called R). In order to
manipulate such functions so that uniqueness is assured, we must stipulate
conditions that cause single-valued behavior. The easiest way to do this, considering the specific case of f(s) = Js9 is to restrict the angle 0 so that 0 < 0 < 2TT.
Now, since we defined 0 in terms of the smallest angle 0O as 0 = S0 + 2irk in
Eq. 9.35, where 0O is called the principal value of 0, then the only allowable
value of / is / 0 , and so multivalued behavior is thus eliminated by taking k = 0,
which ensures 0 = 0O and 0 < 0 < 2TT. We illustrate the consequences of this
restriction in Fig. 9.12 by comparing allowed values of 0 in the s-plane for the
case when I s I = r = constant, with the corresponding values of f(s) in the
/-plane.
We could also have restricted the angle to the region — v < 6 < v, to yield
the same result. The fundamental reason causing the misbehavior in the first
instance was the encirclement of s = 0, which is the zero value of f(s) = Js.
Had the origin not been encircled in this case, then multivalued behavior would
never have arisen. For example, consider the selections of s giving rise to the
contour shown in Fig. 9.13.
Thus, by constructing the barrier along the negative real axis, so that — TT <
6 < v9 and by requiring that this barrier never be crossed, we have thus assured

s plane

/plane

Figure 9.12 Eliminating multivalued behavior by restricting 0 to: 0 < 6 <
2TT.

Barrier
(branch cut)

Branch
point

Figure 9.13 Contour C2 (second Bromwich path),
which does not enclose branch point at s — 0.
that the angle s corresponding to these selections of s, will always be such that
-TT < 6 < 77. This is so because positive angles are taken as anticlockwise,
while negative angles are clockwise. Except for the line DG, circle e and line
HF, the contour is identical to Fig. 9.4, which we called the first Bromwich path.
This ensures that s is no longer infinitely circular (i.e., 0 does not encircle the
origin). The barrier could have been drawn anywhere in the plane, as illustrated
in Fig. 9.14, and its sole purpose is to prevent encirclement of the point 5 = 0.
The "branch point" is the particular value of s where the function (in this
example, f(s) = Js) becomes zero or infinite. So the branch point for f(s) = Js
is s = 0 and the branch point for f(s) = 1/ Js is also ^ = O.

Figure 9.14 Alternative Br2 path.

Thus, if any contour is drawn so that the branch point is encircled, then
multivalued behavior arises. The principle to ensure analyticity is simple: branch
points cannot be encircled. There is considerable range and scope for choosing
branch cuts to ensure analytic behavior. Now, if no other singularities exist in
the contour selected, then Cauchy's First Integral theorem is valid, and we
denote the new contour C2 as the second Bromwich path, Br2; hence,
(f) f(s)ds = 0

(9.168)

7

Br2

We next consider how to cope with the inversion of transforms containing
multivalued functions. To illustrate this, we consider inverting
F(s) = ^r
vs

(9.169)

We shall use the second Bromwich path drawn in Fig. 9.13, where the branch
point is located at s = 0 and the branch cut extends to infinity. We write first
that, since no other singularities exist
$

?— ds = 0

(9.170)

At the outset, we note the inversion can be easily accomplished using elementary building blocks using the substitution /3 = yft and noting that erf(<x>) = 1;
hence,

= r±e-*22fidfi = 2/V" 2 48 = JJ (9.171)

Sf\ = f-^e-dt
VT

J

^O Vt

J

0 P

0

*

S

Hence, we conclude &~\\/ {s) = 1 / -frrt. However, we wish to develop a
general approach, applicable to any (or many) multivalued functions. To do this,
we decompose the integral in Eq. 9.170 into its component parts (see Fig. 9.13)
r est
r
G) —f=ds= I
T

Br2 VS

est
r
-T=- ds 4- /

J

BCD VS

est
r est
—j=ds+(h-j=-ds

J

DG VS

T

e VS

(9.172)
+ /
J

-T=- ds + /

HFVS

-j= ds + I

J

FEA VS

—j= ds = 0

J

(r0-ia) VS

We take careful note that the last term in the summation defines the Laplace
inversion, according to the Fourier-Mellin theorem in Eq. 9.3, since in the limit
as a) -> oo (or R -> oo)

f0) - ^f!P+^F(S)

ds

(9.173)

Thus, we wish to solve for:
r(j0+i(o est

j

/

~rds

<j0-ia)

\S

J

in terms of the remaining integrals, in the limit as OJ -» <*>, which is the same as
taking R -> oo.
The arguments put forth earlier regarding integrals around the first Bromwich
path are still applicable to parts of the Br2 curve (e.g., Eqs. 9.92-9.94), so when
R -> oo? we can write immediately
est
^-ds=

c
I

est
~=rds = 0

r
I

3

(9.174)

J

BCD VS

FEA VS

The remaining three terms can be treated as follows; first, consider the small
circular path in the limit as e -> 0, using polar coordinates s = e exp (id)
rest

/--^eXp(Sf[COS 0 + /sin S])ie exp(*0) dO
V2 '

(9.175)
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r- Z-"
T
1 1
= lim i]/s /
exp st(cos 0 + / sin 0) + T5-W rf0 = 0
This leaves only the line integrals DG and HF. Consider DG first where we
define s = reiir = - r , hence V^= }/reirr/2 = iyfr
c es<
/ -jrds=
J

ro

\

DG\S

est .
-J=(Is=

r*e-rt,
,,
^-f0^''
-j^(-dr)
= + i 7/ —rdr^-i\
J

J-OO]/s

*> i V r

. f""e~rt
7

- O0 v r

-O

.
-^dr

vr

(9.176)
Now, let us perform the same type of integral along //i 7 ; let s = re~l7r = - r , so
that ]fs = y[re~l* = -i]fr; hence,
-

f

J

pst

oo st

^ d S =

HF\S

oo p-rt

* a s = !

J

o

J

vs

o

rcop-rt

* ( - & ) =

-ivr

- i t'

J

o

&

(9.177)

vr

Thus, solving Eq. 9.172 for
r<T0 + ia) est

/
J

j

Tds

(T0-I(O VS

in the limit

lim r°+l0)^ds=
w-* 00 J(T0-i(o VS

+2iC?-^dr
J

o

vr

(9.178)

This is simply the integral along the lines FHGD, which is the negative of
DGHF.
Dividing this by 2vi yields the Fourier-Mellin Inversion theorem, which
defines the inverse transform of Js

=S?~X - ^

/(O = ^r*T-dr

(9.179)

Taking rt = /32, we find

But, the error function is
erf(jc) = -^=T [\xv(-p2)dp

and

erf(oo) = 1

VTT-7O

hence,

AO - ^ r

(«»>

9.12.1 Inversion When Poles and Branch Points Exist
When pole singularities exist, along with branch points, the Cauchy theorem is
modified to account for the (possibly infinite) finite poles that exist within the
Bromwich Contour; hence, £res(F(s)e 5 ') must be added to the line integrals
taken along the branch cut, so

/ ( O = T^<f> estF{s) ds= ^ U f
LTCl

T

Br2

Lirl

estF(s) ds + £

[residues of estF(s)]

J

FHGD

(9.182)
If no branch points exist, this reduces to the formula given in Eq. 9.99. Often,
elementary building blocks can be used to invert awkward transforms. For
example, we have seen that &~\\/
Js) = 1 / Jrrt and moreover, since \/s
denotes integration, then it is straightforward to find the inversion of
F(s)~

j±
s

(9.183)
}/s

as simply

Jf-1F(S) = f'-jLr dp- - ^ V/3

=2i/J

(9.184)

Thus, any transform can, in theory, be inverted provided the behavior in the
complex plane is such that I F(s) I -» 0 as I s I -» oo. All physical processes
must satisfy this condition, so in principle an inversion always exists, although
the mathematics to find it can often be intractable. For this reason, numerical
techniques have been developed, which have wide applicability for practical
problems. We discuss these approximate, numerical techniques in the next
section.
9.13

NUMERICAL INVERSION TECHNIQUES
Previous sections dealt with the analytical development of Laplace transform
and the inversion process. The method of residues is popular in the inversion of
Laplace transforms for many applications in chemical engineering. However,
there are cases where the Laplace transform functions are very complicated and
for these cases the inversion of Laplace transforms can be more effectively done
via a numerical procedure. This section will deal with two numerical methods of
inverting Laplace transforms. One was developed by Zakian (1969), and the
other method uses a Fourier series approximation (Crump 1976). Interested
readers may also wish to perform transforms using a symbolic algebra language
such as Maple (Heck 1993).

9.13.1

The Zakian Method
The Laplace transform of fit) is denoted as F(s\ given in Eq. 9.1, and is
rewritten again here for convenience

Hs) = Cf(ty~stdt
J

(9.185)

o

Here, we assume that f(t) is integrable (piecewise continuous) and is of
exponential order a0; that is, I/(O I < Mexp(o-O0.
Recalling the Dirac's delta function, defined in Eq. 8.10, and if we replace xk
of Eq. 8.10 by unity, we obtain
( 1 S ( J C - \)dx = 1

(9.186)

J1-

If we now make the following substitution
x= ^

(9.187)

then the Dirac delta function in Eq. 9.186 will become

£d{\

-\)dy = t

(9.188)

Thus, if t lies between 0 and T, we can replace the above integration range to
[0, T] without changing the value of the integral; that is,
/ 7 S ( ^ -l)dy = t

(9.189)

Using the property of the Dirac delta function, we can write
f(t) = jf*f(y)8(^-l)dy

(9.190)

valid for any values of t between 0 and T.
Following Zakian (1969), the delta function, 8{y/t — 1) can be expressed in
terms of a series of exponential functions
«(7-1)-

IXexp(-a,!)

(9.191)

i =l

where the parameters at and K1 satisfy the following criteria
(a) a and K are either real or they occur in complex-conjugate pairs; for
example, ax = a* and K1 = K*
(b) OL1 and K1 depend on N, where N is the number of terms kept in the
partial series (Eq. 9.192)
(c) lim^^ReaKa,) = oo,
l i m ^ ^ J ^ I = «>
(d) ReaKa,) > 0
(e) (X1 are distinct; that is, at = a}- if and only if i = /
If we denote the sequence 8N as the partial series of 8 as
N

«N(J - l) = L K1 exp(-«,£)

(9.192)

and the function sequence fN(t) as

f

"W = TZ 0 7 ZCy)My " l)dy

<9-193>

then for every continuity point t of / , we have
/(O - lim/N(0

(9.194)

Substitution of SN of Eq. 9.192 into Eq. 9.193 yields

MO = \fr(y)

E^exp(-a,|)dy

(9.195)

If we interchange the summation and integral signs, we obtain

MO = jLKifTf(y)exp(-a^)dy

(9.196)

Now, letting T -» oo and using the definition of Laplace transform (Eq. 9.1 or
9.185) gives

fN(0 = 7 ^ / ( 7 )

(9-197)

*=i

for 0 < t < tc, where

'•-,..S...HS)]

<9l98)

Using the property (c) above, Af -> oo, ReCa1) -> oo, and hence, fc -> oo, we have
the following explicit inversion formula

/(O -

^ £*,*(*)]

(9.199a)

Since the constants a and K appear in complex conjugate (see property a), the
explicit inversion formula can be written as follows

^•SJCSMMT))]

{9i b)

"

Table 9.2 gives a set of five constants for a and K (N/2 = 5) (Zakian 1970).
For most applications, the above set of constants yields good numerical inverse
as we shall see in the following example.

Table 9.2 Set of Five Constants for a and K for the Zakian Method
1
1.283767675* + 01 + 1 1.666063445
2 1.222613209* + 01 + i 5.012718792e + 00
3
1.09343031* + 01 + i 8.40967312e + 00
4
8.77643472* + 00 + i 1.19218539* + 01
5
5.22545336* + 00 + i 1.57295290* + 01

-3.69020821e + 04 +1 1.96990426* + 05
+ 6.12770252e + 04 - i 9.54086255e + 04
-2.89165629* + 04 + i 1.81691853* + 04
+4.65536114* + 03 - i 1.90152864* + 00
-1.18741401* + 02 - i +1.41303691* + 02

Table 9.3 Comparison Between the Numerical Inverse Obtained by the
Zakian Method and the Analytical Solution for Example 9.16
t
Zakian Numerical Inverse Analytical Inverse Relative Error X 100
~0~5
0.01629
0.01633
0.233
1.5
0.2803
0.2810
0.228
2.5
0.8675
0.8694
0.221
3.5
1.662
1.666
0.217
4.5
2.567
2.572
0.216
5.5
3.523
3.531
0.212
6.5
4.503
4.513
0.215
7.5
5.494
5.505
0.211
8.5
6.489
6.502
0.208
9.5
7.501
7.501
0.211

MAMPlM 9J6
To show an example of numerical inversion by the Zakian method, we take the
function treated in Example 9.12
F(s) = \
—V
2
s (s+ I ) 2
which has the following analytical inverse
/ ( r ) - ( f - 2 ) + (f + 2 ) e x p ( - 0
Table 9.3 shows the excellent agreement between the analytical and numerical
inverse. A maximum percentage relative error of less than 3% is observed.
EXAMPLE 9J7
To illustrate problems for transcendental functions in the numerical inversion
method of Zakian, we take the function

which has the inverse

/(O = sin(0
Table 9.4 shows the comparison between the analytical and numerical inverse.
The error increases with an increase in time, suggesting that the Zakian method
does not work well with oscillating functions.

Table 9.4 Comparison Between the Numerical Inverse Obtained by the
Zakian Method and the Analytical Solution for Example 9.17
Time

Zakian Numerical Inverse

Analytical Inverse

Relative Error X 100

0.5
2.5
4.5
6.5
8.5
10.5
12.5
14.5
16.5

0.4785
0.5982
-0.9750
0.2146
0.8004
-0.8752
0.06947
0.9239
-0.5281

0.4794
0.5985
-0.9775
0.2151
0.7985
-0.8797
-0.06632
0.9349
-0.7118

0.1894
0.04848
0.2606
0.2443
0.2377
0.5090
4.744
1.181
25.81

EMMPUB 9JS
Finally we test the Zakian technique with the exponentially increasing function
treated in Example 9.10. The Laplace transform is

=

{S)

2s2 + 3 5 - 4

(s - 2)(s2 + 25 + 2)

which the analytical inverse is

/(O =e2t + e-< cos(0 + 2e-'sin(0
Table 9.5 shows the numerical inverse obtained by the Zakian method, and the
performance of the routine is even worse than the previous example.
In conclusion, the Zakian numerical technique yields good results only when
the inverse does not exhibit oscillating behavior or when it increases exponentially with time. The Fourier approximation method presented in the next
section will remedy the disadvantages encountered by the Zakian method.

Table 9.5 Comparison Between the Numerical Inverse Obtained by the
Zakian Method and the Analytical Solution for Example 9.18
t
Zakian Numerical Inverse Analytical Inverse Percentage ReI. Error
~O5
0.3829e + 01
0.3832e + 01
O073
1.5
0.205Oe + 02
0.2055e + 02
0.224
4.5
0.8082 e + 04
0.8103e + 04
0.261
9.5
0.7401 e + 04
0.1785e + 09
100

9.13.2

The Fourier Series Approximation
Another method of getting the numerical inverse is by the Fourier series
approximation. The Laplace transform pairs are given as in Eqs. 9.1 and 9.3,
written again for convenience
F(s) = Ce-Stf(t)dt

(9.200a)

-7O

f{t)

= ^rir+iOiestF{s)ds

[92Wb)

We assume that fit) is piecewise continuous and of exponential order (T0, that
is, \fit) | < Mexp(o-O0.
The inverse equation (Eq. 9.2006) can be written in terms of the integral with
respect to w as
fit)

= — f°{Re[F(s)]cos(o>f) - Im[F(s)]sin(wf)} do* (9.201)

where a can be any number greater than a0.
Following the procedure of Crump (1976), the approximation to the inverse is
given by

/ ( 0 - ^ O r ) + £ Re[^+ *£)]cos(*f)
*

1

(9.202)
_ [ „ / ^ *iri\l .

(kirt\\

where T > t, and a is any number greater than the exponential order of the
function fit). This equation is simply the trapezoidal rule of the inverse
equation 9.201.
Numerically, the computation is done as follows (Crump 1976). Suppose the
numerical value of fit) is needed for a range of t up to tmax, and the relative
error is to be no greater than E. First T is chosen such that
2T > tmax

(9.203)

(T-O-O-^P-

(9.204)

and the value of a is chosen as

The parameter er0, which is the exponential order of the function fit), can be
computed from the transform Fis). We simply take a0 to be a number slightly
larger than
max{ Re(P))

Table 9.6 Comparison Between the Numerical Inverse Obtained by the
Fourier Method and the Analytical Solution for Example 9.16
Time
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5

Fourier Numerical Inverse
of Example 9.16
Analytical Inverse
0.01633
0.28094
0.86938
1.66607
2.57227
3.53071
4.51285
5.50534
6.50223
7.50097

0.01633
0.28096
0.86938
1.66609
2.57221
3.53065
4.51278
5.50525
6.50214
7.50086

Relative Error X 100
0.045
0.006
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.001

Table 9.7 Comparison Between the Numerical Inverse Obtained by the
Fourier Method and the Analytical Solution for Example 9.17
Time
0.5
2.5
4.5
6.5
8.5
10.5
12.5
14.5
16.5

Fourier Numerical Inverse
of Example 9.17
Analytical Inverse
0.47943
0.59847
-0.97752
0.21518
0.79856
-0.87969
0.06632
0.93489
-0.71176

0.47943
0.59847
-0.97753
0.21512
0.79849
-0.87970
-0.06632
0.93490
-0.71179

Relative Error X 100
O000
0.000
0.001
0.028
0.010
0.001
0.003
0.000
0.004

Table 9.8 Comparison Between the Numerical Inverse Obtained by t h e
Fourier M e t h o d and the Analytical Solution for Example 9.18
t
~~O5
1.5
4.5
7.5
9.5

Fourier Numerical Inverse of
Example 9.18
0.38319e
0.20546*
0.8103Oe
0.3270Oe
0.17857e

+
+
+
+
+

01
02
04
07
09

Analytical Inverse
0.38321e
0.20546e
0.81031e
0.3269Oe
0.17848e

+
+
+
+
+

01
02
04
07
09

Percentage ReI. Error
O005
0.001
0.000
0.028
0.051

where P denotes a pole of F(s).
Taking the Examples 9.16, 9.17, and 9.18, we compute the numerical inverse
and show the results in the Tables 9.6, 9.7, and 9.8, where it is seen that the
Fourier series approximation is a better approximation than the Zakian method.
The Fourier series approximation is a better method to handle oscillating
functions, but it requires more computation time than the Zakian method. With
the advent of high speed personal computers, this is not regarded as a serious
disadvantage.
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PROBLEMS
9.I2. Prove that the function
f = a — i<o = s

is not analytic anywhere.
9.22. Introduce polar coordinates to Cauchy's Integral theorem j> f{s) ds = 0
in the form f(s) = u + iv and s = rel° and show that the property of
exactness, discussed in Section 9.6, leads to a polar form of the
Cauchy-Riemann conditions
du _ 1 dv
Jr = 7~dd;
9.33.

1 du _
dv
7~d8 - ~~dr

The properties of the logarithm of complex variables are related to the
exponential function es introduced in Eq. 9.19 by writing
s = exp(/(s))
then
f(s)

= Ln(s) = Ln[re'(*°+2/c7r)]

where k is zero or integer. This shows that f(s) is in fact a multivalued
function. We shall use capital Ln to represent logs of complex variables.
(a) If f(s) = u + iv, show that u = ln(r) and v = 0 = 0O + lkir
(b) If 5 = i, show that
4£ -L 1 \

(— 2~)i"(*

= 0, ± 1 , ±2, ...)

The value corresponding to k = 0 is often called the "principal value
of the logarithm."
(c) If s = x (x is a positive, real number), show that
Ln(x) = In x + lkiri
This shows that the complex logarithm of a positive real number may
differ from the usual real logarithm by an arbitrary multiple of 2TT.
The two become identical only when k = 0, which corresponds to the
principal value; that is, when 8 = 0O.
9A3. Determine all possible values of the function
/(S)=SiI!-1^)

when 5 = 2. Hint: treat the general case first by writing
.

.

5 =s i n / =

2i
_e" _- _e~'f = e_f _- _1

where we have used Eq. 9.21
Ans: / = -J + lkir - i ln(2 ± i/3)
9.52. Prove that fcl/(s - a)ds = 0 for a closed curve encircling the origin
with |s| < a, but for |s| > a, /1/(5 - a)ds = 2iri.
9.6*. Suppose we have a function of the form
g(5)=/(5)/(s-S0)

where f(s) is taken to be analytic within a region /? and S0 lies within R.
If /Cs0) # 0, then g(s) is not analytic at s = S0. Prove that

where C is a closed curve that lies in i? and includes the point S0 (this is
called Cauchy's Second Integral theorem). Hint: Isolate the point s = S0
by drawing an additional circle of radius C1 around the point, then allow
s to traverse both curves through a cut between the closed curves so that

analytic behavior is guaranteed in the region separating C and C1 so that

9.73. Find the residues of the function f(s) = 1/(1 - es), at all poles.
Hint: The zeros of exp (s) = 1 can be obtained using the Logarithm
discussed in Problem 9.33 since
Ln(I) = s = In(I) + 2Jk-JTi = 2kiri
Ans: - 1
9.83. Use the Laplace transform to find the value of the sine integral

J0 -y^d/3= T sgn(0
where

I 1, r > 0
sgn(r) =

0, f = 0

l - l , *<0
Hint: Define the Laplace transform of the general integral as

5rff(t,p)dp = f^f(t9p)dp
where
f(t,p) =sin(tp)/p.
9.93. Prove the Laplace transform of the complementary error function is
given by
£ferfc(a/]f4t) = e~a^/s
where a > 0 is a real constant.
9.1O2. (a) Use the convolutions integral to solve for Y(s) in the Volterra
integral
y{t) =/(r) +

f'y(u)g(t-u)du

and show that
Y(s)
Y{S)

.

F

(s)
I-G(s)

(b) Apply the results from (a) and show that
y(f) = sinf+ Jfsin[2(f - u)]y(u) du
o
has the explicit solution
y(t) = 3sinf - \/2 sin(\/27)
9.1I2. Find the function fit) corresponding to the Laplace transforms
(a)

(b)

^TVTf
Ans:

(s2 + i)(s2 + 4)

(a) f(t) = l-e-'(t

+ 1) - \t2e~'

(b) f(t) = j[cosf-cos2r]
9.122. (a) Show that a particular solution to Rummer's equation (see Example
3.4)

«£ + (i-o£ + »-o
can be obtained by the inversion of the Laplace transform

where A is an arbitrary constant. [Hint: use Table 9.1.]
(b) Show for the case /3 = 1 that
y(t) =A(t-l)
and for the case P = 2

9.133. Use Laplace transforms to solve the equation

.§

+(,-l)$-,-0

for the condition y(0) = 0 and show that
y(t)-A[(t-l)+e-]
where A is an arbitrary constant. What is the value of y'(0)?

9.142. The dynamic equation for a damped, spring-inertia system was derived in
Problem 1.62. If the initial position and velocity are zero, the Laplace
transform of the second order equation yields
(T2S2 + 2T£S +

l)X(s) =F(s)

Hence, to find the dynamics for an arbitrary forcing function F(s), we
shall need to invert

For the specific case of forcing by a unit step function (F(s) = 1/s), we
shall consider three possible behavior patterns
C> 1
£ =1
C< 1

(overdamped)
(critically damped)
(underdamped)

(a) Perform the inversion when C > 1 by first showing the transform can
be rearranged as

where
0 =-

and fe = -]/C2 ~ 1

(b) Since 1/5 implies integration, use this along with the shifting theorem to show from Transform 15
X{t)

= \fe-at\smh{bt)dt

hence
X(t) = 1 - e-at\cosh(bt) + | sinh(fo)]
so finally, replacing a and fe
X(t) = 1 - exp(-ft/T) coshK f

r

" \ j +

*:

sinh| ^ ^

X

t\

(c) For the case C=I, show that the integral inversion formula in part
(b) becomes
X(t) = \(lte-atdt

hence,
* ( O = l - ( l + 'A)exp(-f/T)
(d) Consider the underdamped case (C < 1) and repeat the procedure in
part (b), noting since b becomes purely imaginary, then use cosh
(ix) = cos x and sinh (ix) = i sin x, so write immediately
C2 \
\t

lyl\X(t) = 1 - exp(-^/r) cosl ^

+ ,

fe

sin

\t

(e) Use these results to compute response curves for the three cases.
Why is critical damping so important for the design of systems such
as shown in Problem 1.6?
9.153. A cascade of equivolume CSTRs are connected in series and under
linear kinetics to deplete species A in A -^ products.
Denoting Cn(t) as the composition of A leaving the nth reactor, the
material balance is
V^=qCn_l-qCn-kVCn
(a) Introduce perturbation variables of the type

cn(t) = cn + cn(t)
and show that
r^r+

Cn = SCn^

where
_
e

g
kV+q>

T

_
"

V

kV+q

(b) Take Laplace transforms and show that
C

»**'

TS + 1

(c) Solve the linear finite difference equation by assuming a solution of
the form
Cn(s)=A(r)"

and show that
Cn(S)- C 0 ( S ) ( ^ 1 ) "

where C0(s) denotes the transform of the composition perturbation
entering the first reactor.
_
(d) Show that a step change of magnitude aC0(0 < a < 1) entering the
first reactor causes the following response for the nth reactor

(e) For the case of two reactors, show that the exit perturbation is

C2(O = e2aC0[l -l- exp(-f/r) - exp(-f/r)]
(f) Using results from part (e), deduce the impulse response, C0(O =
W0S(O, where the weighting W0 replaces aC0, and obtain

C 2 (O= S2W0-^ cxp(-t/T)
and then show the composition maximum occurs when t = T.

Chapter 1 0
Solution Techniques for
Models Producing PDEs
10.1

INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 1, we showed how conservation laws often lead to situations wherein
more than one independent variable is needed. This gave rise to so-called
partial derivatives, defined for example in the distance-time domain as

lim / ( * + * * . ' ) - / ( * , , ) _ | /

lim / ( ' . ' + A Q - / ^ , )
Ar^o

At

(10.1}

*±

=

(10.2)

at

The first implies holding time constant while differentiating with respect to x,
while the second implies holding x constant while differentiating with respect to
t. These implicit properties must be kept in mind when integrating partial
derivatives. Thus, for ordinary derivatives, the integral of dy/dx = 0 yields
y(x) = constant. However, for the partial derivatives, we must account for the
implied property

|/=0

:.f = g(t)

(10.3)

Thus, instead of adding an arbitrary constant, we must in general add an
arbitrary function of the independent variable, which was held constant during
integration.
The general function of three variables can be written
u=f(x,y,z)

(10.4)

The total differential of u can be written using the chain rule
du

=

+

K*

%dy+ %dz

( 10 - 5 )

For continuously differentiate functions, the order of differentiation is immaterial

±(V\

= ±(*f\ = _^f__^£_
dx\dy)
dy\dx)
dxdy dydx

;lft ,,
{WA)

For convenience, we often abbreviate partial derivatives as
d2

^L - f

d2

f_

f

Occasionally, implicit functions arise
g(*,y) = 0

(10.8)

and we wish to find
y=f(x)

(10.9)

To do this, we apply the chain rule using Eq. 10.5 on Eq. 10.8 to yield
dg=^dx+^Ldy = 0

(10.10)

Solving for dy/dx gives

dy

\dx>
=

-

d

f

dt- -JJf\ d^

no in
10 u

( - )

Because of the implicit properties of partial derivatives, dg cannot be cancelled
as would be the case for ordinary derivatives.
EXAMPLE WJ
If:
X

2+

J

2=

A

find ^ .
dx

We can accomplish this exercise in two ways. The first way simply requires
solution for y (taking the positive root):
y = }/\x - x2

Hence,

^

2

^Ax-*2

V7AX-*2

On the other hand, we could have defined
g(x,y) = 0 =x2 +y2 - Xx
The partial derivatives are
-^- = 2x - A;

-^- = 2y

hence, using Eq. 10.11

dy_=

\dxj

=

(2x-

A)

Eliminating y gives
dy

(?-*)

^

^Ax-X2

as before.
This procedure can be easily extended to three variables, given the implicit
form
F(x,

y,z)

=0

(10.12)

and we wish to find
z=g(x,y)

(10.13)

One of the procedures found useful in solving partial differential equations is
the so-called combination of variables method, or similarity transform. The
strategy here is to reduce a partial differential equation to an ordinary one by
judicious combination of independent variables. Considerable care must be
given to changing independent variables.
Consider the partial differential equation

% -0

<™>

Suppose there exists a combined variable such that
u(x,y)=f(v)

and

77 =g(x,y)

(10.15)

We first write the total differential
du = ^ d

(10.16)

1

But 7] is a function of two variables, so write
dv

= d£dx + ^dy

(10.17)

hence,

du = /'(T 7 )[^d* + ^ <fy]

(10.18)

But since W(JC, y), we can also write
du =

d

£dx+d^dy

(10.19)

Now, on comparing Eq. 10.18 and 10.19, and equating like coefficients of dx
and dy, we find

£-/•(,)£

(10.20,

To obtain second derivatives, we follow the same procedure. Thus, to find
d2u/dx2, we write in general

| j = ^7 7 ,x, y )=/'(T,)|j

(10.22)

The total differentials are

Replacing t/77 from Eq. 10.17 yields

d

* - [ 4 '^ + ^J *+ [ 4 ' ay + ^J rfy

(10 25)

-

Equating like coefficients of dx and dy between Eqs. 10.23 and 10.25 yields

*!« . 9Jt .9JL+
2

Sx

^u

dri dx
=

oyax

9

Jt

3JLJTL +
or\ ay
ay

(10.26)

v

dx
SJL

v

;

{l027)

7

Suppose we had selected for rj
V = ^r

(10.28)

This would yield from Eqs. 10.20 and 10.21

From Eq. 10.22, this implies the dependence ^(T/, y) instead of if/ir], x, y),
hence Eq. 10.26 becomes simply

— =

d

A.

9

JL

(10 31)

It is clear that the partial di/j/dr] is required. There is a persistent mistake in the
literature by writing this as an ordinary derivative. Now from Eq. 10.22

hence finally we arrive at the unambiguous result

£-/•(,)(&)'-n,)^)'

«,.33,

Inserting this and Eq. 10.30 into the original equation (Eq. 10.14) yields

1

('271J

f"(n)ij= T(V)^1T1

(10.34)

Cancelling y shows that a single independent variable results so that Eq. 10.28
was in fact a proper choice to reduce this particular PDE to an ODE, viz.

0

+ 2,^-0

(10.35)

The importance of variables transformation cannot be overstated, for certain
boundary conditions, since very useful solutions can be obtained to otherwise
intractable problems. The above particular solution is suitable for the case of
dynamic diffusion into an unbounded domain, subject to a step change at the
origin (taking y to be the time variable and x to be the unbounded length
variable).
10.1.1

Classification and Characteristics of Linear Equations
The general linear equation of second order can be expressed

'in

+

°£k

+

*£ - s

(10-36)

dxcf
dx
y
dyL
where the coefficients P, Q, R depend only on x, y, whereas S depends on
x, y,z,dz/dx,dz/dy.
The terms involving second derivatives are of special
importance, since they provide the basis for classification of type of PDE. By
analogy with the nomenclature used to describe conic sections (planes passed
through a cone) written as

ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 = d

(10.37)

then we can classify Eq. 10.36 for constant coefficients when P, Q, R take values
a, b, c, respectively. The discriminant for the case of constant coefficients a, b, c
is defined
A = fo2 - Aac

(10.38)

so that when
A < 0:

Elliptic equation

A = O:

Parabolic equation

A > 0:

Hyperbolic equation

(10.39)

Typical examples occurring in chemical engineering are, Fick's second law of
diffusion

which is parabolic, since a = D, b = 0, and c = 0, and Newton's law for wave
motion

%->%

<•»•«>

which is hyperbolic, since a = 1, b = 0, and c = —p, and finally Laplace's
equation for heat conduction

£ +0 which is elliptic, since a = 1, b = O9 and c = 1.
The homogeneous linear equation of second order occurs frequently. It is the
special form when 5 = 0. In particular, when P, Q, R are constants, denoted by
a, b, c, respectively, we write

which contains only second derivatives and is called a homogeneous equation.
The discriminant is (b2 — 4ac). A solution to the linear homogeneous equation
can be proposed as
z=f(y+Ax)

(10.44)

This implies the variable change
7] =y + A JC

(10.45)

so from the previous lessons, we see

Inserting these into Eq. 10.43 shows
a\2 + 6A + c = 0

(10.47)

which yields two characteristic values A15A2. Now, since the original equation
was linear, then superposition requires (as in ODEs) the general solution
z=f(y

+ A1X) + g ( y + \2x)

(10.48)

In fact, we see the discriminant (b2 - 4ac) appears within the quadratic
equation for A

A - ~>±f^

„0.49,

Whereas the functions / and g are unspecified and quite arbitrary at this point,
nonetheless, much can be learned by observation of the arguments, now
established to be (y + Xx). Now, suppose a = 1, b = - 3 , and c = 2, hence
(Z?2 — Aac) = 1 > 0, so the equation is hyperbolic with roots A1 = 1, A2 = 2;
hence, in general we can write
z=f(y+x)

+ g(y + 2x)

(10.50)

Moreover, if a = 0 and b =£ 0, only one root obtains

* =/(y-£*)+*(*)

(io-5i)

and the second solution, g, depends only on x, since in general g(x) also
satisfies the original equation. Finally, if both a = b = 0, then it is clear by
successive integrations of d2z/dy2 that
z=f(x)+yg(x)

(10.52)

which is linear with respect to y. To see this, first integrate partially with respect
to y
dz

, ,

Integrate again to find z = fix) + yg(x).
Another exceptional case occurs when repeated roots arise. This can be
treated in a manner analogous to the case for repeated roots in the Method of
Frobenius (CASE II). Thus, the second solution is obtained by taking the limit
-^f (y + A * ) | A = A I = A f ( ^ A 1 X ) = xg(x+

A1X)

(10.53)

so for repeated roots A = A1 we have
z =f(y + A1X) +xg(x + A1X)

(10.54)

and it is clear that the two solutions are linearly independent.
Now, for elliptic equations such that (b2 — 4ac) < 0, complex conjugate roots
occur, so for this case, taking Laplace's equation as example

we have
z=f(y + ix)+g(y-ix)

(10.56)

And for the hyperbolic equation, such that (b2 — 4ac) > 0, we write the wave

equation as an example
^

- P ^ =O

dt2

H

dy2

(10.57)
K

'

with general solution

u =f(y + VPO + g(y ~ VPO

(io.58)

An example of parabolic equations with (b2 - ac) = 0 is

^ L _2 *?*
dx2

d

*dy

+

^ L= o
dy2

(10.59)
V

;

so that a repeated root A = I occurs. The general solution is
z=f(x+y) +xg(x+y)

(10.60)

which is made up of linearly independent solutions.
Although we have derived general solutions, nothing has been said about the
specific functional form taken by / and g, since these are completely arbitrary,
other than the requirement that they must be continuous, with continuous
derivatives. For example, considering the parabolic equation given in (10.59),
the specific function fix + y) = c sinh(x + y) is seen, by substitution, to satisfy
the equation. The discussion in this section has determined only the arguments,
not specific functions.
10.2

PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS FOR PDEs
In the previous sections, we learned that certain general, nonspecific solutions
evolved for linear, partial differential equations (PDEs), but these were of little
value on a computational, applied engineering level. However, we did learn that
a subtle change of variables could often lead to significant simplification. In fact,
the overall strategy in solving a PDE is usually to reduce the PDE to an ODE,
or sets of ODEs. This strategy can only be accomplished for certain particular
boundary conditions. Thus, the solution methods discussed next are termed
particular solutions, or collections of particular solutions. They are suited only
for very specific particular boundary (or initial) conditions, and lead to wellknown, specific functions in mathematical physics. This is certainly more satisfying to an engineer than writing a solution as f(x + 2y).
Thus, the remainder of this chapter deals with solving linear, homogeneous
equations, using the following three approaches to reduce PDEs to ODEs.
1. Combination of Variables Sometimes called a similarity transform, this
technique seeks to combine all independent variables into one variable,
which may then produce a single ODE. It is applicable only to cases where

variables are unbounded e.g., 0 < t < <*>, 0 < x < oo. It is suitable for only
one type of boundary or initial condition and produces a single particular
solution.
2. Separation of Variables This is the most widely used method in applied
mathematics, and its strategy is to break the dependent variable into
component parts, each depending (usually) on a single independent variable; invariably, it leads to a multiple of particular solutions.
3. Laplace Transforms The Laplace transform is an integral technique, which
basically integrates time out of the equation, thereby reducing a PDE to an
ODE.
There are other methods to treat single and simultaneous PDE, most especially
the Finite Transform methods, which are treated generally in Chapter 11. The
Laplace transform is especially useful in this regard, as we saw in Chapter 9,
since it easily copes with simultaneous equations.
It is clear from these remarks that no general solution is possible, and the
methods that have evolved are closely tied to specific boundary conditions. We
discuss boundary and initial conditions next.
10.2.1

Boundary and Initial Conditions
On considering boundary conditions, it must be borne in mind that at least two
independent variables exist in attempting to solve partial differential equations.
We reflect on the derivations for Model II in Chapter 1 and note that
principally three types of boundary or initial conditions arise.
1. Function specified at boundary; e.g., for T(r, z)
T = / ( r ) a t z = 0; T = g(z)

at

r = i?

2. Derivative of function specified at boundary
AT

AT

— = 0 at

r = 0;

-Ic-^=Q

at

r=R

3. Mixed functions at boundary
AT

-k-^r = h(T - Tw)

at

r = R,

for all

z

The first type includes initial conditions, which may be written for Tit, x)
T(O, x) =f (x)

(10.61)

This means at time zero, temperature T is distributed according to the function
fix), which does not exclude a simple constant such as fix) = T1. At some
boundary, time variation may also occur, so

r(*,o)=g(o

(io.62)

Neither of these type (1) conditions are homogeneous. However, if the boundary value is a fixed constant, such as
T(t,0) = T0
then we could define a new variable 6 = T — T0 and see
0(f,O) = 0

(10.63)

which is indeed homogeneous at the boundary.
For type (2) conditions, the classical symmetry condition nearly always arises
in cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems, along the centerline
|^ =0

at

r =R

(10.64)

For such coordinate systems, r is always positive, so to insure symmetrical
profiles of T9 we must invoke Eq. 10.64. This condition can also arise at a finite
position, for example, at an insulated tube wall (r = R) where conduction flux
tends to zero, so that
-Ic-^r=O

at

r =R

(10.65)

For electrically heated tube walls, the heat entering is uniform and constant, so
that we would write at a tube boundary
-k—=Q

at

r =R

(10.66)

Since flux is a vector quantity, it is clear that dT/dr > 0 near the wall, hence Q
is a negative quantity, as it should be since it moves in the anti-r direction. It is
not possible to convert the electrically heated wall condition to a homogeneous
boundary condition for T. However, the insulated wall (Eq. 10.65) is homogeneous without further modification.
The mixed type (3) includes both a function and its derivative (or its integral).
For example, we showed in Chapter 1 the homogeneous type (3) condition
-k?L

=h(T- Tw)

at

r =R

(10.67)

which simply says the conduction flux is exactly balanced by heat transfer at the
wall. By replacing 6 = T — Tw (provided Tw is constant), we see this condition
is also homogeneous
-k^=hO

at

r =R

(10.68)

This is a powerful boundary condition, since it actually contains both type (1)
and type (2) as subsets. Thus, for large values of h (high velocity) then h -» oo,

and Eq. 10.68 reduces to 0(z, R) = 0, which is the homogeneous type (1)
condition. On the other hand, if h gets very small, then in the limit when h
approaches 0, we obtain type (2), specifically Eq. 10.65, which is an insulated
boundary.
Occasionally, a mixed condition arises as an integro-differential balance.
Suppose a stirred pot of solvent is used to extract oil from (assumed) spherically
shaped, porous seeds. The mass rate from the boundary of the many seeds (m
in number) is computed from Fick's law, where c(r, t) denotes composition
within the seeds:

and the accumulation in the solvent is VdC/dt,
balance for the solvent phase is:

so that the oil conservation

where CU) is the oil composition in the stirred solvent. If the initial solvent
contains no oil, then integration yields the integro boundary condition:
VC(t)

= -m (1ATrR2D8^f'1^
J0

dt

(10.69)

or

Such boundary conditions can be handled most easily using a Laplace transform
solution method, as we demonstrate later in this chapter.
The number of boundary or initial conditions required to solve an ordinary
differential equation, as we saw in Chapter 2, corresponded to the number of
arbitrary constants of integration generated in the course of analysis. Thus, we
showed that nth order equations generated n arbitrary constants; this also
implies the application of boundary or initial conditions totalling n conditions.
In partial differential equations, at least two independent variables exist, so, for
example, an equation describing transient temperature distribution in a long
cylindrical rod of metal; that is,
pCn-^r = k—-r-\ r-r- = k\ —7 + — ~a~
H
p dt
r dr\ dr )
\ dr2
r dr )

v

(10.70)
'

will require at least one condition for time (usually an initial condition) and two
for fixed spatial positions (say, r = 0, r = R). As a rule, then, we usually need
one fixed condition for each order of each partial derivative. This is not always
the case; for example, an initial condition is not necessary if the time-periodic
solution is sought; for example,
T(f,r) = / ( / > - '

(10.71)

For such cases, only conditions at the boundaries (r = 0, r = R) are needed.
Similar arguments apply when dealing with the angular position in cylindrical or

spherical coordinates, namely, that solution must be periodic in angle so that it
repeats itself every 2v radians.
The range of variables can be open (unbounded) or closed (bounded). If all
the independent variables are closed, we classify such equations as "boundary
value problems." If only initial values are necessary, with no bounds specified
then we speak of "initial value problems." In the next section, we develop the
method of combination of variables, which is strictly applicable only to initial
value problems.
10.3

COMBINATION OF VARIABLES METHOD
We introduced the idea of change of variables in Section 10.1. The coupling of
variables transformation and suitable initial conditions often lead to useful
particular solutions. Consider the case of an unbounded solid material with
initially constant temperature T0 in the whole domain 0 < x < oo. At the face of
the solid, the temperature is suddenly raised to T8 (a constant). This so-called
step change at the position x = 0 causes heat to diffuse into the solid in a
wavelike fashion. For an element of this solid of cross-sectional area A, density
p, heat capacity Cp, and conductivity k, the transient heat balance for an
element AJC thick is
(qxA)\x - (qxA)\x+Ax=AAxpCp^

(10.72)

Dividing by AAx, and taking limits gives

Introducing Fourier's law as qx = -kdT/dx

then yields

where a = k/pCp is thermal diffusivity (cm 2 /s). It is clear that both independent variables are unbounded, that is, 0 < x < oo, 0 < t < oo. Next, we carefully
list the initial conditions, and any other behavioral patterns we expect
T=T0

at

t = 0, all x

(10.75)

T=T5

at

x = 0, all t

(10.76)

For some position within the solid matrix (say X1), we certainly expect the
temperature to rise to T8, eventually, that is, when t approaches infinity.
Moreover, for some finite time (say ^1) we certainly expect, far from the face at
x = 0, that temperature is unchanged; that is, we expect at tx that T = T0 as x
approaches infinity. We can write these expectations as follows
T-* T8, t -> oo, x > 0

(10.77)

T-^T0,

(10.78)

x ^ o o , t>0

There appears to be some symmetry for conditions at zero and infinity, and this
is the first prerequisite for a combination of variables approach to be applicable.
Now, the combination of variables method is often called a "similarity transform." This nomenclature arises from the manner we use to select a combined
variable. Let us next write a rough approximation to Eq. 10.74, to an order of
magnitude

xz

*

This suggests roughly at ~ x2, which we interpret to mean the change in at is
similar in size to a change in x2. Or, equivalently, a change in (at)l/2 is similar
to a change in x. On viewing the symmetry of our boundary conditions at zero
and infinity, these qualitative arguments suggest the combined variable
Vo= -T=
yat

(10.80)

which is dimensionless. Comparing this with conditions listed in Eqs. 10.75 to
10.78 we see
T = T0, when either

t = 0 or x -» « , so T]0 -> oo

(10.81)

T = T59

t -> » , or Jt = O, so 770 -> 0

(10.82)

when either

An alternative way to set the combined variable is to write 77 in terms of
penetration distance 8(t), which represents the distance from the surface when
the first temperature rise (of arbitrary size) occurs.
V =^ y

(10.83)

Now, to use this variable change, we write the hypothesis
T(x,t)=f(<n)

(10.84)

The hypothesis fails if any variable other than 77 appears in the final equation.
We next transform variables, using the procedure outlined in Section 10.1. It is
worth repeating here; Eq. 10.84 implies equality of total differentials
dT(x,t)=df(r,)

(10.85)

We now apply the chain rule to both sides

d dx +

i

itdt

=

^

< 10 - 86 )

Now taking the total differentiation of r](x, t), defined in Eq. 10.83, we get
dV = ^dx+^dt

(10.87)

Inserting this into Eq. 10.86 gives the necessary comparative information

g * +g*-/'(,,)[>!*+ £ * ]

(10.88)

Equating like coefficients from both sides gives

< 10 - 89 >

%-r <-.)£ -/'(I)JjT)

£ -/•(*)&-/-0»B#)

(M-)

We now need to find 82T/dx2. To do this, we represent the RHS of Eq. 10.89
as (/K17, t) and the LHS as Fix, t); thus, we have taken
d

F{x,t) =

^

Hv,t)=f'(v)-^

(10.91)

(10-92)

Now, equating total differentials of F and t^ as the next stage
dF(x,t) =di/j(7lyt)

(10.93)

we again apply the chain rule

£* + £*-£*, + $*

(1O4)

Here, we take careful note that the first term on the RHS is the partial with
respect to rj! Many serious mistakes are made by not observing this fact.
The sought-after term can be obtained again by replacing dr\ from Eq. 10.87
and equating like coefficients of dx and dt
d

JL=d±dJL

dx

ST1 dx

( 1 0 9 5)

liw-»J

As an aside, we also obtained the (redundant) information

£-$£ + $

<">•*>

Replacing F and ijj from Eqs. 10.91 and 10.92 gives

B=r^w)£=nri)wo

(l0 97)

-

Inserting the results from Eq. 10.97 and 10.90 into the original equation gives
finally the condition

As we show next, it is convenient to set

|f-2

(10.98.)

and since 3(0) = 0, we find
8(t) = y[4^i

(10.98c)

which thereby justifies the original hypothesis; that is 7Xx, t) = /(17) and now
17 = x/(Aat)l/1.
This expression can be integrated twice, by first letting p =
df/dV
p ' + 277/7 = 0

(10.99)

p=Aexp(-V2) = -jt

(10.100)

yielding

The reason for selecting Eq. 10.98Z? is now obvious. A perfectly acceptable
solution is obtained by integrating again
f(v)

=Afexp(-r12)dr1 +B

(10.101)

However, it would be useful to express our result in terms of known tabulated
functions. In Chapter 4, we showed that the definite integral, the error function,
takes a form similar to the above
erf(Tj) = - L rexp(-/3 2 Wj3

(10.102)

VTT -7O

Now, since the constants A, B are completely arbitrary, we can write /(77) as
/(77) = Cerf(T]) + B

(10.103)

The conditions required to find the arbitrary constants C, B are simply
/(0) = T5 and/(ex)) = T0

(10.104)

hence B = T8 and C = (T0 — Ts), since erf(oo) = 1, by definition (that is, the
error function has been normalized using the factor 2/ yfrr to insure erf(oo) = 1).
Written in terms of T and (x, t) we finally have
T(XJ)

= (T0 - r , ) e r f ( - ^ = ) + Ts

(10.105)

and the reader can easily verify that the four original conditions (Eqs. 10.7510.78) are satisfied. A plot of (T - TS)/(TO - T8) versus x/ yJ(Aat) is shown in
Fig. 10.1.
If we change the original boundary conditions, for example, by requiring a
constant heat flux at the boundary x = 0, the above solution is invalid. However, if we differentiated Eq. 10.74 with respect to x, multiplied by —k, then
introduce the vector qx = — kdT/dx we see
a

£i(^)

= Hj(Ix)

(10-106)

This yields an identical equation to the previous one, but the unknown

Figure

x/y/Aat.

10.1 Plot

of

(T - TS)/(TO - Ts) versus

dependent variable is qx instead of T. Now, for the new boundary conditions,
we may write
qx = 0 at t = 0, x > 0

(10.107)

qx = qs at x = 0, f > 0

(10.108)

qz^qs,

(10.109)

t->oo,

x

> 0

qx -> 0 , JC -> oo, f > 0

(10.110)

We see these conditions are identical to Eqs. 10.75-10.78 except the symbols for
variables are changed, so we can write immediately
qx(x,t)=qs-qserf(1^r)

(10.111)

This is written more conveniently in terms of the complementary error function,
erfc(?]) = 1 - erf(i7); hence,
qx{x,t)=qstxic(-1f=-)

(10.112)

To find temperature profiles for the constant flux case, simply replace qx =
— kdT/dx and integrate partially with respect to x. To do this, we need to call
upon material in Chapter 4. If the temperature far from the heated surface is
denoted by T0 = T(<*>, t), then partial integration yields

*-(*.'>- ^o = ( - | ) £ e r f c f T = ) ^

dO-113)

Since the partial integration implies holding t constant, we can rewrite this
integral in terms of 77
X

T(x, t) - T0= (-^)v^7fj*"

erfc(V)dv

(10.114)

The integral
/erf(T 7 ) dV
is given in Chapter 4, so we have

T(x, t) - T0= ( - £ J T / S ^ L I - erf(r,)) - -^exp(-t, 2 )| ^ 7

(10.115)

The lower limit on the first term is troublesome, but can be shown to zero, since

for large arguments (Chapter 4)
erf(*) ~ 1 - x ^ e x p ( -x2)

(10.116)

where av p > 0. Thus, in the limit
lim;t(l - GTf(X)) = I i m 1 ^ j c e x p ( - j c 2 ) -> 0

(10.117)

Hence, the temperature distribution for constant flux at x = 0 becomes

T(x,t) = T0 + | / ^ T e x p ( - ^ ) - f *[l - erff^-)] (10.118)
In particular, the temperature rise at the interface x = 0 is important

7(0,0 = 7-0 + f { ^

(10-1W)

The particular solution (C erf (77) + B) derived here has many applications, and
arises in innumerable transport and physics problems.
EXAMPLE ma

LAMINAR FLOW CVD REACTOR

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has become an important technique to grow
electronically active layers for all kinds of solid-state devices. Thus, the active
metal organic (MO) vapor is swept into a two-dimensional slit reactor by a
carrier gas, and deposition occurs at the hot top and bottom plates as shown in
Fig. 10.2.
The reaction at the plate surfaces can be written
MO -> M + O

Figure 10.2 Schematic diagram of CVD reactor.

Develop an expression to compute rate of loss of MO for diffusion limited,
laminar flow conditions.
Under laminar flow conditions, the velocity profile can be taken to be fully
developed

^ = *w[l-(J)2]

(10.120)

where
ApB2 _ _3
V

max ~ 2/JiL ~ 2U°

and
L = reactor length
B = half-width of reactor
/JL = gas viscosity
Ap = pressure drop
U0 = average velocity
Denoting the metal organic as species A, the material balance, ignoring axial
diffusion, can be shown to be

where DA denotes molecular diffusion of species A.
Suitable boundary conditions are
SCA

-^- = 0 at x = 0 (symmetry)
dC
- DA-j^-A = kCA
CA = C^

at
at

x= ±B
z=0

(10.122)
(10.123)
(10.124)

The second boundary condition indicates diffusive flux is exactly balanced by
rate of decomposition at the wall. Under the stipulated conditions of
"diffusion-limited," the implication is that k -> oo, so that for the present
analysis

lim\-^^fA]=0
k _> O0 [

K

= CA at x = ±B

(10.125)

OX J

If such reactors are quite short, so that contact time is small, most of the
depletion of A occurs very near the wall, whereas the core composition hardly
changes. Thus, the principal impact of the velocity profile occurs near the wall.
This suggests we introduce a coordinate system (y) emanating from the wall and

since, for half the symmetrical reactor, we have:
x+y=B

(10.126)

then velocity in terms of y is

»; = »™[H) - (if]

(W.127)

This can be approximated to a linear form near the wall since in that vicinity
y/B <^ 1; hence,
vz = 2 i , m a x ( £ )

(10.128)

Thus, replacing x with y from Eq. 10.126 into the diffusion term, we have the
approximate expression (after Leveque 1928):
9|;

[y\dCA

_

d2
n

CA

(

.

subject to the diffusion-limited wall condition
C 4 = 0 at y = 0, z > 0

(10.130)

and the entrance condition
CA = CA0

at z = 0, y > 0

(10.131)

For very thin layers near the wall, the bulk flow appears far away, so we write
for short penetration
CA^CA09y^co

(10.132)

On the other hand, if the reactors were very long (z -> oo), we would expect all
of the metal organic component to be depleted, so that
C 4 -> 0 , z ^ oo

(10.133)

The symmetry of the boundary conditions suggests a combination of variables
approach. It is clear that similarity must exist as before, since

2vmaxy3-BDAz
so that our first guess for a combined (dimensionless) variable is
T]0 =

—r-T

(BDAz\l/3

\ 2^ m a x J

(10.134)

The exact combined variable can be found as before by writing 17 =
which leads to the convenient form
T7 =

r-r

y/8(z),

(10.135)

(9BDAz\l/3
\ 2vmax )
It is easy to see that only two values of r\ will satisfy the four conditions,
Eq. 10.130-10.133; thus, taking C 4 = f(y)
f=CA0

at 77 = 00

(z = 0 or y = oo)

(10.136)

/ =0

at T j = O

( z = oo o r y = 0)

(10.137)

We have thus satisfied the conditions necessary to undertake a combined
variable solution. Following the same procedure as in the thermal diffusion
problem, we see

2y

\
l

£!% = / - /'(„)

——

d2CA
2

dy

max j
d

JL

(10.140)

1
J KV)

(9BDAz\2/3

\ 2vmax j
Inserting these into the defining equation shows

2vm4i)[-f (V)^Vj]

=D

-f"^{9BDAz\^

(10>141)

Collecting and combining terms, we find
/"(*?)+ 3 T 7 V ( ^ ) = O

(10.142)

Integrating once by replacing p = f
f'(v)=Acxp(-v3)

= -^

(10.143)

Integrating again gives
/(77) =AJ exp(-T73) dr\ +B

(10.144)

It is convenient to introduce definite limits
/(77) =D[V exv(-p3)dp

+£

(10.145)

Evaluating D, B using Eqs. 10.136 and 10.137 shows
B = 0, D = —

—

(10.146)

3

fexp(-p )dp
As we showed in Chapter 4, the integral can be found in terms of the tabulated
Gamma function
IY jc) = rtx-le-ldt
J

(10.147)

o

by letting /33 = t,3fi2dp = dt\ hence,
/ o °°exp(- ) S 3 )^ = ^ r ( ^ ) = r ( ^ )

(10.148)

This allows our final result to be written

f\xp(-p3)dp
jA

= -2

(10.149)

m

This will be valid only for short contact conditions up to 77 ~ 1.
The mass flux at the wall is the important quantity, and this can be computed
from

*<'>-M^L-MSLS

(10150)

-

so the local flux is
x(z\

\

max

no i5i)

The average flux rate can be computed from

N~o=±-fLNo(z)dz

(10.152)

which yields finally, for a single plate

For two active plates, the total surface area for width W is 2(WL) so the net loss
rate (moles/sec) of metal organic (A) is
R = 2(WL)N~0
hence,

R=

7 v 3L
!!ss

3

WCA

i w\

~M °
r

L2D211/3

<I(U54)

\3J

It is usual to express rates in terms of average velocity, which is V0 = 2u m a x /3.
Combining the numerical factors gives in terms of v0,
32/3
R

= "TTT
r

r
WC

AO [ T

L2D2I173

^J

(10.155)

\3/

where 3 2 / 3 / r ( 4 / 3 ) = 2.33. This type of analysis was used by Van De Ven et al.
(1986) to predict CVD behavior.
10.4

SEPARATION OF VARIABLES METHOD
We have seen in the previous section that the combination of variables (similarity transform) is applicable only to initial value problems, with unbounded
independent variables. Nonetheless, we gave an example where such an approach could be applied under conditions of short contact time (which is the
same as short penetration for the length variable). Thus, we pretended that a
boundary was infinite in extent, when in fact it was physically finite. For large
contact time (deep penetration) such an approach breaks down, and the
solution becomes invalid.
To cope with finite boundaries, we next introduce the separation of variables
method. This method is thus capable of attacking boundary value problems and
leads invariably to sets of ODE (rather than a single one). Since only linear
equations are amenable to this method, we can obviously invoke the principle of
superposition. This means that solutions of sets of ODE can be summed to

produce a complete solution. These sets of equations will be shown to be
countably infinite, so that the problem of finding an infinite set of arbitrary
constants of integration arises. This problem will finally be resolved, for homogeneous boundary conditions, by invoking a condition called orthogonality. The
properties of orthogonal functions will allow the arbitrary constants to be
computed one at a time, and is the singularly most important property to finally
close up the complete solution. Thus, we reserve a separate section to study
orthogonality and the famous Sturm-Liouville conditions.
We illustrate the method by a practical chemical engineering example in the
next section. We shall proceed as far along on this problem as possible until new
information is needed to fully resolve a complete solution.
10.4.1

Coated Wall Reactor
Consider a hollow, tubular reactor (Fig. 10.3), the inside walls of which are
coated with a catalyst (or the tube itself could be constructed of a catalyst
metal).
A feed stock composed of species A entering with an inert fluid passes
through the reactor. At the tube wall, the irreversible catalytic reaction takes
place
A -» Products
If the reactor is not too long, the velocity profile is not fully developed, so that it
is taken to be plug shaped and the heterogeneous reaction at the wall (r = R) is
just balanced by diffusion of A from the flowing phase
-DA^f-\R = kCA(R,z)

(10.156)

At steady state, the balance between convection and diffusion for an annular
element (ignoring axial diffusion) is
vo2irr±rCA\z -vo2irrArCA\z

+ Az

^ Az{2irrJA)\r - Az(27rrJA)\r+^

Figure 10.3 Schematic diagram of a coated wall
reactor.

= 0

Dividing by 2TrArAz, and taking limits, yields

Inserting Fick's law, JA = —DAdCA/dr finally gives

It is convenient to combine parameters to produce dimensionless, independent
variables. This eliminates lots of clutter and reduces algebraic repetition. First,
define dimensionless radius as £ = r/R. When this is inserted into Eq. 10.157,
the second dimensionless group becomes evident

R2 f ^ \* d£ J

V

° dz

Now, if we combine all remaining parameters with z, the results must be
dimensionless, so let
C= — ^ 7
Vo R2

(10.158)
x

;

This is actually the ratio of local residence time (z/v0) divided by diffusion
time, R2/DA, so that it is clearly dimensionless. Now the PDE is free of
parameters

IA(f*£i)-^±

(10 159)

Moreover, we see the variables range as, taking CA(r, 0) = CA0 (the inlet
composition)
0 < £ < 1, 0 < £ < oo, 0 < C 4 < C 4 0

(10.160)

Our strategy is to reduce the PDE to ODEs. The method of separation of
variables requires that two functions describe the solution <p(£) and Z(£). The
<p depends only on radial position £, and Z(£) depends only on axial location £.
There are several possibilities of combining these to construct C4(^, £). It is
usual to start with a product of functions
CA(i,C)= <p(i)Z(O

(10.161)

This must satisfy Eq. 10.159 and any associated boundary/initial conditions, so
insert the above into Eq. 10.159 to find

*«7ar(«&)-rf«f

(10 2)

-"

We can see we have already accomplished one of our original purposes, that is,
we now have only ordinary differential relations. We next separate variables by
dividing throughout by Z(£)<p(f)
]_d_[,dip_\

dZ_

Henceforth, it is convenient to use primes to denote differentiation, since it is
clear that only one independent variable belongs to each function, thus let

Z' = § ,

<p' = ^f

(10.164)

Although the variables are now separated, we have not yet decoupled the
equations so that they can be solved separately. Since one side of Eq. 10.163
cannot vary without the other's consent, it is clear that they must both equal the
same (arbitrary) constant, which we denote as -A 2 . Hence,

We have selected a negative constant (or zero, since A = 0 is still a possibility)
on physical grounds, since it is clear that the first order solution
Z = K 0 exp(±A 2 £)
obeys physical expectations only when -A 2 is proposed as the separation
constant; that is, species A disappears for an infinitely long reactor, so that
CA(r, oo) -> 0. We now have two separated equations
<P" + T<P' + A V = 0
Z' + A2Z = 0

(10.166)
(10.167)

By comparison with Bessel's equation in Section 3.5, we see that the solution to
Eq. 10.166 is
<p(£) = AJ0(XS) +BY0(^)

(10.168)

and of course, the Z solution is
Z(O=K 0 exp(-A 2 £)

(10.169)

We need to place the boundary/initial conditions in terms of <p and Z. Now,
along the center line of the tube, we must have symmetry, so the homogeneous

condition there is
9

SA = ^

= O at

£= 0

(10.170)

."V(O)=O

(10.171)

Inserting the proposed solution
C 4 = <p(£)Z(£)
we have

[ Z (O^|]

=0

since at least Z(O must be finite. At the tube wall, we have from Eq. 10.156
-DA^p-^=kZ{t)<p

at f = l

(10.172)

Cancelling Z(£) and combining the parameters to form a Hatta number =
Ha = kR/DA, we have the homogeneous wall condition
<p'(l) + H a ( p ( l ) = 0

(10.173)

Thus, the two boundary conditions for <p(£) (Eqs. 10.171 and 10.173) are seen
to be homogeneous, which we shall presently see is of paramount importance in
our quest to find an analytical solution. We also note that the centerline
condition, <p'(0) = 0, is formally equivalent to the requirement that <p(0) is at
least finite. This latter condition is often easier to apply in practice than the
formal application of the zero derivative condition.
To cover all possibilities (other than +A2, which we have excluded on physical
grounds), we must also inspect the case when A = O . The solutions to
Eqs. 10.166 and 10.167 for this case are obtained by direct integration of the
exact differentials

d[e%)=0

(10.174)

dZ = 0

(10.175)

yielding the functions
cp = A0 In f + B0,

Z = Kx

(10.176)

Combining all the solutions obtained thus far gives (where products of constants
are given new symbols)
C^ = exp(-A 2 ^)[C/ 0 (A^) + D y 0 ( A f ) ] + E In f + F

(10.177)

We learned in Section (3.5) that Y0(O) -» - « , and we know that In(O) -> - » ,
hence finiteness at f = 0 requires that we immediately set D=E = O. More-

over, the physical state of the system, as argued earlier, is such that we require
CA -> 0 as C ~> °°> hence we must also set F = O. We finally have the compact
form
CA(£,Z) = Cexp(-A 2 £)/ 0 (A£)

(10.178)

where, exclusive of the arbitrary constant C, Z(O - exp(-A 2 £) and <p(g) =
/0(A£). The reader can easily verify that ^'(0) = 0.
We have two conditions remaining that have not been used
CA = CA0, £ = 0; <p'(l) + Ha <p(l) = 0

(10.179)

and we have two unknown constants, C and A. Apply next the wall condition to
see, using Eq. 3.197
AZ1(A) = HaJ 0 (A)

(10.180)

There are many, countably infinite, positive values of A that satisfy this transcendental relation, a few of which are tabulated in Table 3.3. This obviously
means there are many functions

-Pn(O= MKO
which satisfy the original Eq. 10.166. The sum of all solutions is the most
general result, by superposition, so we must rewrite Eq. 10.178 to reflect this
OO

CA(S,O = L Cnexp(-\2j)J0(\J)

(10.181)

/1=1

where A1 denotes the smallest (excluding zero, which has already been counted)
root to the eigenvalue equation
A^ 1 (Aj=HaZ 0 (A n )

(10.182)

This relation gives the countably infinite characteristic values (eigenvalues) for
the system of equations.
It remains only to find the infinite number of values for Cn, using the final
condition
00

C 4 (^O) = CA0 = £ C n Z 0 (A n O

(10.183)

/1 = 1

This appears to be a formidable task. To accomplish it, we shall need some new
tools. Under certain conditions, it may be possible to compute Cn without a
trial-and-error basis. To do this, we shall need to study a class of ODE with
homogeneous boundary conditions called the Sturm-Liouville equation. We
shall return to the coated-wall reactor after we garner knowledge of the
properties of orthogonal functions.

10.5

ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS AND STURM-LIOUVILLE CONDITIONS
The new tool we needed in the previous coated-wall reactor problem can be
stated very simply as
[br(x)<pn(x)<pm(x)dx

= 0 if m # n

(10.184)

a

Thus, two functions
<pn( x)

and

<pm(x),

where n

^m

are said to be orthogonal over the interval a, b if the integral of the product of
the functions with respect to a weighting function r(x) over the range a, b is
identically zero. This is a powerful result, but it only arises for a certain class of
ODEs, called Sturm-Liouville equations. By comparing a specific equation with
the general Sturm-Liouville form, the needed weighting function r(x) can be
deduced.

10.5.1 The Sturm-Liouville Equation
Any equation that can be put into the general form

where /3 is a constant, and p, q, r are continuous functions of x, is said to be of
Sturm-Liouville type. For example, if we compare Eq. 10.166, rewritten as
Jg(^)

+ €#<P = 0

(10.186)

we would conclude that it is of the Sturm-Liouville type if we take
/>U)=f>

<?(£)= 0> rtf)=g,

and

j3 = A2

Thus, for any discrete set of values Pn, then corresponding solutions y = <pn will
be obtained. Suppose for two distinct values, say Pn and /3 m , we have solutions
cpn and <pm. Each of these must satisfy Eq. 10.185, so write

i [ p ( * ) ^ ] + lq{x) + ^{x)}^ = 0

(10.187)

^ [ ^ T ] + M*) + &»r(*)K = °

(10-188)

Our aim is to derive the orthogonality condition (Eq. 10.184) and suitable
boundary conditions. To do this, multiply the first of the above equations by <pm

and the second by <pn, then subtract the two equations to find q(x) eliminated

(10.189)
The range of independent variables is given as a physical condition, so integrate
the above between arbitrary points a and b

(Pn - Pm)fabr(x)<pncpmdx = /JV n ^ [/>(*)%] dx
-!y^[p(^]dx

(10.190)

It is clear that the LHS is almost the same as Eq. 10.184. We inspect ways to
cause the RHS to become zero (when n is different from m). Each of the
integrals on the RHS can be integrated by parts, for example, the first integral
can be decomposed as

The second integral in Eq. 10.190 yields

When these are subtracted, the integrals cancel, so that we finally have from
Eq. 10.190

On - Pm)f'r(x)<pn<pm dX =P(x)[<Pn^t ~ Vrn^t^

(10.193)

We see that RHS will vanish if any two of the three homogeneous boundary
conditions are imposed
(i)

x = a

or

b,

y = 0

(ii)

x =a

or

6,

^ = O

(iii)

x =a

or

b,

dy
-^ = Ny

.*. <pn = <pm = 0
.-.^ = ^

= 0

.\ <p'n = N<pn, q>'m = N<pm

We now see the singular importance of homogeneous boundary conditions,
which we have reiterated time and again. For example, referring back to the

coated-wall reactor problem in the previous section, we had the conditions
<p'n(0) = 0

and

<p'n(l) = - H a <pn(l)

(10.194)

By comparison, we identify a = 0, b = 1, x = ij, and N = - H a . Thus, it is easy
to see
<Pn(l)<p'M) ~ VMWn(I)

= 0

(10.195)

since for n or m,
cp'{\) = -Ha<p(l)

(10.196)

then
9 n (l)[-Ha<p m (l)]

-cpm(l)[-Ha

Cpn(I)] = 0

(10.197)

Also, at the lower limit
<Pn(0Wm(0) ~ VmWWn(O) = 0

(10.198)

which must be true for the reactor problem since (p'niff) = 0 for n or m.
We can now finish the reactor problem using the fact that the cylindrical
equation was of Sturm-Liouville type with homogeneous boundary conditions.
When this is the case, the solutions (pn,cpm are said to be orthogonal functions
with respect to the weighting function r(x). Since we identified the weighting
function for the reactor as K£) = £, we can write when n is different from m

/WOUO^ = O

(10.199)

where

Vn(Z)=UKt),

<pm{£)=W«,€)

We apply this condition to the final stage of the reactor problem represented by
Eq. 10.183
oo

C 40 = LcnJ0(KO

(10.200)

n= \

Multiply both sides by f/ 0 (A m f) and then integrate between 0 and 1

CAJ V o ( A B f ) ^ = L CHfl€J0(Xn€)J0(\m£)

d{

(10.201)

But all terms within the summation are identically zero (owing to the orthogonality condition, Eq. 10.199), except for the case n = m. Thus, among the
infinite integrations, only one remains, and we can solve directly for Cn by

requiring n = m

Cn =

f

(10.202)

f SJS(KOdS
J

o

We call upon Eq. 3.204 for the integral in the numerator, and Eq. 3.207 for the
denominator, respectively

and

f^(XJ)di=

^[Ji(Xn) +Jf(Xn)]

(10.204)

The eigenvalue expression, Eq. 10.182, could be used to eliminate Z1(An), since
Z1(AJ=Ha^I

(10 .205)

Inserting this and solving for Cn finally gives

c

- - c -/A> «V^')

(I0 206)

-

Inserting this into Eq. 10.181 gives the analytical solution to compute CA(r, z)
CJj1Zl-

~<^

Y

2Ha
2

J0(XJ)
2

~ R (A « + Ha ) Z0(An)

6XP A

(

-0

(1

°-207)

where eigenvalues are determined from Eq. 10.205.
Table 3.3 shows, if Ha = 10, the first three eigenvalues are 2.1795, 5.0332,
and 7.9569.
The flux at the wall is simply
AT0= -^DA^_R

= kCA(R,z)

Far downstream, such that
C=

zDA/(R2v0)>\

(10.208)

the first term in the series dominates, so that approximately

We can also compute the average composition downstream, and since V0 is
constant, this is written
2
_
^ / CA(r,z)rdr
C4 =
^
= J1J CA(r, z)rdr
2T7/ rdr
°

(10.210)

In terms of £, this is
~CA = lCc
A{^C)^^
7

(10.211)

-O

Using the Bessel integral relationship, Eq. 3.204, we find
/
r"-4HaT f
i(A^exp("A^)
CA - 4 Ha C 0 E 1 KUAj[Ai
+ Ha2]

H0212^
dO.212)

But since the eigenvalue expression is Z1(An) = Ha J0(X)/Xn, we can eliminate
Z1(A^) again to get finally,

C,-4HaiA^

+

Ha^]

(1

°-213)

The plot of the reduced concentration (Eq. 10.213) versus f is shown in
Fig. 10.4 for various values of Ha number.

Figure 10.4 Plot of Eq. 10.213 versus (.

Far downstream, where £ » 1, we can truncate the series to a single term, so
that approximately

£L „

4 Ha2
2

J-A^)

A 2 [A 2 +Ha 2 ]

Q 40

H

\

1 2

R V0J

(10.214)
v

'

Thus, the ln(CA/CA0) varies linearly with position z. This suggests studying
experimental reactors of different length (fixed V0 ) or varying V0 (fixed z).
Baron et al. (1952) used this model to study oxidation of sulfur dioxide on a
vanadium pentoxide catalyst.
EXAMPlM WJ

COOLING FLUIDS IN LAMINAR PIPE FLOW

In Chapter 1, we considered the problem of heat transfer in laminar pipe flow.
If it is permissible to ignore axial conduction, the transport equation we derived
there was given by Eq. 1.31 with the term kd2T/dz2 ~ 0

4-№"4£('£)

<""»>

where a = k/pCp defines thermal diffusivity. The constant entrance temperature is denoted T0 and the constant wall temperature is Tw. Apply the method
of separation of variables to find T(r, z).
To solve this linear problem, it is convenient, as before, to introduce dimensionless independent variables; thus,
£=7*;

Z=I^-''

<W = 2i;0

(10.216)

so that the uncluttered equation becomes

(w a )g -ih[*W\

(10 217)

-

The boundary/initial conditions are
T=TW

at

£=1

(10.218)

| | = 0

at

£= 0

(10.219)

T=T0

at

£= 0

(10.220)

It is clear by inspection that conditions must be homogeneous in the £ domain,
if we are to effect an analytical solution. To insure this condition at the outset,
we follow the advice of Chapter 1 and define
O = T-Tw

(10.221)

The new conditions on 6 are now
0 = 0, i=l;

| | = 0, £ = 0; 6 = T0-Tw,

£ = 0 (10.222)

the first two of which are clearly homogeneous. Next replace T with 0 in
Eq. 10.217, and propose
0(i,{)=<p(e)Z(£)

(10.223)

Inserting this into Eq. 10.217, and rearranging to separate variables, gives

£ d£ 1 5 dU

Z'

<10 224)

T ( T = T ^ r = ^ =-*

-

The negative separation constant is implied to insure that (T — Tw ) = 0
diminishes as £ -> ». The two ODEs resulting are

^(f;S!)+A 2 f(l-f 2 )p = 0

(10.225)

-jj +A2Z = O

(10.226)

It is clear that Eq. 10.225 is a Sturm-Liouville equation with
P U ) = S9 QiO = 0, r ( f ) = f (1 - ^ 2 )

and /8 = A2

It is also clear that the homogeneous boundary conditions in Eq. 10.222 require
that
<p'(0) = 0,

9(1) = 0

(10.227)

which are also of the Sturm-Liouville type. These statements insure that the
solutions <pn and <pm are in fact orthogonal with respect to r(f) = £(1 - £ 2 ).
The polynomials generated by the solution to Eq. 10.225 are called Graetz
polynomials. The only Graetz function, which is finite at the centerline, can be
found by applying the method of Frobenius to get (Problem 3.4)
9(f) =Gz(f,A)

(10.228)

Gz{i9k) = 1 " [^Y + ( ^ ) ( l + ^ y + ' ' '

(10.229)

Combining the solutions for Z(£) and (p gives for A # 0
0 =,4Gz(f,A)exp(-A 2 £)

(10.230)

As in the previous reactor problem, the solution when A = 0 is simply: Blng +
C. But since ln£ is not finite at the centerline, set B = O. The remaining
solutions are summed as before
0 = AGz(^, A)exp(-A2£) + C

(10.231)

It is clear for an infinitely long heat exchanger, that T -> Tw as z -» oo, hence
0 -» 0 as £ -> oo, so that we set C = O. We now have the compact result
0 =y4Gz(£,A)exp(-A 2 £)

(10.232)

If we apply the wall condition, 0 = 0 at £ = 1, then we obtain, since exp(-A 2 £)
is at least finite
Gz(I, A) = 0 ,

£= 1

(10.233)

There exists countably infinite roots to satisfy Eq. 10.229 when £ = 1

+

°-HT)

(^H 1+ T) + -

dO.234)

the smallest positive root takes a value of 2.704, and the next largest is 6.66
(Jacob 1949).
Since there are many solutions, the general result by superposition is
0 ( £ , O = EAGz n (Oexp(-A 2 n £)

(10.235)

AI = I

Henceforth, we shall denote Gzn(^) as the eigenfunction Gzn(^, An). The
condition at the inlet can now be applied
(T0 -TJ-

E AnGzn(^

(10.236)

n= \

Multiplying both sides by the weighting function r(£) = f(l - £2) and by
Gzm(€\ where n # m, then integrating between 0 to 1, gives

(T0-Tjf*Gzm(€)£(l-€2)d€
(10.237)
1

= E An[ Gzn(OGzMW

2

~ t )dt

Invoking the orthogonality conditions eliminates all terms save one (when
n = m) within the summation, so that we can solve for An

(T0 -TJ J1Gzn(Oi(I -e)dt
An =

^

(10.238)

The Graetz eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are not widely tabulated. However,
Brown (1960) has computed a large number of eigenvalues suitable for most
problems. The final result can be written in dimensionless form as

^ f
i o

l

= £ AnGzn(OM-W
™

< 10 - 239 )

/1-1

where An = A1J(T0 - Tw) and the eigenvalues are found from Gz(I, Xn) = 0.
The above series converges very slowly (as does the polynomial represented by
Eq. 10.229), hence a large number of terms must be retained, especially for the
entrance region. In this regard, Schechter (1967) has worked out an approximate solution based on variational calculus, which needs only two terms to find
an accurate prediction of mean fluid temperature. The average (mixing-cup)
temperature for the present case can be found by integration using Eq. 10.239

/V(f,o(i-f2)f«
T(O =

:

(10.240)

10.6 INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS
We have used elementary change of variables as a method to convert certain
inhomogeneous boundary conditions to homogeneous form. This was a clear
imperative in order to use, in the final steps, the properties of orthogonality.
Without this property, series coefficients cannot be computed individually.
In certain cases, the boundary inhomogeneity cannot be removed by elementary substitution (e.g., constant boundary flux). In other cases, the defining
equation itself is not homogeneous. Both sets of circumstances lead to inhomegeneous equations.
A fairly general way of coping with inhomogeneous PDE is to apply methods
already introduced in Chapter 9, specifically, the concept of deviation variables
(similar, but not to be confused with perturbation variables). This technique is
best illustrated by way of examples.

EMMPUS 19J

TRANSIENT COOLING OF NUCLEAR FUEL PELLETS

Spherical pellets of uranium undergo self-generated heating at a rate per unit
volume Q, while being cooled at the boundary through a heat transfer coefficient h, so for a single pellet on start-up (a = k/pCp)

subject to boundary and initial condition
T = R;

-k^r

t = 0;

= h{T - Tf)

T(0,r) = T0

(10.242a)
(10.242£)

where Tf is the flowing coolant fluid temperature (constant). Find the relationship to predict the transient response of the pellet, T(r, t).
It is clear that the heat balance produces an inhomogeneous equation, owing
to the (assumed) constant heat source term Q. This means of course that a
separation of variables approach will not lead to a Sturm-Liouville equation.
However, the following expedient will produce a result that is homogeneous; let
temperature be decomposed into two parts: a steady state (the future steady
state) and a deviation from steady state
T(r,t)

= T(r) +y(r,t)

Of course, the steady state must be represented by

which can be integrated directly to yield

A 2df\
r

Q2,
r dr

*( Vj--T
hence,

r

dr

H+Cl

dr ~

k 3

+

r1

(10.243)

But symmetry must be maintained at the centerline, hence take C1 = O, and
integrate again

Now, cooling at the boundary requires Eq. 10.242 a to be obeyed at all times, so
that
R

QR2

I

\

hence, solve for C2 to get
QR
~ ~W

Cl

+

QR2
~6F

+ l

f

Hence, the steady-state temperature profile (as t —» oo) is

Thus, when the decomposed form of temperature is substituted into the
defining equation and boundary conditions, we get

If=0

(10.246*)

-kj^^hy

(10.246c)

y(r,0) = T0 - T(r)

(10.246i/)

r = 0;
r = R;
t = 0;

where the steady part removes Q according to Eq. 10.244.
It is clear in the limit as t -> », that y must vanish. In terms of dimensionless
independent variables, we use
t- L

_ £l

hence, Eq. 10.246« becomes

12

S-M( D

<oi 247 )

-"

f = 0;

§| = 0

(10.247ft)

i=U

- | | = Biy

(10.247c)

where

«-¥
The equation for y and boundary conditions are fully homogeneous. Apply
separation of variables in the usual way by proposing
y(f,T)-^(f)9(T)

(10.248)

we obtain
€2d€\t

i

dtJ

1

ft
= ^ - = -A2

(10.249)

So, the required solutions are obtained from

2

^iHfH *=

0

io 25

( - °)

+ X2S = O

^

(10.251)

The equation for <p is of the Sturm-Liouville type if we stipulate /?(£) =
£2> q(0 = 0, and the weighting function must be r(f) = £2. The equation for cp
is easier to solve by defining q> = u(0/^; hence, obtain
^p

+ A2W = 0

(10.252)

which has solution
ii(f) =^ o sin(A^) + ^ 0 cos(A^)

(10.253)

so that
9 i i )

- A

0

* ^ + B

0

S Z ^

(10.254)

The solution for 9 is
0 =^exp(-A2r)

(10.255)

When A=O, the solution can be seen to be simply C/£ 4- D, so that the
combined solution is
y

= [^IH^il + B ^£!] e x p ( -Ay> + f

+JD

(10.256)

Finiteness at the centerline requires B = C = O, and since y -> O as r -> oo,
then Z) = 0, so the compact form results
yU,T)=.4^^-exp(-A2T)

(10.257)

which vanishes as r -> oo. If we apply the boundary condition at £ = 1, there
results
sin(A) - A cos(A) = Bisin(A)

(10.258)

There are countably infinite values of A, which satisfy this; hence, we use An to
count these (noting A = O has already been counted), and write the eigenvalue
expression
AnCOt(An) - 1 = - B i

(10.259)

For large Bi (high velocity coolant), this reduces to
sin(An) = 0
hence, when Bi -> oo, An = mr(n = 1,2,3,...). Even for finite Bi, the spacing
for successive eigenvalues is very close to ir.
The general solution now must be written as a superposition of all possible
solutions
y(M

= E A

n

^ ^ ~ exp(-A 2 n r)

(10.260)

It remains only to find An using the orthogonality condition together with the
initial condition (Eq. 10.246d)

( W , ) - » & • & ) + *£*'-E V * ^ («"«)
n =1

If we multiply throughout by the eigenfunction sin(A n £)/£ and the weighting
function r(£) = £ 2 , then integrate over the range of orthogonality, all terms
disappear on the RHS except for the case when An = Am
^ n / 1 s i n 2 ( A n ^ ) ^ = /Vsin(A n ^)

* [(W,)-<?(*•&)• ^ ' ] «

Performing the integrals, we obtain
[1

"I

2

I
21 SJn(AjCOS(AJ
A

«J

_[,

.

-[{To

Tf)

QRIl

R \]( sin(Aj - A n COS(AJ \

3 \h + 2kj\[

A2

j

, QR2 (3A2n - 6)sin(Aj - (\j - 6Ajcos(Aj ]

6k

A*

J

Collecting terms, using the eigenvalue expression to simplify, we finally obtain

where

"* - ^ r 0 - Tf);

Bl

- *

The parameter Bi is the ratio of film to conduction transfer, and Nk is the ratio
of the generation to conduction transfer.
The response at the center is illustrated in Fig. 10.5.

Figure 10.5 Temperature deviation at pellet center.

EXAMPLE 1OJ

CONDUCTION IN FINITE SLABS

Consider a homogeneous slab, initially at a temperature T0, when suddenly the
face at position x = 0 is raised to Ts ( > T0), while the face at x = L is held at
T=T0
T(O, t) = Ts

(10.263a)

T(L, t) = T0

(10.263&)

T(x, Q) = T0

(10.263c)

The transient conduction equation in rectangular coordinates is

Find the temperature response T(x, t).
At the outset, it is clear that the boundary conditions are inhomogeneous, for
if we defined
S=T-T0
then it is true that the boundary condition at x = L would become homogeneous, but the one at x = 0 is still inhomogeneous.
Again, we propose a structure made up of steady plus unsteady parts,
T(x,t)

= f(x) +y(x,t)

(10.265)

The (future) steady-state part obviously satisfies

0=0;

T(O) = T5;

T(L) = T0

(10.266)

+ Ts

(10.267)

hence,
T(x)=(T0-Ts)(^)
Inserting Eq. 10.265 into Eq. 10.264 gives

since

d2f

More importantly, the boundary conditions (10.263) show
y(O,f) =y(L,t)

=0

(10.269)

which are clearly homogeneous. The price we pay for this simplification occurs
in the initial condition for y
t = 0;

y(x,0) = T(x,0) - T(x) = T0 -T5-

(T0 - TS)(±-) (10.270)

It is now convenient to use dimensionless independent variables, so let
j,

at

x

yielding
dy _ d2y
subject to
y(0,T)=y(l,T) = 0

y(t,O) = (TQ-Ts)(l-t)
Separation of variables proceeds as before by letting
y = <p(t)0(r)
giving

^L

de

(p

6

hence,

^4+AV =O
^+X2O

= O

(10.271a)
(10.271Z^)

The solutions of the ODEs are by now familiar
cp(€) =,4sin(A£) +5cos(A^)

(10.272a)

0 =#exp(-A 2 r)

(10.272*)

The solution for the case when A = 0 is easily seen to be Cf + D, so that the

superposition of the two cases yields
y = [v4sin(A£) + £cos(A£)]exp( -A 2 r) + C£ + D

(10.273)

Now, since y(0, r ) = 0, then D = O and B = O. Moreover, since y(l, r) = 0, we
must also have
0 =^sin(A)exp(-A 2 r) + C
The only nontrivial way this can be satisfied is to set
C = O;

sin(A) = 0

But there exists countably infinite A to satisfy sin (A) = 0, hence, write the
eigenvalue result
Xn = HTr

(n = 1,2,3,...)

(10.274)

This suggests a superposition of all solutions as
OO

y = £ A sin(n7r£)exp( -H2Tr2T)

(10.275)

AI = I

Inspection of Eq. 10.271 shows this to be of the Sturm-Liouville type if
p(x) = 1, q = 0, and r(x) = 1. Moreover, if we inspect the original form,
y = (P(^)6(T), then clearly
y(0,

T) = 0 = <P(0)6(T)

y(h

T)=O = ^(I)O(T)

/ . (p(0) = 0

and
.'.Cp(I)=O

This means that all solutions cpn(0 are such that
Cpn(O) = Cpn(I) =0

for

H= 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .

(10.276)

So since the boundary values for all eigenfunctions are homogeneous and of the
Sturm-Liouville type, we can write the orthogonality condition immediately
C<pn(x)cpm(x)

dx = 0

for

H

^

m

(10.277)

We will use this in the final stage to find the coefficients An. The last remaining
unused condition is the initial value
OO

y(f,O) = (T0 - Ts)(l - {) = E ^,sin(n77£)
n =\

(10.278)

Next page

Multiplying both sides by
<pm(g) d€ = sin(mir€) d€
integrating and invoking the orthogonality condition, Eq. 10.278 yields for the
case n = m
(T0 - Ts)f\l

- f )sin(/nrf) d{ = An(1sm2(mrt)

d£

(10.279)

hence,

and the final expression for y(£, T) is

#4r

= 2 £ ^ ^ e x p ( -n^r)

(10.281)

10.7 APPLICATIONS OF LAPLACE TRANSFORMS FOR
SOLUTIONS OF PDEs
The Laplace transform is not limited to ordinary derivatives, but it can also be
applied to functions of two independent variables f(x,t). Usually the transform
is taken with respect to the time variable, but it can also be applied to spatial
variables JC, as long as 0 < x < <*>. The appropriate variable is usually selected
based on the suitability of initial conditions, since only initial value problems
can be treated by Laplace transforms. Henceforth, we shall imply transforms
with respect to time, unless otherwise stated.
The first derivative is treated just as before, except the initial condition must
now in general depend on the second independent variable; thus,

*[yt^]=fyst%dt=[f(x,t)e-«];

+ sf~f(x,t)e-''dt (10.282)

The second term on the RHS defines the Laplace transform, and the upper
bound in the first term can be made to be dominated by appropriate selection of
s; hence,

^[§f] = sF(x9s) -f(x,0)
where it is emphasized that F depends on x.

(10.283)
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d£

(10.279)
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can be treated by Laplace transforms. Henceforth, we shall imply transforms
with respect to time, unless otherwise stated.
The first derivative is treated just as before, except the initial condition must
now in general depend on the second independent variable; thus,

*[yt^]=fyst%dt=[f(x,t)e-«];

+ sf~f(x,t)e-''dt (10.282)

The second term on the RHS defines the Laplace transform, and the upper
bound in the first term can be made to be dominated by appropriate selection of
s; hence,

^[§f] = sF(x9s) -f(x,0)
where it is emphasized that F depends on x.

(10.283)

Similarly, the second time derivative can be obtained as

[

dt2 J J0

dt2

(

'}

/(

'}

dt ,-„
(10.284)

Transforms of spatial derivatives are also easily obtained as

^\=[e's'Txdt

C 10 - 285 )

The partial implies holding time constant, and, moreover, since time is completely integrated out of the equation, thus we can take the ordinary derivative
with respect to x and write

/ o v "f£ d t - ^Ce~"fix''>dt - ak(*»')

(10-286>

So we finally arrive at

5f[^]=-fcF(x,s)

(10.287)

where s is now a parameter. Similarly,

*W\ -

dx*

(10 288)

'

and for mixed partials

*[Bi\ - &£<-%* = si^e.*) -/(^°)] (10-289)
We now have all the necessary tools to apply the Laplace transform method to
linear partial differential equations, of the initial value type. The power of the
Laplace transform in PDE applications is the ease with which it can cope with
simultaneous equations. Few analytical methods have this facility.
EXAMPLE 16.6
We saw in Chapter 1 that packed bed adsorbers can be described by the
simultaneous, coupled PDEs

K

O|F

+e

w+ <<1- ^ - w = °

dC*
(1-S)K-J^- =kca{C -C*)

( 10 - 29 °)
(10.291)

where C(z, t) is the flowing solute composition and C* is the value that would
be in equilibrium with the solid phase, such that q = KC*, where K is the
linear partition coefficient. In such packed beds, s denotes voidage, V0 depicts
superficial fluid velocity, and kca is the volumetric mass transfer coefficient. If
the initial conditions are such that
C(z,0) = 0

and

C*(z,0) = 0

(10.292)

and at the bed entrance
C(O, t) = C0

(constant inlet composition)

(10.293)

find the transient behavior of the exit composition C using Laplace transforms.
It is possible to apply the Laplace transform directly, but this leads to some
intractable problems later. The equations are easier to treat if their form is
changed at the outset. The thrust of the following variable transformation is to
eliminate one of the derivatives, as we shall see.
We shall first need to express velocity as an interstitial value, which is the
actual linear velocity moving through the interstices of the bed
V = -

(10.294)

so we rewrite the overall bed balance using V

Next, since a time response cannot occur until the local residence time is
exceeded, define the relative time scale as
Q = t

-

Z

/

(10.296)

V

which is the difference between real time and local fluid residence time. We
effect the change of variables
C(z, t) = C(z, 0)
K

}

V

}

(10.297)

C*(z,t)=C*(z,6)
Considering the transformation of C(z,t) to C(z,S), we first write the total
differential
dC(z,t) =dC(z,0)
Next, expand this by the chain rule
dC
-5—
dz

t

dC J
dC J
dC Jn
J
dz + -^- dt = -3— dz + -^K dd
ot z
oz e
dd z

In order to form an identity, we shall equate multipliers of dz on left- and
right-hand sides, and the same for dt; to do this, we need to find dd, which is
from Eq. 10.296
dO = dt - yr
Now, equating coefficients of dz and dt shows

ac
dz

_dc_ _ \_dc_
t~

dz e

V dS z

dC_ _dC_
dt z~ 36 z
Similarly, we can easily see
<9C*
dt

_<9C*
z

~ dO z

Inserting these into Eqs. 10.295 and 10.291 gives

K

§L=-(¥)( C - C *)

dC*
(\-e)K-^-=kca{C-C*)

d°-298)
(10.299)

To make this system of coupled equations even more compact, combine the
remaining constant parameters with the independent variables thusly:
C = I -£— I • 77 * • • dimensionless distance
7 =

(

£

(1

ka \

°*300)

~177~T
r I • 0 • • • dimensionless relative time
\ A(I - S) J
When this is done, we have the very clean form of equations
^=
^-

-(C-C*)

(10.301)

= (C-C*)

(10.302)

The relative time scale is such that at any position z, the time required for a
slug of fluid to reach this point is exactly t = z/V, which corresponds to 0 = 0
or in dimensionless terms, r = 0. Thus, at this point in time, the portion of the
bed in front of the slug is completely clean and is identical with the initial
condition, so
C(C9O) = 0

(10.303)

C* (C9O) =0

(10.304)

Moreover, for all T > 0 at the entrance where f = 0, the concentration is fixed
C(O9T) = C0

(10.305)

Thus, even with a transformation of variables, the initial and boundary conditions are unchanged.
Taking Laplace transforms with respect to r, we obtain
^iI--(C(f,s)-C*U,5))
sC*(£,s) = (C(£,s)

-C*(£,s))

Solving the second equation for C* yields
c* —
C

~ 5+ 1

hence the first ODE becomes

_r+- ^ = r

^=

l +

d£

s+l

c

s

s+ 1

The integral of this is simply
C(C9S) = A(s)exp(-

j^rj()

=^exp(-^)exp(7^T)

(10.306)

where A(s) is the arbitrary constant of integration. The transform of the step
change at the bed entrance is
SfC(O, T) = SfC0 = C{)/s
so the arbitrary constant becomes A = C0/s and we are left to invert the
function
C(S9S) = C 0 y e x p ( - f ) e x p ( 7 ^ T )

(10.307)

The shifting theorem could be used to good effect except for the term l/s. The
transforms in Appendix D shows that J?~](l/s)e~k/s
equals J()(2]fkt), which is
directly applicable to the present problem if we can replace 5 with (s + 1) in
the multiplier. To do this, we inspect the process of integration with respect to £

This shows that the exponential can be expressed in integral form, which also

allows direct inversion of the transform; hence,

Using the shifting theorem and noting that
J{){2{^kt) = J0(UjB) = IQ(2i/te)
according to Equations 3.158 and 3.159, we obtain finally,
C(T,£)

= fl - /^exp(- i 8)exp(-T)/ 0 (2v^7) ^Jc 0 W(T) (10.309)

where U(T) is inserted to remind that a response occurs only when r > 0, and
M(0) = 0.
Since the impulse response is simply the time derivative of the step response,
we can also obtain

C(T, C)1 = c«y|~exp(-f - T)I1(Iy[C^)

(10.310)

where C0 now denotes the weighting factor for the impulse input, that is,
C(O, T) = C08(T). In arriving at Eq. 10.310, we have used the / function,
tabulated in Perry (1973), defined here as
J(C,T)

= 1 - /*exp( -j8 -

T)I0(I^)(Ip

which has the useful property
J(C9T) +J(T, C) = l + e x p ( - T - O / 0 ( 2 ^ )
The step and impulse responses are illustrated in Fig. 10.6.
As a lead into treating the case of multivalued singularities, we shall reconsider the thermal diffusion problem discussed in Section 10.3, where a combination of variables approach was used. Again, we consider a semiinfinite slab,
initially at a temperature T0 throughout, when suddenly the face at x = 0 is
raised to Ts, where Ts > T0. The partial differential equation describing the
dynamics of heat diffusion was derived to be
32T _ dT
a 2
dx " dt
We can apply Laplace transforms directly, but this of course will carry with it
the initial condition on T. We can cause this initial condition to be zero by

Step response

Impulse response

Figure 10.6 Response curves at exit of packed bed
adsorber, L = 100 cm, s = 0.4, K = 2, kca = 0.1 sec"1,
V0 = 4 cm/sec.

defining the new variable 6 = T - T0, so we now have

«0 - 1

(•««)

Taking Laplace transforms yields
ad2d^2S)

= s0(x, s)

(10.312)

This is a second order ODE with characteristic roots + yjs/a, so the general
solution is:
6(x,s)

= ^ ( 5 ) e x p ( - y / ^ x ) +fi(5)exp(y^|"x)

(10.313)

For any real or complex value of s it is clear the second solution is inadmissible
since it is required that 0 -> 0 as x -> oo, hence, we take B(s) = 0. To find
^4(s), we use the condition at x = 0, the transform of which is
#6(0, t) = <?(TS- T0) = (TS- T0)/s

(10.314)

so that A(s) = (Ts — T0)/s and we now have
0(x, s)=

(7;

~7°)exp(-/|:*)

(10.315)

The table in Appendix D shows that the inverse Laplace transform
J2?~l(l/s)exp(-k}fs) = erfc(&/2v7), which we can use to complete the above

solution. We note that the equivalence k = x/ 1Za; hence,
0(x,t) = T(x, t) -T0 = (Ts - r o ) e r f c ( ^ = j

(10.316)

which is identical to the result obtained in Section 10.3.
EXAMPLE 10.7
The Nusselt problem is similar to the Graetz problem studied in Example 10.3,
except the velocity profile is plug shaped. Starting with the transport equation
1 d ( dT\

T,dT

subject to
T =TW

at

r =R

T= T0

at

x =0

at

T=0

^ =O
dr

apply Laplace transforms with respect to distance z to find the relation to
predict T(z,r).
This model is suitable for the case of heating liquids in laminar flow, since the
wall layer sustains lower viscosity than central core fluid, hence the overall
velocity profile becomes more plug shaped.
The first stage in the solution is to rectify the defining equation as
T = YT

J>

dimensionless local residence time

M) R

£ = -TT,
_ T-T0
Tw ~ T0 '

dimensionless radial coordinate
dimensionless temperature,
which assures zero initial condition

Introducing the new variables reposes the problem without excess baggage
dj_ _ l _ d _ / . d 0 \
subject to
0(O,f)= 0
9 ( T , I ) = ew = i

| = 0 ,

^= O

We now take Laplace transforms with respect to r, which is timelike
0(s9Z) = Te-^S(T,*) dr
to obtain

Performing the differentiation and rearranging yields Bessel's equation

We can express solutions in terms of I0(]fs^) or JQ(i}fsZ)', we select the latter
because of its known transcendental properties (i.e., see Table 3.2, which gives
eigenvalues for J0(\n) = 0).
The general solution can now be written as
S(S9S) = A(s) J0(I^Z)

+B(s)Y0(i^Z)

However, at the centerline, the symmetry condition requires 0(T, £) (and as
corollary, 0(s, £)) to be at least finite, hence, the function Y0(i-Js£) is inadmissible, so set B(s) = 0. This gives the uncluttered result
0(S9Z) =

A(S)J0(I^Z)

The arbitrary constant ^4(s) is found by transforming the condition at £ = 1, so
that
&0(s,l) =&(\) = IA
so that A(s) becomes

hence, we finally obtain

S

J0(W )

At first glance, this appears quite troublesome, since it appears to contain
simple poles (e.g., at s = 0) and also multivalued complex functions within the
arguments of transcendental functions (i.e., J0(iyfs)). To show that the branch

point disappears, expand the Bessel functions in series according to Eq. 3.150

V

;

(I!) 2

(2!) 2

which is an even series, thereby eliminating y7 as a factor, and it also eliminates /

From this, it is clear that branch points do not exist, and the denominator
contains only simple poles, which are the countably infinite roots of the
polynomial
S

n 1 + JSn + ^S2n + . . . ] = 0

The bracketed term obviously contains no poles at Sn = 0, since at Sn = 0 it
became unity. It is easy to find the poles (sn) by defining

hence, the countably infinite poles are obtained from
-Zo(An) = 0
which from Table 3.2 gives, for example, the first two
51

= - ( 2 . 4 0 4 8 ) 2 = -A2J

52 = -(5.520I) 2 = -A 2
There also exists a simple pole at s = 0, arising from the term \/s.
inversion of 0(s, £) can now be written formally as

»(T,£)

= E
S11-O

ResiduesL^
\

0

^J" J
Sj{)[iy/Sn)

The

We calculate the residue at 5 = O using Eq. 9.78

Res[e"F(s);

s = O] =

s

°\
7

O( 1 V* )

'

=1
5 =0

The remaining residues can be obtained using the method illustrated by
Eq. 9.82

Res e " F ( 5 ) ; Sn = -A 2 J =

'*

g;

Now, the derivative is
^ r w.rxi
Tt-r\^
[sJQ(ifs)\ = J0(I^s)

Ts

dJ {u) diyfs
+ S-^n{)
^-

where we have defined u = i{s . The derivative dJ0(u)/du
from Eq. 3.197

can be obtained

J u

du

^>

hence we have

So, remembering iyfs^ = Xn, the residues are

Res[e"f (,); Sn = -A^] - L e~*

!fK0

Summing up all residues, yields finally

^(-^) = i-2i:^4TrT exp (- A « T )
n=

i AnJ

\\An)

where J0(Xn) = 0; n = 1,2,3... . The corresponding values of Z1(An) can be
interpolated using Table 3.1, or calculated directly using the expansion given in
Eq. 3.149 where Tin + 2) = in + 1)!
The average for 6 can be obtained from

6(T) = 2fl6(r,t)tdt
0

= 1 - 4 E exp(-A2,r)/A2,
n=

i

Figure 10.7 Dimensionless temperature profiles for plug flow heat exchanger.

since the integral
i

1

*

f J0(XnZ)ZdZ = TZJx(KO

= Jx(Kn)Zkn

is obtained from the general formula in Eq. 3.204. For conditions where r » 1,
the series can be truncated since only the first exponential time function is
significant, hence, approximately
B(r)

-l-4exp(-A21r)/A2

It is also clear in the limit as r -> 0, the summation of terms in Eq. 9.233 must
be such that

„_, KJAK)
The behavior of 0(T, £) ls illustrated in Fig. 10.7.
10.8
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10.9

PROBLEMS
10.I2 A very thin thermistor probe is placed into the center of a spherically
shaped, unknown metal for the purposes of deducing thermal diffusivity.
By weighing the metal ball, and measuring its diameter (2,R), the density
was calculated (p). The ball is held in an oven overnight and reaches an
initially uniform temperature Ts. It is then placed in the middle of a
stream of very fast flowing, cool liquid of temperature Tf. The ball
begins to cool and the thermistor records the centerline temperature.
(a) Show that an elemental heat balance on the sphere yields
d_T_ _
l_d_( 2dT\
dt ~ a r2 dr\r dr )

where solid thermal diffusivity (a = k/pCp) can be treated as constant for small temperature excursions.
(b) Introduce dimensionless independent variables by letting
t

r

at

and apply the method of separation of variables of the form
T(g,T)=<p(g)6(T)

and give arguments that one must obtain

CtT

(c) Equation for <p can be expressed as

e% * u% • m- - o
which has a structure that is matched by the Generalized Bessel
equation. In particular, if we take
a = 2; b = 0; c = 0; J = A2; 5 = 1
then show that
1

9(f)

^

i

r

n

= ^[^oM A 0+V-i/ 2 (AO]

Show that this can be written in simpler form as
nf)

=

^i

1

+5

i

1

(d) Next, show that the solution for the case when A = O yields
T= j +D
and the complete solution must be

T(M = e x p ( - A ^ ^

C

+B

^fl]

+ f +D

(e) What values should B and C take to insure admissibility? Give
arguments to support your assertions.
(f) What value must the constant D take to insure physical sense?
(g) Apply the boundary condition at r = R or £ = 1 and thereby
deduce system eigenvalues.
(h) What is the specific function representing <p(£)? What are the
boundary values for the function <p(£)? Are these homogeneous? Is
the ODE describing <p(£), along with its boundary conditions, of the
Sturm-Liouville type? If so, what is the proper weighting function?
(i) Apply the initial condition and any other appropriate conditions to
complete the analytical solution.
(j) Suppose the sphere's radius was R = I cm, and the initial temperature was measured to be 30° C. The flowing coolant temperature was
constant at a temperature of 20° C. After 6.05 sec, the centerline
temperature measured 20.860C. What is the thermal diffusivity of
the solid? Centerline temperature behavior is illustrated in Fig. 10.8
as a function of at/R2.
Ans: a = 1/19 cm2/sec

Figure 10.8 Centerline
temperature behavior as a function of at/R2.

10.23. We have seen in Example 10.2 (CVD Reactor) that conditions of short
contact time (or short penetration) can lead to considerable simplifications, to produce practical results. Consider the case of heat transfer for
laminar tube flow, under conditions of short contact time. Ignoring axial
conduction, the steady-state heat balance was shown for parabolic
velocity profile

where thermal diffusivity is a = k/pCp. For short penetration from a
wall of temperature Tw, we introduce the wall coordinate y = R - r, so
that the conduction term close to the wall is approximately

r dr[r d r } ~

and the velocity close to the wall is

dy2

(a) By analogy with the CVD-reactor problem (Example 10.2), use the
combined variable
=
V

y
\9Raz]l/3

[ 4 ^o J

(T-TJ=Z(T7)
and show that, for a fluid entering at T0

^f-

= - A T / " exp(-03)48

U/

(b) By defining the flux at the wall as
,IdT]

we can define a local heat transfer coefficient based on the inlet
temperature difference, so let
<lo = ho(z)(To-

Tw)

hence, show that
/4\1/3

(c) Define the average heat transfer coefficient using
^ = T ' /

hQ(z)dz

and thus show the dimensionless result
f
D]1/3
Nu = 1.62 Re Pr^A ;

L5

1.62-

( 9]
^ ~

r

\3)

where

This result, after Leveque (1928), compares reasonably well with
experiments. The multiplicative constant has been adjusted based on
experimental data to give a value 1.86.
10.3 3 . The Loschmidt diffusion cell is used to experimentally determine binary
gas diffusivity. For ideal gases, the transport equation, for the hollow
cylindrical cells, is Fick's second law of diffusion

dt

UAB

dz2

where xA denotes mole fraction A, z is distance and t is time. Thus,
two equivolume cylindrical cells, each of length L are joined by a thin,
removable membrane. One cell is loaded with pure component A, the
second is loaded with pure B. The thin membrane is suddenly removed,
and interdiffusion commences, according to the above transport equation. The initial and boundary conditions can be written

-^- = 0,

at

z = ±L

xA = 1, -L <z < 0, t = 0
xA = 0, 0 <z < L ,

t= 0

(a) Apply the method of separation of variables and show
(i) the expression to compute the system eigenvalues is:
Aw = I — 2 — ) 7 r ;

« = 0,1,2, •••

(ii) the expression for xA takes the form

'A-?+

EAsin(A n ^)exp(-A^)

(b) Show that An = -1/Xn, using the initial condition.
(c) The average (well-mixed) composition of each chamber after an
exposure time denoted as T, is represented by the integrals

_
X

\ A)BOT

I xAdz
=

Ldz
3J

fLxA dz
(x-\ = -^
V /I/TOP

-/

L

f dz

Bottom

Top

Figure 10.9

Find expressions to compute the average compositions; truncate the
series for large time. Typical behavior for average compositions are
illustrated in Fig. 10.9 as a function of r = DABt/L2.
(d) For long contact time, deduce an approximate expression to calculate DAB directly from average composition.
?tDAB\

+forbottom

Ans: (C) xA <* ^ ± %***>[-t-jjr);

_fortop

, x

1

1

/

10.43. Modern blood dialysis modules are made up of around 1 million
microsized, hollow fibers bound to a tube sheet in a fashion similar to a
traditional countercurrent heat exchanger. Thus, blood containing unwanted solute (such as uric acid) is forced into a header, which then
distributes blood flow into each of the 1 million hollow fibers (tubes). A
header at the exit recollects the cleansed blood, which is then pumped
back to the patient. A dialysis solution (free of solutes, such as uric acid)
passes in large volumes across the outer surface of the many hollow
fiber tubes. The walls of the hollow fibers are semipermeable and allow
certain substances, such as uric acid, to diffuse through the polymeric
material and thence into the fast flowing dialysis solution.
It is important to predict from first principles the time on-line to
reduce blood solute content to certain acceptable levels (much as a
functioning human kidney should do).
Because the solute flux is small relative to total blood flow, we can
model a single hollow fiber as a straight pipe with walls permeable to
certain solutes, so at quasi-steady state in the flowing blood phase, the

solute balance for species A is taken as
K

o

-

dz

U

A

y

d r

Y

dr

j

where ^ 0 is the constant, uniform (plug) velocity profile, D 4 is solute
diffusivity in blood, and C 4 is the solute molar composition. To account
for mass transfer resistances through the wall and across the outer tube
film resistance, we define an overall transport coefficient
1

=

K

,

1

where tw is wall thickness, Dw is diffusivity of species A through
polymeric wall, and Zc0 accounts for film resistance on the dialysis
solution side. From this, we can write the flux at the blood-wall
interface as

[

AC

~^r
Uf

1

= K0L[CA

-

CD]r=R

Ir = R

where CD is concentration of solute A in dialysis solution, usually taken
as zero.
(a) We shall denote the blood inlet solute composition as C 0 at the
axial position z = 0. For a single pass system, show that the average
composition C 4 obeys the analytical solution at position z = L

9A

where Bi = K0LR/DA

= 4Y

\

2 LDA

L

V R

°

1

J

and the eigenvalues are obtained from
A n Z 1 (AJ = BiJ 0 (A n )

Figure 10.10 illustrates behavior of the exit composition as Biot
number changes.
(b) For normal kidney function, a uric acid level for men is 3.58.5 mg/dl, and for women it is 2.5-7.5. Suppose the blood from a
patient sustains a level 20 mg/dl, which as a one-pass design goal
we wish to reduce to 7.5. Furthermore, take the hollow-fiber length
to be 22.5 cm, with an inner radius of 0.25 mm, and wall thickness of
0.1 mm. Diffusivity of uric acid through the polymeric wall is around
10 ~7 cm 2 /sec, while diffusivity of uric acid in blood is taken as
2.5 X 10 ~6 cm 2 /sec. You may correctly assume k() is quite large, so
film resistance on the dialysis solution side is negligible. What is the
required single-tube blood velocity to meet the design goal?
Ans: 0.18 mm/sec

Figure 10.10

10.53. Adsorption of low-volatility substances on silica gel is controlled by
surface diffusion (Masamune and Smith 1965) so that a model for
uptake of solutes such as ethyl alcohol on spherical pellets suggests that
equilibrium adsorption at the particle outer surface is followed by
surface diffusion into the solid particle interior. Assuming the particle
size is unchanged in time, the appropriate material balance is:

dt

U 2
r

dr\r

Sr )

subject to conditions
q = 0, t = 0, 0 <r <R
q=q*,

f>0,

r=R

*L = 0, t > 0, r = 0
The composition of the solid phase q(r, t) (moles solute/gram solid)
can be determined by separation of variables. The case of spherical
geometry can be mitigated somewhat by a change of variables: q =
w(r, t)/r, hence, yielding the elementary result
du
dt

d2u
2
dr

V

(a) Find the average particle composition defined as

and show that the final result agrees with Crank (1975)
q

,

6 £

-H2TT2Dt

1

(b) Do and Rice (1986) suggest a linear driving force (LDF) result can
be obtained by assuming the existence of a parabolic profile within
the particle
q = aQ(t)

+a2(t)r2

Use this and the transport equation to show
Bq

15D

#

This LDF approximation has become widely used to model complicated processes, such as Pressure-Swing-Adsorption.
10.6*. When a thin membrane is stretched over a cylindrical hoop, the drumhead surface movement w(r,t) obeys the approximate force balance
1 d ( dw\

d2w

where p is membrane density grams/cm2, and a is the applied tension,
dynes per centimeter. Suppose the initial condition is such that the
membrane shape is

w(r,O)=wo[l-(J)2]
where R denotes hoop radius.
(a) Show that the membrane vibrates according to the relation

where

UK) = o

Note, recurrence relations show

so
8

A

(b) Find an expression to compute the lowest possible frequency; this is
related to the method of tuning drums, violins, and so on.
2.405 ra
Ans: W1 = —5—w —
/? y p
10.73. One method to assess axial dispersion in packed beds is to inject a small
amount of solute upstream, TV0, and measure its distribution downstream CA(x, t). Thus, for plug flow with interstitial velocity v, the
material balance can be shown to be
dC
v A
V

dX

+
+

*CA
IF -

D

«

d*CA
dx2

where Da denotes axial dispersion coefficient. A simpler equation results by introducing a coordinate moving with the fluid: z = x - vt.
(a) Show that the change of coordinate gives a form of Fick's second
law
dCA
dt

d*CA
" dz 2

U

(b) A new particular solution (to some unspecified problem) can be
obtained by differentiating the error function solution for step input;
show that this gives

r
c =

K

^ 7W

I
exp

z2

\

rwJ

We shall use this solution to describe response to a pulse of solute.
(c) Find the constant K by noting that N0 must be conserved at any
time, t > 0 to get1

where Af is flow area, defined as total area times porosity.

1

ThC behavior at z = 0 is similar to an impulse, in the sense that CA -> <* as t -> 0.

(d) Use this result to suggest methods for finding Da if experimental
response curves at some position x = L are known. Note, the
residence time for injected solute is L/v, yet the maximum of C 4
arrives earlier by an amount Da/v2 , when Da/v2 <^ L/v. Prove
this assertion.
10.8*. An incompressible fluid, initially at rest in a circular tube of length L, is
subjected to the application of a step change in pressure gradient, so
that for laminar conditions, the local velocity along the tube axis obeys
dv
1 d ( dv\ Ap
PJT =»Td7(rJ7}
+ ~L
At the final steady state, the velocity profile obeys
1 d ( dv \ Ap

"73Flr*) + - r - °
hence, since
r = R, v = 0 and r = 0, ^ = O
then

'(')-(^)[i-U)1
As it stands, the equation describing transient velocity is inhomogeneous, and a separation of variables approach will fail. This can be
remedied by the following technique. Define velocity as being made up
of two parts, a steady part plus a deviation from steady state
v(r,t)

=v(r)

+y(r,0

When this is inserted above, the steady part causes cancellation of
Ap/L; hence,
dy

1 d I dy \

PJi=^TrVT?)
(a) Show that the deviation velocity y(r, t) must obey the initial condition

y(r,0) = -2t-o[l - (^) 2 ]
where
Iv
zt(

> ~

^
A1JiL

and Z^0 is the average tube velocity at steady state; the no-slip and
symmetry conditions are also obeyed; hence,
y(R,t)-0

and

^ i I

=0

(b) The equation and boundary conditions are now homogeneous; apply
the separation variables method and show
OO

J)cxp(-\2nr)

y U . r ) = T1 AnJ0(X
n= \

where

(c) Evaluate An and obtain the analytical prediction
0

n= \

K

nJ\\Kn)

The absolute velocity is calculated using
v

-^p- = 2(i - n - i
U

0

n= \

-T^-J0(Kt)CM-W

A J

n AAn)

(d) Estimate the time required for the centerline velocity to reach 99%
of the final steady value if /JL/P = 1 cm2/sec and the tube radius
is 1 cm. The development of centerline velocity is depicted in
Fig. 10.11.
Ans.: J55 = 0.814 sec

Figure 10.11

JC = O

Solid metal

Figure 10.12

10.9*. The production of metals in industries involves solidification, and sand
molds are used extensively (see Fig. 10.12).
(a) As a result of heat transfer during the solidification process, where
is the dominant heat transfer resistance located? Explain your
answer.
(b) To understand the heat flow in the sand mold, set up the coordinate
x as shown in the figure. Explain why the coordinate system selected
is a good one.
(c) If there is no heat resistance in the metal melt, what is the boundary
condition at x = 0 (i.e., at metal/sand mold interface)?
(d) In practice, the temperature profile in the mold penetrates only a
short distance. (Short penetration theory is applicable.) Considering
this circumstance, suggest a suitable condition far from the
metal-sand interface.
(e) The sand mold is initially at ambient temperature before the metal
melt is poured into the mold. Write down the initial condition for
the heat balance equation.
(f) Show that the appropriate transient heat balance is given by
dT_ _ d^T_
dt
~adx2
(g) Show that a particular solution to part (f) can be written in terms of
the error function (Chapter 4)

T

o - TM

I 2Vo7 /

where TM is the melt temperature, and T0 is the initial sand mold
temperature.

(h) Show the local heat flux at JC = 0 is given by

(i) Let L be the thickness of the solid metal (see Fig. 10.8), carry out
the heat balance around the solid metal and show that the heat
balance is
„ dL _
PMMM~17
a i

~

k(TM~T0)
I

7

yirat

What do pM and HM represent? What is the initial condition for
this heat balance equation?
(j) Integrate the equation in part (i) to derive the solution for the metal
thickness L as a function of time. Discuss this result and suggest
ways to reduce the solidification time.
10.10*. In order to obtain the solubility of gas in a polymer membrane and the
diffusivity of the dissolved gas within the membrane, an experimental
system is set up as follows. A membrane is placed between two closed
reservoirs—one is large and the other is small (see Fig. 10.13).
Initially, the membrane and the two reservoirs are thoroughly evacuated with a vacuum pump. The system is then isolated from the vacuum
pump by closing in-line valves. Next, a dose of gas is introduced into the
bottom large reservoir, such that its pressure is P 0 . This gas then
dissolves into the membrane and then diffuses to the top (small)
reservoir, where its pressure is recorded with a highly sensitive pressure
transducer.
(a) If composition varies only in the direction normal to the flat interface, perform a transient shell balance on a thin slice of membrane
using Fick's law to describe diffusion flux of dissolved gas.

Small reservoir

Pressure
transducer

Membrane

Constant P0

Large reservoir

Figure 10.13

(b) Solubility can be described by Henry's law, so that at the lower
interface (denoted as x = 0) take the boundary condition
C(x

= 0 ; f ) =HP0

Pressure is so low that convective transport in the membrane by
Darcy's law is negligible.
(c) Show that the solution to the mass balance equation is
x

-I
r

r

Vi

9

°°

C

r1

x]

^ v

HF0 = I - L ] - ¥ £

Sm

\

n7r

\

~r \

(

M2^2n.

\

V L) e Xi p n TT Ut \

n

[

Z^J

(d) Note there are two distinct group of terms in this solution. What
does the first (bracketed) term represent?
(e) If the volume of the small reservoir is V and the recorded pressure
at the time t is P, write down the mass balance equation of this
reservoir, and show that it has the form
RJ

dt "

AU

dx X=L

where A denotes surface area.
(f) Substitute the solution for C in part (c) to the mass balance
equation of part (e), and integrate to show that the solution for the
pressure of the small reservoir is

The response of the small reservoir pressure ratio is illustrated in
Fig. 10.14.

Figure 10.14

(g) At sufficiently large time, the solution of part (f) is reduced to

Use this relation to show how the solubility and diffusivity are
determined from experimental data.
10.11*. Dissolution of a solid particle in a finite volume (e.g., dissolution of a
medicine tablet in an organ) may be considered as a kinetic process with
the existence of a surface layer adjacent to the solid surface and the
diffusion through this layer being the controlling step to the dissolution
process. The dissolved material is then consumed by the different parts
of the organ according to a first order chemical reaction.
(a) The thickness of the surface layer around the solid particle is taken
as 8. Assuming the particle is spherical in shape, derive the mass
balance equation for the dissolved species in this layer (see Fig.
10.15). Then show that under quasi-steady-state conditions the mass
balance equation is
D d I 2dC\

n

What does this quasi steady state imply? What do D and C represent?
(b) The boundary conditions to the mass balance in part (a) are:
r = R;

C = C0

r = R + 5;

C = Cb

What do R, C0, and Cb represent?
(c) If the density of the particle is p and the molecular weight is M,
show that the particle radius is governed by the following equation
^dR
M dt

u

dC_
dr r=R

{Hint: Carry out mass balance around the particle.)

Figure 10.15

(d) If the consumption of the dissolved species in the finite volume is
very fast, that is, Cb ~ 0, solve the mass balance equation for the
dissolved species in the surface layer in part (a) and the particle
radius equation in part (c) to derive a solution for the particle radius
as a function of time, and then determine the time it takes to
dissolve completely the solid particle.
(e) If the consumption of the dissolved species in the finite volume is
slow and the rate of consumption per unit volume is kCh, derive a
mass balance equation for the dissolved species in the finite volume.
Solve this mass balance equation together with the mass balance in
part (a) and the particle radius equation in part (d) to obtain
solutions for the particle radius and the dissolved species concentrations as a function of time.

PS[R0

AHS=W*/- - *

+a I n ( ^ ) )
DM^T

10.12*. As a design engineer, you are asked by your boss to design a wetted wall
tower to reduce a toxic gas in an air stream down to some acceptable
level. At your disposal are two solvents, which you can use in the tower;
one is nonreactive with the toxic gas but is cheap, whereas the other is
reactive and quite expensive. In order to choose which solvent to use,
you will need to analyze a model to describe the absorption of the toxic
gas into the flowing solvent (see Fig. 10.16).

Figure 10.16

(a) For the nonreactive solvent, derive from first principles the mass
balance equation for the absorbed toxic gas into the solvent and
show
V

™*[1

[ S ) \ d z ~ ° dx2

(b) What are the boundary conditions for the mass balance equation
obtained in part (a). Consider two cases. In Case 1, the gas stream is
turbulent, whereas in Case 2, it is not.
(c) For the reactive solvent, derive from the first principles the mass
balance for the absorbed toxic species and assume that the reaction
between the absorbed toxic species and the solvent follows first
order kinetics.

(d) Assuming that you have obtained the solution for the distribution of
absorbed concentration of the toxic species, obtain a formula to
calculate the mass flux (moles/area-time) into the falling film as a
function of z.
d

N{z)=_D
V

C

'

dx * = o

Next, for a falling film of length L and width W, obtain a formula
for the mass transfer (moles/time) into the film.
Mass flux= w(LN(z)dz
J0 v '

= -WD (L^dz
J0 dx x = o

(e) For a given length and width and a given flow rate of liquid, which
solvent do you expect to give higher absorption rate and why?
10.133. The heat exchanger described in Section 1.2 operates at steady state
until an upset occurs in the inlet temperature.
(a) Show that the fluid temperature response obeys the PDE

pCp% + VoPCp§ +

(%)[nz,t)-Tw]-0

with the stipulation that the wall temperature (Tw) remains everywhere constant.
(b) Introduce deviation variables of the form
T(z,t) = f(z) +

f(z,t)

T0(I) = T0+T0(I)

and show that the following equations result
A

A

/>C,^+*>c!j + (Tr)f-O; /(2,O)-O; f(O,r)-fo(<)

»c,f

+

£[r-J-.]-o

The solution to the steady-state equation has already been obtained
and is given in Eq. 1.17 as
f(z) = r K + ( f 0 - 7 l v ) e x p ( - ^ T r ^ - )
(c) If the inlet temperature sustains a step change of magnitude a T0
(0 < a <1), so that T0U) = a?ouU), show that the Laplace transform &f(z, t) is
f(s, z) = aTojexp(-ST)exp(-T/T,.)
where
r = TT" • • • local residence time

(

2 h \~X
p ^
• • • thermal time constant
/cpC p /

(d) Invert the Laplace transform and show that
f(t,r) = a f o e x p ( - ^ J K ( J - T )
where
V

j

\1

whenr>r

Thus, the disturbance does not appear at the heat exchanger exit
until one full residence time has elapsed. The dynamics associated
with the wall may have considerable significance, as illustrated in
Problem 10.14*.
10.14*. Suppose the heat exchanger in Problem 10.13 is operated so that the
coolant stream temperature outside the tubular wall is relatively constant, but the wall temperature is allowed to vary. Denote the inside and
outside film coefficients as ht and h0, respectively, and if conduction
along the wall axis can be ignored, it is easy to show the applicable

thermal balances are

PCPJF + VoPCp£

+ -Jf[T(Z, t) - Tw{t)\ = O

AwpwCpJ^f- = It1P1(T - Tw) - h0P0(Tw - Tc)
where Aw denotes the wall cross-sectional area and Tc represents the
(constant) coolant temperature. The inner and outer tube perimeters
are approximately equal, so take P1 ~ P0 = P = 2irR.
(a) Rearrange the dynamic equations into a more tractable form and
show that

where
T = z/V0 - - - hot fluid residence time
T =

i

r0 =

p r

\*P^P

I Ih0
p £

C=I-^J

' '' i n n e r thermal time constant

J
T1

- 1

• • • outer thermal time constant
w

J*w • • • thermal capacitance ratio

R0 = outer tube radius
(b) Introduce perturbation variables of the form
T(t, r) = f ( r ) + f ( r , r )
Tw(t,T) = Tw(T) +

tw(t,T)

and show that the new dynamic equations are:

dt

OT

T1-V

w

t

where we note that Tc is constant (hence, Tc = 0).

(c) Solve the steady-state equations and show that the overall heat
transfer coefficient, 1/U = 1/A1- + l/h0, arises naturally
f(T)-7;

+

(f0-rc)exp(-^-T)

where T0 denotes the steady inlet temperature and U denotes
overall heat transfer coefficient:

the local wall temperature must obey

W - ^ M + jfrrj.
where in the limit as H0Zh1 -> oo, we see that Tw -> Tc, which
corresponds to the condition in Problem 10.13.
(d) To reduce algebra in subsequent manipulations, and since it is clear
that exchangers do not respond to inlet disturbances until t > r, it is
wise to introduce a change of variables by letting
0 = t - T = t - z/V0
Show that the dynamic equations become, since T(t, r) = T(O, r)

-j- + - ( r - TW) = o
OT

T1 \

w

l

C?

W - T,(f ~ f~) ~ T0(f»)

(e) Take Laplace transforms with respect to 0 to obtain, for an inlet
step of aTou(t) = f(t, 0):
f

"(s'T> = a + i/C+lAo f ( '' T )

and since T(f, 0) = f(0,0),
SfT(B, 0) = a?0/s,

r(.,r) =

because 0 = t when T = 0; hence,

ttr0exp(--)7exp^

+ 1/T) + 1/TQ

(f) Invert the Laplace transform, 7(s, T), noting that

^-•jexpfj)=^^")

j

in Appendix D, and noting further that
1

/

k

\

ts+a\l

1

\

(

k

\

hence use the shifting-theorem to see
f(0,T)=aToexp(-^)

X [M(0)e-«e/o(2Vfc0 ) + afy°%(2yfkp) rf/s]
where u(0) is inserted to remind that no response occurs unless
8 > 0, and the parameters are

k-

^ , sec-

6 = t - T > 0, sec
The response is similar to Problem 10.13 at small 6 > 0 (one
residence time). Unlike the previous problem, dynamic behavior
continues, owing to the thermal capacitance effect of the wall.
10.153. Show that a formally equivalent solution for Example 10.6 can be
obtained by writing Eq. 10.307 as

C({,»)-S'Mp(-f)«ip(rfr)

and hence, obtain

^^p-

= «(r)exp(-T - C)I0[I^)

where M(T) is inserted because no response occurs until T > 0. Compare
this with Eq. 10.309 to prove the property for / functions
J(i,r)

+J(r,C) = l + e x p ( - T - O / 0 ( 2 \ / ^ )

10.16*. Consider the stirred pot discussed in Section 10.2.1, whereby pure
solvent is used to extract oil from spherically shaped (e.g., soy beans)
seeds. Suppose m seeds of radius R containing oil composition C0 are
thrown into a well-stirred pot containing pure solvent. The material
balances for transient extraction are seen to be, for the solvent solution

and for the porous seeds, we have

dc_ _ nJ_± 2^_
2

dt ~

r

drr dr

(a) Express the equations using dimensionless independent variables
and obtain the coupled integro-differential balances
= — 3a I -T7

C(T)

dr

dc_ _ J_J> 2^_
where
r

^= ~R;

T=

tD

^i;

a=z

m /4

T713"

_,\

.

. .

j'''( c a P a c i t y r a t i °)

(b) Apply Laplace transforms for the well-stirred condition (i.e., C(r) =
c(l, T)) SO that film resistance is negligible, and thus obtain the
transient composition of oil in the solvent phase
COO
Q

=

_o
1+«

f
exp(-A2,r)
2
2
n% [\ n + 9a + 9a ]

where
tanA,=

3a\n
: ;
\zn + 3a

A11 > 0

Note: Use series expansions to show that a simple pole exists at
5 = 0.
Eigenvalues are tabulated in Table 10.1 for the values of a = 0.2,
0.5, and 1, and Fig. 10.17 illustrates the response of solvent composition with time.

Table 10.1 Eigenvalues for tan Xn =
i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

a = 0.2
3.3117 1012
6.3756 5983
9.4875 1775
12.6137 2372
15.7459 5800
18.8812 6941
22.0183 5816
25.1565 6476
28.2955 1960
31.4349 9965
34.5748 6239
37.7150 1258
40.8553 8411
43.9959 2970
47.1366 1467

a = 0.5
3.5058 8947
6.5023 8663
9.5776 6992
12.6830 1447
15.8020 4234
18.9283 0870
22.0588 3600
25.1920 7365
28.3271 3870
31.4634 9280
34.6007 8953
37.7387 9608
40.8773 5031
44.0163 3589
47.1556 6720

a n
2

An + 5a
a =1
3.7263 8470
6.6814 3485
9.7155 6609
12.7927 1161
15.8923 9684
19.0048 4951
22.1251 0812
25.2504 4796
28.3792 6573
31.5105 6238
34.6436 8526
37.7781 9091
40.9137 6798
44.0501 9163
47.1872 9559

Figure 10.17

10.17*. The problem of desorption of bound solute from particles thrown into a
well-stirred pot of solvent is formally equivalent to the leaching of oil
from seeds, worked out in Problem 10.16. Thus, fluid-filled sorbent
particles, initially containing solute on the solid phase, obey the linear
partition relationship
q = Kc

where q denotes solid solute composition as moles solute per unit
volume solid, and c is the solute in the fluid phase within the solid pore
structure with composition moles per unit volume fluid.
The material balance for a single particle in the stirred pot is
dc
dt

,„

dq
dt

x
}

v

^ 1 d ( 7dc\
P r2 d r \ dr I

where Dp denotes pore diffusivity, s is the particle void fraction (porosity) and (1 — e) represents solid volume fraction.
Inserting the linear partition coefficient and rearranging, we find the
identical diffusion equation as in the oil seed problem

dt

U

r2

dr\r

dr)

where the new diffusivity is seen to be

s +

(l-e)K

The mass balance for m particles exchanging solute with an initially
clean solvent is also similar to the oil seed problem for constant solvent
volume V

where the derivative is evaluated at the outer rim of the particle where
r = R.
(a) Introduce dimensionless variables f = r/R,r = tD/R2 and show
that the process of physical desorption is formally equivalent to the
leaching problem of 10.16 if the capacity ratio is defined as
m(^TrR3\[e
a=

+ (1 - e)K]
y

(b) The reverse process of adsorption from concentrated solutions in
well-stirred pots can be worked out using the above equations,
except the initial conditions are reversed
C(O) = C 0 ,

c(r,0) = * ( r , 0 ) = 0

Use Laplace transforms to show that the bulk, well-stirred solution
varies according to the relation

C(l).
C0

=

_ J _ ++ *001 f
1+ a

^1

exp(-A2 2n?)

( 9 a + 9a + A2)

where the eigenvalues are found from
tan Xn =

-

^

(c) As a final check on results, use an elementary, overall material
balance (initial system solute = final system solute) to prove that,
for desorption
c

(°°) =

TT^o

and for adsorption

The evaluation of the often-missed pole at s = 0 can be circumvented in this and Problem 10.16 by writing variables as a deviation
from future steady state, that is,
c ( r , 0 = C(oo)

+c(r,t)

It is easy to see that the deviation variable at r = R is
! _ , ,
C0

f

exp(-A2nT)

n%

9a + 9a2 + k\

where the positive sign corresponds to adsorption and the negative
to desorption.
10.18*. Heat regenerators operate in a manner similar to packed bed adsorbers.
Thus, large beds of solids (ceramic or metal balls, river rocks, etc.) are
heated using, for example, warm daytime air, and this stored heat is
then recycled for home-heating at night. Thus, consider a packed bed of
solid with voidage s into which air of uniform temperature T0 is
injected. The bed sustains an initial temperature T1. The air exiting the
packed bed is thus heated, and the bed is cooled, hence, the heat
exchange is a transient process much the same as adsorption or desorption of solute from granular beds,
(a) Perform a transient heat balance on the packed bed, assuming the
superficial gas velocity is uniform and constant at a value U0 and the
walls are perfectly insulated, and thus show
dTf
*Pfcf-df

+

dT
C1 " e)P*c>-dt~

dTf
oPfcf~d = °

+ U

where x denotes axial position from the bed inlet.

(b) Perform a transient heat balance on the solid phase, taking the
volumetric gas film coefficient to be hGa, where a denotes interfacial area of the solid phase per unit column volume and show

(l-e)Pscsd^f

= -hGa(Ts-Tf)

(c) Introduce interstitial velocity, v = U0/s and the change of variables,
which accounts for the reality that a thermal wavefront has a null
response until the residence time (x/v) is exceeded

to show that
(dTf\

P C V

k

Ga

(rj,

^X

T

f f ('te)9=~( *-Tf)

(l-e)pscs(^f)x=

-hGa{Ts-Tf)

(d) Combine the remaining variables to remove excess baggage and
obtain
dTf

where

-(T'-Tf)

1T =
=

xhGa
spfcfv>

r

6hGa
(l-6)p5c5

(e) Solve the remaining equation using Laplace transforms, noting the
initial bed temperature is T1 and the inlet air temperature is T0, and
show2
^

^

= exp( -C - T)I0(I^)

• u(r)

+ exp( - O ^ T e x p ( -j8)/ 0 (2i/j8f) dp
where w(0) = 0, u(0+) = 1.
2

Noting the symmetrical property of the / function
J(Cr)

= 1 - jr f exp(-T-/8)/ 0 (2V^9t)rfi8

so that
J(Cr)+J(T,£)

= 1 +exp(-r-/3)/()(2^)

hence, it can be shown that another form of solution is obtainable, which is strictly analogous to the
results in Example 10.6.

(Note: U(T) is added as a reminder that a response cannot occur
until time exceeds local residence time, that is, when T > 0).
(f) Program the series expansion for the Bessel function (compare
truncating the series expansion at 10, then 20 terms, and note when
x > 5: IQ(x) ~ ex/]/2irx\ and use the Trapezoidal or Simpsons
rule to compute the integral and thus produce plots of the dimensionless exit temperature versus real time t using the following solid
and air properties at 20° C
packed height at exit = 300 cm
voidage = 0.4
superficial gas velocity = 30 cm/sec
hGa = 0.8 cal/cm3-hr-°C
pf = 0.00144 g/cm 3
Ps

= 2 g/cm3

cf = 0.2 cal/g-°C
cs = 0.237 cal/g-°C
(g) Suppose the initial bed temperature (T1) is 25° C, and the inlet
temperature (T0) is 20° C. Use the properties in part (f) to compute
the time corresponding to air exiting the bed at 21° C.
10.193. A capillary-tube method to analyze binary liquid diffusivity was reported
in Mickley et al. (1957): a straight, narrow bore capillary tube of known
internal length has one end sealed and is filled with a binary solution of
known composition. The capillary is maintained in a vertical position
with the open end pointed upward. A slow stream of pure solvent is
allowed to continuously sweep past the open mouth of the capillary
tube. We shall designate species A as solute and species B as solvent.
After an elapsed time, T, the capillary is removed and the solution it
contains is well mixed and then analyzed for composition, to find how
much solute A was extracted. Generally, several such experiments are
conducted at different values of r.
If the diffusivity does not change too much with composition (actually,
an average diffusivity is computed corresponding to the average composition between initial and final state), the transient form of Fick's law for
equimolar counter diffusion and constant molar density is

where z denotes position (z = 0 is the position of the open mouth and
z = L is the closed end). Suitable initial and boundary conditions are
t = 0,
z =

0;

z=L;

xA = x0

(initial composition known)

xA = 0

(pure solvent at mouth)

DAB-j— = 0

(impermeable boundary)

(a) Apply the method of separation of variables and show that suitable
Sturm-Liouville conditions exist for the application of the orthogonality condition.
(b) Show that the appropriate eigenvalues for the stated conditions are
given by

An = [—%—j77'

w = 1,2,3,•••

(c) The fraction solute A remaining (after an experiment) is computed
using
Ric^_AhHdz

show that R obeys the analytical result
8

~

1

(2/i - I)2Tr2

[DABt\\

(d) Indicate by a graphical representation how long time experiments could be used to find DAB directly (long time implies
DABt/L2 » 1).
10.20*. The capillary-tube experiment described in Problem 10.19 was analyzed
from the point of view of long time (DABt/L2 » 1). We wish to
reconsider this analysis in order to derive a suitable relationship for
short-time conditions, such that DABt/L2 <^ 1. For short-time conditions, the effect of concentration-dependent diffusivity is minimized
(Rice and Goodner 1986). In the analysis to follow, use dimensionless
independent variables

(a) Apply Laplace transforms to the nondimensional transport equation
and show that
7^_ 1

1 [l-exp(-2^)'

(b) The so-called Initial-Value theorem can be derived from the
definition

ff(t)e-stdt

= sF(s)-f(O)

The existence of the Laplace Transform depends on the condition
that any exponential order for f(t) is dominated by e~s\ so that in
the limit s -> oo
Hm s • F(s)

=/(0)

So, for example, if we apply this all the way as s -> ooforthe
function R(s) we find
l i m ^ O ) = 1 =R(0)
which correctly shows that the fraction remaining at time zero is
unity (no extraction took place).
If we carry the limit for R(s) only partly, that is, let s -> large, we
find the compact transform

*<*> - 7 - ? 7 i
hence, for small time show that
ID

t\x/1

*(,,-i-2(££)
(c) For moderate times (DABt/L2 ~ 1), the denominator of R(s) can be
expanded using the Binomial theorem
+£

hence, show that the additional terms are

«'>-.-4&r-(V¥M-&)
+4afc
[fi£)

10.2I3. The analysis of heat transfer in Example 10.7, the so-called Nusselt
problem, could have been inverted without resort to Residue theory, by
a clever use of partial fraction expansion. If it is known that only distinct
poles exist, as in this example, then 0(5, £) could be expanded as an
infinity of partial fractions

K

'

s

Wfs)

*

n=

is~s»

(a) Show that the first coefficient is simply A0 = 1.
(b) The remaining poles (eigenvalues) were found by setting J0(i}fs) = 0,
hence, we obtained Sn = -X2n since J0(^n) = 0. For any of the
remaining coefficients, say Aj, we could use the usual partial-fraction algorithm to see

where

f(s) =/ 0 (nfo);

s(s)

=s-J0(I^)

However, in doing so, we arrive at the indeterminancy 0/0, since
g(Sj) = 0. To resolve this, expand g(s) around the point Sj using the
Taylor series

g(s) -g(sj) + ^[(s-sj)

+ jr^[(s

-Sj)2 + ...

and show that

A

M>

'

dg_

?W)
V|(Ay)

ds sj

(c) Invert the partial fractions term by term and show that the results
are identical to Example 10.7.

Chapter XX

Transform Methods
for Linear PDEs
11.1

INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapters, partial differential equations with finite space domain
were treated by the method of separation of variables. Certain conditions must
be satisfied before this method could yield practical results. We can summarize
these conditions as follows:
1. The partial differential equation must be linear.
2. One independent variable must have a finite domain.
3. The boundary conditions must be homogeneous for at least one independent variable.
4. The resulting ODEs must be solvable, preferably in analytical form.
With reference to item (4), quite often the ODEs generated by separation of
variables do not produce easy analytical solutions. Under such conditions, it
may be easier to solve the PDE by approximate or numerical methods, such as
the orthogonal collocation technique, which is presented in Chapter 12. Also,
the separation of variables technique does not easily cope with coupled PDE, or
simultaneous equations in general. For such circumstances, transform methods
have had great success, notably the Laplace transform. Other transform methods are possible, as we show in the present chapter.
The spatial domain for problems normally encountered in chemical engineering are usually composed of rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates.
Linear problems having these types of domain usually result in ODEs (after the
application of separation of variables) that are solvable. Solutions of these
ODEs normally take the form of trigonometric, hyperbolic, Bessel, and so forth.
Among special functions, these three are familiar to engineers because they
arise so frequently. They are widely tabulated in handbooks, for example, the
handbook by Abramowitz and Stegun (1964) provides an excellent resource on
the properties of special functions.
If the boundary conditions arising in linear analysis are nonhomogeneous,
they must be transformed to become homogeneous as taught in Chapters 1 and

10. This is normally done by transforming the dependent variable so that the
new partial differential equation will have homogeneous boundary conditions.
Although the separation of variables method is easy to apply, nonetheless,
considerable practice is required to use it successfully. In this section, a method
called the Sturm-Liouville integral transform will be presented. This method is
also known as the finite integral transform method. It has the distinct advantage
of all operational mathematics, which is simplicity.
11.2 TRANSFORMS IN FINITE DOMAIN:
STURM-LIOUVILLE TRANSFORMS
The strategy for using Sturm-Liouville transforms is, first, to carefully lay out
the algebraic rules for this class of operator. Obviously, the defining equation
and boundary conditions must be of the Sturm-Liouville type, as discussed in
Chapter 10.
11.2.1

Development of Integral Transform Pairs
The method of finite integral transforms (FIT) involves an operator (similar to
the Heaviside operator), which transforms the original equation into another,
simpler domain. The solution in the new domain will be seen to be quite
elementary. However, to be of practical value, it must be transformed back to
the original space. The operation for this inverse transformation, together with
the original operator, will form what we will call later the integral transform
pair. Figure 11.1 illustrates the mapping of the integral transform pair. The
Laplace transform and its inverse defined in Eqs. 9.1 and 9.3 form an integral
transform pair.
We shall denote the transform pairs as L (forward operator) and L" 1
(inverse operator), similar to the operators D and D~l discussed in Chapter 2.
Figure 11.1 outlines in graphic form the movement between domains, much the
same as the Laplace transform moves from t to s domains, and back again. The
solution methodology within the space A is very difficult and tortuous. The
solution may be more easily obtained by transforming the original equation into
space B, where the solution is more straightforward. Following this, the desired

Space A

Space B

Easy
path

Desired
solution

Figure 11.1 Schematic diagram of the transform pair.

solution can be obtained by the inversion process using the operator L l. The
method becomes particularly attractive when solving certain types of simultaneous, coupled partial differential equations.
Because they depend on the Sturm-Liouville equation, the separation of
variables method and the integral transform yield exactly the same solution, as
you would expect. But the advantage of the integral transform is the simplicity
of handling coupled PDEs, for which other methods are unwieldy. Moreover, in
applying the finite integral transform, the boundary conditions need not be
homogeneous (See Section 11.2.3).
EXAMPLE 22.1
To demonstrate the development of the integral transform pair in a practical
way, consider the Fickian diffusion or Fourier heat conduction problem in a slab
object (Fig. 11.2)

»

=

(1L1)

J?

where y could represent a dimensionless concentration or temperature.
The partial differential Eq. 11.1 is subjected to conditions
x = 0;

|j = 0

(11.2a)

x = 1;

y = 0

(11.2&)

t = 0;

y = 1

(11.3)

We note that the boundary conditions (11.2) are homogeneous. We define the
spatial domain as (0,1) but any general domain {a, b) can be readily converted
to (0,1) by a simple linear transformation

r=0

y

X =-I

x=0

x= 1

Figure 11.2 Temperature profile in a slab
object.

where x' e (a, b) and x e (0,1). This convenient symbolism simply means, x' is
bounded by a and b, so a < x' < b and 0 < x < 1.
Now multiply the LHS and RHS of Eq. 11.1 by a continuous function Kn(x)
(called the kernel) such that the function Kn(x) belongs to an infinite-dimensional space of twice differentiate functions in the domain (0,1). Eq. 11.1 then
becomes
%Kn(x) = J^Kn(X)

(11.5)

We can see analogies with the Laplace transform, which has an unbounded
domain and the kernel is
K(x)

=e~sx

(11.6)

If we integrate Eq. 11.5 with respect to x over the whole domain of interest, we
find

^j\(x,

t)Kn(x) dx = J^2Kn(X) dx

(11.7a)

Since the function Kn(x) is assumed to be twice differentiate, we can carry out
integration by parts on the integral in the RHS of Eq. 11.7« twice to see

Now, making use of the boundary conditions (11.2) to evaluate the square
bracket term on the RHS of Eq. 11.7fr, we have

(11.8)
Up to this point, it looks as if the new Eq. 11.8 is just as complicated as the
original Eq. 11.1. However, at this point we have not specified the specific form
for the kernel function Kn(x). It is Eq. 11.8 that provides the hint to simplify
matters. It is our aim to solve for

j\(x,t)Kn{x)dx
so the RHS must also be known or written in terms of this integral product.
Since the following variables are not known or specified

^

1

and

KO, 0

we have only one way to remove the bracketed terms (so-called unwelcome
terms) in the RHS of Eq. 11.8 and that is by setting
x = 0;

^ = O

(11.9a)

x = l;

Kn = O

(U.9b)

Equations 11.9 specify boundary conditions for the function Kn(x) (even though
this function is still unknown at this stage), and it is noted that these boundary
conditions are identical in form to the boundary conditions (11.2) for the
function y.
Having defined the boundary conditions (11.9), Eq. 11.8 now takes the simple
structure

£ fyx,t)Kn{x)dx= f\^?dx

(11.10)

To proceed further, we shall need to specify Kn(x). Equation 11.10 is now
simpler, but cannot be solved because the LHS and RHS appear to involve two
different functional forms. One way to resolve this difficulty is to define Kn by
setting
1

^

= -enKn{X)

(ii.il)

from which the reader can see that the integral product yKn exists on both
sides of the equation.
We could have made the RHS of Eq. 11.11 a positive number rather than
negative, but it can be proved that the negative number is the only option that
will yield physically admissible solutions. This will be proved later in dealing
with a general Sturm-Liouville system (see Section 11.2.2).
With Eq. 11.11, Eq. 11.10 becomes
^fly(x,t)Kn(x)dx=

-enCy{x j)Kn{x) dx

ai J0

(11.12)

J0

Now, Eq. 11.11 for Kn(x) is subject to two boundary conditions (11.9) and is
called the associated eigenproblem for Eq. 11.1. The function Kn(x) is called
the kernel or eigenfunction, whereas ^n is the corresponding eigenvalue. The
solution for this particular eigenproblem subject to conditions (11.9) is
Kn(x)

= COS(^x)

(11.13)

where the countably infinite eigenvalues are

€n = [ n - \ Y

for /I = 1,2,3,...,OO

(11.14)

which arises since Kn(I) = cos(^) = 0. The first eigenvalue is TT/2, and successive eigenvalues differ by ir.
In arriving at Eq. 11.13, the multiplicative constant of integration for COS(^JC)
has been arbitrarily set equal to unity. The actual values of the multiplicative
constants are added later when the inversion process takes place.
It is cumbersome to carry the full integral representation all the way through
the analysis, so we define (y, Kn) as an "image" of the function y, defined as
<y,Kn)=

CyKn(x)dx

(11.15)

This is typical operator format; for example, we replace Kn with e~s\ we would
have the Laplace transform with respect to time, written for an unbounded time
domain as
^y = Cye~st dt
-7O

Now Eq. 11.12 can be written compactly using this image as
^(y,Kn)=

-tf<y,Kn)

(11.16)

which is a simple, first order ODE in the variable (y, Kn) = f(t).
This result is clearly much simpler than the original partial differential
equation 11.1. To solve this first order equation for (y, Kn) we need to specify
an initial condition. This can be readily found by inspecting the "image" of the
initial condition (11.3) where, since y(x,0) = 1, we have
t = 0;

(y,Kn) = (I9Kn)

(11.17)

where (1, Kn) by definition in Eq. 11.15 is simply

° \n-\y
We remind the reader that Kn(x) is a function of x only.
The solution of the simple first order ODE in Eq. 11.16 subject to the initial
condition (11.17) is quite simple, so the sought after f(t) is
(y,Kn) = (l,Kn)e-&

(11.18)

where (1,Kn) is a computable constant as shown in the previous step. Up to
this point, one can easily recognize the similarity between the separation of
variables and the integral transform approaches by noting the appearance of the
exponential function on the RHS of Eq. 11.18 and by noting the analogous
eigenproblem in Eq. 11.11.

Ki Subspace

Space A

Projection

K2 Subspace

Kn Subspace

Figure 11.3 Mapping diagram.

The image of y by the forward integral transform is (y, Kn), and of course
there are infinite eigenfunctions Kn so there are infinite solutions for {y, Kn)
where n = 1,2,... . This is the basis for a special type of function space, called
a Hilbert space. In fact, whether we like it or not, every time we deal with an
infinity of series solutions, we are in a sense dealing with Hilbert space. In the
context of the present problem, the Hilbert space is an infinite-dimensional
space, and this space has infinite coordinates and each coordinate is represented by an eigenfunction. This arises because the eigenvalues given in
Eq. 11.14 are countably infinite.
The mapping diagram (Fig. 11.3) shows that a function y in the space A is
mathematically equivalent to the many images (y, K1), (y, K2), and so on.
From elementary vector analysis in a three-dimensional Euclidean space, we
may regard Kn as one of the coordinates and (y, Kn) is the projection of y
onto the coordinate Kn.
We shall return to the subject of Hilbert space when we will deal with the
generalized integral transform. For the present, let us return to the solution
(y, Kn) in the space B. Of course, this solution is not what we desire. It is
y(x, t) that we are after. In analogy with Euclidean space, if we know the
projection on the coordinate Kn as <y, Kn), the function y can be reconstructed in terms of a linear combination of all, countably infinite, coordinates;
hence,

y= Zam{t)Km(x)

(11.19)

m=\

where am is some set of arbitrary functions of time.
The only task remaining is to find suitable values for am(t), which must be
clearly dependent on time, t. Since the function Kn(x) is the eigenfunction, an
orthogonality condition must be associated with it. This condition simply states
that, under a proper definition of an inner product (to be defined shortly), the
eigenfunctions are orthogonal to each other. As we have shown in Chapter 10,
the orthogonality condition for the present problem (cf. Eq. 11.11 with

Sturm-Liouville equation) is obviously,
[1KJx)Kn(X)(Ix

=O

for

n*m

(11.20)

The integral form of this orthogonality condition is identical to the definition of
the integral transform (11.15) if we replace y with Km(x) and see
(Kn, KJ= (lKn{x)Km(x)dx

(11.21)

-7O

where obviously (Kn, Km) = (Km, Kn).
We shall use this as the definition of the inner product for the present case.
The eigenfunction Kn(x) is orthogonal to all other eigenfunctions except to
itself, since when n = m, the integral is finite; that is,
(1KZ(X) dx*0
By multiplying both sides of Eq. 11.19 by Kn, and integrating over the domain
[0,1], we obtain the inner products on the RHS as
OO

(y, Kn) = an{Kn, Kn) + £ am{Km, Kn)

(11.22)

/W = I

Making use of the orthogonality condition (11.20), the summation of series
terms in the RHS of Eq. 11.22 is identically zero. Thus, the coefficients an (or
am) can be found directly

_
U

"

(y,Kn)
(Kn, Kn)

<l,Kn)e-&
(Kn, Kn)

[11 Zi)

-

since (y, Kn) is known from Equation (11.18).
Substituting an from Eq. 11.23 into Eq. 11.19, we have, since m = n
y=

E ^KK^\Kn{x)

(11.24)

Equations 11.15 and 11.24 define the integral transform pairs for the finite
integral transform. The complete solution is now at hand, when the integrals
(I9Kn) and (Kn, Kn) are inserted along with Kn = cos(t;nx).
Since we now know the solutions to the eigenfunction and eigenvalue problems as Eqs. 11.13 and 11.14, then the solution for y is simply
y = 2 f:^lcos(^)e-^

(11.25)

since it is easy to see

<I,JO-/W
J

B

*)*-^

0

Sn

with gn defined in Eq. 11.14. This is exactly the same form obtainable by the
method of separation of variables.
Equation 11.24 not only defines the inversion process, but also states that the
function y can be expressed as a linear combination of all scaled projections
<y
r

'*">

(11.26a)

with the unit vector in normalized form as

( 26S)

••<*> -vijjr

"-

The normalized unit vector <f)n(x) means that <<£„, <£„> = 1. Thus, the normalized form of Eq. 11.24 is usually written as
=

"

Jy9Kn)

Kn(x)

l/2

n%[(Kn,Kn)]

= E

{
(

KKK\

[(Kn,Kn)]1/2

cos(g^)exp(-^)

(11.27)

which is a direct analogue of a three-dimensional Euclidean vector space. For
example, a vector a has the representation in rectangular coordinates as
a = ax\ + 0 2 j + 0 3 k

(11.28)

where i, j , and k are unit vectors of the three directional coordinates and
av a2, a3 are projections of the vector a onto these coordinates. Thus, it is clear
that the finite integral transform is similar to the Euclidean vector space except
that countably infinite coordinates exist.
Schematic plots of y(x, t) as function of x and t are shown in Fig. 11.2.
11.2.2

The Eigenvalue Problem and the Orthogonality Condition
Using an elementary example, we have introduced the methodology and the
conceptual framework for the finite integral transform, most notably the concept of the integral transform pairs. The function y is called the object and the
product pair (y, Kn) is called the integral transform of y or the "image" of y.

The operator < , > is called the transform operator or the inner product. Kn(x)
is called the kernel of the transform and can be regarded as a coordinate in the
infinite dimensional Hilbert space, within which an inner product is defined.
The equation describing the kernel Kn is called the associated eigenproblem.
In this section, we will apply the finite integral transform to a general
Sturm-Liouville system, and the integral transform is therefore called the
Sturm-Liouville integral transform. Thus, all finite integral transforms are
covered at once: Fourier, Hankel, and so forth.
It was clear in the previous example that cosine functions occurred in the
natural course of analysis. In fact, the transformation we performed there is
often called the finite Fourier transform. However, the broad category of such
finite transforms are called Sturm-Liouville.
The eigenvalue problem of a general Sturm-Liouville system must be of the
following general form, in analogy with the Sturm-Liouville relation given by
Eq. 10.185

£[p(x)^^]-Q(xWx)+€r{x)K{x)=0

(11.29)

where x lies between a and b and £ is a constant (replacing /3 in Eq. 10.185).
We have written q(x) with a negative sign in the present case, and stipulate that
q(x) > 0.
The boundary conditions for an eigenvalue problem must be homogeneous
x = a;

AxK(a) + A2dK^

=0

(11.30a)

x = b;

BxK(b) + B2dK^

=0

(1130b)

where A1, A2 and B1, B2 are constants, which can take zero values.
These forms admit dK/dx = 0 or K = 0 at either x = a or x = b. The
conditions on the functions p(x), q(x), and r(x) are not too restrictive. These
are: p(x), q(x), r(x), and dp/dx are continuous, and p(x) and r(x) are
positive and q(x) is nonnegative in the domain [a, b],
Since generally there is more than one eigenvalue and its corresponding
eigenfunction, we denote the nth eigenvalue and its eigenfunction as £n and
Kn(x).
The Sturm-Liouville equations corresponding to eigenvalues ijn and £m are

^ W ^ S r ^ ] " «(*)*«(*) + Lr(X)Kn(X) = 0 (11.31a)
^[PC*)^^"]

-Q(x)Km(x) +tmr(x)Km(x) =0 (1131ft)

The corresponding general, homogeneous boundary conditions suitable for
orthogonality are
x = a; A1Kn(U) + A2^^-

= A1KJa)

+ A2^p-

x = b; B{Kn(b) + B2^j^-

= B1KJb) + B

2

= 0 (11.32«)

^ ^ - = 0 (11.32*)

Multiplying Eq. 11.31a by Km(x) and Eq. 11.316 by Kn(x) and eliminating q(x)
between the two resulting equations, we obtain

= Un - Ur(X)Kn(X)KJx)

(11.33)

Integrating Eq. 11.33 with respect to x over the domain of interest yields

= (L - U fbr(x)Kn(x)Km(x)
J

dx

(11.34)

a

Carrying out integration by parts on the two integrals in the LHS of Eq. 11.34
gives

-[p<*>^)^]\[P(^)^i];
= (L ~ UJbr(x)Kn(x)Km(x)
J

dx

(11.35)

a

Finally, substituting the homogeneous boundary conditions (Eq. 11.32) into Eq.
11.35, terms cancel and what remains is the orthogonality condition
fbr (x) Kn(x) Km(x)dx

=0

for

n*m

(11.36)

which is the inner product for the general case (cf. Eq. 11.21).
We say that Kn(x) is orthogonal to Km(x) with respect to the weighting
function r(x). This orthogonality condition provides us a way to define the inner
product (or the integral transform) for the Hilbert space. This integral tranform
on any function g(x, t) is defined as
(g(x,t),Kn)=

[br(x)g(x,t)Kn(x)dx
J

a

(11.37)

where g(x, t) is any continuous function. With this definition of integral
transform (inner product), the coordinate Kn of the Hilbert space is then
orthogonal to all other coordinates, and the so-called unit vector of the Kn
coordinate, as mentioned previously, is simply

where it is easy to see that ((J)n, (J)n) = 1, which implies normalization. With this
definition of the unit vector, an arbitrary function y can be represented by the
following series expansion
y =

£ r/^Vxii/^*)
n = \ [(Kn,Kn)\

for

a <x

<b

<n-39)

where (y, Kn)/[(Kn, Kn)]1/2 is viewed as the scaled projection of the function
y onto the coordinate Kn. It is also called the Fourier constant in many
textbooks. Equation 11.39 can be proved by assuming that y can be expressed as
a linear combination of Kn; then after applying the orthogonality condition (Eq.
11.36), we obtain the expression previously given.
Next, we will prove that the eigenvalues are positive. Let us start from
Eq. 11.35, and if we take ijn = an + ifin and let £m be the conjugate of £„, so
that we have

Eq. 11.35 then becomes

-[ P <;«*)^[+[P<*>K.(*>^[
- 2i/3jbr(x)K,(x)r,(x) dx
J

(11.40)

a

where Kn is the complex conjugate of Kn(x).
Using the homogeneous boundary conditions (Eqs. 11.32), Eq. 11.40 becomes
2ipJJ hr(x)K2n(x)dx = 0

(11.41)

a

Now since r(x) is assumed positive over the domain (a, b), the integral of
Eq. 11.41 is therefore positive definite. Hence, we must have
Pn = O

(11-42)

This proves that the eigenvalues of the Sturm-Liouville system are real, not
complex numbers.

We have just established that the eigenvalues are real. Next, we wish to show
that they are positive. Multiplying Eq. 11.29 by Kn and integrating the result
with respect to x from a to ft, we obtain

fpix)]^1}2
L =±

dx + fbq(X)[Kn(x)}2 dx

[

-^~A

^

(11.43)
2

/ r(x)[Kn(x)} dx
J

a

Since p(x) and r(x) are positive functions and q(x) is nonnegative (i. e., q(x)
can be zero), it is clear from Eq. 11.43 that all integrals are positive definite,
hence £n must be positive.
The above analysis (from Eq. 11.31 to Eq. 11.43) has established the following
theorem.
Theorem 11.1
For a Sturm-Liouville system defined as:

^ [ ^ * ) ^ ? " ] ~ 1(X)K(X) + €r(x)K(x) = 0
subject to

and p(x), q(x), r(x), and dp(x)/dx are continuous; p(x) and r(x) are positive;
and q(x) is nonnegative over the domain (a, b), the eigenfunction Kn will have
the following orthogonality conditions:
fbr(x)Kn(x)Km(x)dx

=0

for

n# m

and the eigenvalues are real and positive.
The eigenfunctions Kn(x) together with the definition of integral transform
(inner product) defined in Eq. 11.37 will define a Hilbert space, and any
arbitrary function y can be represented as a series as
y=

E (KKK^X)

{llM)

which defines the inverse transform.
If the function y satisfies the same homogeneous boundary conditions as
those for the eigenfunctions, then the series representation (Eq. 11.44) will
converge uniformly to y for all x in the domain [a,b]. Proof of this can be
found in Churchill (1958) using the Green's function approach.

To generalize the integral transform approach, let us consider the following
operator.
L = -7—r • -j- p(x)-j-\
r(x)
dx yy Jdx\

7—T(x)
r

(11.45)
v

;

This implies the eigenfunctions satisfy LKn = -^nKn, by comparison with
Eq. 11.29. Here, r(x), p(x), q(x) are continuous functions and p(x), r(x) > 0,
and q(x) is nonnegative, and the following two boundary operators are defined:

M(-) = [^1(O +A2^w-]a

(H-46*)

N(-) = [*,(•) +B2^r]b

(H-46A)

where M(-) is a boundary operator at the point x = a, and M*) is the
boundary operator at the point x = b. Henceforth, it will be understood that M
operates at point a and N at point b.
Suppose the problem we wish to solve is the ODE
Ly(jc) = / ( * )

(11.47a)

where fix) is some continuous forcing function. Further, suppose Eq. 11.47a is
subject to the following boundary conditions
My = O

and

Ny = O

and

Bly(b,t)

(11.47&)

that is,
Aly(a,

O

+

A

2

^ l

=O

+

B2&%4--0

If we now take the approach of Example 11.1 as follows:
1. Multiplying the LHS and RHS of Eq. 11.47a by Kn(x).
2. Integrating the result twice with respect to x from a to b.
3. Making use of the boundary conditions (11.476) and then removing the
unwelcome terms.
We then obtain the following associated eigenproblem for Eq. 11.47, which is
the Sturm-Liouville system
LKn

=

-ZnKn
(11.48)

MKn = 0

and

NKn = 0

In the process of deriving the eigenproblem, the integral transform (inner
product) evolves naturally and is given as in Eq. 11.37, and the transform of

Eq. 11.47a is simply,
(Ly,Kn) = (f(x),Kn)

(11.49)

It is not difficult to prove (see Problems), using integration by parts, the
following formula
(Ly, Kn) = (y, LKn)

(11.50)

If an operator L satisfies the above relation, it is called a self-adjoint operator.
This self-adjoint property is important in the derivation of the Sturm-Liouville
theorem. In fact, it was the critical component in the derivation of the orthogonality condition (11.36).
Performing the self-adjoint operation (11.50) on the LHS of Eq. 11.49, we see
directly
(y, LKn) = (f(x), Kn)

(11.51)

But from the definition of the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem (Eq. 11.48),
the LHS of Eq. 11.51 gives
(y,-^nKn)

= -Uy, Kn)

-in<y,Kn)

= <f(x),Kn)

hence, we now have

which can be solved directly for (y, Kn)

(y,Kn)=

-±(f(x),Kn)
Sn

Thus, the self-adjoint property allows direct solution for the transform (y, Kn).
The inversion will then be given as shown in Eq. 11.39, that is,

y--£
n =1

{

I(XK^K"\K^
Sn\Kn>Kn/

( n - 52 >

The solution is complete when the elementary integrals (Kn, Kn) and (f,Kn)
are inserted.
One can see that the integral transform indeed facilitates the resolution of
ODE boundary value problems and also partial differential equations comprised
of Sturm-Liouville operators (e.g., Eq. 11.45). The simplicity of such operational methods lead to algebraic solutions and also give a clearer view on
how the solution is represented in Hilbert space. Moreover, students may find
that the Sturm-Liouville integral transform is a faster and fail-safe way of
getting the solution. Thus, Eq. 11.52 represents the solution to an almost infinite
variety of ordinary differential equations, as we see in more detail in the
homework section.

The application of the Sturm-Liouville integral transform using the general
linear differential operator (11.45) has now been demonstrated. One of the
important new components of this analysis is the self-adjoint property defined in
Eq. 11.50. The linear differential operator is then called a self-adjoint differential
operator.
Before we apply the Sturm-Liouville integral transform to practical problems, we should inspect the self-adjoint property more carefully. Even when
the linear differential operator (Eq. 11.45) possesses self-adjointness, the selfadjoint property is not complete since it actually depends on the type of
boundary conditions applied. The homogeneous boundary condition operators,
defined in Eq. 11.46, are fairly general and they lead naturally to the self-adjoint
property. This self-adjoint property is only correct when the boundary conditions are unmixed as defined in Eq. 11.46, that is, conditions at one end do not
involve the conditions at the other end. If the boundary conditions are mixed,
then the self-adjoint property may not be applicable.

EMMPlE 1L2
Now we consider application of the transform technique to a transient problem
of heat conduction or Fickian diffusion in a cylinder (Fig. 11.4). The slab
problem (Example 11.1) was dealt with in Section 11.2.2.
A transient heat or mass balance equation in a cylinder has the following
form

y=0

JC = - 1

x=0

x= 1

Figure 11.4 Temperature profiles
in a cylinder.

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions
t = 0;

x = 0;
JC = 1;

y =1

(11.54)

|£ = 0

(11.55)

y= 0

(11.56)

To apply the Sturm-Liouville integral transform, we follow the same procedure
as described in Example 11.1; that is,
1. Multiply Eq. 11.53 by xKn(x) and integrate the result with respect to x
from 0 to 1.
2. Apply the boundary conditions (11.55) and (11.56) and remove the unwelcome terms.
We then obtain the following associated eigenproblem, which defines the kernel
Kn of the transform

and the requirements similar to Eqs. 11.8 and 11.9 are
x = 0;
x = 1;

^ = O
Kn = 0

(11.57*)
(11.57c)

In symbolic form, we could write Eq. 11.57« as LKn = -£nKn(x).
From the process outlined, not only do we obtain the equations for the kernel
(Eq. 11.57), but also the definition of the integral transform, which evolved
naturally to become
(y,Kn)

= [1Xy(X)KnCbC

(11.58)

where the natural weighting function for cylinders is x (for spheres it would be
JC2, and for slabs, unity).
You may note that the eigenvalue in Eq. 11.51a is specified as £n. It is also
clear that the solution of Eq. 11.57 is
Kn=J0(^nX)

(11.59)

and the eigenvalues arise naturally from the boundary condition JC = 1; Kn = 0,
so that the transcendental relation allows computation of gn:
J0(L)

=0

(11.60)

Again, the multiplicative constant for Kn is taken as unity. The properties of
Bessel function are discussed in Chapter 3.

Applying the integral transform defined in Eq. 11.58 to Eq. 11.53, we have
first

«*£l-(Ly,Kn)

(11.61)

Now, applying the self-adjoint property as

(Ly, Kn) = (y, LKn)
we get

where we have replaced LKn = -^nKn. Now making use of the definition of
the integral transform (Eq. 11.58), the above equation becomes
d<y

'In)

= fxy(-{2nKn)dx=

Ul

-en/1XyKnCk=

J0

-g(y,Kn>

(11.62)

JQ

Thus, the self-adjoint property accomplishes the steps from 11.10 to 11.16 in a
single step! The initial condition for Eq. 11.62 is obtained by taking the
transform of Eq. 11.54; that is,

t = 0;

dx = 3 ^ -

(y, Kn) = <1, Kn) = f\xKn(x)

(11.63)

The solution of Eq. 11.62 subject to the initial condition (11.63) is
(y,Kn) = (hKn)e-&

(11.64)

Finally, the inverse of <y, Kn) is simply,

E

(y•> K )

(K

^,
K

(I9Kn)

x

r \ n( ) = L

(K

K

_ti

\Kn(x)e *"'

where Kn(x) = / 0 (£ n x), and the inner product forn=m

(11.65)

is

f\jZ(tnx)a\=J-^

<Kn,Kn> =
J0

L

The solution methodology for the Sturm-Liouville integral transform is now
quite straightforward and of course yields the same results as the separation of
variables method, as the reader can verify.
The solution form obtained in Eq. 11.65 for cylindrical coordinates is identical in structure for other coordinates, that is, rectangular and spherical. The
only difference among them is the definition of the eigenproblem. We tabulate

below the value for Kn, (1,Kn), and (Kn, Kn) for the three geometries: slab,
cylinder, and sphere, respectively.
Slab
Kn = COS(^nX),

Zn = In-I)*,
V

(1,Kn) = ^ ^ - ,
*"
(11.66a)

'

(Kn, Kn) = j
Cylinder
Kn=J0(ZnX),

J0(U=O,

(1,Kn) =

J

-^-,

(Kn,Kn)

J

=

-^

(11.66Zr)
Sphere
sin(^0

n r \ -

C O S

(^)

( K K ^ -

1

(11.66c)
Inhomogeneous Boundary Conditions
In the previous section, we developed the finite integral transform for a general
Sturm-Liouville system. Homogeneous boundary conditions were used in the
analysis up to this point. Here, we would like to discuss cases where the
boundary conditions are not homogeneous, and determine if complications arise
which impede the inversion process.
If the boundary conditions are not homogeneous, they can be rendered so by
rearranging the dependent variable as discussed in Chapter 1. To show this, we
use an example which follows the nomenclature of the previous section
%=Ly
' = 0;

y=yo(*)

(11.67)
(H.68)

My= a

(11.69a)

Ny = (3

(11.69£)

where L, M, and TV are operators of the type defined in Eqs. 11.45 and 11.46.
We can decompose y(x, t) into two parts (such as deviation variables used in
Chapters 9 and 10)
y(x,t) =Y(x,t) +u{x)

(11.70)

Substitution of Eq. 11.70 into Eqs. 11.67 to 11.69 yields
^
t = 0;

= LY + Lu

(H.71)

Y+u(x)=yQ(x)

(11.72)

M(Y + u) =a

(11.73a)

N(Y+ u) = p

(11.73Z>)

To make the boundary conditions for Y homogeneous, we could define the
following auxiliary equation for u, which is simply the steady-state solution
Lw = O; M(u)=a;

N(u) = /3

(11.74)

Having defined u as in Eq. 11.74, the governing equations for the new dependent variable Y become

f = 0;

Jf=LY

(11.75)

Y = yo(x) - u(x)

(11.76)

M(Y) = N(Y) = 0

(11.77)

This new set of equations for Y now can be readily solved by either the method
of separation of variables or the Sturm-Liouville integral transform method.
We must also find u(x), but this is simply described by an elementary ODE
(Lu = 0), so the inhomogeneous boundary conditions (11.74) are not a serious
impediment.
EXAMPiM UJ
We wish to investigate the solution of the following problem
% « ^y

(H.78a)

subject to the initial and boundary conditions
r = 0;

y=0

(11.78&)

|J =0

(11.78c)

!£=ft-(l-y)

(11.78rf)

x = 0;
x = l;

where the operator V2 is the Laplacian operator defined as

with s being the shape factor of the domain. It takes a value of 0,1, or 2 for
slab, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates.
The model Eqs. 11.78 describe the concentration distribution in a particle
where adsorption is taking place with a linear adsorption isotherm. The external
film mass transfer is reflected in the dimensionless Biot (Bi) number. The model
equations can also describe heat conduction in a solid object and the heat
transfer coefficient is reflected in the dimensionless Bi parameter.
We note that the boundary condition (11.78d) is inhomogeneous. To render
the boundary conditions homogeneous, we need to solve the steady-state
problem
V2W = 0

(11.80a)

subject to

x

= 0;

^ = O

and

x = 1;

^ - = Bi(I - w)

(UMb)

Solution of Eqs. 11.80 is simply
u = 1

(11.81)

Thus the new dependent variable Y is defined as in Eq. 11.70; that is,
Y = y-1

(11.82)

Substitution of Eq. 11.82 into Eq. 11.78 would yield the following set of
equations for Y having homogeneous boundary conditions
= V2Y

^

(11.83a)

= 0;

Y= - 1

(11.83&)

x = 0;

I^ = 0

(11.83c)

+ Bi-Y=O

(11.83rf)

T

JC = 1;

^

This new set of equations now can be solved readily by the finite integral
transform method. Using the procedure outlined in the last two examples, the
following integral transform is derived as
(Y9Kn) = (1X5Y(X^)Kn(X)

dx

(11.84)

where the kernel of the transform is defined from the following associated

eigenproblem
V2Kn(X)^enKn(X)=O
x = 0;

Jt=I;

(11.85a)

^ = O

(UJKb)

dK
-^- + BiXn = 0

(11.85c)

Using the procedure described in the earlier sections, the solution for Y is
readily seen to be

Y- - E

/

K

"

K

\ Kn(X)

(11-86)

and hence
00

y=i - E
„-1

( 1 K )e~^T

/ ^

n

' v Jgn(^)

(ii-87)

(Kn,Kn>

For three different shapes, the expressions for Kn(x), Jjn, (1,Kn) and (Kn, Kn)
are

X n (x) = cos(f n x)

(11.88a)

Zn sin(^ n )= BiCOs(^n)

(11.88*)

<1?^> = ^

M

<^,^> = i [ l + ^ M ]

X B =io(f B *)
Ui(M = M-UO

(1,Kn) = ^P-

(Kn, Kn) = ^ I [l + ( § ) 2 ]

(11.88c)

(11.88d)

(11.89a)
(U.S9b)

(11.89c)

(11.89d)

Sphere
Kn = ^

>

(11.90a)

€n cos(^) = (1 - Bi) sin(^)

(11.90ft)

/1 K \ - ( S i " ( ^ ) - L COS(Q]
U, A n ; -J

(11.90c)

Sn

The concentration distribution is defined in Eq. 11.87, and of practical interest
is the volumetric average. The volumetric average is defined as
yavg = (s+1) f\sy(x,T)

dx

(11.91)

Substitution of Eq. 11.87 into Eq. 11.91 yields the following general solution for
the volumetric average

yavg = 1 - (s + 1) £ ,(1KKnf, ' e~&

(11.92)

Of further interest is the half-time of the process, that is, the time at which the
average concentration is half of the equilibrium concentration. This is found by
simply setting yavg equal to 1/2, and solving the resulting equation for the
half-time T05. For example, when Bi -> oo, the following solution for the
half-time is obtained

T05 =

/0.19674
0.06310
(0.03055

fors = 0)
for s = 1
for* = 2/

(11.93)

The average concentration (or temperature) and the half-time solutions are
particularly useful in adsorption and heat transfer studies, as a means to extract
parameters from experimental measurements.

As an alternative to the previous example, we can also solve the problems with
inhomogeneous boundary conditions by direct application of the finite integral
transform, without the necessity of homogenizing the boundary conditions. To
demonstrate this, we consider the following transient diffusion and reaction
problem for a catalyst particle of either slab, cylindrical, or spherical shape. The
dimensionless mass balance equations in a catalyst particle with a first order

chemical reaction are
| Z = V2y _ ^y

(11.94a)

r = 0;

y= 0

(11.94*)

x = 0;

I^ = 0

(11.94c)

x = l;

y= 1

(11.94d)

where the Laplacian operator V2 is defined as in Eq. 11.79, and <f> is the Thiele
modulus.
If we applied the previous procedure, we must solve the steady-state equation
V2M -4>2u
x = 0;

=0

^ - = 0 and

x = 1;

(11.95a)
u =1

(11.95ft)

and then the finite integral transform is applied on the following equation for
Y(y = Y + u)
^
T

= V 2 F - 4>2Y

(11.96a)

Y= -u(x)

(11.966)

= 0;
x = 0;

^

Jt = I;

= O

Y=O

(11.96c)
(11.96a")

The solutions for the steady-state concentration u are

u=

(11 97a)

^iKw

-

u =^

(11.97ft)

sinh(</>A:)
w = —. y > , v

(11.97c)

for slab, cylinder, and sphere, respectively.
To find Y, we apply the finite integral transform to Eqs. 11.96a, where we
again solve the following associated eigenproblem
V2Kn -42Kn
* = 0;
x = 1;

+ ^nKn = O

(11.98a)

^

(11.98ft)

= O

Kn = 0

(11.98c)

and then follow the procedure of the previous example to find the solution.
However, it is possible to attack the problem directly, as we show next.
To avoid the process of homogenization, we simply apply the integral transform directly to the original Eq. 11.94. For a given differential operator V2 and
the boundary conditions defined in Eqs. 11.94c and d, the kernel of the
transform is defined from the following eigenproblem
V2Kn + Zn1Kn = O

(11.99a)

* = 0;

dK
-^f = 0

(11.99ft)

x = \\

Kn = O

(11.99c)

This particular eigenproblem was obtained by simply applying the operator V2
on Kn and setting it equal to -^nKn. The boundary condition of this eigenfunction is the homogeneous version of Eqs. 11.94c and 11.94<i.
The several solutions for this eigenproblem itself have already been given in
Eqs. 11.88, 11.89, and 11.90 for slab, cylinder, and sphere, respectively.
The integral transform for this inhomogeneous problem is defined as before
(y,Kn)

= [1X^(X9T)Kn(X)ClX

(11.100)

where the general weighting function is xs.
Now applying the integral transform directly to the original equation Eq. 11.94,
we obtain

^df^

= Zn[^Kn) - (y, Kn)] -4>2(y, Kn)

(11.101)

where the first two terms in the RHS of Eq. 11.101 arise from the integration by
parts, as illustrated earlier in Eq. 11.8.
The initial condition of Eq. 11.101 is obtained by taking the transform of Eq.
11.946; that is,
r = 0;

(y,Kn) = 0

(11.102)

The solution of Eq. 11.101 subject to the initial condition (11.102) is
<y, *„> - <1, Kn)

( f

,+ ^

^

+

^

e

The first term on the RHS of Eq. 11.103 can be rearranged to give

(11.103)

The inverse of Eq. 11.104 can now be readily obtained as

y= E (1'KK\KM

(11.105a)

or
"

(1,Kn)
K

-

K

„ = 1 \ m n>

n= 1

(Zn + <t> )(Kn9 Kn)

)£2e~t"r

(IK
n

JhKn)Kn(X)

= l [Sn + <P

)\Kn'Kn/

The first series on the RHS of Eq. 11.105fo is in fact the series representation of
the function " 1 , " that is, the solution can now be rewritten as

=

"

(1,Kn)Kn(X)

2

"

{\, KnHIe-*

" * - + R (H + <f> )(Kn,Kn> ~ £ (tf+ ^)(Kn, Kn)

(U 106)

-

where KnM9^n, (I9Kn), (Kn, Kn) are defined in Eqs. 11.88, 11.89, and 11.90
for slab, cylinder, and sphere, respectively.
The solution obtained by the second method is quite straightforward and
faster than the traditional way, even though the conventional way could yield
the steady-state solution in an analytical form (Equation 11.97), yet the second
method yields the steady-state solution in a series form (the first two terms of
Equation 11.106). The series in the second set of terms on the RHS of
Eq. 11.106 has a slow convergence property. For the summation done by a
computer, this is not really a hurdle, but the series can be further rearranged to
have faster convergence rate. Interested readers should refer to Do and Bailey
(1981) and Johnston and Do (1987) for this convergence enhancement.
11.2.4

Inhomogeneous Equations
The last section deals with the case of nonhomogeneous boundary conditions.
Now we will study the problem when the equation itself is inhomogeneous.
Now if the partial differential equation is inhomogeneous of the form

|£=Ly-/(*)
T = 0;

(11.107)

y=yo(x)

(11.108)

M(y)=N(y)=0

(11.109)

A new dependent variable Y can be introduced as in Eq. 11.70. Substituting Eq.
11.70 into Eqs. 11.107 to 11.109 gives
d

-^=LY+Lu-f(x)

r = 0;
M(Y

Y+u(x) = yo(x)
+ u) = N(Y +u)=0

(11.110)
(11.111)
(11.112)

Thus, if we define u as the steady-state solution

Lu(x)

-f(x) = 0

and

M(u) = N(u) = 0

(11.113)

the new set of equations for Y are homogeneous and are the same as Eqs. 11.75
to 11.77, which then can be readily solved by either the separation of variables
method or the finite integral transform method. However, we can also attack
this problem directly without introducing deviation from steady state, as we
show next.
As in the previous section, we can obtain the solution for y by directly
applying the integral transform to Eq. 11.107. The kernel of the transform is
obtained from an eigenproblem, which is defined by taking the operator L on
Kn and setting the result equal to -^nKn; that is,
LKn(X) +

tfKn(x)=0

M(Kn) = N(Kn) = 0

(11.114a)
(11.114ft)

The application of the transform to Eq. 11.107 would yield
d{y n)

£

= (Ly, Kn) - </(*), Kn)

(11.115)

Using the self-adjoint property (obtained by integration by parts of the first term
on the RHS of Eq. 11.115), we have
d{y n)

£

= <y>LKn) - (f (x), Kn)

(11.116)

Next, using the definition of the kernel, Eq. 11.116 becomes
d(y n>

^

= ~en{y,Kn) - (f(X), Kn)

(11.117)

The initial condition of Eq. 11.117 is obtained by taking the transform of
Eq. 11.108
r = 0;

(y,Kn) = (y0(x),Kn)

(11.118)

The solution of the /-factor ODE in Eq. 11.117, subject to the initial condition
(11.118), is
(y,Kn) = -j2<f(x)9

Kn)

+ Uy0(X), Kn) + jt<f(x),

Kn>]e-&

(11.119)

from which the inverse can be obtained as
yss

_ £ (f(X), Kn)Kn(X)
n

=l

^l^Kn,Kn)

„ Uy0(X)9Kn)+ ±(f(x),
+ E~

Kn)]e-&

(K\\

*»<*)

(11 120)
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The first term on the RHS of Eq. 11.120 is the series representation of the
steady-state solution u, defined in Eq. 11.113.
11.2.5

Time-Dependent Boundary Conditions
Even when the boundary conditions involve time-dependent functions, the
method described in the previous section can be used to good effect. Let us
demonstrate this by solving a mass transfer problem in a particle when the bulk
concentration varies with time.

EMMFlM JLS
The mass balance equations in dimensionless form are
% = V2y
r = 0;

(11.121)

y=0

(11.122)

^ =0

(11.123a)

x = 0;

3

JC=1;

y=e"

T

(11.123ft)

where V2 is defined in Eq. 11.79. Equation 11.123b is the time-dependent
boundary condition.
The boundary condition (11.123b) represents the situation where the particle
is exposed to a bulk concentration, which decays exponentially with time.

The general integral transform for any coordinate system is
(y,Kn) = Cxsy(x,T)Kn(X) dx
-7O

(11.124)

where the kernel Kn(x) is defined as in the eigenproblem equation 11.99.
Taking the integral transform of Eq. 11.121 would give
^ j ^

= (V2y,Kn)

(11.125)

Carrying out the integration by parts of the first term on the RHS of Eq. 11.125
gives

Using the boundary conditions for y (Eqs. 11.123) and the boundary conditions
for Kn (Eqs. 11.996, c) along with Eq. 11.99 (V2Kn = -&Kn\ then Eq. 11.126
becomes

Multiplying Eq. 11.99a by xs and integrating the result from 0 to 1 gives

-^p-=en(hKn)

(11.128)

in which the condition (11.996) has been used.
Using Eq. 11.128, Eq. 11.127 can be rewritten as
^ % ^

= £<1, Kn)e~< - tf<y, Kn)

(11.129)

Rearrange Eq. 11.129 as
d{y n)

£

+en(y,Kn)=en(hKn)e-*

(11.130)

The initial condition for Eq. 11.130 can be obtained by taking the transform of
Eq. 11.122
r = 0;

(y,Kn) = 0

(11.131)

Equation 11.130 is a first order ordinary differential equation with exponential

forcing function (/-factor form). The methods from Chapter 2 show
<y,Kn>-g<l,Kn}e~^~'~^T

(11.132)

The inverse of the previous equation is
00

V-T
n

T
£n2(l Kn )\e~
- e~^T]K
[
] wl (x)
j

=l

[Sn -

(u 133)

1 K

)\ n^Kn>

The mean concentration in the particle (of practical interest) is then given by
00

*(T) -

( S + 1}

E

£ 2 <1 K )2\e~T

%

- e~&]

1VK K)

(11 134)

'

where all eigenproperties are given in Eqs. 11.88, 11.89, and 11.90 for slab,
cylinder, and sphere, respectively. For example, for a slab particle, the explicit
solution is

Figure 11.5 shows a plot of this mean concentration versus time. It rises from
zero (initial state) to some maximum value and then decays to zero because of
the depletion of the external source.

Figure 11.5 Plot of the mean concentration (Eq.
11.134) versus T.

11.2.6

Elliptic Partial Differential Equations
We have demonstrated the application of the finite integral transform to a
number of parabolic partial differential equations. These are important because
they represent the broadest class of time-dependent PDEs dealt with by
chemical engineers. Now we wish to illustrate its versatility by application to
elliptic differential equations, which are typical of steady-state diffusional processes (heat, mass, momentum), in this case for two spatial variables. We have
emphasized the parabolic PDEs, relative to the elliptic ones, because many texts
and much mathematical research has focussed too long on elliptic PDEs.

EXMiPlE

U JS
Consider the problem introduced in Chapter 1, connected with modeling the
cooling of a bath owing to protruding cylindrical rods. The model equations in
dimensionless form were given as

£ = 0;

§7 = 0

Z=I;

§|-

£ = 0;

f=l;

BiM

(11.136a)
(11.136*)

w= l

(11.137a)

§|=0

(11.137*)

We note early that the boundary conditions are homogeneous in the ^-domain
(Eq. 11.136). So if we take the integral transform with respect to this variable,
the transform is defined as

(u9 Kn) = J1Zu(Z, OKn(Z) dZ

(11.138)

where Kn(Z) is the kernel of the transform and is defined in terms of the
associated eigenproblem

JIl[^w]+p2nK"ii)=°
i = 0;
£=1;

^
^

(11-139«)

=O

(11.139ft)

= -BiKn

(11.139c)

where, by comparison with the Sturm-Liouville equation, the weighting function must be £.
The solution of this associated eigenproblem is:
Kn(X)=J0(PJ)

(11.140)

where the eigenvalues Pn are determined by inserting Eq. 11.140 into
Eq. 11.139c to get the transcendental relation
PnJ1(Pn) = BiZ 0 O n )

(H-141)

Taking the integral transform of Eq. 11.135, we have

Since the integral transform is with respect to £, the second term in the LHS
then becomes

Now let us consider the first term in the LHS of Eq. 11.142 a and utilize the
definition of the transform as given in Eq. 11.138. We then have

Carrying out the integration by parts twice on the integral in the RHS of
Eq. 11.1426 gives

which is in fact the self-adjoint property.
Using the definition of the eigenproblem (Eq 11.139«), Eq. 11.142c becomes

(1 i {*%)•*•) - £»[ -«*.]«- - < * * . «
that is,

(lJt[t%\Kn)=

-#<«,*„>

(H.142rf)

Substituting Eq. l\.\A2d into Eq. 11.142a, we get

-/^,/Q + A^f-^O

(11.143)

Taking the integral transform of Eq. 11.137, we have
£ = 0;
Ol;

<M,^B> = < 1 , ^ B >

^

^

=0

(11.144a)
(11.1446)

Equation 11.143 is a second order ordinary differential equation, and its general
solution is
<W,iO=tfexp(^)+fcexp(-^)

(11.145)

Applying the transformed boundary conditions (11.144), the integration constants a and b can be found. The final solution written in terms of hyperbolic
functions is

COSh[MWi]
(u, Kn) = <1, Kn)

/ox

(11.146)

COSh(^)

Knowing the projection (u, Kn) on the basis function Kn(^), the vector u can
be constructed as a linear combination as was done previously to yield the
inverse transform

u = E /g'Vv*n(*)

(11.147«)

or in terms of specific functions

Equation 11.IAlb yields the solution of w in terms of £ and f. Here,

<1, Kn) = / 1 ^ n ( O di = J1SJ0(PnO d% =

J

-^- (11.148a)

and

(Kn, Kn) = / o ^ B 2 (f) d€ = ^ ^ [ l + ( § ) ' ]

(H.148ft)

The quantity of interest, flux through the base of the rod, which was needed in
Chapter 1, is

Differentiate Eq. 11.141b with respect to f, evaluate this at £ = O, and substitute the final result into Eq. 11.149 to get

Substituting Eqs. 11.148 into Eq. 11.150 then yields
tanh

2 "

(x)

Since the original partial differential equation is elliptic, we could have taken
the finite integral transform with respect to £ instead of £. If we now define
u=l-u

(11.152)

so that the boundary conditions in £ are homogeneous, we will have the
following partial differential equation in terms of v.

£ = 0;
f=l;

0=0

(11.154a)

| | = Bi(l-i;)

(11.154*)

£ = 0;
C=I;

v= 0

(11.155a)

jz = 0

(11.155*)

Now, let us define the finite integral transform with respect to £ as
<v,Tn)=

f lv(€, [)Tn(C) d{

(11.156)

and then we proceed with the usual integral transform procedure to obtain the
solution for v, and hence, the heat flux. This will be left as a homework
exercise.
We now return to the problem of heat removal from a bath of hot solvent by
way of protruding steel rods (Section 1.6). Various levels of modeling were
carried out with the simplest level (level 1) being the case where the heat loss is
controlled by the heat transfer through the gas film surrounding the steel rod.
The rate of heat loss of this level 1 is (Eq. 1.55c)
G1 = 2TrRh0L2(T1

- T0)

(11.157)

The highest level we dealt with in Chapter 1 is level 4, in which we considered
the axial as well as radial heat conduction in the segment of the steel rod
exposed to the atmosphere. The rate of heat loss is given in Eq. 1.89, and is
written here in terms of integral flux / (Eq. 11.149)

=

lzpL{T

_T)I

(11158)

To investigate the significance of the radial and axial conduction in the steel
rod, we investigate the following ratio of heat fluxes obtained for levels 1 and 4
Ratio =

2± = ^ 7

(11#159)

where A = R/L2 and Bi = hGR/k.
Figure 11.6 shows this ratio versus A with the Biot as the parameter in the
curves. The radial and axial heat conduction in the steel rod is insignificant
when the ratio is close to one. This is possible when (i) the parameter Biot
number is very small or (ii) the geometric factor A is much greater than about 1.
Let us investigate these two possibilities. The first simply means that the heat
transfer through the gas film surrounding the steel rod is much smaller than the
heat conduction in the steel rod. Hence, the heat transfer is controlled by the
gas film as we would expect on physical grounds. Thus, the level 4 solution is
reduced to a level 1 solution. The second possibility is that the geometric factor
A is much greater than about one.
To summarize the method of finite integral transform, we list (as follows) the
key steps in the application of this technique to solve PDE.
Step 1
Step 2

Step 3

Arrange the equation in the format such that the linear differential operator has
the form as given in Eq. 11.45.
Define the associated eigenproblem (given in Eq. 11.48) with the associated
homogeneous boundary conditions. This eigenproblem defines the kernel of the
transform.
Define the integral transform (as given in Eq. 11.37) and apply this transform to
the governing equation of Step 1.

Figure 11.6 Plot of Q4ZG1 versus A with Biot as
parameter.

Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

Integrate the result of Step 3 and use the boundary conditions of the equation
as well as the eigenproblem; an equation for the image of y, that is, <y, Kn)
should be obtained.
Solve the equation for the image (y, Kn)
Obtain the inverse y from the image by using either Eq. 11.24 or 11.39.
We have presented the method of Sturm-Liouville integral transforms, and
applied it to a number of problems in chemical engineering. Additional reading
on this material can be found in Sneddon (1972) or Tranter (1958).

11.3

GENERALIZED STURM-LIOUVILLE INTEGRAL TRANSFORM
In the previous sections, we showed how the finite integral transform technique
can be applied to single linear partial differential equations having finite spatial
domain. The Sturm-Liouville integral transform was presented with necessary
concepts of eigenproblem and orthogonality to facilitate the solution of single
partial or ordinary differential equations. In this section, we shall deal with
coupled linear partial differential equations also having a finite spatial domain,
and we set out to show that the same procedure can be applied if we introduce
the concept of function space, with elements having state variables as components. This will require representation using vector analysis.

11.3.1

Introduction
We illustrated in the previous sections that a single equation can be solved by
either the method of separation of variables or the method of finite integral
transform. The integral transform is more evolutionary in format and requires
less intuition and practice than the method of separation of variables. In this
section, however, we will show how to apply a generalized form of the
Sturm-Liouville integral transform to coupled PDEs. With this generalized
integral transform, large systems of linear partial differential equations can be
solved, and the methodology follows naturally from the Sturm-Liouville integral
transform presented earlier. Although the procedure is developed in an evolutionary format, its application is not as straightforward as the Laplace transform
(Chapters 9 and 10) if the problem has a timelike variable.
The approach we shall take is to teach by example, as we did in the finite
Sturm-Liouville integral transform. We start by using the batch adsorber
problem to illustrate the procedure. A comprehensive account of the method
can be found in the book by Ramkrishna and Amundson (1987).

11.3.2

The Batch Adsorber Problem
To apply Sturm-Liouville transforms to coupled PDEs, we shall need to
introduce a new concept: function space. We introduce this methodology by way
of a practical example: batch adsorption in a vessel (Fig. 11.7).

Cb(t)

Time

Figure 11.7 Batch adsorber.

Let us start with the derivation of the mass balance equations for a batch
adsorber containing spherical adsorbent particles. The solute molecules diffuse
from the bulk reservoir into the particles through a network of pores within the
particle. The diffusion process is generally described by a Fickian type equation
/=

-De^r

(11.160)

where De is the effective diffusivity of the solute in the particle, and the flux /
has units of moles transported per unit total cross-sectional area per unit time.
During the diffusion of solute molecules through the network of pores, some
of the solute molecules are adsorbed onto the interior surface of the particle.
This process of adsorption is normally very fast relative to the diffusion process,
and so we can model it as local equilibrium between the solute in the pore fluid
and the solute bound to the interior surface of the particle. This partitioning is
often referred to as the adsorption isotherm, which implies constant temperature conditions. When the solute concentration in the pore is low enough, the
relationship becomes linear (Henry's law); hence, mathematically, we can write
C1x=KC

(11.161)

where C is the solute concentration in the pore, C1x is the concentration on the
interior surface, and K is the slope of the linear isotherm, which represents the
strength of the adsorption. We take the units of C1x as moles per volume of
particle (excluding the pore volume), so typical units would be moles/cm 3 solid.
We are now in a position to derive the mass balance equation inside the
particle. Carrying out the mass balance equation over a small element of
thickness Ar at the position r (Fig. 11.8), we obtain for an element of spherical
particle
4vr2J\r - 47rr2J\r+Ar = -^[4irr2AreC

+ 4irr2 Ar(I - E)C11] (11.162)

Figure 11.8 Shell element of adsorbent particle.

The porosity e enters into the accumulation terms, thereby accounting separately for hold-up in fluid and solid phases.
Dividing Eq. 11.162 by 4vAr, and taking the limit when the element shrinks
to zero gives

Now substituting Eqs. 11.160 and 11.161 into Eq. 11.163 gives
[e + {1-e)K]§=Dej-2^§)

(11.164)

If diffusion only occurred in the pore fluid, we would replace De with eD p o r e . As
it now stands, diffusion is allowed in both pore and solid phases (i.e., surface
diffusion of adsorbed molecules may occur).
This equation describes the change of the solute concentration in the void
space of the particle. Basically it states that the rate of change of mass hold-up
in the particle (LHS of Eq. 11.164) is balanced by the rate of intraparticle
diffusion (RHS). Since the mass balance equation (Eq. 11.164) is second order
with respect to the spatial variable, we shall need two boundary conditions to
complete the mass balance on the particle. One condition will be at the center
of the particle where symmetry must be maintained. The other is at the exterior
surface of the particle. If the stirred pot containing the particles is well mixed,
then the fluid at the surface of particles is the same composition as the
well-mixed fluid. These physical requirements are written mathematically as
r = 0;

^

=O

(11.165a)

r = R;

C = Cb

(11.165&)

where Cb is the solute concentration in the reservoir. If the pot is not so well
stirred, we would need to account for film resistance at the particle surface.
Note that the solute concentration changes with time because the reservoir is
finite (i.e., the solute capacity is finite). To learn how this solute concentration
changes with time, we must also carry out a mass balance for the fluid contained
in the reservoir (i.e., excluding the particles which carry their own pore fluid).
Let the (dry) mass of the particle be mp and the particle density be p p , hence,
the number of particles in the reservoir is

(-)
\

PP

I

K- ^ r

«1.1«)

3

The influx into a single particle is equal to the product of the flux at the exterior
surface and the area of the exterior surface; that is,

M - {AVR^\D^^\

(11.167)

So, the total mass loss from the reservoir is the product of the above two
equations; that is,

l[^]D^sl

(ll.m

Knowing this mass loss, the total mass balance equation for the solute in the
reservoir is

where V is the fluid reservoir volume excluding the particle volume. This
equation describes the concentration changes in the reservoir. The initial
condition for this equation is
t = 0;

Q = Q0

(11.170)

If we assume that the particle is initially filled with inert solvent (i.e., free of
solute), the initial condition for C then is
t = 0;

C=O

(11.171)

Before we demonstrate the method of generalized integral transforms, we
convert the dimensional mass balance equations into dimensionless form. This

is achieved by defining the following dimensionless variables and parameters

A = S-; Ab=^;
C

M)

x = £; T=
K

^bO

5 = -i-^

J*''

(11.172)

K [e + ( 1 - S)KJ

p

(11.173)

These new variables allow the transport equations to be represented in much
more simplified form

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions
T = 0;

A = O;

Ah = \

(11.175)

x = 0;

§7 = °

(11.176a)

JC=I;

.4=^

(11.176»)

The previous set of equations describes the concentration changes in spherically
shaped particles. For particles of slab and cylindrical shape, Eqs. 11.174 are
simply replaced by
SA
dAh
"37

1 d ( sdA\

=

(s + l)dA(l,r)
5
a^"

, _ __ ,
/1H77M
(H.177»)

subject to the initial condition (11.175) and the boundary conditions (11.176).
Here, the shape factor s can take a value of 0, 1, or 2 to account for slab,
cylindrical, or spherical geometries, respectively. This structure allows very
general solutions to evolve.
The parameter B is dimensionless, and it is the ratio of the mass of adsorbate
in the reservoir at equilibrium to the total mass of adsorbate in the particle (also
at equilibrium). Generally, this parameter is of order of unity for a welldesigned experiment. If this parameter is much larger than unity (i.e., very large
reservoir), then there will be practically no change in the reservoir concentration. When it is much less than unity, most of the solute in the reservoir will be
adsorbed by the particle, hence, the bulk concentration will be close to zero at
equilibrium.
Equations 11.174 to 11.176 completely define the physical system for a batch
adsorber. By suitable change of symbols, those equations can also describe the

heating or cooling of a solid in a finite liquid bath, with A being the dimensionless temperature of the solid object and Ab being the dimensionless temperature in the reservoir and B being the ratio of heat capacitances for the two
phases. It can also be used to describe leaching from particles, as for liquid-solid
extraction, when the boundary conditions are suitably modified.
The batch adsorber problem will yield a finite steady-state concentration for
both the individual particle and also within the well-mixed reservoir. This
steady-state concentration can be readily obtained from Eqs. 11.174 as follows.
Multiplying Eq. 11.114a by 3x2 dx and integrating the result from 0 to 1, we
obtain the following equation for average concentration
dA
W

=

"

n
3

BA(I9 T)
dx

(11178)

where the mean concentration in the particle is defined as
A = 3 Cx2AdX

(11.179)

Combining Eq. 11.1746 with Eq. 11.178 yields

f

+ B^-0

(.1.180,

This is the differential form of the overall mass balance equation combining
both phases. Integrating this equation with respect to time and using the initial
condition (11.175) yields the following integral overall mass balance equation
A+BAb =B

(11.181)

As time approaches infinity, the fluid concentration in the adsorbent is equal to
the concentration in the reservoir. Let this concentration be A00. Then we have

^-(TTlT

(U 182)

-

We now define the following new variables, which are the deviation of the
concentration variables from their corresponding steady-state values
y=A-Aa

(11.183a)

yh=Ab-Am

(11.183*)

the new mass balance equations will become

f£=
dyh
ST^-B

1 -Ux^)
3

dy(l,r)
dx

(11.184a)
(11.184*)

Key point 1: function space H

Element

Figure 11.9 Rule 1 of the generalized integral transform.

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions in dimensionless form
T = 0;

n =

>--JiTB)'

x = 0;

^

=

JC = 1 ;

y=yb

0

J^B)

<11185>
(11.186a)
(11.186*)

This set of equations (Eqs. 11.184) can be solved readily by the Laplace
transform method, as was done in Problem 10.17. Here we are going to apply
the method of generalized integral transforms to solve this set of equations.
To apply this technique, it is necessary to define a function space. This is
needed because we are dealing with two state variables (y and yh), and they are
coupled through Eqs. 11.184. Let us denote this function space as H (Fig. 11.9).
Inspecting the two differential equations (Eqs. 11.184), we see a logical choice
for an element of the function space as simply the vector
Sl = [y,yb]T

(11.187)

where superscript T denotes transpose of a vector. The operation on state
variables using vector algebra is detailed in Appendix B.
Having defined our space, we need to designate a suitable operator, which
manipulates variables in this function space. This operator is similar to integral
or derivative operators in the case of scalar functions. By inspecting the RHS of
Eqs. 11.184, we deduce the following operator for the function space of
elements Q
X2 dx I
L=

3

dx
/

(11.188)

Defining this matrix operator is the second key step in the methodology of the
generalized integral transform method. The operator L applied onto an element
O will give another element also lying in the same space (Fig. 11.10).

Key point 2: operator

Element

Element

Figure 11.10 Rule 2 of the generalized
integral transform.

With these definitions of the element and the operator, the original equations
Eqs. 11.184 can be put into the very compact form
^

= Lft

(11.189)

which of course is just another way to represent Eqs. 11.184.
Thus, so far we have created a function space H, which has the elements ft
along with an operator L operating in that space. Now we need to stipulate
properties for this space because not all combinations of y and yh can belong to
the space. To belong to this space, the components y and yb of the element ft
must satisfy the boundary conditions (Eqs. 11.186). This is the third key point of
the methodology; that is, properties must be imposed on all elements of the
space (Fig. 11.11).
The initial condition from Eq. 11.185 can also be written in the compact form

T 0;

-

a =

ft

o=[-JITB)'jih)\T

<11190>

Thus, we have cast the variables in the original equations into a format of a
functional space. To apply the generalized integral transform, we need to endow
our function space with an inner product; that is, an operation between two

Key point 3: properties of function space

Constraint

Stop

Element

Figure 11.11 Rule 3 of the generalized integral transform.

elements in the function space H. This is our fourth key point. The inner
product for the function space is similar to the conventional dot product of the
Euclidean vector space.
Obviously, we can define an inner product to have any form at this point, but
there will be only one definition of the inner product that will make the
operator L self-adjoint, a property discussed earlier in the application of
integral transforms. The inner product (i.e., the operation between two elements) is not known at this stage, but it will arise naturally from the analysis of
the associated eigenproblem.
EIGENPROBLEM
The form of the associated eigenproblem for Eq. 11.189 is derived in exactly the
same way as in the last section. One simply uses the operator L, operates on the
so-called eigenfunction K, and sets the result to equal to - £ K . Thus, the
eigenproblem is
LK= - £

K

(11.191)

where the components of this eigenfunction are W and D
K = [W,D]T

(11.192)

We can view the vector K as special elements of the function space H. Since the
eigenfunction K belongs to the function space H, its components must satisfy
the properties set out for this space (recall our third key point), that is, they
must satisfy the following conditions
x = 0;

dW
-^ = 0

(11.193«)

x = l;

W= D

(11.193&)

As we have observed with the Sturm-Liouville integral transform and we will
observe later for this generalized integral transform, there will arise an infinite
set of eigenvalues and an infinite set of corresponding eigenfunctions. We then
rewrite Eqs. 11.191 to 11.193 as follows to represent the nth values
LK n = -ZnKn

(11.194a)

x = 0;

dW
-^r = 0

(11.194£)

* = 1;

Wn= Dn

(11.194c)

To obtain the analytical form for the eigenfunction and its eigenvalue, we need
to solve Eqs. 11.194 by inserting Kn = [Wn, DnY. Written in component form,
Eq. 11.194« becomes

Equation 11.195a is a linear second order ordinary differential equation. The
methods taught in Chapters 2 and 3 can be used to solve this elementary
equation. The solution for the boundary conditions stated (taking the multiplicative constant as unity) is
Wn =

lV

/

;

(11.196)

Equation 11.196 is the first component of the eigenfunction Kn. To obtain the
second component Dn, we can use either Eq. 11.194c or Eq. 11.195fo. We use
Eq. 11.194c to yield the solution for Dn
Dn = sin(v^)

(11.197)

Thus, the eigenfunction Kn= [Wn, DnY is determined with its components Wn
and Dn defined in Eqs. 11.196 and 11.197. To completely determine this
eigenfunction Kn, we need to find the corresponding eigenvalue. This can be
accomplished by using Eq. 11.195Z), and we obtain the following transcendental
equation for the many eigenvalues

v C c o t v C - l = (y)^ n

(11.198)

Figure 11.12 shows plots of the LHS and RHS of Eq. 11.198 versus yfg. The
intersection between these two curves yields the spectrum of countably infinite
eigenvalues.

Figure 11.12 Plots of LHS and RHS of the
transcendental equation 11.198 versus ^/|^\

INNER PRODUCT
As we mentioned earlier, the fourth point of the development of this method is
the inner product, which is the necessary ingredient to allow inversion. To
obtain the inner product, just as in the case of Sturm-Liouville transform, we
will start from the definition of the eigenproblem (Eqs. 11.195).
Multiplying Eq. 11.195a by x2Wm (where m # n) yields the equation

^(*>^[*2^r]

+

^x2WnWn = 0

(11.199)

Integrating this equation over the whole domain of interest, we have

Z 0 1 ^Wa? [ * 2 T ] **+ S«iyWHWmdx = 0

(11.200)

Carrying out the integration by parts of the first term on the RHS of Eq. 11.200,
we obtain

Because n and m are arbitrary integers, we can interchange them in Eq. 11.200
to yield the equation

™ T

+

- {y^-W^

^fy ^K dx = 0 (11.202)

Subtracting Eq. 11.202 from Eq. 11.201, we have

(£„ - UJywnWmdx + W1n(I)^p- - Wn[I)^p-

= 0 (11.203)

Next, we multiply Eq. 11.1956 by Dm and obtain the result

"^T

+

f^A

=0

(11.204)

Replacing Dm in the first term with (obtained from Eq. 11.194c)
Dm = IVn(I)

(11.205)

to obtain
dW (1)

B

- W J l ) - ^ H " + ^LDnD1n = 0

(11.206)

Now we interchange n and m in Eq. 11.206 to obtain a new equation similar in

form to Eq. 11.206. Then we subtract this equation from Eq. 11.206 to get

f Un - UDnDn, + Wn(l)^±

- Wm(l)^^-

Finally, adding Eqs. 11.203 and 11.207 to eliminate
W^(I) • dWm(l)/dx, we obtain the equation

(€n ~ U\jywnwm

dx + JDnD1n] = 0

= 0 (11.207)
the cross term

(11.208)

Since the eigenvalues corresponding to n and m (n =£ m) are different, Eq.
11.208 gives us information on exactly how we should define the inner product.
This inner product leads to a natural notion of distance between elements of
the function space H. If we define two vectors
u=

and

v=

W2J

(11.209)

[u2\

as elements of the function space H, the inner product should be defined for the
present problem as
<u,v> = Cx2U1Vx dx + ^u2V2

(11.210)

Thus, we see from Eq. 11.210 that the inner product of two vector elements u
and v is a scalar quantity, which may be regarded as a measure of length
between these two vector elements.
Of course, we can choose an inner product of any form we wish, but Eq.
11.210 is the only form that leads to the orthogonality conditions between two
eigenfunctions, and for the present problem
<Kn,Km> = 0

for n ±m

(11.211)

Thus, we have endowed the function space for the current problem with an
inner product, defined as in Eq. 11.210. Since the eigenfunctions are orthogonal
to each other with respect to the inner product, they will form a complete basis
for other elements of the space. This is a general approach, and the obvious
choices allow an orthogonality condition to evolve.
SELF-ADJOINT PROPERTY
The next important property we need to prove is the self-adjoint property for
the differential operator defined in Eq. 11.188. Let u and v be elements of the
function space, i.e., they must satisfy the boundary values
^ ^ ^

-

= 0;
=

0;

U2^u1(I)

(11.212)

V2 = V1(I)

(11.213)

These represent symmetry at centerline and equality of boundary concentrations.
We need to validate the following self-adjoint property
<Lu,v) = <u,Lv>

(11.214)

Let us consider first the LHS of Eq. 11.214. By definition of the inner product
(Eq. 11.210), we have

or

Carrying out the integration by parts of the first term of the RHS of Eq. 11.216
gives
<Lu,v>=,,,(l)^#-^U,(D
(11.217)
/•1 J l d ( 2dvl \]

f

Su1(I)

Now we combine the three nonintegral terms in the RHS of Eq. 11.217 and
make use of Eqs. 11.212 and 11.213. We then obtain the result

The RHS is the definition of <u, Lv). Thus, we have proved the self-adjoint
property for the differential operator L.
TRANSFORM EQUATIONS
Having defined the eigenfunctions (i.e., the orthogonal basis), the inner product
and the self-adjoint property, we are ready to apply the integral transform to the
physical system (Eq. 11.189).
Taking the inner product of Eq. 11.189 and Eq. 11.190 with one of the
eigenfunction Kn (in the manner of the Sturm-Liouville integral transform, this
action is regarded as the projection of the vector Q onto the basis Kn), we have

-jfi(n,Kn) = (Lil,Kn)
r = 0;

(H9Kn) = (O 09 K n )

(11.219)
(11.220)

The inner product (ft, K n ) can be treated as the projection or image of ft onto
the basis K n . Now, we make use of the self-adjoint property (Eq. 11.214) on the
RHS of Eq. 11.219 to get
^ ( f t , K n ) = (ft,LKn>

(11.221)

Using the definition of the eigenproblem (Eq. 11.194«), Eq. 11.221 becomes:
-^-((1,Kn) = -USl,Kn)

(11.222)

from which the solution is
(ft,K n > = ( f t 0 , K n > e ~ ^

(11.223)

Thus, to solve the problem up to this point we have used the inner product, the
eigenproblem and the self-adjoint property of the linear operator. It is recalled
that the actions taken so far are identical to the Sturm-Liouville integral
transform treated in the last section. The only difference is the element. In the
present case, we are dealing with multiple elements, so the vector (rather than
scalar) methodology is necessary.
INVERSE
Knowing the projection or image (ft, K n ) (Eq. 11.223), we can reconstruct the
original vector by using the following series expansion in terms of coordinate
vectors Kn
OO

ft= £ S n K n

(11.224)

n=\

where Sn is a linear coefficient. These coordinate vectors (eigenfunctions) form
a complete set in the function space, so the determination of the linear
coefficients 8n is unique.
Applying the orthogonality condition (i.e., by taking the inner product of Eq.
11.224 with the eigenfunction basis where the inner product is defined in Eq.
11.210), we obtain the following expression for the linear coefficient
(ft,Kn)

8

»=O C K J

Hence, the final solution is

(11 225)

'

If w e now treat
—

(11.227)

T77

[<K n ,K n >] I / 2
as the nth normalized basis function, the solution vector Q is the summation of
W2
all its projections (Q,Kn)/[(Kn,Kn)]
multiplied by the nth normalized
basis function (Eq. 11.227).
Next, we substitute the known solution of the projection or image (H, Kn)
given in Eq. 11.223 into Eq. 11.226 to get

ft =

STF2IFT'-^*.

(11 228)

'

Our final task is to evaluate the various inner products appearing in the
solution, ( Q 0 , K n ) and (K n , K n ) . Using the definition of the inner product (Eq.
11.210), we have

<n o ,K l l >./V[- T r 4 i y ]^& + ![(Thy]*>. (H-229)
where Q 0 denotes initial state vector, and
(K n , Kn) = (1X2KIdX+

^D2n

(11.230)

where Wn and Dn are given in Eqs. 11.196 and 11.197. Straightforward evaluation of these integrals gives
( M >

_ K | K « № |

(ii2ji)

and

(Kn,Kn) = \ - j

~ sm(2y/rn) + l s i n 2 ^ )

(11.232)

Knowing the vector given in Eq. 11.228, the concentration in the particle is the
first component and the concentration in the reservoir is the second component
of the vector.
The solution for the bulk concentration Ah can be obtained from the second
component of the vector defined in Eq. 11.228, that is,

Substituting Eqs. 11.231 and 11.232 into Eq. 11.233 gives the following explicit
solution for the bulk fluid concentration (compare with Problems 10.16 and
10.17).

A

>- (ITB)+f£

[i r v
[2

+

2

+

(n 234)
f

-

18 "

To evaluate the series on the RHS of Eq. 11.234, we need to first determine the
eigenspectrum (defined by the transcendental equation 11.198). This is a nonlinear equation and can be easily handled by the methods presented in Appendix
A. Figure 11.12 shows that the nth eigenvalue y ^ lies between rnr and
(n + 1)TT. We, therefore, can start with a bisection method to get close to the
solution and then switch to the Newton-Raphson method to get the quadratic
convergence. Note that when eigenvalues are large, the difference between
eigenvalues is very close to v. This additional information is also useful in
determining large eigenvalues.
Figure 11.13 illustrates the behavior of Ab = Cb/C0 versus r. This family of
plots is very useful for those who would like to use a batch adsorber to
determine the effective diffusivity of solute in an adsorbent particle. With a few
modifications of symbols, it could also be used to determine the thermal
conductivity of solid. In an experiment, the bulk fluid concentration is monitored as function of time, t. Since the partition coefficient K is available from
equilibrium experiments, that is, the slope of the linear isotherm is known, the
parameter B can be calculated. Knowing B, the curve in Fig. 11.13 corresponding to this value of B will be the characteristic curve for the given system. From

Figure 11.13 Plots of Ah versus nondimensional r with
B as the varying parameter.

this curve we can obtain the dimensionless time T7 (see the sample in Fig. 11.13)
from every measured Abj at the time tj.
Now, since the dimensionless time r is related to the real time t by Eq.
11.172, we simply plot r ; versus tj and this should give a straight line through
the origin with a slope of

*[. + o-.)*l

(11:B5)

Thus, knowing the particle characteristics, R and s, and the slope of the linear
isotherm, we can readily determine the effective diffusivity De. This method can
be conveniently carried out with a simple linear plot, without recourse to any
numerical optimization procedures (provided, of course, that the capacity ratio
B is known beforehand).
This example summarizes all the necessary steps for the generalized integral
transform. To recap the technique, we list below the specific steps to apply this
technique.
Step
Step
Step
Step

1
2
3
4

Step 5

Define a function space with stipulated elements.
Define the operator to manipulate elements of the space.
Define the properties for the space (decided by BCs).
Define an inner product, and derive the orthogonality condition and the
self-adjoint property.
Use superposition of solutions to define the inversion back to the Q domain.
In the final step, we use the self-adjoint property and the definition of the
eigenproblem to solve for the image (or projection of our variables on the nth
eigenvalue coordinate). Knowing the image, the inverse can be found in a
straightforward manner using the orthogonality condition.
We have applied the methodology for the generalized integral transform to
the batch adsorber. Although the approach shows striking similarity with the
conventional Sturm-Liouville transform, no special representation of the operator L has been proposed. For some partial differential equations, the operator is
decomposed before the generalized integral transform can be applied. The book
by Ramkrishna and Amundson (1986) gives additional details for these special
circumstances.

11.4
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11.5

PROBLEMS
11.I2. A general form of the second order differential operator defined as

L=

Po(x) +Pi(x)

^

+p

h ^

^\

may not be self-adjoint. The function p 0 is a positive function over the
whole domain of interest. To make use of the nice property of self-adjointness, the above operator must be converted to a self-adjoint form.
(a) Multiply the denominator and the numerator of the above operator
by y(x) to show that
L =

7 7 T w T V \Po(x)y(x)-7-2
r

x

x

{A )y\ )

[

a

+

^ i ( x M - * 0 s +P2(*)yO)

x

"*

J

R e a r r a n g e the above equation as

L

- M 4 I K>**>[£+ Sy^] +'w>)

and compare with the following differentiation formula

±[I±\-I
dxydx)

*L +
dx2

~

1^Al
I dx dx\

to show that
I

=Po(x)y(x)

)_dj_
I dx

=

P1(X)
pQ(x)

(b) Show that the solution for y(x) will take the form

Po(X)

[Ja Po(S)

J

(c) With this definition of the positive function y(x) (since pQ(x) is
positive), show that the linear differential operator is

L

" ro(x)y(x){MMx)y{x)M

+

^(*M*)}

(d) Define
ro(x)y(x) = r(x) >0
po(x)y(x) = p(x) >0
and
p2(x)y(x) = -q(x) <0
and show that the above differential operator is exactly the same as
the self-adjoint Sturm-Liouville differential operator, defined in Eq.
11.45.
(e) If the boundary conditions are

Aiy{a)+A2*±f>=0
Bly(b)+B2^-O

show that the new operator obtained in part (d) is self-adjoint.
11.22. Consider the following second order differential operator
L

_ Al.+ IA
xdx

~ fa*

Comparing it with form of the operator of Problem 11.1, we have
r o ( * ) = l > O ; po(x) = l > 0 ; px(x) = \
(a) Use the method of Problem 11.1 to show that the function y(x) is

y(*)=exp|/^<fc = £
(b) Then show that the new operator is
,

L =

1 d I d \

xdl[xd^J

which is the usual Laplacian operator in cylindrical coordinates.
Show that it is self-adjoint with the two boundary conditions

x = a;

y =0

11.33. Repeat Problem 10.1 by using the method of finite integral transform.
Compare the solution obtained by this method with that obtained by the
method of separation of variables.

11.4*. A very long, cylindrical stainless steel rod having a diameter of 1.5 meters
is heated to 2000C until the temperature is uniform throughout. The rod
then is quickly cooled under a strong flow of air at 25°C. Under these
conditions the heat transfer coefficient of the film surrounding the rod is
calculated as 150 W m~2 K"1. The thermal properties of the stainless
steel are k = 1 5 W m - 1 K " 1 and k/pCp = 4 X 10~6 m 2 /sec.
(a) Obtain the analytical solution by the method of finite integral transform and determine the time it takes for the center to reach 500C.
(b) What will be the surface temperature when the center reaches 500C?
(c) If the air flow is extremely high (i.e., ideal), what will be the surface
temperature and how long will it take for the center to reach 500C?
Compare this time with that in part (a).
11.5*. A hot slab of aluminum is quickly quenched in a water bath of temperature 500C. The heat transfer coefficient of water film surrounding the
slab is 10,000 W m~2 K"1. This is a one-dimensional problem, since the
slab is thin. Ignore losses from the edges.
(a) Obtain the transient solution by the method of finite integral transforms.
(b) If the initial temperature of the slab is 5000C, calculate the center
temperature after 30 sec and 1 minute exposure in the water bath.
The slab half thickness is 0.05 m. Properties of the aluminum are:
k = 200Wm" 1 K" 1 ;

Cp = 1020/ kg" 1 K"1;

p = 2700 kg m~3

(c) After 30 sec exposure in water bath, the slab is quickly removed and
allowed to cool to a flow of air of 25°C with a heat transfer coefficient
of 150 W m" 2 K"1. What will be the center and surface temperatures after 5 minutes of exposure in air.
11.6*. The partial differential equation (Eq. 11.153), rewritten as follows, has
homogeneous boundary conditions in £.

f=l;

| | = Bi(l-i;)
£ = 0;

v =0

(a) Use the usual procedure of finite integral transforms to show that the
transform with respect to C is defined as

<r,rH> = fvu,oun dc

where Tn is defined from the associated eigenproblem

£ = 0;

Tn = O

(b) Show that the solution of the eigenproblem of part (a) is
Tn(C) = cos[y,,(l - O]
where the eigenvalues are given as

with n = 1,2,3,...
(c) Take the integral transform of the partial differential equation and
two boundary conditions in £ and show that the differential equation
for (v,Tn) and its boundary conditions are
1 d \,d(v,Ta)]

« ~ u'

A2 2

rf<c,r,>

d€ ~u

f-is^^-Biiar,,)-^,^)]
(d) Use the Bessel function discussed in Chapter 3 to show that the
solution for (v,Tn) of part (c) is:
(v,Tn) = al()( AyJ) +bK()( AyJ)
where a and b are constants of integration.
(e) Use the transformed boundary conditions to show that
(1,Tn >

a = -,

;

Y

b==Q

[Z0(A7n) + 3JAynZ1(Ayn)
hence, the complete solution for (v, Tn) is
<v,Tn) = ,

T

r

Z0(Ayn) + ^ A y n Z 1 ( A y J

(f) Start from the eigenproblem to show that the orthogonality condition
is
J

o

(g) Use the orthogonality condition to show that the inverse v is given by
u=

£

<l,r,,>/ 0 (Ay,,Qcos[ y ,,(l-O]

« = i (Tn, Tn)[Z0(Ayn) + ^AynZ1(Ayn)]
11.7*. (a) To show that the eigenvalue of Example 11.7 is real valued, assume
the eigenvalue £ is a complex number as
€n = an + ZjS11
and let the mth eigenvalue be the conjugate of the nth eigenvalue;
that is,

Substitute these two relations into Eq. 11.208 to show that

2ip^jyWn2dx

+ jDZ

=0

hence, show
JSn = O
(b) Part (a) shows that the eigenvalue is real valued. Now show that the
eigenvalue is positive.
Hint: Multiply Eq. 11.195a by X2Wn dx and carry out the integration
by multiplying Eq. 11.195/? with Dn and then adding them in the
following way:

SH[J 0 *

W

n CX+

3 Un j

)QW"

dx\X

fa

i"*

+

U

»

dx

Carry out the integration by parts of the first term on the RHS and
use Eq. 11.194c to see M^1(D = Dn, then solve for £„ to get

;

№)'*
[1X2IV1* dx + ±D*

11.8*. Apply the generalized integral transform method to solve the following
problem

'-P--P2^
^

for

= %

8

for

dx2

T

0<x<8
8<x<l

subject to the following boundary conditions
x = 8;

yi=y2;

P17

x = 0;

dy}
^ =O

JC =

y2 = 0

1;

= ^7

The initial condition is assumed to take the form
r = 0;

y, = y 2 = 1

(a) Show that the function space H for this problem will contain elements having the following form

and the operator operating on this space will be

[• £
(b) Then show that the equation can be cast into the form

f = Lft
dr
with the initial condition

--P-[I]
(c) Show that the eigenproblem for the above problem is
LKn = -^ n 2 K n

where the eigenfunction has two components as
-\W"

K

(d) Show that the homogeneous boundary conditions for Wn and Dn are

*"* «".-*=
x = 1;

?%-%

Dn = 0

(e) Solve the eigenproblem and show that Wn and Dn will take the form
Wn = c o s ( | *)
D n =/lsin(f B jc) + B cos(fB jc)
where ^4 and B are given by
^ = cos(^s)sin(f n S) - j8sin(^8)cos(f n S)
5 = cos(^s)cos(f n S) + )8sin|^s)sin( ^11S)
and show that the eigenvalue is determined from the following
transcendental equation

[cos(|^)sin(^) - i8sin(^)cos(^5)]sin(^)
+ [cos^sjcosC^S) +i8sin|^jsin(^5)]cos(^) = O
(f) Start from the eigenproblem to show that the inner product, which
defines the integral transform, is
<u,v> = J/ M1L^1 dx + J/ U2V2 dx
o
s
for
U1
U=

\vx
;

U2

v =

[V2

(g) With this definition of inner product, show that the eigenvalues are
orthogonal to each other; that is,
<K n ,K w > = 0

for

n*m

(h) Prove the self-adjoint property
<Lu,v) = <u,Lv>
(i) Now solve the problem and show that the solution is
»

<ft,K n )

n t-,<K n ,K n >

K

"

where
<n,K,> = <O 0 ,K>xp(-^T)
with

(ilo,Kn) = f\l)Wndx
J

Q

+

j\\)Dndx

J

S

Chapter 1.Zt

Approximate and
Numerical Solution
Methods for PDEs
In the previous three chapters, we described various analytical techniques to
produce practical solutions for linear partial differential equations. Analytical
solutions are most attractive because they show explicit parameter dependences.
In design and simulation, the system behavior as parameters change is quite
critical. When the partial differential equations become nonlinear, numerical
solution is the necessary last resort. Approximate methods are often applied,
even when an analytical solution is at hand, owing to the complexity of the exact
solution. For example, when an eigenvalue expression requires trial-error
solutions in terms of a parameter (which also may vary), then the numerical
work required to successfully use the analytical solution may become more
intractable than a full numerical solution would have been. If this is the case,
solving the problem directly by numerical techniques is attractive since it may be
less prone to human error than the analytical counterpart.
In this chapter, we will present several alternatives, including: polynomial
approximations, singular perturbation methods, finite difference solutions and
orthogonal collocation techniques. To successfully apply the polynomial approximation, it is useful to know something about the behavior of the exact solution.
Next, we illustrate how perturbation methods, similar in scope to Chapter 6, can
be applied to partial differential equations. Finally, finite difference and orthogonal collocation techniques are discussed since these are becoming standardized
for many classic chemical engineering problems.
12.1

POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION
Polynomial approximation involves two key steps. One is the selection of the
form of the solution, normally presented as a polynomial expression in the
spatial variable with time dependent coefficients. The second step is to convert

the differential equation into an integral form. This means that if the governing
equation is a differential heat balance equation, then one necessary step is to
convert this into an integral heat balance equation, on which the polynomial
approximation will be applied. Since the process is in essence a form of
"averaging," the final approximate solution is not unique. The advantage of the
polynomial approximation technique is the simplicity of the final result and the
ease with which it can be used for study of complex phenomenon (Rice 1982).
The method evolves quite naturally, as we show next in a classical example.
EICiMPlE 12J
Find an approximate solution, valid for long times, to the linear parabolic
partial differential equation, describing mass or heat transport from/to a sphere
with constant physical properties, such as thermal conductivity and diffusion
coefficient

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions
r = 0;

y=0

(12.1b)

x = 0;

|J=O

(12.1C)

JC=1;

y= l

(12.Id)

For mass transfer, the dimensionless variables are

_ L.

- 2L.

- Co ~ C

where C0 is the initial composition, C8 is bulk fluid composition at the
boundary r = R, and D represents diffusivity.
This linear partial differential equation was solved analytically in Chapters 10
and 11 using Laplace transform, separation of variables, and finite integral
transform techniques, respectively. A solution was given in the form of infinite
series
,(JlT) . , - |^(-cos^in({.,)CTp(_feiT);

fc

_

M

( U J )

The solution for the average concentration, which is needed later for comparison with the approximate solutions, is
y = 3/ x2y(x,r)dx

= — E —-—~2

~

(12.3)

Except for short times, the series on the RHS of Eq. 12.3 converges quite fast,
hence, only a few terms are needed. For short times, the following solution,
obtained from the Laplace transform analysis, is particularly useful
y s I - T M I / T = 3.38514^

(12.4)

We wish to generate a compact, polynomial approximations to this elementary
problem. As a first approximation, we assume that the solution will take the
following parabolic profile
O1(T) +a2(T)x2

ya(x,r)=

(12.5)

where ax(r) and a2(r) are unknown coefficients, which are functions of time
only. The linear term with respect to x was not included in light of the
symmetry condition at the center of the particle. This means that the center
condition is automatically satisfied by Eq. 12.5.
Next, we integrate the differential mass (heat) balance equation by multiplying the LHS and RHS of Eq. 12.Ia with x2dx and integrate over the whole
domain of interest (i.e., [O, I]), to find

#

=3 ?

dr

dx

(12.6)
v
x=l

'

It is useful to note that the volumetric mean concentration is defined as

J x2ydx
y = ^-

= 3 / x2ydx

(12.7)

Knowing the form of the assumed solution (Eq. 12.5), we can obtain the two
relations
ya = 3 / V y 0 ( X 1 T ) dx = a,(T) + \a2(r)

[^]^_ | =2a 2 (r)

(12.8)

(12.9)

Next, substitute the assumed solution into the boundary condition at the
particle surface, to see
V8(LT)=C1(T) +«2(T) = 1

(12.10)

Subtracting Eq. 12.10 from Eq. 12.8 yields

l->>.

= §«2(T)

(12.11)

Finally eliminating a2(r) from Eqs. 12.9 and 12.11, we obtain

[^L=^1"^

(l2 l2)

-

If we now assume that the overall mass balance equation (Eq. 12.6) is satisfied
by the approximate solution Eq. 12.5, then substituting Eq. 12.12 into that
overall mass balance equation we have
^r

= 15(1-ya)

(12.13)

The initial condition for this equation is
r = 0;

ya = 0

(12.14)

The solution to Eq. 12.13 is straightforward
y. = l - e x p ( - 1 5 r )

(12.15)

Knowing the mean concentration, the coefficients a{(r) and a2(r) are determined from (using Eqs. 12.8 and 12.10)

«2(0 = §(1 ~ya) = §exp(-15r)

(12.16a)

ax(T) = 1 -U2(T)

(12.16£)

= 1 - |exp(-15r)

Now, the approximate solution ya(x,r) can be written rather compactly as

ya(x,r) = [l - |exp(-15r)j + |exp(-15r)x 2

(12.17)

Thus, we see that the procedure for obtaining the approximate solution is as
follows:
1. Assume an expression for the solution as a polynomial in terms of the
spatial variable with the coefficients as a function of time.
2. Integrate the differential equation over the whole domain of interest to
obtain an "average" integral equation, which is satisfied by the approximate solution.
3. Solve the equation for the mean concentration.
4. Knowing the mean concentration, determine the time-dependent coefficients of the assumed polynomial solution, and finally obtain the complete
polynomial representation.
Observing Steps 3 and 4, we see that the procedure yields the mean (average)
concentration first and then the polynomial approximate solution. This is in
reverse order to the usual analytical procedure (such as the separation of
variables or integral transforms) where we obtain the solution y(x,r) first
before the mean concentration can be determined.

Exact

y

y

Approximate

Exact

Approximate

Figure 12.1 Plots of exact and approximate average
concentrations.

Figure 12.1 shows plots of the average concentrations obtained from the
analytical (Eq. 12.3) and polynomial approximate procedure (Eq. 12.15)
versus r.
Inspection of the curves shows that the two solutions cross each other. This is
expected since the polynomial approximate solution satisfies the mass balance
equation only in some average sense. Now, the exact solution behaves roughly
as yfr for small times (see Eq. 12.4), so Fig. 12.1 also shows plots of the average
concentrations versus yfr. The polynomial solution fails to exhibit the linear / r
dependence at short times, but rather it takes a sigmoidal shape.
We may have expected poor performance at short times, since we may have
recognized from our earlier work that many terms are necessary for the short
time period. To see this more clearly, we plot the exact solution y(x, r)
(Eq. 12.2) and the polynomial approximate solution ya(x, T) (Eq. 12.17) at two

Exact solution

y
Approximate
solution

X

Figure 12.2 Exact and approximate concentrations
profiles.

values of times, 0.02 and 0.1. It is seen in Fig. 12.2 that the concentration profile
obtained from the approximate solution has negative values over a portion of
the spatial domain for r = 0.02.
We inspect the exact concentration profiles in Fig. 12.3 for a few values of
time and note that the profiles are quite sharp and they move into the interior
of the particle like a penetration front; that is, there is a time dependent
position in the particle domain where the concentration tends to zero. This
physical reasoning on the solution behavior may help to develop another
scheme for approximate solution, as we show next, which is applicable to short
times.
Before we develop this new scheme, it is convenient to transform the
spherical coordinate problem by applying the following change of variables
v

y=

~

(12.18)

With this transformation, we have
dy

1 dv

v

,^ ^

25F-I2F-^
d 1 2dy\

d\

2(ldv

.

12 19a

< - >
v \]

d2v

.„

ini_.

y(x,V

JC

Figure 12.3 Exact concentration profiles at r =
0.005, 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, and 0.03.

and the mass balance equation Eq. 12.1 becomes

dr

dx2

The initial and boundary conditions on v are
r = 0;

v =0

(12.21)

x = 0;

y is finite/, v ~ x

x=l;

v = l

(12.22a)
{\2.22b)

For the new set of equations in terms of v, we propose the new polynomial
approximate solution for v to take the form
Va = Cl0(T)

+Cl1(T)X+

U2[T)X2

(12.23)

where x lies between the penetration front X(T) and the particle surface
(x = 1). Since the approximate solution is valid only in this new subdomain, we
need to introduce the following condition for va at the position X(T)
X=X(T);

va = 0

(12.24)

that is, the concentration at the penetration front is zero. Further, since the
penetration front is still an unknown at this stage, we need to define one more
equation for the complete formulation of the approximate problem. This is
introduced by assuming that at the penetration front, X(T), the slope of the

profile for va is zero, that is,
X=X(T);

^

= O

(12.25)

Using the conditions (Eqs. 12.226, 12.24, and 12.25), and following the usual
procedure, the approximate solution becomes
\X-X(T)]2

v =

° [T^)I

(mg-\

(12 26)

-

where the penetration front X(r) is still an unknown function of time.
Next, we integrate Eq. 12.20 with respect to x from X(r) to 1 and obtain

4zC ^ = [ K l '
d T

J

X(T)

Ld

x

(12.27)

J X=X(T)

Now we assume that the approximate solution, va, satisfies the integral mass
balance relation Eq. 12.27, and we substitute Eq. 12.26 into Eq. 12.27 to obtain
the following differential equation for the penetration front

The initial condition for the penetration front will be the position at the particle
surface
r = 0;

X(O) = 1

(12.2Sb)

The solution of Eq. 12.28 is clearly seen to be
X(T)

= 1- Iy[^r

(12.29)

Knowing the solution for va from Eq. 12.26, the solution for ya is

We can use the polynomial solution to obtain the mean concentration
/

x2yadx

ya = -^f1
I x2dx

= 3 / x2yadx = J [ I - X(r)}2 + * ( r ) [ l - X(r)\
X(T)

(12.31)
Substituting the solution for the penetration front (Eq. 12.29) into Eq. 12.31, we

Approximate
Exact

Time at which
the penetration
front reaches
the center
of the particle

Figure 12.4 Plots of the mean concentration versus T.

obtain a solution valid for short times
ya = 2^37 - 3r

(12.32)

Plots of this approximate solution for the mean concentration as well as the
exact solution are shown in Fig. 12.4.
It is seen that the new approximate solution agrees rather well with the exact
solution for short times. It even has the correct / r behavior at small time. At
very small times, the approximate solution behaves like
ya « 2v/37 = 3.464Iv^

(12.33)

which compares well with the exact solution at small times
y s ( - T M / T = 3.38514v^

(12.34)

All seems well, but the polynomial approximate solution starts to fail when the
penetration front reaches the center of the particle. Hence, this polynomial
solution is valid only for r less than 1/12 (obtained by setting Eq. 12.29 to
zero), at which time the net uptake is about 75%.
As we have mentioned in the introduction, the polynomial solution is certainly not unique and depends on choices made early by the analyst. We have
observed that the first approximate solution (parabolic profile approximation)
agrees with the exact solution in the average sense over the whole time course
(reflected by the cross over between the two solutions). The second approximation, using the notion of penetration front, agrees rather well with the exact
solution but fails when uptake is more than 75%. We now present below
another method of finding a polynomial approximation, which may help to

bridge the gap between the previous two solutions.
In this new formulation, we propose an arbitrary power law expression for the
approximate solution (Do and Mayfield 1987)
=aQ(r) + an{r)xn™

ya(x,r)

(12.35)

in light of the profiles of the exact solution (Fig. 12.3). Here, the approximate
profile follows a polynomial of degree n and this degree n is a function of time.
From Eq. 12.35, we obtain

Pfl(r) = « 0 (r) + [ 3 + 3 n ( T ) ]«n(T)
\jf\x

^n(I-K(T)

(12.36a)
(12.366)

If we substitute Eq. 12.36 into the integral mass balance equation (Eq. 12.6), we
obtain
^

= 3[3+/1(T)](I-yfl)

(12.37)

Note, so far we have not stipulated a value for the exponent n(r). This
time-dependent function can be estimated by substituting the exact solution
(Eq. 12.3) into Eq. 12.37, yielding the result for n(r)

Udy(r)]
3\

"(T)-

dr

i_HT)

\

-3

(12.38)

Figure 12.5a shows a behavior of n versus r. It is seen that this exponent is a
very large number when time is small and then it decreases rapidly and
eventually reaches an asymptote of 0.2899. The large number for n at small
times is indeed reflected by the sharp profiles, and when times are larger, the
profiles are more shallow, and this naturally leads to smaller values for the
exponent n.
The asymptote for the exponent n, nx = 0.2899, can be easily derived by
comparison with the exact solution (Eq. 12.3). When times are large, the infinite
series in the RHS of Eq. 12.3 can be truncated to only one term; that is,
y ( r ) - l - A e x p ( -TT2T)

(12.39)

77

Substituting the asymptotic solution into Eq. 12.38, we obtain the limiting value
for n
H00= ^ - - 3 = 0.2899
confirming the numerical observation shown in Fig. 12.5.

(12.40)

Figure 12.5 (a) Plot of n versus r. (b) Plot of n
versus (1 - y)/y.

If we now plot the exponent n versus
^

(12.41)

as shown in Fig. 12.5/?, we see that the curve exhibits a linear pattern over most
of the domain, except when times are very large. The linear expression that best
represents the linear part of this plot is
n

=

a

+ /J L z l J

w here

a = -0.591

and

/3 = 1.9091 (12.42)

When this is inserted into Eq. 12.37, we find

%- =3[3 + a + 0 ( 1 ^ ) ] ( I - ya)

d2.43a)

The initial condition for Eq. 12.43« is
r = 0;

ya = 0

(12.43*)

Before we integrate this equation, let us investigate this equation at small times.
At small times, Eq. 12.43a is approximated by
d

4± • M

(12.44)

ya{r) « V^Vr" = 3.3845\/r~

(12.45)

of which the solution is

This solution has the correct / r dependence, and it compares very well with the
exact solution (Eq. 12.4).
Now, we return to the solution of Eq. 12.43, which is finally

Curves for the mean concentrations of the exact and approximate solutions are
shown in Fig. 12.6. Good agreement between these two solutions is observed
over the whole course of practical time scales. While the approximate solution is
now quite compact, the form it takes is not explicit in y but only in r, a serious
shortcoming.

Exact
Approximate

Figure 12.6 Plots of the mean concentration
versus r.

EXAMPLE 12 J

A PROBLEM WITH SEMI-INFINITE DOMAIN

We have tested polynomial approximation methods for a finite spatial domain,
using several variations on the polynomial form. In this example, we will show
how the polynomial approximation can also be carried out on problems having
semi-infinite domain.
We consider again the classical problem of mass or heat transfer in a
semi-infinite domain. Let us consider a mass transfer problem where a gas is
dissolved at the interface and then diffuses into liquid of unlimited extent.
Ignoring the gas film mass transfer resistance, the mass balance equations in
nondimensional form are
d2y

dy

subject to the following initial and boundary conditions
r = 0;

y = 0

(12.48)

x = 0;

y = \

(12.49a)

*->«>;

y = 0;

|j = 0

(12.49&)

The time scale ( T ) is written as the product Dt, where D is dissolved gas
diffusivity, and x is the actual distance from the interface. Here, y denotes
C/C* where C* is the gas solubility.
The exact solution can be obtained by the combination of variables (Chapter
10), shown as follows.

y = l-erf[-^|=erfcf-^|
L 2VT J

(12.50)

[ 2VT J

It is useful for comparison purposes to calculate the mass flux at the gas-liquid
interface for exposure T
fl

ndC

2

flUX = —D-^—

DC*

= -7=r

FD~

•F=r = C*\

7

In terms of original variables, this is written

-7-

=4-

dx x=o

^

(12.51)
v

7

Similarly, the time average (net) mass transfer into the liquid medium is
Average Mass Transfer = — / \ -D^te JQ [

\dt = 2C* W —7OX X = O]

\TTte

Or, written in terms of T6 = Dt6, this is

J

0

0X

Jf = O

V

n

which is the net penetration following exposure time te, since T6 = Dt6 has units
length squared.
In our formulation for the polynomial approximation solution, we will assume
that there is a penetration front moving into the bulk liquid medium; that is,
there is an effective mass transfer domain where most of the mass diffusion is
taking place. Let this mass penetration front be denoted X(T), then beyond this
front, there will be no dissolved gas; that is,
X>X(T);

ya(x,r) = 0

(12.53a)

Following the procedure in the last example, we will also introduce the condition that the slope of the concentration profile tends to zero at the position
X(r)
X=X(T);

^f = O

(12.53*)

Our next step is to convert the differential mass balance equation in the liquid
domain into an integral form. This is accomplished by integrating Eq. 12.47 with
respect to x from the gas-liquid interface (JC = 0) to the penetration front
(x = X(T)). In so doing, we find the interesting result

3--[£L

i™>

where the LHS is the rate of change of the mean concentration over the
effective domain of mass transfer. This mean concentration is defined for
cartesian coordinates as
Hr) = [X(T)y(x,T)dx

(12.55)

Now we are at the crucial step in the polynomial approximation technique. We
assume that the concentration over the effective domain of mass transfer is to
take the form
ya(x,r) = ao(r) + at(r)x + a2(r)x2

(12.56)

where again the subscript a denotes the approximate solution.
Using the conditions at the gas-liquid interface (Eq. 12A9a) and at the
penetration front (Eq. 12.53), the polynomial approximation expression can be

written as

y a (*,T) = [ l - — ^ y ] 2

(12.57)

which is a quadratic expression.
Having the form for the polynomial, we now force it to satisfy the overall
mass balance equation (Eq. 12.54); hence, we have the equation for the
penetration front

^ - *k

<««•>

The initial condition for the penetration front is the position at the gas-liquid
interface, that is,
r = 0;

*(0)=0

(12.5Hb)

Hence, the solution for the penetration front is
X(r)

= 2I/3T

(12.59)

Knowing the solution for the penetration front, the solution for the concentration profile is obtained from (Eq. 12.57)

This concentration profile allows us to obtain the mass flux and the average
mass transfer rate up to time r

-SL = TT

(12 61a)

/o1-^L=oh =2 /?

inMb)

'

Curves showing y versus r are presented in Fig. 12.7, where the exact solutions
are also shown for comparison. Good agreement between the two solutions is
observed.
Now, we extend the number of terms in the polynomial approximate solution
to see if improved accuracy can be obtained. By keeping four terms, instead of
three, the polynomial approximation solution can be written as
ya(x,

T)

= ao(T) + ax(T)x + a2(T)x2 +

CI3(T)X3

(12.62)

which is a cubic profile in the effective domain of mass transfer (0 < x < X(r)).
Since there are four terms in the polynomial approximation solution, we shall
need one more condition, in addition to the ones imposed in the last trial

Approximate

Mass transfer

Exact

Figure 12.7 Plots of mass transfer versus JT .

(Eq. 12.49« and 12.53). It is reasonable to focus on the penetration front again,
and we shall take the added condition
X=X(T);

^f=O

(12.63)

This forces curvature of the profiles to move quickly toward zero.
Using the conditions at the gas-liquid interface and at the penetration front,
we finally obtain the following expression for the concentration profile:

y a (*, T) = Jl - - ! ^ ]

3

(12.64)

Substituting this expression into the integral mass balance equation (Eq. 12.54),
and integrating the result we have the solution for the penetration front
X(T)

= 2I/6T

(12.65)

Therefore, the gradient and penetration are

It is interesting to see that the quadratic solutions (Eqs. 12.61) are more
accurate than the cubic solutions (Eqs. 12.66). For example, the percentage

relative error between the cubic approximation solution and the exact solution
is 8.6% compared to 2.3% for the quadratic solutions. This example provides a
warning to the analyst; additional terms may not be worth the effort.
12.2

SINGULAR PERTURBATION
The method of singular perturbation taught in Chapter 6 for application to
ODEs can also be applied to partial differential equations. The methodology for
partial differential equations is not as straightforward as for ODEs, and ingenuity is often needed for a successful outcome. We illustrate singular perturbation
in the following example for adsorption in a porous slab particle with a
rectangular (irreversible) isotherm.

EXAMPLE 12J
Consider a slab-shaped porous particle into which solute molecules diffuse
through the tortuous network of pores. Along their path of diffusion, they
adsorb onto the internal solid surface with an irreversible rate, modeled as
tfads = kaC(C,s

- C11)

(12.67)

where ka is the rate constant for adsorption, C is the solute intraparticle
concentration (mole/cc of fluid volume) in the internal pore at the position r,
C11 is the solute concentration on the surface (mole/cc of particle volume
excluding the fluid volume) and C^5 is its maximum concentration. The units of
7?ads are moles adsorbed per unit particle volume, per unit time. The rate
expression shows that uptake ceases as C -> O, and also when the surface is
saturated as C1x -> C^5.
The rate of diffusion of solute molecules through the pore network is
assumed to take the following "Fickian" type diffusion formula

J=-Ded£

(12.68)

where the flux / has the units of mole transported per unit cross-sectional area
per unit time. The diffusion through the pore network is assumed to be the only
mode of transport of molecules into the interior of the particle. In general, the
adsorbed molecules also diffuse along the surface (surface diffusion), but in the
present case we assume that the adsorbed molecules are bound so strongly on
the surface that their mobility can be neglected compared to the mobility of the
free pore molecules.
Knowing the rate of adsorption (i.e., the rate of mass removal from the
internal fluid phase) and the rate of diffusion into the particle, we are now ready
to derive a mass balance equation for the free species in a thin shell having a
thickness of Ar at the position r. The mass balance equation on this thin

element is
SJ\r ~ 57| r + A r - SArRads = ^(SAreC)

(12.69)

where the term in the RHS is the accumulation term of the free species in the
element, and the first two terms in the LHS are the diffusion terms in and out of
the element, whereas the last term is the removal term from the fluid phase.
Here, S is the cross-sectional area, which is constant for slab geometry.
Dividing Eq. 12.69 by SAr and taking the limit when the element shrinks to
zero (i.e., Ar —> 0), we have the following differential mass balance equation

e

f --£-*-

<12-7°)

Substituting the flux equation (Eq. 12.68) and the equation for the adsorption
rate (Eq. 12.67) into the above mass balance equation, we obtain

At this point, we recognize the system to be nonlinear, owing to the adsorption
terms.
Equation 12.71 includes the adsorption term, which involves the concentration of the adsorbed species, C^. So to complete the formulation of the mass
balance inside the particle, we need to write the mass balance relation for the
adsorbed species. Since we assume that there is no mobility of the adsorbed
species, the mass balance is basically the balance between the mass uptake and
the accumulation, that is,

1-[SAr(I - S)C11] = [SArflads]

(12.72)

Dividing this equation by SAr and using Eq. 12.67, we rewrite the above
equation as
dCa

( l - e ) - s f = *«hC(CM, - C J

(12.73)

Eqs. 12.71 and 12.73 now completely define the differential mass balance inside
the particle. To know how the concentrations of the free species as well as the
adsorbed species evolve, we need to specify initial and boundary conditions. We
assume initially the particle is free from solute of any form, and the fluid
surrounding the particle is thoroughly stirred so that there is no film mass
transfer resistance. Mathematically, these conditions are
f = 0;
r = 0; -^r=O

C = C^ = O
and

r = R; C = C0

(12.74)
(12.75)

where C0 is the constant external bulk concentration and R represents the
distance from the centerline of the slab-shaped particle whose thickness is 2R.
To eliminate excess baggage, we nondimensionalize the mass balance equations by defining the following nondimensional variables and parameters
y = r - ; >V = r ^
C

T=

C

°

"

g

-(l-OC

~—r^T;

—r

Ri\(l-e)^}
; M=

fr

x =

7?

(l2-76)

R
0
(12 ?7)

CV

-

With these definitions of variables and parameters, the nondimensional mass
balance equations take the uncluttered form containing only two (dimensionless) parameters

^=M0-y(l-^
/x~=y(l-y^)

(12.78a)
(UJSb)

subject to the following nondimensional initial and boundary conditions
T = 0;

y=y M = 0

x = 0; | j = 0 and x = 1; y = 1

(12.79)
(12.80)

Once again, remember that these mass balance equations are nonlinear (because of the nonlinear adsorption expression); hence, they can not be solved by
direct analytical means. Generally, numerical methods must be used to solve
this problem. However, when the adsorption rate is much faster than the
diffusion rate (i.e., \x <^ 1), conventional numerical methods will run into some
difficulty owing to instability. This arises because of the steepness of the profiles
generated. To achieve convergence with conventional numerical schemes, a
large number of discretization points must be used for the spatial domain. The
fine mesh is necessary to observe such a very sharp change in the profile.
Perhaps we can exploit in a positive way the smallness of the parameter
ju(jii «: 1) and use singular perturbation to advantage. Before we proceed with
the formality of the singular perturbation structure, let us have a look at the
remaining parameter, a. We rewrite this parameter as a capacity ratio

where the numerator is the mass holdup in the fluid phase within the particle
and the denominator is the holdup on the adsorbed phase. In most practical
adsorbents this ratio is very small. For example, the following parameters are

typical of a practical gas phase separation process
e = 0.4; C0 = 0.000001 mole/cc; C^ = 0.001 mole/cc
Using these values, the value of a is 0.000667, which is a very small number
indeed. This means that when the adsorption rate is much faster than the
diffusion rate into the particle, we have two small parameters at our disposal, JJL
and a.
Now we can proceed with the delineation of the formal structure for a
singular perturbation approach. For given x and r, we write y and yM as
asymptotic expansions, and the first few terms are
y(x,T',tL,cr) =yo(x,T)
yJ^x.Tifi.cr)

= yll0(x9T)

+/Xy1(X5T) + o(^i)
+M111(X9T) + o(/i)

(12.82a)
[UMb)

We next substitute these expansions into Eqs. 12.78 and then observe the order
of magnitude of all terms. This leads to a sequence of infinite subproblems. We
write below the first two subproblems
0(1):
O(At):

*>(l->Vo) = O

^j) -,,,(I-y|i0)+yoyMl =0

(12.83)
(12.84a)

Equation 12.83 is the leading order (or zero-order) subproblem, and Eqs. 12.84
are first order subproblems. We start with the leading order problem. Inspecting
Eq. 12.83, we note that there are two possibilities (i.e., two solutions). One
solution is
y* = 0

and

^0 # 1

(12.85)

y\l * 0

and

y»0 = 1

(12.86)

and the other is

The existence of the two solutions simply means that the spatial domain (0,1)
must be divided into two subdomains, and each solution is valid only in one such
subdomain. If we stipulate a demarcation point dividing these two subdomains
as X(T), the two subdomains are (0, X(r)) and (X(T\ 1). Since the supply of
solute comes from the exterior surface of the particle, it is obvious that the
solution set (set I) having zero intraparticle fluid concentration must be applicable in the subdomain (0, X(T)\ which is the inner core. The other solution set
having the saturation adsorbed phase concentration C^3 (y^{) = 1) is valid in the
subdomain (X9 1), which is the outer shell. Figure 12.8 illustrates graphically
these subdomains.

Subdomain I

Subdomain II

Figure 12.8 Schematic diagram of the two
subdomains.

Let us consider the subdomain (0, X) first. We replace the set applicable to
this domain (Eq. 12.85) into the first order subproblem Eqs. 12.84, and obtain
^

=0

(12.87)

This, with the zero initial condition Eq. 12.79, simply implies that
y^o = 0

(12.88)

Thus, the leading order solutions in the subdomain (0,X) (Eqs. 12.85 and 12.88)
suggest that in the inner core of the particle, there is no solute of any form,
either in the free or adsorbed state.
Now, we turn to the other subdomain (X, 1), the outer shell. Substitute Eq.
12.86 into the first order subproblem Eqs. 12.84, and obtain
^2

II

-^f- = 0

for

XG(X(T)91)

(12.89)

This equation, when written in dimensional form, is
^ ^ T

=

o

for

XG(X(T)91)

(12.90)

This equation simply states that in the outer subdomain the movement of the
free species is controlled purely by diffusion. This is so because the outer
subdomain is saturated with adsorbed species (yM() = 1) and there is no further
adsorption taking place in this subdomain. Hence, free molecules diffuse
through this outer shell without any form of mass retardation.

To solve Eq. 12.89, we must impose boundary conditions. One condition is
that at the exterior particle surface where y(l, r) = 1 (Eq. 12.80) and the other
must be at the demarcation position, X(r). Since we know that the concentration of the free species is zero in the inner core, the appropriate boundary
condition at this demarcation position is modelled as
ylQl = 0

X=X(T);

(12.91)

Solution of Eq. 12.89 subject to boundary conditions Eqs. 12.80 and 12.91 is
obtained by successive integration to be
ylol ^ 0 ( T ) * + * I ( T )
hence, when the boundary conditions are applied, we finally obtain
y

"

=

1 - XX{r)

f

°r

*

G

№)>!)

(12-92)

Thus far, we know that the domain is broken up into two subdomains and the
solutions for these two subdomains are given in Eqs. 12.85, 12.86, 12.88, and
12.92 as a function of the demarcation position, X(r). At this stage, we have no
knowledge regarding the form X(r) must take. Even if we solve more higher
order subproblems, we will not obtain any information about the demarcation
function X(r). The movement of this front is dictated by adsorption, which
occurs only in the neighborhood of the demarcation position (so-called adsorption front), and the solutions obtained so far are not valid when we are close to
the adsorption front. These solutions (Eqs. 12.85, 12.86, 12.88, and 12.92) are
therefore called the outer solutions, because they are strictly valid only in
regions far removed from the point X(r).
To reveal the behavior near the adsorption front, we must enlarge the spatial
scale around that front. This can be achieved by stretching (or magnifying) the
spatial scale around this point as

f-J^l

(12.»)

where £ is called the inner variable and /JL7 represents the relative thickness of
the adsorption front.
Thus, to obtain the relevant equations applicable in the neighborhood of the
adsorption front, we need to make the variables transformation
( j t , T ) - > ( f , T)
In the manner of Chapter 10, we write the total derivative

(12.94)

and by equating like coefficients where
1 ,
at

dX dr

= —zrdx — j
TT
fiy
dr jjLy

s

and taking the front velocity as
7
Z

_ dX
" dr

we obtain

and for the second derivative

The velocity of the wave front

Z(T) = ^p-

(UMd)

is not necessarily constant.
Substituting Eqs. 12.96 into Eqs. 12.78 to effect the transformation, we obtain
the following equations which are valid in the neighborhood of the adsorption
front

V Z ( T ) ^ - + A t ^ =y(l - y j

(12.97ft)

where we have dropped the subscripts £ and T from the partial derivatives for
the sake of simplicity of notation.
In the neighborhood of the adsorption front, the concentration of the free
species is very low and the concentration of the adsorbed species varies from
unity in the outer shell to zero in the inner core (see Fig. 12.9 for the behavior
of the inner solutions). Thus, we will assume that the inner solutions have the
asymptotic expansions
y (/) = / * A U o + 0(/O]
yf^y^

+ ^/i)

(12.98a)
(12.98£)

Figure 12.9 Behavior of the inner solutions.

If we substitute these expansions into Eq. 12.97, we then obtain the equations

- , / - ' » 1 + V - ^ = M-2*" ^ f - MM0Ci - y$)
(12.99a)

V Z ( T ) - ^ + M^f = MM°(1 - )$)

(12.99ft)

If we now match the diffusion term (the first term on the RHS of Eq. \2.99a)
with the adsorption term (the second term), and match the accumulation of the
adsorbed species with the adsorption term in Eq. 12.996, we obtain the two
equations for y and A
1 - 2y + A = A

(12.100a)

1-7 = A

(12.100ft)

A= 7 = ~

(12.101)

This results in

This result implies that the thickness of the adsorption front is of order of /x0-5.
With these values of A and 7, Eqs. 12.99 then become

- ^ Z ( r ) f + a^ ^

- M'/2 ^ f - M 1 ^n 1 - ^ ) (12'102«)

_ M i / 2 Z ( T ) f ^ + M ^ = M 1 ^ ( I - yfli)

d2.102ft)

from which we can obtain the leading order subproblem for the inner solutions

^fr-^°(l-^) = 0

(12.103a)

- Z ( T ) ^ p =y<<>(l-y$)

(12.1036)

Eliminating the nonlinear adsorption terms between Eqs. 12.103a and 12.103/?,
we obtain

-Z(T)-^-

=^ r

(12.104)

To find the conditions for the inner solutions, we have to match with the outer
solutions in the limits of f approaching to +<» (matching with the outer
solutions in the outer shell) and to - oo (matching with the outer solutions in the
inner core). Proceeding with the matching, we obtain the following conditions
for the inner solutions (see Fig. 12.9)

f-

- ° ° ; ) $ = 0;

^

=O

(12.105*)

Integrating Eq. 12.104 with respect to £ from -oo to +00 and using the
boundary conditions (12.105), we obtain the following ordinary differential
equation for the adsorption front position, X(T)
^

dr

=-

1

*

(12.106)

1-

X(T)

V

;

The initial condition of this adsorption front will be at the particle exterior
surface
r = 0;

X(O) = 1

(12.107)

Therefore, the adsorption position as a function of time can be obtained as
integration of Eq. 12.106
X(T)

= 1 - I/2T

(12.108)

Knowing this front as a function of time, the fractional amount adsorbed up to
time r is simply

F=C

yudx = A/2T~

-7A-(T)

for r e fo, i ]
L

Z

J

(12.109)

Exact
solution

Uptake

Singular
perturbation
solution

Uptake

Singular
perturbation
solution

Exact
solution

Figure 12.10 Plots of uptake versus time.

Equation 12.109 is plotted in Fig. 12.10. Also shown in the figure are the
numerical calculations using the orthogonal collocation method (to be discussed
in the next section). It is remarkable to see that the singular perturbation result
agrees extremely well with the numerically exact solution even with /n = 0.01.
Note that the thickness of the neighborhood of the adsorption front is /JL1/2. In
Fig. 12.10, we also show the comparison between the singular perturbation
solution and the numerically exact solution for ^ = 0.1. The agreement is not as
satisfactory as the previous case. Additional computations show good agreement
when fi = 0.001. Thus, the singular perturbation result is quite reasonable
when fi is less than 0.01.
We have shown an example of the application of the singular perturbation
technique to PDE. Obviously, even for this simple example, the application still
requires some knowledge of the solution behavior. Its application is not as
straightforward as that for ODEs, but we present it here for the serious readers
who may have practical problems in setting up the procedure. More often than
not, when an analytical means is not available to solve the problem, we suggest
that numerical methods should be tried first to get an overall picture of the

system behavior. Often, this leads to enough insight to try an analytical approach such as singular perturbation. The rewards for analytical methods
are simplicity, and compactness, which are highly valued in the scientific
community.
Numerical procedures, as we show presently, pose little difficulty when
nondimensional parameters are of order of unity. However, some difficulty in
convergence arises when parameters become small or large. In this case, the
singular perturbation method can be tried to isolate the sharpness of the
solution behavior. It is difficult to imagine, however, that numerical methods
could ever lead to the simple result X(r) = 1 - y[2r.
We end this chapter by noting that the application of the singular perturbation method to partial differential equations requires more ingenuity than its
application to ODEs. However, as in the case of ODEs, the singular perturbation solutions can be used as a tool to explore parametric dependencies and, as
well, as a valuable check on numerical solutions. The book by Cole (1968)
provides a complete and formal treatment of partial differential equations by
the singular perturbation method.
12.3

FINITE DIFFERENCE
The finite difference method is one of the oldest methods to handle differential
equations. Like the orthogonal collocation method discussed in Chapter 8, this
technique involves the replacement of continuous variables, such as y and x,
with discrete variables, that is, instead of obtaining a solution which is continuous over the whole domain of interest, the finite difference method will yield
values at discrete points, chosen by the analyst.
In the finite difference method, a derivative at a discrete point, say point xjy
is evaluated using the information about discrete variables close to that point xj
(local information). This is in contrast to the orthogonal collocation method for
which a derivative is evaluated by using information from all discrete variables.
This is the reason why the collocation method is more stable than the finite
difference procedure. However, the finite difference technique, owing to the fact
that it utilizes only the local information, is readily applied to handle many
problems of awkward geometry. As long as the grid size is properly chosen, the
finite difference approach leads to stable solutions. This section will describe
the procedure for the finite difference representation in solving differential
equations.
Let us consider the Taylor series of a function y(x + Ax) evaluated around
the point x, as

y(x + Ax) = y(x) + ^f-Ax

+

^T^(Ajc)2

+

'''

(12110)

Now, if the second and higher order terms are ignored, we have
dy(x) _ y(x + Ax) - y(x)

ST

*

A^

.

(12-1U)

which simply states that the slope of the function y at point x is approximated by
the slope of the line segment joining between two points (JC, y(x)) and (x +
AJC, y(x + Ax)). Thus, the first derivative is calculated using the local discrete
points, and this formula is correct to the first order since the first term omitted
in Eq. 12.110 is of order of (AJC) 2 .
Similarly, if we expand the function y(x - Ax) around the point x using the
Taylor series method, we would obtain the formula

y(x-

Ax) = y(x) - ^f-Ax

+ ^p-(Ax)2

+ • • • (12.112)

Again, when the second and higher order terms are ignored, the first derivative
can be calculated from another formula, using discrete points (JC, y(x)) and
(x - AJC, y(x

- AJC)), as

dy^)_

^ y{x)-y{x-Ax)

(12>H3)

Like Eq. 12.111, this approximation of the first derivative at the point x
requires only values close to that point.
Another formula for approximating the first derivative can be obtained by
subtracting Eq. 12.110 from 12.112; we obtain
d

y(x)
dx

^ y(x + A *) - y(x - A*)

mil4

~

in.i±4j

2AJC

x

This formula is more accurate than the last two (Eqs. 12.111 and 12.113)
because the first term truncated in deriving this equation contains (AJC) 2 ,
compared to (AJC) in the last two formulas.
To obtain the discrete formula for the second derivative, we add Eq. 12.110
and 12.112 and ignore the third order and higher order terms to obtain
d2y(x) ^ y(x + Ax) - 2y(x) + y(x —= ~
:
dx2

Ax)
(12.115)

(AJC) 2

The first term truncated in deriving this formula contains (AJC) 2 ; hence, the
error for this formula is comparable to Eq. 12.114 obtained for the first
derivative.
We can proceed in this way to obtain higher order derivatives, but only first
and second derivatives are needed to handle most engineering problems. For
cylindrical and spherical coordinates, the shifted position procedure in Problem
12.8 shows how to deal with the Laplacian operators.

12.3.1 Notations
To simplify the analysis, it is convenient to define a few short-hand notations
just as we did in the other techniques. We have shown in Chapter 8 that,
without loss of generality, the spatial domain can be taken to be [0,1] as any
domain [a, b] can be readily transformed to [0,1].

Let the domain be divided into N equal intervals with the length of each
interval, called the grid size, given as

We define the point i as the point having the coordinate /(Ax), and denote that
point JCZ; that is,
x, = /(Ax)

for

i = 0,1,2,..., N

This means X0 = 0, xN = 1, xi+1 = (i + I)Ax, xt_x = (/ - I)Ax, etc.
The variable y corresponding to the point Jc1- is denoted as yt\ that is,
y(xt) = yt. In terms of these shorthand notations, the three previous formulas
for approximating first derivatives are, respectively,

{%\ * ^

<"•""•>

and the approximating formula for the second derivative is

( f t ) -y"1"2y^y-1
2

I ^: //

(Ax)

(12.117)

2

Equations 12.116a, 6 are first order correct, whereas the last two are second
order correct.
12.3.2

Essence of the Method
It is best to illustrate the essence of the method by way of a simple example. An
iterative solution is sought which, in the limit of small grid size, should converge
very closely to the exact solution.

EXAMPLE 12.4
Let us start with the elementary second order differential equation
^ - 4 - 2^- - 1Oy = 0
dxz

for

0<x < 1

(12.118)

"X

This relation can be used to describe a chemical reaction occurring in a fixed
bed. The equation, of course, can be handled by techniques developed
in Chapters 2 and 3, but we will solve it numerically for the purpose of
demonstration.

We first divide the domain into N intervals, with the grid size being Ax =
\/N. The /th point is the point having the coordinate i(Ax). Eq. 12.118 is valid
at any point within the domain [0,1]; thus, if we evaluate it at the point X1, we
have

^X
dxl

-2^X1

-1OyU = O

(12.119)

"Xx,

Using the discrete formula for the first and second derivatives, (Eqs. 12.116c
and 12.117), which are both second order correct, we obtain
y

' > ' ~ 2 y ' - + y ' - - ' - 2 y / + ' " y / - ! - 1Oy1. = 0
z a x
(Ax)

(12.120a)

Simplifying this equation gives the finite-difference equation
«yi-i-Pyi-yyi+i

=o

(12.120*)

where
a = —!—, + - i - ;
A
(Ax) 2
*

P = -^-2 +10;
(Ax) 2

y=^ Ax

^
(Ax)2

(12.120c)

This discrete equation Eq. 12.120Z? can be solved using the calculus of finite
difference (Chapter 5), to give a general solution in terms of arbitrary constants.1
Boundary conditions are necessary to complete the problem, if we wish to
develop an iterative solution. The remainder of the procedure depends on the
form of the specified boundary conditions. To show this, we choose the
following two boundary conditions
JC-O;

y= 1

(12.121)

X=I;

^=O

(12.122)

where the boundary condition at x = 0 involves the specification of the value of
y while the other involves the first derivative.
Evaluating Eq. 12.120Z? at the point Xx (i.e., the first point next to the left
boundary) would give
ay0 -^y1 - yy2 = 0

1

ThIs finite difference equation has the general analytical solution

yi=A(r,)i

+ B(r2)i

where
-/3 ± \//3 2 + Aay
'1,2 =

^

But since we specify the value of y at x = 0 as y0 = 1, the above equation will
become
- ^ y 1 - yy2 = -a

(12.123)

To deal with the other boundary condition at x = 1, we apply the second-order
correct approximation for the first derivative at x = 1; that is, Eq. 12.122
becomes
2A*

•'

^+1-3^-1

Note that the point xN+1 is a fictitious point, since it is outside the domain of
interest.
Evaluating Eq. 12.120b at i = JV (i.e., at the boundary) will yield

but since yN+l

= yN-\, the previous equation will become
(a-y)yN_l-pyN

=0

(12.124)

Thus, our finite difference equations are Eq. 12.123, Eq. 12.1206 for i =
2 , 3 , . . . , JV - 1, and Eq. 12.124, totalling JV equations, and we have exactly JV
unknown discrete variables to be found Cy1, y 2 , . . . , yN). Since the starting
equation we choose is linear, the resulting set of JV equations are linear
algebraic equations, which can be handled by the usual matrix methods given in
Appendix B. The matrix formed by this set of linear equations has a special
format, called the tridiagonal matrix, which will be considered in the next
section.
To summarize the finite difference method, all we have to do is to replace all
derivatives in the equation to be solved by their appropriate approximations to
yield a finite difference equation. Next, we deal with boundary conditions. If the
boundary condition involves the specification of the variable y, we simply use its
value in the finite difference equation. However, if the boundary condition
involves a derivative, we need to use the fictitious point which is outside the
domain to effect the approximation of the derivative as we did in the above
example at x = 1. The final equations obtained will form a set of algebraic
equations which are amenable to analysis by methods such as those in Appendix
A. If the starting equation is linear, the finite difference equation will be in the
form of tridiagonal matrix and can be solved by the Thomas algorithm presented in the next section.
12.3.3

Tridiagonal Matrix and the Thomas Algorithm
The tridiagonal matrix is a square matrix in which all elements not on the
diagonal line and the two lines parallel to the diagonal line are zero. Elements
on these three lines may or may not be zero. For example, a 7 x 7 tridiagonal

matrix will have the following format
"+
+
0
0
0
0
0

+
+
+
0
0
0
0

0
+
+
+
0
0
0

0

0
0

+
+
+
0
0

0
0

0
+
+
+
0

0

0
0
0
+
+
+

"
0
0
0
0
+
+

(12.125)

with the symbol + denoting value which may or may not be zero.
With this special form of the tridiagonal matrix, the Thomas algorithm
(Von Rosenberg 1969) can be used to effect a solution. The algorithm for a
square NxN tridiagonal matrix is simple and is given as
The equations are
0/^-1 + btfi + ctyi+1 = dt

for 1 < i < N

with ax = cN = 0

Step 1.

Step 2.

Compute:
Pt^b1-aiCi_x/piA

with /S1 =bx

J1 = {dt - aiyi_l)/pi

with y, = dx/bx

The values of the dependent variables are calculated from
yN = yN

and

yt•, = yx•, -

C^1+1ZP1

Now, coming back to the problem at hand in the last section, let us choose
five intervals; that is, N = 5 and Ax = 1/5 = 0.2. The five linear equations are
(written in matrix form)

~-p

-y

a

-p

0
0
0

a
0
0

0

O l Ty1]I"-a"

-y

0

O

-p
a
0

-y
-p
(a - y)

0
-y
-p

0

y

0

2

• y3
y4
y5

=

0
0
0

(12.126)

The first equation comes from the boundary condition at x = 0 (Eq. 12.123),
the next four come from Eq. 12.1206, and the last comes from the boundary
condition at x = 1 (Eq. 12.124). Solving this set of equations using the Thomas
algorithm just presented will yield solutions for discrete values ^ 1 to y5.
Table 12.1 shows these approximate values and the exact solution, which is

Table 12.1 Comparison Between the Approximate and Exact Solutions
x
02
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

yaPprox
0.635135
0.405405
0.263514
0.182432
0.152027

yexact
0.630417
0.399566
0.258312
0.178912
0.151418

Relative Error%
075
1.46
2.01
1.97
0.40

obtained using complementary solution methods taught in Chapter 2:
pr2pr\x

r

r pr\pr2x

2

y-

;

%%*-£"

'..2 = i ± v i r

(12.127)

An increase in the number of intervals (smaller grid size) will yield approximate
solutions closer to the exact solution, as one may expect.
12.3.4

Linear Parabolic Partial Differential Equations
The preliminary steps for solving partial differential equations by finite difference methods is similar to the last section. We shall now illustrate this for
parabolic partial differential equations.

EXAMPLE 12.5
Let us start with a linear equation written in nondimensional form as

% -0

<•"»•>

x = 0;

y=1

(12.128Z>)

x=l;

y= 0

(12.128c)

This equation describes many transient heat and mass transfer processes,
such as the diffusion of a solute through a slab membrane with constant
physical properties. The exact solution, obtained by either the Laplace transform, separation of variables (Chapter 10) or the finite integral transform
(Chapter 11), is given as
y

- i _ x - 1 £ SJn(Im*) g - . V ,

{

n

m

n= 1

We will use this exact solution later for evaluating the efficiency of the finite
difference solutions.

First, we divide the membrane spatial domain into TV equal intervals with the
grid size being Ax = l/N. Next, evaluating Eq. 12.128« at Af — 1 interior
points (i.e., points within the domain), we have

^dt

= ^ 2
~ y ' - + ' - 2 y - - 22 + y ' - '
dx x,
(Ax)

for

/-1,2,...,JV-I

(12.130)

in which we have used Eq. 12.117 for the approximation of the second partial
derivative. Note that x,- = /(Ax) and yt = y(x,).
Since the values of y at the boundary points are known in this problem (i.e.,
y 0 = 1 and yN = 0), the above equation written for / = 1 and i = N - 1 will
become
9

4t «

dt

%i
dt

y2

"2yi2+1
(Ax)

(12.13D

2

» " 2 ^- 1 V- 2

(12.132)

(Ax) 2

Thus, Eq. 12.131, Eq. 12.130 for i = 2 , 3 , . . . , N - 2, and Eq. 12.132 will form a
set of Af - 1 equations with N-I
unknowns (y,, y2,...,
yN_{). This set of
coupled ordinary differential equations can be solved by any of the integration
solvers described in Chapter 7. Alternately, we can apply the same finite
difference procedure to the time domain, for a completely iterative solution.
This is essentially the Euler, backward Euler and the Trapezoidal rule discussed
in Chapter 7, as we shall see.
We use the grid size in the time domain as At and the index j to count the
time, such that
tj= j'(At)

(12.133)

The variable at the grid point x, and at the time £; is denoted as yiJm The
N-I
ordinary differential equations (Eqs. 12.130, 12.131, and 12.132) are valid
at times greater than 0; thus, evaluating those equations at an arbitrary time t}
would give the approximations for time derivative as
ayxj
Vu ~ 2y,. y + i
—j— «
j

—Tf-~
01

2
(Ax)

f° r

i = 2,3,...,

(12.134a)

N - 2 (12.134A)

If we use the forward difference in time (an analogue to Eq. 7.72) as
dt

At

(l^.i^J

then Eq. 12.134 will become

(12.136&)

S

"

(12

^ ?

-° 6C)

All the values of y at the /th time are known, and hence, the previous equation
can be written explicitly in terms of the unknown yt j+l at the time tJ+ l as

y..,+. - JT^(V2J + i) + fi - z r ^ K ;
(Ax)
At

[

.

+

*.>"-(^(*-'.> *-.' >
for

+

(12.137a)

(Ax) J
2At 1

'-(I^J^

(12.137*)

/ = 2,3,...,N-2

yN y+l=

"'- jA^f^-2'1

+l

" (B) 1 J^- 1 - 7 '

(12J37c)

To solve this set of equations, we need initial conditions. Let us assume that the
membrane is initially solute free. Hence, the initial conditions for this discrete
set of variables are
y, o = 0

for

i = 1,2,...,W- 1

(12.138)

All the terms in the right-hand side of Eq. 12.137 are known, and hence, this
makes the forward difference in time rather attractive. However, as in the Euler
method (Chapter 7), this forward difference scheme in time suffers the same
handicap, that is, it is unstable if the grid size is not properly chosen. Using the
stability analysis (von Rosenberg 1969), the criterion for stability (see Problem
12.12) is

TTV - \
(Ax)

(12 139)

-

z

which plays a similar role as the condition hX < 2 for the explicit Euler method

of Chapter 7. This restriction is quite critical, since to reduce the error in the x
domain (i.e., the profile at a given time) the grid size Ax must be small;
therefore, the time step size to satisfy the above criterion must also be small for
stability.
To resolve the problem of stability, we approach the problem in the same way
we did in the backward Euler method. We evaluate Eq. 12.130 at the unknown
time level tj+l and use the following backward difference formula for the time
derivative term (which is first order correct)

%F -5

^

<•»•>

we obtain

^.-yu,^u+.-2yu+.+yf-u+,
At
(Ax) 2

/-!,2,...,*-!
(12.141)

Rearranging this equation in the form of the tridiagonal matrix, we have

for i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , 7 V - 1.
When / = 1, the above equation can be written as

- [ 2 + ^ ] > u + . + 3^y+, = " ^ y , . ; - 1

(12-143)

in which we have made use of the boundary condition (12.1286); that is,
y(U=l

for a l l ;

(12.144)

Similarly, for i = N - 1, we have

VN-U+X - [2 + ^f-

yN-,.j+l

= -^SJ-VN-U

(12-145)

in which we have made use of the other boundary condition at x = 1; that is,
yNJ

=0

for a l l ;

(12.146)

If we arrange the derived finite difference equations in the following order:
Eq. 12.143, Eq. 12.142 for i = 2 , 3 , . . . , N - 2, and Eq. 12.145, they will form a
set of equations in tridiagonal form, which can be solved by the Thomas
algorithm presented in Section 12.3.3. Comparing these equations with the

equation format for the Thomas algorithm, we must have

a,- = 1;

bt = - 2 + ^
(A

J

;

c,. = 1

(12.147a)

\2

L

di = - ^r~ylj

- Sn;

«i = o;

^

1

=o

(12.147*)

where S11 is the Kronecker delta function. With this new scheme of backward in
time (similar to the backward Euler method), there will be no restriction on the
size of At for stability (see Problem 12.13). Since it is stable, one can choose the
step size of any magnitude to minimize the truncation error. As we have
discussed in Chapter 7, even though the backward Euler method is very stable,
the formula used in the approximation of the time derivative is only first order
correct (Eq. 12.140). So we shall need a better scheme, which will utilize the
second order correct formula for the time derivative.
The second order correct formula for the time derivative is derived by using
the Taylor series of y(t + AO around the point t + A^/2 shown as

(12.148a)
Similarly, we can write for any function y(t) as a Taylor series expansion
around the time (t + At/2)

V

^

V

7

^

\dt)t + At/2 2

2 ! \dt2 ; , + A,/2V

2

/
(12.148£)

Subtracting these two equations will yield the following equation for the
approximation of the time derivative at the time tj+l/2 (tj+1/2 = t + At/2)

№ ,-^
The first term omitted in the previous formula contains (At)2; thus, the formula
is of second order correct. This approximation is the famous Crank and
Nicolson equation (Crank and Nicolson 1947).
Now let us evaluate the mass balance equation (Eq. 12.128#) at the time
tj+1/2 and use the above formula for the approximation of the time derivative,
we have

At

\dx2)ij+l/2

The second derivative in the RHS, if approximated by the procedure derived in
the last two methods, will be given by
(d2y \

_ yj-uj+i/2 ~ 2^/,;+1/2 + yj+u+i/2

/

n

K

^

The values of y at tj+1/2 are not what we are after. What we want are y at tj+ {
in terms of what we already know at tr To get around this, we assume that the
step size is sufficiently small such that the following arithmetic mean for the
second order spatial derivative is applicable

\dx2)ij

l

+ i/2

[ \ d x

2

\dx2)i

) i j

J

+ \\

This is very similar to the trapezoidal rule taught in Chapter 7.
Using Eq. 12.117 for the approximation of the second derivative, Eq. 12.152
becomes
(d2y\
\dx2Ji,j+i/2

^ i y / + i , r 2 y u +y / - u
2
(Ax)2

+

yt+u+i -2yu+i
+y/-i,y-n]
(Ax)2
J
(12.153)

Next, substitute this equation into Eq. 12.150, and we have
y / , / + i -yjj
Ar

_ _i yt+uj

~ 2yij

2

+^-!,y

(Ax)

+

yi+\,j+\

2

~

2

^ y

+

I

(Ax)

+y/-i,y+i"

2

(12.154)
This equation is now second order correct in both x and t. Remember that
all values of y at the /th time step are known and so we can obtain the values at
tJ+l. Rearranging the previous equation in the form of tridiagonal matrix, we
have
2(AJC)2]

T
yi-ij+i -

2

+

Af

KM+' +tt+iJ+i

(12.155)
L

- -y/-i.y+ Y

2

2(AJC) 1

A^J^-^+i.y

for i = 1,2,..., N - 1, and j = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .
For / = 1 (i.e., the first discrete point adjacent to the left boundary) and
i = N-l (the last point adjacent to the right boundary), the previous equation
involves the boundary values yOj, yo,y+i> JVy anc * >V,y+i- The boundary

condition (Eqs. 12.128b, c) provides these values; that is,
yO,j=yoj+i

= 1

(12.156a)

yNj = VNj+I = O

(12.1566)

After these boundary conditions are substituted into Eq. 12.155 for / = 1 and
i = N — 1, we get

(12.157)

2(Ax)2I

L
yN-2j+\

~

z

+

£7

T
>W-i,y + i ~

>V-2,y ~M

2(Ax)2I

Z

^T

>V-i,y
(12.158)

When the equations are put in the order: Eq. 12.157, Eq. 12.155 (for / =
2,3,..., N -2) and Eq. 12.158, we obtain a (N - 1, N - 1) matrix of tridiagonal form with N-I
unknown discrete variables ^ 1 to >V-i- This can be solved
by the Thomas algorithm of Section 12.3.3.
Note that the backward difference in time method and the Crank-Nicolson
method both yield finite difference equations in the form of tridiagonal matrix,
but the latter involves computations of three values of y(yt_x, y,, and y / + 1 ) of
the previous time t-, whereas the former involves only y r
Since the time derivative used in the Crank-Nicolson method is second order
correct, its step size can be larger and hence more efficient (see Fig. 12.11c).
Moreover, like the backward difference method, the Crank-Nicolson is stable in
both space and time.
Another useful point regarding the Crank-Nicolson method is that the
forward and backward differences in time are applied successively. To show this,
we evaluate the finite difference equation at the (/ + 2)th time by using the
backward formula; that is,

V1-Ui+I-

[ 2 + - ^ ] y , , ; + 2 + y ,+ 1,J+ 2 = -^-ViJ+I

(12-159)

If we evaluate the values of y at the (j + l)th time in the RHS of Eq. 12.159
using the forward difference formula in time, we would obtain

L

(A*)2
(12.160)

= -Vi-uj+

o

2

2(A*) 2
- (Af)
y-.j

-y>+u

Figure 12.11 Plots of yx versus time for: (a) forward difference; (b) backward difference; (c) Crank-Nicolson.

Thus, we see that this formula is basically the Crank-Nicolson formula written
for the time step size of 2(AO (compare this with Eq. 12.155 where the step size
is AO.
Figures 12.11 shows plots of V1 = y(x = 0.2) as a function of time. Computations from the forward difference scheme are shown in
Fig. 12.11a, while those of the backward difference and the Crank-Nicolson
schemes are shown in Figs. Yl.Wb and c, respectively. Time step sizes of 0.01
and 0.05 are used as parameters in these three figures. The exact solution (Eq.
12.129) is also shown in these figures as dashed lines. It is seen that the
backward difference and the Crank-Nicolson methods are stable no matter
what step size is used, whereas the forward difference scheme becomes unstable
when the stability criterion of Eq. 12.139 is violated. With the grid size of
Ax = 0.2, the maximum time step size for stability of the forward difference
method is Ar = ( A J C ) 2 / 2 = 0.02.
12.3.5

Nonlinear Parabolic Partial Differential Equations
We have demonstrated the method of finite differences for solving linear
parabolic partial differential equations. But the utility of the numerical method
is best appreciated when we deal with nonlinear equations. In this section, we
will consider a nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation, and show how
to deal with the nonlinear terms.

Let us again consider the same problem of mass transfer through a membrane
of Example 12.5 but this time we account for the fact that diffusivity is a
function of the intramembrane concentration. The nondimensional equation
can be written as

Expanding the RHS will give

As in Example 12.5, if we divide the domain [0,1] into N intervals, evaluate the
above equation at the (/ + l/2)th time, and use the second order correct
formula for both time and space derivatives, we have the following finite
difference formulas for the derivatives
tay\

m

yu+t-yu

\dt)ij+l/2

[dx2ju+l/2~

2

{

u

m

v

A/

(Ax)2

)
;

(Ax)2
(12.164)

(dI)iJ+l/2~

2[

2(AJC)

+

2(Ax)

J

(12 165)
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The first equation comes from Eq. 12.149, the second from Eq. 12.153, and the
last is the Crank-Nicolson analog for the first spatial derivative, similar in form
to the second spatial derivative Eq. 12.153 derived earlier.
We have dealt with the derivative terms in Eq. 12.162, let us now turn to
dealing with / ( y ) and f'(y). Evaluating these at the discrete point / and time
(/ + 1/2), we have
f(y)ij+i/2=f(yiJ+l/2)

(12.166)

and
/'(y)/.y + i/2=/'(y,-.; + i/2)

(12-167)

The complication we have here is the unknown y,; + 1 / 2 appearing in the above
two equations. One simple way of resolving this problem is to use the known
values of y at the /th time; that is,
/(y)/.y+i/2«/(yu)

(12.168a)

/'(y)/.y + i/2*/'(y/.y)

(12.168ft)

then substitute these equations together with the equations for the derivatives
(Eqs. 12.163 to 12.165) into Eq. 12.162 and use the information on the boundary
values (Eqs. 12.128b, c) to obtain a set of equations of tridiagonal matrix form.
Solving this using the Thomas algorithm will yield values of y at the (/ + l)th
time. Note, however, that to obtain this solution, / ( y ) and f'(y) were approximated using values of y at the /th time. To improve the solution, we use the
better approximation for / ( y ) and / ' ( y ) by applying the averaging formulas
/(y)u*./2-/(*•'+2yr'+')

U2.M9-)

where y*;-+1 is obtained from the last approximation. We can, of course, repeat
this process with the iteration scheme to solve for y{k +l) at the (k + l)th
iteration
f(y)ij+l/2~f(y'J+fUl)

(12.170)

with
yf?Ui=yu

(i2.i7i)

The iteration process can be stopped when some convergence criterion is

satisfied. The following one is commonly used to stop the iteration sequence
v (* + n

_ v(*)
^TT)

<*

^rall*

where s is some predetermined small value.
There are a number of variations of such methods in the literature. They
basically differ in the way the nonlinear coefficients are evaluated. For example,
for the function
f(y)i,j+i/2=f(ylJ+l/2)

(12-172)

the value of )>/,_,•+1/2 in the arguement can be found by applying the finite
difference formula to the equation with a time step of At/2, and using f(yt y)
and f'iyij) to approximate / ( y ) and /'(y), respectively. Other variations can
be found in Douglas (1961) and Von Rosenberg (1969). There exists considerable scope for student-generated averaging techniques, of the type shown
previously.
12.3.6

Elliptic Equations
Treatment of elliptic equations is essentially the same as that for parabolic
equations. To show this, we demonstrate the technique with the following
example wherein two finite spatial variables exist.

EXAMPLE 12J
Consider a rectangle catalyst of two dimensions in which a first order chemical
reaction is taking place. The nondimensional equation is
^

1

+^

- 4>2y = 0

(12.173a)

where <f)2 is the typical Thiele modulus, and y = C/C0 with C0 being the bulk
concentration.
The boundary conditions to this problem are assumed to take the form
x = 0;

^ = O

(12.173ft)

x = 1;

y=1

(12.173c)

z = 0;

% =°

(12.173d)

2=1;

y=1

(12.173«)

Due to the symmetry of the catalyst, we consider only the positive quadrant (i.e.,
x and z are positive). Let us divide the domains x and z into TV intervals. The
coordinate of the x domain is /(AJC) and that of the z domain is /(Az), where

A x = jj = /*;

Az = - ^ = A

Next, we evaluate the differential equation at the point (/, j)

for 1,7 = 1,2, ...,JV — 1.
Using the approximation formula for the second derivative (Eq. 12.117), Eq.
12.174 will become

(Vi-U ~ 2yu + y,+ w ) + (yu_x - 2yu + yiJ+l)

- h24>2yu = 0 (12.175)

One method for solving this set of equations is the Alternate-Direction-Implicit
method. The basic idea of this approach utilizes the fact that the elliptic PDE
(Eq. 12.173a) is the steady-state solution of the associated transient partial
differential equation

£"[0+&-H

(I2 176)

-

where a is some arbitrary constant.
Now, let us use the finite difference to approximate the previous parabolic
PDE. Suppose that we know values of y at the time tk and wish to use the finite
difference approach to find their values at the next time tk+l. The time
derivative dy/dt evaluated at the time tk+l is approximated by

where the subscripts / and j denote the positions in the x and z domains,
respectively, whereas the upperscript k represents the time tk.
If we approximate the second order spatial derivatives d2y/dx2 at the time
(k + 1) by the values of y at the time tk +l and the other derivative d2y/dz2 by

the values of y at the time tk, we have

4

^*" 1 ''

^

y +lJ
2

'

(12.177ft)

The purpose of the last step is to evaluate the value of y in the x direction
while assuming that the spatial derivative in z is approximated by the values of
discrete y at the old time tk.
The reaction term 0 2 y can be approximated by the arithmetic mean between
the values at time tk and tk+ l; that is,

<t>2y = ^-{yfk/

+ yfkj+1))

(12.17W)

Substituting Eqs. 12.177 into Eq. 12.176, we have

p \ y t + ° - y,(,7] = (tf-T.1/ - 2y^ + 1 ) + y/*r.V)
+ W-x-2y®+y\%x)

(12.178a)

where

P=^7;

Zi = Ax = Az

(12.178ft)

Rearranging Eq. 12.178a by grouping all terms at time tk+ l to one side and
terms at time tk to the other side, we then have
y ;*f7

- (2 + P + jh2<i>2Uk;» + y/*r.y
(12.179a)

= -y/,%, + (2 - P + ^ 2 * 2 ) y / , V - » %
Now, if we apply Eq. 12.176 at the next time ^ +2

an(

^ approximate the

derivatives as

(dy\(k+2)

y/y 2) -y?*- +l)

I dt j , j

At

I o y \

_

\ dx2 Jij

"

Uz 2 Ju

si-i,j

^ S i , J

^yi+i,j

(Ax) 2

(Az)2

In opposite to what we did in the last time step, here we approximate the spatial
derivative in z at the time tk+2, whereas the spatial derivative in x is approximated using old values at the time tk+l.
The reaction term is approximated by the arithmetic mean between values at
tk + l and tk+2; t n a t is,

Substituting these approximation formulas into Eq. 12.176, we obtain the
equation (after some algebraic manipulation)

y&t? - (2 + p + ^ V 2 U * / 2 > + y&W
2

0

(12.179*)

= -y,<*T.y + (2- P + ^ V J y I V - yJiVI
Equations 12.179^ and b are iteration equations known as the PeacemanRachford Alternating-Direction-Implicit scheme (1955). Basically, this iteration
scheme assumes an initial guess of all points and the process is started by
keeping j constant and applying Eq. 12.179a to find the next estimate along the
ith coordinate. This is achieved with the Thomas algorithm since the matrix is
tridiagonal. Knowing this, we apply Eq. \2.\19b to find the next estimate along
the /th coordinate and the process continues until the method provides convergent solutions. Because of the alternation between directions, the method was
given the name Alternating-Direction-Implicit method.
Note the definition of the parameter p in Eq. 12.118b. Since our main
concern is to solve elliptic equation, that is, the steady-state solution to
Eq. 12.176, the solution can be obtained effectively by choosing a sequence of
parameters pk (Peaceman and Rachford 1955). The optimum sequence of this
parameter is only found for simple problems. For other problems, it is suggested
that this optimum sequence is obtained by numerical experiments. However, if
the scalar parameter p is kept constant, the method has been proved to
converge for all values of p. Interested readers should refer to Wachspress and
Habetler (1960) for further exposition of this method.
Dealing with nonlinear elliptic equations is more difficult than linear equations, as one would expect. All schemes proposed to handle nonlinear elliptic
equations are of the iterative type. Douglas (1959) has proposed a useful way to
deal with nonlinearities.
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Table 12.2 Collocation Formulas
N + 1 interpolation points
Af interior points & 1 boundary point
Variables

Boundary point at x = 0

Boundary point at x = 1

N + 2 interpolation points
N interior points & 2 boundary points

Equation
number

Interpolation
points

12.180a

Number of points

12.1806

Lagrangian
interpolation
polynomial

12.180c

Lagrangian
building blocks

12.180 </

Derivatives

12.18Oe

Matrices A & B

12.180/

Desired integral

12.180s

Quadrature
weights

12.180/1

a and /3 of the
Jacobian
polynomial

12.18Oi
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12.4

ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION FOR SOLVING PDEs
In Chapters 7 and 8, we presented numerical methods for solving ODEs of
initial and boundary value type. The method of orthogonal collocation discussed
in Chapter 8 can be also used to solve PDEs. For elliptic PDEs with two spatial
domains, the orthogonal collocation is applied on both domains to yield a set of
algebraic equations, and for parabolic PDEs the collocation method is applied
on the spatial domain (domains if there are more than one) resulting in a set of
coupled ODEs of initial value type. This set can then be handled by the
methods provided in Chapter 7.
We will illustrate the application of orthogonal collocation to a number of
examples. Elliptic PDEs will be dealt with first and typical parabolic equations
occurring in chemical engineering will be considered next.
Before we start with orthogonal collocation, it is worthwhile to list in Table
12.2 a number of key formulas developed in Chapter 8, since they will be
needed in this section. Table 12.2 shows the various formula for the few basic
properties of the orthogonal collocation method.
We can use Table 12.2 as follows. Suppose the number of collocation points is
chosen as N + 2, where N is the number of the interior interpolation points
and 2 represents two boundary points. The Lagrangian interpolation polynomial
is thus defined as in Eq. 12.180c with the building blocks lj(x) given in
Eq. 12.180 d. The first and second derivatives at interpolation points are given in
Eq. 12.18Oe, and the integral with the weighting function x&(\ - x)a' is given in
Eq. 12.18Og. The optimal parameters a and /3 for the Jacobi polynomial are
given in Eq. 12.180/. Thus, on a practical level, this table will prove quite useful.

12.4.1

Elliptic PDE
We now show the application of the orthogonal collocation method to solve an
elliptic partial differential equation.

EXAMPLE 12,8
The level 4 of modeling the cooling of a solvent bath using cylindrical rods
presented in Chapter 1 gave rise to an elliptic partial differential equation.
These equations were derived in Chapter 1, and are given here for
completeness.

^Hi)
£ = 0;

+A2

0 =°

<12181>

§| - 0

(12.182a)

§ | = -Bi u

(12.182ft)

£ = 0;

u= 1

(12.182c)

C= U

j | =0

(12.182a-)

f=l;

This set of equations has been solved analytically in Chapter 11 using the finite
integral transform method. Now, we wish to apply the orthogonal collocation
method to investigate a numerical solution. First, we note that the problem is
symmetrical in £ at £ = 0 and as well as in £ at £ = 1. Therefore, to make full
use of the symmetry properties, we make the transformations

y = (l-£)2

z = f2

and

(12.183)

which is a transformation we have consistently employed when dealing with
problems having symmetry. With this transformation, Eq. 12.181 then becomes

The boundary conditions at £ = 0 and £ = 1 are not needed, owing to the
transformation. Hence, the remaining boundary conditions for Equation 12.184
written in terms of y and z variables are

z = l;

^ | j

+ « = 0

(12.185«)

and
y = 1;

u = l

(12.185£)

Now we have two new spatial domains, z and y. The first step in the orthogonal
collocation scheme is to choose interpolation points. We shall choose N interior
collocation points in the z domain and M points in the y domain. Thus, the
total number of interpolation points in the z domain is Af + 1, including the
point at z = 1, and that in the y domain is M H- 1, including the point at y = 1.
If we use the index / to describe the /th point in the z domain and k to
denote the kth point in the y domain, the heat balance equation (Eq. 12.184)
must be satisfied at the point (i,k) for / = 1,2,..., N and k = 1,2, . . . , M
(i.e., the interior points). Evaluating Eq. 12.184 at the (/, k) point, we have

+

+i2

+2

-<0L ^L h£L £U
for

i = 1,2,..., TV and k = 1,2,..., M.

= o (l2AU

Using the approximation formula for the first and second order derivative
equations (Eq. 12.18Oe), we have

£

= LMi>iMi>k)

(12.187a)

j4

= E &(/,;>(;,*)

(12.187*)

<9

M+l

^

=

^

E

^y(*,/)M(i,/)

(12.187c)

= E By(kJ)u(iJ)

(12.187*/)

i,k

/ = 1

Af+1

n2

T4
^3^

/,*

/=i

where Az and Bz are first and second order derivative matrices in the z domain,
and Ay and By are derivative matrices in the y domain. Note again that once
the interpolation points are chosen in the z and y domains, these derivative
matrices are known.
Substituting Eqs. 12.187 into Eq. 12.186, we have
yv+i

A/+i

E Cz(i9 j)u(j9 k) +A2 E Cy(k9l)u(i9l) =0

(12.188a)

where
Cz(I,;) = 4Z1-Bz(I,;) + 4Az(i,;)

and

Cy(Z:,/) = 4y*By(*,/) + 4Ay(Z:,/)

(12.188ft)

The last terms of the two series contain the boundary values. By taking them
out of the series, we have
N

Y,Cz(i,j)u(j,k)

+Cz(i, ^V+ l)u(N + I9 k)
(12.189)

r M
+ A2 E C y ( k J ) u ( i J )

1
+Cy(k,M + l)u(i,M + I ) = O

L/=i

J

Note that the boundary condition (Eq. 12.1856) gives
1) = 1

M(I,M+

(12.190)

and from the boundary condition (Eq. 12.185«), we have
-Jr^
Bl

dz

+w(N+l,fc)=0
N+\,k

V

}

(12.191)
V

;

Using the first derivative formula (Eq. 12.18Oe) at the boundary point (/ =
TV + 1), the previous equation can be written in terms of the discrete values u
given as
2^ + 1
gr E Az(N+h JMJ9 k) + u(N+l9k) =0

(12.192)

from which u(N + 1, k) can be solved directly as
2 N
" B i L Az(N+
u(N+l9k)

= -F

I9J)U(J9 k)

^

T-

(12.193)

[ 1 + 3 J A z ( N + 1 , A f + I)]
Substitute Eqs. 12.190 and 12.193 into Eq. 12.189 to yield
N
ZD(I9j)u(j9k)

[M
1
+ A2 ECy(fc,/)M(i,/) + C y ( f c , M + l ) = 0 (12.194)

for / = 1,2,..., N and & = 1,2,..., M, where the matrix D is given by

[ I 1 C z ( Z 5 N + I)Az(TV+ 1, j ) l
D(I,;) = Cz(iJ) - - 4
5
^
1 + ^ A z ( N+ I 9 N + I ) ]

(12.195)

for i = 1,2,..., N and k = 1,2,..., M.
Equation 12.194 represents M X N coupled algebraic equations with the
same number of unknown u(i,k), i = 1,2,..., N and k = 1,2,..., M. These
equations can be solved using any of the algebraic solution methods described
in Appendix A. Before doing this, we will introduce the global indexing scheme
such that the variable u with two indices (because of the two coordinates) is
mapped into a single vector with one counting index. This is done for the
purpose of programming and subsequent computation. We define a new variable Y as
Y[(k

- I)N + /] = u(i, k)

(12.196)

Equation 12.194 then becomes
ZD(i9j)Y[(k-\)N+j]
7=1

(12.197)
rM
+ A2 L C y ( £ , / ) Y [ ( / - I ) N + / ] +Cy(k,

for i = 1 , 2 , . . . , N a n d k = 1 , 2 , . . . , M.

M +I ) = O

For example, if we choose N = M = 2, the unknown vector Y of Eq. 12.196 is
'Y(I)I
7(2)

U(1,1)"
w(2,l)
=

y(3)
_Y(4)J

4i,2)

(12198)

|_u(2,2)

and Eq. 12.197 written in component form is
D(I, I)Y(I) + D(1,2)Y(2) + A2[Cy(l, 1)7(1)
+ Cy(1,2)7(3) +Cy(1,3)] = 0
D(2,1)7(1) +D(2,2)7(2) + A [Cy(l, 1)7(2)
2

+ Cy(l,2)7(4)+Cy(l,3)] = 0
D(1,1)7(3) +D(1,2)7(4) + A 2 [Cy(2,1)7(1)
+ Cy(2,2)7(3) +Cy(2,3)] = 0
2

D(2,1)7(3) +D(2,2)7(4) + A [Cy(2,l)
+ Cy(2,2)7(4) + Cy(2,3)] = 0
(12.199)
Since our original elliptic equation is linear, the resulting discretized equation
Eq. 12.199 is also linear. Therefore, if we define

E =

D(1,1) + A2Cy(I9I)
D(1,2)
A2Cy(1,2)
0
2
D(2,l)
D(2,2) + A Cy(1,1)
0
A2Cy(1,2)
A2Cy(2,l)
0
D(1,1) + A2Cy(2,2)
D(1,2)
2
0
A Cy(2,l)
D(2,l)
D(2,2) + A2Cy(2,2)

(12.200a)
and
-A 2 Cy(1,3)"
b.

-4;cr<i-3)
-A 2 Cy(2,3)
-A2Cy (2,3)

«2.2««»,

Equation 12.199 can be written in compact vector format
EY = b

(12.201)

from which the unknown vector Y can be readily obtained by using matrix
algebra. The solution for Y is
Y = E lb

12.4.2

Parabolic PDE: Example 1
We saw in the last example for the elliptic PDE that the orthogonal collocation
was applied on two spatial domains (sometime called double collocation). Here,
we wish to apply it to a parabolic PDE. The heat or mass balance equation used
in Example 11.3 (Eq. 11.55) is used to demonstrate the technique. The difference between the treatment of parabolic and elliptic equations is significant.
The collocation analysis of parabolic equations leads to coupled ODEs, in
contrast to the algebraic result for the elliptic equations.

EXAMPLE 123
The nondimensional heat or mass balance equations are

r = 0;

y=0

(12.202£)

x = 0;

|j = 0

(12.202c)

JC=1;

y= l

(12.202tf)

The quantity of interest is the mean concentration or temperature, which is
calculated from the integral
I=lCxydx
J
o

(12.203)

We note that this problem is symmetrical at x = 0. Therefore, the application
of the symmetry transformation
w=x2

(12.204)

is appropriate. In terms of this new independent variable u = x 2 , the mass
(heat) balance equations (Eqs. 12.202) become
^

=

4 H

^+4|Z

du
dr
du2
u = l;
y= 1

{ 1 2 . 2 0 5a)

(12.205£)

The mean concentration or temperature / in terms of the new independent u is
/= 7Cydu
-O

(12.206)

The weighting function of the above integral is
W(u) = up\l

- u)a'\

a' = p' = 0

(12.207)

Therefore, to use the Radau quadrature with the exterior point (u = 1) included, the N interior collocation points are chosen as roots of the Jacobi
polynomial Jff* P) with a = 1 and /3 = 0. Once N + 1 interpolation points are
chosen, the first and second order derivative matrices are known.
Evaluating Eq. 12.205« at the interior collocation point / gives
3

^

= Au,^

+ 4 ^

(12.208)

for i = 1,2,..., N.
The first and second order derivatives at the collocation point / are given by
the formula

where A and B are given in Eqs. 12.180/.
When we substitute Eq. 12.209 into Eq. 12.208, this equation is obtained

I-E'C^

(12.210)

where the matrix C is defined as
C0- = Au1Bn + AA11

(12.211)

Next, we take the last term of the series out of the summation and make use of
the boundary condition, y(l) = yN+l = 1, and obtain the equation
-Jf=

EC, 7 y, + C,, N+1

(12.212)

y=i

for i = 1,2,3,...,//.
The above equation represents N coupled ODEs and they are readily solved
by using the methods discussed in Chapter 7, such as the Runge-Kutta-Gill
method. Once the concentration y is obtained from the integration of Eq.
12.212, the mean concentration or temperature / is calculated from the quadrature formula
JV+1

/=

E WJ

where the quadrature weights are given in Eq. 12.180/z.

(12.213)

Figure 12.12 Plots of / versus r for N = 2,3,5, and
10.

Figure 12.12 shows plots of the mean concentration or temperature versus r
for N = 2,3,5, and 10. The plots for N = 5 and 10 practically superimpose the
exact solution given in Eq. 11.87. This example shows the simplicity of the
collocation method, and the number of collocation points needed for many
problems is usually less than ten. A larger number of points may be needed to
handle sharp gradients in the mass transfer zone.
12.4.3

Coupled Parabolic PDE: Example 2

EXAMPLE 12J0
To further demonstrate the simplicity and the straightforward nature of the
orthogonal collocation method, we consider the adsorption problem dealt with
in Section 12.2 where the singular perturbation approach was used. The
nondimensional mass balance equations are
^|=^-4l-^)

(12.214a)

dy
/*lf=y(i-yj

(12.214*)

subject to the nondimensional initial and boundary conditions
T = 0;
x = 0;

y = yM = 0

| J = 0 and

x = 1;

(12.214c)
y= 1

(12.214rf)

Again, we note the symmetry condition at x = 0 and make the symmetry
transformation u = x2. In terms of this new variable, the mass balance equations are

^ £ =4 " S +2 S ] - ^ 1 "3^
M^=y(i-yM)

<12-215fl)
(12.2156)

The initial and boundary conditions are
r = 0;

y=yM = 0

(12.216)

u = l;

y=1

(12.217)

Our objective here is to obtain the mean adsorbed concentration versus time. In
nondimensional form, this mean concentration is given by

y» = f^^dx

(12.218)

Written in terms of the u variable, the above equation becomes
y^ = ^fu~l/2y^du

(12.219)

The weighting function in the above integral is W(u) = u~l/2 (1 - w)°, that
is, a! = 0 and /3' = - 1 / 2 . Therefore, the TV interior collocation point must
be chosen as the root of the Nth degree Jacobi polynomial / ^ l ~ 1 / 2 ) (see
Eq. 12.180/) and the (N + l)th point is the point u = 1.
The mass balance equation (Eqs. 12.215a) is valid in the interior of the
domain; thus, we evaluate it at the /th interior collocation point (/ =
1,2,3, ...,N) and obtain

^MO _ ,.[4.(,,0I + 2 £|,] -KO[I-*')] „2.22»,
for I = 1,2,3,..., N.
Equation 12.215b, on the other hand, is valid at all points including the point
at the boundary; that is, i = N + 1. Evaluating this equation at the interpolation point /, we have

M ^ - =
for I = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , N, N + 1.

y(0[i-)>„('•)]

(12.221)

Using the following formula for the first and second derivatives
^.=

J^

LA(i,j)y(j)

(12.222a)

= L B(i,j)y(j)

(12.222*)

and substituting them into Eqs. 12.220, we obtain
CTH3-^-

= M LC(iJ)yU)

~y(i)[l

-V1Xi)]

(12.223)

7=1

for / = 1,2,..., N, where
C ( U ) = 4M(i)B(i,;) + 2A(iJ)

(12.224)

Taking the last term of the series in Eq. 12.223 out of the summation sign, we
obtain

cr/-^p-^iM ZC{iJ)y(j)+C(i,N+l)y(N+l)
7=1

- y(0[l ~ ^(O]
J
(12.225)

From the boundary condition (Eq. 12.217), we have
y(N + 1) = 1

(12.226)

Using this information, Eq. 12.225 becomes

^

B

M E C ( U M ; )

+C ( / , J V + I )

-y(0[i->v(0] (!2.227)

The equation for the adsorbed species (Eq. 12.221) can be written for interior
points (i = 1,2, . . . , N )
/-^-=y(i)[l-y.(i)]

(12.228)

and for the boundary point Q = N+ 1)
By(N+
1)
M - ^ — = y ( N + I ) [ I - y M (N + I)]

(12.229)

But since y(N + 1) = 1, the above equation then becomes:
dyJN + 1) r
M " gT
= [1 - y,(N + I)]

(12.230)

Equations 12.227 together with 12.228 and 12.230 represent 2N + 1 equations
and we have exactly the same number of unknowns, y(l), y(2),..., y(N), yM(l),
yJZ),..., V1x(NXy11(N+ 1).
If we now introduce a new vector Y, a new global indexing scheme evolves for
the purpose of programming as
Y(O=V(Z)
Y(N + i) = y^i)

for

I = 1,2,...,Af

(12.231a)

for

i = 1,2,..., N, N + 1

(12.231£)

Equations 12.227, 12.228, and 12.230 then become
cr/-^-=^

Y,C(i,j)Y(j)+C(i,N+l)
J=

-Y(I)[I-Y(N+

i)}

1

(12.232«)

/

y (

^

+ 0
T

= Y(I)[I - Y(N + I)]

(U.232b)

for i = 1,2,3,..., N, and
^Y(2N+1)

=

^ _ ^2N

+ 1}]

(12.232c)

Equations 12.232 can be solved by any of the numerical schemes presented in
Chapter 7. After the vector Y is known, the mean concentration defined in
Equation 12.219 can be written as the quadrature
. yv+i

=

>v 2 £

™UMJ)

<12-233)

where w(;) are known quadrature weights.
Plots of the mean concentration versus time for a = 0.001 and fi = 0.01 and
0.1 are shown in Fig. 12.10 along with a comparison of the singular perturbation
solution.
12.5

ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION ON FINITE ELEMENTS
The previous section showed how straightforward the orthogonal collocation
can be when solving partial differential equations, particularly parabolic and
elliptic equations. We now present a variation of the orthogonal collocation
method, which is useful in solving problems with a sharp variation in the
profiles.

The method taught in Chapter 8 (as well as in Section 12.4) can be applied
over the whole domain of interest [0,1] (any domain [a, b] can be easily
transformed into [0,1]), and it is called the global orthogonal collocation
method. A variation of this is the situation where the domain is split into many
subdomains and the orthogonal collocation is then applied on each subdomain.
This is particularly useful when dealing with sharp profiles and, as well, it leads
to reduction in storage for efficient computer programming.
In this section, we will deal with the orthogonal collocation on finite elements,
that is, the domain is broken down into a number of subdomains (called
elements) and the orthogonal collocation is then applied on each element. At
the junctions of these elements, we impose the obvious physical conditions on
the continuity of concentration (or temperature) and the continuity of mass flux
(or heat flux).
We will demonstrate the orthogonal collocation on finite element by using the
example of diffusion and reaction in a catalyst, a problem discussed in Chapter
8. When the reaction rate is very high compared to diffusion, the concentration
profile in the particle is very sharp, and if the traditional orthogonal collocation
method is applied as we did in Chapter 8, a large number of collocation points
is required to achieve a reasonable accuracy. Using this approach in problems
having sharp gradients can be a very expensive exercise because of the excessive
number of collocation points needed.
To alleviate this problem of sharp gradients, we present in this section the
orthogonal collocation on finite elements, where the domain is broken down
into many subdomains and orthogonal collocation is then applied on each
element. This flexibility will allow us to concentrate collocation points in the
region where the sharp gradient is expected. In regions where the gradients are
shallow we need only a few points. This new method is called the orthogonal
collocation on finite elements.
EXAMPLE 12Jl
It is useful to illustrate collocation on finite elements by treating the diffusion
and reaction problem described in Chapter 8. The governing equations written
in nondimensional form are

0

-<A2y = 0

(12.234a)

subject to

x = 0;

-£=0

dv

(12.234ft)

x = 1;

y = 1

(12.234c)

The first step is to split the domain [0,1] into many subdomains. For the sake of
demonstration, we use only two subdomains. Let w be the point that splits the
domain [0,1] into two subdomains [0, w] and [w, I]. Next, we denote ^ 1 to

Figure 12.13 Two elements in the domain [0,1].

describe y in the first domain, and y2 is the solution in the second subdomain.
Of course, yx and y2 must satisfy the mass balance equation (Eq. 12.234^),
which is valid at all points within the domain [0,1]. Before we apply the
orthogonal collocation in each subdomain, we must normalize the domains to
have a range of [0,1]. This can be easily achieved by denoting a new coordinate
for the subdomain 1 as ^ 1 defined as

V1 = £

(12.235)

Similarly, we denote a new coordinate for the subdomain 2 as L'2 and it is
defined as
V2 = ^

(12.236)

Thus, we see immediately that Vx and V2 range between 0 and 1 in their
respective domains (see Fig. 12.13).
In terms of Vx, the mass balance equations in the subdomain 1 are (noting
that dvx/dx = 1/w)
^ -

- w2cf>2yx = 0

(12.237)

dvf
subject to the condition at the center of the particle Eq. 12.2346
"i=0;

^ = O

(12.238)

Similarly, the mass balance equations in the subdomain 2 written in terms of V2
are [also noting that dv2/dx = 1/(1 - w)]

^ - ( 1 - W ) V y
CtV 2

2

= O

(12.239)

subject to the condition at the exterior surface of the particle Eq. 12.234c
U2=I;

y2=l

(12.240)

Equations 12.237 and 12.239 are two second order differential equations, and
therefore for the complete formulation we must have four conditions. Equations
12.238 and 12.240 provide two, and hence, we require two more conditions.
These are obtained by invoking the continuity of concentration and mass flux at
the junction of the two subdomains, that is,
yi(x

= w-) = y2(x = W + )

(12.241)

and
dyi{X

= W~} = dyAXZW+)

(12-242)

Written in terms of their respective variables Vx and V2, we have
J i K = I ) = J 2 ( ^ 2 = O)

(12.243)

and

Thus, the complete formulation of equations is given in Eqs. 12.237 to 12.240,
12.243, and 12.244. The quantity of interest is the nondimensional reaction rate,
defined as
/=

Cy dx

(12.245)

When written in terms of variables appropriate for the two subdomains, we have
I = w Cyx dvx + (1 - w) Cy2 dv2
J

(12.246)

J

o

o

We are now ready to apply the orthogonal collocation to each subdomain. Let
us start with the first subdomain. Let N be the number of interior collocation
points; hence, the total number of collocation points will be N + 2, including
the points Vx = 0 (center of particle) and Vx = I (junction point between the
two subdomains). The mass balance equation (Eq. 12.237) will be valid only for
the interior collocation points, that is,
^ T

- ^ V y 1 ( O =0

for

i = 2 , 3 , . . . , N + 1 (12.247)

where ^1(O is the value of ^ 1 at the collocation point /. The first term on the
LHS is the second order derivative at the collocation point /. From Eq. 12.18Oe,

this second order derivative can be written as
\d2v 1 N+2
Mr
= LBl(i,j)yiU)

(12.248)

where Bl is the second order derivative matrix for the subdomain 1 having a
dimension of (N + 2, N + 2). Remember that this matrix is fixed once the
collocation points are known. Eq. 12.247 then becomes
7V+2

£ Bl(i9j)yx(j)

-W2^yx(I)

=0

for

i = 2 , 3 , . . . , N + 1 (12.249)

The boundary condition at ^1 = 0 (Eq. 12.238) is rewritten as

\w~\ =°

< 12 - 25 °)

[ U U l Jr1=O

Using the formula for the first derivative (Eq. 12.18Oe), this equation becomes
N+2

E Al(I9 j)yx(j) = 0

(12.251)

7=1

where the first order derivative matrix Al has a dimension of (N + 2, TV + 2).
Again, just like the second order derivative matrix Bl, this matrix is also known
once the collocation points are chosen.
Before we consider the collocation analysis of the junction point, x = w,
(v{ = 1 or U2 = 0), we consider the collocation analysis of the equations in the
subdomain 2. If we choose M (M can be different from N used for the
subdomain 1) as the number of interior collocation points of the subdomain 2,
the total number of interpolation points will be M + 2 including the two end
points (v2 = 0 the junction point, and V2= 1 the exterior surface of the
particle). Evaluating the mass balance equation (Eq. 12.239) at the interior
collocation point / (/ = 2 , 3 , . . . , M + 1), we obtain

[ ^ r ] -(1-W)Vy 2 (O=O

(12.252)

Using the second order derivative formula (Eq. 12.18Oe), the first term can be
written in terms of the second order derivative matrix B2 (M + 2, M + 2).
Equation 12.252 then becomes
M+2

E

B2(i,j)y2(j)

- (1 - w)2cf>2y2(i)

= 0

for

i = 2 , 3 , . . . , Af + 1

7= 1

(12.253)

The boundary condition at the exterior particle surface Eq. 12.240 is
y 2 ( M + 2) = 1

(12.254)

Now we turn to the conditions at the junction of the two subdomains. The first
condition of continuity of concentration (Eq. 12.243) is written in terms of the
collocation variables as
yi(N+2)=y2(l)

(12.255)

And the second condition of continuity of flux becomes

W

dU

l

N+ 2

W

dV

)

( 1-

21

that is, the LHS is evaluated at the last collocation point of the first subdomain,
whereas the second term is evaluated at the first point of the second subdomain.
Using the first order derivative formula (Eq. 12.18Oe), the previous equation
becomes
-| N + 2

-

1

£ Al(N+2,J)V1(J) = n _
7 =1

M+2

E A2(l,j)y2(j)

w )

^

(12.257)

7 = 1

>

where Al(TV + 2, TV + 2) and A2(M + 2, M + 2) are the first order derivative
matrices of the first and second subdomains, respectively.
Thus, we have now completed the orthogonal collocation treatment of finite
elements. We have an equal number of equations and unknown variables. Let
us now rewrite our collocation equations (Eqs. 12.249, 12.251, 12.253, 12.254,
and 12.256) in the following order:
N+2

E^i(i,;)yi(;) =0

(12.258«)

7= 1
N+2

E Bl(iJ)yx{j)

-W2^y1(I)

=0

for

i = 2,3,..., TV + 1

7=1

(12.258Z>)
1

-

-|

N+ 2

L Al(N + 2,j)yxU) = (
7=1

M+2

, E A2(lJ)y2(j)

^

(12.258c)

'7 = 1

M +2

E B2(i,j)y2(j)

-(1-W)Vy2(O =0

for

i = 2 , 3 , . . . , Af + 1

7=1

(12.25Sd)
y2(M + 2) = 1

(12.258*)

Note, the continuity condition of concentration at the junction, y{(N + 2) =
V2(I), is not listed as part of Eqs. 12.158, and we shall see that this is taken care
of in the global indexing scheme.
Since we have two sets of variables, V1 = Cy1(I), V 1 Q),..., V1(Af + 2)]T and
y2 = \.yi(l\ A^^X • • • > V2(M + 2)] r , it is convenient to define a global indexing
scheme, which maps these two sets into one vector set and also is convenient for
programming, as follows:
Y(i) =yl(i)
Y(N + 1 + 0

=

for

i = 1 , 2 , . . . , JV + 2
for

y2(0

i = 1,2,..., M + 2

(12.259«)
(12.259£)

With this definition of the new vector Y, the concentrations for V1(Af + 2) and
V2(D at the junction are mapped into the same variable Y(N + 2). This means
that the continuity of concentration condition at the junction (Eq. 12.255) is
automatically satisfied by this mapping. The vector Y has N + M + 3 components, that is, N + M H- 3 unknowns.
With the new definition of vector Y, Eqs. 12.258 can be written as
N+2

Y, Al(IJ)Y(J) = 0

(12.260a)

7=1

N+2

E Bl(iJ)Y(j)

-w2<f>2Y(i) = 0

for

i = 2 , 3 , . . . , N + 1 (12.260&)

y=i
-j /V + 2

,

A/ + 2

- £ .41(JV+ 2,;)Y(,) =
j=\

E ,42(U)Y(JV + 1 +/) (12.260c)
^

)

7=1

M+2

EB2(U)y(JV+l+/)
y=1
for

-(I-

2

W)

4>2Y{N+

1+ 0 = 0 , „ _ . ,
(12.260a)

i = 2 , 3 , . . . , M H- 1
Y(N + M + 3) = 1

(12.26Oe)

Equations 12.260 represent N + M + 3 equations, and we have exactly the
same number of unknown variables.
In general, the set of Eqs. 12.260 is a set of nonlinear algebraic equations,
which can be solved by the Newton's method taught in Appendix A. For the
present problem, since the governing equations are linear (Eq. 12.234), the
resulting discretized equations (Eqs. 12.260) are also linear and we will show, as
follows, how these linear equations can be cast into the matrix-vector format.
We must first arrange Eqs. 12.260 into the familiar form of summation from 1 to
N H- M + 3 because our unknown vector Y has a dimension of N H- M + 3.

We first shift the index j in the second series in Eq. 12.260c and the first
series of Eq. 1226Od by JV + 1 as
M +2

N + M+3

ZA2(I,J)Y(N+I+J)

E

=

AI(IJ-N-

;=1

j=N + 2

M +2

N+ M +3

E B 2 ( u ) y ( # + i+y) =

E

y=i

I)Y(J)

B2(i,j-N-i)YU)

(12.261)
(12.262)

J=N+2

for 1 = 2 , 3 , . . . , M + 1.
The idea of this shift is to bring the counting index for Y into the format of
y(y) instead of y(y + JV + 1). With this shift in j , Eqs. 12.260c and 12.26Od
then become
-| N + 2

.

N + M+3

- Z Al(N+ 2,J)YU) -TT-X
v1

y=i

E ^2(l,y-7V-l)Y(y)=0

" ^ y=yv+2

(12.263)
and
N + M+3

E

B2{iJ

-N - l ) y ( y ) - (1 - w ) V ^ ( W + 1 + / ) = 0 (12.264)

y=/v+2

for 1 = 2 , 3 , . . . , M H - 1.
Now we note that Eq. 12.260 a is written for i = 1 (the first point of the first
subdomain), Eq. 12.260Z? is for / = 2 , 3 , . . . , JV + 1 (the JV interior points in the
first subdomain), Eq. 12.263 is for / = JV + 2 (the junction point). To convert
Eq. 12.264 into the new index i = N + 3, J V + 4, . . . , J V + M + 2
(i.e., the M interior points for the second subdomain) for the purpose of
continuous counting of the index /, we need to shift the index / of Eq. 12.264 by
JV + 1, and as a result we have the equation
N + M+ 3

E

B2(i-N-

I9J-N-

l)Y(j)

~ (1 ~w)2cf>2Y(i)

= 0 (12.265)

j = N +2

for i = JV + 3, JV + 4 , . . . , JV + M + 2.
Thus Eq. 12.265 is valid for i = JV + 3, N + 4 , . . . , N + M + 2 (for the M
interior collocation points in the second subdomain). Finally, Eq. 12.260c is
valid for / = JV H- M H- 3, the last point of the second subdomain. Figure 12.14
shows the setup of all collocation equations.

M Interior points

Af Interior points

Figure 12.14 Two subdomains and the distribution of equations

Now the final format of equations that we wish to solve is
For / = 1,
N+2

£ Al(IJ)Y(J)

=0

(12.266a)

For i = 2 , 3 , . . . , N + 1,
N +2

- w2<j>2Y(i) = 0

E Bl(IJ)Y(J)

{12.266b)

y=i

For i = N + 2,
1

-| N + 2

N + M +3

^ L Ai(N+ 2,J)Y(J)-JT-Jy=i

^

E
'

^2(i,y-yv-i)y(y) = o

J=N+2

(12.266c)

For i = N + 3, N + 4 , . . . , N + M + 2,
N +M+ 3

E

52(i -N-IJ-N-

l)Y(j) - (1 - w)2^2y(i) = 0 (12.266^)

j = N+2

For / = N + M + 3,
Y ( N + M + 3) = 1

(12.266c)

Note the continuous counting of the index in Eq. 12.266a to 12.266e.
If we now define a new function H(O as

//(O = J 1

if/>0

(12.267)

Equation 12.266a can be now written with a summation having the index j
running from 1 to N + M + 3 instead of from 1 to N + 2.

For i = 1,
N +M + 3

E

Al(I9J)H(N+ 3 -j)Y(j)

=0

(12.268a)

The idea for this is to convert Eqs. 12.266 into the full vector-matrix format,
that is, the index of Y is j and the counting of this index runs from 1 to
Af H- M + 3, the full dimension of the unknown matrix Y. Likewise, we can do
this for Eqs. 12.2666 to e, and obtain
For I = 2 , 3 , . . . , N + 1,
N +M + 3

[Bl(I9 j) - w2</>25(i, J)]H(N

E

+ 3 - j)Y(j)

= 0 (12.268*)

For i = N H- 2,
N + M+ 3 r ,
E
y=i

- , 4 1 ( W + 2J)H(N

+

3-j)

L

~(

1

i ^ ^ 2 ( 1 , / - W - !)//(/ - iV - l)]y(;) = 0 (12.268c)

For i = N + 3, N + 4 , . . . , N + M + 2,
N + M+ 3

E

[B2(i -N-1,J-N-I)-(I-

w)2cf>25(i,j)\

H(J - N - I)Y(Z) = 0

(12.268rf)

For I = N H- M H- 3,
F(A^H-M+ 3) = 1

(12.268*?)

where 8(i,;) is the Kronecker delta function and is defined as

«'•»-{! '' - >

(1 69)

"

With the summation now carried from 1 to N + M H- 3, we can see clearly
Eqs. 12.268 can be readily converted into the simple vector-matrix format
DY = F

(12.270)

where
Y = [ y ( l ) , Y ( 2 ) , Y ( 3 ) , . . . , Y ( N + M + 3)]T

(12.271a)

F = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , . . . , 1]T

(12.271*)

and the matrix D of dimension (TV H- M + 3, TV H- M H- 3) is given by
For / = 1,
D(I9J) = Al(l,j)H(N+3-j)

(12.272a)

For i = 2 , 3 , . . . , N + 1,
D(I,J)

= [51(/,7) - w24>28(i,J)]H(N+

3-j)

(12212b)

For i = N H- 2,
D(N + 2J) = ^Al(N + 2J)H(N
-

]_

Al(XJ

+3 -;)
- N - I)H(J -N-I)

(12.212c)

For / = N + 3, N + 4 , . . . , N H- M + 2,
D(iJ)

w)2cf>25(i,

=[ B 2 ( i- N - I J - N - I ) - ( I -

J)]H(J - N - I )
(12.272rf)

For / = N + M + 3,

D(N

+ M + 3 , » = / / ( ; - N - M -2)

(12.212e)

The linear equation (Eq. 12.272) can be readily solved by matrix inversion to
find the solution for the vector Y. Knowing this vector Y, the quantity of interest
/ is calculated in Eq. 12.246. It is written in terms of the quadrature as
N +2

M+2

I = w E W1(J)V1(J) + (1 - w) E H> 2 (/)y 2 (;)

(12.273)

Written in terms of Y, we have
N+2

I = w E Wi(J)Y(J)
i=i

M+2

+ ( 1 - w ) E W2(J)Y(N+1^j)

(12.274)

y=i

This completes the analysis on finite elements.
If we wished to write the matrix D, we choose the number of interior
collocation point in the subdomain 1 as TV = 1 and that in the second subdo-

main as M = 2. The matrix D is then given by
v41(l,l)

Al(1,2)

^1(1,3)

O

O

£1(2,1)

£1(2,2) -w24>2

£1(2,3)

0

0

0

A\(3,l)/w

A\(3,2)/w

-A2(l,2)/(1 - w)

-A2(l,3)/(l - w)

-v42(l,4)/(l - w)

0

0

£2(2,1)

0

0
0

£2(3,1)
0

0

Al(3,3)/w-A2(l,\)/(\-w)

£2(2,2) - ( I -wf <f>2
£2(3,2)
0

O

£2(2,3)

£2(2,4)

£2(3,3) -(l-w) 2 <£ 2
0

£2(3,4)
1

(12.275)
with Y and F given by

'Y(I)I
7(2)
Y(3)
Y=

y

TO"
0
0

|4j

and

Y(S)

F=

(12.276)

Q

0

1

6

L .

7( )J

Figure 12.15 shows plots of the concentration profile (y vs x) using the
orthogonal collocation on finite elements method for <>
/ = 100 (very fast reaction). It is seen that due to the very fast reaction relative to diffusion, the profile
is very sharp and is concentrated near the surface of the catalyst. Also, on the
same figure are plots of the nondimensional chemical reaction rate, /
(Eq. 12.245), versus the number of the interior collocation point of the second
subdomain (M). The number of the interior collocation point in the first
domain is chosen as 1 since the profile in that subdomain is very flat and close
to zero. The location w between the two subdomains is the varying parameter in

I

y

M

X

Figure 12.15 Plots if / versus the number of interior collocation number M, and the concentration
profile versus x.

Fig. 12.15. Also shown in the figure are plots of the numerical solution using the
global orthogonal collocation method (Example 8.4), shown as a dashed line.
The exact solution for the nondimensional reaction rate is tanh (<f>)/4> = 0-01- It
is seen in the figure that the results using the orthogonal collocation on finite
elements with w = 0.9 agree well with the exact solution for M = 6. On the
other hand, the global orthogonal collocation solution is of comparable accuracy
only when the number of interior collocation points used is more than 10. It is
noted that, however, that the global collocation method uses the transformation
u = x2 in the analysis. What this means is that the global collocation method
uses only even polynomials in x, whereas the orthogonal collocation on finite
elements use both odd and even polynomials, thus doubling the number of
equations without increasing the accuracy. However, it is clear in this simple
example where sharp gradients exist that the orthogonal collocation on finite
elements is clearly more advantageous.
The application of the orthogonal collocation on finite elements is straightforward as we have illustrated in the above example of linear ordinary differential
equation. The resulting set of discretized equations is a set of linear equations
(Eqs. 12.260), which is amenable to matrix approach by using the global
indexing procedure described from Eqs. 12.261 to 12.272. For nonlinear ordinary differential equations, the resulting set of discretized equations will be a
set of nonlinear algebraic equations, which can be handled by the Newton's
approach discussed in Appendix A.
The orthogonal collocation on finite elements can also be applied to partial
differential equations as straightforward as we did in the last example for ODE.
If the partial differential equations are linear, the resulting set of equations will
be a set of coupled linear ordinary differential equations. On the other hand, if
the equations are nonlinear, the discretized equations are coupled nonlinear
ordinary differential equations. In either case, these sets of coupled ordinary
differential equations can be solved effectively with integration solvers taught in
Chapter 7. More of this can be found in Finlayson (1980).

12.6
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12.7

PROBLEMS
12.I3. Apply the polynomial approximation technique, as in Example 12.1, for
the cases:
(a) Rectangular coordinates
dy _ d2y

(b) Cylindrical coordinates
dy_ _ ±_d_( dy_\
dr " x
dx[xdx)
with the same initial and boundary conditions as given in Eq. 12.1.
12.23. Replace the fixed boundary conditions in Example 12.1 with a boundary
condition (12.Id) of the resistance type

x = l;

g = B i(l-y)

where Bi = kcR/D and as before y = (C0 - C)/(C0 - CB\ and find
the polynomial approximate solution.
12.33.The following equations describe a constant heat flux problem into a
semi-infinite slab material
dy _ d2y
~dr ~ Jx2
T

= 0;

x-O;

y =0

-£-,

The exact solution to this problem (obtained by Laplace transform) is

y(x,r) = 2-/Jexp(-fJ) - x e rfc(^)
and the surface temperature is
y(o,r) =

/ ^

(a) Assuming that the penetration depth is X(r) and the temperature
and heat flux at the penetration front are zero (see Eqs. 12.24 and
12.25), show that the integral heat balance equation is
/

y(x,r)dx

=r

(b) Next, assume that the temperature profile is parabolic, then prove
that the expression for the temperature distribution must be

(c) Show that the approximate solution for the penetration depth is
X{T)

= {frr

(d) Derive the solution for the temperature at x = 0 and compare your
results with the exact solution.
12.43. Modeling the heating of a semi-infinite slab with a film resistance at the
surface gives rise to the nondimensional equations
dy _ d2y
d
T ~ dx2

r = 0;

x = 0;

y=0

g -Bi^y-I)

The exact solution to the problem is

y = erfc [~^

- exp(Bi^ + Bi^erfc V^

+ Bi^l

(a) Use the quadratic approximation for the temperature distribution,
using penetration front X(T), to find the approximate solution

where the penetration X is determined from the implicit equation
(Bi**) 2 + 4Bi,,* - 81n (l + ^ r ^ ) = 12Bi^r
(b) Derive the approximate surface temperature and compare it with the
exact solution.
12.53. Example 12.4 considers a problem of first order chemical reaction in a
fixed bed. The boundary condition at the bed entrance does not account
for the axial diffusion of mass. To account for this, the boundary
conditions at the two ends should be (Danckwerts boundary conditions)

x-l;

£-0

with the mass balance equation the same as Eq. 12.118.
(a) Apply suitable finite difference representation (second order correct
for first and second derivatives, Eqs. 12.116c and 12.117) to show
that the mass balance equation takes the form
ay ^1 -^y1-

yyi+x = 0

where a, )8, and y are given in Eq. 12.120c.
(b) Use fictitious points one step in front of the bed and one step after
the bed to show that the two boundary conditions written in finite
difference form are

2 A*

~

u

where y_t and yN+x are discrete values of y of the points before
and after the bed, respectively.
(c) Make use of the finite difference approximation for the boundary
conditions to show that the finite difference equations describing the
system behavior are
— (4a Ax + P)y0 + (a — y)yx = — 4a
« t t - i -Pyt-yyi+i

= 0

for

AJC

' = 1,2,...,AT- 1

and
(a-y)yN.1

- PyN = O

(d) Use the Thomas algorithm to solve the finite difference equations in
part c.
12.63. Modeling °f a second order chemical reaction in catalyst of slab geometry with constant physical and chemical properties will give rise to the
equation

g-*V-o
where <f>2 is the square of the Thiele modulus, which describes the
relative strength between the reaction rate to the diffusion rate. Assume
constant temperature conditions exist.
(a) Show that suitable variables for nondimensional analysis are
C
y=
C-0>

X =

r
R>

.2 kC0R2
* ^ D T

where C0 is the bulk fluid concentration, R is the half length of the
catalyst, De is the effective diffusivity, and k is the chemical reaction
rate constant per unit catalyst volume.
(b) If there is symmetry at the center and a stagnant film surrounds the
catalyst, then show that the boundary conditions should take the
form

* =0;

£=0

x = l;

^=Bi(W)

where Bi = kcR/De.
(c) Apply finite differencing to the mass balance equation and write the
approximation to the mass balance equation as
y,-i-2y(+y, + 1-^2(A^)2y,2«0
(d) Similarly, show that the finite difference approximation of the two
boundary conditions are
2Lx

U

^",f-'-Bid-y,)
where y_x and yN+l
outside the domain.

are discrete values at two fictitious points

(e) Eliminate the values of y at fictitious points to show that the final
finite difference equations decribing the system are
-2yo-^2(Ax)2yo2 + 2yi =O
yt_x - Iy1 - <]>\±xfyf+yi+l

=0

for

i = 1,2,...,N- 1

2yN_x - (2 + 2Bi Ax)yN - <t>\Ax)2y2N = -2Bi Ax
(f) For cf)2 = 10, Bi = 100, and N = 3, the above set of four equations
is a coupled set of nonlinear algebraic equations. Apply the Newton
technique of Appendix A to solve for the discrete values of concentration.
12.73. It was demonstrated in the text that the number of equations to be
solved using the method of finite difference depends on the type of
boundary conditions. For example, if the functional values are specified
at two end points of a boundary value problem, the number of equations
to be solved is N-I.
On the other hand, if the functional value is
specified at only one point and the other end involves a first derivative,
then the number of equations is N. This homework problem will show
that the variation in the number of equations can be avoided if the
locations of the discrete point are shifted as
Xi =

\l " 2 /

Ax

instead of the conventional way of defining xt = /Ax. With this new way
of defining the point, the first point will be AJC/2 from the left boundary,
and the Nth point will also be AJC/2 from the right boundary. Figure
12.16 shows the locations of all discrete points.
Consider the following set of equations

£-0

x-li

XQ

o

Xl

I
*=0

o

Figure 12.16

X1 _ l

X1

o

o

Xt+l

o

Xn

o

X

1
JC=1

n + 1

o

(a) Apply finite difference approximations to the governing equation to
show that it will take the form
«y,--i -0y,- - yy,-+i = o
where

(b) Next apply the finite difference to the first boundary condition (i.e.,
the condition at x = 0) to show that
^^(yUo-l)
where y0 is the value of y at the fictitious point X0, which is AJC/2
outside the left boundary as shown in the above figure, and y\x=o is
the value of y at the point x = 0. But note that there is no grid
point at x = 0. To resolve this, we need to approximate this value
based on values at two sides of the position x = 0. To approximate
this value, we take the average of the values of y at the two sides of
x = 0, that is,
y\x=o

2—

Use this to substitute into the finite difference relation for the
boundary condition at x = 0 to solve for y0. Show that this excercise
takes the form
/ 1 - Ax \
°~ [l + Ax)yi

y

+

2Ax
1 + A*

(c) Apply the same procedure at in part b to the right boundary
condition to show that

where yN+1 is the value of y at the fictitious point AJC/2 outside the
right boundary.
(d) Insert the values of y0 and yN+l obtained in parts b and c into the
finite difference analog of the governing equation to yield N equations with N unknowns (yl9 y2,..., yN)- Solve the resulting N linear
equations using the Thomas algorithm. Use N = 3,5, and 10 and
compare the approximate solutions with the exact solution.
This problem shows how useful the shifted position strategy is in
solving differential equations. It does not matter what form the
boundary conditions take, yet the number of equations will always be
N. The only minor disadvantage of this procedure is that the values

of y at the boundaries are not given directly from the solution of the
finite difference equations. They must be determined from the
average of the last interior value and the exterior value, as described
in part b.
12.82. The shifted position procedure discussed in Problem 12.7 is also useful
when dealing with problems with radial coordinates, such as problems
having cylindrical and spherical geometries. To show this, solve the
following problem of first order chemical reaction in a spherical catalyst
having the dimensionless form

£-0

x-0;
jc-1;

y = l

(a) Apply the second order correct analog to the derivatives of the
governing equation to show that the finite difference approximation
is
x

(Ax)

Lax

i

where X1 = (i - 1/2)AJC.

(b) Next apply the finite difference approximation to the boundary
conditions at two end points to show that

where yQ and yN+\ are values of y at two fictitious points A * / 2
outside the boundaries.
(c) Solve the N resulting linear difference equations and compare it
with the exact solution
=
y

1 sinh(3;c)
x sinh(3)

12.93. Apply the conventional layout of the discrete points, that is, X1 = iAx, to
solve the linear parabolic partial differential equation
dy
dt

=

d2y
dx2

subject to the boundary conditions
* = 0;
X-I;

y = 1
% + 1Oy = 0

(a) Apply the second order correct analog to the second order spatial
derivative, and the first order correct forward formula for the time
derivative to show that the value of y at the position X1 and the time
tj+l is given explicitly as
ViJ+I

= Vij

+ 7^~j2 (y'-i.> "

2y

U

+

y + 1

'

'>)

(b) The boundary condition at the left boundary is trivial. To handle the
condition at the right boundary, apply the finite difference to show
that

—2(Xo—+1Oyw-=°
where yN+l is the value of y at the fictitious point ouside the right
boundary. Using this finite difference analog of the boundary condition at JC = 1 to eliminate yN+x from the finite difference equation,
and hence finally obtain N equations for y l j + 1, y 2 j + i,..., y/vj+i>
which can be solved explicitly.
(c) Choose N = 5 (i.e., Ax = 0.2), and compute the solutions in part b
with Ar = 0.01,0.02, and 0.05. Discuss the results obtained.
12.1O3. Use the backward difference in the approximation of time derivative to
solve Problem 12.9.
(a) Show that the finite difference analog to the governing equation
becomes

L ( A *) 2 1
Vi-U+I - Y

+

( A *) 2

AT Jy.j+i + yi+i.y+i =

--jj-yij

that is, the values of y at the time tj+1 are written in terms of the
values of y at ry.
(b) Treat the boundary conditions the same way as in Problem 12.9, and
prove that the final N equations will take the form of tridiagonal
matrix.
(c) Use the Thomas algorithm to solve the finite difference equations
for Ax = 0.2 and Ar = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05. From the computed
results, discuss the stability of the problem.
12.1I3. Solve Problem 12.9 using the Crank-Nicolson method, and show that
the final TV finite difference equations have the tridiagonal matrix form.
Compute the results and discuss the stability of the simulations.
12.12*. This homework problem will illustrate the stability of the three different
methods of approximating time derivatives in solving the problem
dy _ d2y
*t ~ dx2

subject to
x = 0;

y = 1 and

* = 1;

y =0

(a) Apply the Taylor series expansions to y(x + Ax, f) and y(x - AJC, t)
around the point (JC, t) and use the results of these two expansion to
show that
ld2y\
\dx2jx,t

=

y ( * + A J C , Q -2y(x,t)
+ y(x - Hx91)
(Ax) 2

(b) Similarly, use the Taylor series expansion of y(x, t + Af) around the
point (x, t) to show that
(2L\
\9t)x,r

y(x,t

1 [d2y\
2
l\dt2)x,,+

+ AQ-y(x,t)
M

(c) Substitute these equations in parts a and b into the governing
equation, and use the notations
y(x, t) = yitj;

y(x + Ax, t) = yi+lJ;

y(x, t + Af) =

yiJ+l

to obtain the equation

2!Ur2)uAr

Ar
=

U

i

^

+

U
(Ax) 2

(A,)2+---

2W
\9xAj,jK

1

4l

}

(d) If 2 is the finite difference solution in approximating y; that is,
Z

iJ + \ ~

Z

ij

_

Z

i-\J

iJ

"*"

z

i+lj

(IxY

"

&

Z

~

then show that the error of the finite difference solution, defined as
e = y — z, is given by the equation

At

2! \

d t

(Ax)2

i)

A t

+

u

45

U* 4 /,,/

;

(e) Neglecting the small order terms in part d to show that the finite
difference solution for the error e is
e

i,j+l ~ ei,j

e

_

~ ^ei,j

i-lj

~*~ ei+l,j

and also show that eOj = eNJ = 0,
(f) By virtue of the fact that the finite difference equation and the
governing equation have homogeneous boundary conditions, assume
that the error will take the form
*ij =

K T

i j

This is identical to the separation of variables method described in
Chapter 10. Substitute this into the finite difference equation for the
error to show that
5 + 1 _ Ar JK^1-2K1+
Tj
(A*)2I
Ki

Ki+l]
J+ 1

The LHS is a function of ; (i.e., time), whereas the RHS is a function
of i (i.e., Jt); therefore, the only possibility that these two can be
equated is that they must equal to the same number. Let this
number be A. Hence, show that the equation for K will take the
form
Kt_x - 2K1 + Ki+l + - ^ - ( 1 - A)tff. = 0
with K0 = KN = 0.
(g) One possible solution that satisfies the homogeneous boundary conditions is
K1 = Sm(TTpJC1-)

Substitute this into the equation for K and finally show A will be
4Ar . 2 / T T P A J C \
=• sin 2 — ^ —

1

A = I

(Ax) 2

V

2

/

(h) Now, since 7}+1/7} = A, hence, to prevent the error from exploding,
the constraint on A must be A < 1; that is,
4Ar

1

.

2

/TTPAJC\

j sin2 - ^ 5 —
(AJC) 2

I

2

< 1
/

from which show that the final constraint on the step sizes in time
(so that the finite difference solution is bounded) will be
At
(Ax)2

J.
< 2

This is the stability criterion for the forward difference scheme in
time.
12.13*. For the backward difference in time, follow the same procedure as in
Problem 12.12 to show that the finite difference equation for the error in
solving the same problem is
e

i,j+l ~ ei,j _

e

~ 2^/,/+1 "*" ei+l,j+l

i-lj+l

(A*) 2

^
subject to eOj = eN y = 0.
(a) Assume e , ; takes the form
e

u =

K T

i j

and substitute this into the finite difference equation for the error to
show that

and
K

i-i ~ ZKi + Ki+i

+

K

i ~u

J~£i

(b) Let K1 = sin (irpXj) and substitute it into the equation for K to show
that A will take the form
A =

"
4 ^ 7 . 2 / 77/7 AJC \
1 +
T s m -^)—

(Ax)2

2

\

I

which is always less than 1. This means that the backward formula is
always stable for any step size in time used.
12.143. Repeat Problem 12.13 for the Crank-Nicolson method to show that A
will take the form
At
1 - 2
_

. 2 I Trp Ax \
j sin2 —^ 5 —

(AJC)2

1 +2

j sin

(AJC)2

\
2

2

'

—^—
I

2

/

which is also always less than 1. Thus, the Crank-Nicolson method is
always stable.
12.15*.The modeling of cooling a fluid in a laminar pipe flow was considered in
Example 10.3. Neglecting the axial heat conduction relative to the
convection term, the following heat balance equation describes the
temperature change inside the pipe
1 d
r.
I r \2]dT
I rdT\
^o[I- (R)
\te-°7to( ?F)

2^

where a = k/pCp defines thermal diffusivity, V0 is the mean velocity, R
is the pipe radius, and r and z are radial and axial coordinates,
respectively.
The initial and boundary conditions are given by
z-0;

T=T0

r = R;

T=TW

(a) Define the nondimensional variables as in Eq. 10.216 and then show
that the governing equation will become

(b) Show that the bulk mean temperature at any point along the pipe is
given by

T(()=4[l€(l-€2)T(t,()dg
(c) Note the symmetry condition at the center of the pipe, then use the
usual transformation of u = £ 2 to show that the governing equation
will take the form
/(|

. B T

A

32T .8T

and that the conditions will be
£ = 0;

T=T0

u =U

T=TW

(d) Apply the orthogonal collocation by assuming the function y(£, £)
takes the form of Lagrangian interpolation polynomial
N

y(«>O ^1N+My(UN+ItC)

+

T,h(u)y(uj>c)

with N + 1 interpolation points, where the first N points are zeros
of the Jacobi polynomial J$'°\u) = 0 and the (N + l)th point is
uN+1 = 1. The functions lj(u) are Nth degree Lagrangian polynomial, defined in Eq. 8.90.
Substitute this approximation polynomial into the governing equation and force the residual to be zero at the collocation points (U1 to
uN) and show that the N discretized equations are
-dZ = CifN+1Tw+

LC1JTJ

for

/ = 1,2,..., N

where C1 j is defined as
_ ^jBjJ
Ci

>j

+ 4AgJ
1 - U1

with Atj and Bu are first and second derivative matrices, respectively, defined in Eqs. 8.102 and 8.103.
(e) The N coupled ordinary differential equations have initial condition
£ = 0; T1 = T0 for

/ = 1,2,...,7V

This set of equations is linear and is susceptible to linear analysis.
Use the vector-matrix approach of Appendix B to show that the
solution is
T = T 0 UeXp(K^)U- 1 I
where I is the identity matrix, K is the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues on the diagonal line, U is the matrix of eigenvectors of C.
(f) Once T is found in part e, show that the mean bulk temperature is
obtained from the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature
nO=

L^j[2(l-

UJ)T(UJ9 {)]

where Wj are Gauss-Jacobi quadrature weights.
This cooling of fluid in a pipe with wall heat transfer resistance
was solved by Michelsen (1979) using the method of orthogonal
collocation. This problem without the wall resistance is a special case
of the situation dealt with by Michelsen, and is often referred to as
the Graetz problem (see Example 10.3 and Problem 3.4).
12.16*.Example 10.2 considers the modeling of a CVD process in a parallel flat
plate system. The entrance length problem was analytically dealt with by
the method of combination of variables. Here, we assume that the
chemical reaction at the plate follows a nonlinear reaction, and apply
the orthogonal collocation to solve this problem numerically.

(a) Show that the governing equation and conditions take the form
I x \2] dC

L

x = B;

_ d2C

-D4^=Z(C)

where /(C) is the nonlinear chemical rate per unit surface area.
(b) Reduce the set of equations in part a to following nondimensional
form such that the x-directed coordinate is normalized to (0,1)
(1

*>H

be

(c) Note the symmetry condition in the ^-directed coordinate, apply the
usual transformation u = £2, where £ = x/B, to reduce the governing equation to a new set of equations
(l-u)w=4u—

+

2lRI

' i" =G ( C )

w =1

What is the form of G written in terms of /(C) and other variables?
(d) Apply the orthogonal collocation and show that the discretized
equations take the form
N

dC
-3F = CitN+lCN+l+

LCuCj

for

/ = 1 , 2 , . . . , JV

and
N

JLI AN+IJCJ
y=i

+ AN+lt

N+\CN+l

=

G[CN+1)

where
Au1B1J + 2Atj
Ci

>j

1 - W1-

Here, A and B are first and second order derivative matrices.
(e) The set of discretized equations in part d is nonlinear because of the
nonlinear reaction. Develop a scheme by applying methods of Chapter 7 to show how these equations are integrated.

Appendix A.

Review of Methods for
Nonlinear Algebraic
Equations
This appendix presents a number of solution methods to solve systems of
algebraic equations. We will start with the basic techniques, such as bisection
and successive substitution, and then discuss one of the most widely used
Newton-Raphson methods. These methods are useful in solving roots of
polynomials such as f(x) = 0.
A.1 THE BISECTION ALGORITHM
The bisection algorithm is the most simple method to locate a root of a
nonlinear algebraic equation if we know the domain [a, b] which bounds the
root. This implies that the functional values at x = a and x = b must be
different in sign (see Fig. A.1) and if the function is continuous, which is often
the case in chemical engineering problems, then there will be at least one root
lying inside that domain [a, b], This domain is often known, especially when we
solve transcendental equations for determining eigenvalues (Chapters 10 and
11), and therefore this algorithm is quite suitable as a starter. Following this
initiation step, a much faster convergence (Newton-Raphson) method is used at
some point to speed up convergence. We shall discuss Newton-Raphson in
Section A.3.
Given a continuous function fix), defined in the interval [a, b] with f(a) and
f(b) being of opposite sign, then there exists a value p (a < p < b), for which
f(p) = 0. There may be more than one value of p.
The method calls for a repeated halving of the subinterval [a, b] and at each
stop, locating the "half " region containing p.
To begin the process of repeated halving, we make a first iteration to find p
(call this P1) and let P1 be the midpoint of [a, b]; that is,
P1 =

(fli

+

J

&i)

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Figure A.1 Graphical representation of the bisection technique.

where
Ci1=

a

&

bx = b

If / (P1) = 0 then P1 is the solution. If not then f(p) has the same sign as
either /(^ 1 ) or /(^ 1 ). If /CjP1) and f(at) have the same sign, then p e (pv bx)
(i.e., p lies between px and ^1) and we set a2 = P1 and b2 = bv If /(P 1 ) and
/(ZJ 1 ) are of the same sign, then p e (al9 P1), and we set a2 = ax and b2 = p1#
We then apply the same procedure to the subinterval [a2, b2] until a convergence test is satisfied. Figure A.1 shows the graphical representation of this
iteration.
Some convergence tests could be used to stop the iteration. Given a tolerance
e > 0, we generate pv p2,...,
Pn until one of the following conditions is met
\Pn ~Pn-l\ <e

(A.la)

\f(Pn)\ < S

(A.1C)

Difficulties may arise using any of these stopping criteria, especially the criterion (A.Ia). If there is no knowledge beforehand regarding the function / or
the approximate location of the exact root p, Eq. A.Ib is the recommended
stopping criterion.
Drawbacks of the bisection method are:
1. An interval [a, b] must be found with the product f(a)-f(b)
negative.

being

2. The convergence rate is rather slow (relative to the Newton's method).
Despite the drawbacks of the bisection listed above, it has two advantages:
1. The method is very simple.
2. The method always converges.
The key advantage of the technique is, if an interval [a, ft] is found, the method
always converges. For this reason, it is often used as a "starter" for the more
efficient root-seeking methods described later.

A.2

THE SUCCESSIVE SUBSTITUTION METHOD
The bisection method presented in the previous section can only be used when
an interval [a, b] is known. However, if this is not possible, the present and the
following sections (Newton-Raphson) will prove to be useful.
Let us start with the single nonlinear algebraic equation
F(x) = 0

(A.2)

which we will generalize later for a set of nonlinear equations.
The underlying principle of the successive substitution method is to arrange
the given equation to the form
x-f{x)

(A.3)

One way of doing this is to simply add x to the LHS and RHS of Eq. A.2 as
JC= x + F(x) = 7 ( * )

(A.4)

The iteration scheme for the successive substitution method to search for a root
is defined as
x(k4-1) = x(k) +

p( x (*))

=

f( x{k)^

(A#5)

where the superscript k denotes the iteration number. It is expressed in
bracketed form to distinguish it from powers.
Application of the successive method is quite simple. We choose (by guessing)
a value for JC(0) and calculate JC(1) from the iteration equation (A.5). Repeating
the procedure, we obtain x(2) and JC(3), and so on. The method may or may not
converge, but the method is direct and very easy to apply, despite the uncertainty of convergence. We will demonstrate the method and its uncertainty in
the following example.
Consider the elementary equation
F(x)

= J C 2 _ 4==

o

(A.6)

for which the exact solution is x = ±2.
The iteration equation for this example can be initiated by adding x to both
sides of Eq. A.6; that is,
2

x=x

-4+x=f(x)

(AJ)

The iteration scheme for this equation is
*<*+!> = (*(*>)* - 4 + (*<*>)

(A.8)

Starting with an initial guess of JC(0) = 3, we get the following diverging behavior: JC(1) = 8, JC(2) = 68, JC(3) = 4688. The method does not converge. Even if we
try JC(0) = 2.01, which is very close to the exact solution, again the method does

not converge. This method exhibits a divergence behavior, even when the initial
guess is close to the exact solution. Before we discuss conditions to cause this
method to converge, we rearrange Eq. A.6 by dividing it by ( — 2x) and obtain

G(x) = | - f = 0

(A.9)

The successive substitution is applied to this equation, and this equation is
obtained
9

*

Y(&)

x(k)

Y(k)

2 ~ 2

9

*<*)

(A.lUj

Starting with x (0) = 4, we obtain x (1) = 2.5, JC(2) = 2.05, JC(3) = 2.00061, and
JC(4) = 2.000000093. The iteration process for the new arrangement converges
rapidly in a few iterations!
Obviously, the new arrangement for the iteration equation is better than the
original iteration equation (Eq. A.8). Before we discuss the conditions for
convergence, let us practice this method on a set of coupled nonlinear algebraic
equations.
Consider a set of nonlinear algebraic equations.
F1(X1,

X2,...,

xn) = 0

F2(X1,

X2,...,

Xn) = 0

(A.ll)
Fn(X1,

X2,...,

Xn)= 0

The number of algebraic equations is the same as the number of unknowns x,
where
x = [X1, X2,...,

xn]T

(A.12)

The above set of algebraic equations can be written in a more compact form as
F1(X) = 0

(A.13)

for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, or in vector form, write as
F(x) = 0

(A.14a)

where
F = [F 1 , F2,..., Fn}T

;

0 = [0,0,..., o f

(k.Ub)

Our objective for a solution is to find x such that F1(X) = 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n.
By adding xt to the ith equation (Eq. A.13), we have
X^F1(X)=X1
for i = 1,2,

...,n.

(A.15)

The iteration scheme for successive substitution is defined as follows:
x?+1) = X^ + F1(X^)

(A.16)

for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n.
Application of the successive substitution method is simply choosing (by
guessing) a value for x(0) and calculate x(1) according to Eq. A.16 for i = 1,
2 , . . . , n. Repeating the procedure, we obtain x(2), x(3), and determine if the
method will converge. Similar to the case of single equation, the convergence of
the iteration scheme is uncertain. We need to establish conditions which can tell
us when the method will converge.
The following convergence theorem (sometimes called the contraction mapping theorem) will provide this information.
Theorem A.1
Let a be the solution of at = ft (a), for / = 1,2,..., n. Assume that given an
h > 0 there exists a number 0 < /i < 1 such that
n

E

^r

37- ^M for Ix1-Ct1]Kh

I = 1,2,...,/I

and if the iteration equation is
^ / c ) =//(x ( / c " 1 ) )
then Jc1(A:) converges to at as k increases.
An elementary proof for this theorem may be found in Finlayson (1980).
The condition for convergence is conservative', that is, if the condition is
satisfied, the iteration process will converge. However, nothing is said about
when the condition is not met. In such a case, the iteration process may
converge or diverge.
For a one-dimensional problem a = f(a), the previous contraction mapping
theorem is reduced as follows. For a given h > 0, there exists a number
fi(0 < /x < 1) such that \df/dx\ < /JL for \x — a\ < h, then the following iteration
*<*>= /(*<*- D)

(A.17)

will converge to a.
This can be shown graphically in Fig. A.2 with plots of functions x and f(x).
The solution a is simply the intersection of these two functions. It is recognized
that if the slope of the function f(x) is less than that of the function x (i.e.,
\df/dx\ < 1) in the neighborhood of a, we see in Fig. A.2 that any point in that
neighborhood will map itself into the same domain (see the direction of arrows
in Fig. A.2). This explains why the theory was given the name of contraction
mapping.

Figure A.2 Graphical representation of one-dimensional contraction mapping.

Therefore, with any starting point in that neighborhood, the iteration process
will converge to the solution a.
The advantages of the successive substitution are
1. There is no need to find the interval [a, b] as in the bisection method.
2. The method is very simple to apply.
And the disadvantages are
1. There is no guarantee of convergence (the contracting mapping theorem
must be applied, but it is conservative).
2. A rather slow convergence rate (linear convergence) persists.
A.3 THE NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD
The Newton-Raphson method is one of the most effective methods to solve
nonlinear algebraic equations. We first illustrate the method with a single
equation, and then generalize it to coupled algebraic equations.
Let us assume that the function F(x) is at least twice differentiable over a
domain [a, b], Let x* e [a, b] be an approximation to a, where a is the exact
solution, such that FXx*) # O and \x* — a\ is small.
Consider the Taylor series of F(x) expanded around the value x*9 and keep
only up to the first order derivative term
F(x) « F(JC*) +

dF

fa*^(x

- * * ) + •'•

( A - 18 )

Since a is the exact solution, that is, F(a) = O, we substitute x = a into
Eq. A. 18 and obtain the result

O = F(**) + ^ P - ( a - x * )
in which we have neglected all the terms higher than (a — JC*)2.

(A.19)

Solving for a from Eq. A. 19, we obtain
F( x*)
.J; >

a « JC* -

(A.20)

Eq. A.20 is the basis for the algorithm in the Newton-Raphson method. The
iteration process is defined as
r (*+i)

_

Y(k)

~X

__

F( x<k)}

r

y*

)

dF(x^)
dx

/A 21 ^
(A 21)

'

provided, of course, that

^P

*0

(A.22)

during the iteration process. Figure A.3 shows the Newton-Raphson method
graphically.
Coming back to the example we used earlier
F(x) = J C 2 - 4

(A.23)

we now apply the Newton-Raphson scheme and obtain the following iteration
scheme using Eq. A.21:

A comparison with Eq. A. 10 shows we were using the Newton-Raphson scheme
by the artificial device of division by x.

Newton-Raphson method

Figure A.3 Graphical representation of the NewtonRaphson method.

The Newton-Raphson method is a very powerful method, but it has the
disadvantage that the derivative is needed. This can be a problem when one
deals with complex coupled nonlinear algebraic equations.
To circumvent this problem, one can estimate the derivative F(xik)) by the
following finite-difference approximation
dF(*<*>) F(*<*>) -F(x(k-»)
—as— *
X(k)_x(k-D

,A „ .
(A'25>

Using this approximation, the Newton-Raphson iteration equation becomes
r(*+i)

_ x{k) _

r

\x

)A1

z

L

(A 26)

This formula is often called the Secant method, and to initiate it one needs two
initial guesses. Normally, these two guesses are very close to each other. Figure
A.4 shows the secant iteration method graphically.
Now we turn to presenting Newton's method for coupled nonlinear algebraic
equations, such as portrayed in Eq. A. 14. Newton's method for this set of
equations is defined in terms of the Jacobian, which is the matrix of derivatives
X(*+D

= x(*) _ j-i( x (*)) • F(x<*>)

(A.27)

for k = 0, 1,..., and J is the matrix defined as

J(x) =

' dF\

BF1

JT1

JT2

'"

Bxn

BF2
W1

BF2
W2

"'

BF2
Bxn

Bx1

Bx2

BF1 "

Secant method

Figure A.4 Graphical representation of the Secant
method.

Bxn

.

(A.28)

The matrix J is called the Jacobian matrix. With an initial guess close to the
exact solution, Newton's method is expected to give a quadratic convergence,
provided of course that the Jacobian J exists. To illustrate the method for
coupled equations, we inspect the example,

F1 = IxI-Xl
F2 = 3X1XJ -Xj* - 1
The Jacobian matrix J is given as
" 3F1
J =

8F1 1

~dx[

~dx~2

dF2

3F2

0JC1

<?JC2

f
=

6JC1
3JC22

-2JC21

- 3JC 2

6Jc 1 X 2

The iteration scheme for Newton's method is given in Eq. A.27, and is repeated
here as
x (k+i) =

x(k>

_

y

where y is the solution of the set of linear equations
J(x (k) )y = F(x (k) )
which can be solved using any standard linear equation package, such as
MathCad.
We start with the initial guess JC^0) = JC20) = 1, from which we can calculate
the Jacobian and F as

>-[i -1} - ' - [ ? ]
Knowing the Jacobian and F we can use the iteration equation to calculate x(1);
that is,

*-[i]-[s - « ] - [ !
6
(1)

Knowing x of the first iteration, we can calculate the Jacobian and the
function F as
_ [3.6666

-1.66671

~[0.9630

3.0556J

¥

J

.

a d

"

_. _ f 0.4259 1

F

"[o.O4493j

and then using the iteration equation to calculate the second iteration

X

(2)

— 1 [3.6667
18

.5

[0.9630

-1.6667 j " 1 [ 0.4259 1 = [0.5037]
3.0556 J ' [ 0.04493 J [ 0.8525 J

6J
Repeating the procedure, the method will converge to the exact solution
Jc1 = 0.5 and X2 = 0.5V^.
A weakness of Newton's method is the analytical evaluation of the Jacobian
matrix. In many practical situations this is somewhat inconvenient and often
tedious. This can be overcome by using finite difference to approximate the
partial derivative; that is,

j £ , ",(» + ./Q-F1QQ

(AM)

where ey is the vector where the only nonzero element is the y'th component,
which is equal to unity. In the RHS of Eq. A.29, only the /th component of the
vector x is increased by a small number h.
A.4 RATE OF CONVERGENCE
We have presented several techniques to handle nonlinear algebraic equations,
but nothing has been said about the rate of convergence; that is, how fast the
iteration process yields a convergent solution. We discuss this point in the next
section.
Definition of Speed of Convergence
Let {an} be a sequence that converges to a and thereby define the error as
en = an - a for each n > 0. If positive constants A and /3 exist with
lim

1

^ + 1 " ; ' = Hm ^

=A

(AJO)

then {an} is said to converge to a of order /3, with asymptotic error represented
by the constant A.
A sequence with a large order of convergence will converge more rapidly than
that with low order. The asymptotic constant A will affect the speed of
convergence, but it is not as important as the order. However, for first order
methods, A becomes quite important.
If j8 = 1, convergence of the iteration scheme is called linear and it is called
quadratic when j8 = 2.
We now illustrate that the successive iteration of the function

has a linear convergence. Let us assume that fix) maps the interval [a, b] into
itself (i.e., for any values of x lying between a and b, the operation / will yield
a value fix), which also lies between a and b) and a positive fxiO < /JL < 1)
exists such that |/'(*)l < i± for all x e [a, b], The convergence theorem proved
earlier indicates that fix) has a unique fixed point a e [a,fc]and if a0 e U, ft]
the sequence {an} will converge to a. The convergence rate will be shown to be
linear provided that f'ia) ¥= 0; thus, we have
C11 +1 = an + 1 - a = / ( a J ~ / ( a )
= /'(£j(an-a) =/'(£>„

(A.31)

where £„ lies between an and a. Since {an} will converge to a, the sequence
{£M} will also converge to a.
Assuming that fix) is continuous on [a, b], we then have
lim/'(£,)=/'(«)
Thus, from Eq. A.31, we have

l i m ^ = lim|/U,)H/'(«)l
Hence, the successive iteration exhibits a linear convergence and the asymptotic
constant is |/'(a)l, provided that f'ia) # 0. Higher order convergence can
occur when f'ia) = 0. An example of this is Eq. A.10, where fix) = x/2 + 2/JC,
so

/'(*) = \ - }2
and a = 2. It is clear that f'ia) = f'Q) = 0, and therefore, the iteration
process of Eq. A.10 has higher order convergence than 1. We have shown
earlier that this iteration scheme is in fact a Newton-Raphson scheme. It
clearly sustains a quadratic convergence. The following theorem can be proved
(Burden and Faires 1989).
Theorem A.2

Let a be a solution of x = fix). Suppose that f'ia) = 0 and / " is continuous
in an open interval containing a. Then, there exists a 8 such that for
a0 ^ [a — S,a -\- S]
the sequence {an} defined by
a

n +l =/(««)

is quadratically convergent.

A.5

MULTIPLICITY
So far, we have shown various solution techniques for obtaining simple roots of
nonlinear algebraic equations. Next, we will address the issue of multiple roots
and a method of handling roots having multiplicity higher than one.

Multiplicity
A solution a of Fix) is said to be a zero of multiplicity m of F if Fix) can be
written as:

F(x) = (x - a)mq(x)

(A32)

where

lim q(x) = c * 0

(A.33)

x —*a

The function qix) is basically the portion of the function Fix) that does not
contribute to the zero a of the function Fix). Here, we imply a "zero" as
simply one of the values of x, which produces Fix) = 0.
To handle the problem of multiple roots, we define a function

/*(*) = P^

(A.34)

If a is a root of multiplicity m > 1 and Fix) = ix — a)mq(x), Eq. A.34 then
becomes
u(x)

=

(x-a)mq(x)
m(x - a)
q(x) + (x - a) q (x)

or
/

\

/*(*) =

(x ~ <*)Q{X)

/ \ ./

\ // \

/ A ^X

(A.36)

also has a root at a, but of multiplicity one, because q(a) ¥= 0.
The Newton-Raphson method can then be applied to the function /JL(X) of
Eq. A.36 to give
x=f(x)=x-J^

(A.37)

or
x = f(x)=x
fiX)

Hx)F'(x)
[F(X)Y-

[F(X)F-(X)]

(A 38)

'

If fix) defined in Eq. A.38 has the required continuity condition, the iteration
applied to / will be quadratically convergent regardless of the multiplicity of the
root. In practice, the drawback is the requirement of a second derivative F"{x).

A.6

ACCELERATINGCONVERGENCE
Any sequence that is linear convergent can be accelerated by a method called
the Aitken A 2 method.
Let {an} be a linearly convergent sequence with a limit a. By definition, we
have
\e I
lim Y 1 T = A>
n - > oo

O<A < 1

(A.39)

I en I

where ew = an - a.
Given a sequence { a j we now wish to construct a new sequence {8n}, which
will converge at a rate faster than the original sequence {an}.
For n sufficiently large, and if we assume that all components in the sequence
en have the same sign, then
en +1~\en

(A.40)

an + 1 « a 4- X(an -a)

(A.41)

Hence,

By increasing the index by 1, we have the equation
an+2~a

+ \(an +l -a)

(A.42)

Eliminating A between Eqs. A.41 and A.42, we obtain the equation for a

«««, -,

(tt +

" r°+ 2 ^

(<*n + 2-2"n

<A-43>

+ l+<*n)

2

The Aitken's A method is based on a new sequence defined as
8

n

=a

n~ TZ

\an+2

ZTTZ
La

n+\

TTTT
+

a

(A- 44 )

n)

which converges more rapidly than the original sequence {an}. Additional
details on Aitken's method can be found in Burden and Faires (1989).
By applying Aitken's method to a linearly convergent sequence obtained from
fixed point (successive substitution) iteration, we can accelerate the convergence
to quadratic order. This procedure is known as the Steffenson's method, which
leads to Steffenson's algorithm as follows.
For a fixed point iteration, we generate the first three terms in the sequence
an, that is, a0, av and a2- Next, use the A 2 Aitken method to generate S0. At
this stage, we can assume that the newly generated 80 is a better approximation
to a than a2, and then apply the fixed point iteration to 80 to generate the next
sequence of S0, S1 and S2. The Aitken method is now applied to the sequence
{8n; n = O, 1, 2} to generate y0, which is a better approximation to a, and the
process continues.

A.7
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Appendix S3

Vectors and Matrices
Modeling of engineering systems gives rise to algebraic equations and/or
differential equations. If the model equations are nonlinear algebraic equations,
methods presented in Appendix A, such as the Newton-Raphson method, will
reduce these nonlinear equations to a sequence of linear equations. Similarly,
when the model equations are differential equations, methods such as finitedifference or orthogonal collocation will transform these equations to nonlinear
algebraic equations if the starting equations are nonlinear. These resulting
nonlinear algebraic equations are then converted to a sequence of linear
algebraic equations. Thus, it is clear that systems of linear equations form the
basic sets in the solution of any type of model equations, no matter whether
they are nonlinear algebraic or nonlinear differential equations. This appendix
will address linear algebraic equations, and the notation of vectors and matrices
is introduced to allow the presentation of linear algebraic equations in a
compact manner.
We will start with the definition of a matrix, with a vector being a special case
of a matrix. Then we present a number of operations which may be used on
matrices. Finally, we describe several methods for effecting the solution of
linear equations.
B.I

MATRIX DEFINITION
A set of TV linear algebraic equations with N unknowns, Jt1, X2,...,
always be written in the form
U11X1 + unx2

+ U13X3 + • • • +alNxN

U21X1 + U22X2 + U23X3 + • • • +U2NXN

a

NlXl

+ aN2X2 + aN3X3 + ' ' ' +aNNXN

xN, may

= bx
= b2

(B.I)

= bN

where X1 (/ = 1,2,..., N) are unknown variables, and bi (/ = 1,2,..., N) are
the constants representing the nonhomogeneous terms. The coefficients uu

(/, j = 1,2,..., N) are constant coefficients, with the index i representing the
ith equation and the index j to correspond to the variable Xj.
N is the number of equations, and it can be any integer number, ranging from
1 to infinity. If N is a large number, it is time-consuming to write those linear
equations in the manner of Eq. B.I. To facilitate the handling of large numbers
of equations, the notation of matrices and vectors will become extremely useful.
This will allow us to write sets of linear equations in a very compact form.
Matrix algebra is then introduced which allows manipulation of these matrices,
such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and taking the inverse (similar to
division for scalar numbers).
The Matrix
A matrix is a rectangular array of elements arranged in an orderly fashion with
rows and columns. Each element is distinct and separate. The element of a
matrix is denoted as atj, with the index i to represent the ith row and the index
j to represent the /th column. The size of a matrix is denoted as N X M, where
N is the number of rows and M is the number of columns. We usually represent
a matrix with a boldface capital letter, for example A, and the corresponding
lowercase letter is used to represent its elements, for example, atj. The following equation shows the definition of a matrix A having N rows and M columns.

A = { ^ ; / = l,2,...,iV;y=l,2,...,M}

=

an

al2

al3

•••

a

*

a

^

a

™

'"

a

N\

a

N2

a

N3

' ' '

alM
a

™

(B.2)

a

NM

where the bracket expression is the shorthand notation to describe the element
as well as the size of the matrix.
The Vector
A vector is a special case of a matrix. A vector can be put as a column vector or
it can be put as a row vector. A column vector is a matrix having a size of
NxI. For example, the following vector b is a column vector with size NXl:
'bi'
b2
b-{ft,;i = l,2,...,A0=

h

> .
where bt is the element associated with the row i.

(B.3)

The row vector is a matrix having a size of 1 X N. For example, a row vector
d is represented as
d = {d,-;/ = 1 , 2

B.2

/ / } = [dx

d2

d3...dN]

(B.4)

TYPESOFMATRICES

Square Matrix
A square matrix is a matrix having the same number of rows and columns, that
is, {a/;; i, j = 1,2,..., N}. The elements au, with i = 1,2,..., N, are called the
major diagonal elements of the square matrix. The elements aNV aN_h2, to a1N
are called the minor diagonal elements.
Diagonal Matrix
A diagonal matrix is a square matrix having zero elements everywhere except
on the major diagonal line. An identity matrix, denoted as I, is a diagonal matrix
having unity major diagonal elements.
Triangular Matrix
A triangular matrix is a matrix having all elements on one side of the major
diagonal line to be zero. An upper tridiagonal matrix U has all zero elements
below the major diagonal line, and a lower tridiagonal matrix L has all zero
elements above the diagonal line. The following equation shows upper and
lower tridiagonal matrices having a size 3 x 3 :
an
U = O

0

an

al3

a22

a23 ;

L =

0 ^33 J

an

O

O

a21

a22

0

(B.5)

[^31 a32 a33

Tridiagonal Matrix
A tridiagonal matrix is a matrix in which all elements that are not on the major
diagonal line and two diagonals surrounding the major diagonal line are zero.
The following equation shows a typical tridiagonal matrix of size 4 x 4

T=

'an

an

0

a7i
"

a2772

a-)*
23

0"
0

0

«32

«33

«34

0

0

C43

O44

(B.6)

The tridiagonal matrix is encountered quite regularly when solving differential
equations using the finite-difference method (see Chapter 12).
Symmetric Matrix
The transpose ofaAfXM matrix A is a matrix Ar having a size of M X N, with
the element aTu defined as
al = afi

(B.7)

that is, the position of a row and a column is interchanged.
A symmetric square matrix has identical elements on either side of the major
diagonal line, that is, ajt = atj. This means Ar = A.
Sparse Matrix
A sparse matrix is a matrix in which most elements are zero. Many matrices
encountered in solving engineering systems are sparse matrices.
Diagonally Dominant Matrix
A diagonally dominant matrix is a matrix such that the absolute value of the
diagonal term is larger than the sum of the absolute values of other elements in
the same row, with the diagonal term larger than the corresponding sum for at
least one row; that is,
N

k-,-1^ E k 7 I

for

/ = 1,2,..., N

(B.8)

7= 1

with
\au\ > E \au\

(B.9)

y=i

for at least one row.
This condition of diagonal dominant matrix is required in the solution of a
set of linear equations using iterative methods, details of which are seen in
Section B.6.
B.3

MATRIXALGEBRA
Just as in scalar operations, where we have addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division, we also have addition, subtraction, multiplication and inverse
(playing the role of division) on matrices, but there are a few restrictions in
matrix algebra before these operations can be carried out.

Addition and Subtraction
These two operations can only be carried out when the sizes of the two matrices
are the same. The operations are shown as follows.
A

B = {au} + {bu} = [CiJ = atJ + bi}) = C

(B.10)

A - B = {ai}) - {bu} = {cu = au - bi}) = C

(B.ll)

+

Operations cannot be carried out on unequal size matrices.
Addition of equal size matrices is associative and commutative; that is,
A + (B + C) = (A + B) + C

(B.12)

A+ B= B+ A

(B.13)

Multiplication
This operation involves the multiplication of the row elements of the first matrix
to the column elements of the second matrix and the summation of the resulting
products. Because of this procedure of multiplication, the number of columns of
the first matrix, A, must be the same as the number of rows of the second
matrix, B. Two matrices that satisfy this criterion are called conformable in the
order of A B. If the matrix A has a size NxR
and B has a size RxM,
the
resulting product C = A - B will have a size of N X M, and the elements ctj are
defined as
R

C u =

Y,airbrj;i = 1,2,...,N; J = 1 , 2 , . . . , M

(B.14)

Matrices not conformable cannot be multiplied, and it is obvious that square
matrices are conformable in any order.
Conformable matrices are associative on multiplication; that is,
A(BC) = (AB)C

(B.15)

but square matrices are generally not commutative on multiplication, i.e.
AB * BA

(B.16)

Matrices A, B, and C are distributive if B and C have the same size and if A is
conformable to B and C, then we have:
A(B + C) = AB + AC

(B.17)

Multiplication of a matrix A with a scalar /3 is a new matrix B with the element
bu

= Pa1J.

Inverse
The inverse in matrix algebra plays a similar role to division in scalar division.
The inverse is defined as follows:
AA1 = I

(B.18)

1

where A" is called the inverse of A, and I is the identity matrix. Matrix inverses
commute on multiplication, that is,
A A 1 = 1 = A 1A

(B.19)

AB = C

(B.20)

If we have the equation,
where A, B, and C are square matrices, multiply the LHS and RHS of Eq. B.20
by A"1 and we will get
A^(AB) = A 1 C

(B.21)

But since the multiplication is associative, the above equation will become
(A" 1A)B = B = A 1 C

(B.22)

-1

as A A = I and IB = B.
The analytical technique according to the Gauss-Jordan procedure for obtaining the inverse will be dealt with later.
Matrix Decomposition or Factorization
A given matrix A can be represented as a product of two conformable matrices
B and C. This representation is not unique, as there are infinite combinations of
B and C which can yield the same matrix A. Of particular usefulness is the
decomposition of a square matrix A into lower and upper triangular matrices,
shown as follows.
A = LU
(B.23)
This is usually called the LU decomposition and is useful in solving a set of
linear algebraic equations.
B.4 USEFUL ROW OPERATIONS
A set of linear algebraic equations of the type in Eq. B.I can be readily put into
vector-matrix format as
Ax = b
(B.24)
where
' an

A=

2i

"
a

N\

al2

al3
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Equation B.25 can also be written in the component form as
En17JTy = 6,.;

for

/ = 1,2,..., N

(B.26)

y=i

which is basically the equation of the row i.
There are a number of row operations which can be carried out and they
don't affect the values of the final solutions x.
Scaling
Any row can be multiplied by a scalar, the process of which is called scaling. For
example, the row i of Eq. B.26 can be multiplied by a constant a as
N

E aauXj = abt

(B.27)

7=1

Pivoting
Any row can be interchanged with another row. This process is called pivoting.
The main purpose of this operation is to create a new matrix that has dominant
diagonal terms, which is important in solving linear equations.
Elimination
Any row can be replaced by a weighted linear combination of that row with any
other row. This process is carried out on the row i with the purpose of
eliminating one or more variables from that equation. For example, if we have
the following two linear equations:
X1 -Vx2 = 2
(B.28)
3Jc1 + Ix2 = 5
Let us now modify the row 2; that is, equation number 2. We multiply the first
row by (3) and then subtract the second row from this to create a new second
row; hence we have:
X1 +X2 = 2
(B.29)
OJC1

+ Jc2 = 1

We see that JC1 has been eliminated from the new second row, from which it is
seen that JC2 = 1 and hence from the first row Jc1 = 1. This process is called
elimination. This is exactly the process used in the Gauss elimination scheme to
search for the solution of a given set of linear algebraic equations, which will be
dealt with in the next section.

There are a number of methods available to solve for the solution of a given
set of linear algebraic equations. One class is the direct method (i.e., requires no
iteration) and the other is the iterative method, which requires iteration as the
name indicates. For the second class of method, an initial guess must be
provided. We will first discuss the direct methods in Section B.5 and the
iterative methods will be dealt with in Section B.6. The iterative methods are
preferable when the number of equations to be solved is large, the coefficient
matrix is sparse and the matrix is diagonally dominant (Eqs. B.8 and B.9).
B.5

DIRECT ELIMINATION METHODS

B.5.1 Basic Procedure
The elimination method basically involves the elimination of variables in such a
way that the final equation will involve only one variable. The procedure for a
set of N equations is as follows. First, from one equation solve for X1 as a
function of other variables, Jt2, Jt 3 ,..., xN. Substitute this Jt1 into the remaining
N-I
equations to obtain a new set of Af - 1 equations with N-I unknowns,
jt 2 ,Jt 3 ,...,Jt N . Next, using one of the equations in the new set, solve for Jt2 as a
function of other variables, Jt3, J t 4 , . . . , xN, and then substitute this Jt2 into the
remaining N — 2 equations to obtain a new set of N — 2 equations in terms of
N — 2 unknown variables. Repeat the procedure until you end up with only one
equation with one unknown, xN, from which we can readily solve for xN.
Knowing xN, we can use it in the last equation in which xN_x was written in
terms of xN. Repeat the same procedure to find Jt1. The process of going
backward to find solutions is called back substitution.
Let us demonstrate this elimination method with this set of three linear
equations.
^11*1 + <*12*2 + 013*3 =

b

\

(B.30)

«21*1 + 022*2 + 023*3 = b2

( B -31)

031*1 + 032*2 + 033*3 = b3

(B-32)

Assuming ^ 11 is not zero, we solve Eq. B.30 for Jt1 in terms of Jt2 and Jt3 and
we have
_bxX1 -

anx2 —

al3x3

(B.33)

Substitute this X1 into Eqs. B.31 and B.32 to eliminate Jt1 from the remaining
two equations, and we have
022*2 + 023*3 = V2

(B.34)

032*2 + 033*3 = V3

(B.35)

where
^J = 0U-^10W

6

S= 6 . - - ^ i

for

' . / = 2,3 (B.36)

Next, we solve Eq. B.34 for X2 in terms of X3 provided a'22 ¥= 0; that is,

2

_ V2 - a'23x3
^

(

}

then substitute this X2 into the last equation (Eq. B.35) to obtain
fl

33*3 =

b

3

(B-38)

Vz=V3-^V2

(B.39)

where
«33=«33-|g«23;

We see that the patterns of Eqs. B.36 and B.39 are exactly the same and this
pattern is independent of the number of equations. This serial feature can be
exploited in computer programming.
Thus, the elimination process finally yields one equation in terms of the
variable X3, from which it can be solved as

,3 = f

(B.40)

Knowing X3, X2 can be obtained from Eq. B.37, and finally X1 from Eq. B.33.
This procedure is called back substitution.
B.5.2

Augmented Matrix
The elimination procedure described in the last section involves the manipulation of equations. No matter how we manipulate the equations, the final
solution vector x is still the same. One way to simplify the elimination process is
to set up an augmented matrix as
an

an

\K\b\ = a2X a22
/*31

a

32

al3
a23
a

33

bx
b2

(B.41)

b

3

and then perform the row operations described in Section B.4 to effect the
elimination process.

Let us demonstrate this concept of an augmented matrix to the following
example.
X1 + 2x2

+ 3JC3 = 14

X1 + Jc2 - Jc3 = 0

(B.42)

2Jc1 + Jc2 — Jc3 = 1

For this set of three linear equations, we form an augmented matrix by putting
the coefficient matrix first and then the RHS vector, shown as follows.
1 2
3
1 1 - 1
2 1 -1

14"
0
1.

(B.43)

Now we start carrying out row operations on the augmented matrix. First, we
take the second row and subtract it from the first row to form a new second row,
the result of which is shown as follows.
"12
0 1
2 1

3
4
-1

14"
14
1.

(B.44)

The purpose of the last step is to eliminate Jc1 from the second equation; that is,
the new coefficient for Jc1 in the new second equation is 0. This is the basic step
of elimination. Now we do exactly the same to the third row. We multiply the
first row by 2 and subtract the third row to form a new third row and get the
result
1 2
3
0 1 4
.0 3 7

14"
14
27.

(B.45)

Thus, we have eliminated the variable Jc1 from the second and third equations.
Now, we move to the next step of the elimination procedure, that is to remove
the variable JC2 from the third equation. This is done by multiplying the second
row by 3 and subtracting the third row to form a new third row; that is,
1 2
3
0 1 4
.0 0 5

14"
14
15.

(B.46)

The last row will give a solution of JC3 = 3. Put this into the second equation to
give JC2 = 2, and hence finally into the first equation to give JC1 = 1. This is the
back substitution procedure. All the steps carried out are part of the Gauss
elimination scheme. More details on this method will be presented in Section
B.5.5.
Let us now come back to our present example and continue with the row
operations, but this time we eliminate the variables above the major diagonal

line. To do this, we multiply the third row by ( - 4/5) and add the result to the
second row to form a new second row, shown as follows.
1 2
3
0 1 0
0 0 5

14"
2
15

(B.47)

The last step is to remove the variable JC3 from the second equation. Finally,
multiply the second row by ( - 2 ) and the third row by ( - 3 / 5 ) and add the
results to the first row to obtain a new first row as
1 0
0
0 1 0
0 0 5

1"
2
15 _

(B.48)

from which one can see immediately X1 = 1, x2 = 2 and x3 = 3. The last few
extra steps are part of the Gauss-Jordan elimination scheme, the main purpose
of which is to obtain the inverse as we shall see in Section B.5.6.
This procedure of augmented matrix can handle more than one vector b at
the same time, for example if we are to solve the following equations with the
same coefficient matrix A: Ax1 = b1? Ax2 = b 2 , we can set the augmented matrix
as

[A I b, b 2 ]

(B.49)

and carry out the row operations as we did in the last example to obtain
simultaneously the solution vectors X1 and x2.
B.5.3

Pivoting
The elimination procedure we described in Section B.5.1 requires that an is
nonzero. Thus, if the diagonal coefficient an is zero, then we shall need to
rearrange the equations, that is, we interchange the rows such that the new
diagonal term ^11 is nonzero. We also carry out this pivoting process in such a
way that the element of largest magnitude is on the major diagonal line. If rows
are interchanged only, the process is called partial pivoting, while if rows as well
as columns are interchanged it is called full pivoting. Full pivoting is not
normally carried out because it changes the order of the components of the
vector x. Therefore, only partial pivoting is dealt with here.
Partial pivoting not only eliminates the problem of zero on the diagonal line,
it also reduces the round-off error since the pivot element (i.e., the diagonal
element) is the divisor in the elimination process. To demonstrate the pivoting
procedure, we use an example of three linear equations.
OJC1

+ x2 + Jc3 = 5

4Jc1 + Jc2 - X3 = 3
Jc1 — Jc2 + Jc3 = 2

(B.50)

Putting this set of equations into the augmented matrix form, we have
0
4
1

1
15"
1 - 1 3
-1
1 2.

(B.51)

We note that the coefficient an is zero; therefore, there is a need to carry out
the pivoting procedure. The largest element of the first column is 4. Therefore,
upon interchanging the first and the second rows, we will get
"4
0
1

1 - 1 3"
1 1 5
-1
1 2

(B.52)

Next, multiplying the third row by 4 and subtracting the first row to get the new
third row will yield
"4
0
.0

1 - 1 3"
1 1 5
-5
5 5.

(B.53)

Although the pivot element in the second row is 1 (=£ 0), it is not the largest
element in that column (second column). Hence, we carry out pivoting again,
and this process is done with rows underneath the pivot element, not with rows
above it. This is because the rows above the pivot element have already gone
through the elimination process. Using them will destroy the elimination completed so far.
Interchange the second and the third row so that the pivot element will have
the largest magnitude, we then have
"4
1
0 - 5
0
1

- 1 3"
5 5
1 5 .

(B.54)

Next, multiply the third row by 5 and add with the second row to form a new
third row, we get
"4
1
0 - 5
0
0

-1
5
10

3"
5
30

(B.55)

Finally, using the back substitution, we find that X3 = 3, X2 = 2, and JC1 = 1.
B.5.4

Scaling
When the magnitude of elements in one or more equations are greater than the
elements of the other equations, it is essential to carry out scaling. This is done
by dividing the elements of each row, including the b vector, by the largest
element of that row (excluding the b element). After scaling, pivoting is then
carried out to yield the largest pivot element.

B.5.5

Gauss Elimination
The elimination procedure described in the last sections forms a process,
commonly called Gauss elimination. It is the backbone of the direct methods,
and is the most useful in solving linear equations. Scaling and pivoting are
essential in the Gauss elimination process.
The Gauss elimination algorithm is summarized as follows.

Step 1

Augment the matrix A(N X N) and the vector b(N X 1) to form an augmented
matrix A of size N X (N + 1).

Step 2

Scale the rows of the augmented matrix.

Step 3

Search for the largest element in magnitude in the first column and pivot that
coefficient into the an position.

Step 4

Apply the elimination procedure to rows 2 to N to create zeros in the first
column below the pivot element. The modified elements in row 2 to row N and
column 2 to column N + 1 of the augmented matrix must be computed and
inserted in place of the original elements using the following formula:
a'tj = au - ^a1J-,

for

/ = 2,3, ...,N

and / = 2 , 3 , . . . , N + 1 (B.56)

Step 5

Repeat steps 3 and 4 for rows 3 to N. After this is completely done, the
resulting augmented matrix will be an upper triangular matrix.

Step 6

Solve for x using back substitution with the following equations:
xN = % ^

(B.57)

a

N, N

N

X1 =

B.5.6

4=^

for

i - N -

1,N-

2 , . . . , 1 (B.58)

Gauss-Jordan Elimination
Gauss-Jordan elimination is a variation of the Gauss elimination scheme.
Instead of obtaining the triangular matrix at the end of the elimination, the
Gauss-Jordan has one extra step to reduce the matrix A to an identity matrix.
In this way the augmented vector b' is simply the solution vector x.
The primary use of the Gauss-Jordan method is to obtain an inverse of a
matrix. This is done by augmenting the matrix A with an identity matrix I. After
the elimination process in converting the matrix A to an identity matrix, the

right-hand side identity matrix will become the inverse A 1. To show this, we
use this example.
1
1 1 1 0
0"
2 - 1 1 0 1 0
.1
- 2 2 0 0 1 .

(B.59)

Interchange the first and the second row to make the pivot element having the
largest magnitude; hence, we have
2 - 1 1 0 1 0 "
1
1 1 1 0
0
.1 - 2 2 0 0 1_

(B.60)

Now, scale the pivot element to unity (this step is not in the Gauss elimination
scheme) to give
1
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<B-61>

Following the same procedure of Gauss elimination with the extra step of
normalizing the pivot element before each elimination, we finally obtain

1
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1

2 2

2

Now we perform the elimination for rows above the pivot elements, and after
this step the original A matrix becomes an identity matrix, and the original
identity matrix I in the RHS of the augmented matrix becomes the matrix
inverse A" 1 ; that is,

1 0 0
0

1

0

0
\

I
- \

-j
- \

(B.63)

Obtaining the matrix inverse using the Gauss-Jordan method provides a compact way of solving linear equations. For a given problem,
Ax - b

(B.64)

we multiply the equation by A \ and obtain
A-1CAx) = A x b

(B.65)

Noting that the multiplication is associative; hence, we have
(A 1 A)X = A ^ b ,

i.e.,

x = Axb

(B.66)

Thus, this inverse method provides a compact way of presenting the solution of
the set of linear equations.
B.5.7

LU Decomposition
In the LU decomposition method, the idea is to decompose a given matrix A to
a product LU. If we specify the diagonal elements of either the upper or lower
triangular matrix, the decomposition will be unique. If the elements of the
major diagonal of the L matrix are unity, the decomposition method is called
the Doolittle method. It is called the Crout method if the elements of the major
diagonal of the U matrix are unity.
In the Doolittle method, the upper triangular matrix U is determined by the
Gauss elimination process, while the matrix L is the lower triangular matrix
containing the multipliers employed in the Gauss process as the elements below
the unity diagonal line. More details on the Doolittle and Crout methods can be
found in Hoffman (1992).
The use of the LU decomposition method is to find solution to the linear
equation Ax = b. Let the coefficient matrix A be decomposed to LU, i.e.,
A = LU. Hence, the linear equation will become
LUx = b

(B.67)

Multiplying the above equation by L" 1 , we have

L^(LU)X = L ^ b

(B.68)

Since the multiplication is associative and L - 1 L = I, the previous equation will
become
Ux = b'

(B.69)

where the vector b' is obtained from the equation
Lb' = b

(B.70)

Equations B.69 and B.70 will form basic set of equations for solving for x. This
is done as follows. For a given b vector, the vector b' is obtained from Eq. B.70
by forward substitution since L is the lower triangular matrix. Once b' is found,
the desired vector x is found from Eq. B.69 by backward substitution because U
is the upper triangular matrix.

B.6

ITERATIVEMETHODS
When dealing with large sets of equations, especially if the coefficient matrix is
sparse, the iterative methods provide an attractive option in getting the solution.
In the iterative methods, an initial solution vector x(0) is assumed, and the
process is iterated to reduce the error between the iterated solution xik) and the
exact solution x, where k is the iteration number. Since the exact solution is not
known, the iteration process is stopped by using the difference Ax1 = x\k+1} —
x\k) as the measure. The iteration is stopped when one of the following criteria
has been achieved.
(Ax)

N

^ P = <e;

E ^

N

Ax

<s;

( Ax \ 2 1 V 2

E ^

<s (B.71)

The disadvantage of the iterative methods is that they may not provide a
convergent solution. Diagonal dominance (Eqs. B.8 and B.9) is the sufficient
condition for convergence. The stronger the diagonal dominance the fewer
number of iterations required for the convergence.
There are three commonly used iterative methods which we will briefly
present here. They are Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and the successive overrelaxation
methods.
B.6.1

Jacobi Method
The set of linear equations written in the component form is
bi ~ E auxj = O

for

i = 1,2,..., N

(B.72)

y=i

Divide the equation by au and add X1 to the LHS and RHS (a similar
procedure is used in Appendix A for the successive substitution method for
solving nonlinear equations) to yield the equation
X1=X1+^

U 1 . - 2> l 7 *,. = 0

for

/=1,2,..., N

(B.73)

The iteration process starts with an initial guessing vector x(0), and the iteration
equation used to generate the next iterated vector is
N
1 /
\
x\
= x\ + — U1. - E ««7^*) = 0
for
i = 1,2,..., JV (B.74)
1
M
y-i
/
The iteration process will proceed until one of the criteria in Eq. B.71 has been
achieved.
The second term in the RHS of Eq. B.74 is called the residual, and the
iteration process will converge when the residual is approaching zero for all
value of /.
k+l)

k)

B.6.2

Gauss-Seidel Iteration Method
In the Jacobi method, the iterated vector of the (k + l)th iteration is obtained
based entirely on the vector of the previous iteration, that is, x(k). The
Gauss-Seidel iteration method is similar to the Jacobi method, except that the
component x^k+1) for j = 1, 2 , . . . , / — 1 are used immediately in the calculation of the component x(tk+1\ The iteration equation for the Gauss-Seidel
method is

for

I= 1,2,...,N

Like the Jacobi method, the Gauss-Seidel method requires diagonal dominance
for the convergence of iterated solutions.
B.6.3

Successive Overrelaxation Method
In many problems, the iterated solutions approach the exact solutions in a
monotonic fashion. Therefore, it is useful in this case to speed up the convergence process by overrelaxing the iterated solutions. The equation for the
overrelaxation scheme is modified from the Gauss-Seidel equation
v ( * + D = x{k) , 2 L u _ y

a xik+i)

for

- Y a x(k) = 0

/ = 1,2,...,JV

where w is the overrelaxation factor. When w = 1, we recover the Gauss-Seidel
method. When 1 < w < 2, we have an overrelaxation situation. When w < 1,
the system is underrelaxed. The latter is applicable when the iteration provides
oscillatory behavior. When w > 2, the method diverges.
There is no fast rule on how to choose the optimum w for a given problem. It
must be found from numerical experiments.
B.7

EIGENPROBLEMS
In this section, we will consider briefly the eigenproblems, that is, the study of
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The study of coupled linear differential
equations presented in the next section requires the analysis of the eigenproblems.
Let us consider this linear equation written in compact matrix notation
Ax = b

(B.77)

The homogeneous form of the equation is simply Ax = 0, where 0 is the zero
vector, that is, a vector with all zero elements. If all equations in Eq. B.77 are

independent, then the trivial solution to the homogeneous equation is x = 0.
Now if we modify the matrix A to form (A — AI), then the homogeneous
equation will become
(A - AI)x = 0

(B.78)

Beside the obvious trivial solution to the above equation, there exists some
value of A such that the solution is nonzero. In such a case, the value of A is
called the eigenvalue and the solution vector x corresponding to that eigenvalue
is called the eigenvector. The problem stated by Eq. B.78 is then called the
eigenproblem.
This eigenproblem arises naturally during the analysis of coupled linear
differential equations, as we shall see in the next section. The eigenvalues can
be determined from the determinant det(A - AI) = 0, for which the equation is
called the characteristic equation. Obtaining this equation for a large system is
very difficult. Iteration procedures, such as the power method and its variations,
provide a useful means to obtain eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors.
Details of methods for solving for eigenvalues can be found in Hoffman (1992)
and Fadeev and Fadeeva (1963).
B.8

COUPLED LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The eigenproblem of Section B.7 is useful in the solution of coupled linear
differential equations. Let these equations be represented by the following set
written in compact matrix notation
^f = Ay + f

(B.79)

subject to the condition
' = 0;

y = y0

(B.80)

where A is the constant coefficient matrix of size NxN and f is the constant
vector.
The general solution of linear differential equations is a linear combination of
a homogeneous solution and a particular solution. For Eq. B.79, the particular
solution is simply the steady-state solution; that is
Ayp = - f

(B.81)

which yp can be readily obtained by the techniques mentioned in Sections B.5
and B.6.
The homogeneous solution must satisfy the equation
^

= Ay

(B.82)

which is the original equation with the forcing term removed. To solve the

Next page

homogeneous equation, we assume the trial solution xexp(Af), where x and A
are yet to be determined vector and scalar quantities. If we substitute this trial
solution into the homogeneous equation (Eq. B.82), we obtain the following
algebraic equation
Ax = Ax

(B.83)

which is the eigenproblem considered in Section B.7. Assuming that there exists
N eigenvalues and N corresponding eigenvectors, the homogeneous solution
will be the linear combination of all equations; that is, the homogeneous
solution is
N

yH=

Ec1-XCXp(A1-O

(B.84)

i= \

The general solution is the sum of the homogeneous solution and the particular
solution, that is,
y = yP + yH

(B-85)

The constants C1 can be found by applying initial conditions.
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Appendix \ ^

Derivation of the
Fourier-Mellin
Inversion Theorem
We recall from Section 10.5.1 in Chapter 10, that solutions of the SturmLiouville equation, along with suitable Sturm-Liouville boundary conditions,
always produced orthogonal functions. Thus, the functions
cpn(x) = sin ( ^ j C )

« = 1,2,3,...

(Cl)

form an orthogonal set in the range 0 < x < L if it satisfies
d2v
| ^ + A y = 0;

y(0)=0;

y(L) = 0

(C2)

since this is a Sturm-Liouville equation if in Eq. 10.185 we stipulate p = 1,
q = 0, r = 1, and /3 = A. The eigenvalues are then seen to be An = n2ir2/L2.
Thus, if we represent a function f(x) in this interval by an expansion of such
orthogonal functions
f(x)

=^

l S

in^ +^

2

s i n ^ + •••

(C3)

or, generally, as
OO

f{x)= £ An sin ( ^ P )

(C4)

n= l

then the coefficients are obtained using the orthogonality condition, Eq. 10.174,

written for the problem at hand as
fL<pn(x)<pm(x)

dx = 0

n * m

(C5)

. (mrx\,

.

hence, the coefficients An are obtained from
rL . 2(mrx\

A

»J0

sm

CL

! " Z T J ^ ' i /(*)sin(-£-J<fc

(C6)

Performing the LHS integral, we obtain An
A

»

=

TJ fWsml~L~)

(C7)

^

The series representing /(JC) is called a Fourier-Sine series. Similarly, we can
also express functions in terms of the Fourier-Cosine series
^pn(X) = c o s ( ^ P )

n = 0,1,2,3,...

(C8)

provided again the Sturm-Liouville equation is satisfied, with a different set of
boundary conditions

0 + A y = O; /(O)=O, /(L)=O

(C9)

It is important to note that <po(x) = 1 in this case, so to represent fix) write
f(x)

=A0 + . - I 1 C O s ( ^ ) +A2cos(lj^\

+ •••

(ClO)

or generally,
/(X)=A0+

ZAncos(^\;

0<x<L

(CU)

« = !' 2 ' 3 ---

(C12)

n= \

Using the orthogonality condition as before, noting

/Lcos2№U-(Ti
J

°

v L

U ; «= o

'

so that the coefficients are computed to be
J^

A

=

JQ

2 (L

^« rv^)

cos

(mrx\

l~zr)^

(C13)

Thus, Eq. ClO, along with C13, are known as the Fourier-Cosine representation
of fix), in the interval 0 < x < L (Hildebrand 1962).
The question arises, how is it possible to obtain a similar representation in
the complete semi-infinite interval with x > 0? It is clear if we replaced L with
oo in
Vn = sin ( — )
then cpn would vanish. Suppose we consider the relation, as done by Hildebrand
(1962):
2 rL

r/o

7 -A 1 )L
Sm(A1X)SIn(A. 2*)^ Sm(A
(llxj>L

Sm(A
2 9H-A1)L
{l +xfL

,
(C14)

One can see the expression on the RHS vanishes if A1 and A2 are different
integral multiples of TT/L. Moreover, in the limit, the RHS becomes unity if A1
and A2 both take on the same integral multiple of TT/L. We also see that as
L -^ oo, the RHS tends to zero for any positive values of A1 and A2, so long as
A1 # A2; but if A1 = A2, the RHS tends to unity.
Now, in general notation, we can write
<px(x) = sin (Xx)

(C15)

and obtain in the limit

2 rL

(O (A1 # A2)

lim £ / 9 ^ * ) - ^ 2 ( X ) A L-oo J^ J0

)

2

l

^1

l

2

(C16)

(A 1 = A 2 )

This is rather like an orthogonality condition, for any positive values A1 and A2,
in the interval 0 < x < oo. We are guided to the conclusion that a representation
of a function fix) in such semi-infinite intervals must involve all possible
functions of the type in Eq. C15, where A is not restricted to discrete values,
but can take on any positive number, as a continuum in A > 0. Previously, we
represented fix) by the infinite series in the region 0 < x < L:
OO

r/

\

f(x) =

X^

A

№TX

LAnSm-J-

n=l

In the limit as L -> oo, we can write the contribution sin (Ax) to the series
representation of fix) as ^4(A)sin(Ajc). Now, since A is regarded as a continuous variables we can rewrite the summation above as an infinite integral.
fix)

= [00AiX) sin (AxWA;

where x now resides in the semi-infinite plane.

0<x<oo

(C17)

By these arguments, we have developed a possible representation in the
time domain, since representations in time must be semi-infinite in the sense
0 < t < oo.
Continuing, we must develop a procedure for finding ^4(A), much the same as
in the discrete case to find An, In analogy with applications of the orthogonality
condition, we multiply both sides of Eq C17 by sin (A0 JC)
/(JC) sin (A0JC) = sin (A0Jt) 7CA(X) sin (Xx) dX

(C18)

-O

Next, integrate both sides over the interval 0 to L (where eventually L -> oo)
L

7f

-O

f(x)

sin (A0JC) dx = /^sin
( AOJC) f CA(X)
sin ( AJC) dXA dx (C19)
-7O
L-7O
J

and if the order of integration can be interchanged, w e get
/* L /(*)sin(A 0 Jc)<£c = (7" U ( A ) f L7 sin ( A x ) sin(A 0 Jc) dx \dX ( C 2 0 )
-7O
- O
L- O
J
We shall denote the RHS as FL. Now, if we apply Eq. C14 to the RHS:
_ 1 f- A(X)
1 p4(A)sinL(A+A 0 )
SmL(A Ao)
A
~ 2J0 ( A - A o )
"
^ " 2J0
(A + A 0 )

FL

dX

(C21)
Now, since A is continuous, we can replace it with another continuous variable;
so, replace L(A - A0) = t in the first (noting that dL(X - A0) = LdX = dt and
replace L(A + A0) = t in the second integral, to get

FL=

1 /-00

?LSr

/

0 +

t \sin(0

L)t

d t

J

1 /-00 ./

t \ s i n ( 0 , .^,^v

X

A x +

~ 2 L 0 \ ° r)—» * (C22)

Now, since A0 > 0, we note in the limit L -> oo that the second integral tends to
zero, that is,

/7(o * - o
and the first becomes
lim FL = U°° A(X0)^

dt

(C23)

Carrying this further yields
1

Z*00 A( \ \ s i n ^ ^ ^ ( A o ) r00 sinr
2"J - 4 ( A 0 ) - — d t = — j — J ~ 7 ~ *

=

TT , .
2" ( 0^

.
.
^C24 J

To see this last result, take the imaginary part of the integral
CL

elt

\

LLTdt=[^t

+

t

t3

]L

-JTm+---\_L

in the limit as L -> oo.
We now have formally shown for A0 > 0

/JV(X) Sm(A0*) dx = jA(\0)

(C25)

Since A is continuous, the above result is true for any A, so replace A0 with A to
get the general result.
,4(A) = - /""/(Jc)SIn(AJC) dx

(C26)

This is formally equivalent to Eq. C7 for the case of discrete Xn.
Now, to represent fix) for a continuum of A, the integral representation is,
formally,
/(jc) = f°,4(A)sin(AjtWA

(C27)

To prevent confusion with the dummy variable x in Eq. C26, we rewrite ^4(A) as

^ ( A ) - | / 7 ( 0 sin (AO*

(C28)

77 JQ

hence, we now have

/(*) = - f° sin A 4 (7(0 sinktdt\ dk
TT J0

[J0

(C29)

J

This is called the Fourier sine integral. By similar arguments, we can derive the
Fourier cosine integral as
f(x)

= - /*°°cos (Ax) rf(t) cos Xt dt\d\
(C30)
77 J
o
[Jo
J
These are the two building blocks to prove the Fourier-Mellin inversion
theorem for Laplace transforms.
The final stage in this proof is to extend the bounds of integration to
— oo < x < oo. It is clear that the sine series represents —f(—x) when x < 0,
and the cosine series represents / ( - J C ) when x < 0. So, if fix) is an odd
function1 the representation in the sine integral can include all values of x ( — oo
1
In general, a function fix) is called an odd function if / ( - * ) = -fix) (e.g., fix) = x3) and an
even function if /(-Jt) = fix) (e.g., fix) = x2)

to +00). However, if /(JC) is an even function then the cosine integral can
represent all values of JC. Thus, it is possible to represent all values of x by
using both sine and cosine components.
Thus, if we split a given function into even and odd parts

f(x)=fe(x)+f0(x)
we can easily see that
-77 f°cos AJC r f(t) cos ktdt dk
^o
!/-«>
J
= - /*°°cos AJC C fe(t) cos ktdt
TTJQ

L-°°

dk
J

= — r coskx \ TfJt) cos ktdtldk = fe(x);
77 J

L-7O

o

-OO<JC<OO

(C31)

J

Similarly, for the odd component
—
=fo(x);
77 f^sinAjc r°°/(>)sinA/dndA
7

^o

L-

-^

-00 <x < 00 (C32)

J

Adding the two, we have the representation
/(Jt) = T [ ^ ( A ) C O S ( A J C ) + 5 ( A ) sin (AJC)] dk

(C33)

where ^4(A) and B(k) are defined as

^(A) = I C f{t) cos (kt)dt;
"

B(k) = i T /(O sin (kt) dt (C34)

J—00

it

j _

0

0

Introducing these, and using trigonometric identities, we write the form

/(*) = ^/ o °°[/_^/(O cos[ k(t - x)] dtj dk;

-VXXK*

(C35)

or equivalently,

rt*>

=

J^T f f(Ocos[k(t-x)]dtdk
*~ "

J

(C36)

—00*' —00

This expression is called the complete Fourier integral representation and it can
represent arbitrary /(JC) for all values of JC in the usual sense; /(JC) is at least
piecewise differentiable and the integral

f\f(x)\dx
J

— OO

exists. Next, by noting one half a function plus one half its complex conjugate
recovers the function
cos X(t - x) = ^- exp (iA(/ - x)) + ^ exp ( -i\(t - x))

(C37)

then the complex form of Eq. C36 can be shown (Churchill 1963) to be

f w = ^f_Sj^t)e~iKt~x)dtdx

(c38)

In this expression, t is simply a dummy variable and can be replaced with any
convenient symbol. Later, we shall inspect arbitrary functions of time / 0 ) ,
instead of fix), so it is propitious to replace t with /3 to get

— oo

[_

— oo

J

This form is now suitable for deducing the Fourier-Mellin inversion formula for
Laplace transforms. In terms of real time as the independent variable, we can
write the Fourier integral representation of any arbitrary function of time, with
the provision that fit) = 0 when / < 0, so Eq. C39 becomes

w = ^C/xt[Cf(p)e'iXfidp\dx

(C40)

Suppose we consider the product exp( — crot)f(t\ then the integral in (C40) can
be written

e-^f(t) = 4~ lim T eikt\rf(fi)e-°<ffie-ik*dfh dk
ZTT A ->oo./_ A

[^o

(C41)

J

This representation is valid provided the integral for real values a0
J= re-<-o<\f(t)\dt

(C42)

exists. This simply reflects the requirement that all singularities of F(s) are
to the left of the line through o-0, as illustrated in the first Bromwich path
(Fig. 9.4). This guarantees that exponential behavior by fit) can always be
dominated by suitable selection of positive, real values of cr0. Suppose fit) = eat,
then we have
/ = Ce-^e"1 dt = re-(ao-a)t dt = — - —
J0

J0

(T0-(X

(C43)
v

'

which is finite provided a0 > a, hence the integral exists. Now that existence of

the inner integral

Cf{fi)e'a^e-ikfidp

7

-O

is guaranteed, we can write Eq. C41 as
k
/(r) = -L
lim [
Z7r ^ y_
A

oo

A

e^^ACf^e-^^^d^dX
[J
j
0

We can now define the substitution of the complex variable s = iX + a0, where
cr0 is a fixed real constant, hence, ds = idk so we get

/(O = 2^7lim r°+iXest\ff(P)e-^dl3

ds

(C44)

But the interior integral defines, in general, the Laplace transform

F(s)=rf(P)e-"dp

(C45)

regardless of the symbol used for dummy variable; replacing the interior with
F(s), Eq. C44 becomes formally identical with Eq. 9.3, if we replace A with co

/(O = 2^7 lim r+i<OestF(s)

ds

(C46)

The integral is taken along the infinite vertical line through s = a0 and parallel
to the imaginary axis, as illustrated in Fig. 9.4. The existence of F(s) is
guaranteed as long as a0 is greater than the real part of any singularity arising
from F(s\
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Appendix U

Table of Laplace Transforms1
F(s)
1

Number
1

Il(f) = 1, f > 0

7

2

Kr) = r, r > 0

^-(/I = 1,2,3,...)

3

S

1
S

1
1
,3/2

js (« > 0)
1
S + tf

1
(5+«)2
1
(5 + 0 ) 0 + 6)
,

* .w(/i = l,2,...)

(5 + 0)

— | — ^ (a > 0)
(5 + a)(s + 6)
1
s2+ a2
S

s2+ a2
1
2
s -a2
S

s2-a2
1
2
*O + a 2 )

1

4
5
6

r(«)

7

e-at

8

te-"'

9
10
11

(.S + fl)
5

(/i-l)!

12
13

l
a

_b(e-»

-e-<")

(n-iy/

e

r(«)
hl

j-l—(be- ae~at)
b— a
1 .
— sin at
a

14

cos at

15

1 .
— sinhu at
a

16

cosh at

17

—=-(1 - cos ^ 0
{continues)

'From "Operational Mathematics," 2nd Ed., by R.V. Churchill, Copyright 1958, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc. Used by permission.

Table of Laplace Transforms (Continued)
F(s)
1
s2(s2 + a2)
1
2

(S^

+a

f

Number

fit)

18

—r{at - sin 0f)
a

19
20

—r(sin flf - af cos at)
2a
t
i=r— s i n at
2a

21

2~(sin ar + «r cos at)

22

t cos «f

23

cos at — cos bt , j
. ?,
^a * b >
bZiz - a21

24

^eat sin bt

25

eat cos bt

S

2

+a2)2

(s

s2
2

(s +a2f
s2-a2
(s2 +a2)2
S

(s2 + a2)(s2 + b2)
1
2
(s -a) + b2
(s-a)
(s -a)2 + b2
3«2
5 3 +fl 3

26

e<w\cas(af )

e-'

^sin[
s 4 + 4a 4
S

s 4 + 4a 4
1
s4-a4

sin(ar)cosh(flr) - cos(«r)sinh(flO

28

—^[sin («0 sinh (at)]
2a
—r[sinh(at)
- s'm(at)]
2a3
—7 [cosh (at) — cos(at)]
2a
(1 + a2t2) sin (at) - at cos («/)

29
30

(s2 + a2f

32

(s - at2

33

}/s - b

Jj

27

31

]/s - a -

2

[nth degree Laguerre polynomial]
}-eat(\ + 2at)
VTTt

l—(ebt

34

eat)

2{IT?
1

- ^ - aeah erfc (ay[t)
Ht
-^= + aeah txi(ayft)

35

a + Js
36

y/irt

2

s-a

37
s +a

2

1
yirt

2

" e~ah Cafe?

V7T

dp

^o

(continues)

Table of Laplace Transforms (Continued)

F(s)
1
y/s~(s-a2)
1
fs(s + a2)

Number

/W
ah

\e

38
2

39

2

e-*

1

-J=^eIf[M*-*)]

1

ans+by

06-"[I1(Ut) + I0(fl/)]

43

e-^%(a~bt)

44

\a~1/2

t

Ha-b)
-w{

1

^°+b)l

ta -b \

l

(S + * ) 1 / 2 ( 5 + fr)V2

J

42

I

+

L

]/b - a

yj(s + a)(s + 6)

\s

o

ea2terfc(afi)

40
41

<f°fefi2dp

J

ay TT

}/s(a + V^)
1
(s + a)y/s + b
yjs + 2a

(a>0

zri(ayft)

2 ')

te-^\lo(a

~bt)

45

+ I 1 (^)]
y/sT~2a - V^
yfs + 2a + VS"
1

1

J

—,

\e~atUat)

46
47

J0(at)

(«> - D

48

aaJa(at)

> O)

49

Vs + a
1

, 22

2
2.a(a

(s + a )

[v/*2 + « 2 -s\ (a > 0)
r

^

I t \a~1/2T

(

J

,

«-^(at)

T(a)\2a)

^JM)

50

1a

i

fir*

^*-0

aala(at)

51
52

T(a)\2a)

*-W™

JQ(2^i)

53

J_z,-«/^

l

54

—{= cos(2Va7)

55

-7= cosh (2{at)

V TTt

S1TTt

56

.

\Tra

sin(2\/a7)
(continues)

Table of Laplace Transforms (Continued)
F(s)

Number
57

,3/2
a/s

4rc" (a > 0)
a

e~a^(a > 0)

60

je~aHa

61

-^e~a^(a

> 0)

log s(k > 0)

\

64
65

66
log 5
52+l
S log 5
S2+l
yl0g(l + ksXk>0)

*№)
JlOg(I + ^ 2 5 2 )
| l o g ( 5 2 + fl2Xfl > 0)
\ \og(s2 + a2)(a >0)

a

a2]

(
. / a \
erfc —p-

/ a2\

1

62
63

l0g5

sinh(lyfat)

(M-D/2
59

> 0)

.

58

j^e ^(a > 0)

7

/(O

2

ex

erfc

/I p(-I7)--

F(I)-IOg^[F(D= -0.5772]

_J

k

r(k)
\[r(*)]2

ea'[log0

logM
r
W/

-Ei(-at)]

67

Si(t) • cos(/) - CiU) • sin(0

68

-5/(0 ' sin(/) - CiU) - cos U)

69
70

-Ei(-t/k)
j(ebt

- eat)

71

-2CiU /k)

72

2\og(a) - 2Ci(at)

73

-[at • log(fl) + smiat) - at • Ci(O]

l , )
log
( ^)

74

2
y[l - COSUO]

75

y[l - cosh(af)]

arctan(J)

76

-sin(A:r)

77

5i(*0

log

1
s

2

(k\
\s )

— arctan —

ek2s2 erfc(ksXk > 0)

(^)

78
(continues)

Table of Laplace Transforms (Continued)
Number

F(s)
k2s

-e \ric(ks)(k

> 0)

/(O

79

S

e*Jerfc(}/ksXk

> 0)

—j=r erfc(v^)
-^eks zxic(^)(k

> 0)

80

WFo + k)
10
\(irr)" l / 2

when 0 < t < k
whenoil
1
yV(f + k)

81
82
83

^

84
#0(fo)

VTTt

(0
\(t2 - k2)~l/2
1

85
86

yt(t
1

87

4-K.ik^)

88

90

as

91

-e Ei(-as)

92

- + seasEi(-as)

93

+ ik)
I k2\

j[t(2k - 1)]" 1 / 2

whenO <t <2k

[0

when t > 2k
k

e-^l^ks)

when 0 < t < k
when t > k
/ k2\

~K{)(2^j2ki)

89
7re~ksl0(ks)

sin (2^O

[
\ ~^
I 7rkyjt(2k - 1)

whenO<f<2£

(o

when t > 2k

,la{a>Q)
— T ( « > 0)

(t + af

The exponential, cosine, and sine integral functions are defined as

Ei(t) = j_ Jp dp
Ci(O =

fcos/dp

These are tabulated in most mathematical handbooks and are also discussed in
Chapter 4.

Appendix JL

Numerical Integration
This appendix provides procedures and formulas for numerical integration. This
is the only recourse when the integral in question cannot be integrated analytically. Many engineering problems give rise to integrals wherein analytical
solutions are not always possible. For example, the solution of boundary value
problems using the method of Galerkin gives rise to integrals which in general
cannot be integrated if the defining equations are nonlinear. In such cases the
integrands are known functions. However, there are cases where values of the
function y, at discrete points Xj are known and the integral of y with respect to
x is required. The evaluation of the integral in this case must be dealt with
numerically. We will deal with these two distinct cases in this appendix.
The integration of a function y(x) with respect to x from a to b is defined
as:
I = fby(x)dx

(E.I)

a

where y(x) can be a known function or only its values at some discrete points.
The process of replacing an integral with the sum of its parts is often referred to
as "quadrature."
E.I

BASIC IDEA OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
The basic idea of the numerical integration is to approximate the function y(x)
by a polynomial of degree N, PN(x\ and then to perform the integration of this
approximating polynomial exactly since each term xj in the polynomial can be
analytically integrated. The accuracy of the numerical integration depends on
how well we choose our approximating polynomial.
If the function y(x) is known, we simply choose discrete positions x (for
example, 2, 3, or 4 points) within the domain of integration (a < x < b) and
then cause an approximating polynomial to pass through these points. We can
then perform the integration of the approximating polynomial. If the discrete
points are unequally spaced, the Lagrange polynomial developed in Chapter 8
can be used to fit the data, while if the points are equally spaced the Newton

forward difference presented in the next section will be particularly useful. The
Lagrange polynomial also works for equally spaced points. If the N + 1 points
are chosen, the fitting polynomial will be an Nth degree polynomial.
When the function y(x) is known, we have the flexibility of choosing the
discrete points. With this flexibility, we can choose points such that the accuracy
of the numerical integration can be enhanced.
If the function y{x) is described by a collection of discrete points, then it is
probably best to fit a polynomial to these points. The Lagrangian polynomial
can be used, which can be fitted exactly. Alternately, the method of least square
could be used. For the latter method, the polynomial may not pass through the
discrete points. The Lagrangian polynomial, described in Chapter 8, can be
used to exactly fit the discrete data for unequally spaced data points. For
equally spaced data, the Newton forward difference polynomial will be very
useful for the integration procedure. The following section will deal with equally
spaced data.
E.2

NEWTON FORWARD DIFFERENCE POLYNOMIAL
Assume that we have a set of equally spaced data at equally spaced points, X0,
X1, ..., Xn, Xn+ 1, ... and let y;- be the values of y at the point Xj. The forward
difference is defined as follows:
Ayn =>>„ + !->>„

(E.2)

One can apply this forward difference operator to Ayn to obtain A2yn; that is,
A2yn = A(Ayn) = Ayn + 1 - A y n = (yn+2-yn

+ l)

~ (yn + i " >O

A2yn=yw+2-2yrt+1+yn

(EJ)

Similarly, we can proceed to obtain A3yn:
A3yn = A(A2yn)

= A2yn+1 -

A2yn

= (yn+3 - 2y n+2 + >'B+i) - ( y « + 2 - 2 ^ n + I +yn)
^yn

= yn+3 - 3yn+2 + 3y n + i - yn

The same procedure can be applied to higher order differences.
The Newton forward difference polynomial (Finlayson 1980) is defined as
Pn(X) = y0 + « Ay0 +
+

a(a
2

71)A2yo

...+a(a-l)(«-2)...(a-n

+

l)A,yo

+ e

^

where
£ =

(

a

( n l l )* B+ V n + 1 ) ( 0

\

where

a\

X0 < f < Xn

(E.5)

x-x0
(E.6)

The Newton forward difference is derived by allowing the nth degree polynomial to pass through the points, y0 to yn. Note that when x = X1, the value of
a = 1; x = JC2, a = 2; and x = Xn, a — n.
It is useful at this point to note that the Newton forward difference formula is
utilized here for the development of the numerical integration formula, while
the Newton backward difference formula was previously used (in Chapter 7) for
the integration of ordinary differential equations of the initial value type.
E.3

BASIC INTEGRATION PROCEDURE
Having found the Nth degree Newton forward difference polynomial to approximate the integrand y(jc) (y « Pn(x)\ the integral of Eq. E.I can be readily
integrated analytically after the integrand y(x) has been replaced by Pn(x) as

/ = jhy(x) dx « fbPn(x) dx = hfbPn{a) da
J

J

a

(E.7)

J

a

aa

where aa and ab are values of a at x = a and x = b, respectively. If we
substitute the explicit form of the Newton forward difference formula from
Eq. E.4 into Eq. E.7 and integrate analytically, we then have the approximate
numerical integration of the integral /.
If X0 = a and Xx= b, the integration of Eq. E.7 will become
/ = [Xly(x)dx

^h[1Pn(Ct) da

X0

(E.8)

U

that is,

7 h y+

* f*[ °

E.3.1

aA y +

°

tt( x)

V

A2y +

° ' •' ] d a

(E 9)

-

Trapezoid Rule
If two terms are retained in the approximating polynomial of Eq. E.9, the
integration will become

/«/i[y o a + Ay o ^] = | ( y o + yi)
where we have defined Ay0 = yx — y0.

(E.10)

Figure E.I Graphical representation
of the Trapezoid rule integration.

This is commonly called the Trapezoid formula. Figure E.I shows graphically
the Trapezoid rule of integration, where the shaded area is the integration value
obtained by the Trapezoid formula.
To find the error arising from the Trapezoid formula, we start with the error
of the approximating polynomial (see Eqs. E.4 and E.5) when only two terms
are retained as
a(a

2~

1

^V(O

where

X0 < £ < Jc1

(E.ll)

Integration of this error with respect to x will give the error for the Trapezoid
formula, which is simply

Error « f ^ F ^ V a ) dx =h^Wf^<^lda

= - ^h>y»({)
(E.12)

Thus, the error of integrating the integral from x0 to JC1 is of order of h3,
denoted as 0(/i 3 ). The order notation is discussed in Chapter 6.
We can apply this useful Trapezoid rule over the range from JC0 to xn
by carrying out the Trapezoid formula over n subintervals (JC0, JC1),
(Jt1, Jt 2 ),..., (*„-!, Xn) as shown in Fig. E.2; that is,

/ = fny(x)

dx = fXly(x) dx + f2y(x)

x

o

dx + • • • + f" y(jc) dx (E.13)

J

X0

J

xx

xn_i

The integral of each subinterval is then evaluated using the Trapezoid formula,
and the result is

/ « [l(yo + y.)] + [jivi + y2)} + ••• +[£(y B -i + y j ]
h
••• / = 2 ^ "

+2 y

i

+

2y

2 + ' ••

+2

y « - i + y«)

(E-14)

Figure E.2

The error of this composite formula is the sum of all errors contributed by each
subintervals given in Eq. E. 12

Error = £ ( - ^ V ( O = - ^ Z r V ( O

where

X0 < f <xn
(E.15)

Here, n is the number of intervals and is related to the spacing h as n =
(xn — Jt0)//*. The error can be written explicitly in terms of the spacing h as

Error = - ±(xn - * 0 )/iVU)

(E.16)

Thus, the global error of the Trapezoid rule formula carried out over n intervals
is of order of h2, while the local error (which is the error of integration of one
interval) is of order of /r\
E.3.2

Simpson's Rule
Let us now integrate the integral / from x{) to Jt2, we then have
/=

f'2y(x)dx
u (A

(E.17)
A

~hJ0 [^o + ^ A y o +

a(a - 1) . 2
v

}

2;

a(a - l)(a - 2)

A2y0 + -^

^f

1

A-

A3^0+

1

-"Ida

Keeping three terms in the approximating polynomial expansion, the value of
this approximating polynomial can then be integrated analytically to give
/ - | ( y o + 4yi+y2)

(E.18)

This is Simpson's formula, one of the most widely used integration routines.
The error for this formula is the integration of the error of the approximating
polynomial, that is,
Error =

f2**-1K"-Vh'jTtf)

dx

Xn

(E.19)
,2a(a-l)(a-2)

= Q

J !

-7O

This null result does not simply mean that the error of the Simpson rule
formula is zero, but rather the integration of the third term is zero. We need to
go to the fourth term of the approximate polynomial, which is
a(a-l)(a-2)(a-3)h4yl4Ki)

^

^

^

^

* " 3 ) h<y«X€) da = - | / < > U )

(E.21)

< f <

to determine this error, which is simply the integration of Eq. E.20

Error = kf*** ~ ^

'

2)(<

The error for the one step calculation of the Simpson's rule is of order of h5, a
significant advantage over the Trapezoid rule, which has one step error of order
of h\
Now, we generalize the integration from xn to Xn+2 and get

I = fn+2y(x)dx
x

(E.22)

n

~hj^yn+a

Ayn +

v

2,

;

A2yn + -^

^f

L

A3yn + • • • \da

where the variable a is now defined as
a =^

^

(E.23)

Integration of the RHS of Eq. E.22 term by term would give
/ » j(y,, + ^yn+1+yn+2)

+ 0(h5)

(E.24)

Thus, when n = 0, we recover the formula in Eq. E.18.
The formula (E.24) is sometimes called the Simpson's 1/3 rule. This was
obtained by using the second order polynomial to fit y(x) in Eq. E.17. If a third
order polynomial is used (i.e., by keeping four terms in the approximating
polynomial expansion, Eq. E.17), we will obtain the Simpson's 3/8 formula (see
Hoffman 1992 for more details on this formula).

Simpson's rule can now be extended to the range (JC0, Xn), which is divided
into sets of two subintervals. This means that the total number of intervals must
be a multiple of two (i.e., even),

/ = f 2 y ( x ) dx + f A y ( x ) dx + ••• + f" y{x)dx
X0

X2

(E.25)

Xn_2

Substituting Eq. E.24 into E.25 (i.e., n = 0 for the first integral, n = 2 for the
second integral, and so on until n = n - 2 for the last integral of Eq. E.25)
yields
I = J ( ^ o + 4yx + Iy2 + 4y3 + • • • +2y n _ 2 + 4y n _ 1 + yn)

(E.26)

The global error of Eq. E.26 will be of order of O(h4).
The Trapezoid and Simpson's rule belong to a family of integration formulas
called the Newton-Cotes family. Abramowitz and Stegun (1964) provide a
family of 10 Newton-Cotes formulas. They also present six additional
Newton-Cotes formulas of the open type, that is, the functional values at end
points (y 0 and yn) are not included in the integration formula. These latter
formulas are particularly useful when the function values at the end points are
unbounded. The first two Newton-Cotes formula of the open type are

X0

f4y(x)

dx = ^-(Iy1

-y2 + 2y3) + ^ / « > ( £ )

X0

E.4 ERROR CONTROL AND EXTRAPOLATION
Knowledge of the magnitude of the error in the integration formulas presented
in Section E.3 is very useful in the estimation of the error as well as in the
improvement of the calculated integral.
The integral / numerically calculated using the spacing h is denoted as /(/*),
and if we denote the exact integral as /exact we then have
/exact = Kh) +Ah"

(E.27)

where hn is the order of magnitude of the integration formula used.
Applying the same integration formula but this time use the spacing of h/P,
where P (P > 1) is some arbitrary number (usually 2), then we have the formula
/exact = / ( ^ ) + ^ ) "

(E.28)

If we equate Eqs. E.27 and E.28 and solve for Ah", which is the error of the
integration result using the spacing h, we obtain

Error = Ah" = J^\l[j)

~ /(*)]

(E-29)

This formula provides the estimate of error incurred by the approximation using
the spacing of A. If this error is larger than the prespecified error, the spacing
has to be reduced until the prespecified error is satisfied. When this is the case,
the better estimate of the approximate integral is simply Eq. E.27 with Ahn
given by Eq. E.29. This process is called extrapolation.
E.5

GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE
Gaussian quadrature is particularly useful in the case where the integrand y(x)
is known; that is, we have the flexibility of choosing the discrete points, Xj (also
called the quadrature points). The Gaussian quadrature formula for N quadrature points is of the form

/= fby{x)dx~ E ^ ( ^ )

(E.30)

where Wj are called the quadrature weights and Xj are called the quadrature
points.
The definition of the Gaussian quadrature formula in Eq. E.30 implies that
the determination of this formula is determined by the selection of TV quadrature points and TV quadrature weights; that is, we have 2 N parameters to be
found. With these degrees of freedom (2N parameters), it is possible to fit a
polynomial of degree 2 N - 1. This means that if Xj and w} are properly chosen,
the Gausssian quadrature formula can exactly integrate a polynomial of degree
up to 27V - 1.
To demonstrate this point, consider this example of integration with respect
to x from 0 to 1 using two quadrature points
I = fly(x)dx=
0

T,wjy(xj)
y

(E.31)

= 1

There are four parameters to be found in the above integral, namely two
quadrature points Jc1, X2, and two quadrature weights W1 and w2. We shall
choose these values such that the integrals of the integrands 1, JC, JC2, and x3
are satisfied exactly. For the integrand of 1, we have
C\dx

-7O

= \=wx + w2

where ^(Jc1) = y(x2) = 1 have been used in the above equation.

(E.32)

Similarly for the other integrands, JC, JC2, and x3, we have
/ xdx = -x = W1X1 + W2JC2
f x2 dx =
J0

(E.33)

= W1X2 + w2xj

T

(E.34)

J

(1JC3 dx = ^ = W1JC3 + W 2 JC|

(E.35)

Solving the above set of four equations (Eqs. E.32 to E.35), we obtain these
values for the required four parameters

*1 = ^ ~ 2 7 T ;

*2 = ^ + 2 7 T ;

Wl = w =

* i

(EJ6)

Note that these quadrature points, Jc1 and JC2, lie within the domain of
integration.
This set of four parameters for the Gaussian quadrature formula can integrate any polynomial up to degree 3 exactly, for only two quadrature points.
Equation E.31 considers the range of integration as (0,1). Any range, say
(a, b) can be easily transformed to the range (0,1) by using the simple formula,
JC

Z=

- a

F ^

where JC lying in the domain (a, b) is linearly mapped to z, which lies in the
domain (0,1).
Now if we use 3 quadrature points in the Gaussian formula, we then have six
parameters in the quadrature equation
/=

f1y(x)dx=

(E- 37 )

Y,wjy(*j)

These six parameters (JC1? JC2, X3,WUW2,W3)
are found by forcing the above
Gaussian quadrature equation to integrate the integrands exactly, 1, JC, X2, JC3,
JC4, and JC5; that is
[1XJdX = -J—r = W1JCj"+ W2JcJ + W3Jc^

J0

J-i-i

for

; = 0,1,2,3,4,5

(E.38)

Solving this set of six equations, we obtain these values for the six parameters
r_l_y/0l_.
1

r

~~ 2

2

2 '

Wl

_ A.
~

18 '

Wl

_ I .

r

~ 2 '

-*3~"2

_ I

_1.
~~ 9 '

, ^ 6 .

_A

^

3 -

I S

2

(E.39)

Again, it is noted that these quadrature points lie within the domain of
integration.
Thus, we see that the Gaussian quadrature formula using N quadrature
points
N

J = / y{x)dx=

I>yy(xy)

(E.40)

can integrate a polynomial of degree up to 2 JV - 1 exactly. Abramowitz and
Stegun (1964) tabulate values for JC;- and w,- for a number of quadrature points.
We can also apply the Gaussian quadrature formula to the case when we have
a weighting function in the integrand as
/ = / V ( I - x)a) y{x)dx = Z"jy{xj)
y

0

(E.41)

= 1

where the weighting function is W(x) = xp(l - x)a. Using the same procedure

Table E.I
a

P

0

0

0

Quadrature Points and Weights for Gaussian Quadrature
JV= 2

TV= 3

X1 = 0.5
W1 = 1.0

X1 = 0.211325
X2 = 0.788675
W1 = 0.500000
w2 = 0.500000

Jc1 = 0.112702
W2 = 0.500000
Jc3 = 0.887298
W1 = 0.277778
W2 = 0.444444
W3 = 0.277778

1

X1 = 0.666667
W1 = 0.500000

X1 = 0.355051
X2 = 0.844949
W1 = 0.181959
w2 = 0.318041

Jc1 =
Jc2 =
Jc3 =
W1 =
w2 =
W3 =

0.212340
0.590533
0.911412
0.069827
0.229241
0.200932

1

0

X1 = 0.333333
W1 = 0.500000

X1 = 0.155051
X2 = 0.644949
W1 = 0.318042
w2 = 0.181958

Jc1 =
Jc2 =
Jc3 =
W1 =
w2 =
w3 =

0.088588
0.409467
0.787660
0.200932
0.229241
0.069827

1

1

X1 = 0.500000
W1 = 0.166667

Jc1 =
Jc2 =
W1 =
w2 =

JC1 =
Jc2 =
Jc3 =
W1 =
w2 =
w3 =

0.172673
0.500000
0.827327
0.038889
0.088889
0.038889

TV= 1

0.276393
0.723607
0.083333
0.083333

Table E.2

Quadrature Points and Weights for Laguerre Quadrature
for N = 3 and 5

N

Xj

3

0.41577456
2.29428036
6.28994051
0.26356032
1.41340306
3.59642577
7.08581001
12.64080084

5

Wj

0.71109301
0.27851773
0.01038926
0.52175561
0.39866681
0.07594245
0.36117587 X K T 2
0.23369972 X 10 ~ 4

we presented above to determine the quadrature points and quadrature weights,
we can list in Table E.I below those values for a number of combinations of a
and /3.
Integrals of the type
Ce-Xy(x) dx

C e~x2y(x) dx

and

(E.42)

can also be numerically obtained using the Laguerre and Hermite formulas
re-xy(x)dx=

Lwjy(Xj)

(E.43)

and
.00

,

I e~xy(x)dx=
^—

N

Lwjy(Xj)

(E.44)

; =1

respectively. Tables E.2 and E.3 list values of quadrature points and weights for
the Laguerre and Hermite formulas (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964).

Table E.3

Quadrature Points and Weights for Hermite Quadrature
for W = 5 and 9
Wj

N

±Xj

5

0.00000000
0.95857246
2.02018287

0.94530872
0.39361932
0.01995324

9

0.00000000
0.72355102
1.46855329
2.26658058
3.19099320

0.72023521
0.43265156
0.88474527 X 10"-l
0.49436243 X 10 " 2
0.39606977 X 1 0 " 4

E.6

RADAU QUADRATURE
The Gaussian quadrature presented in the previous section involves the quadrature points which are within the domain of integration (0,1). If one point at the
boundary, either at x = 0 or x = 1, is included in the quadrature formula, the
resulting formula is called the Radau quadrature.
Let us start with the inclusion of the boundary value at x = 1 in the
quadrature formula, and use the following example of one interior quadrature
point, i.e., the total number of quadrature points is two, one interior point and
the point at x = 1.
/ = ^y(X) dx = W1V(X1) + w2y(x = 1)

(E.45)

where W1 and W2 are quadrature weights at Jc1 and x = 1, respectively. Thus,
there are three unknowns Cw1, W2, and X1) in this quadrature equation. To find
them, we enforce the previous requirement by integrating three polynomials 1,
JC, and jc2 exactly. This means
f\ dx = 1 = W1 + W2

(E.46)

/ xdx = 7) = W1JC1 + W2

(E.47)

(1JC2 dx = ^ = W1Jc2 + W2

(E.48)

-7O

J0

J

Solving the above three equations, we obtain
1
*i=3"'

*2=1;

3
i =4;

w

1
w

i=J

(E.49)

Thus, we see that the Radau quadrature formula using 1 interior quadrature
point can integrate a polynomial of degree up to 2 exactly. In general, a Radau
quadrature formula using N interior quadrature points and one point at the
boundary JC = 1 can integrate a polynomial of degree up to 2 N exactly. We list
in Table E.4 the values for the quadrature weights and points for the Radau
quadrature formula
N

1

I = /J y(x) dx= E njy(xj) + Hv+Iy(jc = 1)
o

(E.50)

j=1

Similarly, when the Radau quadrature formula is used with the boundary point
at JC = 0 included instead of JC = 1, the Radau quadrature formula is
1

N

I = / y(x) dx = woy(x = 0) + E w,y(*y)
Table E.5 lists the quadrature points and weights for this case.

(E.51)

Table E.4 Quadrature Points and Weights for Radau Quadrature
with the Last End Point Included: Weighting Function W(x) = 1
Af

Quadrature Points

Quadrature Weights

1

Jt1 = 0.333333
x2 = 1.000000

W1 = 0.750000
w2 = 0.250000

2

X1 = 0.155051
X2 = 0.644949
x3 = 1.000000

W1 = 0.376403
w2 = 0.512486
w3 = 0.111111

3

X1 = 0.088588
Jc2 = 0.409467
Jc3 = 0.787660
Jc4 = 1.000000

W1 = 0.220462
w 2 = 0.388194
w3 = 0.328844
w4 = 0.062500

Similar to inclusion of the boundary point at JC = 1, the quadrature formula
for including the boundary point at JC = 0 (in addition to the N interior
quadrature points) can integrate a polynomial of degree up to 2 N exactly.
Heretofore, we have considered the quadrature formula for the integral of a
function y(jc) with a weighting function W(x) = 1. The Radau quadrature
formula for the following integral with the weighting function W(x) = JC^(1 - jc) a

/ = / o 1 [jc/ 3 (l-jc) a ]y(jc)tic

(E.52)

is given by the following two formulas
I = j\x^(\-x)a\y{x)dx=

E wjy(xj)+wN+ly(x=-I)

Table E.5 Quadrature Points and Weights for Radau Quadrature
with the First End Point Included: Weighting Function W(x) = 1
N

Quadrature Points

Quadrature Weights

1

Jc0 = 0.000000
Jc1 = 0.666667

w 0 = 0.250000
W1 = 0.750000

2

Jc0 = 0.000000
Jc1 = 0.355051
Jc2 = 0.844949

w 0 = 0.111111
W1 = 0.512486
W2 = 0.376403

3

Jc0 = 0.000000
Jc1 = 0.212341
Jc2 = 0.590533
Jc3 = 0.911412

w0 =
W1 =
W2 =
W3 =

0.062500
0.328844
0.388194
0.220462

(E.53)

and
N

I=

[ [xP(l-x)a]y(x)dx

= woy(x

= O)+ E w , y ( x y )

(E.54)

When a = /3 = O, we recover the Radau formula obtained earlier.
Using the same procedure of determining quadrature weights and quadrature
points described earlier (that is we force the quadrature formula to fit polynomials up to degree 2AO, we will obtain the N interior quadrature points and the
N + 1 quadrature weights. The other quadrature point will be either at the
point x = 0 or x = 1. Tables E.6 and E.7 list these values for a number of
combinations of a and /3.

Table E.6 Quadrature Points and Weights for Radau Quadrature
with the Last End Point Included: Weighting Function W(x) = xHl - x)"
a

Af= 1

Af= 2

AT=3

Jc1 = 0.122515
X2 = 0.544152
Jc3 = 1.000000
W1 = 0.265016
w2 = 0.221096
w3 = 0.013889

Jc1 = 0.072994
Jc2 = 0.347004
Jc3 = 0.705002
Jc4 = 1.000000
W1 = 0.169509
w2 = 0.223962
W3 = 0.101529
w4 = 0.005000
Jc1 =
Jc2 =
Jc3 =
Jc4 =
W1 =
w2 =
W3 =
w4 =

1

0

X1 =
X2 =
W1 =
w2 =

0

1

X1 = 0.500000
x2 = 1.000000
W1 = 0.333333
W2 = 0.166667

Jc1 =
Jc2 =
Jc3 =
W1 =
W2 =
W3 =

1

1

Jc1 =
X2 =
W1 =
W2 =

Jc1 = 0.226541
Jc2 = 0.630602
JC3 = 1.000000
W1 = 0.061489
w2 = 0.096844
w3 = 0.008333

0.250000
1.000000
0.444444
0.055556

0.400000
1.000000
0.138889
0.027778

0.276393
0.723607
1.000000
0.115164
0.301503
0.083333

0.172673
0.500000
0.827327
1.000000
0.047006
0.177778
0.225217
0.050000

Jc1 = 0.145590
Jc2 = 0.433850
Jc3 = 0.753894
Jc4 = 1.000000
W1 = 0.028912
W2 = 0.079829
W3 = 0.054926
w4 = 0.003333

Table E.7 Quadrature Points and Weights for Radau Quadrature
with the First End Point Included: Weighting Function W(x) = xHl - x)"

E.7

a

a

N =1

N =2

1

0

X1 = 0.000000
X2 = 0.500000
W1 = 0.166667
W2 = 0.333333

X1 = 0.000000
Jc2 = 0.276393
* 3 = 0.723607
W1 = 0.083333
W2 = 0.301503
W3 = 0.115164

Jc1 =
Jc2 =
Jc3 =
JC4 =
W1 =
W2 =
W3 =
W4 =

0.000000
0.172673
0.500000
0.827327
0.050000
0.225217
0.177778
0.047006

0

1

X1 = 0.000000
X2 = 0.750000
W1 = 0.055556
W2 = 0.444444

X1 =
Jc2 =
JC3 =
W1 =
W2 =
W3 =

0.000000
0.455848
0.877485
0.013889
0.221096
0.265016

JC1 =
jc2 =
*3 =
JC4 =
W1 =
W2 =
W3 =
W4 =

0.000000
0.294998
0.652996
0.927006
0.005000
0.101528
0.223962
0.169509

1

1

X1 = 0.000000
X2 = 0.600000
W1 = 0.027778
W2 = 0.138889

Jc1 =
Jc2 =
JC3 =
W1 =
W2 =
W3 =

0.000000
0.369398
0.773459
0.008333
0.096844
0.061489

JC1 =
Jc2 =
X3 =
JC4 =
W1 =
W2 =
W3 =
W4 =

0.000000
0.246106
0.566150
0.854410
0.003333
0.054593
0.079829
0.028912

N=3

LOBATTO QUADRATURE
The last section illustrated the Radau quadrature formula when one of the
quadrature points is on the boundary either at x = O or x = 1. In this section,
we present the Lobatto quadrature formula, which includes both boundary
points in addition to the N interior quadrature points. The general formula for
the Lobatto quadrature is

i

N

I= f y(x) dx = woy(x = O) + £ Wjy(xj) + wN+ly(x

= 1) (E.55)

To demonstrate the Lobatto formula, we use the case of one interior point; that

is, N= 1, and the quadrature formula is
/ = Cy(x) dx = woy(x = 0) + wly{xl) + w2y(x = 1)

(E.56)

-7O

where JC1 is the interior quadrature point.
There are four parameters to be found in Eq. E.56, namely W0, W1, W2, and
X1. To find them we stipulate that the formula would integrate four polynomials
1, JC, jc2, x3 exactly; that is,
f 1 dx = 1 = W0 + W1 + w2

(E.57a)

f xdx = T5- = W0(O) + W1Jc1 + W2
J0
z

(E.57£)

[1X2 dx=\=
J0
J

W0(O) + W1Jc12 + W2

(E.57c)

[1JC3 dx = \ = W0(O) + W1Jc3 + w2

(E.57d)

Table E.8 Quadrature Points and Weights for Lobatto Quadrature:
Weighting Function W(x) = 1
Quadrature points

Quadrature weights

Jc0 = 0.000000
JC1 = 0.500000
JC2 = 1.000000

w0 = 0.166667
W1 = 0.666667
w2 = 0.166667

2

Jc0
Jc1
Jc2
Jc3

=
=
=
=

0.000000
0.276393
0.723607
1.000000

w0 =
W1 =
w2 =
w3 =

0.083333
0.416667
0.416667
0.083333

3

JC0 =
Jc1 =
JC2 =
Jc3 =
JC4 =

0.000000
0.172673
0.500000
0.827327
1.000000

W0 =
W1 =
W2 =
w3 =
W4 =

0.050000
0.272222
0.355556
0.272222
0.050000

4

JC0 =
JC1 =
Jc2 =
Jc3 =
JC4 =
jc5 =

0.000000
0.117472
0.357384
0.642616
0.882528
1.000000

W0 =
W1 =
W2 =
W3 =
w4 =
w5 =

0.033333
0.189238
0.277429
0.277429
0.189238
0.033333

N
1

Table E.9 Quadrature Points and Weights for Lobatto Quadrature:
Weighting Function W(x) = xHl - x)a
N= 1
N = 4
a P
N=3
N=2
1 0 X0 = 0.000000 X0 = 0.000000 X0 = 0.000000 X0 = 0.000000
.X1 = 0.400000 X 1 = 0.226541 X1 = 0.145590 X1 = 0.101352
X2 = 1.000000 X2 = 0.630602 X2 = 0.433850 X2 = 0.313255
W 0 = 0.125000 X3 = 1.000000 Jc3 = 0.753894 X3 = 0.578185
W1 = 0.347222 W 0 = 0.066667 X4 = 1.000000 X4 = 0.825389
W2 = 0.027778 W 1 = 0.271425 w 0 = 0.041667 X 5 = 1.000000
W 2 = 0.153574 W 1 = 0.198585 W 0 = 0.028582
W 3 = 0.008333 w 2 = 0.184001 W 1 = 0.147730
W 3 = 0.072414 W 2 = 0.171455
W 4 = 0.003333 W 3 = 0.113073
W 4 = 0.037583
W 5 = 0.001587
0 1 *0 = 0.000000 X0 = 0.000000 X0 = 0.000000 X0 = 0.000000
X1 = 0.600000 X1 = 0.369398 X 1 = 0.246106 X 1 = 0.174611
X2 = 1.000000 X2 = 0.773459 X2 = 0.566150 X2 = 0.421815
H-o = 0.027778 X3 = 1.000000 X3 = 0.854410 X3 = 0.686745
W1 = 0.347222 W 0 = 0.008333 X4 = 1.000000 X4 = 0.898648
W2 = 0.125000 W 1 = 0.153574 W 0 = 0.003333 X5 = 1.000000
W 2 = 0.271425 W 1 = 0.072414 W 0 = 0.001587
W 3 = 0.066667 w 2 = 0.184001 W 1 = 0.037582
W 3 = 0.198585 W 2 = 0.113073
W 4 = 0.041667 W 3 = 0.171455
W 4 = 0.147730
W 5 = 0.028571
1 1 X 0 = 0.000000 X0 = 0.000000 *0 = 0.000000 *0 = 0.000000
X 1 = 0.500000 X 1 = 0.311018 X 1 = 0.211325 X1 = 0.152627
X2 = 1.000000 X2 = 0.688982 X2 = 0.500000 X2 = 0.374719
W 0 = 0.016667 X 3 = 1.000000 X3 = 0.788675 X3 = 0.625281
W1 = 0.133333 W 0 = 0.005556 X4 = 1.000000 X4 = 0.847373
W2 = 0.016667 W 1 = 0.077778 W 0 = 0.002380 X5 = 1.000000
w 2 = 0.077778 W 1 = 0.042857 W 0 = 0.001191
W 3 = 0.005556 W2 = 0.076190 W 1 = 0.024576
W 3 = 0.042857 W 2 = 0.057567
W 4 = 0.002381 W 3 = 0.057567
W 4 = 0.024576
W 5 = 0.001190

Solving these four equations, we obtain the four parameters as
1
4
1
X1 = 0.5; H>0 = ^ ; ^ 1 = -^; H>2 = ^

(E.58)

Table E.8 lists values of quadrature points and weights for the Lobatto quadrature formula.
For the general integral of the type
/= / 1 ^ ( I -x)a]y(x)dx

(E.59)

with the weighting function W(x) = xp(l - x)a, the Lobatto quadrature equation is written as
N

i

I = J [*"(1 - x)a]y(x) dx = woy(x = 0) + E ^ ( ^ ) + wN+ly(x = 1)
y

0

= 1

(E.60)
Table E.9 lists values for the quadrature points and weights for a number of
combinations of a and /3.
E.8

CONCLUDINGREMARKS
This appendix has illustrated the most valuable integration formulas for engineering applications. The most popular formulas are the Trapezoid and Simpson rules, and they are recommended for initial application of the integration
formula since they are so simple to use. Error control and extrapolation could
then be used to improve the estimation of the integral. When the integrand has
unbounded values at the boundaries, the Newton-Cotes formula of the open
type will prove to be a suitable choice. The Gaussian, Laguerre, Hermite,
Radau, and Lobatto quadrature formulas are particularly useful when the
function y(x) is known, since the summation process is so simple and easily
programmed. They are also attractive in cases requiring the utilization of the
collocation method, explained in Chapter 8.
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Appendix F

Nomenclature
a

u
A
A
AKx)

K
B
B
B1
BN

Bi

BKx)
C
C

N

C
C*
Ci
d
D
DE

E
Ei
erf
/

fix)
F
F
F(s)

coefficient used in the Frobenius expansion, Eq. 3.32
component of the matrix A
cross sectional area (Chapter 1)
first derivative matrix, Eq. 8.102
Airy function, Eq. 3.75
coefficient used in the Frobenius expansion
component of the matrix B
parameter, Eq. 7.36
second derivative matrix, Eq. 8.102
residue, Eq. 9.76
coefficient in the Laurent expansion, Eq. 9.75
Biot number for heat transfer, Eq. 1.816
Airy function, Eq. 3.76
variable index, used in Frobenius expansion, Eq. 3.32
coefficient, defined in Eq. 8.110
fluid concentration
fluid concentration in equilibrium with the adsorbed phase
fluid concentration
cosine integral, Eq. 4.52
specific heat
inner pipe diameter, used in Example 2.25
diffusion coefficient
effective diffusivity in porous particle, Eq. 8.21
diffusion coefficient along the bed length, Eq. 2.215
activation energy
exponential integral, Eq. 4.50
error function
functional
forcing function in the RHS of ODEs
volumetric flow rate, Eq. 7.36
functional, for example, Eq. 7.46
Laplace transform of f(t\ Eq. 9.1
coefficient, defined in Eq. 8.88

G

N-k

h
h
hj

hG
hL
Ha
i
i

Kx)
In
J
J

k

kc
kca
K
K
Kn
Kn(x)
lj(x)

L
L
L
m
n
Nu
P
PN(^
PN+1(X)

P(x)
PJ

Pe
Pr
Q
Q
Qz

Q
Q(x)
QJ

r
R
Rb

Function defined in Eq. 8.86a
step size used in integration methods of Chapter 7
heat transfer coefficient
coefficient, defined in Eq. 8.88
heat transfer coefficient of gas phase, Eq. 1.52
heat transfer coefficient of liquid phase, Eq. 1.52
Hatta number, Eq. 2.242
counting index
imaginary number = ]/— 1
integrating factor, used in Chapter 2
Bessel function
flux = mass transfer per unit area
Jacobian matrix, for example, Eq. 8.16Od
Bessel function
Jacobi polynomial, Eq. 8.78, Eq. 8.79
thermal conductivity
reaction rate constant, used in Example 2.5
mass transfer coefficient per unit interfacial area, Eq. 1.33
mass transfer coefficient per unit bed volume, Eq. 1.33
affinity constant of adsorption equilibrium, defined in Eq. 1.32
equilibrium constant between two phases, Eq. 5.3
Bessel function, Eq. 3.162
kernel of the integral transform, used in Chapter 11
Lagrangian interpolation polynomial, Eq. 8.90
length
heavy phase flow rate, Eq. 5.4
differential operator, Eq. 8.1
parameter, Eq. 1.61
parameter, Eq. 1.73
Nusselt number for heat transfer, defined in Problem 1.1
dy/dx, defined in Eq. 2.87
rescaled polynomial of the Jacobi polynomial of degree TV,
Eq. 8.86fo
node polynomial, Eq. 8.91
function of x, used in Chapter 2
coefficient, Eq. 3.30
Peclet number, Eq. 2.242
Prandt number, defined in Problem 1.1
concentration in the adsorbed phase
heat flux = heat transfer per unit area
heat flux in the r direction
heat flux in the z direction
heat transfer (Chapter 1)
function of x, used in Chapter 2
coefficient, Eq. 3.31
radial coordinate
residual, Eq. 8.3
boundary residual, Eq. 8.4

R
R
RU)
Re
S

S
Si
t
t*
T
Tw
T0
X
X*
x

i

X
X
X(T)

y
ya
yj

yjix)

yj'Kx)
yfKx)
Y
U
U
U

U
V

V0

vz
V
V
V

K
W

J

wk(x)
W

wA
X
Z

a
a
a

tube radius or particle radius
chemical reaction rate
function of x, used in Chapter 2
Reynolds number
complex variable, Eq. 9.2
cross-sectional area of a tube, used in Example 7.3
sine integral, Eq. 4.51
time
inner time variable, Eq. 6.98
temperature
wall temperature (Chapter 1)
inlet temperature (Chapter 1)
independent variable
inner variable, Eq. 6.62
yth interpolation point used in Chapter 8
mass solute/mass carrier solvent, Eq. 5.2
reaction conversion, Eq. 7.38
penetration front, used in Chapter 12
dependent variable
approximate dependent variable, Eq. 8.5
value of y at the interpolation point Xj, used in Chapter 8
coefficient in the asymptotic expansion, Eq. 6.5
coefficient in the inner asymptotic expansion, Eq. 6.64
coefficient in the outer asymptotic expansion, Eq. 6.59
mass solute/mass extracting solvent, Eq. 5.1
independent variable, = x2, used in Chapter 8 for symmetry,
for example, Eq. 8.117
nondimensional temperature, Eq. 1.81 a
superficial velocity, for example, used in Example 7.3
overall heat transfer coefficient in heat exchanger, used in
Example 2.25
y/x, used in Chapter 2
mean velocity (Chapter 1)
parabolic velocity, defined in Chapter 1, Eq. 1.21
nondimensional variable, defined in Eq. 2.73
light solvent mass flow rate, Eq. 5.4
reservoir volume used in Example 7.1
particle volume, Eq. 8.28
quadrature weight, Eq. 8.107
test function, Eq. 8.7
Wronskian determinant, defined in Eq. 2.359
mass transfer rate of the species A, Eq. 2.120
coordinate
axial coordinate
independent variable, Eq. 7.79, Eq. 7.81
parameter, defined in Eq. 2.225
nondimensional parameter, Eq. 1.54

a

P
Pn
8
Six)
8n
e
e
e
S

7N,i
y
p
A
A

e
A
(
V
V
V

€

<p
9
<PnW
(T
(O

n

exponent in the weighting function of the Jacobi polynomial,
Eq. 8.83
exponent in the weighting function of the Jacobi polynomial,
Eq. 8.83
parameter, defined in Eq. 2.225
parameter, defined in Eq. 5.6
eigenvalue, Eq. 1.866, used in Chapter 10, for example, Eq. 10.185
nondimensional parameter, Eq. 1.816
Dirac delta function
asymptotic sequence, Eq. 6.37
bed porosity, Eq. 1.34
particle porosity
small parameter used in Chapter 6 for perturbation analysis
error, Eq. 7.21
coefficient of the Jacobi polynomial of degree N
Euler constant, Eq. 3.153
density
parameter, defined in Chapter 1, Eq. 1.9
decay constant used in Chapter 7 for ODEs, Eq. 7.20 a
parameter, Eq. 2.387 and Eq. 2.388
viscosity
temperature, defined in Eq. 1.11
nondimensional parameter, defined in Eq. 1.18
nondimensional parameter, defined in Equation 1.19
eigenvalue, used in coated wall reactor, Eq. 10.182, or in
Example 10.3, Example 10.4, Example 10.5
nondimensional length, Eq. 1.81a
effectiveness factor
combined variable used in the combination of variables method,
Eq. 10.15
parameter, defined in Eq. 1.63
nondimensional coordinate, Eq. 1.81a
eigenvalue used in Chapter 11
Thiele modulus, Eq. 8.24
trial functions, Eq. 8.5
exact function, Eq. 2.23
polar angle of a complex number
function, Eq. 3.112
orthogonal polynomial used in Chapter 10, for example,
Eq. 10.184
real part of a complex number
imaginary part of a complex number
vector defined in Eq. 11.187

Postface
After finishing this text, the reader has become aware of the importance of a
solid foundation in algebra. Such is the final state in solving problems, since
both ODE and PDE solutions finally end in algebraic terms. Knowledge of this
basic body is the platform to build on higher levels. New developments will also
have their underpinnings in classical mathematics. Of these, the reader can see
the need for constructing methods of coping with nonlinearities. Toward this
end, there is evolving a body of applied mathematics which constructs nonlinear
operators to solve differential equations as handily as Heaviside and Laplace
operators.
Foremost among linear problems is the analysis of coupled sets of PDE, with
obvious applications in systems and control engineering. Often the Laplace
transform can be used for resolving such complexities, through Laurent's
expansion and residue theory. Residue theory is, as the reader can verify, more
a problem of pedagogy than practice; once learned, it is easy to apply. What is
the proper way to teach such abstract ideas as the "complex domain"? How can
communication barriers be overcome? On what philosophical basis should
higher mathematics be taught? Many teach by the deductive mode, that is,
moving from the general case to a specific one. The engineer more often
operates in the inductive mode, by studying many individual cases from which a
general principle evolves. Here, the dichotomy into two basic teaching styles
daily confronts students. Each has attractive features, but it would appear in
practice that the inductive style is best for undergraduates, whereas the deductive mode appeals to graduate level students. By trial and error, teachers learn
the optimum for time and place. Elementary feedback control is the operative
mechanism. Linear methods work at the introductory level. Learning to cope
well with scalar problems must necessarily precede vector arrays.
Toward this end, we have attempted to reduce exposition using vector
terminology. Occasionally, this was not possible, so an appendix was developed
to provide a review of elementary principles for vector-matrices operation.
Linear operators in Hilbert space was briefly mentioned, mainly as a means of
coping with the case of infinite eigenfunctions. Last, but not least, a careful

treatment of modern methods for numerical solutions for PDE was incorporated.
Several generations have been nurtured on the classic text Transport
Phenomena. By and large, the original version by Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot
has survived the test of time. You, the reader, will ultimately determine the
usefulness of the present exposition of applicable mathematics. Every effort was
made to eliminate errors in the text, but some may survive, so please inform the
authors if errors are discovered.

Index
Index terms

Links

A
Absorption:
gas-liquid mass transfer

32

471

with chemical reaction

34

53

Activity, catalyst decay

220

Adams-Bashforth method

251

Adams-Moulton method

253

Addition of matrices

648

Addition of vectors

648

Adsorption, packed bed
batch

10

181

471

444

521

Airy equation

113

function

115

Aitkens ∆2 method

642

Algebra, complex

332

Algebraic equations:
linear, matrix method solution

658

numerical solution methods

630

Ammonia-water distillation

182

Amplitude of complex number

332

Analytic functions (of a complex variable)

337

Argument of complex number

332

Associated eigenproblem

499

Associative law of algebra

78

Asymptotic expansions

191

192

Asymptotic sequence

191

192

Augmented matrix

652

Axial dispersion, packed bed

68
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701

702

Index terms

Links

B
Batch reactor

46

Benzoic acid, dissolution of

29

Bernoulli equation

45

Bessel functions:
first kind

128

modified

130

properties

135

tables of values

136

Bessel's equation

127

generalized

131

modified

130

Beta function

152

relation to Gamma function

137

152

Binomial power series

80

Binomial theorem

80

Biot number

26

Bisection algorithm

630

Blood dialysis, modeling

460

108

Boundary conditions:
homogeneous type

14

in Laplace transforms

376

in numerical solutions

229

in Sturm-Liouville equation

499

time dependent

513

Boundary value problem:
collocation methods for

268

nonlinear

304

Branch cut

380

Branch points

379

Brinkman correction

147

Bromwich path

350

Bubble coalesence

378

56
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703

Index terms
Bubble column, mass transfer models
Bubble rise

Links
32

101

102

C
Capillary tube diffusometer

482

483

Catalyst pellet

139

145

Catalytic reactor, modeling

212

34

Cauchy:
integral formula (second integral theorem)

391

theorem

341

Cauchy-Riemann conditions

337

Chain rule, total differential

38

Characteristic equation

64

Chebyshev polynomial

128

Classification, of ODE

39

of PDE

343

90

402

Coefficients, linear, first order ODE
Collocation methods
orthogonal collocation methods

49
271

277

284

290

Column matrix

645

Combination of variables

400

Commutative law of algebra

78

Complementary solution

61

Complex conjugate

405

333

Complex number:
amplitude or modulus of

332

argument of

332

imaginary part

332

real part

332

trigonometrical, exponential identities

334

Complex variables:
analytic functions of

337

Cauchy's integral formula

391
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409

220

704

Index terms

Links

Complex variables (Continued)
Cauchy's theorem

341

derivatives of

337

evaluation of residues

347

integration of

341

Laurent's expansion

346

multivalued functions of

335

singularities of

338

branch points

379

essential

340

poles

345

theory of residues

345

Composite solutions

198

Conformable matrices

648

Consecutive reactions

98

Conservation law, general

343
349

340

5

Contour integration, inversion of Laplace by

331

Contour plots

342

344

acceleration of

589

642

radius of

107

rate of

639

Convergence:

Convergent series

107

Convolution for Laplace

366

Cosine integral

156

Countercurrent extraction

165

Crank-Nicolson equation

582

Crank-Nicolson method

584

CSTR, definition

165

Cubic equation, asymptotic expansion

212

CVD reactor

415
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705

Index terms

Links

D
Danckwerts conditions

70

Darcy's law

147

Demoivre's theorem

335

Derivative:
partial

397

substitution method

52

Difference(s):
backward

247

581

forward

247

677

Difference equations:
characteristic equation

167

differential, solution by numerical methods

247

finite

166

degree and order

166

linear finite,
complementary solution

167

particular solution

172

175

nonlinear finite
analytical

177

Riccati

176

Difference formula

247

Difference operator

247

Differential equations, ordinary:
Airy's equation

113

Bessel's equation

127

Chebychev's equation

128

complementary solution of

61

Duffing equation

52

Frobenius solution method

108

Kummer's equation

122

Lane-Emden equation

52

matrix representation of

89
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127
661

706

Index terms

Links

Differential equations, ordinary (Continued)
nonlinear

38
50

order and degree

50

particular solution of

50

solution by Laplace

368

solution by matrix methods

661

Van der Pol equation

43
51

45

62

72

52

Differential equations, partial:
derivation of

9

particular solutions by combination of variables

399

solution by Laplace transforms

443

solution by separation of variables

406

solution by numerical methods

546

solution by Sturm-Liouville transforms

487

superposition of solutions

425

Differential equations, simultaneous

89

Differential operator

77

409
420

Differential properties of Bessel functions

187

Dirac Delta function

362

383

Dirichlet boundary conditions

296

304

Distillation column

169

177

Distributive law of algebra

77

648

Draining tank

97

Duffing equation

52

E
Effectiveness factor

21

139

Efficiency, Murphree plate

181

Eigenfunctions

433

490

Eigenproblem

490

660

Eigenvalues

425

490

Elimination of independent variable

90
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141

46

707

Index terms
Elimination of dependent variable
Elliptic integrals

Links
89
152

first kind

154

second kind

154

Error function

148

complementary

150

properties of

149

table of values

150

Errors:
global

251

local

250

Euler formula, complex variables

67

335

Exactness

39

41

Exponential function:
identities for

334

series representation

104

transform of

335

Exponential integral

156

Exponential power series

104

Extraction, liquid-solid

408

Extraction cascade

165

477

F
Factor, integrating

39

Falling film, for gas absorption

471

Fin, temperature profile

142

Finite differences:
operators

247

solving differential equations

231

staged equations

165

First Bromwich path, complex variables
Fixed bed catalytic reactor

572

350
34
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68

708

Index terms

Links

Fluid flow:
packed bed

147

transient start-up for tube flow

465

Fourier-Mellon integral

331

Fourier series approximation, numerical inversion, Laplace

388

Fourier's law

663

10

Frobenius method

108

Functions, orthogonal

426

496

Functions and definite integrals:
Beta

152

Elliptic

154

error

148

Gamma

150

Fundamental lemma of calculus

6

G
Gamma function

150

in Laplace transforms

335

relation to Beta function

152

Gamma function, incomplete

151

Gas absorption:
in bubble columns
in falling film

32

72

471

in packed columns

10

with reaction

34

Gaussian quadrature

683

Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula

293

Gauss-Jordan elimination

656

Generalized Bessel equation

131

Generalized Sturm-Liouville transform

521

Graetz equation (heat transfer)

143

53

432
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709

Index terms

Links

H
Hankel transform

495

Heat conduction equation:
boundary conditions

25

cylindrical coordinates

25

spherical coordinates

455

steady state

440

unsteady state

440

501

440

Heat conduction solutions:
Graetz problem

432

Nusselt problem

450

unsteady linear

435

455

91

472

473

from fins

142

144

146

from packed beds

480

from pin promoters

132

403

Heat exchanger, double-pipe
Heat loss:

from rod bundles

18

from rod promoters

99

Heat transfer coefficient

19

Heaviside operator

77

Hermite formulas

686

Hierarchy of models
Hilbert space

17
492

Homogeneous equations

13

61

Homogeneous functions

43

58

Hyperbolic function

69

I
Image (Sturm-Liouville transform)

491

Indicial equation

109

Infinite series

106

Inhomogeneous boundary conditions

440

504
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710

Index terms

Links

Inhomogeneous equations (PDE)

434

511

Initial value, problems, numerical solution of

225

227

Inner product

270

493

Inner variable

567

Integral properties of Bessel function

138

Integrals, line

350

Integration, numerical procedure

676

Integrating factor
Interpolation formula
Lagrange

39
246

247

289

Inverse operator

72

77

by contour integration for Laplace

331

350

by convolution integral for Laplace

366

79

Inverse transform:

for Heaviside operators

77

by partial fractions for Laplace

363

by Sturm-Liouville transform

498

534

331

350

Jacobian matrix

245

637

Jacobi polynomials

128

143

Jacobi's equation

128

143

Inversion theorem, Laplace

J

K
Kernel, Sturm-Liouville transform

495

Kronecker delta function

582

Kummer's equation

122

127

L
Lagrange interpolation formula

289

Lagrange polynomials

314

Laguerre polynomial

127
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286

711

Index terms
Lane-Emden equation

Links
52

Laplace operator

354

Laplace transform

350

convolution theorem for

366

differentiation of

358

354

inverse transforms,
solution of ODE

368

using partial fractions

363

Laplace transforms:
of derivatives

357

of integral functions

358

method of solving ODE

368

method of solving PDE

443

properties of

356

shifting theorem for

360

step functions

361

unit impulse

361

ramp function

361

table of

360

671

Laurent's expansion

346

Least square method

189

Legendre's equation

128

Legendre's polynomial

128

Leibnitz, rule for differentiating an integral

148

Lerch's theorem, Laplace transforms

356

Leveque solution

417

459

L'Hopital's rule

348

363

Linear coefficients first order ODE

49

Linearly independent, definition for ODE

62

Lobatto quadrature
Log-mean ∆T

144

690
96

Loschmidt diffusion cell
Lumped parameters

459
6
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712

Index terms

Links

M
Mass transfer:
condition

408

diffusion equation

477

integro-differential boundary by molecular diffusion (Pick's law)
unsteady, to spheres

16
455

Matched asymptotic expansion

195

202

Matching

197

202

Matrices:
addition

648

application to sets of ODE

661

augmented

652

characteristic equations

661

commutable

648

conformable

648

decomposition

649

diagonally dominate

647

diagonals

646

elimination methods

650

inverse

649

Jacobian

637

matrix algebra

647

multiplication

648

operator

527

pivoting

654

solution of linear algebraic equations

658

sparse

647

square

646

subtraction

648

symmetric

647

transpose

647

triangular

646

tridiagonal

646

Mellin-Fourier theorem

331

350
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713

Index terms

Links

Membrane transport

216

Moment method

358

Multivalued function

380

327

N
Newton, method of solving algebraic equations

635

Newton backward interpolation formula

247

Newton forward difference polynomial

677

Numbers:
absolute value of
Biot

337
26

complex

332

conjugate

333

imaginary

332

Nusselt

29

Numerical methods:
algebraic equations

630

bisection method

630

Newton-Raphson method

635

secant method

637

successive substitution

632

Crank-Nicolson method

253

derivative boundary conditions

229

Euler method:
explicit

231

250

implicit

232

252

226

249

first order, ODE
higher order ODE:
boundary value problems

268

initial value problems

228

Newton-Raphson method

635

partial differential equations
collocation method

592

finite difference

572
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468

714

Index terms

Links

Numerical methods (Continued)
finite element

603

polynomial approximation

546

Nusselt problem, heat transfer in tube flow

450

O
One point collocation method

277

309

Operator:
boundary

499

differential

263

finite difference

247

general

61

Laplace

331

499

Ordering concept, gauge function

189

Order symbols

190

Orthogonal functions

426

493

498

Orthogonality property

426

493

498

P
Parameter estimation in Laplace domain

358

Partial differential equations:
boundary conditions

406

combination of variables

399

formulation

409

8

Fourier transform (Sturm-Liouville transform)

495

inhomogeneous

434

initial value type:
Laplace transform

444

Sturm-Liouville transform

487

numerical methods

546

orthogonal function

426

Sturm-Liouville equation

426

particular solution

405

separation of variables

420
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715

Index terms

Links

Partial differential equations: (Continued)
coated wall reactor

421

steady-state heat transfer

440

superposition of solutions

425

unsteady heat transfer

409

Partial differentiation
changing independent variables
Partial fractions for Laplace transforms

450
413

440

72

405

397
399
363

Particular solution

62

Pendulum equation

52

Perturbation method

184

562

31

394

Piston, dynamic of movement

455

Poles:
in complex variables

347

first order

347

inversion of Laplace transforms

352

second order

349

Polynomial approximation

546

Polynomials:
Graetz

143

432

Jacobi

128

143

Lagrange

314

Laguerre

127

Legendre

128

Power Series

106

Plug flow model

4

Predictor-corrector method

253

Propagation of errors

679

Q
Quadrature, definition
formulas, Gauss-Jacobi

293
293
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285

287

716

Index terms

Links

R
Radau-Lobatto quadrature formula

295

Radau quadrature

687

Radius of convergence

107

Range of convergence

107

Ratio test

107

Reactor batch

46

Reactor coated wall

421

Reactors, tanks in series

179

transient response

395

Reactors, tubular:
coated wall

421

packed bed

34

68

109

111

Recurrence relation
for Bessel functions

138

Regular behavior

142

Regular perturbation

188

Relative volatility

177

Residual, weighted residuals

268

338

Residues:
evaluation of

347

evaluation for multiple poles

349

theory of

345

Reynolds number
Riccati difference equation
Riccati ODE

8
176
45

Robin boundary condition

301

Rodrigues formula

144

Row matrix

645

Runge-Kutta formula

255

Runge-Kutta-Gill formula

256

Runge-Kutta method

253

285
256
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717

Index terms

Links

S
Self-adjoint operator

500

Separation constant

423

517

Series:
Bessel's equation

127

modified

130

properties

135

convergent

106

indicial equation

109

infinite, properties of

106

power

104

solution by Frobenius method

108

Shifting theorem

360

Shooting method

267

Sign conventions

13

Simpson's rule for integration
Simultaneous ODE
Sine integral

106

680
89
156

Singularities:
branch points

379

of complex variables

338

essential

340

pole type

340

Singular perturbation solution
Singular solutions, ODE
Solvent extraction cascade

188

562

51

60

165

Spheres:
adsorption onto

462

dissolution of gas within bubble

102

Stability of numerical methods

232

Step function:
unit impulse

361

unit step

361
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718

Index terms

Links

Stiffness, numerical methods

243

Stirling formula

162

Strained coordinates

218

Sturm-Liouville equation

426

Sturm-Liouville transforms

487

Subdomain method

188

Successive substitution method

632

495

T
Tank draining

97

Tanks in Series

179

Taylor series expansion

142

Temperature, surface variation

415

Temperature distribution:
in semi-infinite slab

409

in circular fins

142

in flowing fluid

48

Test function

413
431

457

270

Thermocouple, model of

30

Total differential

38

Transformation of matrices

31

647

Transforms:
Fourier

495

Hankel

495

Laplace

331

Laplace, table of

671

Sturm-Liouville

486

Transpose of a matrix

647

Trapezoid rule for numerical integration

232

Trial functions

270

253

Trigonometric functions:
inverse operator on
Laplace transforms of

78
356
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678

719

Index terms

Links

U
Undetermined coefficients, method for ODE
Unsteady state operations

85
11
444

368

V
Variables:
complex

332

dependent

90

dummy

148

independent:
changing

90

combination of

399

method of separation

420

Variation of parameters

85

Vectors

409

644

Velocity profile, tube flow

8

Vibration of drumhead

463

Volterra integral

392

465

W
Weighted residuals, method of
Wronskian, definition

268
87

Z
Zakian method, inverting Laplace transforms

383
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